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The WhiteHouse 
\..', 

JUlie 10,1968 

EXECUTIVE ORDER #11412 

'ESTABLISHING A NATIONAL/COMMISSION ON 
THE CAUSES AND PREVENTI(JN OF ViOLENCE 

By 'lirlue of the authority vested in me as F1hSident of the United Stutes,it 
is ordered as follows:. I, 

SECTION I. Establishment of the Coipmissiol/. (aJ There is hereby 
established a National Commission on. the Ci,uses and Prevention of Violence 
(hereil1~fler referred to as the "Commission":,. 

(b) The Commission shaUbe composed Ilf: 

Dr. MOton ELo,"hower, Chairman .J! 
Co~an Hal. B_ S"l!lior Roman HrurlIa 
M'Chbidlop Terence 1. Cooke Alben: E.lenner, Jr. 
Anll,.~or Patrlcb Harris a1).Bressman Wi!ll&m M. McCuDoch 
S,n.tOlPhllipA.H:ut °Dr. W. W:all",Meruoln~ 
lud,I'A. Leon Hlggir.botham °llldgo ErnOI!! Wil.!um McF,,\and 
£.tk Horrer ·~~n Jawor&\J 

SECTION 2. FIII/clions of the Commission. The Commission shall 
investigate af/d make recommendations with )'cspect to: 

Ca) The causes and prevention of Jawle~s acts of vioJence in our society, 
including assassillati~n, murder and assau)t; rl 

(b) The caUses and prevention of disi;especl for Jaw and .order, of 
disrespect for public officials, and of violenl.ldisruptions of public order by 
individuals and groups; and \. 

(c) Such olllOr malte~ ·u.s the President·thay place before t\te Commis· 
sion. " 

SECTION 4. StaffoftheCommissio;;' 

SECTION 5. Cooperation by Execlltive Depari.:(ri'tlls and Agencies. 
Ca) The Commission, acting through iis Ch;,irrrian, is authorized to 

request from any executive department or ageri'iY any information and 
assistance_ deemed nec~ssary to' carry out its functioi)S under this Order. Each 
departmt"lt or agency h directed, to the extent pernliUed by law and within 
the' limits ofavailnble'funds, to furnish informatioi: and' .,.<islance to .the 
Commission. " ~~ 

SECTION 6. Repori::and Tennination. The Comnl.ission shllil present its 
report and recommendafiQns as .soon as practicable, b'ut liot laler than one 
year from the date of this Order.The Commission shaJl'~erminate thirty days 
following the submission of its. final report or one year (rom the date of this 
Order, whichever is earlier." . ,. 

'Added by an Exeeulive Ord~[ June 21, 1968 

The White House 

May 23, 1969. 

S/Ly\)don B.Johnson 1'; 

EXECUTIVE ORDEi~ #11469_ 

EXTENDING THE LIFE OF THE NATIONAL COMMiSSION 
ON THE CAUSES AND PREVENTION OF VIOLE1~CE 

\, 

By virtue of the authority vested in me as Presidetit. ofthe'United Staws, 
Executive Order No. 11412 of June IQ, 1968,entitled ~'Establisl1inga ,~atiori'l 
Commission on the Cnusesand Prevention of Violenc~;" is hereby aln"nded 
by substltuting for the last sentence thereof the following: ''The Comlnission 
shall terminate thrity days folJawing,:Ihe SUbmission of its final re.,ori, or on 
December IO,196?, whichever 1s earlier!' " 

. SI Ri ch ard Nixon 

Cover: Close fight. 
~altimor~. 

Llihograph~ by Willy Jaecfel. Ferdinand Roten GalleFY,. 
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STATEMENT ON THE STAFF STUD'jES 

, .; 

Th~ Commission was directed to "go as far as man's 
knowledge takes" it in searching for the causes of . 
violenc~ and means of prevention. These studies lire 
reports to the Commission by independent scholars and 
lawyers who ha've serwd as 'directors. of our staff task 

. forces ,and study teams; they are not reports by the 
•• Commission itself. Publica.tion of any of the reports 
should not be taken to imply eJ,ldorsement of their 
contents by the Commission,; or by any member·of the 
Commission's staff, including the Executive Directer and 
other staff officers, not directly responsible fer the 
preparation cf the particuDar report. Both the credit and 
the responsibility for the reports lie in each case with 
the directors of the task forces and study., t.~.ams. The 
Commission is making the'repoa:,ts available. at this tin~e 
as works Gf scholarship to be j\idged on their merits, so 
that the Commission as well as' the public rriayh~ve the 
benefit of both the reports and informed criticisiu and 
comment on their contents." 
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PREFACE 

From the earliest da~~ of organization, the Chairman, C0117np.ssioners, and 
Executive Director of ffle}National Commission on the Causes"and Prevention 
of Violence recognized th~ importance of research in accomplishing the task 
of analyzing the many facets of violence''1n A!nerica. As a ,result of this 
recognition, the Cbmmission has enjoyed the receptivity,encouragement, and 
cooperation of a large par?J of the scientific community iri'thiscountry. 
Because of the 'assistance ~l(en in varying degrees by scores of scho1ilIs,here 
and abroad, these Task Force reports represent some of the most elabomte 
work ever done on the major topics they cover. 

The Commission,was formed on June 10, 1968.,By theend of the month, 
the Executive Director had gathered together a small cadre of capable young 
lawyersfrQin various Federal agencies and law firms around the country. That 
group was later augmented by partners borrowed from some of the Nation's 
major law firms who served without compensation. Such a professional group 
can be assembled more,;quickly than univ~rsity faculty because the latter are 
not accustomed to quickinstitutionaJ shifts after making firm commitments 
of teaching bl research at a particular locus. Moreover, the legal profession 
has long had a major and traditional role in Federal agencies and 
commissions. 

In early July a group 0[50 persons from the academic discipliries of 
sociology, psychology, psychiatry, political sCience,'l:dstory, law, and biology 

J were called together on short notice to discuss for 2 days how best the 
'!.II Commission 'and its staff might p~oceed to analyze violence; The enthusiastic'> 

1>1 response of these scientists ,came at\a'moment when our NationwasSt'illl7 
" suffering from the tragedy of Senator Kennedy's assassination. , . 
liYrt:,;·:~.~:~, was cle~ frQnI.that meeting thakthe: scholars were prepared to join 
, 'lrese"arch analx~!~f:irnd'actibn,jnterpretationdlnd policy. They were eager to 

._jJ)I.esenj;,.,tu~·tI;~\(American peqp~e,~\'! best available data, to bring i~ason to 
-~~'1 bear where myth had prevailed: 'They cautioned against simplistic ,solutions, 

J but urged .application of what is known in the' service 'of sane policies for the 
, benefit ofthe entire society.. , . , ' 

:~s~ Shortly thereafter the position·of Director of Re.search was. created. We 
,.~ assumed the role 'itS a joiritilndertakingr with common responsibiliti~s. Oui 

{ functiop. was to eI1list social and other scientists to join the staff, to vvtite 
\~paper~, act as adviser~ ,~9f",cccilisultants,and Bfig~ge in new rezearch:the 

!';~J ' , ;, . 'I'~ :"";'\\; ;:' 
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decentralized structure of the staff, which at its peak numbered 100, required f 
, research coordination to, reduce duplication and to fill in gaps among the ,! 

:' original seven separate rask Forces. In general, the plan was for each Task ' i 
Force to ha~e a pair of~:~Jrectors: one a social scientist, one a lawyer. In a j 
number of Instances, thIs' formal structure bent before the necessities of .ij 

available personnel but 'in almost, every case the Task Force work piogram ',j 
relied on both social scientists and lawyers for its successful completion. In ,'1 
a~~!tion .to our work with the seven original Task Forces, we provided ~.l 
cons~,lltatIon for the wo*,of the eighth "Investigative" Task Force, formed f 

"originally to investigat~'the disorders at the Democratic and Republican I 

National Conventions and the civil strife in,qeveland during the summer of ,A 

1968 and e~entually expanded to study campus disorders at several colleges! 
and universities., ,'~ 

Throughout September 8l1cl Octuber an4 in December of 1968 the 1 
Commission held about 30,:>1ays of public hearings related expressly to each 
of the Task Force areas. AbQI;t 100 witnesses testified, including many C ' 

scholars, Government officials,corporate executives as well as militants a~d ,,', f 
activists of various persuasions. In addition to the hearings, the Commission 
and the staff met privately with scores of persons, including college 
presidents, religious and youth leaders, and experts in such areas as the media 
victim ~ompensatioll,. and firearms. The staff piirti9ipated ,actively i~ 
structunng and conducting th6sehearings and, conf(1rences and in the 
questioning of witnesses. , ", Ii 
" As Research Directors;.we participated in ,structuring the strategy of design 

for eaCh Task Force, but we listened more than directed. We have known the 
de,licate details of some of the statistical problems and computer runs. We 
have argued over philosophy: and syntax; ,we have offered bibliographical and 
other resource materials, we have writtemj>ortions of reports aIi'd copy edited 
others: In, short, we know the enormous energy and devotion, jhe)orighours 
and accelen~ted stu.dy that members of each Task Force have invested, in their, 
labors: In .retrospect we are amazed at the high caliber and quantity of the};",;?, 
materIal produced, much of which truly represents, the best in research and; 
scholarship. ,About L50 separate ,papers and projects were involved in the"b,;~ 
work cllJ:-::mating in the Task Force r.eports. We feel less that we have 1 
orchestrated than that we have been m~mbers of the orchestra, and that 
together with the entire .staff we have helped compose ~.:repertoif~ of current 
knowledge about the enormously complex,subject of fhis'Cornmis'sion. , 

That scholarly research'is predOminant in the workfte£~Y:presented is 
evident in the product. But we should like t0i.~~meh:asize that the, roles which , 
we occuiJi~d were not limited to scholarly inquii!:Y;'~The Directors of Research ' 
wereaff~rde~ an ?pportunity to participate"Iii~~il Commission meetiilgs. 'We 
engagefl ~n dISCUSS~0n.s at the,:highest levels of decisionmaking,and had great 
freed~ml~:th~ ~elech~n of'sqholars, in the control of research. budgets, and iIi 
the dm~ctuon and~de~lgn of research. If this was not unique, it is at least an 
unco~m?n degree of' pI;omjnence accorded research.,)by a national "; . 
conurussl,pn., " , ' 

There were three major levels to our research pursuit: (1) summarizil1g the 
state of our present knowledge and claiifyingthe lacunae where more or new 
.:"') "", ~ 
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rbsearch should be encouraged; (2) accelerating knl\wn ongoing research so as 
to 'make it available to the Task Forces; (3) undertaking new research projects 
within thelimitsbf time and funds available. Coming from a university 
setting where th~ pace of research is more conducive to ieflection and. quiet 
hours analyziriif'dilta, we at first thought that completing much meamngful 
new research within a matter of months was most unlikely. But the need was 
matched by the talent and enthUSiasm of the staff, and the Task Forces very 

, early had begun enough new pr'ojects to launch a small university with a score 
of doctoral theses. It is well to remember also that in each volume here 
presented, the Ie~earch reported is on full public display ,arid thereby makes 
the staff more than usually accountable for their products. 

One of the very rewarding aspects of these res~arch llndertakings has been 
the experience of minds trained in the law mingling and meshing, sometimes 
fiercely arguing, with other minds trained in behavioral science. The 
organizational structure and the substantive issues of each Task Force 
required members from both groups. Intuiti'{e' judgment and the logic of 
argument and organization blended, 'not always smoothly, with the 
methodology of science and statistical reasoning. Critical and analytical 
faculties were'sharpened as theories confronted facts. The arrogance-neither 
of ignorance nor of certainty could long en~ure th~, doubts and questions of 
interdisciplinary debate. Any sign of approaching tlid'priestly pontification of 
scientism Was quickly dispelled in, the matrix of mutual criticism. Years 
required for the normal accumulation of experience were compressed into 
months of sharing ideas with others whci"had equa:lly' valid but differing 
perspectives. Because of this process, these volumes are much richer than they 
,otherwise might have been.!, 

PartIy because of the freedom which the Coll1miss~on gave to the Directors 
of Research and t1].e Directors of each Task Force, and p~rtly torettin the 
full integrity of the research work in publication, these reports of the Task 
Forces 'are in the posture of being' submitted to and received by the 
Commission. These are volumes published under the' authority of the 
Commission, but they do not necessarily represent the views or the 
conclusions of the Commission. The Commission is presently at work 
prodUCing its own reportAl3.sed in part on the lUaterials presented to it by the 
Task Forces. Commissio'n members have, of course, commented on earlier 
dr~fts of each Task Force, and have caused alterations by reason of the 
cogency of their remarks and insights. But the final responsibility for \vhat is 
contained in'these volumes rests fully and properly on the research staffs who 
labored on them. '" J " ' 

In this cOI1nection, we should like to acknoWledge the special leadership of 
the Chairmen, Dr. MiltonS. Eisenhower, iri formulating and suppoting the 
prinCiple, qv research freedom and autonomy under which this work has been cdUduMed.' .' "','" ' ' , 

}yi{'nrte ! fina:Ily, that these volumes are in many respects incomplete and 
~e1Jiiive. The urgency with which papers were prepared,and then integrai'ed 
,mto.:iras!sForce Reports rendered impossible the ,successive siftings of data 
and argument to which the typical academic article or volume is subjected. 
The T~P9.~ts have benefited greatly from the counsel of our colleagues on the 
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C~.Advisory Panel, and from much debate and revision from within the staff.:It 
is our 'hope, that th~~total work eff9rJo,(the Cornmissions,taff will bJl,-:tihe 
source and;~».1?ject ofcontillH~7,d resea.rchby,~~holars in the several discifi~~es, 
as well as a,·tUseful resourcc;~f.Ol\,,,policymakers. We feel certain that public 
policy and the discipijnes will' b'~~;fit greaJiy from such further work. . .. 

. ~' 

./::::. 

;,~",:, 
ttl 

* * * 
To the Commission, and especially to its Chairman, for the opportu~~~y 

they provided, for complete research freedom, ,and, to the staff fOl'i%i1ts 
prodigious and prolific work, we, who were 4ltermediariesand 'servant~o 
both,.a,re most grateful.~~fki'::I" 

<~'~~>;\'\:'>~~~I 'ij '", 

" 
.' .. ~~:-

,Marvin E. Wolfgang 
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Sl l MMARY 'I..J 

To millions of Americans few things are more pervasive, more frightening, 
,more real today than violent crime and the fear of being assaulted, mugged, 

;jtbbbed, or raped. The fear ofbdng victimized by criminal attack has touched 
Us all in some way. People are fleein,g their residences in cities to the expected 
safety of suburban living. Residents of t11ahY areas will not go out on the 
street at night. Others have added bars and extra locks to windows and doors 
in their hotnes. Bus drivers in major cities do not carry cash because Incidents 
of robbery have been so frequent. In some areas local citizens patrol the 
streets at night to attain the safety they feel has not been provided. 

The private market' is responding. to the inadequacies of oux public 
response. Safety has b(lcom~ a commodity that is explicitly sold or rented 
with real estat\.\; One new high-cost subdivision under construction outside 
Washington, D., C., will be guarded by electronip alarms. The entire 
development will he surrounded by two fences,;bn)K~il for entry a~ qnlytwo 
points, both with guardhouses. Residents will be telephoned tC!;npprove 
visitors. The two miles of fencing 'will be surveyed by a closij(j~circuit 
h~levision system and fortified by hidden electronic sensors. All residents will 
carry special credentials for identification. 

If present trends are not positively redirected by creative new action, we 
can expect further social fragmentation of the urban environment, formation 
of excessively parochial communities, greater segregation of different racial 
groups and economic ql,~s'ses, imposition of presumptive definitions of 
criminality on the poor and on racial minorities, a possible resurgence of 
communal vigilantism and polarization of attitudes on a variety of issues. It is 
logical to expect the establishment of the "defensive city," the modem 
counterpart of the fortified medieval city, consisting of an economical~)',:~;~;" 
declining' central business district in the inner city protected by peolWr: '.. 
shopping or working in buildings during daytime hours and "sealed of£'?0~Y 
police during nighttime hours. Higi}"pse apartment buildings and residential 
"compounds" will be fortified !··cells"-[or upper-, middle-, and high-income 
popUlations living at prime locations in 'tile' inner city. Suburban 
neighborhoods, geographically removed from the central'''eity, will be "safe 
areas," protected mainly by racial and economic homogenity and by distance 
from population groups with the highest propensities to commit .crimes. 
Many parts of central cities will witness frequent and widespread crime, 
perhaps out of police control. 

The fragile sense of community that enablelfus to live and work peaceably 
together in common institutions is in danger. Unchecked criminal violence 
can conceivably lead even to a collapse of the nation and society as we know 
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them, or to' a dictatorship. to restore order by repression. Short of this .,i 
extr~me, theJe~acy of bitterness, distrust, and consequent violence among' . ~ 
hostIle groups will produce an increasingly weakened society. ,I 

We must act now if the trend is to be reversed. ..J 
..•... ~ 

/.':: ' .~ 

THE DIMENSIONS OF VIOLENT CRIME " '<;I:~i!(;l 

How much violent crime exists in the United States? Who commits these<ii~'~; 
a~ts? Who are the victims? Are we more violent now than we have been"'j 
historically? Are we more violent than other coulltries?t 

,,;t\vailable figu:es .from the FBIUni!orm Crime Repqrts, such as those in ' ·i 
th~i~table below, IndICate that the amount ,find r'lte of violent crime over the {. 
last 10 years have been substantial. ,.'\'/\' '~ 

Criminal hOmicide 
Forcible rape 
Robbery 

, Aggravated assault 

Tota! Number 
1968 

.. 

13,960 
31,700 

.' 266,700 
286,300 

,:" ~ 

Rate Per 
100,000 

6.8 
15;5 

'.l.13fio 
~'11 -"'",;~ 

',/ 141.3[7:~;i;"" 

Perd~nt Increase 
1958-1968 

52 
71 

143 
82 

But history does ri6.t allow simple conclusions to be drawn. National 
i~formation o~ crimes' ~f violence has. been available in this country orily 
SInce the 1930 s. S~at.tereq:}ccounts pnor to then giy~.,~'10 unequivocal proof 
that the rates of cnnunal VIOlence today are significantly greater than in the 
more distant past. "Alarming" increalles in robbery and:,other violent crimes 
are on record be~ore the R~volution, and the first c~gt.l!~Y after independe~ce 
saw years of consIderable VIOlence; ':';~~~' 

!he F.B.I.'s Uniform CJ!me Reports are the only national crime data 
,~v~ila?l~ .an~ consIst ().K~f:yolunta.ry submissions by most local police 
]uflsdlCtIOns ill the count:r'J. on offenses known to the police and arrests made. 
The FBI states that Sp-.:l1. data must be read with great caution. Based on 
voluntary. disclosures b~iocal police, these statistics at&imperfect measures 
of the actual levels and ttepds ?f vi~l~nt crimes in the timted States, 

The greatest Problem in counti~~ crime is the considerable gap between 
the rep'o~te~ figures and the. true fig4res. It has been, estimated by the Crime 
ComnusslOn tl}~t thetrUI$. rate of major violent crime as \\'eli as serious 
propeft~ crimr;"i~ilY be nearly twice as high as the reported rate. Reasons fOf 
the gap ~cIu.q~;;lai!~re of.citizen~ to rep oft because they believe police cannot 
be effective m!,solvmg Cflme, do not want.to take the time to report, do not 
know how to,repor.t, or fear reprisaL, 

.. ManYQt~,er problems exist. For" example, arrest data have num~rous 
mherent bia~es:.~ompared to ~lW~~, Negroes .t;rIay be,disproportionately 
arres.ted on. SUspICIOn. The resuItmgarr~st statistics, therefore, may indicate a' 
relatiye.!Yi 1ligher Negro invC?lyemeJlt in ~time than~~!i4. Of equal concern is 
the fact '. t~Ht many poUGe departments 'afe:-u~tadingthejr reporting 
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procedures, so recerit,reported crinle increases in some cities mi), well reflect 
more complete discIo:sul:(). of the yiolence that was always present, ra.ther than 
any real increase in crime>. ' i/. . .. ' . . '.. . 

BalanCing the nUmerous reporting problem~ag;.pnst the dramatJ,(; repor!ad 
increases in major violence, we nonetheless conclude that there have b~~n 
significant increases in the true rates of homicides, assaults,apd.J:obben~s 
during theJas't 10 years. AJthough there has been ~large .reported mcrease In 
the forcible rape rate, the associated repol'ting dIfficultIes are too great to 
allow firm conclusions about a true increase. '& D • . 

. From numerous sources,including tre Uniform. Cr~m~ Reports, 
independent studies, and the TaSk Force. 'sevente~n CIty Vlcti~-offender 
survey, we have sketched a rough profile of VIOlent cn~~ as fQllows. ;' . '" 

Violent crime is primarily a phenomenon oflarge CIties. The26 CItIes wlLh 
popUlations of 500,000 or more contribute about half of the total repor~ed 
major violent crimes, but comprise only abo~t one-fifth oftr~e totalJeportmg 
populatiOi1; Violent crime in the city is primarilYC?mmltt,ed by youths 
between the ages of 18 and 24, followed by youths m the 15-17 -year age 
group'J(rJ:e\i,continued increase of the youthful ag1: groups portends a parallel 
increas;~jn' future violence.. L. 

Un.fu"i-prisingly, '~,significant proportion of the r~cent i:tlcrease. in major 
violei1'Ce is attributable.to migration of the population from rural to urban 
area~'and to an· increas~ of the proportion of people aged ·15.1024 relative to 
the ;ist:of the population. Thus, part of the real increase ii:l ;i0lent crime is 
due to basiC demographic sltifts, rather than to pathogenic feirces. . . 

Violent urban crime is overwhelmingly committed by males. ,The reported 
male. homicide arrest rate in larg~ cities is five times the female rate, and ~he 
robbery rate is 20 times hir,her. Similarly, poor, uneducated persons With 

. little or no employmenti?kills are much more likely to .commit a serious 'act 
of cri.mipalviolence than persons higher on·the socioeconomic ladder. . 

In splte.of the mimerous deficiencies in arrest data, true rates of vlOlent 
crime by Negroes appear to lie corisldenib1y higller than rates for whit~s. 
Reported urban arrest rates are much higher for Negroes in all four major 
violent crime categories, ranging up to 16 times as high for robbery and 17 
times as high for hOmicide. Correlations of data by race do not,of course, 
reflect differential social, econnmic, job, educational, and opportunity status 
between black and white groupirigs. The urgent need to reduce violent crimes 
among urban Negro youth is obl(ious, requiring a total effort toward changing 
the demoralizing conditions~ a'nd life patterns of Negroes, the unequal 
opportunity and discrimination they confront in . this cotiiltry, and the 
overcrowding and decay oftlreurban ghettoes in which most of them must 
live. 

Although -it is difficult to make comparisons among riations with their 
different histories, cultures, levels' of developmenf,~,;{;riminal statutes,anci 
statistical reporting procedures, the UnitedStah:sprobably has true rates of 
serious .violence noticeably .hjgheff~than oilier industrial countries, or among 
the highest. Our rate for criminal homicide is Yirtually unsurpassed by rates in 
.othet industrialized societies. The 'prevalence 'of, guns offers a partial 
explanation-:the United States with 200 million',people averages 6,500 gun 
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murders a year,l,'while England, Germany, and' Japan witli a combined :1 
population of 21:11 million together average only 135 gun murders a year. 11 
~ates fo~ robbe~Y'.and aggrav~tedl assault may also be noticeably higher than '1 
In other mdustn::hzed countrIes.; Our rates for suicide, .violent auto fatalities .:~ 
and b~rgla~, although H:igh, do not stand out as much. We are often not D"i 
algne.lp", in!cidents of criminal violence, especially when recent trends are i ··l 
cO~y'ared to England and Wales,but we are constantly a leader in comparison ; 
to-ofriu countries. ,i 

. The statistics indicate a seriously high level of violent crime in America>l 
t~day, bu.t they do not reveal the underlying cultural and historical tattitude! 
towar~ ~lOlence. Exploring this theme, a survey done for the Violence '61 
CO~IllISS1~n s~ows that t~e incidence of "legitimate" violence and "normal" g 
devIance I~~ d!ffused throughout American habits: most of us have been .. : f 
s~~nked as children ~93ipercent); more importantly, the frequency of people " 
b-:-mg slapped and .kick!~d (55 percent), or beaten (31 percent) is also high.l 
Many more haveWItner!sed acts.ofviolencerangingfrom schoolyard fights to '{;It 
much more serious incidents. '! 
" ~ur:,st,l!-ti~#Gs show that a young man is partic~:1arlyliableto become i i, 

delmque~t If he?!' 1j~es in wretched housingriear the center 'of a large ,<0 

metropolItan a:ea, WIthout a father in the house; with low income, unstable 
em?loyment, little ~ducation, and in a subculture that has a grievance against 
socIety and the .police. These features describe the conditions and prospects i 
of Neg~~ ~outh In the urban ghettoes. Many bec()!f.1e violentoffenderst'~\'ii~, .~ .. 
. HO~PIde, assault,~d rape are predominantly intraracial" the majority 
m~olvm~ Negroes attackmg Negroes. RObbery is the one major violent crime 
~Ith a high inter-racial component: although a large proportion ofrobberies 
~nvolve Negro offe~ders and Victims, an ever la.rger percentage appears to 
mvolve Negroes robbing whites,., i. .!fl."· 

Contrary to .common fe.ars of "violenc(~jn, the street" committed by 
strange~s, th~e, IS a stron~ like~ood that'whe1i homicide"allclassfl.ult occur 
~hey WIll be. uetween ~elatives, fnends, or acquaintances in the home or other 
mdoor locations. ForcIbl~ rape is considerably more likely, to be perpetrated 
by a s~ranger w~o may pICk a woman up on the street but will most probably 
comllllt t.heact mdoors.~obbeI?' usually occurs outside among strangefs, and 
so may. be the only senous VIolent crime consistent with many popular 
conceptions. ..' . 

. Alcohol"narcotics, and dangerous drugs are deeply intertwined with Crime· 
m both fa~t and popular belief. Their actual role in violent incidents is, 
h~w~ver, difficult .to deterI?ine. Sensational press reports of "drug-crazed" 
Cfllll1ll.als create lllI.sconc~ptions about the relationship. Although an addict's 
~eed to .support his habIt ~ften leads him to burglary or robbery, there is 
lIttle eVIdence that narcotIc&" and drugs cause violent behavior directly. 
How:ver, us~ of both ~co~ol and drugs can weaken inhibiting controls, 
!b:reoy I?aking potentIal vIolence more. possible. In addition, alcohol is 

. lUvolved m m~relhan 25,000 (over one-half) of all al.!-to fatalities and in 
many lesser accIdents. , . , ' , 

Marihuana,;hasrelatively mildeffe'?ts o'ithe user,and there isnoevidence.· 

, . 

that it leads to the use Of~~~~.~l1gerous drugs or th~t it causes aggressive 
behavior. Quite to the contrury,-rf makes many users I,lOre relaxed. On. the 
other hand, hallucinogens such as LSD have often caused extreme reactIons 
and even psychosis.. . 

In analyzing the interaction between the victim ~nd.the o~fender, w~ ~nd 
that the victim, the offender; or both were often dnnking pnor to homIcIde, 
assault, and rape, and there is good reason to believe that the. victim 
sometime's provokes or helps precipitate homicide, assault, and, to a lesser 
extent robbery'. The ostensible motives in homicide and assault are often 
relativ~ly trivial, usually involving altercations, family quarrels, jealous rages, 
and the like. The two crimes are.very simil~r, and there is no reason to believe 
that the assaulter sets out with any less'intention to harm than the killer. 
Except for the seriousness of their final outcomes, the impOl'iant distinction 
is that homicides most often involve ~~dguns while knives ar'e most common 
in assault. 

We have intensively studied the criminal histories of many offenders and 
conclude that by far the gr~atest proportion of all serious violence is 
committed by repeaters, noFby one-time offenders. When all offenders are 
compared, the number of hard-core repeaters is small relative,.to the number 
of one-time;'offenders, yet the former group has a much higher rate of 
violence and. inflicts considerably more serious injury. A violent offender 
released from an institution, if he recidivates, appears most likely to commit 
crime roughly 2 to 3 years after release, and the length of sentence seems to 
bear no regular relationship to the chance of recidivating among violent 
offenders; If. anything, there may be a tendency for violent offenders who 
have served longer sentences to recidivate more often than those who have 
served shorter sentences.' 

Such are the dimensiohs of violent crime in. Ame.rica. The co~ts of such 
violence are enormously high, both in dollars and in psychic and social 
damage. Millions are spent to maintain the law enforcenient .and criminal 
justice system, but the real costs are paid by those Whose lives and spirits are 
crippled by it. We can readily conceive the, psychological damage to 
individuals and their· families when victimized by rape, mur;.der, arid physcial· 

. harm. However~ the impact OIl tjle community may be less readily grasped. In 
our society, we hold a:delicate balance between values such as individualism 
and conformity, lihertrand security, progress and stability.l'ervasive violence 
creates a climate of fear and nustru~t of others, which seriously degrades the 
normal social and political interaction that holds a society together. Under 
the fear of violence, the use of public facilities such as parks declines; racial 
conflict and segregation into subcultures increases; communities and 
IJeig'hborhoods break up~s people withdraw inward or flee the area; and. civil 
libej:tiesare . threatened viIth a cry to "do/something" to "put it stop" to 
violence ... New 1,mdesirable.sQcial groups and ;practices, such as political 
demagoguery and vigilante action, incre.ase. The ,possibility of compromise 
and. rational communication among differing groups breaks down; while 
polarization and conflict are hieghtened by escalating violence. In short, 
violence weakens the cohesion of a society and the authority of its· 
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g?~ernme~t. Instead of calling attention to trouble areas, it may give rise 
VICIOUS spIral of new conflict, Violence, and social disintegration. 

EXPLANATlONS.OF VIOLENT CRIME 

Is ther? so~et!llng in an i~diyjdual's -biological and gen~tic makeup that 
can explam ~s VIolent behavIOr? Although:i~efind differen.ces among age, 
se~, and rar:1al groups in the, tendency' to violent behavioT

i 
there is no 

eVldency, to link these variations to genetic or:biological difference. Social and 
cultural'" experiences appear more important in molding behavior. For 
example, although data show that women are clearly much less criminal than 
men, the explanation appears to lie far less in their biological differences than 
in. their social upbringing and differing cultural roles. The female child'is 
usuall~ more ~upervise~ tha~ the male; she is taught to.be soft, gentle, and 
comphant, while, especIally In the ghetto subculture, the male is encouraged 
~o be tough. The woman's role as wife, mother, and homemaker tends to 
Involve her in far f(!Wpr situations that can lead to criminal or violent 
be~avior. Even if a woman is caught up in the meshes of the law, the social 
attitude .t~ward her tends to be sympathetic and protective, rather than harsh 
and pumhve. Importantly, however, when the cultural roles of WOmen and 
men come to resemble each. other, their rates of crime and violence also 
become more similar:-' . " 

Man. has thecap~city for aggression, tut evidence that he is innately 
~gg~e.sslve has not been persullsive. Whatever the capabilities of an 
mdlVldual-whether he ~s.intellige?t ~r feebleminded, suffers brain damage or 
chromosomal abnormalIties-the lIkelihood that he will turn to either normal 
o~ crim~nal behavior depends not so much on these characteristics, but up'on 
his envlronment and the kinds of social interaction he has with tlle people 
around him. 

, What,x,?f personality factors! Psychologically, potential aggressiveness and 
vlOlence:",are .lodged in all indiv~duals, but success or failure in controlling 
the~ are dependent on the -tnteraction between the individual and his 
enVIr~nme!lt .. A psychoanalytic understanding of the dynamics of personal 
behavlOr l~ Important for the treatment of a violent person btlt such 
treatment IS usually only successful when 'Violence is a symptom of some 
mental illness and not a "normal" or functional reaction to outside forces. 

In s~m,~lthough the biological, psychological, and psychiatric factors 
under1y~g vlOlent behavior have a role; we must more carefully consider the 
e~ternal Influ~nces that help create personalities with different capacities for 
vlOlence and dIfferent abilities for diverting aggression into socially acceptable 
channels. 

Mu~h ~an be ~e~rne.d about aggression and violence by examining the 
dynamICS) ;of socIalizatlOn of tile young child. The newborn child isa 
"natural"de~ant so fa,; as he has to be socialized into conformity. Until he 
learns otherwIse, he ,seIZes l!:~q:Jakes what he can, screams for his own way, 
and demands attentIOn, It IS :.'through the process of socialization that he 
~earns ,approved or "no~mati~e" behavior and is able::to p~~tpone -his 
Immediate needs for gratIfication. If gratifications, material and otherwise, 

: ,~-

are perceived as low in quality, quantity, and general attra(.itiven0ss, the child 
will be less likely to learn approved behavior and may welllea~n to li~, cheat, 
and be dishonorable to 'gratify his impul~es as:,dIrectly and as ImmedIately as 

he ~:~:: learning.· ;at;ern into deviant behavior . contains the following 
element~: no firm and continuing inducement to conform to the norms of 
peaceful, legal behavior; an unattractive payoff for conformity i~ relatlol~ to 

'~ ilie prospective costs; relatively few model~ of succes~ful normatlVe b~havlOr; 
i more impressive 'models of successful deVIant behaVIOr;, the. perceptIon ~at 
.~ deviant behavior is easier, less costly, and mOre reWardmg than conformmg 
i behavior arid the presence of an established group of individuals who are 
1 involved in and may be actively recfJliting others into deviant beha~or. Under 
j th~se conditions; there is a high l,robability that deviant behavio~ wil~ be 

engaged ill, particularly if it is r~infor~ed by success and grabfi~atIOn, 
including acceptance by one's already devlantpeers, In order to outwel~ ilie 
attractiveness of deviant behavior and its promises, it is necessary to build a 
superstructure of restraints and rewards that will ha~e value for ~he child. 
Meaningful and rewarding relationships are needed WIth ,others-fnends and 

I 

I 
f 

family, peers and community. With these relationships, the c~ld, gains 
l'eelillgs' of comfort;, security, approval,.and self-esteem. And It ,IS the 
normative, behavior of these groups that he uses as the model of his own 
behavior. Gratifying rewards of love and security, power, and prestige must 
be pre$ent if the child is to be persuaded to accept the general normative life. 
By this means, the individual acquires a "stake" he does not wish to risk, one 
that he values enough to put as.tde recurring impulses to deviant behavior. He 
learns that his staIce .. will be in danger if he either uses violence or encourages 
it, outside the gene~iUinormative or l~gitimate framework. 

The concept of "stake" is verj impjrtant in learning to control one's 
impulses to criminal and violent activitY. It is an investment in society that 
make.sit possible to build habits of deferring gratification, for without 
something to bargain with, there is no attraction in bargaining. A stake can be 
a reputation valued; a certain esteem or prestige enjoyed with people about 
whom one cares; a level of material comfort; a future for oneself or for one's 
children; acceptance as a member of various groups; community, fanilly, 
neighborhood, occupation, nationality, whatever. It is obvious that the more 
stak:e one has, the more one stands to lose .and the more likely he is to 
exercise restraint in their defense. 

That large segments of our population lack. a "stake" and have all too 
numerous models for deviant behavior, can be seen from an understanding of 
life in the urban ghetto, where the most severe of criminogenic forces are 
constantly at work. 

If the slums in the United States were defined strictly on the basis of 
dilapidated housing, inadequate sanitary facilities, and overcrowding, more 
than five million families, or one-sixth of the urban population, could be 
classified as slum inhabitants. Many of the deteriorated houses in the slums 
have been the primary targets of clearance and renewal projects, yet only a 
small percentage of new buildings constructed .011 the razed . sites have been 
open to former inhabitants. Urban renewal programs, therefore, seem to be 
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limitingrather than expanding the number ofho!lsing units in the·sections to " The environment in which these b,asic institutions f~ 1S\alSO hi~y 
which the;J?oor and nonwhite have most access. The resul t is more intensive over. . leasing the individual froirt community restramts more easily d· E h 'h" b ' " anonymous, re .' '. 'd' t t 'ty for crow mg. ven w en newousmg ecomes available, it is often too eJ:{.pe.nsive. . than in less urban,. environments, and prov~ mg grea .er . o~p~r urn 

The ~etto child. grows up in these circum,stances, on sHeet~)gteredwitll'; ".'.' d' The police are often straJ}gerscarrymg out theIr duhe.s Ill, at ,,:orst, " 
trash, discarded lIquor bottles, sleeping drUnks, narcotic addicts, and '. :,~v:e~'subcommunity:an!ij:at best, among an anonymo~s set of. sUb]eots. 
prostitutes. Home life is .characterized by crowded sleeping' arrangements '< Metropolitan areas with mass' population, many commerc~t~ es;ablthlshfm

t 
ethnts

n
, 

m~d~quate plumbing and sanitary faCilities, falling plaster, rats, roaches, and ~ 'I and highly visible wealth"provide mor(~ frequent opportum les ~or e a 
shlftmg group; of relatives housed in incredibly few rOOms .. Persona! .,;.other places. Property is insured, and:consumer goods in more abundance are 
posses~io~s are few and minimal respect exists for the property of oilier~, . 'vividly displayefand more\p~rtable.. " . ' 
There IS lIttle to hold a child close to this kind df home, and his parents often' " Combine ., poverty, detenorated and madequate housmg, lack. of good 
lose control ofltis activities. ,""" . "employment opportunities; econornic dependency,po~r eliu~~tIOn, ar:d 

E~ployment problems, particularly as they affect the, young and anonymous living with popt tlati9,n d~nsity, s~cial~~1i,spatIal mobility, ethrnc 
untramed, add to the negative influences in deteriorating urban areas. and class heterogeneity, redpced family functIOns"anCl broken home$~and an 
Seventy·one percent of all Negro workers are concentrated inillp. lowest : ,\: interrelated complex of Pf>werful criminogenic forces is produced by the 
paying and lowest skilled occupations. They are the last to be W;ecii,; and the ';1 m.~Ho environment. :, ' ' . . ' 
first to be l~id off. The unemploymel1t l'&te for nonwhites is twice as high as JI";~:~~T1lI~',impact of these forces IS more clear when they are ~et aga;nst the 
that for w~!es, although there has been some improvement in rece~kiYears. f normative behavior American society encourages, the pervasIVe behefs t~at 

The realItIes of employment are clearly reflected in the figures on income. 'j h~lp us determine who is good ~nclwho is,?ad, who is successful an~who 1S a 
Alth,ough Negro family income in the cities has recently increased to a ~ fiillllre, who is worthy and who ,.IS :not.· . "X 

.. medIan of $5,623 at present, this figure represents only 68 percent of the ~ In American culture, the b(~l~ef that the well-bemg of others sliould be 
~verage white family income. While one-third of the Negro familiesjn citi~s\ , safeguarded is balanced agarnst u::eUef in t'le individualistic'p~rsuit o~ succ~ss. 
lIved on $4,000 a year or less, only 16 percent of the whites did. '. " •.... '.';'19 . t The 90mpetitive. road to suc~ess is'accorded gr~at emphasIs ~n Amencan .hfe, 

,1'he urban. school system often fails to counteract"tliose influencesth'~t . and 'achieveinent is often m\3,asiIred in matenal terms. Failure to achieve, 
draw individuals toward criI!le and violence. The link between scl~ool failure especi'hllywhen>aspirations ani'Jpcreased, can cause d~ep frustration. 
and d~l~pque~c~ is not completely kpown,bl!t there is evidence th~t youths i . There are different ways to cope with this frustratIon. One can co~form to 
wh? fail WIthin the school system con,b:.ibute disproportionately to : i the system, take solace in the fact that othe~s are .even further ?ehind, and 
delmquen.cy. O.ne es~imate is that the incidence of delinquency am~:mg.! perhaps make false claims of suc(;ess and aSSOCIate With those. ~f higher sta!u

1

s. 
dropouts IS 10 tImes hIgher than among youths who stay in school. " ;,', i Or one may withdraw: alcohol,. drugs, mental illness, and slllcide are posslb.e 

The public school should be a major institution for the transmission of " avenues of escape. One can reject the ;.dominant values of the system, or 
legitimate values and goals of society. Recent commissions and studies .; :~ticept them rit~alistically withql.,\~ convisti0n,?ften living a lif~ o! quiet 
however, ha~epointed ~ut t~at the school system is failing to reachal! youth 'desperation. One. Can reject the values an::~W~upstitute oth~rs. HipPIes and 
equally and !s ~hus cont~l~utI?g to low achievement and school dropouts. The many students are but contemporary examples of alternativ~ value s.ources 

·.U.S. CommiSSIOn on CIvil Rights noted from its survey of 75 major central that in the past have ranged fr~)m church congregations to arbst colomes and 
~iti~s ~at 75 percent of all Negro elementary school students were attending revolutionary movements. .; .. 
mS~ItutlOns that were 90 percent or more Negro, while 83 percent of the Finally, one can accept th.e competitive system but not the SOCIally 
wlute elementary school students in those same cities were attending schools approved rules for running it, choosing instead illegitimate ?Iear:s . for 
that were 90 percent to entirely white. It has been estimated that by 1975 enhllPcing one's position. Having little stake in the system, those. m this last 
80 percent of all Negro pupils in the 20 largest cities, or half the nation'; cate&bxy see little. to gain by playing according to the rules and httle to 10,se 
Negro population,.will,be attending schoqls that.are 90 to 100 percentNegro. by lint •. The leap to violence is not far, for in an effort to secure materIal 

School segregatIOn IS particularly unfortunate in light of the finding of the goods and sernces beyond those available from legitimate sources, lower class 
Coleman Report that minOrity group pupil achjevement appears more members WitfIOut work skills and education are pulled into crimes for which 
affected, b~ the s~hool envi)'.'onment than is the case for majority groups, force or threat of force has a functional utility'. Being the less skilled and 
~hen a white pupIl, from a. ho~e strongly supportive of education was placed educated members of a professed open society, these people are more 
In a~chool, were most pupils did not come from such homes, his achievement responsIVe ''to opportunities fotillegal gain and less constrained t'oseek that 
was little different tltan' if he were in a school with students of similar home gain by violent methods.; .. 
backgrounds. Yet when a minority pupil from a home with little stress on The role of frustration sugg\;s{sit1.at violent aggressive crimes, such as 
educa~on w,as Pu,t in with students from backgrounds strongly encouraging homicide, assault and rape, might\partially ,b~ viewed .as express~ve of pent-~lp 
education, his achievement was likely to increase, rage over not having sufficient 0:pporturntIes to gam. Yet this perspectIve 
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seems more satisfactory in explaining acquisitive crimes, such as LVUU"'" 

burglary, whether or not they are violent. 
More useful in explaining:aggressive violence is the notion that the urban 

ghetto produces asubculture~;~thiR- the dominant American middle class 
culture iIi- which aggressive vioJ~n~~I.Js accepted as nqrmative and natural in 
everyday life, not nccessarilY'~licit. A subculture of violence is not the 
product of cities alone, The thugs ofIndia, the lledetta barbari.~ina in Sardina, 
and the mafioso in Sicily haveexis~ed for many years, But the:b:~p.temporary 
American city has the accouterments not only for the birth but 'also for the 
highly accelerated development of violent subcu1ture~, and it is in these 
c~l,turalsettings tiwt most violent aggressive crimes in fact occur, 

jiVio}ence, of course, is not absent from the established middle class culture 
of. the majodtyJllij~'ur society, It is simply the greater frequency and approval 
of illegitimate violence that distinguishes the subculture of violence from the 
domimmt culture pattern, 

Not everyone in the ghetto accepts an ethos of violence, Even among those 
who do, primarily young males, violence is not ,the only or predominllnt 
mode of expression, When it is US~Hi~the context often involve.s the desire to 
prove one'sJ~asculinity and to bec.cjh1e a successful member of ghetto society, 
Male adolesce.nce requires rehearsal of the toughness, heavy drinking, and 
qUick aggressive responses that are. characteristic of the lower class adult male, 

From t~~I,perspective of dominant middle class standards,the motives in. 
criminal homicide and aggravated assault-mainly altercations, family 
quarrels, and jealousy-are cheap issues for which people trade their lives or 
become seriously injured, Yet they are much more reasonable if we accept 
the existence of a ghetto subculture of violence in which a much wider range 
of situations are perceived by many as justifying an aggressive response, An 
altercation with overtones threatening a young man's masculinity, a drunken 
misunderstanding between husband and wife on Saturday night, a 
competition for the sa..me woman-these can be more than trivial events in an 
environment that accepts violence as a norm, allo.(vs easy access to weapons, 
is physically deteriorated and segregated from the rest of the community, and 
has reduced social controls, 

The suggestion that the conflict situatiqI)s in which aggressive crimes are 
generated occur within llte ghetto slurittis' consistent with the facts that .' 
homicide, assault, and rape are predominantly intraracial, involving Negro 
offenders victimizing oth(~r Negroes in a majority of cases, Those who 
subscribe to subcultural Violence, .therefore. are often not burdened by 
conscious guilt, because their victims are likely to belong to the \';arne 
subculture, Even law-abiding members of the neighborhood may not view 
various illegal expressions of violence as menacing or immoral, Thus, when 
the .victims see their assaulters as agents of the same kind of aggression that 
they themselves represent, ,ylolent retaliatiQlJ..is readily legitimized, 

To be young, poor, male:, and Negro; t~~ant what the open society claims 
is available,butmostly to others; to/tYee illegitimate and often violent 
methods of obtaining material success;: and to observe others using these 
means successfullY_find with impunity-is' to be burdened with an enormous 
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.. ull many toward crime and delinquency. The current 
set of mfluences ~at p t'~f rninoritygroupl; reinforces the pressure, 
politi,cal and SOCIal Posdu::p~:ctation that llnforttlnately far outdistance any;> 
creatll'lg an awareness an . '...... ... , ..' 'SJi 

t .. rd equality that has been made, ", . ii," 
real progress owa .bl k ate with little stake in society IS socialized,. mto·· 

If the poofr, yo lung, byachims iinmediate subculture, he is .al. so under the 
the ways 0 VIO ence , 1 "·""'·V' 1 ' . .. forces from the general, dormnant cu turc~,- 10 ence IS a 
tnflue~c: ~:e::nioday in the malss media, The sheer freq~ency of s,creened 
p}w{aSlY , ' 'tensit as well as Hs context, and the mynad forms It takes, 
V1~~~~e~l~~l~o instfu firm notiort~ of nonviolence in ,the viewe~s, Unless the 
ca tion that such VIolence enCOll~ages violent behaVIOr (or s~nps us of, our 
assc\vity to it) is countered by scientifically acceptable eVIdence, we ar~ 
~~~li~g a\.,dangei;;us game with the influence it may have on the young 0 

today and~adults of tommorrow, " ,.' 'Th 
Mucliof the same can be said about guns in Amencan SOCIety. e e~se ' 

with which anyone over 18 can obt;lin firearms is well documented, Dur~g 
the, ast decade, about:29 million new guns have b,~,~n added by. domestIc 

d
p t' .' d un' pOrtl'O· n Weak or unenforced statutes on possesslOn or use 

pro uc Ion an .' ' ... . . vail bil't T d Y 
f fi s and the stimulus of advertising increase the a a I y, 0 a , 

ha1t~;r:r population could be armed if guns in this country were evenly 

distributed, h ".' t t ·population 
Mail'oIrder and other firearm advertisements, t e mgnes gun- 0- ., 

ratio in the world, the glorifi.cation of .guns in our history, and t?~ dall~ 
television displays of guns in the hands of heroes surely play no pOSItive r~~ 
, ,.' 'ng Vl'olence These and many other socializing forces colored vn 
in nunnUlzn ,. 'f Am ' an 
violence further shape the values lIJ1d form the mentality 0 man~ euc 

youth, 

THE RISE IN VIOLENT CRf.ME 

If, as -we bel~eve, the conditions of life for • inner-ci~y populations are 
largely responsible for the sharp difference m Vlolent cnme ~ates betw~en 
these populations and other groups in our society, there re.malUs a ,puzz mg 
paradox. to be considered: Why, we must ask, have urban VIOl~~t cnme rates 
increased substantially during the past decade when the CO~dltions that are 
supposed to. cause violent crime have not worsened-have, mdeed, generally 

improved? .. . ' d"al d 
The Bureau of the Census, in its latest report on tren .. s,~ s,oclan 

economic conditions in metropolitan areas, states that most mdicatorS of 
well-being point toward pr:ogress in the cities since 19.60." Thus, for example, 
th!l:,proportion of blacks in cities :vho ~ompleted hIgh school rose from",4? 
percent in 1960 to 61 ~ercent m 1968; unemployment rates dr~pped 
,SIgnificantly between 1959 and ~96? ,(fr~m$6,720to$7,813): and the 

,~inedian family income of blacks III CItIes mcreas:d from 61. perc~nt to 68 
{::'percent of the median white family income~~rmg the same p~nod, Also 

.• during the same period the number of pers~n.~.J!.y~ng belo¥:' ~he legany-defin~d 
poverty leyel in cities declined from 11.3 miHI,?J:l to 8.3 nulhon, 
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There are some important counter-trends. The unemployment rate fOi,;~",,' l't nd attitudes about personal and property rights are changing, rising 
blacks, though lower, continued to be about twice thai fpr whites. !i', Fe~:~ 1 ~f ~ffluence, interacting with public promises of a b:tter life and 
Unemployment among black teenagers in cities increased by a third between: television displays of still more affluence, have created expect:~lOns that have 
1960 and 1968 (to 30 percent, two and one-half times the urban white outstripped reality, particularly among the roor an.d espeu1ally the poor 
teenager rate). Moreover,figures indicating a closing of the family income gap black. Rising income statistics ioo~ r?assunng until one focuses on,.th.e , .. ' 
between blacks and whites in the 1960's do not reflect a number.rofcritical : continuing gap between black and white mcomes. " . .: ':I;;.::.~;r 
details, such as the fact thaNn':Cities black men who workedtlie ye~r round,.,: W have in this country what has been referred to as a revolutton of nsmg 
in 1967 earned about severi~tenths as much as white workeA and thatthj§~4 expe~tations" born of unprecedent1? prosperity, charl~~s in the law, wars.on 

}~~ft!?n was unchll11ged, since 1959, or the fact that the "dep~ndencY'Doverty, spade specta.culars, and a hO;jt of ,otherfeatures of cont~mpor~ry lIfe. 
,:::/,r:aL!;!? -:-the numb~rilgf children per thousand adult males-for blacks IS nearly 13)'t a rapid increase in hum:m-,expectatlOns followed by ObVlf.)US failure to 

tWl()~ that for whites, and the gap widened sharply in the 1960's. The degree m~~t those expectations{has been and continues to b: a prescriptio.n for 
of poverty among the, Negro poor, in metropolitan areas remained severe, half violehce.:QjsapPointed h~~ manifested lt~.e.lf.not~ only 1.n nots and v~Rl~~t 
the families reporting incomes $1,000 or more below the;'Social Securjty demonstratkll'l!!,7""but may also be reflected m ,~he,llJCreasmg levels of YJOIent 
Administration's poverty budget of $3,335 for a family of four. We also find crime. " " d fft'. 1 
a significant increase in the number of children growing up in broken homes, • Our agencies of1avt~nforcemetit have not Jbe~n stren.gthen~ su lcwnt y 
especially among Negroes and iower income families, in the cities. Amon~' to contain the violence tna:t np~m!lJ~\y ~ccom~'~rues :l;P!d sO~lal. change and 
Negroes in the cities in 1968 with incomes below $4,000, onlyone-fourth,ofci':·t the failure to fulfill human expeot&mN!~~; 1he cnmmal Jusilce process, 
all children were HVl{;g with both parents,a~ compared to one"haIf for wllite ,; suffering from aI) insufficiency of resources ~a.iJa a lack of m~nagement; has 
families of th~satpe income level. Significantly, for families with incomes of become less effective as a deterrent to CrIme and as an mstrumentfor 
$10,000 peryeat, this difference between white and black families rehabilitating those who are apprehended and ~onvicted, ,', \~ 
disappears;" ' , • Public order in a' free society does not and cannot rest solely o~ 
,;Whatevel:may be the correct over-all judgment on the change in in~er-city applications or threats of force by the authljrities: It ,mu~t a~so fest on t~J 

living ,conditions over the past ten years, it is clear, however, fhat the change people's acceptance of the legitimacy of the rule-~~ng, mstltutlOns of~9se 
has be,en less, dramatic than the change in violent crime rates Quring this " :political and social ~der and of the rules 't~ese 1n.stttuhon~ ma~e. Per~w~s 
period, Hq~'iis this discrepancy to be explained? Why, if a high percentage of i!; obey the rules of SOCi~I\:y when the ~roups w1th Wh1Ch the~ 1dentIfy app!9ve 
t~e ~ri~~~Jn ~Vr cities is caused by factors such as poverty and raciaL. j ~ those who abide by the rules and d1sapprove those w~o VIolate. them. S~c~ 
d1scruruTIa~i~n; llas it ~ncrea~ed in a p:riod of unprecedented prosper~ty for"~iJ expressions of approval and disapproval are forthcom1~g only 1f the gro~Pi: 
most Amencans and In a t1me of pamfully slow and uneven but genuine ','/1 believes that the rule-making institutia.ns ,are in fact entItled to rule-that ,15,:" 
progress toward racial equality? These questions are not susceptible to precise!' are, "legitimate:' What weakens the legitimacy of social and political;:; 
scientific answers, but it is p.ossible to offer informed judgments about them. institutions contributes to law~breaking, including violent crime. " .. 
In our considered opinion, the following factors have been significantly In ~~r..ent years a nU,mber of forces have ~onverged to we,aken tl1e . 
operative ill the increasing levels of violent crime in the inner cities:; , legitimacyc'of our institutions. The spectacle of governors de,fymg co~rt 

• The United States has been changing with bewildering rapidity~ orders, policeuJllawfully beating demo?strators, looters ,and n~ter~ gOlng 
scient~fically, technologically, socially, and politically. Americans literally ani"~ unapprehended and unpunished, and college youth attackmg soc1ety s nil,es 
changmg how we work, how we live, how we think, how we manage our vast and values makes it"easier even more "logical," for disadvantaged young 
ent~rprise. Sociologists and anthropolOgists have long observed that rapid l people, wh~se attachm~nt.!~ law-abiding behavior already !s tenuous, t? ,Slip 
SOCIal change leads to a breakdown of traditional social roles and institutional 1 into law-breaking behavior \Vh~n the opportunity presents 1tself. In add1iJ9n, 
controls over the behavior of young and ,old alike-but particularly the young, pervasive suspicion that personaL greed and corruption are prevalent anlong 
who, "because of the socialcn.w.ge, are less likely to be socialized into , even the highest public officials has f~d the idea among the poor that nearly 
~raditio~al ways of doing things (and not doing them) and, hence, 1 everyone is "on the take," and that the real crime is in getting caught. 
lIleffecttvely constrained by these traditional ways. This process includes the 1 The beliefs that some claim to be widelyg,eld among poor young ghetto 
breakdown in traditional notions of civility, 'respect for elders and the I males-that the "system" in the United Statesis,c,~lleGtively guilty of "white' 
institutions and patterns of conduct they represent, property rights, ways of j racism" and of prosecuting an "immoral" war in Vietnam-have also tended. 
settling disputes, relations between the sexes and many other matters. Jj to impair the moral impact upon them of our restrainedJhe .commission of 

With economic and technical progress in the United States has come '.'},,"{ violent crim~s against society" , 
increased affluence for most-'but not' all-of the members of our society. This:; j These three factors-disapPOintments of minorities in the re:-r9lutlOn of, 
combination of rapid social change and uneveilIy distributed affluence is .'.,),( rising expectations, the weakening of law enforcement, and the !a.ss. of 
devastating. At a time when established ways of doing things, traditions of/,r.,institutionallegitimaCy in the view of many-have had their effe~!~,~ncnm~ 
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rates throughout our society. It is not surprising, however, that their greatest F 

impact has been in the inner-cities, among t';l.e young, the poor, the male, the' ~ 
black. It is there that reality most frustrates expectations, that law"' J 
enforcement provides the least protection, and that the social and political ' ';~ 
institutions of society serve the needs of the individual least effectively. It is ' 

, ,)n the inner-city that a subculture of violence, already flourishing, is further 
',Mrertgthened by the blockage of aspirations whosefulflliment would lead out 

of the subculture, by the failure of criminal justice system that would deter 
adherence to ).Jtt·~*sirable subcultural values, arid by the weakness of' ,~ 
in:.ti'Cutions whicfi(wppld inculcate a ,competings.et of values and. attitudes. 1 

'"" ." ',"" ~ 
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GUIDEUNES FOR ACTlON AND RESEARCH 

Social Reconstruction 

If we are to alleviate the root causes of violence, as well as other mounting 
problemsJn a complex, changing, interdependent society, the problems that 
change brings to the society must be, anticipated. Our institutions of 
government can no longer wait for crises to become obvious before examining 
them and implementing<a response. Piecemeal reactions to inequalities and 
problems after they have' reached crisis proportions are inadequate, wasteful, 
and ineffec~ive. The United States can continue to flourish only if political 
leaders and: government officials, businessmen, university scholars, church 
leaders, 0p!hlon molders of media, and the general public, all anticipate 
,devel~pin¥'(problems and 'together solve them with sufficient speed, resources, 
and wilL ' ,'. '-" 

Changing job technologies, agricultural overproduction, vast migrations of 
rural blacks and whites to cities, urban.,sprawl, and decay of central cities 
with festering ghettos are not individu':il~!problems with separate solutions. 
They are one problem. To a large extent,' our current high levels of crime and 
violence are symptoms and apart of a single, American social probl,llm. We 
therefore call for deliberate social reconstruction to solve our problems of 
race and poverty, of inequality and violence. , 

A comprehensive range of policies are necessary that in the short run will , 
help contain and control violence and in ~the longer run will resolve tlli3;' , 
underlying inequalities and attitudes that areiitsrootcauses. 

Our philosophy is that £afety and !ii4stice 'are intertwined. Those 
changes in the lives of the deprived popUlation that will involve more 
justice, for them, we believe> will provide more safety for .the rest of the 
popuh"ttlon. " ' 

The lirst e~\~\mtial in a program to lessen violence in Americ~ is continued 
natio~J,al economic progress and prosperity. This requires government policie$ 
to maintain ,a high general level of income and employment as the best 9v.e5jl~ . 
means for endin1:}\ poverty and deprivation. But general macroe,col1o}llic',' 
poliCies will not a.lone suffice to insure that all deprived indivtduiils and ' 
groups are brought into' oui' growing popmation,especially for young 
jobseekers, To end unemployment, we m\jst assist the black, the young, and 
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the hard-core unemployed through private a,nd public ~ob-t.rai~lll? pr~gr~'!ld 
through vigorous government,lmd private actlOn to .e~dJo.b dlscnmmatlOn, a.n ' 

g1 ..... to develo'p more businessac~~vI,ty 111 the ghettoes WI, t, h 
throu 1 progra",., '.,,"" 'h' " 
increased minodtyparticipatioIl;in managementanc1 owner~ Ip. , ' " 

Those who carinot work-rthe old, the disabled, the faJn1Iy wlthou~ a wage 
earner-still have a right to decent living without fear and degradatton. But 

th
' burdpn is too great for state and local governments, whose welfare 

en - ". th· d Th tional rograms vary widely and inconsistently In elI a equacy. us, a na '. ' 
~inimum welfare policy is needed-perhaps along the lin~s of th~ negatIve 
. 'come tax:..;,that will insure the right of all citizens, espeCially children and 
lfl " d d fl" the elderly, t~):'a decent stan ar 0 mng.. . 

More than a minimum income level IS reqUIred to end th: culture ~f 
poverty and deprivation that traps many Americans. The de~aymg slums Hi 

the center of our major cities remain the setting :md breedmg ~ro~lnd for 
much of the nation's poverty and violence. E:,tenslve reconstn!C~l~~l'of our 
urban environment in all its fac,ets will be req~Ired. The Mod~l CltIe"program 
offers considerable ppmise in its concepts of expenmentatlOn and 
demonstrati911:pf wh",~. concentrated ef~orts b? all levels, of government 
working with local citizens can do to rebuild t~el: ~rba~ envlfonmen!. In ~e ,', 
mass society'of ourgrowing urban areas, the mdlVldual s sense of allenah,on. 
and lack of responsibility for his environment are partly a product of feelIng 
powerless and dependent on anonymous forces of governmen.t that he can~ot 
control or, '.influence. Measures are needed to orgamze commumty 
involve~~rit and participation, not only by the gh~tt~ dweller, but ~y .all 
urban groups, in the public decisions which af~e~t. theIr !lv,es., thereby. bUlldmg 
community pride, cohesion, and responslbill~y: Gammg se~lc~s and 
influencing go\ieJnment through the normal politIcal 'process ~ill !?'ve the 
urban resident a "stake" in his community, whilereducmg the alienatIOn and 

• frustration that breed violence. . .. 
Improvement of citizen access to the diverseg#overnment semce agencies IS 

badly needed. Community Service Centers ~~~ on~ .answer: ;:hey would 
coordinate and dispense services rendered by tradltlOnal CIt), stat~ ~d 
federal agencies, including such funqtions are job counseling and trammg, 
family counseling,adult education, and t11e like. Cente~s should be scattered 
close to the population in various sections of the City and sho~d make 
maximum use of local people as workers. .other means for: Clh.zens to 
overcome government red tape include, local' offices to handle gnevances 
against publi? officials and private business. We urge that the fer,leral 
government fund experimental projectsdcf>igned to se:ve ~h~s~;p'urposes. 

The most serious general problem is the concentration tn urb~"!1 ghettoes of 
Negroes a!l.~ other minorities caught in a vicious subculture of ~ov~rty and 
violence. Their chances for full integration into the larger Amencan cult~re 
mostly depend on bre~ng through thewllll~. ,of discriminatory. ho~smg 
practices. Di~ect federa1,~ousing program~and:;Jhose that seek t~ aId pn~:t: 
construction; of dwellings ~hould be dosely controlled to msure .... a~ 
minorities Ji.ave full access to housing 'throughout our cities;,and suburbs. 
Evidence iftdicates that ;,Negro families in integrated communities read~y 
adopt middle cla.."1!) behavior and norms. We, recorf)mend experimer)ts~{l 
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subsidizer.! scattered relocation and redistribution of poor ghetto families into More st~Jdy is also needed on1the tole of prima~ ·and secondary sch?ols . 
middle class white comrrnlnities where integration with its accorjlpanying and their 6apabilities in integrating',chll<;1ren, espeCially those ~rom depnve~ .. 
oPDortunities would break those cultural patterns that sustain poverty and subcultures into the norms and ,;values of the larger ,SOCIety, thereb,Y 
violence. decreasing tendencies toward violent b.ehavior. We d~ know th;t our publIc 

For the barriers of housing discrimination to fall as well as for the urban educational system, overburdened and, madequ~te as It may. h.e ,orthe tasks, 
environment to be rebuilt, a new level of hOUSirlg programs must be remains the major single instrument for ()perungoppo:t~mt1es forsucc~ss, 
developed. We must have programs to build adequate, inexpensive homes for influencingpatt~rns of future behavior, and recogmzmg and answenng 
urban dwellers, while maintaining and rehabilitating old units. There will be specific' indiVidual problems and needs before they become dangerous. 
100 million more Americans to house by the turn of the century. The task of Teacher training, sch09)-yommunity relations, programs for dr~pouts and 
housing them offers an opportunity to build new urban centers ("New educationallyhandicappea adults, and many otlter areas of educatIOn deserve 
TQwns"), fully integrated in race and class, yet planned and governed to more researcl?~nd natioWli};:support for the roles they can play in diminishing 
furnish the best in environment, education, and community involvement and violence in America.' 'I, 

participation. Criminal violence is only one aspect oflhe protest of youJ:h!ibut}t}sa 
Hope for significant sociai reconstruction with diminished violence lies in. I Significant one: in 1966, men under the age of 25 accounted for ove!':70 

the future generations, the cohorts of children and youth growing\up each"~~ percent of arrests for robberies, burglaries, arid rapes. Policy responses based 
year. Th~ s.?lu~ions.that will bre~k the c~i,fJ.e ofviole~se lie in.their upbringingJ;::- t.' on the broadest possible perspectives are ·required. We recommend the 
and sOCialIzatIOn.' mto theii~()r,IetY-frb,Jfi presch6'ol' days through. formal 1 :1 creation of new roles for youth, so that young people can lend their energies, 
ed~cati?nto' adult jobs and: marriage. From1he earliest preschool age,,,i visions and skills to the ',decision making processes of this country and learn 
childr~J~ must learn the cost~ and dangers of violent behaVior, and how to'/through their participat(on that peaceful' change can be affected within the 
work lliid play cooperatively without Violence. We recommend that the framework of democratic instItutions. Innovations in youth self-help 
President convene a White House Conference on Family Life and 'Child programs are needed .. ?tith particular emphasis' on the involveme»t of 

" Development to discover problem areas in American child rearing and youth . A indigep.cOus youth in pi inning and operation. . . - "'\ 
~;~i;.:::}nd to, discuss needed changes and the governmel1tal action necessary to!t'f:~:;i~£~;,,- III an effort to restore the respect of youthJor our laws, we should legalize 

"support tJl~m., . . ., I . ":;inarihuaI}il'JlSe, or possession for use by p~;l'Sons over 18 years of age. There is 
Althou@i further research is required to understand the psychological and ,'( no' reliat5m~fscientific evidence of harmf(11 effects, :P.'8f is there evidence of 

social contributions of early childhood to later violent behavior, we do know marihuana's being a steppingstone to liard narcotics. Through our harsh 
that many children in our sQciety are deprived of !ldequate affection,! criminal statutes on 'marihuana use and in light of evidence that alcohol abuse 
attention, and stimulation in thecurciatpreschool ;years. As a result, they are .~ accounts fo[;, far more destructiOn than any known psychoactive substance 
handicapped, both socially and educationally. Tl.~.e Head Start experience i today, we have caused large numbers of. our youth to lose respect for our laws 
offers much useful inform'ation ,.and'advice for .. developing preschool'; generally. We have also criminalized untold numbers of young people. The 
programs, both formally and informally in the home, that would stimulate'~ scientific data do not silpport harsh treatment. Although we no not intend to 
the young child;s mind and teach him to develop normal relationships WitJl .' 9'~: encourage use, because as with any psychoactive substance, abuse can be 
adults and other children in which violent habits wouldlJe minimized. A ' harmful, we leave the restraining effort to educationID campaigns, family 
program - of presc~.601 training, 'accompanied by consider&hle pan~nt 4 influences, and the liKe. 
participation and' indoctrination into easily pra~ticable methods of >hj f J 
stimulating, ~isciplining, and otherwise rearing children, could go far to <"'=J. 
minhnize frilstration and violence in poor children, while gt the same time : 

. helI:'ing to equalize their future opportunities in life. Because the attitudesi 
and practices of parents .lind COIlh'11Unity are vital to the effiCiency and? 
long-term success of such :l program, a strategy for preschool ti:aining should 1 7 
be designed to popularize if:-and meet obvious needs ofthe community. ':l 

Wrapped up with preschool training and the child's eady learning of I 
behavior is the problem of child abuse. Those who abuse their children tend l 

.~ ·to feel inadequate and overwhelmed by the problems and stresses of fai:ni1y. 
life:"a.nd child .ca~~:SJ:ild;:ap~se n'iigJtt be minimized by~~xpanding' day-care ,: 'I ~ 
centers for children ot working mothers,Head StartpLgrams'and'par,ental ;';.\~ 
education in child rearing. Community Service. Centers or other local facilities. -') 
should provide needed family services such as c~,:!nse1ing and health services. ' r 
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SAFETY FOR THE NON-CRIMINAL POPULATION 

We do not suggest that brpad social reconstruction will eliminate all 
criminal violence and recognizetha the ~1.tort run the risk and difficulty of. 
committing crime and violencemU!h 4 J increased. 
, The key to safety lies ip the criminal justice system-police, courts, and 

cotreciio!1s. Yet the 'system' has been· sho'l:Jtirigly in~,~:Zctive. Personnel at all 
levels are severely understaffed, training is inadequate, .equipment and 
facilitieS' are archalc, arid funding is minimal. In spite of efforts at prevention, 
the largest percentage of aU crimes known to the police do not result/in 
imprisonment or probation .. In 1968,oru.y 86 perc~nt of homicidt(,s;55 
percent of forcible rapes, 27 percent:Offobberiesand 66 ,percent of 
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aggravated assaults resulted in arrest. Of all arrests, only some result in 
prosecution; of all prosecutions, only some result in determination of guilt; of 
all those found guilty, only some end up incarcerated. The attrition between 
commission and institutionalization varies by crime-in some categories more 
than 90 percent of all Mimes known .t.o police do not result in 
institutionalization or probationary treatment outside the walls. And the 
crimes known to police are 'only a fraction of all. crimes committed, .so it js 
quite clear that the "preventive" aspect of the system of criminal justice is far 
form effective.' (j 

One response is expandf~d use of new police techniques, equipment, and 
strategies for deterring crime. Control by deterrence is primarily effective 
against rational and impersonal crime, such as burglaries, street robberies, and 
some assaults. It is here that experiments will intense police patrolling street 
lighting, surveillance, and alarm systems should be encouraged. W~ys of 
"target . hardeni~~"-maklng victims and property less susceptible to 
attack~need t~~1ge imaginatively explored by all levels of police and 
government,. a~ "'Well a~, ~ by urban designers and. pdVafe manufacturers. 
Residential buildings, ij.lcluding parking and routes- of access, should be 
designed for maximum feasible security and deterrence of crime. Perhaps 
teams with expertise in both security and design could evaluate residential 
areas, schools, par~s,!lt1d other facilities in order to develop mOre secure 
patterns of use. The "a~eas of police equipment and organization":' 
communications, police car;, nonlethal weapons,' command centers-offer 
considerable prospect of improvement. Computers and statistical methods '" 
h~ve; already proved their immense value in understanding al1d predictHlg' 
cnmmal patterns. 

The ready availability of fi!earms to 'almost anyone increases the problems 
of control and the., like1ihpod of violence. Tighter federal and local laws 
regulating the sale, licensing,. and ownership of'dl'ladly fir(~arms are therefore 
necessary throughcJUt the nation. The pass\lge and diligent enforcement of 
effective laws for licensing and control of sales of firearms could materially 
lower the level of and damage from violence in America. 

Because of organized crime's impact in weakening. local goverrunentand 
l~w enforcement as well as public respect for law, we rec011ffi1end a more 
V1gor~us and aggressive ,. "ack on organized crime and its activities by all 
agencIes and le~els of government. The dimensions of the problem demand 

. , '" that nationallef~dership and law enforcement agencies play the major role in 
an all-out coordmated campaign against organized crime; We recommend the 
cont.inuation of the strategies and recommendations propO$ed by the 
PresIdent's Crime Commission, with the further investment of· national 
attention, will and resourcesnece~sary for success. The task will require use 
of all availa?,le t<;lOlsand techniques to obtain proof .of criminal violation, 
greater. puru,mment for .acts that constitute part \\!f organized. criminal 
enterpnse, suppression of illegal organized gambling,' and reduction in the' 
movement of illegally acquired funds into legitin,late commer9ial activities. 

A .strategy to reduce and control crime and violence can only be as 
~ffectly: as !he perso~nel and .organization imp~ementing H:and the citizens,. 
supportmg It. Plannmg a,nd'resources mllst be directed at l1pgrading. 
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professional personnel and developing the appropriate understanding and 
mutual support in the common problem among the diverse public officials 

., and the general public. Improved 'training, professional standards, and career 
opportunities for police are needed, but equally important are broader 
recruitment and careful screening of police, as well as better community 
>relations, especially with deprived minorities. Perhaps more than any other 
representative, the policeman directly demonstrates the attitudes and interest 
of the larger society to the poor and deprived commullities of our cities. 

About half the calls to which policemen respond are incidents growing out 
of quarrels among intimates, and certainly a great amount of criminal 
homicide, aggravated assault, and forcible rape involve families :ind 
acquaintances. Because both the outcome of these incidents and the general
state of police-cOr:ilI1lunity relations depend on the policemap's a1.t~tudes and 
skills asa conflict resolver, we recqmmend that all poii~7:~~~~i\~pecially 
prepared and sensitized for these funcii<~ns)tl their traininga.nd ope;:ations. 
Imaginative innovations such as "dOIDtlSt!Ii.,.quarrel teams" are needed, as well 
as closer police cooperation with such l);.u:.ely sOCialagynrcieS as suicide 
prevention and mental health services. '::> >~;/ .I, 
, Courts and correctional institutions have the dIfficUlt t~~'k of controlling 
criminal offenders 'after arrest while attempting to a1ter~their inclinations 
toward violent and illicit behavior into habits more accepp'(ble and legitimate 
in our society. Both systems are woefully overburdened and inadequate in 
relation to ,their swelling caseload of offenders. 

A 1964 study estimated that 1 in every 9 youths (1 in 6ior boys only) 
would be referred to a juvenile court before his 18th birthday. The juvenile 
justice system is the,rcfore,.especially critical in diminishing recidivism, yet it 
has generally operated with low prestige .and inadequate resources in the 
overall justice ,system.' The Supreme Court's Gault decision has imposed 
stricter proGedural safeguards, including the right to counsel, for young 
offenders in juvenile courts. In light of Gault and of the Crime Commission's 
findings, we. reiterate their recommendations, for increased pre-judicial 
disposition of all juvenile cases not requiring adjudication. State legal codes 
covering juvenile offenses should be narrowed to encompass only those 
offenses considered crimes when committed by an adult. At the same time, 
more non-judicial supervision ·and as§istance should be furnished young 
offenders, in contrast to' ctlrrentiY inadequate probation practices that 
frequently stigmatize a youth without constructively influencing his behavior . 

There.aremany, often conflicting, correctional goals, including punishing 
the offender and restraining him from doing more harm.to the community; 
deterring . him and other potential offenders from future offellses; 
~ehabilitating hiI~. into· accepted patterns .·of behavior; and reintegrating him 
mto full citizenship in the community. Unfortunately, 'public opinion and 
resu~ting institutional actiol(S usually emphasize in.lmediate ,r~strain.,t, 
pUnIshment and deterrence over the more long-run goals of rehabilitation aria'. 
reintegration.· The former approach has fa,iled. No satisfactory data exist to 
s~ow that length of sentence bears any reli relationship to recidivism among 
VIolent offenders. In. fact~ there may be a high~f recidivism rate for violent 
offenders who have served longer sentences. . 
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Most major violence as well as the most serious injury is committed by a 
relatively small cqre of recidivists. It would therefore appear that the 
corrections system has done little for the offenders with whom we are most 
concllrnl')d. Yet high recidivism rates come a~ no surprise to persons 
experienced in the facts of prison life. Most prisons are schools for crime. 
Prison experience normally degrades. and demoralizes men detaching them 
even further from any integrative ties with the normal .and legitimate 
community, As a result, an average term in prison today probably does as 
much to create crime as it does to deter or prevent it. We can expect little else 
ftom .an environment that is perhaps more criminogenic than even t.he urban 
ghetto environment from whlch most prisoners originally come. 

The entire correctional system must be reconstructed in light of this 
evidence. The goal of rehabilitation must be given first priority. The offender 
must a,cquire the attitudes, habits, and work skills necessary to play. a 
respectable, satisfyt,ng role in society. Programs such as pretrial releases 
without bail, supervised rehabilitation of offenders in their community with 
minimal or no confinement, smaller specialized institutions with more 
educational,job-training, counseling, and therapy services are needed. 

Each offender has a particular background and personality, and so the 
correctional treatment of court and correctional institutions should involve to 
mix of strategies best tailored to turning the individual offender toward a 
more normal law-biding way Q,f life. This requirement is especially important 
for juveniles and first,offenders. Very few first offenders are hardened into 
patterns of violent, criminal behavior and can be readily .returned to 
legitimate patterns. But all too often they imprisoned in local jails or large 
"total institutions" of correction and restraint. 

As the offender is reintegrated into society, he must find a decent job and 
accepted position in the community. He requires not only the supe,rvision of 
parole but continued assistance and access to financial and other services to 
help give him a "stake" in his' co~unity. The priority of effort should again 
be on youth and new offenders, especially during the 2 or 3 years after 
release, before they become habituated chronic offenders. 

'r These recommendations for improving the adult and juvenile corrections 
Ysystems will require not only increased funds but also lJ1uch more 

professional talent and effort. Upgraded and expanded correctional staffs 
could be supplemented by recruiting part-time assistance from the professions t 

of the community. Yourig lawyers or law students. employed in programs 
such as a Youth Justice Corps could ensure that young offenders receive the 
legal' and counseling services they need. Local Youth Service Centersi~1d evert 
existing private organizations could serve to make professional heip"ltii]fl1 
readily available to juvenile offenders. :: 

In considering (:y:iety's response to violence, we do not iimit ourselves to 
the perpetrators of violence. We also have a responsibUify to the innocent 
victims of violence, who often are left impoverished dllring long expensive 
recoveries. Because it is impractical. for victims to obtruh compensation from 
their attackers, we strqngly endorse victim compensation by the government 
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to victims of major violent criJ;!!@s and call on federal and state legislatures to 

adopt such plans. , 
The poliCies and programs needed. to alleviate and control the prob~e~ of 

crime and violence will require coordmated support and numerous speCIalIzed 
services from all levels of government. Most urgently needed is better 
information on crime, criminals, and our criminal justice system as it aet~ally 
operates. The Crime Commission report and the recent report on NatIOnal 
Needs for Criminal Justice Statistics by the Bureau of the Census both 
offered recommendations for a better system of crime statistics, by improving 
coordination and integration of numerous federal, state, and local agencies 
now collecting data on crime and violence. The Statistics Center, authorized 
as an arm of the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 
together with the FBI's National Crime Information Center, the National 
Center for Health Statistics of the National Institute of Mental Health, the 
Children's Bureau, and the National Safety Council, all have roles to play in 
collecting and evaluating statistical data on individual violence. 

CONCLUSION 

We emphasize that there can be no; genuine safety without real justice. 
Stability, and security come only when the citizens of a society accept its 
rules of conduct as legitimate and reasonable; this acceptance can be expected 
to prevail generally only among those who find they can enjoy the normal 
benefits and pleasures of life in law-abiding ways. It is those groups most 
deprived of respect, opporjunity, and the sense of responsible participation in 
our society who contribute most to its violence. And it is those programs 
leading to s.<;lcial justice for all our citizens that in the long run will reduce the 
causes of V.olence in America. '. ' 

The various rising trends of violence in America today constitute a 
national problem requiring a national response. Our public officials, the 
leaders of govemments and our people, must press that public response with 
the necessary programs, resourc~s, energy, and persuasive leadership. Perhaps 
even more critical than the governmental response is the collective response 
of the American people. Only a fuller commitment to the task can insure 
justice and safety for all. 
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,PART I 

E.~\CTUAL PERSPECTlvES 

Part I of this report is a profile of the facts 
pre~ntly known . a?ou~ individual or crim.inal 
violence. After defmmg m Chapter 1 thoS:e::~ctions 
considered as criminal violence, we will e~amine 
and appraise in Chapter 2 the stati~ti~a.t~:8ystems 
that report on their incidence. With these reporting 
systems in mind, ~~'Ii': .present in Chapter 3 the levels 
and trends of criminal violence. Chapter 4 has a: 
more specific inquiry: how much of reported 
individual violence is explicable as the result of 
organized crime activities? The characteristics of 
victims ,and offenders .and the relationships 
between them in the most serious kinds of violent 
crimes are examined in Chapter 5 from the results 
of our 17 city survey. Chapter 6 provid~s an 
outline of the social and economic costs resulting . 
from criminal violence-costs that can only be 

. minimized through success in t,he social research 
. and action policies that will he presented later in 

the report. 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE SCOPE OF COVERAGE: WHAT ARE 
CRIMINAL ACTS OF VIOLENCE? 

At 3: 15 p.m.. the reporting ofticer arrived on the scene an d found a 
,,;ir'::'Jlar 5-incrl hole in the screen made by a shot gun blast. The victim was 
fC:Jnd lying on his back ·:m the bedroom floor. The pattern made by the shot 
on the living-room wall indicated that the subject was hit in the hallway 
~rp:i)xirna tely 12-1' 2 feet from the s;;reen. A witness said the victim had 
,,0mpbined trJ the SU5pect abuut talking too loud in front of bi, 3partment. 
TJ-,:; victim then dreW a gun, pointed it at the suspect's head and pulled ~he 
trigger three times, \vithout the gun going off. The ;;uspect ran toward the 
prrJject across the street, and the victim fired one shot at him. The suspect 
!;-;-::r: Ciime back with a shot gun, fired through the victim's door, and fled the 

***** 
The victim left her apartment at approximately 7 p.m. She arrived at the 

:.:af-:: between ?s:30 and 9, decided that she \\as not hungry, and left without 
Fjrdering anything. She had started walking we~tbound on Third Street when 
the ;uspect~ came by in a car. Suspect 1 got out of the car and took her by 
t~;o; arm. asked her where she was gOing, and then told her that she was to 
a:;:ompany them. At this time, suspect 2 also got out and both suspects 
walked the victim to the car. The victim made no outcry and did not resist 
~h':lT efffJrts to force her mto the vehicle. They drove up and down side 
'.!reets and at an unknown location, stopped and picked up suspects 3 and 4. 
The driver then proceeded to an apartment. The victim recalled that there 
was a front room, a bedroom, and a small room like a den that had 
r,(J iumiture in it. It was in this small room that suspect 1 took her, forced 
her to the f1o()r and removed her panties. Susp~ct 1 then had an act of 
intercouGe with the victim. As each suspect completed an act of intercourse, 
tlH: next suspect in ttLm entered the room and sexually assaulted the victim. 
Each 51.1',pect had intercFiurse with the victim twice. The ~uspects then left the 
i.:partment with the victim. drove her to the corner of Eighth and Main, and 
tr}d her to get {JuL 

***** 



4 Crimes of'Violence 

Upon arrival the officers were informed by the victim that he had been on 
the street comer waiting forta public service bus. He was approached by six 
Negro males who were _'Nalking north on Center Street. The youths 
surrounded him-four of the boys stood behind him, one to his right and one 
directlYt in front of him .. The youth directly in front ordered him to remove 
his bla~k leather coat/Prior to thfs action, the boy' standing in front asked 
Qne of\i\bf;1:,boys standing behind, "Is thathim?" Someone behind said "Yes.n 

The boy -~ froM then pret(mded~attheYc6at rightfully was his property. 
The boy on his right t,ook a ~ pocket knife" ftf,lI)l his clothing and 
pointed it at the victim's'stomac~~ The victim's coat and wrist watch were 
removed,. with the knife /ltill poin~bd at rJs stomach. As the boys start.ed 
walk southon Center Street, one Cif them asked, "Do you haveJI!.1ymoney?" 
The victim answered ilf)the negatiVe and the youths coTltinut!dwalking south. 

* *il* * * c" 

The victim was inte.ryie)Y~d,3t'}1re'hospital. She related that she had been 
cut by her husban~, wh.o had picl~ed a fight with her and then slashed her on , ., 
the left side of the stomach with0l~t reaSOn or provocation. She had just come I . f 
home from work and found Her husband in an intoxicated conditinn. ,~ .. ~,; 
Following the. quarrel, the ~Iusban¢. allegedly picked up a kitchbu "'1::1 butcher~type knife and slashed! 'her. The offender was also interviewed; "I 
After adviSing him of his consti!,tutional rights, the .reporting. officer decici~d .~ 
that! the offender was uflder the influence of alcohol to the point where' .\ 
interviewing him would: be useless. The offender did admit cutting his . ~ 
Wife, however. His verMon was tm,t both he and his wife had irbeen \ 
drinking and that he had;. cut his wife with the aforementioned pocl\etknife, I 
following the argument ~hat she had instigated. . " \~ ' .• ~ 

Ii * * * * * ,\ i l 
These are notexcerp~s from paperback novels. They are not notes fro~~~'l 

film or television scripts,! They are descriptions of crimes recently:p()mmiitf,',cl'; i 
in four major Ame.rictln cities, as reported by the, investigfj.t1fig police! 
officers. l Such account$ jare not unique-hundreds of thousands are made out ~ 
each year-and anyone: ~ho reads them has more than an intuitive idea of • 1 
What is meant by crimi~i~ or individual acts ofviolence.i 

There, are numerous.;conflicting definitions of criminal violence as a class , J 
of behavior. Police, PFosecut.on;, jurists, federal agents, .local detention " ~ 
officials, and behaviort;,J scientists all hold somewhat different viewpoints as1 
to what constitute acts,'pfviolence, All would probably agree, however, as the J 
polic~ reports make alj'}lndantly clear, that criminal violence involves the use ~",~ 
of or the threat .of for~~ on a victirn by an offender.; 

We have defined crl;.~nal violence for purpo~es of this report as "the use j 
or threatened use of fi:jrce to secure one's own end against the will of another 'J 
that results or can re,sF/lt in the destruction or harm of person or property or '. i 
in the deprivation of ifildividual freedqm." i I. 

This general definiti,on is purposely broad enough to encompass conflicting l,t 
deSCriptions of violence so that space need not be wasted on justifying a more ri 

~'1 
narrow, debatable poshion. i , 1 

The breadt~ ofth~,.definition includes bot? forceful .acts against persons II'J 
and those agamst property., Acts of force directly agamst perllons greater l':jJ 

f "'.//& , ri 
hkif . i~/%'~'1 
r ~ 
,i-" 

The Scope of Coverage: Wltaf are Criminal Acts of Violence? 5 

emphasis throughout, because force and the threat of force demand 
the greatest atteIltJon in, the minds of citizens. As the President's 
Commission on raw Enforcemlmt and the Administration of Jusl.tice 
emphasized, "The crimes that concern Americans the most are those.fthat 
affect their personal safety-at home" lit WD!k:\or iti the street.,,2 . 

Yet the simultaneou$ inclusion of forcUul acts against prop.erty-,-even 
though these acts are usUall'jbt.'10ught to be less, .serious than those involving 
force against 1:hecperson'j~~tj:ln;~sts that propet,ty harm often cannot be 
separa..ted from the inconyenieiic~;. discomfort, oi\suffering of the individual 
who owns it. In this sensei the small. shopV.>wner wb.ose windows are broken in 
the rnicfale of winter experiences incortveni1>nee in the operation of his 
business; the elderly lady whose apartment is burglarized, severely damaged, 
and left in a state of disarray may experience psychological trauma and 
considerable physical discomfort before he;l"l'ersonal property is repaired and 
replaced; and a family experieMas great isliffering, event,h,9ugh its members 
may not themselves be injurr-n"when an ~rsonist's fire destr~1Ys the home. The 
point is that while fon;efuldestruction may be direC)t~;j at property,the 
secondary effects on individuals can be considerable, ' 

The definition' of"Violence encompasses the threat of force,as well as its 
actual use. This acknowledges, for example, that the immi.nence of harm 
perceived by a woman on whom forciblc. rape is attempted cap. have deep 
psychological impact, even if she escapes. It' also suggests that, even if an 
armed robber does not 'actually use his weapon,he can create fear and may 
successfully complete his act with no resistance on tlle victim's part. The 
threat of force, then, will be considered so intertwined with the actual use of 
force that it cannot reasonably' be separated as a nonviolent experience in the 
p~1iception of the victim. 

In spite of the wide range encompassed by the definition, there are 
definite areas where it is not meant to apply. There are many crimes, for 
example, in which the element of force usually is not present or is present 
only in {,l minor way, Larceny, automobile theft, forgery,embezzlementl and 
receiving stolen prop'erty are good examples. Other crimes-such as gamloling, 
drunkenness, and abortion-are non-violent because po victim or obj,~ct of 
attack is apparent, regardless .of whether or not force is used by the offender. 
Although they are not excluded from the definitioii, the violent eVlents of 
political ,assassination and mass social protest are not treated here bec;ause of 
their consideration in ather Commission Task Force reports. I' 

Wh~t specific acts qualify as being violent according to the defir;ition we 
have gIVen? The following would qualify:3 ." 

Cri.mjnal homicide 
Forcible rape. 
Robbery 
Aggravated assault 
Suicide 
Violent auto fatalities 
Child abuse . 
Other sex offenses 
Other assaults 

Disorderly conduct 
Burglary 
Arson 
Vandalism 
Individual violent ncts 

related to gangs 
Individual violent acts 

related to organized 
crime 
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All the acts save suicide, auto. accidents, and cr.Jld abuse4 are 
unequivQcally defined as criminal offenses.· All of them except suicide, violent 
auto fatalities, child abuse, criminal violent acts related to gangs, and criminal 
violent acts related to organized crime are official separate classifications in 
the only national system of criminal reporting presently available in the 
United States, the Uniform Crime Reports (UCR) published by the FBLs 

Criminal homicide, forcible rape, robbery, and aggravated assault are the 
violent acts described in the preceding police reports. They clearly involve tlle 
use or threat of force on personal victims and have been considered the most 
serious violent crimes. The Task Force will follow this precedent, referring to 
them as the "major violent crimes" ,and focusing much more attention on 0 • 

them tha;-'1 on othe~ individual violent acts. 
Criminal no~11iclde involves murder (commonly in the .first and second 

degree), nonnegligent or voluntary manslaughter, and negligent or involuntary 
manslaughter. Throughout this report, however, "criminal homicide" includes I 

only murder and nonnegligent manslaughter. Most negligent manslaughters 
involve use of automobiles and are thus considerably different from murder '," 
and nonnegligent manslaughter.6 ' 

Forcible rape is composed of rape by force, assault to rape, and attewpted i! 
rape, but excludes statutory offenses\(those where no force is used and the 
victim is under the age of consent). 

Robbery includes stealing or taking anything of value from a person, either ! 

by force or by creating fear. Strong-arm robbery, stickUps, armed robbery, .::! 
assault to rob, and attempt to rob are all acts included as "robbery" in the T) 

UCR. 
Aggravated assault is considered assault with intent to kill or for the 

purpose of inflicting severe bodily injury - by shooting, cutting, stabbing, 
maiming, poisoning, scalding, the use of acids, the use of explosives, or by 
other means. The category excludes the less serious forms of assault, assault 
and battery, and figllting. '1 

Beyond the major violent offenses, the most serious violent acts of 
concern to the Task Force are those in which the victim dies. The other 
general causes of death besides homicide are natural, disease, SUicide, and 
accidents. The first two causes clearly do not fall within the scope of 
violence-related death. Suicide, on the other hand, definitely does. The act of 
voluntarily and intentionally taking one's own life involves a victim and tlle 
USe of force. Whether or not fatal accidents, defined by the National Safety 
Council as occurrences in a sequence of events which produce unintended 
death,8 should be included within the scope of individual acts of violence " 
requires more careful thOUgllt. 

What rationale is there for considering accident fatalities as violence 
related acts? The justification depends on whether or not the accident 
involves some unconscious9 attempt to injure or be injured, whether or not 
the activities in which accidents occur partially involve an element of 
recklessness brought on by a desire to be aggressive, 1 0 and the extent to 
which any propensity exists for homicide or suicide. 

These questions are most relevant to the principal kinds of accidental 
deaths-those due to motor vehicles, falls, fires, drowning, firearms, 
machinery, and poison. 11 Each mode should be examined for the extent to 
which violent behavior or aggreSSive desires of the persons involveq are related 
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to the accident. Only accidental deaths involving motor vehicles will be 
considered in the report. This is the leading category of accidental 
deaths-with 53,100 fatalities in 1967 (next is falls [19,800] and then bUrns 
[7,700]). Death involving motor vehicles has more often been linked to 
conscious or unconscio'\ls aggression than any'~;ther accident type. 1 

2 

This is not to imply that a conclusive body of literatUre has proven a 
relation between fatal auto accidents and violence. Information is, in fact, 
only fragmentary and limited to isolated case studies. One survey, for 
example, showed that communities with high auto fatality rates also have 
high rates of crime in general and violence in particular, whereas those witll 
low auto fatality rates had low crime and violence rates" It was concluded 
that: 

whatever factors play a part in the positive correlation of suicide, 
homicide, other crimes and accident death rates, there is no reason to 
doubt that aggressive, hazardous driving is likely to be characteristic of 
persons simUar to those who have suicidal or homicidal tendencies, or 
both- and vice versa.1 

3 

A related hypothesis, that motor vehicles provide a glamorous, albeit a 
none-too-safe, outlet for aggressio~ is likewise not proven, though there is 
reason to believe that automg~ifli'manufacturers have long felt its presence. 
In 1965, for examp1~J!te Ji'ederal Trade COmpllssion said this in its report 
on automobile advertisements:" 

,Many of the words and phrases used in this advertising appeared 
calculated to evoke connotations of the glamour and thrills associated with 
speed and power: 

Phrases: "just pull the trigger," "start billing yourself as the'human 
cannon ball," "want action? ," "fire the second stage," "aim it at the road." 

Verbs: runs away, takes off, scat, roars, growls. 

Adjectives: dynamic, powerful, hot, lively, exciting, inviting, swinging, 
spirited, wild, ferociOUS, high flying, 

Nouns: missile, rocket, tiger, big cat, stinger. 14 

Similarly, the 1968 Report of the Secretary's Advisory Committee on 
Traffic Safety states that: 

for many persons some of the thne, and for some persons most of the 
tinie, drivingJs a form of aggression. It is a socially approved, or at least 
provided, outlet for violent behavior .... Certainly automobile 
manufacturers{ especially in their advertiSing directed to young 
consumers, have unabashedly associated their products with various 
forms of violent or aggressive behavior, and continue to do SO.15 

The following adVertisements are cited as illustrative: 

There's a ~g~r loose in the streets. The moan; [of the engine] gets 
drowned out 111 ItS turn by a booming exhaust ryote that someone ought to 

, bottle and seal as pure essence of car. . 
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So now we have a neW land of\car: A brute-but a very smooth ~rut~:\ 
A 97-pound girl can herd this seve\~ litre (engine) and never know It has 
345 horses and 462 peundj feet of tosque-unless ,she gets mad and stomps 
her foot, then she'll know. \ 

Bring on the Mustangs, Wildcats, Im.palas .... we'll even squ:sh ~ few 
Spiders while we're at it. Dodge has made it a littIe harder to SUf'/lve m the 
asphalt jungle. Th~y just uncaged the COfQnet.16 

None of this is to say that· all auto fatalities involyt:; a. conscious or I 

unconscious desire to be injured or aggressive" or thut dnver~ ~ave'personal 
characteristics similar to those of murd~ters or sUlc~des. S~rely 
many-perhaps mos.t-auto .accidents are in fact unintend.ed and mvolve .eIther 
carelessness or chance OC(~UIrences that have nO r~latton to ag~esslve or 
violent behavior. What is being suggested, however) IS that some drivers may 
have used tile motor vehicle as an instrument of force or threatened force 
against themselves or others. These are tile events which the Task Force will 
consider to be "violent auto fatalities" in the report.', .. . .. 

Child abuse, which can be generally defined as the phYSIcal mJu~ .of 
minors by adults, involves the use or threat of f?rc,e and a perso~lal vlcttm 
more clearly than motor vehicle accidents .. PhYSIC~ abuse ~f chll~ren has 
received much attention in recent years, not only m profeSSIOnal hterature 
but also in tile daily press and in popular magazines. A nationwlde survey of 
the press and of pepular magazi~es frem July ~, 1965, threugll Dec.ember 31, 
1965, fer example, yielded 257 Items c?nc~rn~ng thel~eneral pheno~enen of 1 

child abuse exclusive of reports en speCIfic mCldents.,: ~ 
The UCR categeries of "other sex offenses" and "other assaults" are ,tt't 

meant to cover tile less serious forms ef the fercible rape and aggravated 
assault crime categories. In both of these lesser classificatiens, the presence of 
a personal victim is clear, althougll, especially in "eth~r se~ off~nses( the 
rele of force or its threat may be much less relevant t.nan m majO( Vlelent 
offenses. Included in the "other sex effenses" categery are statutery rape and 
,offenses against .chastity, commen decency, merals, . and the like. At~e~pts 
are included althbUgll "fercible rape" and "prestitutIOn and commercIahzed 
vice/, whicl~ a.r~ separate categories, are exclude,d. "Other assaults" are 
merely described as assaults and attempted assaul.ts not of an aggravated 

nature. . .,,,' " . 
Disorderly conduct, defined by the UCR SImply as breach of peace ,IS 

prebably, the least serious and most marginal violence-related ~ct. to be 
included. There is reasen to' questien the relevancy ef a personal ViCtim er a 
property ol:iject of violen\ge here. Yet the threat of, ~~rce is ,likely to be 
present, even if in a mi,a form, and ~ clea! ~osslbllityexlsts that the ,I 
individual frelldom ef othe~s is at least partlally !tmtted by the ef~ender. , 

Burglary, arson, and vandalism are vielent acts in whi~h ~he pnmary ebJ:ct 
of used er threatened force is properly; but a personal VIcttm nonetheless ~an 
and usually does experience secondary physical inconvenience, discomfort, or 
suffering from these .climes.IS Buri¥ary is officially defmed .by the UCR as 
housebreaking, safecracl,~ing, or any unlawful entry to comnut a feleny 0: a 
theft. Although force is usually present to seme extent, so that the act 

. remains· censistent with: the Task Force's overall concept of violence, the 
official definition stipulates tlfiii no ferce need be used to g~in entrance. 
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Burglary attempts are classified along with cempletie~s by the FBI. Arson 
alsO' includes attempts and is .defined as willful or malicious burning with or 
witheut the intent to defraud. In a similar way, vandalism refers to' willful 
or malicious destruction, injury, disfigurement, or defacement of property 
without consent of the owner or the person having custody or centrel. 

Not only will we study individual criminal violence as perpetrated by 
iselated offenders, but the vielence ef certain greups--gangs and prefessienal 
criminal . mganizatiens is alsO' considered.19 Gang activities, essentially 
these of:' fltluthful street gangs, tend to be related to group values and 
precesses: The god of organized crime is rarely violence, per se, but rather 
illegal business activity in which violence is more of a side product, a means 
ef enforcement, or a mode ef implementatien. 

While the scepe of tile repert is largely limited to these specific individual 
acts of criminal violence, recegnition will also be gi~en to the breader 
diffusion of vielence-related behavior in the fabric of everyday life. The 
pepulatien at large cannot dissoCiate itself from tills irioJuiry on the greunds 
that only fiends and archvillains cemmit violent; crimes. In a very 
real sense, rather" there is a certain "legitimacy" efvielence and "normalcy" 
of deviant behavier, in this and ether secieties. Certain modes ef noncriminal 
violence are legitimized in our everyday life, while, in a similar vein, certain 
kinds of technically criminal and violence-related acts are often accepted as 
normal weaknesses or deviations from common standards. 

The legitimacy pf noncriminal violence in our daily lives covers situatiens 
ranging frem the affai;'~ of state ie the activities of the family man. In the 
cenduct efwar-whetlier the people overwhelmingly accept the need to fight, 
as th,ey did fer the World Wars,'or whether there is great controversy, such as 
that cencerning the. Vietnam war - the government legitimizes the use ef 
force'te destroy tile property, persen, and freedom of "the enemy." Even 
when war is not in p~,()gress, national gevernments have agents who, riglltly er 
wrongly, are in effect licensed to kill. On a local level, the enforcers ef our 
laws are authorized to use vielence to maintain order and restrain ether 
violence-althougll at p!;'csent there is wide disagreement abeut when this is 
appropriate and when it is not. On an even more persenallevel, every child 
quickly learns that the superior ferce efhis parents can and does result in the 
deprlvation ef desired goeds, services, and freedom of movement. 

'l,'here is also a degree of nermalcy accorded many acts that are t~chnically 
criminal and often invelve viohince. Many studies have revealed the 
widesp(ead nature of such behavior ameng the officially noncriminal 
poplllation. Reperting on this phenemenen, the Crime Commission said: 

There is a common belief iliat the general populatien consists of a. 
large group of law-abiding p~ople and a small beoy of criminals. 
Hewever, studies have shewn tIlat most people, when they are asked, 
remember/laving comII;1i~ted offenses for which they migllt have been 

. sentenced if they 11adbl,len apprehended. The~e studies 'of 
"self-reported" crime. have generally been of juveniles er young adults, 
mostly college and high schoel students. They upiformly show ~/lat 
delinquent or criminal acts are cemmitted by people at all levels of 
society. Most peeple admit' to relatively petty delinquent acts,but 
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many report larcenies, auto thefts, burglarie,s, and assaults of a more 
The Scope of Coverage: What are Criminal Acts of Violence? 11 

serious nature. 1 
One of the few studies of this type dealing with criminal behavior by t' 

adults was of a sample of almost 1, 700 pe~sons, most of them from the ! 

State of New York. In this study, 1,020 males and 670 females wer~ 
askechwhich of 49 offenses they had committed. The list included 
felonies and misdemeanors, other than traffic offense, for which they 
might'"':;:)ve been sentenced under the adult criminal code. 

5. FBI, U.S. Department of Justice. Uniform Crime Reports-1967 (Washington D.C.: 
Gov. Print. Off., 1967), pp. 57-58. (Hereinafter Cited as UCR.) 

6. The UCR classify an4 report "willful riiurder and nOll-negligent manslaughter" 
together and separate out "negligent manslaughter." Thus, when we refer to FBI 
"criminal homicide''', figures throughout the!lreport, they are fro~l the "willful murder 

Nf~tY~;;v,). percent of the respondents admitted they had 
comriUtted'o11e or more offensles for whichihey might have received jail 
or prison sentences. Thirteen :percent of the male~ admitted to grand 
larceny, 26 percent to autQ theft, an~ 17 peJrcent to burglary. 
Sixty-four percent of the males, and '~7 percent of the females 

,committed at least one felony for \vhich they had not. been 
apprehended. Although some of these offlmses may have been reported 
to the police by the victims and would trLUs appear in official statistics 
as "crimes known to the police," these offenders would not show up in 
offjcial arrest statistics.2o 

These <lliustrations imply that "normal" people occasionally resort to 
violence .and crime. The occasions in which these acts are undertaken, the 
reasons for their justification, and the gratifications associated with them ar~: 
in this sense quite within the range of things we understand and approve. In: 
short, we are no strangers to crime and violence. . 

Yet, however strong the commonly accepted weave of violence and erime 
in. our everyday life, its degree of seriousness is relatively minor. However 
great the temptation is, mQst people do nbt cross over from HI~gitimate" 
violence and "normaf' deviance into the sphere of blatantly VIOlent acts 
uniformly condemned by the populace and defined as serious crimes by law. 

It remains now to articulate more precisely what is presently known about 
the individual acts of violence included within the scope of Task Force 
coverage. 
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CHAPTER .2 

AMERICAN CRIMINAL STATISTICS: 

AN EXPLANATION AND APPRAISAL 

The Crime Commission concluded that "What is known about the trentl"of 
crime ... is almost wholly a product of statistics."! As a prelude to the 
discussion of levels and trends of criminal violence in the next two chapters, 
it is accordingly imperative to explain the development of the statistical 
reporting systems which proflie those levels and trends and to critIcally 
appraise the validity of the systems? 

DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICAN CRIMINAL STATISTICS 
\. 

Because the criminal justice system is composed of three parts-police, 
courts, and corrections-it is reasonable to look to each as an important 
source of statistics on the levels and trends ofvoilent crime. In reality, neither 
the court system northe correCtiof1R system at present produces meaningful 
statistics on the amount of violence in America. ' 

There are, in fact, no national criminal judicial statistics today. The series 
begun in 1932 by the Bureau of the Census was discontinued in 1946. 
Although the Children's Bureau of the Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare has collected and published data since 1940" on "Juvenile Court 
Statistics" (delinquency, dependency, and neglect cases are covered),3 there 
are several reasons why the series is not an appropriate indicator of the levels 
and trends of youth crime. Many cases of delinquency are simply not referred 
to court, while variations in intake procedures make it'difficulttoestimate 
the number of cfiildren who are referred to juvenil~ courts but rejected at 
intake. Moreover,. the juvenile court estimates which are available present the 
number of children referred without specifying the offenses which brought 
the!!! into contact with the court.4 . 

The present state of prison statis.tits, collected by the Bureau of Prisons of 
the Department of Jtisticeand published as "National Prisoner Statistics}' 
shows little irnprovement 'Over the court situation. The series, begun in 19:26, 
was handled by the~)ll.'eau of the Census until 1950. It is a voluiltary 
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reporting pr-ogram which has achieved complete coverage. Information now 
covered includes the number of persons handled by state and federal prisons 
and correctional institutions, alt.houghthere .are no data on jails; other 
short-tern1 penal instittltions, probation, or parole.s '.. . . 

These statistics,' then, lack s90pe and depth. As the Cnme CommIssIon . 
emphasized, the series could be greatly improved, by im increas.e in staff and . 
funds. Even with the data that are included, much is not compatible.1}~iJause 
some states send misdemeanants to prison while oth~rs send only felons, the 
types of prisonei,t iJlcl,'~ded vary from state to state.oA method of uniform 
classification is needed. 

In addition to the information supplied by the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 
the Children's Bureau publishes annual statistics on juvenile institutions and 
occasionally produces special reports.7 A new classification system needs to 
be developed for these statistics. In general, the correctional statistics from 
both of these sOilrceS,.are of little or no use:~l,1 measuring the levels and trends 
of Violence. . .. 

Regardless of how rigorous the court and correctional data are intended to 
be, they are inherently less useful than policedatajnproflling 'the levels and 
trends of crime. The police system has first contact with the original Siriminal 
events upon which the statistics are based, and there is consyderable 
"mortality of information" from the time the offenses are recorded ~Y police 
to the incarceration of those convicted. The conclusion by criminal !itatistical 
experts has consequently been that, if data generated from crimirial justice 
operations is to be used at all, only offenses known to the police {ian validly 
bope .toapproximate the trends and levels of violent crimes. I,. 

What therefore needs to be explained'and appraised is th~' American 
system of police criminal statistics. The Uniform Crime Report~!, published 
every year since 1930 by the .FBI from data submitted voluntari'ly by police 
departments throughout the. country, are the major source of PQlice data in 
the United States. Although incomparably better than Americ~in court and 
({orrections statistics, the UCR police statistics have been late toeyolve and 
mature in comparison to· those of ~ome European countries (s:uch as 
England), which have had national police data for over 12$ year$. ' 

The number of police agencies cooperating in the voluntary VCR reporting 
system has increased regularly through the years, from 400 in 1930 to 
approximately 8~500 in 1968~ representing 92 perceI\,t of the national 
population.B . • 

Since 1958 when important revisions were made in the presentation of 
data, crimes h~ve been reported by geographical areas, following as clos~ly as 
is practical definitions used by the Bureau of the Budget and the BureaU' of 
the Census. Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (generally made up of an 
entire. county or counties having certain metropolitan 9haracteristics and at 
least one core city .of 50,000 or more inhabitants) ha~e the l\lrgest absolute 
population and coverage as reported in the latest UC~ (1968). In that year, 
SMSA's representeli 136,385,000 people, with 97; percent of the areas 
actually reporting to the FBI. "Other cities" are urba!S areas outside Standard 
Metropolitan Statistical Areas, most of which are irlcorporated communities 
of 2,500or'more inhabitants. In the 1968 UCR, 89 p~rcent of "other cities," 
with a combined population of 25,730,000, actually reported to Washington. 
"Rural areas," composed of unincorporated portions of counties outside 

.-..------_._---
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urban places, nad a p~pulation of 37,746,000 in 1968, of which 75 percent 
reported to the FBI.9 , 

The offenses that are reported represent violations of criminal law in the 
separate states; No violations of federallaw.perse are tabulated or included in 
the UCR, although crimes overlapping between federal and state jurisdictions 
are counted, . ', 
. The crime classification system used by the'FBI is based on legal categories 

of offertses arid is derived" from an analysis performed origina.lly by the 
Committee on Uniform Crime Records of the International Association of 
Chiefs of Police in 1929.10 The Committee's survey clearly showed great 
statewide variation in statutory definItions of crime. Consequently, offenses 
such as robbery, burglary, anCllarceriiY were broadly defined so that crimes 
committed under each of the varyi\1g'stat~ statutes could, for statistical 
purposes, be embraced by. the uniform classification system. Crimes were 
divided into two categories, originallY known as Part I offenses and Part II 
offenses. 

Part I offense~ included, criminal homicide,11 forcible rape, robbery; 
aggr~~ated assault, burglary, larceny, and automobile theft. They have been 
tradItIonally refened to as the "more serious" or "major" offenses. In recent 
years, criminal homiCide, forcible rape, robbery, and aggravated assault have 
been re~orted as "major violent crimes," while burglary, larceny, .and. 
automobIle theft have been reported as "major property crimes.,,1 2 ; 

. The incidence of each of these crimes taken separately, as well as the totall 
graduall~ . can:e· to be used as a "Crime Index," much like a price OJ; 
~ost·of-hvmg mdex. In 1958, the t~rm "Crime Index" was first used offiCially 
m .the U,CIJ., repla~~g. the :erm "Part I Offenses" in describing th~ seven 
major crlffies. The Illlbal rationale for using the seven offenses as thei,Index 
app~are~ in the original work of the Committee on. Uniform Crime Re:cords. 
and IS still cur~ently offered in the UCR: ' 

, The total number of crimiv.aJacts that occur is unknown but those 
that ~re reported to the police provide the first means of a ~ount. ']~ot 
all cnmes come readily. to the attention of the police' not all crimes lare 
?f sufficient. importance to be significant in an i~dex; and not all 
~portant. crlffies OCCur with enough regularity 'to be meaningful in a.n 
mdex. WIth these considerations in mind, the above crimes wer~i 
select~d as a group to furnish an abbreviated and convenient measure of 
the. crlffie. problem.1 3 

A~l other crimes were originally classified as Part II offenses and'today 
~:~run . as non-Index of~enses, In 1968, they included the f()ilowing 
and go~es, already defined m Cha?ter 1 asyiolent acts: offenses agaim.t faritily 
cate chlldren (althou~ o~Y chIld-abuse oifenses, ref.!orted as part of this 
a gory, ~re here bemg treated as violent acts), other sex offeql~es: other 
~sa~lts, dIsorderly conduct, >;arson, and vandalism. The non-IndeX offenses 

so mc~ude the following categories that are not being considered as violent 
PteII se y the Task Force: forgery an.dcounterfeiting fraud. embezzlement 
s 0 en prope ty (b' . . ' I·. , 
( ... r .. uymg, reCelVlng, and possessing stolen goorls) . weapons 
d~rr~~!, possess~g, et~.~, prostitution and commercialized Vic:, narcotic 

g s, gambhng,dnymg under· the influence of alcohol, liquor laws, 
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drunkenness, vagrancy, suspicion, curfew, and loitering violations (juveniles), 
runaways (juveniles), and all other offenses.14 " 

Alllaw enforcement agencies in the United States receive from the FBI a 
series of forms requesting information to be submitted to the UCR.; From 
completed forms returned by cooperating agencjes, the· Bureau tabulates 
crime rates and trends for presentation in the quarterly preliminary reports 
and in the at.1nual UCR.-The kinds of datareq\.i~sted may be found in. the 
Uniform Crime Reporting Handbook 1 5 For Index .crimes-formerly Part I 
offenses-the. FBI requests the number of offenses reported to the police, 
complaints that were found to be false, actual offenses, and offenses "cleared 
by arrest." 

"Cleared by arrest" means that the police have cleared a reported offense 
from their record by ta1ring into custody one or rnoresuspects and making 
them available for pros\~cution. This definition does not mean that the 
offender is exonerated,\)ut merely that the police are satisfied that the 
person they have taken into custody is a good suspect, so that the records can 
be cleared of the particular offense. _ 

Variations iUnong the Ir~dex offenses are striking. In 1.968, criminal 
homicide had a clearance rate of 86 percent, forcible rape 55 percent, ! 
robbery 27 percent, aggravattld assault 66 percent, larceny'18 percent, and t, 
automobile theft 19 percent. Overall, this. means that only 22 percent of all (" 
Index offenses' known to the police were cleared by arrest in 1968. The .l 
national Index clearance raJe has been on the decline since 1961. The 1965 : 
rate was 26 percent, for example, while the 1966 figure was 24 percent, and 
the 1967 figure, 22 percent.1 6. 

The Index crimes are the ones with the most refined rate breakdowns 
(including the age, sex, and race of per~ons charged). For crimes other than H 

those appearing in the Index, the coopl~rating agencies report on the number 
of persons charged (Le., held for pro:iecution) but not on the number of :'b. 
offenses known to the police (as is the, case with Index offenses). Thus, the! 
statistical counting unit changes from: number of offenses (Index crimes) to 1 

number of persons arrested (nori-Index I;rimes).'; t< 
i 
I 

,APPRAISAL OF THE UNIt~ORM CRIME REPORTS 
~ ; 

The Umform Crime Reports are :probably adequate for -their original 
purpose-police use. Individual police ai~encies are interested.in the number of 
offenses processed, the relationship· between crimes reported and offenses 
cleared. by arrest, and comparative data for evaluating the efficiency of their 
own and other police departments. At the same time, the spatial-temporal 
variations of crime reported .by the UCRare undoubtedly useful to law 
enforcement agep.Gi~s for crime reducti6n and control programs.1 7 . 

, There.· has, however, been considerable criticism of the usefulnes~, 
reliabjlity, and validity of the .UCR ,~ndexas a measure of the nation's 
. cJiminality . The Director of thelnstit~;te of Criminology at the University of 
Cambridge, England, an acknowledgfid authority on criminal statistics, 
appraised the UCR in his testimony to t\\tis Commission. After stating that the 
criminal statistics in WesternGermany,iEngland, and the Nordic countries are 
considerably better than in the United ~ilates, he concluded: 

American Criminal Statistics: An Explanation and Appraisal 

I !WcH,lld say that [criminal] statistics are weak in the United States. 
there iij an improvement .in the federal statistics in the last fifty 
years, ... but there is still a tremendous amount to be done to provide 
this country with a real barometer of criminal behavior.18 

17 

It is necessaiy to review in some detail criticism raised against the UCR in 
order to present a clear perspective on the accuracy of the levels and trends of 
violence. that- the statistics reveal. Two broad categories' of problems are 
evident in the statistics. The first is due less to UCR procedures and 
presentations proper than to difficulties inherent in collecting any local data 
on a national basis in any country and to inadequacies in the processing of 

. these data by the individual police forces. The second category relates more 
to practices. followed by the UCR. 

Inherent Collection Difficulties and Police Inadequacies 

Variation in Legal Definitions, 

Each state has its own penal code and, therefore, its own definitions of 
l?rip1e~. Variations in. these definitions throughout the 52 separate 
jUrisdictions, are considerable and have made it difficult to fit separate penal 
?ode violations into the uniform categories that are applied in the national 
statistics. ·Moreover, the collection: of statistics is localized, and the law 
enforcement agencies participating in the [fCR collection vary widely in their 
practices, administrative policies, and ratios of police to popUlation . 

. !he inherent conflict is between regionalism and centralization, and bur 
nabonal criminal statistics are not the first prOduct that reflects the 
unsuccessful resolution of that conflict. 

Incomparabili~~ of Data Over Time 

Partly because of this proble;.n ot federalism, the statistical reporting 
. sy~~e~w~s originally inade :v,oluI).tary. A,S a result, many reporting agencies, 
espeCially ill the nonurban areas, v{ere slow in joining theUCR network; there 
were only 400 agencies reporting to the UCR in the 1930's, while today there 
are about 8,500. Thus, trends of both violent and nonviolent crimes during 
the. early years of the UCR a,;e highly questionable as representative of 
nabonal figures. "Because ofthl:se problems." the Crime Commission stated "fi' . .• . , 

. Igures pnor to 1958, and particularly those prior to 1940 must be viewed 
ali neither fully comparable with: nor nearly as reliable as later' figu(es.,,19 

Definitions of certain crimEishave also been changed as the UCR have 
sought greater sophistication. Among the changes made by the UCR in 1958, 
for example, was the exclusion of statutory offenses from the category of 
rape, so that only forcible rap~was considered. . . 

. The ~'!J)ark Figure" of Crime 

T~e UCR I~dex is compo~ed of offenses reported by the police. There is a . 
conslderable gap, however, . between the amount of crime reported by the 
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police and the true level. This gap has been called the "dark ~gure" of 
crime,20 and its existence is without a doubt the greatest constramt on the 
validity of crime statistics in the United States or any other country. 

The reasons for the gap are numerous. Many offenses-Index and 
non-Index violent and nonviolent-have a low level of reportability because 
they are n~ver discovered by the police or because they are concealed by the 
offender and/or the victim. High on the list are fornication, adultery, 
sodomy, seduction, rape, desertion,. nonsupport, gan:b~ing, weapon ~aw 
violations, tax evasion, embeZZlement, and shoplIftmg. The Crune 
Commission· found that citizens often felt that the police would not be 
effective in solving the crime did not want to take the time to report, diel not 

, • 21 
know how to report, or did not report for fear of repnsal. . 

The exact reasons for poor reporting by the public vary· from cnme to 
crime. The violent act of child abuse is a good example. It is reported as part 
of the UCR non-Index category called "offenses against family and 
children "22 and the limitations to accurate reporting here are probably 
greater than with the other violent acts covered in the .UCR. Parents inflicting 
physical harm on children may well be reluctant to bnng them to doctors for 
medical care if there is a possibility that the abuse will be reported to the 
police. Even if injured children are brought in, however, it. is often difficu~t 
for medical authorities to prove abuse if the parents deny It. The problem IS 

compounded by the fact that there is no . clear. agreement on what 
professional groups should have the responsibility to report to police and 
social agencies. Legislation against child· abuse was not instituted until the 
1960's, and there has been debate over whether the responsibility for reporting 
lies with doctors or with other groups, such as school personnel, social 
workers and nurses. Other unsettled questions include whether reports should· 
be submitted to police or to other official agencies, whether reporting should 
be mandatory or discretional, the age limit up to which injuries are 
reportable, the conditions which are to be reported, the responsibi1i!ies and 
rights of persons submitting and receiving official reports, the establishment 
of central registries and the penalties to be invoked for failure to report.

23 

Even if a complaint has been registered by an individual with law 
enforcement authorities, the police may not always transmit the information 
to the FBI. A member of the Crime Commission staff, for example, was 
informed of a "file 13" in one large city, where citizen complaints not 
forWarded to the· central statistical office were filed for the purpose of 
answering insurance inquiries.24 Perhaps more disturbing was this comment 

. _by a high police department official in a large city: 

The unwritten law was that you were supposed to make things look 
good. You weren't supposed to report all the crime that actually took 
place in your preCinct-and, if you did, it could be your neck. I kno:v .. 
captains who actually lost their commands because they turned ill· 

. honest crime reports? 5 

In addition to .such conscious efforts 'by departments "to advertise their 
freedom from crime as compared to other municipalities,,,26 certain cities 
simply do not have a rigorous ~ystem of information process~g. 

This is not to imply, of course, that all pohcedepartments 
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under-report-i~Jdeed, the effiCiency of many ofthe departments cooperating 
in the Task FCirce victim-offender survey discussed in Chapter 5 has been 
impressive. No'netheless, the reporting habits of a number of cities must 
remain suspe9t. The Crime Commission observed, for example, that the 
disparities between cities of the same size for Index offenses are so great that 
they seem Ii,iost unlikely in the absence of some variation in reporting 
practices? 7 

Given thl! problems presented by the gap between the reported and the 
true level oli crime, the Crime Commi~sion undertook an invaluable piece of 
research in; its victimization survey, the fIrst of its kind. A sample of the 
populatioI): was interviewed and asked if, when, and how it had been 
victimized:. The crime rates that resulted frorn this national sample of 
househblals were then compared to reported UCR Index rates. 

There were actually three surveys done for the Commission. One was 
undertak:en by the National Opinion Research Center (NORC) at the 
Universj/ty of Chicago. 28 A national sample of 10,000 households was asked 
if the p"erson interviewed, or any member of his or her household, had been a 
victim I;of crime in 1965. If a victim was interviewed, he or she was asked 
whethl~r the crime had been reported and, if not, why not. More detailed 
victi?l.:' surveys were also taken in a number of medium-to-high-crime precincts 
in W~;shington, Chicago, an.d Boston by the Bureau of Social Science Research 
(BS~;R') in WashingtonH and the Survey Research Center (SRC) at the 
UniVersity of Michigan.3 0 These studies were based on victimization of the 
person interviewed only. . 

/l,.s shown in Table 1, the NORC study indicated that the 1965 victim·rate 
fo~!the four violent Index crimes was almost double the comparable UCR rate 
fol.' indiViduals, while the 19165 victim rate for the three· Index property 
cOlmes combined was more than double the comparable UCR rate. A closer 
IOlok at the violent crimes indicates a lower homicide rate for victim data than 
fi~r police data. There was qnly one willful homicide reported to the NORC 
surveyors, however, and thJs was not enough to make the homicide rate 
Iltatistically useful and directly comparable to the UCR rate. 

On the other hand, ther'e was a considerable difference between the victim 
and police rates for the 01ther violent crimes. The NORC rate was 3% times 
greater than the UCR rate: for forcible rape, 11,2 times the UCR robbery rate, 
and twice the aggraVated assault rate. 

The difference between victim data and police statistics was even greater in 
the BSSR and SRC studies. Figure 1 shows the'results for three Washington, 
D.C., precincts studies. The estimated victim rate Was more than four times as 
high as the police rate •. The differentials in the property crimes were even 
~eater. B.ecause there are proportionately mani more property.crimes than 
VIOlent cnmes in the overalLIndex, the victim rate was .. almost seven times the 
police rate. . 

The victim studies vvere not Without methodological problems31 and had 
to ~ssume the respond1ints interviewed were telling the truth. Nonetheless, we 
believe the N~RC vict.im survey probably produced abetter estimate of the 
true rates of vlOlence than do UCRdata.32 We will assume in Chal?ter 3 that 
~e. NORC rates are valid approximations o(,the true rates and thus rough 
mdlcators of the gap between the true rates a11d police rates. Because of the 
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dCrime Commission,' A T~sk Force Report: Crime and Its Impact-An Assessment, 
op. cit., p. 18. 

Figure J(\ 

importance of such data, the Task Force will later recommend that new and 
refined victim studies be instituted on a periodic basis to supplement and put 
into better perspective the levels and trends of crime reported by the UCR. 

In addition to indicating that the levels of violent and nonviolent crimes 
are greatly underestimated by UCR rates, the victim studies show that the 
trends implied by the police data .are accurate only if we assume a constant 
relation between total and police-reported crime. Th'e trends we perceive may 
simply be due to reporting smaller or greater proportions of the true amount 
of crime. . 

The~~e is some reason to believe that a significant amount of the rise in 
UCR violent crimes during the last decade (an increase that will be graphically 
shown in the next chapter) is merely due to an increase in the reporting rate. 
This may be due to an increased tendency by citizens, especially minority 
groups, to report violent crimes and to an improvement in police processing 
of citiZen complaints. 

It is possible that Americans are reporting violent and nonviolent crimes 
more than they used to. This judgment cannot yet be stated with empirical 
certainty. However, the Crime Commission did find that the minority groups 
of!his country, especially Negroes, have expressed a strong need for adequate 
police prote9tion and implied that this feeling has been growing partly as a 
function of the civil rights movement.33 It is also possible that positive 
results have been produced· by the general educational efforts of the FBI, the 
International Association of Chiefs of Police, and other law enfor~ement 
agencies that encoUrage people to report all types of offenses.34 It has 
therefore been suggested that the new awareness of the need for-and right in 

/r' 
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having-adequate police protection is being translat.ed into higher 
b d . 't . 35 crime-reporting rates Y poor an nunon y groups. .. 

A more striking, and probably mo~e important, ~xplanatlOn of ~lgher 
reporting rates is improved police recordmg and transrrusSlOn of complamts to 
the FBI. The suggestion that figures collected by the UC!R may not always 
reflect the total number of incidents reported to the pollce has a!rgad~ been 
made. In recent years, however, there have been efforts to profe;~~lbnahze the 
reporting process in many urban police departments. As a rp,sult, re~orted 
levels of crime have increased so rapidly that a more thorott;gh reportmg of 
crime seems to be the only logical explanation. II, (' 

Reported robbery trends. in Chicago and New York. present u:~go?d 
illustration? 6 Figure 2 shows noticeable increases in the number of ro?benes 
reported over a period of time. Each of the large jump~ occurred dunng and 
after the institution of more rigorous reporting procedUlcs. 
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aCrime Commission, Assessment Task Force, Ibid .• and p. 23; U. C.R.1935.1967, dp •. c1~' 
Figure 2.- Variation in Reported Robbery Offenses, Volumes for New York and C!'iCag~,\\ 

1935-1967a [Number of offenses reported in the respective standard metropolitan 
statistical areas) 

In New York a central complaint system replaced a precinct reporting 
system in 1950. As a result, there was a fourfold increase in the volume ?f 
robberies reported between 1949 and 1959,37 In 1966 controls were. aga~n 
tightened, resulting in an increasel?etween 1965 ::and 1967 that is still 
climbing. ' 

In Chicago a central complaint system was installed in 1960; the volume of 
reported robberies almost doubled between 1959 and 1961. -

These examples indicate, then, that .. increased! rigor on the part of the 
police may haye reduced the gap between the reported and. the true figure of 

,,;;f 
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crime. As a consequence; a good deal of the recent crime rise may be 
perceived rather than real. Of the four violent crimes, experts have suggested 
that police professionalization has in particular expanded the reporting of 
aggravated assault and robbery, offenses which have shown the most dramatic 
statistical rise in recent years. Because those two categories are so broad, 
more rigorous police scrutiny has resulted in tabulations of robbery and 
aggravated assault offenses which previously would not have been classified as 
Index crimes.3 

8 

The FBI does a commendable job in attempting to eliminate the bias in 
national levels and trends of crime due to. reporting changes ill various cities. 
When a city is undergoing a significant reporting change, its data are removed 
from the national trend computations until it h!is 2 years of experience under 
the new reporting system. When the city's data are reentered, they inevitably 
reflect higher levels of crime. These levels are assumed to be the best estimate 
of the true amount of crime in the city. The levels of past years are changed 
accordingly. The revised rate estimates of past years are readjusted 
upward, so that the trend does not show the kind of radical jump apparent in 
the New York and Chicago statistics above. When the city's figures are then 
entered into the national computations, the bias of_a sharp national jump is 
minimized.39 ." 

To illustrate the importance of such readjustments, the FBI has shown 
that, while the rate for the four combined Index violent crimes has increased 
by 36 percent between 1960 and 1965 (according to the figures officially 
published in the UCR), the readjusted increase is only 25 percent.40 

In spite of these procedures, reliance on the national trend figures is 
hazardous because of the great weight the readjusted cities have on these 
statistics. It has been shown that the cities which significantly changed their 
reporting systems between 1959 and 1965 accounted for nearly 25 percent of 
the national reported major violent crimes during the same period.4 1 

Police Misclassi/ication 

Another problem which may bias published statistics is police 
misclassification of Climes submitted to the UCR. Of the four major violent· 
crimes, misdassification is least likely with criminal homicide. If it is not 
immediately apparent whether a homicide is willful or by· negligence, a 
followup investi~ation usually can determine the proper grouping. 

The classificati()n problem is likewise minimal in the case of robBery. 
There is some reason to believe that a larceny may be classified as robbery. 
The. Uniform Crime Reporting K:::)dbooi; says robbery is "like larceny but is 
aggravated by the element of force or threat of force.,,42 If the exact details 
of an event are llnclear,it is likely' that larcenies and robberies can be 
misglassified. There jis as yet, howeverj, no conclusive proof on tlie extent of 
the problem; 

The possibility of misclassification is greater in forcible rape and 
aggravated assault. In the 'fowier the difficulty arises primarily because of the 
1958. UCR classifkation rule/Prior to: 1958 the category was called "rape," 
and mcluded both "forcible rape" (c2\rnal knowledge of a female above or 
~:lo;y the legal age of consent forcibly and against her will) and "statutory' 

pe (carnalkrtowledge of a female, under the legal age of consent and 
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without force). Beginning in, 1958, however,. the ~:atutory offe~ses ~ere 
removed (and put into the non-Index category of . other sex off"nses), so 
that the classification was ch~nged from "rape". to "forci~le. ra~e" . only. 
Despite this change, a 1966 survey by the D.C. Cnme COmlTIlSSlOn m~lcated 
that .one half of the cases reported in Washington, D.C., as carnal 
knowledge" (statutory rape) were in fact forcible attacks, and therefore 
should have been classified as forcible rape.43 This surVey dem?nstrates tt:at, 
at least in Washington'_cth~re was a considerable underreportmg of forclble 
rapes in 1966. >~<>. 

- Dif'I' between the Index, offense of aggravated assault and the 
lerences . i "I db tt ,. d 

non-In4ex offense labeled "other as~,ault" (mainly assau t ~u aery' an 
"simple assault") create further difficulties. As the folloWIn~ exc~rp~ from 
th"" Uniform Crime Reporting. Handbook shows, themam cntena f~r 
distinguishing between the two catagories are whether or not a weapon 15 

used~nd' the extent of injury. 

, In most instances. the in~tial facts will be sufficient to cleady 
establish the pI,oper classification of an a,ssault. ?enerally, any assault 
bY' shooting, stabbing,cutting, poisoning, scaldmg, or by the use of 
acids or explosives should be: classified as. aggra~~ted ass~ult under 
Uniform Crime Reporting regardless of seventy of mJury. Thls does not 
ex~iude other assaults by other means. which could p~oper1y be 
classified as aggravated. Gareful consideration of the followmg factors 
should clarify the classification of an aggravated assault. .. 

(1) The type of weapon used or the use made of an object as·a 

weapon. 
(2) The seriousness of the injury, and . .. 44 

(3) The intent of che assailant to cause senous Injury. 

As an indication of the extent to which police misclassify on the basis ~f 
this definition the Crime Commission noted that the UCR changed then 
reported natio~al increase of aggravated assault offenses in 1963-64 fro:n 10 
percent to 5 percent.45 Although the FBI is working with legal agencles to 
eliminat~. this problem, the adjustment s?ggests that there may be 
over.reporting of aggravated assaults by the pollce. . ' 

Of the non-major violent crimes, thure is sO.me eVlden.c~ th~t the dlso~der1Y 
conduct category 'is especially subject to vanable class1fIcation according to 
individual police q.epartments. In particular, s~n:e departments are th?ught to 
have different rules of thumb for deterrmmng whether an act 1S called 
disorderly conduct, drunkenness, or vagrancy. 

Criticisms of UCR I'ractices and Proceedures 

Need for More Refined Classifications 

Offenses covering a wide range of seri~lIsness are som~times jnc1~ded 
within the same UCR category. This makes refi?e~ analysl~ of the ,cnm~s , 
extremely difficult. To the extent that the public lffiage of these c~es ;) I 

couched in terms of ilie more serious (and generallY more publICize, 
variations under the same crime catagory, the .result n:ay be a somewhal ... 
distorted conception of what the. rate for the particular cnme means. L 

I, 
l 

, . 
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A prime example is robbery. There are many variatiuns, ranging from an 
armed bank robbery in Which .several people are shot and injured to minor 
thefts such as purse snatching, where force qr the threat of force is used. 
Dramatically profIling the lower end of the robbery spectrum was the report 
of an offense in which one of two 9-year-old boys twisted the arm of the 
other in the schoolyard in order to obtain 25 cents of the latter's lunch' 
money. Ber,ause force was used, the police correctly recorded and counted 
the act as "highway robbery ."4 6 .. 

While. these less serious events should be recorded; it does not seem 
reasonable to include them in the same category as the more serious offenses. 
At the very least, it would be desirable for analytic purposes to publish two 
Index catagories of robbery-perp_'lps armed robbery and unarmed robbery 
(strongarmed robbery, muggings, purse snatchings with force or threat of 
force, etc.)-in order to give a clearer picture of which kind of theft with 
force is recorded.47 

Aggravated assault is also a broad classification, although the limits are 
narrower for criminal homicide and forcible rape. During testimony before 

,the Conunission, the chief of the California Bureau of Criminal Statistics 
commented' on the broad definition of aggravated assault. He described a 
police-reported incid.ent in which two older boys decided to give another a 
hotfoot. The prospective victim, however, was barefoot: ' 

How can you give a barefooted boy a hotfoot? So instead of that 
they applied a match to his back, and they raised a blister. The 
outcome~ .. was an aggravated assault reported to US.

411 

Althpugh this was an isolated case and by no means a common reporting 
pattern I' it does illustrate the relative lack of seriousness that can be associated 
with ail offense corre\~tly classified as an aggravated assault. When it is 
realized that the catag{)fy also includes attempted murder, where the victim 
may be very seriously· injured, the need for a mQre rermed breakdown 
becomfls as justifiable here as it did for robbery. 

AnCither. classification difficulty with the UCR is that the Index offenses 
are set apart from the' non-Index offenses, as if the former were unifOImly 
more serious. Yet, arson and'assault and battery (both non-Index crimes) may 
in fact involve more physical injury than many Index offenses, such as 
forciblie rape and even some aggravated assaults.49 One study, for example, 
has revealed that nearly two-thirds of the injuries sustained by the victims of 
crimir.jal activities occur in connection with non-Index offenses,s 0 Because 
part pf the officially stated rationale behind the seven Index crimes is to 
~hoos~ those of "sufficient' importance" and because it is assumed that there 
IS a sl:rong I;elation between "importance" and "seriousness;" the Task For.ce 
suggests that .either the justification for the Index be redefined, or, its scope 
expanded to lnclude more than the seven offenses presently used. 

Lack of Weighting Within the Index 

T~e question of relative seriousness has been raised with regard to offenses 
ofd~fferent degree within the same crime category. The problem is much 
morel critical, however, when the seven offenses composing the UCR Index as 
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a whole are considered. The difficulty does not arise when the level and trend 
of each Index crime is shown individually. However, the prime purpose of the 
Index is to give some overall estimate, and this is done by simply lumping the 
seven Index crimes together., 

The fundamental criticism here is that there is no weighting by seriousness 
of offense when the Index is Ijonsiuered as a whole. There is no difference in 
seriousness, for example, between a $50 larceny and a prelheditated murder. 
Each offense represents a unit of one in the Crime Index total volum'e (and I' 

the Crime Index rate computed from it and population totals). Because 
there are many more property crimes than violent crimes,S 1 the Index is 
greatly overweighted toward property offenses. It is consequently possible, 
for example, that a marked decline in those violent crimes generally assumed 
most serious-criminal homicide and forcible rape-could be offset by minor 
increases in property crimes. "Under these circumstances, the total number of 
Index crimes, or the Crime Index, represents an invalid, inaccurate measure of 
the amount and quality of criminality in a community.,,5 2 

Because of the severe wei19~ting inaccuracy involved, the "Task Force , 
recommends that the UCR eliminate levels and trends of the Crime Index 
total and the Crime Index rate. If some unweighted total Index must still be 
used, it would be better to talk only of the "Property Index" (for the three 
major pr,operty crimes) and the "Violence Index," (for the four major violent " 
crimes). Although there would still remain unequal weightings within each 
Index-for example, a robbery would be weighted the same as a crintinal " 
homicide-the conflict between violent and property crimes at least would be 
eliminated.s 3 

Ideally, of course, an index of crime, or set of subindices, should 
accurately weight the relative seriousness of each crime included. This has 
already been done by Sellin and Wolfgang, using psychophysical scaling 
techniques.54 A representative sample of people was asked to judge the 
relative seriousnE:ss of various crimes. The weighting system that resulted 
from the sample is shown in Table 2. Thus, for example, homicide has a score 
of 26 and forcible rape a score of 10. This means that those interviewed (who 
came from different backgrounds, ranging from police officers to students) , 
on the average thought homicide to be about 2* times more serious than .. , 
rape. 

The trends produced by counting the seriousness of crime with these 
weights can be dramatically different from the trends reported by the 
system. Figure 3, for example, shows estimated robbery trends ,'in 
Philadelphia between 1960 and 1966 based on alO percent sample of 
robberies known to the police. The UCR Index rate reflects th~ simple count 
of robberies per 100,000 population, but the rate for the Sellin-Wolfgang 
Index also incorpol!ates seriousness scores computed from the facts of each " 
case in the sample. The two trends lines are very dissirni!ru. Most noticeably, 
the UCR Index indicates that the frequency of reported robbe,ry per 100,000 
was about the same in 1962 as in 1966, yet the Sellin-Wolfgang Index reveals 

1 
I-

a c ear increase in seriousness over the period./' 
It can be shown in utility theo~y5 5 that the Sellin-Wolfgang weigh~I;' are 

not "additive"-the scores for each of a number of crimes cannot technicallY 
be added together to give a total crime index. The Science and TechnologY- " 
Task Force of the Crime Commission, however, did attempt to interpolate" 
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Table 2 - Sellin- Wolfgang Index of Crimesa 

Element 
;/ 

Minor injury to 'lictim ,,~ 
Victim treated',lind discharged 
Victim hospit4lized 
Victim killed /;' 
Victim of forcible sex intercourse 
I?t~id~tel:l by weapon, add 

Intlmldati0lj ~fpersons ~n connection with theft, etc. 
(other that.l In connechon with forcible sex acts)' 

PI,lysical or verbal only . 
. ~yweapon 

ForCible e~try of premises 

Score value 

1 
4 
7 

26 
10 
2 

2 
4 
1 

Value of Pfoperty stolen and/or damaged: 
pnder $10 
$10-$250 1 

,$251-$2,000 2 
, $2,001-$9,000 3 
i $9,001-$30,000 ~ 
I $30,001-$80,000 6 

I
, Over $80,000, 7 

Theft o~motor vehicle (r.ecovered, undamaged) 2 

, . 

27 

aThorsten Sellin and Marvin Wolf1 Th M. . 
John Wil~'Y & Sons, 1964). gang, e easurement of Delmquency, (New York: 

t~e ~~l~!in-Wolfgang scores onto an additive scale of utilities (or rather 
dtsU!ih!!;:s, bec?use ~e scor~ being considered is the relative amount lost by 
~n md~ffldual if. he I~ a VIctim of a certain yrime). Table 3 shows the 
m~erpo!.~ted weights m comparison to the UCR ra..king of the Iride" 
cnmes.j' ,The Science and Technology Task Force ranking, it is clea; 
1~:Se~J~fo110w the exact same order as the UCR ranking. The disutility scale: 

hi! J
h
• pIe, sugge~tsthat aggravated assault is more serious than robbery 

w e! e UCR rankmg suggests the opposite. ' 
Wf,;~/eJ. are ~ot so muc~ i~~erested in explaining the technical details of ha;gheng sy~tems ~nd dlsutility scales as in emphasizing that the groundwork 

~1\e~dY been laId for ~e very rapid development of an additive index that 
::u~~~:~ reflects ~e S:h.o~sness of the crimes it aggregates. Other countries 

'a d 1h' Cy per~ormmg mltIal experiments with a weighted national index 
n ], e ouncli of Europe . 'd' . , inte P ti al IS conSl enng usmg such a scalin!! system for 

top ~:I~orol'tny t cthi°T?parisons.57 The Task Force believes the UCR should give 
<;. • 0 smatter ' r . 
I 
I InclUSion of Both Attempts and Completions 

puJ:~~hda:te~Pts and completions anrincluded in the levels and trends 
is tiae c:te ~r ndex. o~fenses. ~f.the Index violent crimes, the one exception 
bur attem gtery of c':':llnal horruclde. Only completl'ld hOmicides are included, 
thel; ge alP d horrucldes are classified as aggravated assaults This means that 

, ner category of " d " . . 
cO'mplet d aggravate assault mcludes attempted homicides 
is ino :ay a~¥r:;~ed a~sa~lts, and attempte,d aggravated assaults-and ther~ 
a~tempts and com ere?ttatmg ~o~g them in~p~e UCR figures. Similarly, 
ra.pe and robbery. pletlOns are combmed t?gether m the categories of forcible 

/ Ii 
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1969, p. 151. 

Figure 3.-Variation in Reported Robbery Offense Rates in Philali,elphia, 
1960.66. According to tlz~ Sellin· Wolfgang and UCR (Census AdJusted 

Rates per 100,000 total population based on aID percent samples) 

Because personal injury and property damage or, loss are usually much less 
extensive (if they are present at all) in aHempted as opposed to completed 
violent and property Index crimes, a true picture of seriousness can (~e 
constructed only if the attempted acts are, separated from the Index. If 
there is any valW) in having a collection of criminal statistics based upon 
objective criterip, indicating the amo,unt of .a~tual harm . .or loss 
community, than criminal attempts should deflllItely be omItted from ,; 
Crime Index.s 8 " 

While we strongly recommend limiting Index crimes to co:mtllletiol1IS, 
believe attempts should still be tabulated separately and' published 
supplement-showing a less serious di~i~}nsion of criminal act~vity than 
of completions, but a dimension that is necessary compr~henSlVely to 
the levels and u:ends of crime. Such data, needed by polIce adrninlstl:atClrs 
determining workload volumes, will be llnpC1!tant for analytic cOlnPiuisons 
offenders who do and do not complete a criminal act and could be 
research on strategies to reduce the number of completed crimes. 

I, 
iI 
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Table 3. a~Dis!1tj[Wes of Index crimesb 

Type of crime ranked by seriousness (UCR) Estimated average 
I. Criminal homicide . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400,OOO,000c 
2. Forcible rape . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO,OOO,OOOc 
3. Robbery ...................... ,............... 10,000 
4. Aggravated assault ••....... ' ........ , .. '. . . . • . . . . . • .. lO,OOO 
5. Burglary •........•...•......................•.. ;:;, 200 
6.Larceny($50andover) ...... , ........ ,................. 100 
7. Auto theft ................•...........•...•...... 900 
8. Larceny (under $50) .....•......................... ".. 90 
aSource: Crime Commission, Task Force Report: Science and Technology p. 56. 
bThe tabl~ was computed in t~e foll0"Y~g way. First, the Sellin-Wolfgang scores for 
larceny CIlmes were translated mto a utility scale based on monetary loss irl the larceny 
The other crimes were then interpolated onto this scale, based on their Sellin.Wolfgang 
values. Ibid 
cThe disutilities for criminal homicide and forcible rape are very crude estimates based 
on an extrapolation extending far beyond the region for which data were available 
concerning the functional form of the relationship between scale value and utility. 

Failure to Consider Multiple Events 

Police reports are not limited to descriptions of crimes committed only 
once by one offender on one victim. Rather, a more complex or multiple 
"event" may occur in which more than a single offender and/or victim is 
involved. The FBI does consider offenses committed on each victim in an 
event. Howev~r, when more thail one kind of crime is committed the FBI 
asks the police to count for the VCR only the "most serious" criminal act. If, 
for example, an offender commits forcible rape, burglarizes the house 
physically assaults the victim, and steals the victim's automobile, only th~ 
forcible rape is to be reported. by the police to the FBI. The amount of 
physical harm or the loss or damage to property is therefore not counted as 
such, and many acts are not recorded statistically. 

Similarly., the commission of the same kind of crime more than once on 
the same victim presently is not counted. Thus, if a woman is forcibly raped 
by four offenders during the same event, the FBI asks the police to only 
report one rape. 

The result 'is an under-reporting of Index crime in multiple events, with 
the chance of under-reporting being greater as the seriousness of the crime 
decreases ~n~ the commission of the crime incre:ases. In the Sellin·Wolfgang 
system, tius lllcompleteness is eliminated. For ea.ch criminal act that occurs 
during an event, the number of times it is committed is multiplied by the 
weight of the crime. A total score is then calculated. 

The follOWing hypothetical example can be used to illustrate how the 
UeR. method and the Sellin-Wolfgang method contrast in recording a 
mUltIple event: 

A holdup man forces a husband and his wife to get out of their 
automobile. He shoots the husband, gunwlIips and rapes the wife twice 
and leaves.in the automobile [worth $2,000] after taking money [$100] 
from the husband. The husband dies as a result of the shQoting.59 

Th~ police w.ould report o~ly the mu.rder of the husband. ~L11tl the rape of 
~e wife accordmg to the present UCR system. The Sellin-Wolfgang method, 
owev~r, w.ould compute a total score, reflecting the numbel' and weight of 

each cnme In the event, as shown in Table 4. I 
i 

'I 
I 
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Table 4. - Illustration of Sellin- Wolfgang scoringa 

Offense 

Husband killed 

Wife raped 

Wife threatened 
gun 

Wife injured 
requiring 
hospitalization 

Number of times committed x W\~ight 

1 

2 

1 

1 

x 
x 

x 

x 

26 

10 

2 ., 

7 

Crimes of Violence 

Total score 

26 

20 

2 

7 

Car stolen 1 x' 2 2 
IlSellin and Wolfgang, The Measurement of Delinquency. (New York: John Wiley & 
Sons, 1964). 

The UCR could well experiment with a weighting=scoring approach 'similar to the 
Sellin-Wolfgang system and the Science and Technology Task Force extensions of it-and 
thereby provide national statistics that would record the multiple contigencies of a 
criminal event. 

The UCR could well experiment with a weighting-scoring approach similar 
to the Sellin-Wolfgang system and the Science and Technology Task Force 
extensions of it-and thereby provide national statistics that would re(~ord 
the multiple contingencies of a criminal event. 

Greater Emphasis on <.:'izanges in the Total Volume 
of Crime Instead of Changes in Rates 

Percentage changes can be me.9.sured in terms of the volume of crime or 
the rate of crime from year to yflar (the incidence per 100,000 population). 
The latter approach is much more accurate and meaningful because it relates 
the change in crime to the change in population. . 

Until recently, however, absolute changes have been reported in the UCR, 
with little reference to population changes. The 1956 UCR, for example, 
showed that in 353 cities with over 25,000 inhabitants, there was a crime 
increase of i i percent from 1940 to 1950, with increases ranging from 2 
percent for robbery to 59 percent for aggravated assault. Each Part I offense 
showed a perce.ntage increase. However, when these same data are adjusted 
for population changes, they show a 5-percent decrease in the rate for 1950 
(1,724 PElI'; 100,000) as compared to 1940 (1,814 per 100,000) instead of the 
I1-perce!1~ increase.60 

In a later report (1960), the UCR stated that the "first year of the 1960's 
recorded a newall-time high with 98 percent more crime than in 1950.,,6! 
The reader who did not also consider the substantial populition increase 
between 1950 and 1960 could have been cCl'nsiderably misled. When crime 
rates per 100,000 inhabitants are calculate!.d Q\ver the period, the actual 
increase is 22 percent. . 

In 1961 the UCR used a new format in which the large charts at the 
beginning of the volume-those most referred tt> in official statements and in 
the press-showed absolute volume and rates together. This dual presentation. 
is a commendable improveme'nt. 

Nonetheless, the annual UCR pUblication still subordinates rate changes to 
volume changes in the introductory pages most used for public consumption. 

~.' -/j 
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The FBI also publishes quarterly figures comparino the incidence of crime to 
~e con:esponding quarter of the previous yellr; intlthese reports volumes are 
given WIth no reference to rates. Although both the absolute volume arid the 
rate of reported crime have increased during the 1960's, the increase in 
volumes is noticeably more than the increase in ra.tes. Thus., the public is 
given an exaggerated picture o{ the increase in reported trime. 

Figure 4 reproduces the "Crime Clocks" which are 'presented in the 
open~g pages of the 1968 UCR. The clocks .refer only to the absolute volum'e 
of CrIme and do nO.t adjust for population at alL This means that, regardless 
of whether ?opul~hon Inc.reases, remai.t'ls 'the same, or decreases from year to 
ye,ar, a contmued Increase In the number of offenses committed will make the 
Clocks "run faste~." If crime increase~ a~ much as population from one year 
1.0 another, the cnme rate would remain.the same-but the UCR clocks would 
still. speed up. The F~I does not specifically compare the clocks to those of 
past years, but such a comparison proves interesting. The result is a great 
speedup-one considerably greater than the change that would be evident if 
the clocks were based on rates. . 

6 ' 
SERIOUS ~RIMES 

8 EACH MINUTE 

11 

6 • 
FQRCIBI-f.: MPE 

ONE EVERY n MINUTES 

6 
BURGLARY 

ONE EVERY 17 SECONDS 

aUG'R, 1968, p. 29. 

6 
VIOLENT CRIMES 

MURDER. FORCIBLE RAPE, 
ROBBERY OR ASSlAJL T TO Kl LL 

ONE EVERY 54 SECONDS 
12 

6 
AGGRAVATED ASSAULT 

ONE EVERY 2 ,MINUTES 

12 

6 

LARCENY 
(SS~ and"over) 

ONE EVERY 25 SECONDS 

Figure 4a 

6 
MURDER 

ONE EVERY 39 MINUTES 

.(1~) 
~ 

6 

ROBBERY 

ONE EVERY 2 MINUTES 

.6 

AUTO THEFT 

ONE EVERY 41 SECONDS 
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The Task Force recommends that the UCR discontinue the crime clocks 
and other presentations like them, which tend to misrepresent the changes in 
violent and nonviolent crime over time. Similarly, an attempt should be made 
to express the figures published quarterly in rate form as well as involumes,: 
even though the population totals needed for such figures are difficult tot 
estimate on a quarterly basis. 

While expressions of change in terms of rates are vastiy preferable to 
change in terms of volumes, the rates expressed in the UCR are still not las 
refined as is desirable. UCR rates are computed per 100,000 of the entlire 
popUlation. The unstated assumption in this practice is that all persons are 
equally capable of committing crimes. By definition, however, criminal 
conduct generally cannot occur among children under 7 years of age., and is 
rare among children up to at least 12 years of age.62 Generally speaking, the 
offender is much more likely to be a male than a female and much more 
likely to be younger than older. ' 

, 63 
We recommend, therefore, that rates be refined for age, sex, race, etc. 

Such improvements are not e~sy, of course, because estimates of both crime 
volume and population volume for the more refined categories would be 
needed each year to producl~ the rates. The rates are necessary, however, if 
we are better to understand which particular population groups are most 
responsible for the levels and trends of crime. With. the excellent cooperation 
and the assistanc~ of the FBI, the Task Force ha.s taken a step toward this 
goal by producing in the next chapter moderately refined rates by age, race 
and sex over a recent time span. 

Irladequacies of Arrest Statistics 

Most of what has been reviewed relates to UCR. data on offenses known to 
police. In the preceding discussion of crime rate refinements by age, sex, 
race, etc., however, the flOcus shifted to UCR statistics on arrests by police. 
Arrest data have to be used for such breakdown:, because the mere knowledge 
that an offense has been committed does not in!,ure that the characteristics of 
the offender(s) are known. ' 

In the UCR, data on the number of offenses known are presented for the 
·seven Index crimes only, while data on arrests are presented for the Index 
crimes plus all 22 categories of non-Index off,enses. Several basic comments 
on this procedum are necessary. 

Because "offenses known" are not reportE:d for non-Index crirnes, it is 
even more difficult to generalize about their ;true incidence 'thim about the .; 
true incidence of Index crimes. Not only' is ;there a gap· in the nOll-Index ~!) 
category between the true number of offense!; and the reported number, but 
there is also a second gap between the reported number of offenses and t~e 
number of arre,sts made. An idea of the size I;)f this gap is indicatf!din Figure 
5.64 

The point. is that, for non~Index criines, not only may thl~ arre,st rate levels 
and trends observed be due in part, to varialtions in the number of offenses 
recorded, but they may also be due to' the .variation in the arrest clearance 
rates fur those offenses. Thus, generalizations about th'e true levels 
and trends of non-Index crimes from arr,est Jievels and trends are even more 
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aUCR,1960-1967. 

Figure 5. a_ Variatioll ill reported Offense .rates alld reported arrest rates 
for the Nation, 1960-1967 

{Four major violellt crimes (rates per 100,000 lIational population)] 

riSKY than genera1izations about' the true 'levels and trends of Index crimes 
from the offense levels and trends. 

The publication 'of incomplete information for non-Index crimes on the 
grounds that they are less serious! and therefore of less interest, is not an 
acceptable defense. A more justifiable one is that the non-Index crimes are 
of~ennot reported by the police as thoroughly as are Index crimes. However, 
this should not prevent the UCR from working with the police toward a 
system that reports both offenses and arrests for all crimes covered. If data 
for a crime category are to be published at all, every effort should be made to 
relate the reported incidence of crime as closely as possible to the true. 
incidence. 

. The consistent publication of both offenses and arrest statistics wil11eave 
still a?other problem. At present, the basic UCR repbr"ting unit for offense 
data lS the number of offenses, but the basic unit for arrest data is the 
number of persons arrested. The shift in bases is significant. An offense may 
be ':~leared by arrest" when one or more suspects are taken into custody. In 
addltlon, one suspect may be responsible for one or more offenses. Thus, one 
robbery may result in the arrest of three offenders; en the other hand, one 
arrested suspect may be responsible for three robberies. The relationship 
between number of persons arrested and number of offenses ther~fore is 
never entirely clear.6 5 ' l 

Consistency between offense and arrest information requites that a 
~ommon. reporting unit be used. Reported offenses cannot always include 
mfor~abon on the number and characteristics of offenders (especially for 
n~n-VlOlent, property crimes), so the best reporting unit should refer to the 
cnme-the number of offenses reported and the number of offenses for which 
arrests were made. The Task Force recommends that the FBI change to such 
a common base. If this were done,' the number of persons 
~~ested could. still be r~ported, b~t. in a separate section of the UCR, where 

problem mcurred m generalizmg from arrest information could be 
properly reviewed.6 6 

There are many p~ople who object to the use of arrest figures for the 

i 
.1 
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purpose of reporting who criminals are, and the UCR have never clearly 
articulated the problems involved. 

In the' first place .. even if allpe~sons arrested are guilty, the gaps between 
the reported arrest level and the trlie level of crime still exist. Any 
conclusions about the characteristics of all offenders deriy~d from the 
characteristics of arrested offenders must be tempered by this fact. 

Second, it cannot .be assumed that all persons arrested are in fact guilty of 
the crimes with which they are charged. By the use of arrest data to describe~ 
the criminal or delinquent population, the police are permitted to decide 
those whom the community will treat as criminal. Such use of arrest data 
without verification of guilt (by either a government decision to prosecute or 
a court decision to correct) works to the detriment of minority groups, who 
are often viewed with suspicion by police but treated somewhat more 
circumspectly by both prosecutors and courts. Although it may be entirely 
justifiable in terms of standard police investigation procedure to "round up 
the usual suspects" whether or not they are clearly guilty, the individual 
characteristics that are recorded upon arrest may give a biased estimate of the 
true offenders. 

A major conclusion of Chapter 3 is that arrest rates for the major violent 
crimes are much hi8her for the younger than for the older, for tpales than for 
females, and for Negroes than for whites. It can probably also be safely 
assumed that the police in most cities share this judgment. It is possible, 
however, that because the police ~~late violence more to the young, to males 
and to Negroes than to other groups, they disproportionately round up these 
individuals as the usual suspects, producing a higher proportion of youthful, 
male and Negro offenders in arrest statistics than is merited. In other words, 
there may be an unwarranted upward bias to the arrest rates for the young, \ ! 
males, and Negroes-even though they are in fact proportionately more guilty \9 1 
of violent crimes than the older people, females, and whites. I ,/ 

i J/} 
A systematic investigation to test this assertion has unfortunately not yet 1 I 

been made. It has been suggested, however, that ,cmost police officers agree : 
that it is easier to effect an arrest in cases involving J'uveniles than in cases l 

6 l involving adults." 7 Thus, the crime rate may in part be higher for the young j 
than for older people simply ,because it is easier to arrest juveniles. 1 ) 

There is no such statement by police with regard to arrests and the sex of I II} 
the offender, although at least one author ha!; suggested that males are j ~ 
detected, and hence arrestfJd, more often for criminal homicides than females lil~1 
becaus\' of the cruder methods males employ in kiJling.6 8 i "'( 

Sin:.1larly, there has been little exploration of the racial factor. One ofthe i
l
;!.! 

few studies with relevant con,clusions examinec1l shoplifting in Philadelphia. ;1 
The author noted a distinct tendency for apprehended Negro offenders to be' 
reported, while white offenders were more likl~ly to be let go. This clearly ! 

,affected the racial component of the Philadelphia larcenY'lU'rest statistics.69 I ~ 
Another author has offered this observation on the question of racial bias I' ,1:1 

in arrest statisti(!s, although no empirical proof is presented to back up thel 
position: !, 

A belief, based on real or imagined information, that a particular 
minority group commits more crime than other groups will often lead 

, . 
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to a g~~ater saturaticln of this group's neighborhoods by police patrol. 
Such siaturation Willi likely turn up more crime and produce a larger 
numbeit of arrests of lpersons belonging to the group, though it will also 
often iirhibit some ~jnds of criminal activity because of the increased 
likelihqpd of appreh,ension. But it is the police activity and not the 
behaviolr of the grO\ip itself which is conditioning the group's crime 
rates as' they eventually appear in printed statistics.7o 
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In sum, the possibility of an unwarranted upward bias in arrest rates for 
the young li males, and Negroes has been neither conclusively verified nor 
deeply explored. Yet the question remains, and the UCR should at least 
articulate 1h~ ~otential llifficulties present in using arrest data for assessing 
the charactens~lcs of offtl~ders. Th~ responsibility for l.\n~t existing biases is as 
much a funchon of p()i1ce prachces and the basic inadequacies in the 
reporting of any nation's arrest data as it is of particular FBI procedures. 

Subjectii1e Interpretations of Published Data 

There ri'IllY be some justification for criticism that the UCR has not been 
entirely unbiased in the interpretation of the data published. The 1960 UCR 
for example, made this statement: ' 

!ncreases were rec:orded in .all crime categories except robbery, 
which Was down one percent. Th1s crime had the most significant rise in 
1960 and the rev~rsal of the trend indicates to some extent the success 
of police efforts to reduce its occurrence.71 

Such a conclusion is rather questionable in light of the reporting errors 
that have b,een reviewed. 

Co~sidering t~e current public sensitivity about crime and violence, the 
foll,owmg companson to European countries is signifi~ant: 

. T~e publication of criminal statistics [in England and Scandinavia] 
1S not regarded as a dram~tic act to mobilize public awareness against 
the danger o~ rape, murder and other kinds of crimes, but it is regarded 
as a regular km~ of source of information, bringing to the knowledge of 
th?se who are mterested-unfortunately very flew-what is going on in 
th1S vast amount of crime. " 

O~r . [Eng~and's] criminal statistics in comparison to your 
publications d1ffer as much as-if I may biuntly say so-an old English 
cup. o~ tea compares with a dry Martini on the rocks. They [British 
statJsbcs] are very prosaic, very qUiet. And this in some ways makes 
them less attractive to read. But it does produce them for the pubtiC.'2 

Incomplete Orientation of Data to the Needs 
of A 11 Users 

The UCR ' d . generally satisfy tp.e needs of the users they were primarily 
::l~n~d for:-~he police. Many criticisms, however, suggest that the statistics 

. ~t SUfflc1ent for the needs of other users. Although the needs of social 
SC1entlsts, the press, and gQvernment officials originally may have b~en of 

,! 
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secondary importance! the justification fkJr satisfying their needs has grown 
considerably g,ince the UCR were first developed. 

The FBI has been very helpful to scholars requesting unpublished data; yet ;: 
the fact remains that the basic classification and reporting systlc'm was 
constructed \lmh little attention paid to underlying explanaltions and'theories 
of crime: 

Designed without theory, without testing of hypothesEls in a research 
project, without establishment of operational definitioI11s for empirical 
analysis that inductively could lead to significant c()nclusions, but 
instead, based upon assumed administrative utility and presumed 
uniformity in collection of statistics, the classification lacks adequate 
criteria n)r understanding the volume and quality of criminal 
activity.' 3 '0, : 

,INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS 

For the most part, comparisons with foreign statistics are extremely 
difficult to make, The existing limitatioQs are primarily due to differing 
criminal statutes, reporting procedures, and cultural interdicts. Most 
experts-including criminolo~st!),7I! the Crime Commission,' 5 and the 
FBI' 6 -decry the hopelessness of rnlilking international comparisons because ~. 
of these factors. Their positilon was summarized in! testimony to the 
CommU;$ion as follows: 

Since criminal statistics were for the first time established at the 
beginning of the nineteenth, century ... social scientists, moralists, 
criminal administrators have been tempted in one way or another to 
compare ,the, state of the crime, its evolution and its trends between the 
various COlmtries'. But as knowledge of criminal statistics became more 
dlweloped, and more refined, and the differences in criminal law and 
practice, in police activities, and in communal attitlides have all been 
more clearly p~rceived, caution not to say skepticism-as to the 
reliability of comparisons-grew stronger and stronger. The basic factors 
which make comparisons difficult are, of courrse: variations in 
incidences of reporting, and methods of record in the proceeding of 
various organs of the machinery of justice, and in the scope and 
definition of criminal provisions." 

The myriad of criminal statutes and reporting procedures has bfien detailed 
in other works,'8 and there is no need to proceed be;yond empj}asi:'ling the'. 
existence of these complexities. The way cultural differences. reduce our' 
ability to make international comparisons may not bel immediately obvious, 
however. Other cultures judge violent behavior with differing standards.79

., 

These affect criminal definitions as well as ad hoc evaluations of p.articular;~ 
acts of violence. In our own country,such variations exist among regicms;8°l 
so it is not surprising that even greater variations exist among forsign JfJ 
countries. For example, consider the rule established in San crist\'>"~l 
(Melanesia) governing battles: ,I(@" 
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secondary importance, the justificatltm for satisfying their~~'eds"has grown 
considerably since the UCR were fIrst developed. ',' . 

The. FBI has been very helpful to scholars requesting unpublished data; yet 
the fact remains that the basic. classification and reporting system was 
constructed with little attention paid ,to underIyiIlg explanations and theories 
of crime: ;,;{i;; , 

(, 

Designed withollt theory, withoutle!lting of hypotheses in a research 
project, without establishment of operational definitions for empirical 
analysis that inductively could lead to significant conclusions, but 
instead, based upon assumed administrative utility and presumed 
uniformity in collection of statistics, the classification lacks adequate 
criteria for understanding the volume and quality otpriminal 
activity.' 3 " 
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:;~1tli~ t 
For, .the most part, comparisons with,~foreig~r statistics are extremely F~J 

difficult to make. The existing limitations are P:Iifnarily due. to differil1~:':J;W~ 
criminal statutes, reporting procedures, and 'cultural interdicts. Most { ... ; 1 
experts~including criminologists,74 the Crime Commission,? 5 and. the l,'t 
FBi' ~-decry the hopelessness of making international comparisons because !i\~ 
of these factors. Their position was summarized in testimony to the !. { 
Commission as follows: l~ 

Sinc.e criminal statistics were for the first time established at the 
b'eginning of the nineteenQt,century ... socialscienti~ts, moralis,ts, 
criminal administrators have. be ell tempted in one way 'Or another lo 
cOIllpare the, sta te of the crime, i~~ evolution and its trends between the 
various countries'. But as knowledge of criminal statistics became more 
developed and more refIned, and tbe differences in criminal law and 
practice, in police activities, and in communal attitudes have all been 
more clearlyperceived~ca:ution not to say skeptici~m-as to the 
reliability of comparisons-grew stronger and stronger. The basic factors 
which make comparisons difficult are, of course: variations in 
incidences of reporting, and,rnethods of record in the proceeding of 
various organs of the n'lac~ery of justice; and in the scope and 
defmition ofcIiminal provisions.77 
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The myriad of criminal stat~tes andreportin?':procedures has been. ~etailed rj 
in other works,'8 andther,~ lS no need to proceed beyondemphaslzmg the ,.1 t 
existence of these complexities. The way cultural differences reduce our, 1'~ 
ability to make inteI1lational comparisons may not be immediately obvious,li 
however. Other cultures judge v~olent behavior with differingstandards.79>; .,~ 
These affect criminal defInitions as well .as ad hoc evaluations of particular ~ . ~ 
acts of violence. Tn our ownc(>untry~·such variations exist among regions;BO, '.;,:~;?j.' 
so it is 1'IQtsurprising that even greater variations exist among foreign' ' .• 
cou!ltrles;:"Forexample; consider/ the rul~ established in Sari Cristoval ( ",'~ 
(Me1anesia) govemingbattles: '~i 
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People who are cli~\jing trees or fishing on the sea are not attacked, 
even in the heaviest battles, which, for these people,',may invoWe 
wholesale slaughter without notice of the inhabitants of a given 
village .. ~ . the reason being that such fighting was considered to be too 
cruel, and th,erefore it was held. that fIghting should be restricted to' 
"people on the ground." There was also a rule that fighting at night was 
110t allowed ,Ill 
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The American Embassy in Turkey describes a cultural pattern that 
obscures international statistical comparisons to an even greater extent: 

It should arso be noted that a large proportion of even the serious 
crimes committed in Turkey never come to the attention of the police. 
Frequently "settlements" are made among families involved in crimes 
with the ~~~rag~ m~htar [head man] acting as arbitrator an~ meting out 
summary Justtce. One local employee of the Embassy estimates that 
at least 50% of the crimes committecl in Turkey are disposed of in this 
fashion. We would also suggest that the crimes committed in" 
connection with rural "blood feuds" and by roving bandit gangs which>', 
are often noted in the Turkish press, 'never reach the Government's 
statistical machinery.1l2 

In spite of ,these 'problems, the criminal statistics, reporting procedure~, 
and cultural mterdlcts are comparable in some of the 'industrial and 
post-indus~ial countries .. such .as En~and, Canada, Denmark, and Norway. 
Thus certam crude yet mearungful mternational comparisons can. be made 
between the United States and these countries. ' 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS'" 

The purpose. of this chapter has been to place the next two chapters in ' 
proper per~pective by critically appraising the statistical systems which report 
the levels and trends of violenceto be considered. 

Police . statistics are presently incomparably better than court and 
corre.ctions statistics for estimating 'the -amount of violent crime and for 
profiling the lev7ls.and trends of viole,nce ''because they m~re directly relate 
to. the actual cnmmal event, whereas there is a "mortality of inforlnation" 
WIth court and corrections data. 

. ~or, individual .acts of violence covered by national police statistics, 
lliU1tatlO~s on the accuracy' of the data are apparent. These limitations are a 

,~~:~t of mherent diffic~lties in data Collection, inadequate police reporting,. 
. th Improper UCR pracbces and procedures. Some of the constraints (such as' 

e gap otltween the tme and reported crime level or in the case of 
nOll I d . . ' 
I, ,- n ex cnmes, the further gap 'be.tw. een Off. enses and arrests) severely 
lfllit th l"d't f"· e v~ 1 I Y 0 published trends and levels. Other constraints (such as the' 
nonre~o:dillg of U1ultiple events .. or the inclusion. of attempts with 
~~mp etions) are less severe, .but impose an additional level of uncertainty in 
ill ~reting th: incidence and severity of crime. Still other constraints (such 
a~SSi~' ~ropensltytor.ep0:t voblme changes instead of ;rate changes,?r the 
p illty that nonobJectlve. s.tatements may accompany~empirical data) do 
not pose a problem to the expert :>eeking to construct !e;vels and 'trends, but 
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may tend to give the public a somewhat inaccurate pictur~:~of violent crime.' 1)1 
A discussion o. f what kind of integrated statistical system.',i.s most desirable ~li!~," 

and what steps shQuldbe taken to implement it will be one of the ,concerns of~ 31 
Chapter 17. , . . ". '. jJ~ 

In comparison to other countrIes, the quahty of Amencan statIstIcs has !it~~ 
improved, a1thou~ certain na:io~ do have m?re refined info,nna tion. Data n';~ 
on violeD~e in vanous countnes IS usually difficult to compare, however, :"\1\ 
because, of different criminal statutes, reporting procedures, an,d cultural ! ,.,~ 
interdicts. I l 
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APPE~~.~X 1 

OTHER. ST A7.FISTICSON 
INDIVIDUA~;, VIOLEr~CE 

Chapter 2 evaluates statistical,infon#ation reported by the criminal justice 
system, primarll§ police statistics of the"FBI. Not all of the individual acts of 
violence d,enl1ed in Chapter 1 arecover,ed by . criminal justice system data 
publicaHt'JI1s;however. This appepdix reviews and analyzes the data on the 
remairiiiig-criminal acts availablcHpm alternate sources. . 

'~-,::, . " .11..,." 

SUICIDE AND V[OLENT AUTO F ATALlTIES 
'. '~~~ . . :~'7 _ ' '. ""::,.~_. 

..•..•.•. Suicides, auto fatalities, and 81r{other causes of death are pli~lished in the 
mortality data tables of Vital Stat({tics of the United States.! All, death and 
fetal death statistics in this NatioI1~l Center for Health Statistics publication 

'are .based on information obtain~Wfrom microfilm copies of original death 
certificates received from the registration offices of all states, certain cities, 
the ,District of Columbia, Puert:o.;·Rico, and the Virgin Islands. An attempt 
is made to obtain data on all is1~aths, not merely a proportion of them. 
The certificates of most states cQ!}form closely in content and arrangements 
to th.e standard national certifip'ates ,issued by the public Health Services; 
thu~ a fairly uniform reporting I6~at has been maintained. . 

Although every state has adopfd a law requiring the registration of births, 
dea,'fhs, and fetal deaths, these la,x,s are not uniformly 'observed. In most a!l~as, 
almbstalt. births and deaths are~l:egistered. For some isolated areas, however, 
there. is probably enough under'registration to affect the use of the statisti~s. 
For example; a study made ina~ew selected countiesofTennessee, where the 
death rat~~ for 194~ to 1951 were unusually low, uncovered a number of 
unregistered deaths? A similar situation may exist in other states. 

The qeath rates are computed on .. the basis of population statistics 
pUlJ,lisheil by the U.S. Bureau of 'the Census. Rates for 1940,1950, and 196Q 
arr' basel! on the populations enumerated as of April 1 of each year. Rates for 
aU: oth~r year~are based on the estimated :nudyear (JUlY 1) population. In 
addition to the national rates,the data include breakdowns by region,. age, 
race, and sex, although detailed infoi~l1ation on rates by city size i~ not' 
avtlilable.' 
. The g~neral statig~\cal inad~j~uaci~s in tl~e NCHS suicide and auto fatalities' 
mfOlmabon seem to he in the form of classification, rather than. reporting 
errors. A recent investigation of fatalities in single-vehicle crashes, f9~ 
examplelsuggests that whe~e complete autopsies are not routinely 
perforrned-a situation cOIll1l1 oii , in most states-as many as 10 percent or 

:;;' . 

~ \,-:. 
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mor~ of fatalities in certain types of highway crashes may be erroneo~sly 
attributed to accident.3 

.. 

Another study reported that 13 out of 86 crash fatalities that were listed 
as accidents in Kansas City, Mo., should hat'c been listed ;as suicide. It was 
noted that the individuals who died were immature and unstable, with past 
records of failure marital and family disharmony, land poor work records. 
With one excepti~n, the fatalities followed quarrels with wives, sweethearts, 
either family members, or ~mployers. In gener.al, it was o~served that: . 

"suicides in one area are often viewed as acc1dental deaths m 
another. Various public officials with training varying fro~ extensive to 
none are charged with this responsibility, oft~n supenmposed .upon 
which are various religious, social,. and commuruty pressu.~e~ tending. to 
influence the criteria., .. It is the attitude of the cerhtymgoffic1a1, 
not tJ'ie victim, upon which the st~tlstics of suicide .depen~."4';'.. . . \ 
Relatively .little is known about the frequency ~lt~l ~luch homl~ldes are 

misclassified as accidents, or vice vc;:sa,although mdlVldual case r~ports of 
such events appear periodically. Ho:Wever, if~is thought that a go~~ man~ !. 
child deathslisted as accidents are really closer to child-abuse homlc1des. As ~ '\ 
one investigator notes, "to some physicians thddea that the pa~~nts abused I 

their child is so repugnant that they deny this 'possibility even ih the face of 
clear-cut evidence."s In one stat~, only half-of the cases of child abuse 
suspected by physicians were repor(edto the authorities.

6 
.' 

. In sum, it is clear that NCHS death rate data on suicides and auto fataliti~s 
do suffer from definite classification problems.7 There are several reasons, m 
addition, why the NCHS auto fa~~ity data are less.a~equate th~n its sui~ide 
data. Violent auto fatality data' n.~ed to focus on the offenders responsible 
for the action: the drivers. But tlWNCHS data consider only death rates for 
victims. Although some of me ViCiiIns, may also be responsib~efor the 
action-some drivers are themselves killed-many other nondnvers (e.g., 
passengers and pedestrhms) are also killl~d. The statis~cs do not ~e.pa:.ateIy list 
this group.s Further, the statistics (efer only to auto fatallhes -not to 
"violent auto fatalities." There is ng. attempt to classify separately wpse 
drivers who is some way may h,ave<been using the motor vehicle as' an 

':, instrument of force or threatened('fbrce against themselves or others. 
These inadequacies point to ,the kind of data that are ideally required to ' 

make statistical inferences a.liout those responsible for "violent auto 
fatalities." The data should (l}[focus on the drivers in auto fatalities and not 
just on thevktims and (2) ma¥~:.'~, ju~gment on w~ch drivers wei~e g~ilty ~,~ 
violence-related acts, rather than slmply respons1ble for a~ acc1dent. 
ObViously the required data are:;of it very sophisticated nature, can only be 
produced tluough- considerable in,yestigation, aml demand a clearer definition 
of "violent auto fatalities." Not surprisingly, such information is currently l 
unavailable from any official soulee. What· still can be asked, no.netheless, is ! 

'. whether an/present data: source' can at least be used to "proxy" the lev.els t 
and trends of "violent auto fatalities"-to substitute, that is, as a rough i 

statistical approximation for the~lat~ being sought. .... .' '. 
The data presented by the National Safety Council 111 1tS a~n?a1 

publication, Accident Facts,'are a step in the right direction. Emp1fl9a1 . 
information on all accidents, including fatal auto accidents, is presented, , 
Many of th~ auto fatality datfare simply. a re~publication of NCHS death 

. ,~.. , ~::~ 
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rates broken down by~\'arious categories. Yet, the NSC goes beyond this by 
usin~ otller8~ta sourc~~-;-NSC's ow~ estimates, and estimates from various 
state~ federar; ahd international agencies. 

In spiteJJf the broade"r scope of the data, however, only.a few tables can 
be used hj approach the very specific topic of "violent auto fatalities." for 
example/ one table inJhe 1968 edition of Accident Facts centers on the 
number of fataljties~rbioken down by the kinds of improper driving 
respoflsible for the dea~h: 9 

• Speed too fast 
• Right of way;> 

Failed to ~ield 
Passed stop sign .:, 
Disregarded signitl\ 

• Drove left of center 
• Improper overtakirig 
• Made improper turn 
• Followed to closely 
• Other improper driving 

Of these categories, "speed too fast" might be taken as the one under which 
most violent auto fatalities would f,ill. Other tables are unfortunately not 
broken down by these categories, but at least they focus on the drivers 
involved in fatal accidents and give both age and sex variations. 

NSC data have thus been oriented in' the right direction, and tlle Council 
could probably devise without much difficulty the kindofrepo'rting format 
useful for analysiS ... of violent auto deaths. The national statistical 
recommendations reviewed in Chapter 17 include this suggestion.,. 

For the present, however, the best sources for proxy data on "violent auto 
fatalities" are theUGR. The .FBI defines "negligent manslaughter" as atw 
death which police investigation establishes as primarily attributable to gros-:; 
negligence of some individual other than the victim. 1 0 Importantly, almost: 
all negligent ihanslaughters. today refer· to motor. fatalities. Ninety-eight.\ 
percent of the reported 1967 negligent manslaughters, for example, involved ' .• 
mQt()f' ;vehicle deaths.}',!'" Thus UCR negligent manslaughter data pres~nt; 

. roughly speaking, information on a certain kind of auto fatality-one where 
there is gross negligence by the driver. . 

In the UCR reporting s9heme, ne,gligent manslaughter is in a twilight zone 
between non-Index and Index offenses. It is given IllQrec'onsideration than a 
non-Index crime because, irihddition to being categ6fize"d by the number.of 
persons arrested and their age, sex, and raqe, the classification is reported in 
terms of the number of offenses committed, broken do\vn by city si:;:-,e and 
regional variation. Yet it is not given the shl'tus of an Index crime-thit UCR 
l~dex is composed only of the four major violent and three property offens·es 
discussed in Chapter 2. . . 

. Regardless of the status'~of negligent manslaughter, itpresehts the usual 
kmd of statistical problems. There is a gap betw.een the reported and the true 
level of offenses. The NORC survey did not estimate victimization rates: for 
ne.gli~ent manslaughter,so the size of the .gap cannot be estimated. Like 
cnrrunal hOmiCide, however, the gap may be fairly small because of the 
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seriousness of th:e offense. A more likely reason for u~derreporting t;llght be 
the, misclassification of negligent manslaughters as accidents; T?ere IS als.o a 
gap between offenses reported and arrests made. Yet t.hlS.IS ~~so fauly 
minimal, because the negligent manslaughter clea~ance rate IS hIgh. In sum, 
it would thus seem that the inadequacies of neglIgent manslaughter data are 
probably as small as or smaller than those of any other UCR category. 

Given this background, why should UCR negligent manslaughter dat~ be 
considered the best available proxy of violent auto fatalities? For .one t~mg, 
moretIian any other current data sour~e, they focus o~ the offendmg.dnvers 
in fatalities and .::lassify only those dnvers whose actions may be vlOlence 
related. The UCJil .. data do not consist of victim death rates, but rat~s per 
100,000 of those persons who a~e responsib~e for an act. ~f. cnmmal 
negligence.14 Secondly, negligent manslaughter IS by legal ,~efl~ltlOn,;nore 
than an unintended, noncriminal incident-more than an aCCIdent. T~e 
offending driver.is . guilty of "gross neg~gence." ~is is not necessarily 
equated with guilt.ln using the motor vehicle as an mstrument of force or 
threatened force against oneself or another, but there does seem to be 
considerable simil![rity between the two notions. NegJigent manslaughter data 
are accordin~y us'ed in. Chapter 3 as the pro~y for "v~ol.ent. auto . f~tality" 
data and, compared t(l ~e empirical information on crlffimal homICIde and 
Silicide. 

ARSON 
The UCR have been reporting arson arrests only sInce 1964, and th~ d~t: 

suffer from the same inadequacies as do all UCR non-Index categon~s. 
Unlike most of the UCR cla,ssificat1ons, however, there are ~~"\her natIOnal 
sources for statisHcs on arson. The Fprest Service of the Department of 
Agriculture maintains statistics on fires ~hich ocCUr on all fe~eral, state, and 
private forest, brush, and grasslandv'lnder formal fire prote~tlOn: Based on a 
state-by-state recordl of fires forthe past decade, For~~t SerVIce fl~ures re~eal 
that about one-fourth of all forest fires were arsons. ~ltI;o.ugh 1I1~erest1l1~, 
the figures are of limited use,;to the Task Force because mdlVldual vlOlence IS 

primarily an urban problem. . . .'.. . 
More useful are statistics on 1I1cendiary buIldmg fires. pubhshed by the 

National Fire Protection Association.! 7 The data.on both tne number ?f fires 
and the total property loss due to fires is broken down by c.auses, .WIth the 
category of "incen~iary and suspicious" fir~,s presumably mcludmg most 
reported arsons. ~;: . 

The data received by theNFPA represent only a part orall fires because 
not all areas submit information by causal'breakdown. In 1967, for example, 
fire marshals indnly 17 states submitted informati!or by cause, tho~gh 
certain cities in other states also submitted usab~t data. Th,e areas reporb~~ 
in that year repres.ented 54,500,000 people,,;~::'sample of 27 percent of.t 
'United States population. ,.~ .' 

Like the FBI, the NFPA does not merelY publis~ the reporte~ data bU! 
also projects national estimates from the figures submItted. The estlmates at 
based four-fifths op the reports of t.he state fire marshals and one:fifth on t~~ 
city fire departmElp.t reports. Estlmate~ for areas no~: rep~rt~ng, or n se 
reporting complete1y, are made by aSSUITnng that the rates are slffil~ar to tho 
incomparable:areas. In addition, the estimates,. are adjusted for 
underreporting. ~yer the years it has been found that 111 the average state, 
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ha]ffhe fires and one-quarter of the dollar losses are not reported to the state 
fire marshal. For cities, the ratios of reportedt'g total losses are higher. 

Many refinements are undoubtedly missing from these estimates. For 
example, a city undergoing civil disorders in recent years probably has a much 
higher arson rate than a city that has remairie:d peaceful. Estimates for one 
based on the other might be very misleading." 

While rate estimates may not be exact, they are probably a more valid 
gauge of arson levels than any other source, and are an accurate reflection of 
real trend:;, NFPA data are accordingly used in Chapter 3. We encourage the 
Asso~iation to improve and expand its reporting netW().rks, and recommend in 
Chapter 17 that the system be incorporated into· iii. 9verall state-federal 
reporting network which includes, among othe~ data, information on all 
indivi<iual acts of violence. " 

INDIVIDUAL VIOLENCE RELATED TO GANGS 
AND ORGANIZED CRIME 

,:There are no national data which. estimate the amount of i~dividual 
vio,,le,nce for which. street gangs and organized crune are responsible. The 
dis~il~~ion in Chapters 4 and 14 of levels and trends in these categories is 
thel:erore limited t)? indirect estimates, and individual case studies. . z . . 

~.;j' 
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by the nature of the offense. For willful murder, fmally, it has been shown that the 
data source-the UCR-doesfocus on oWmders. . 

9. National Safety CouncU,Accident Facts, p. 48. 10. As discusSed in Ch. 1 and reiterated in Ch.2, "criminal homicide" is composed ()f 
willful murder, nonncgligent manslaughter and negligent manslaughter. However, we 
are using "criminahhomicide" to refer only to willful murder and nonnegligent 
manslaughter, which the UCR combine and report separately from negligent 

manslaughter. 11. Source: FBI unpubli~hed data. Of the: ncgligent manslaughters not involving motol 
vehicles, g()od illu5trlttions arc hunting:accidents or "accidental" firings of weapons, 

12. ,Criminai Jloin1
c
l
dc

j fnrcible rape, robhcl)'. aggravated assault, burglary, larceny, and . 

"".".!i.ut~theft. . ..... .' . . ''}3'. 'Nationally, it was 82 percent to 1967, exceeded only by the 88 percent clearance 

. ratdor crint'.tal honUcide. . 14. The UCR nesligent.manslaughtcr arrest data thus focuses on these individuals. 
However, the data on the number of manslaughter offenses only counts those 
people killed by the driver. Thus, for example, if a driver kills himself and two 
passengers, only two manslaughters are reported by the UCR. 

15. Sec Ch. 2. ,!; 16. As reported in a letter from the Director ofFfre Control in the Forest Service to the 

Task Force. ':.~ 
17. National Fire Protection Association, Fire Jourl101. 
18. The States were Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, 

Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, New Hampshire, North Dakota, Ohio, South. 
Dakota, Utah, Vermont, and Wyoming. The cities that submitted usuable data from 
States notthemselves reporting were: Oakland, Calif.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Louisville, 
Ky.; Hav'e.rhill, Mass,; Atlantic City, N.J.; Columbia, S.C.; Abilene, Austin, Dallas, 

and Fort Worth, Te~.; and Alexandria, Va. . 
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CHAPTER 3 

LEVELS AND TRENDS OF 
INDIVIDUAL VIOLENCE IN THE 

UNITED STATES 

We now exa.'TIme the levels and trends of individual violel1ce in this 
countiY. The following summary of major conclusHf.ns must he'read with 
an awareness that only a more careful appraisal of how a parti(;:ular point 
is developed within the context of the chapter will produc~. a full under-
standing of its meaning: .,~: 

(1) Individual violence has spanned the breadth of American history, and 
there is no unequivocal evidence to suggest that recent levels and trends of 
violence per capita are significantly gre~ter than in the more histo,tipalpast. 

(2) The true forcible rape rate luis ni)'~ necessarily risen signifjj;antly over 
the various timespans considered. However, at least'since 195$& there has 
probably been a significant rise in the true rates of criminal homicide, 
robbery, and aggravated assauit. . . 

(3) 1'0 the extent that there has been an :increase in major inqividual 
violence ra.tes in recent years, there is justification for relating ithoth to 
s~reet crinie, involving strangers, and to personal crime, involving friends, 
acquaintances, and intimates. 

(4) Major violence js primarily a phenomenon of our largest cities. . 
(5) The most observable regional variations show the South ito hav~ the 

highest rates of homicide. and assault, but the lowest rates of robbery. :.The 
West experiences the highest'I~t~~,of forcible rape. 

(6) Conclusion~ on age, race,and sex variations are more. difficult to make 
b~cause they are based on arrest data, whicha:r~ lessf.oinl?J:~!J."!I~,g~,~%9,~~ 
biased than offense data, Those arrested are not necessarily proife'Wgullty, ann 
police ate often more likely to arrest youth and members of minority groups. 
Ne,v~rtheles~, balancing the rel:'l9rted figures with the reporting problems, we 
can mfer With confidence that the true rates of major violence are higher for 
individuals in the.18-24und 15-17 age ranges than for other ages;,pjgher for 
males than females; hlgller for N~groes than whites; and higher for poor, 
uned\lcated individuals with few employment skills than persons higher up on 
the socioeconomic ladder. ..' 

<,7) A signific~~t ~roJl?rtjon of the :ecel~Uncrease in major violence IS 
attr.lbutable to IlllgratIOn of the populatIOn fronj~\!.ural to urban areas and to 
an 1I).crease of the proportion of people aged 15 to 21reI,l}~1v,t ~o the rest of 
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especially [in] its more violent forms, and among the young is increasing 
steadily and is threatening to bankrupt the Nation.,,7 ~emphis, :eported a 
homicide rate of 90 per 100,000 in 1961, nearly 15 hmes as mgh as the 
natiomil rate today,8 while studies in Boston, Chicago, and New Y?rk during 
World War I and the 1920's showed violence rates considerably higher than 
those evident in the first published national criminal statistics,beginning in 
1933? .. . 

Between 1930 and 1932, the FBI produced figures on a sizable number of 
individual cities. The rates of violence suggested were lower than in the 
1920's, but higher than the oft1cial nat!onal statistics of the 1930'S.10 The 
indication is that the early 20th century surge of reported violence had 
peaked out and was on a downswing by the time UCR figures became 
available. 

There can be no doubt that before, during, and after the turn of the . 
century Americans matched official condemnation of the violent and 
nom-iolent outlaw with a certain sense of social adulation: 11 

Jessie and Frank James gained a strong and popular following in 
mid-America after the Civil War. To the many Southern sympathizers in 
Missouri the James Brothers, who were former Confederate guerrillas, 
could do no wrong, and to many Grange-minded farmers the James' 
repeated robberies of banks and railroads were no n,tore tha.n these 
unpopular economic institutions deserved. Other soc1al bandIts have 
been Billy the Kid, idolized by the poor Mexican herdsmen and 
villagers of the Sou~west, Pretty Boy floyd, onetime Public Enemy 
No. 1 of the 1930's who retained the admiration of the sharecroppers 
of eastern Oklahoma from which stock he sprang, and John Dillinger, 
the premier bank robber of the Depression Era. Modeling himself 
on ... Jesse James, John Dillinger by free-handed g:nerosity cultivat~~ 
.the Rqbin Hood image while robbing a series of M1dwestern banks. i > 

Historical commentary thus· indicates the presence of hityJ. levels of ! 

violence in America before systematic attempts at measurement began 
nationally in the 1930's. If any general reported trend can. be hypot~e~iZe~, i 

the available evidence sugge.~ts an initiai high level of viol~i1~~ ~l?~fY nsmg m '. 
the late 19th century, perllaps leveling off for a period, dsiiig'tcic:a new p.e2~) < 
shortly after the turn of the 20th century, al1~c then declining somew1iat;::fl~ 

· ... thereafter. The question of whether or not Am~~~crm~fave historically show~ ,I 
a pr0J;lensity or impulse to acts of violence remams dIfficult to ~swer, Nor IS ; 

there"i.unequivocal historical evidence to suggest that the pr.nod from the ;. 
1930's to .. fue present has produced levels and trends of criminal violence ! 
significantly,. greater thaI.1:,~"the more distantpast.1 3 . 

'- ,;,;.- ", '·;;j;.~~t;~j". -'.I!t.~.~.;~./ 

RECENT LEVELS AND TRENDS OF VIOtENCE.>~~'~i ... 
, '" 

The existence of national criminal statistics from 1933 on allows a more 
precise discussion . of. recent levels and trends of violence. Because the 
statistics have the extensive limitatiors discussed in Chapter 2, ?lese 
obse):Vation are in large part an exercis'e in statistical inference,. Avail~ble 
r~pPrted efupirical information is valid only to a certam· POlntt 

. ", :~": :,'; ,: ~:: '.~.:\' ','," :" ,;', 
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beyond which we must infer conclusions about true levels and trends of 
crime. There are four parts to our investigation. 

The first considers the four 'major violent Index crimes of the 
UCR-crimin~l homici~e,14 forcible rape, robbery, and aggravated 
a:'sault-~ocusmg on natIonal rates as well as on variations according to city 
SIze, regIOn, age, sex, race, and socioeconomic status. On the whole 
~~er~cans .probab,~Y. th~nk of these crimes more than any others whe~ 

cnmma! VIOlence IS. dIscussed, and so there is justification for the detail 
with which they will he examined.1 5 

The second section considers all the other specific acts which Chapter 1 
concluded ought to be incorporated into the scope of criminal violence 
although the available information is even less complete and accurate than t1i~ 
data on the four maior violent crimes. 

The third part seeks to shed at least some empirical light on the broader 
dif~usion of ~'legi~imate" violence and "normal" deviance in the American 
SOCl~ty b~ ~lsclosmg relevant information from the Commission's National 
PublIc Opwon Survey on Violence. 

. We co~clude by colTIparing recent levels and trends of serious violent acts 
m the Untted States to those in other countries. . 

The Major Acts of IndiVidual Violence 

National Data 

~Vhat can be said ~bout recent levels and trends of major violence for the 
natlO~ as a~hole, v.:-thout consideration of specific groups of regions? The 
best mformatIon available is reproduced in Table 1, which shows national 
~ates ~or each .of the seven major Index crimes, plus combined rates for the 
t ourr;IOIentkcnmes and the three property crimes. In all cases, the rates refer 
00 lenses nown to the police.16 .• 

2 ~~ are ?~e~enting rates, not volumes, for the reason discussed in Chapter 
. et ~ In1tIal reference to the gross amount of violence in this country is 

~w::opna~e because the volume in Americ(! is probably greater than in any 
Ie or natIon. ~~r the year 1968, the rates in Table 1 are based on 13,650 
rO~b:~s honuc1des, 31,060 reported forcible rapes, 261,730 reported 
588°00 ' and 282,~OO .reported aggravated assaults, yielding a total of .t. r~por~ed major VIOlent crimes for the year.17 
til I~oticle In F1gure 1 that the levels of major violent crime are dwarfed by 

V• e] evte s. of major property crime. Over tim~, the levels for the four ma:ior 
10 en cnme rate b' d h·· ~ 

which' .. s com me ave been lower than those of auto theft 
Th ' In tum, has generally been the property offense with the lowest rates' 

ese are reported rates o· b t th N ;' 
lar e diffi . . , 1 ~ourse, u . e ORC survey also indicated a 
vioYent c~~~tIal~~ween t1~e· mcide~ce of nonviolent (property) crimes .and 
mOre· serious Sth .. ough. vIOle~t . cnmesare gellerally thought to be much 
inciqence. anpropertY.cnmes, the latter have a much higher rate of 

In reCent years h .. th h .. 
reported u d' owever? ere as been a striking similarity between the 
reported C~;~~e~e~dl of vlOlence ~d property crimes rates. Since 1965 the 
combined VIC ence rate has mcreased 40 percent, while the reported 

. property rate has increased 48 percent. Whatever else 
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Table 1. _ Variation in reported UCR Index offense 
rates, 1933.68 [rates per 1 00,000 national population] a 

Combined rate 

Combined ratet 

L:uceny 

4 major Criminal Forcible 
Aggravated 3 major 

$50 Auto 

Yeor Violent crimes homicide rape Robbery assault properly crimes Burglary andover theft 

1933 153.6 7.6 3.1 93.9 48.4 631.3 328.3 57.9 245.1 

1934 131.3 6.1 4.0 74.3 46.9 564.7 288.0 5S,3 218.4 

1935 116.7 7.0 4.4 61.1 ',",' 44.2 487.6 242.3 58.6 186.? 

1936 ~ 

106.5 7.1 5.1 49.9 44.4 453.4 23M 56.5 160.3 

1931 107.9 7.0 5.3 . .53.3 42.3 463-:2 247.0 55.4 160.8 

1938 1iJ4.6 6.6 4.5 ,,,' 52.4 41.1 444.4 248.9 56.1 139.4 

1939 i03.0 6.6 5.3, 48.5 42.6 443.4 258.6 54.1 130.7 

1940 100.3 6.5 .5.2' 46.4 42.2 440.4 260.4 51.0 129.0 

1941 98.0 6.5 
';5:3 42.8 43.4 440,0 246.1 57.4 136.5 

1942 113.0 6.4 6.1 46.6 53.9 432.0 235.6 ,74.1 122.3 

1943 108.8 5.5 7.4 44.6 51.3 463.5 239.8 ;87.2 136.5 

1944 114.2 5.6 7.9 43.6 57.1 483.8 244.1l 96.0 148.8 

1945 131.5 5.9 8.9 54.2 62.5 58Q,9 287.2 116.2 171.5 

1946 142.0 6.9 8.7 59.4 67.0 593.6 303.2 130.0 160.4 

1947 139.8 6.2 8.5 55.8 69.3 55.9.6 297.6 135.8 126.2 

1948 135.9 5.9 7.6 51.9 70.5 5§(/;9 ).95.4 141.6 113.9 

1949 138.0 5.3 7.2 54.8 70.7 ;~:k,:,' 
,.:314.8 .131;8 107.7 

1950 132.9 5.3 7.3 48.7 71.6 
;~. 312.4 135.0 111.2 

1951 127.7 5.1 ' 7.5 46.8 68.3 582.3 303.2 153.0 126.1 

1952 139.1 5.3 
,'. 7.1 51.5 75.2 652.5 324.8 192.1 135.6 

. ' ... ~. 

1953. 145.2 5.1· };}£ 7.3 54.9 77.9 680.6 345.7 194.5 14Q.4 

1954 146.5 4.8 . /f,::i 
6.8 57.6 71.3 695.8 367.9 196.5 131.4 

1955 136.6 4.7 8.0 48.2 75.1 670.2 342.5. 192.2 135.5 

1956 136.0 4.7· 8.5 4€,7 76.7 723.0 358.9 209.7 154.4 

1957 140.7 4.6 8.4 49.6 78.1 791.2 395.4 229.1 166.7 

1958 147.6 4.6 9.3 54.9 78.8 853.6 437.7 248.4 167.5 

1959 146.8 4.8 9.3 S1.2 81.5 849.5 431.1 250.3 168.1 

1960 159.0 5.0 9.4 59.9 84.7 964.4 500.5 282.3 181.6 

1961 156.4 4.7; 9.2 58.1 84.4 981.8 510.6 288.9 182.3 

1962 160.5 4.5 9.3 59.4 87.3 1030.8 526.4 308.4 196.0 

1963 166.2 4.5 , " 
9.2 61.5 91.0 1125.8 566.9 344.0 214.9 

. .,1964 188.2 4.8 11.0 67.9 104.5 1251.7 623.8 382.6 245.3 

1965 197.8 3~1 11.9 71.3 109.5 1314.2 651.0 408.8 254.4 

'1.966 217.2 5.6 < ',;;;" g; 80.3 118.4 1449.5 708.3 456.8 284.4 

1967 249.9 6.1 ........ 102.1 128.0 1671.1 811.5 529.2 331.0 

294.6 6,8 :.; . .-' 15.5 131.0 141.3 1940.2 915.1 '636.0 389.1 

'---:~<" ~~' 

1968 

a The levels and txend~ up··to 1.967 are readjusted by FBI according to tile methods in 
Sou~c6-:. FUl: un.pu",,:,l,ished xeadjusted datA 
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56 Crimes of Violence 

may be. said about the levels and trends of violent crimes OVCrrl:Cellt years, 
their proportion out of the total number' of Index offenses reported lias . 
remained constant. 

What is implied abo.utthe proportion of Americans out of the total 
population who are responsible for serious individual violence? Table 1 shows 
that in 1968, 295 major violent crimes were reported for every 100,000 
people in the country. This refers to offenses and not offenders. Multiple 
offenders in the same crime event are common. Aconservative approximation 
would be that there are more than twice as many offenders as offenses in 
major violent crimes: Some are repeaters during the 'Same"year, but we are 
safe in estimating about 600 violent offenders reported per 100,000 
population in 1968. If the NORC survey was correct, the trtie rate .... :.'.".;'.' ... '''''.'. 
twice as great, so that roughly lout of every 100 r1lJli"a.'""u 

committed a major violent crime in 1968. 
These figures are based on crime during a one year period and incluJe only 

th,ose:offenders who happened to commit d~vi!1nt acts within that short 
interval. When we inquire into the ctlmulativep:roportion of the population 
committing at least one act of crime. over a number of years, the conclusions 
are even more striking. A study for the Crime Commission. suggested that 
about 40 percent of all male children now living in the United States will be 
arrested for a nontraffic offense during their lives.1S Of the nearly 10,000 
hoys followed in the Philadelphia birth cohort study discussed below" 35 
percent of the boys between the ages of 10 and 17 were responsible for 
delinquent acts. And, Significantly for our purposes, fully 22 percent of the 
boys were arrested for one or more of the major vjolent crimes over the 
lO-year study period.19 These :findings, much more than the yearly figures, 
should be taken into account when a profile is drawn of how many 
Americans may be responsible for seriou,~,acts of violence. 

Whether violence is observed for any ·Qile;:year'.cor over a number of years, 
rates are co~siderably higher for certain subgroups out of the total national 
population than for others,z° , __ 

While the rates in'>:rablel-~focus on offenders, they also show the 
probability of any indlYidual being a victim.21 Victimization probabilities 
specify the likelihood ofiiij.y citizen's being an object of individual violence in 

_'---anyone year and give an idea of whether or not >the current widespread 
public fear of being victimized is justified, .. ' 

In fact, the 1968 victimization pJ,'obapilities computed from Table 1 show 
roughly one chance in 14,706 ofa citizeribeing killed, one chance in 3,226 of 
a woman beit1g'~ipetl,22 one chance in 763 of an individual being robbed, 
and one chance in 1709 of a person being assaulted seriously. . . 

Although the current ~.~#onal victimization probabilities may )'101 ... 

engender great personal) feat;(in the average citizen, the likelihoocl of ! 
v;icr,iniization has risen at an "aliuming pace in recent years. Compare the j .' 

pr~ce~iI1g probabilities with those of 1958 (the chance of a citizen beir,~ 
kille(f",as toughly 1 in 21,739, the chance of a woman l1eing raped was Li~ 
5,376, th('J chance of an indJy!~~a1.being robbed wa$ (in 1,822, and the 
chance of a personbeingsedhu'sly::,assaulted Was 1 in 1,270). In addition, the' 
likelihood of being victimized increased greatly when the en1:irelifespan oran .' 
individual is considered.23 Finally; whether victimization 'is considered 
latitudinally and longitudinally, the probabilities are much highedor certain f 
subgroups than for others? 4· . r-· 

'. ~ . 
;.' t· '. ," ".. f~ 
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: ):: Considering the levels of each of tbe major violeritcrimes p' 2 . h 
that the ?[e~orte:d h~~nic~de level has b~;n the lowest, the r~p~~:~ f~~c?~: 
rape level shght~y above It, the reporttld rol?bery level greatly above th\~ ra e 
level, and the reported aggravated assault level 011 top slightly b b'b P . ,a ove ro .. ery. 
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. . . levels and trends u to 1967 " ," . , ..../ 
~. (FBI unpubli~hed daia. See tab~;~;adJu~~~~ by FBI according to the meth!Jds 

. FIgure 2. - Variation ill re rt d UC :,.,.:,.:~';, . . ., 
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. 'f' the exact timespan used in statements 
Care must be glVe? to specl ~herent time periods can give very 

about percentage mcreases. . h -f not stated within the context of other 
dissimilar percentage ch~nges whl~ft~n be used to defend greatly divergent 
changes over 0J~er pefl~ds, can. 1 shoW trends for various time spans in a 
interpretations. We wlll aCf~ordmr Y e the 1933.68 period gives the widest 
systematic way. For each 0 .endse

b 
y~, n a year near which the trl~~d for 

r the 1940·68 peno egms 0 h perspec l~e,: i t tJle 1958.68 period encompasses t e span 
several cnmes reached a low po n , . d the 1965.68 period marks 
. hIt . changes in UCR reportmg, an . 

smce teas major . ., d has generally been one of especially 
the time since ~he Cnme Commltsslon ~n nges of the major violent crime rates 
dramatic rate mcreases. Percen age c a 
over these timespans are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. _ Percent change of reporte~ ~jor violent 
crime offense rates over time : " , 

Timespan over which per~entage change in rate has been C?~P:~~~~;?i,' 
Percent fOI Percent for Percent for 

Major violent 
crime type 

Criminal homicide 

Forcfble rape 

Robbery 

Percent for 
1938-68 

- 10.5 

+318.9 

+ 39.5 

+191.9 

1940-68 19511-68 1965·58 

:,:d,~j~k8 +33.3 +' 4.6 

+198.1 + 66.7 +30.3 

+182.3 +138.6 +83.7 

+234.8 + 79.3 +29,0 \ 

+ 99.6 +48.9! 918 +193.7 i Aggravated assault +. " ,I 
4 major violent ! 

crimes comoiried i'& ,i 
.~~e~ J 

a Computations by Task Force from the rates1n,Table;~;~i ," 
;d f 10 percent from i"l 

The criminal homicide'trend actually shows a't~cre~se 0 light increase,ofjS!:'~11 
1933 to 1968. When 1940 is used as a ba~e year, 0;:8

ls
p:r

s
centThe 19"65~fi8 : "~ 

t The 1958·68 period registers an mcrease " .. ,' , percen . " 
increase alone is 33 percent.. f h . 'de it is Hkelythat these 

Because of the extreme senousness 0 domlci 't:""e Tn addition the 
1 fl ct real tren s over llU. 1 , t 

reported trends accurate y reo ~ t' p oved medical and surgical treatment 
argument can be made that, Wlt .o~e~c~ease would be more noticeable. This: 
over the 1933·68 span, the hO~llCI 1 ted hom;cides and classifies attempts \ 

;is because the UCR includes o.n ~ com~~e that advances in medicine, surgc~,; 
as aggravated as~aults. Thus~ It IS po:s~esulted in fewer deaths today than!ll 
and transportatlOn to hOSpltals hav" • t " th n "completions" are noll' 
1933 so that proportionally mote attemp s. at'mates of the effect of, 

'Th f 'unately no preCIse es 1 reported. ere are un OfL th'l ble evidence we ale 
technology. Nonethel~ss, upon 8 b:~anci~g a~eene aa~~n~ficant increa~e in tll~ 
persuad,~d that least smc,e, 195 ere las , , 
true rate of Criminal homnclde. d' d' th" reported forcible rape offense 

There is a pronouncedupwar yen m 1\:> " ,".' the trend is fairly 
rate (a 319 percent in~,rease s~nce 193;; 1~~ca~~~ent. Much of this rise 

~~ti~:~~' 1~;8~~:~~~b~~~:~~:~1~:~he rate 1ncreased 68 percent. The 
rise from 1965 to 1968 ah?ne was 30 pe~cent. ' 
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Do theseincreai~es represent a true picture, rather than a statistical 
illusion? Because the category became more limited in scope in 1958 (it was 
changed from "rape" to "forcible rape," which excludes all statutory 
offenses) while the reported increase continued ,to be great, it could be 
argued that there has been a significant increase in the forcible rape rate, at 
least over the 1958·68 period.; 

On the other hand, the NORC survey indicated}he true forcible ~\UW rate 
might be as much' as 3~ times greater than fue reported one in W65~'~his 
potential gap between true and reported offenses,~s considerably greate~~n 
forcible rape than in any other major violen,t c'rime. The possibility th'at 
reported increases are a result of digging deepe:riilto fue well of ~,report~d 
offenses is consequently greatest for forcib~~ rape. Another fact blurring th,e 
Significance of the 1958·68 increase is that many of the cases reported by tli~ 
police, and hence fue UeR, may ac;tually be unfounded?6 These problem~' 
~te great enough to prevent us from unequivocally inferring fuat the reported 
fhb:N,a~c,~;.~~,,:fgf,cible rape offenses necessarily implies a significant uptrend in 
the true"fate:" '." 

The overall reported robbery trend shows a sharp decline from the early 
1930's to the early 1940's, a leveling off until 1958, and an increase 
thereafter that began gradually but has become unprecedented. It was not 
until 1967 that the robbery rate passed the earliest reported rate in 1933. The 
increase between 1933 and 1968 is accordingly only 40 percent, while the 
increase from 1940 to the present is fully 182 percent. The recency of this 
increase is reflected in a rise of 139 percent since 1958 and an 84 percent 
since 1965 alone. 

The possibility that part of the increase is due to more careful police 
classification as robl1fbries of offenses previously classified as larcenies has 
been suggested. The NORC study, further, estimated the true robbery rate to 
b'e about 1 ~ times the reported rate. There is Gonsequently reason to 
conclude that the recent reported increase has been partly statistical. 
~:?netheless, the 1958·68 rise has been so grea:t,a,nd the reporting problems 
siilil11 enough fuat it is reasonable to assume a significant riS\~ in the true rate 
in recent years. , 

Figure 2 shows that the long·ternl reported trend for aggravated assault is 
similar to the forcible rape trend-steadily rising, except for asliglit 
~ownward trend over the first decade. puring recent years, however,' the 
mcrease has been so sharp that it resembles the 1958·68 surge in reported 
robberies. Rate increases over tJle various tirn~spans, are 192 percent 
(1933.6&), 235 percent (1940~o,8), 79 percent (19.58.68); and 29_ percent 
(1965-68). Part of the reported increase may be due to more careful police: 
cla~sification; and b~bause the ~6RC survey suggests the true ratfiiia:y'bci 
~Wlce the reported one, the'.vell of unreported, offenses is probabl}l' 
substantial,. Yet the upswing has been so dramatic andfuestatistical problems 
sma~ enough so we" can fairly cpnfidently assume a Significant rise in fue true 
rate In recent years. ~ 7, ~, : 

In sum: 

• There IS reason to c(mclude fuat a meaningful rise ,in me true rates of 
hOmiCide, robbery and)) assault has occurred over the last 10 years, 
although conclusions on rape are difficult to make. 

; i 
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j
l i g~oup has become an increasingly large proportion of the total population. 

~ Smce 1961, for example, nearly 1 milliun more people have entered the 
I 1 1.0.t?24 age range each year.29 It would seem reasonable, therefore, that' a 

60 

The Influence of Urbanization and Age Redistribution 
, of the Population 

V
. lent crime is centered to a considerable extent inlour largest cities. It is 
10", b . d . t t 'd 

well known that the United States is becoming an ur al11zeSOCle Y a a rapt 

t t slgmficant a~o~nt ~f the reported rise ~ violent crime could be explained by 
1 t the age redlstnbutIon of the population alone. There are proportionately 

rate. The 1960 census, for example, shows that in the last 30 years the rural 
population of this country has dec~eased by. n;ore than half. Fr~m 19.60 to 
1967 alone the Standard Metropolitan Statlstlcal Area popula\IOn climbed 
from 112,885

1
,000 to 134,748,000, an increase of 19 percent.-·

8 

It v:ou~d 
seem reasonJl.blc,therefore, that a significant am?unt of the reported nse m 
violent cri[!le could be explained by urbani~atlOn alone-?y the fact that 
more peop1e ar~ agglomerating into those envlfonments whlch,for whatever 

reusons, produce the most violence. 

Table 3.-Reported I/ldex offense increases. 1950·65, 
qlld the effects of urbanization

a 

. Criminal homicllde (willful 
',', murder and npnnegligent 

'jnal1s1aughter) 

Negligent manslaughter 

Forcible rape 

Robbery 

Aggravated assault 

Subtotal: 4 major 
violent crimes

d 

'j3urglary 

Larceny 

Auto theft 

Increase in volume of 
reported UCR Index 
offenses, 1950-65b 

2,294 

1,523 

5,123 

65,226 

102,180 

174,823 

637,882 

1,427,554 

299,723 

Total: all m~joI crimes 2,541,501 

Percentage of increase 
attributable to "urban·. 
ization" alone (migra' 
tion from rural to 
urban areas) . 

8.5 

(45.8)c 

12.8 

25.1 

13.2 
.!l ,~. 

17.5 

14.1 

20.1 

25.7 

19.0 

ill more peoplejn the high violence.prone age group each year. i These hypotheses have, in fact, proved quite valid. Table 3 shows the 
I increase in voluine of reported UCR Index offenses 1950·65. and the 

.1 percentage of the increase for each crime attributable only to urbanization 
~li";.. . The volume .of alI major Index offe~ses (except manslaughtdr?O has 
(I ·;:m~reased apprecIably as a result of urbantzation. For the four major violent 
L !crunes, 8 percent of the reported increase in criminal hOInicide offenses 13 
\! percent of forcible rape offenses, 25 percent of robberY;offenses and 13 
'I per~ent of,.aggravU'~ed. assault offenses between 1950 'ahd 1965 are 

I attributable to urbamzatIOn alone. Overall 18 percent of the increase irl the 
I four major violent crime offenses betweed 1950. and 1965 is attributable to 
'. 

Table 4. -Reported Index arrest increases, 1950·65, 
and the effects of expansion a 

Criminal homicidec (willful murder 
nonnegligent mansiaughter and ' 
negligent manslaughter) 

Forcible rape 

Robbery 

Aggravated assault 

Subtotal: 4 major 
violent crimesd 

Burglary 

Larceny 

Auto theft 

Increase in volume 
of reported UCR 
Index arrests, 
19S(}'65b 

3,827 

1,411 

26,093 

24,915 

56,246 

153,954 

317,695 

83,365 

Percentage of increase 
attributable to expan-
sionof proportion of 
population aged 10-24 

5.5 

47.1 

13.4 

9.2 

11.8 

12.3 

10.7 

13.8 
a A work of Theodore Ferdinand. (see app. 3): " ,'.' 
b
For 

each clltegory, the figure represents thf~l\11ll~etof 1965 off~~ses reported by the 
UCR, less than number of 1950 offenses repo~t.edby UCR. .';;;;. dC1l~ 
cAlthough the volume of negligent manslaughters .has increased 'tlY. tl~e left.-hanlta ~ 
columil figure betwee!l 1950 and 1965, the effect of'urban·rural pop~latlon sh~[t~ .~ 
aC!:I,Rlly worked to i"jp~ess the volume of manslaughte~s. The figure 111 yarent)l"SIS tial 
th~!rbe interpreted as'~1towing the degr~e of suppresslon-theproportlon of poten 

inerhase that urbanizanonhas prevented. ., 

. Total;.a1l major crimes 611,260 11.6 

:Work of Theodore Ferdinand. 

For each category tll fi ' the 1950 uca. ' e 19urc represents ~he reported number ofindividuals arrested in 

c"Villful murder and Ii ,'. . ' gent mnil<laUght ", non-lleg gent manslaughter" was not differ,erttiated from "negli· 
the first t~vo 1 er 111 1950 UCR arrest reporting. While "criminal homicide" referstD 
the teml the:f~ne througllO~t the rest of th~ Report (see the explanation in chapter 1), 

dCriminalhomicide, Jqr,~ible rape, robbery, and aggravated assault. 

In a siimilar n{~~er, it will be shown below that the young generally 
commit more crime. than individuals ID:pther ag~grOUPS, It IS also wen known 
that, beciause ~f t1le high birth ~1~:ili·:'the'·posti,var years, the youthful age 

d ' •. re must here mcorporate negligent manslaughter. 
Crunma~ homicide t' I d' , aggravated assault. mc u mgnegligent manslaughtfjr) forcible rupe, robbery. and 
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urbanization alone. The figure (or botl? violent and, property offenses isJ9 
percent. 

Table 4 shows the increase in, volume of reported UCR, Ind,ex arrests, 
1950-1965, and the percentage of those increas.es for each crime attributable 
to 'expansion of the prR~B!;tion of the population aged 10 to 24.3 

i For the 
four major violent clj,r}Ws;!,6 percent of the, rePfQrted increase in crimL'1ai 
homicide arrests, fully.f\47 percent oLlJ1e re,ported increase in forcible rape 
arrests, 13 percent of~he reported increase in robberj arrests, and 9 percent 
of the reo.orted increase in aggravated assault arrests between 1950 and 1965 
are attribUtable to expansion in the 10" to 24-age cohort. Overall, 12 percent 
of the increase in the four major violent crime arrests between 1950 and 1965 
is attributable to age redistribution alone. The figure for all reported arrests'; 
violent and property, is 12 percent. 

The reason for emplulsizing the urbanization and age redistribution effects 
(the calculations for which are fully explained in App.3) is not to play down 
any increase in violent crime. ~2. It is, rather, to show that a significant 
proportion of the recent reported increase in Violent crime'is attributable to 
basic demographic shifts in our society, not to more pathogenic factors. 

City Size Variation 

What exactly have violent crimf) rates been in urban areas and for the 
young? We will answer this question as part of a broader inquiry into how 
recent major violence has varied ac/;ording to city size, region, age, sex, race 
and socioeconomic status. 

There is substantial informaticlfi to prove the relationship between big 
cities and high levels of major violent crimes rates in 1967. The reported 
combined rate for major violent offenses in cities with over 1 million f 

inhabitants is close to nine times greater than in rural" areas and about eight ( 
times greater than in cities with over 10,000 popUlation. From all the r: 
agencies reporting to the UCR in '1967, six cities with populations over 1 mil, i 

lion (composing approximately 1 ~t percent of the total populatkm) contributed r ' 
about one~third of the total repor'ted major violent crimes. Similarly, 26 cities i 
with populations over 500,000,:')r more contributed 49 percent of the total : 
reported major violent crimes, though they claimed as residents' oril~r'abQu{ 
19 percent of the total population.33 The high 1967 major violent crinie, 
levels in urban areas are brok~:n down in Appendix 4 for each city with,S ' 
population over 25,000.34 ' 

The validity of each city's :reporting system varies, of course, so that the 
data might be considerably different if all cities, were uniformly rigorous, fEr 
criminal homiCide" Atlanti report~d the 'highest 1967 rate Cis'per 100,OOWas • 
compared with 24 for second/~£>te St., Louis). Los Angeles reported i~e " 
highest forcible rape rate (SO), WijlcNewark and Baltimore close behind at 48 
and 47, respectively. The reported robbel':frate was highest in Detroit (730). ' 
Baltimore and Washlngton, ]i).C. were riot, far behind' (at 713 and 712). For 
aggr~wated assault, Ba1timcI~,~as first by a'eonsiderable margin (at 710 'versus 
571 f9r second-place MiauiI).When1he four rates are combined~ lJaltimore ' 
clearly 'has .the highest reported incidence, at 1,492 per 100,000. B,elolV ' 

_. - J 
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13altimore, the following cities are fairly close together: 
Newark (l,170) 
Washington, D.C. (1,144) 
Detroit (1,074) 
Miami (1,067) 
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When levels and trends over a t.~riod of tim ' , , 
conclusions can be made about the d' , e are conSidered, surular 
violent crimes in large cities. IsproportlOnate incidence of major 

Figures 3 through 7 show major violent crime fD 
combined rate, by city size since 1960 35 " 0 ense, rates, plus the 
subr,rban cases, it can be seen that rate l~vel ~lth ~e fiexcephon of rural and 
(with o111y the exception of criminal homici~~/ealc9601)gure and for each year 
t 't ' ,m are ranked according 
o CI y size. The great cities uniformly have the highest report d . . 1 
~,~ens~ lev~s an~Jhe smaller cities have lower levels. In eachefi~:!~~~:~:: 
I y Size, , e~e IS:, an upward trend. However, especially since 1965 the 

reported blg-Clty offe?se ~ate increase has been much more dramatic'th 
that for any other CIty size. The smaller city sizes enerall an 
moderate rate increases that are very similar to one anot:er.36 y show more 

In recent years, the suburbs have ' all 
levels than all but ih.e smallest ,cities. T;:~~y ~x~:~~~~~~~r::n °g;~~:c~~1e 
~:se~~~ ~:~~s~~~:~~~~~;~IS~~r~ 1:e £oth~l trend levels, the suburban rat: 
for aggravated assault an'd"~"fi"fth C' rth°rci e rape, fIfth for robbery, sixth 

, ",' I ~or e rates combined Alth h h 
~~~~~~;i~~rs~a!~~ ~~~e not ~een drama,tic, suburban rates ap~ear toO~~ go~n; 
by lOcal police as target~Si~~ :~~~\:~s~ cW1

•
th ~~pping centers frequently ,cited 

R d 
rune., 

eporte rural area rates for h "d h " 
place relative to cities of v~riou ,OnuCI ~ ,a;e conSistently been in third 
rural rate was 0111 fif ' s sizes an Sil urbs, By 1967, however, the 
robbery Y I thhlghest for forcible rape; it was lowest of all for 

, aggravated assault and the comb' d t Th' ' 
generally has been mild. me ra e. ,e rural rate increase 

The NORC study tends t fi th . 
NORC true-rate estimates e~ c~n ~rm d ese l!CR-based observations. The 
metropolitan sub . we, ,ro en own mto three categories: center 
that rates fo; the u:~: m~trop,olran, a,nd nonmetropolitan. It was found 
from the center me ~aJor ViO ent cn:nes declined with movement away 
for the three Index pt~~pp" ~l~tan ~rea, :~d did so more rapidly thanwas the case 

p 'f" ,r y crunes, 
art 0 the reason fo high b' ,,' 

centrakity h'gh . ' ' r er ur an crune rates seems to be that 
of phYSical Sl ac~nme areas-in most part the ghettos-have enlarged in terms 
:Because of sU~h ch

as 
a conseq,":ence of la~g~ migrations to the suburbs.39 

't ' , ,anges, the Cnme CommiSSion co 1 d d th' " CI Y crime rates of t ' d' ,ne u e at comparing 
, COmparU;g the rate 0 ay Wlt~ thos~of e~Ii~r years is to some exte)1J~i!<:e 

city ,"4 0 ' s for a ,high £~Ome 'dlStnct with those for the 'W)l'qle 
Thus' .:it~' 

. ":'0 
• lrispIte of the stati r a1 " , ,',' ,,;' 
a strong, direct Tel f' sshlC• ' reportmg ma~equaclesiJhere appears;,tQ be 

a Ion lp between the size of a city and the reaUevel 
, .-

Jr' 
.. .'i: 
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Figure 3.- Vari~tio/l in reported criminal homicide offense rates 
by size of city, 1960·67 {rates per 100,000 population] . 
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OVER 250,000 

i 100,000·250,000 ., 
·1 , 

Source: UCR 1960 67 Se 5 • -, eaJ?p. . 

Ff,gur~ 4; - V?riation ill reported forcible ra;e offense rates 
'Y sIze of City, 1960-67 {rates per.J 00,000 population]. 

'. 
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OVER 150,000 

100,000-250,000 

", 

"H 
Source: UCR~~?60-67 _ See app_ 5 - ' 

:tJj.~' Figure 5_- Variation in reported robbery offense rates 
,,' ',' by size oicity ,1960-67 lmtes per 100,000 population] , 

, • ~ ~ 1,':', ~.. ' 
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·,Figure 6 - V. . ti . . :b J all~ arm reported aggravated assault offense rates 
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Source: UCR, 1960:67. See app.S. .,:?? " , . , 
Figure 7. _ Variaiion iIi reported offellse rates~ foui'.'Jiiajo/, viobe;t cril7es. corbllled, 

offellse rares by size afcity, 1960·67 [rar.~s per 100,0 popu atzO~1 • 
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of major violent crime. The problem of in~(jr individual acts of 
violence is foremost a problem of the big cities. In the context of major 

,.violent crimes, the much popularized phrase "urban crisis" is a 
preeminent reality. There are alternative approaches to solving the 
interrelated urban problems that confront us. At this point, we cannot 
emphasize strongly enough that the available empirical evidence presses 
for immediate and wide ranging action in our great cities. 

Regional Variation 

It has been traditional to complement discussions of city-size variations 
with: considerations of regional variations. However, the~e are important 

"limitations to regional analyses. Of forem6~t concern is the possibility of 
oversimplification: regional generalizations often imply' that similar 
conclusions are necessarily applicable to all subareas in the common region. 
In fact, regions are often more heterogeneous. This is especially so in the 
United',States, where a major region like the West covers over a million square 
nliles. ' J ;" '.;:: , ";"'" 

The most violent 'crime-related islands in any region are the cities. If there 
are environmental influences enc6Juaging individual acts of;iviolence, it is 
likely that they are more derivative"}qf specific city or general urban factors, 
rather than of broad regional characteristics. In a very large sense, then, the 
follOWing is a discussion of whether citi:~~,in one geographic area have signifi
cantly higher violent crime rates than citiiisijn other geographic areas.

41 

Variations in r~ported rates for tre major violent crimes, plus the 
combined rate, are considered for four broad regions: Northeast, North 
Central, South, and West. For each crime, 1967 reported rates and recent 
levels and trends are considered over the 1958-67 period.

42 
To contrast 

reportf:d police rates with victimization estimates, of the true rate~, we 
compl'Lfed the FBI and NORC figuresJor regional variation. 

Figure 8 and Table 5 show that tfi'e South clearly had the highest reported 
homicide offense rates in 1967. TI1e'overall rate for the South was 9 per 
100.,000 compared with 5 in the North Central States, the West and the 
Northeast. The high Southern rates were spread rather evenly through its 
subregions, and the South Atlantic rate (10) was only slightly higher than tlle 
rate in both the East South Central and West South Central States (9). 

Figure 9 shows tllat reported Southern.homicide offense rate levels have 
consisteritly been about twice as high as any other region over the last 10 
years. For all regions, there has been a slight upward trend over the 1958-67 
period.43 It is probably valid to conclude that the reported homicide offense 
ralle differences between the South and tlleothet regions also hold for the 
tr~le rates. This is clear in Table 6, which shows agreement as to the region 
WIth the highest levels between the UCR offense rate data and the NORC 
victimization estimates of the true rate., 

Figure 10 and TableS sho~ that reported forcible rape offense rates in the 
West ,:"ere nearly twice as high as those in each of the other regions in 1967. 
The ~gh overall Western rate was especially due tqCalifornia. 

.FIgure ~ 1 shows that the reported level in t~e West has remained about 
tWice as high as that inother regions over the last 10 years. For all regions, 
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Table 5.-Variation in UCR reported major violent crimes by region, 1967 a 

{Rates per 100.000 population] 

Region 

Major violent crime Northeast (New England) (Mid-Atlantic) 

Criminal homicide 4.1 ( 2.4) ( 4.6) 

Forcible rape 10.6 ( 6.3) ( 11.9) 

Robbery 117.0 ( 37.0) (141.5) 

Aggravated assault 105.3 ( 58.1) (119.8) 

4 Major violent 
crimes combined 237.0 (103.8) (277.8) 

Major violent c~ime South (South Atlantic) (East SouthJ:entral) 

Criminal homicide "~~~.:' ( 9.6) ( 9.2) 

Forcible rape 12.9 ( 13.5) ( 9.9) 

( 97.2) ( 39.4) 
",;~obbeIY 

74.7 

''Aggravated assault 163.5 (191.1) (124.3) 

4 ,Major violent 
, ! I,'crimes combined 260.5 (311.4) (182.8) 

(} 
v 

, ;-to 
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Table 5, - (Continued) 
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North Central 

4.9 

13.5 

115.7 

102.2 

236.3 

(West South Central) 

( 9.2) 

( 14.0) 

( 63.6) 

(147.4) 

(234.2) 

Region 
x.:....·~;~'j,~:.,'~J(::,\,,;, > 

, (WesF'NQrth Central) 
, ':'. '! ,~. '; 

'(East North Central) 

( 5.5) 

( 14.6) 

(135.7) 

(113.7) 

. (269.5) 

West 

4.9 

20.1 

108.9 

138.3 

272.2 

':.:, 
<'.; 

; ':~'" 

(Mountain) 

( 4.8) 

( 14.5) 

( 53.8) 

(100.9) 

(174.0) 

( 3.7) 

( 10.6) 

( 66.6) 

( 74.0) 

(154.9) 

(pacific) 

( 4.9) 

( 21.8) 

(125.9) 

(149.9) 

(302.5) 

'j:~\ ~i~:<' 
(~li ' "~!' 

aUCR 1967 tabl 3 F 5'-1 ;~~); , , e. or each breakdown, the component sub-regions are shown in 
parentheses. ;.r, 5:-

The crime bleakd . f'" comb' d'" . own IS. or each of the 4 major violent crimes and~for these crimes 
il'dica~~ • ~e ~c1ed rate In each IOWS!lOWS which region ,had the highest rate for the 

. cnme In 1967. ,',' . ' i:: 
;J~;/: 
~t:,( 

:}J'f~~t 
~\ .. ~~: 
':~'\ 
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Table 6. _ Variation in UCR 1965 and 1967 major violent crime rates vs. NORC 
1965 major violent crime rate~.a 

,if: [rates per 100,000 population] 
,gJ..t-:t~':"';::-·!·:;·" 

Region 

"~':':":':NJ~east North Central ,South 

UCR'67 UCR'65 NORC~5 UCR '67 UCR '65 NORC '65 UCR '67 UCR '65 NORC '65 

4.1 3.6 0 4.9 3.7 0 9.4 8.0 10 

10.6 8.5 25 13.5 11.8 42 12;9 10.8 48 

117.0 49.9 139 115.7 76.6 85 ,74.7 45.6 48 

105.3 84.7 164 102.2 84.1 233 163.5 140.6 173 

237.0 146.1 328 236.3 176.2 360 260.5 205.0 279 

-..I 
to.> 

West 

UCR '67 UCR '65 NORC '65 

4.9 4.2 

20.1 17.2 5 

108.9 81.9 13 

H13.3 113.5 36 

272.2 216.8 55 

aUCR, 1965 and 1967; NORC Survey, p. 21. For each UCR year, the region ,Vith the highest rate for a particular type of violent crime is circled. For 
the one NORC year, the higl1est tate for a particular type of violent crime has a square ar01.l11d it. 

bNORC figures are for individuals only; UCR ligures are not adjusted and reflect all offenses known to the police, not just those for individuals. 
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1958 1960 , YEAn 

'Source: UCR, 1958-67, See app . .6-
Figure) O. _ Variation reported in forcible rape offe~se rates, 

by reg'ifm,;! 958-6·7 [rates per 100,000 population]. 
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however, there has been a d,efmite upward trend in reported forcible rape 
offenses, especially since about 1963. The sharpest overall reported increase 
has been in the North Central States, where the rate has more than doubled 
over the last 10 years.;:' 

Table 6 makes it reasonable to conclude from th,e reported police offense 
rates that the West did in fact have the highest true forcible rape rate. The 
UCR reported figures for 1965 and 1967 and the NORC victimization 
estimate for 1965' agree that the Westis the region with the highest rates. 

Reported 1967 robbery offense rates were highest in the Northeast 
according to Figure 12 and Table 5, although the North Central and Western 
rates were insignificantly lower. The Northeast rate was 117, while the North 
Central and Western rates were 116 and 109, respectively. The Southern level 
was a distant fourth at .75. The Middle Atlantic area was largely responsible 
for the high reported Northeast rates, the East North Central area 

. :'d.tsproportionately responsible for the high reported North Central rates, and 
tHii;P~cific area greatly influenced the high reported Western rates. 

According to Figure 13, robbery trends in all regions noticeably upsurged 
over the 10-year p!lriod, with sharp spurts between 1965 and 1967. During 
this short period, the Northeast rate increasf;.Q 134 percent, the North Central 
rate 51 percent, the Western rate 33 perc~nt, and the Southern rate 33 
percent. Before 1965, the reported Northeast level was relatively low. It is 
likely that the sharp Northeast rise thereafter was in Jarge part due to the' 
1964-66 reporting chal1ges in New York City, discussed in Chapter 2. Thus, it 
is probable that the true Northeast robbery levels were in fact high 
throughout the entire 1Q-year span.44 The reported 1959-61 North Central 
spurt can be similarly explained by the reporting changes Chicago underwent 
at that time. 

Table 6 shows that the 1965 NORC estimate of true robbery rates 
disagreed with the 1965 UCR reported rates in regard to which region had the 
highest levels of incidence. The NORC survey showed the Northeast highest, 
while the UCR showed the Northeast only third. By 1967, however, the UCR 
also showed the Northeast first, probably reflecting more rigorous New York 
City reporting. In general, there is closer agreement between the 1965 NORC 
ranking of robbery levels by region and the 1967 UCR ranking, than between 
the 1965 NORC and the 1965 UCR rankings_ If it can be assumed that 
regional rankings of the true rates have not changed since 1967, it thus seems 
likely that the 1967 UCR figures more reliably reflected the true rates than 
did. the 1965 UCR figures. 

Figure 14 and Table 5 show the 1967 reported Southern aggravated assault 
offense rates above those in other regions. This fact is not surprising, 
considering thatJh!l,.,South is also highest in reported criminal homicide and 

: that there is a crq'~e';relation between homicide and aggravated assault.
4s 

The 
'So~thern rate was i64. The West ha.d' the second highest reported rate (138), 
whlle the Northeast and the, North Central regions reported noticeably lower 
ra~es (lOS and 102, respectively). ." 

Levels and trends over the 10-year period maintained the 1967 reported 
aggravated assault relationships among regions. The South is consistently first; 
t~e West is c~nsist~ntlY,second, and the . other two regi(;lllS' are consistently 
c ose together 111 third pht~e, according to Figure 15.,.. ..~: 

Part of the higher Sa4thern levels may be explained by' the Southern 
~C~" 
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tradition of resorting to violence in settling family arguments and personal 
disputes. This thesis is explored in the Commissiqn's Task Force on the 
History of Violence. We caution, however, against relating the historically 
high Southern aggravated assault and homicide rates to Negro offenders only: 

Study after study over a number qf years has failed to correlate race 
with the rate of' crime against persons for the (Southern) 
area .... While a great deal of the violence in the South was committed 
by Negroes, largely against other Negroes, rates of offenses for 
Southern white!fhavealsobeen high compared with thdse in other parts 

of the country.4 6 

The disparity between reparted aggravated assault offense rates in the 
South and those in other regions is not as great as it used to be. This wastrue 
for homicide, too,47 so the similarity between that offense and aggravated 
assault .is again evident. During the 1935-1965 period, for example, the 
reported aggravated assault rate tripled in most regions outside the South, 
while the West South Central increase was 60 percent, the South Atlantic 
increase was 20 percent, and there was a decline in the East South Central 

Althoug.h the 1965 and 1967 UCR continued to show the South as the rate.48 

region with the highest reported aggravated assault rate, the 1965 NORC 
victimization estimate of the true rate found the West to be on top, with the 
South only third (Table 6). It is therefore impossible to infer from recent 
repo;ted offense rates that the South is the region with the 
high(!st true aggravated assault offense rate, and it is possible that, at least 

currently, the rate is higher in the West. 
Figures 16 and 17 and Table 5 show that, especially in recent years, the 

reported rate levels for the four major viol.?nt crimes comhined have been I 
very similar in all regions, with the wdt slightly ou top. In 1967, for 
example, the West had the highest combined rate, 282, with the South at 
260, the N9rtheast at 237, and the North Central region at 236. Mainly. 
reflecting robbery and aggravated assault offenses, the combined violent 
crime rate in each region has experienced a sharp increase, l,ecially since 

" The UCR reported police rates and the NORC victimization estimates 1963. 

seem to' concur in Table 6 that the West has had'the highest combined rate in 

recent years.4 
9 Whether police or victimizat~onfigures are used,t11c high cornbin.~d maj~r . 

violent crime rate in the West appears especially:due to the high rate III 
\ California.s 0 Part of the reason for the j:ligh ranking ofCalil{)1"tl.ia may be that , ~ ~~ 
\, its statistical reporting system is t.p.e most rigorouS in the country: only in Ull'l . 

\< state are lQt;:ll"""ageWcie,s required: by law to report all statistical datu to a '<",,~~n.tr~l"~i;atistical bure~u.As .a result, it may be that the higher California 
figures are simply more accurate and truthful than in most other states. 

Another partial explanation; is. . the effect dfui'banization and 
migration. We have related urbanization to vi9l~nt crime, .jin~ 
California is one of the ~hree most heavily urbanized states in the nation. 
The 1960 census showed' 86 percent bCthe California population to be' 
urbanized, while the nationala.verage)s on~y 70 percent. It is significant that : .... 
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California has been the recipient of one of the greatest migrations in Western 
history. "And whether migration is itself as important a cause of crime, as is 
sometimes asserted, or not, in larger quantities it is clearly unsettling and 
disruptive of the social order."s 1 

On the other hand, it will be shown below that age ancJ. race are 
demogtaphic factors which clearly affect the incidence of crime, yet there is 
nothing in the~'rCalifornia age/race popUlation to make it significantly 
different from the distribution in the rest of the country.52 Age and race do 
not seem to be fa~tors explaining the high incidence of violence in California. 

In sum: 

• The true criminal homicide rate level is highest in the South, with 
the other three regions grouped'fairly close together below. The 
reported uptrends in' each .region do not always reflect true increases, 
although there is some' reason to believe that the real gap between 
Southern rates and those of other regions is dinlinishing. 

• We infer that the true forcible rape rate is higher in ilie West 
(especially California) than in the other thre~. regions, which vary 
insignificantly from one another. As with ilie national figures, it is 
difficult to uneqUivocally conclude that there has been an uptrend in 
the true rate; nor can it be said with certainty that the real rates of one 
region have changed proportionately to other regions over the time 
periods covered. 

• For robbery, the West, the North Central and the Northeast 
regional levels seem grouped close together and Significantly above the 
Southern level. The sharp reporteduptrends in every region probably 
do not reflect the rise in the real rate. 

• The UCR and NORC data are more conflicting for aggravated 
assaults than for the other violent crime types. The safest inference that 
can bemade is that the true Western levels appear higher than those of " 
the Northeast and the Norili Central regions. There probably has been a 
significant real uptrend in"all regions over the period observed, however. 
There is also rejisonto conclude that, since 1935, any gap between 
higher real rates in the South and lower real rates in other regions may 
have diminished. 

• When the four rates are combined, it can be concluded that the 
West probably has the highest real rate level. It cannot be said with any 
assurance, however, iliat the real combined rate for anyone region has 
significantly, changed in relation to the rates of other regions over the " ,,' ' 
last 10 years. " 

Age Variation 

'The conclusions on maj~r violent crime variation according to city size and 
region were based on reported offense'rate data. For the factor of age (as well 
as for sex, race, and socioeconomic status), only arrest rates can be 
computed, as explained in Chapter 2. Conclusions about the true incidence of 
violence are even more risky when using arrest data than when using offense 
data. Not only is there the gap between the true violencer~te and the 
offerises reported rate, buta second gap exists between ilffenses reported and 
.,arrests made. 

-~ 
.J,~ 
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I~ .gener~" arrest statistics are less complete and accurate than offense 
statIstlcs. Cntlcs assert that by ilie use of arrest data to d 'b h· '-

d li · escn e t e crl1l1mal 
or e nquent populahon, the police are permitted to decl'de th h th 't'il . . . ose w om e 
c~mmuru Y, WI . treat as CDInlnal. They say that such use of arrest data 
Without venficatIOn of guilt by either a government A " " ':-' 
th 'd' , -eClSlon to prosecute or 

e courts eClSlon to correct, works to the detrilnent of nu' 't ;, h f . ' . non y groups 
w 0 u:e 0 ten VIewed WIth suspicion by police but are treated somewhat 
more clr.cumspectly by both prosecutors and cburtS.53 I 

" /n spI~e of these problems, arrest figures remain 'the most reliable'source of 
ill orm~tIOn ab~ut the personal characteristics of offenders. In drawin 
conclUSIOns and mferences about Variation in true rates of violence accordin; 
to age, sex, race, and soc~oeconOmic status, we will be careful to ,balance ilie 
reported arrest figur~s agamst the reporting problems. .'., , 

For each Of. the major violent crimes, plus the combined reported arrest 
f~r 100,000, FIgures 18-22 show variations by the following age breakdowns' 

,-14, 15-17, 18-24, 25 and over, and all ages (10 and over) 54~Yhil ' 
references, ~o ""y~lUth" usually refer to the 10-14, 15-17 and 18-24 • e 
references to "]\~"en1les" traditionally relate to the 10-14 dIS 17 groups, 
only.55 The rates have been computed by the stafffro. 111 U~; ar -t grdOUUPss 

res an " 

4~" 
3. 

2t, 

AGE 
GROUP, 
18-24 

15-17 

I~ _ ~t i ---;--- -____ '1~;:;=-- , -10,14 

1958 1959 1960 1961 i 
, 196~EA~ 963 1964 1965 1966 :1-,967 

Source:aCR, 1958-67 '. ".' ", 
IlJ?P·,7. , " and U.S. Census. Computations of rates by Task Force. See 

Figure 18, - Variation in. >"':,"', , ' 
,. by age i958 ~e,r1j·ted urbancnmmal homiCide arrest rates 

" ' , -, [rates per 100,000 population}. ' .... 
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Figure 19. _ Variation in reported urban forcible rape arre~rrates, 

by age, 1958·67 [rates per 100,000 population] ;" 

Census, population data. The timespan is 1958·67. Because violent crime is so 
much an urban phenomenon, the arrest rates are for urban areas only;56 

suburban and rural areas are not included.
s 

7 • 
Figure 18 indicates that the levels of reported criminal homicide arrests 

have been consistently highest (18 in 1967) for the 18-24-group and 
consistently lowest (1 in 1967) for the 10-14 cohort. The other age ranges 

have remained at levels somewhere between. 
The reported homicide rate trend is upward over the period. There is a 

much sharper increase in juvenile arrest rates relative to rates for other 
groupS, however. While the tate of hlcrease over the period was 76 , 
the 18-24 'group, for example, the 10-14 cohort rate jumped 150 percent 

the 15.17 rate increased by 112 percent. , . . 
The 18.24 group is shOwn in Figure 19 tP,b.~ye consistently maintained th.e 

highest reported rate level for forcible rape (35 in 1967). The ~5.17~ohort.iS , 
consistently second, (29 in 1967), the 25·plus group consistently thud (6111 " 
1967), and the 1O~14 cohortconsistently fourth (4 in 1967). " I .'. 

Reported arrest rates for forcible rape, broken down by age, of offeJld
e 
f .... ,' 

have remained relatively constant over the: trend period. The overall rate a. " 

') . 
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'!',<ooFigure 20. - Variation ill reported urban roi/I/jry arrest rates, 
. . by age, 1958·67 {rates per ,100,000 P9Yjilation}. 

~;~ease is a relatively. smalJ 28 percent: The ~~ond place 15·17 cohort 
18_2~v~~:as been closmg the gapsom:~/~atbjl!yl,een it and the first plac~ 
20 percentO~.~e~~rt~d arrest~ of persoii~J~~~a~8rmer group have increased 

In the c' e e 10crease IS only 2 per(J~,~~i'the latter group. 
stree.t. asehof robbery-the offense that refers to anonymous attacks in the 

more t an any other m . . It' . th . the 18.24 c h '. aJor VIa en cnme- e reported arrest rates for 
been hi' 0 ort (181 10 1967) and for the 15·17 group (192 in 1967) have 
2S.PIUsghest by far over the period, according to Figure 20. The 10·14 and 
n)Spe9ti~~;,~~sI9~n~ had much lower arrest rate, levels (62 and 25, 

I The overall upw d t d' . aJ\Y othe 'f tl" ar " ren 10 arrest rates has been greater in robbery' than in 
. I'. r 0 le·fouJ;m· . I . m:creasedad . """'.,aJor YlOent cnmes. The 10·14 reported arrest rate 
by 87percen~~atIc ~93;percrN,tr9.Y;;r the period. The!5·17cqhort increased 
of the latter g;o:o~ l to surpas:~tl},~'18.25arrest rate level iJ;lA:9~~i' The rate 
only the span 19~;ncrease.d by .18 percent over the perimii::However. when 
18.24, asw~ll as the '11~~~ IS observed, an especially dramatic upsurge in the 

The 18-24 .... ... ' arrest rate becomeS apparent. 
assualt arre~~g~ ;:~uP(~as co~sistantly shown the highest reported aggravated 

.. 02 In 1967) over the lO-year Period (Figure 
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Figure 21.-Variatioll ill reported urball aggravated assault arrest 

rate~" by age, 1958·67 [rates per 100,000 populatioll]. , " 

21)_ The reported 15-17 rate level has consistently been second (l'rB in 
1967), and the 25-plus level C:9nsistently third (88 in 1967). ' 

The reported aggravated assault upwa~d trend by age is somewhat less 
than, but very much parallel to, the robbery increase over the period. Again, 
the two juvenile cohorts experienced the sharpest rises. The 10-14 group 
arrest rate increased by 290 percent and the 15-17 group arrest rate by 153 
percent over the period, closing the gap between it and the 18-24 'cohort rate, 
which increased by only 62 percent. For none of the groups, however, is 
there the kind of dramatic upsurge during 1965-1967 that characterized the 

15~17 and 1824 cohorts for robbery. 
In summary'" :" ",'.,. " ' ." " 

• A significant relationship e.xists, between the true .rate for each of 
the major violent crimes and the 18,-24and,,15-17 cohorts. That this 
does notapply to the 10-14 cohort strongly suggest~it is misleading.to 
glilnetalize about "juveniles" and "youth" withoufspecifying defimte 
and rather. narrow age ranges. With regard to trends, the l,;Ullvl"".vw 

acknowledge a disproportionate increase in the true rates ' , 
and 15~17 cohorts for robbery and, aggravated assault. Because 
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FigWe 22 "a" . • - r< natIOn III report d b , combined, by age 195~ 6~r ,an arrest rates, 4 major violellt crimes 
. " ' ., rates per 100,000 population]. 

projectIons mdicate t' d'· ' 18-24 'ul·' a con lOue mcrease in the aged 10-14 15-17 d 
pop atlOns rei t' t th ' an focus a large art of .a IV~ 0 0 c; pop~lation groups, the need to 

paramount imPp . t vloflence reductIOn pohcy on these groups seems of 
1.\ or ance rom the data available. " 

~ '. ,_ .,,,,,..,,0.',,,. Sex Variation 
Flgu"i:\'lS: 2:~:~ili':"'!""~~~;<':~~t'";, .. '.. . . 

combih~~Cri~:sou~ !;sho\~,for'e-ach,pf th~ major violent crimes, plus the 
(emales. The figdres p ted arrest rate brea:kdov;rbs)"between males and 

were computed by the Task Force' fiolri' UeR: arrest 
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Figure 23.-Variation in reported urban criminal homi~id~ arrest rates I ¥ 
by sex, 1958-67 [rates per 100,000 population),. 1 i 

volumes and U.S. ce,nsus population volumes in exactly 'tpe ,same ,way as t ,,<I, 

Figures 18 through 22.58 The time periodis 1958-67'5~nd only urban data!, 1 
are used for the same reason as in the age computations. " 

An examination of the figures shows that reported male arrest rate levels ll;f 
have' beed overwhelmingly greater than reported female arrest rat,e leve~s. In j'f 
1967, for example, the reported male homicide rate w~s about 5 tLmes highC~, i/~ 
than the female rate, the robbery rate about 20 tunes greater, and !hi [ t 
aggravated assault rl!ite approxintately 6??,times. higher. As far as tre~ds o~:l" ,i 
'
time are, concerned the homicide arrest--rate mcreases were 61 pen,ent, 'I J , . ' 72 6-entfor " 
rifales and~7 p~~£ent for females,Jherobbery mcreases were ;" per;, e!' l 
males ancC97 percent for females, and the aggr:~ated assault mfrease~\Wel I 
74 perce~t for males and 45 percent for females. \ I., 

Thus. .\ l" 1 
, • In spite of the' statistical problems, it is safe to infer that the tr\.~,~" t 

level, of violent crime ,is still dispropOJ;Uonately weighted tPwardma;:;~;,;i:,;,~-:,,;~, 
offenders. To the extent ~at females are offenders, they app~ar!no ~) 

l~"~ 
l·i{~ 
l~"f~, 
~- .. ~ 
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MALE 

Source: UCR 1958-1967 d USC' C _ S ' ,an.. ensus. omputations of rates by Task Force. 
ee app. 8. ' ", 

Figure "24. - Variation in reported urban forcible rape arrest rates 
by sex, 1958-67 [rates per 100,000 population]. ' 

rn:ely ~.o commit "intimate" violent crimes such as murder than "street 
crunes such as robbery. 

• No conclusions, however, can be drawn about whether the upward 
~rend of viole~t ~rime invplves a greater male or female percentage rate 
mcrease. In partlcular, th~ female increases may be unreliable because 
the reported female l!:vels are so low that minor reporting changes 
could be greatly responsible for theol:>served variations 

Racial Variation 

c :,Figure~28.32show for elJ.c~ of the violent crimes, plus the combiri~d 
w~l~e~~~ported arrest rate bre~\kdowns fOf Negroes versus whit~s~ The figures .'i 
volilmes puted by the FBI fOfi. t~le Task Force and,.are basedontJCR arrest .. 

tlle , t
' ,and U.S. Census pOpul;lhon volumes.61 To further refine the figures 

" ra es were . ' " > '~1.O.17· 'I. computed for:. all ages (10 and above) and also for the 
- -yea,t-old ~ . 62 ,. rahls o~ ' .. D group Of each race: They show urban re.ported arrest 

y'..:, Of ~e same reasonl~ as dId the age and sex figures.63 The trend 

~. , 
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by sex, ' 1 d . g these 
. d 1964 through 1967, because it has been on Y unn 

peno covers . ' breakdowns 
years that the UCR have made race-age k ill hi'gher for Negroes than for 

The reported arrest rate levels ~re m;~ e y 1967 presenting the most 
whites in all four major.violent,cnmes, .le.~~rhomicide, the Negro lO·~7 
accurate UCR data, is i1lustra~,ve. In cn~ about 17 times above the white 
cohort experienced a reporte~ a~st~ate (~ate for all ages (54) was 18 time~ 
10-17 cohort rate (1.3), whild.e e hi:r~at;" (3), In forcible rape, the ~lghac 
reater'than' the corresp,oIl mg w as a roxiamtely 12 times hi er 

;eported arrestr~!,e .for ag~s 10/ 7(~0~~ the~~te for blacks of all ages (~~ 
than the correspon'!ing white ra e f ' hites of all ages (5). In robberY~gh 
was also 12 times above the rate or w roximately 20 times hi er 
Negro 10-17 reported arres(t2~a)~I?::'~r~9~h:~Sat;for Negroes of all age~ (36~ 
than the white 10-17 rate " ' w, m lete spectrumcifwhite ag 

b t 16 times higller than that for the coP.. 'r' 10_17-year·oll\s 
was a ou ' bi k oxted arrest rate lor tli 
(23). In aggr!lvate~ assault,the ~> ~~~esponding white rate (~l),:;nd ~ 
(336) was eight times as large as ,e, d 10 times as high as for all white ag 
black rate over all ages (477) was amun . 

(46) . 
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Source: UCR, 1958·67, and U.S. Census. Computations of rates by Task Force. 
See IlPp. 8. 

Figure 26.-Variation in ;'eported urban aggravated assault rates, 
by sex,1958·67 {rates per 100,000 population]. 

The trends show that increases in reported black urban arrest rates over the 
1964-67 period are greater than increases in white rates for three of the four 
major violent crimes. In criminal homicide, the Negro 10-17 reported arrest 
rate increased by 82 percent, while the corresponding white rate remained 
unchanged; the Negro rate for aU ages rose by 39 percent, and the white rate 
~cr all ages rose by 11 percent."In for.cible rape, the black reported arrest rate 
for the 10-17 cohort incre~!,ed ;n percent versus 20 percent for the 

." ", white rate; the.lfisesfor blacks and whites of all ages were 27 
perce.~t and 10 percent iespe~ltively. In robbery, the Negro reported arrest 
rate lr~9rease was 73 percent 1'01" the 10-17 group versus 15 'percent for the 
correspo~ding 'white group; the Negro increase for all agesvJas52 percent, 
and the w'hi~e increase for all ages was 10 percent. 
bl The. aW&l.yated ,assault reported arrest rate increase was 22 percent for 
c aCks.m the' ,\0-1 ~ cohort and 26 percent for whites in the corresponding 
l~hort, the :ate'>?f mcrease for blacks for all ages was only 6 percent versus a 
nl perc~nt mcre~,~ for whites of all ages. Aggravated assault was thus the 

o y major vio1ent \lrime in which the white increase in reported urban arrest 
rates w - " as greater than the black increase. 

" 'J 
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Figure 27.-Variation 'in reported urban arrest rates, 4 major VIO en crm 
60 combined by sex, 1958-67 [rates per 100,000 .' 
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, . i re 28. _ Variation in reported urban crimmal homIcIde ~est rates, Y\:J 
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Figure 29.-Variation in reported urban rates, by race 
and age, 1964-67 [rates per 100,000 population]. 
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Fi$Hrg ~(lJ-Variation in reported urban robbery arrest mtes, by race and 
age, 1964-67 [rates per 100,000 population]. 

figure 32 shows that the levels a,nd trends ~esulting from' combining the 
~ates for the four major violeflt crimes are the usual bas..ig reflection of 
robbery and aggravated assault levels and trends." 
. The large national arrest differentjals between Negroes and whites evident 
ill ~e figures are essentially borne out in it forthcoming cohort study of 
delillq~en~ in Philaaelphia.64' Th~ analysis is limited to boys porn in 1945 
~h~ hved mPhiladelphia from at least ages 10 to 18 and focu~es on arrests 

Unng the juve~ile period (ages 7 to 17), The. study· is' not complet('lly 
~~~par~~le _~_" tile preceding filW.res, because "nonwhites". instead of 

groes'!~~-J.!lferred ,to and only males and those arrested under the a~e of 
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Figure 31. _ Variation in reported urban aggravated assault rates, 

by race and age, 1964-67 [rates per 100,000 populatic)nl,· 

18 are considered. These problems are not great, howeVer', because most 
nonwhites in Philadelphia are Negroes, because most offenders are males, and 
because the racial differential$ between the groups aged 10-17 in the above 
figures were basically the same as the racial differentials for all ages 
combined. Although the' study is only for one city, its method is more 
rigorous than any previous comparable survey, so that the - arrest rates 
computecl ,.!!;!f, reliable. It therefore is an ideal source against which to 

compare oUf fmdings on racial differentials. 
The cohort involved 2,902 nonwhite and 7,043 white youths. Of this 

group, about ~5 percent were bom in Philadelphia and about 95 percent went 
all the way, through the Philadelphia school system (including both publiC!U1

d 

parochial:,sChools). Delinquertcy' was defined as at least one official contact 
with the police in which the s~bject was tak~Il into custody and a report 
recording his offenseprepared-~lld retained in police meso Of the 9,94

5 

subjects, 35 percent provedto be diR1nQuents by this definition.·,!".:, .. 
For the nonwhites" 1 ,458, or 50 percent, were delinquent while 2,011

1vl 
. 

29 percent, Of the vilrite~ weredelinqlfel}r' . .' 

The higherproportio~ of nonwhite delinquents constitute~ O.!1
e

•
of

,the 
major statistical dichotomies running throughout, the analysis ,oft)Je 

.q.e ru e tates Levels and Trends of Individual Violence In TI. (T 't d S 
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. ' 

Fiw,.tre 32.-Variation in rep t db" , combined, by race and ~gr 'ee 1 ~64~6n7arrf est rates, four major violent crimes 
,c ,rates per 100,000 population). ' 

(cohort and particularly of the d r of-' r ;!emerges quite so clearly ad' 'fie mquen. subset. No other variable 
i . n Slgru lcantly. 

While UCR arrest st ti t· ' the delin a SICS are based on rates per 100 000 . . 
. ' quency arrest rate . th ' In a given year 
Juveniles per 1 000 wh SIne cohort study represented the number of 
the, ll.year period cov~r:~re ~rrested for a delinquent act sometime during 
~tes are thus obviously high=l:a~h~b,;ger time period, the cohort study 

e rates themselves whi h . rates. It IS not, however, so much 
the rates when they are b C kmtedrest us, but rather the differentials between 

Th ' ro en own by race 
e rates for nonwhite P. •• the four major violent Sc ~rov.~d to be higher than whit,e rates for each of 

pr?n.ounced here than for ~fe~ an~ the racial differentials were more 
CI1Ill1nal hOmiCide, for exa 0 er nds of delinque~t acts. In' the case of 
and all were committed b ~ple, ~4 acts were recorded in the entire cohort 

Th~re were 44 fo 'bi onwhite boys, giving them a rate of 5/1 000 ' 
no~whites and 6 b' rC!. e rap:s recorded for the cohort, 38 co~t~d b ' 
White rate of 1/1 6ori~te~This produced a nonwhite rate of 13/1000 and ~ 

~ closely to the difrerent~~ . e ~ohort: The racial differential here c;rresponds 
ill e national arrest rates reported above, where 

)) 
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t 
the Negro 10-17 rate in 1967 was 12 times greater than the white rate fot the .\ 
~.~. . .. 

One hundred and ninety-three cases of robbery were recorded as . 
perpetrated by members of the cohort, 173 by nonwhites and 20 by whites. . . 
The resulting rates were 60/1,00~ for nonwhl:tes and 3/1,~00 ,f?r w~te~1 Ii 
producing a nonwhite rate 20 times the white rate. Agam tnis rabo IS .~ 
strikingly similar to the racial differential found in the national arrest ·f 
statistics: for the year 1967 the Negro arrest rate for the 10 to 17 group was t 
20 times that of the white juvenile group. . t 

The cohort was responsible, finally, for 220 aggravated assaults, 181 '·1 

involving non.whites and 39 involving whites. These rep. resented rates of 14 .•..•. 
62/1,000 and 6/1,000, respectively, or an incidence about 10 times greater ~f: 
amount nonwhites than whites. This maintained the close correspondence, hi 
between the cohort racial differential and the computed national arrest rate 'l 
differential,above, which showed the 1967 Negro aggravated assault arr~s! i 
rate for the 10-17 age group to be eight times greater than for the white .{ 

juvenile group. . 'f 
The implications of the cohort data, as well as of the earlier natlOnal rate ~ 

computations, must be kept in proper perspective. Simple causal referenc~s . ~ 
about race and violence must be avoide~. Alt~ou~ much mor~ research IS fA 
needed, the information presently available mdlClltes that VIOlence rat.ef1 
differentials between blacks a,nd white,S wou.ld.beco~e~::Jo~iceablY smaller~ .• · .. · .. ·.·1. 

conditions of equal opportumty prevailed. In a classlC delInquency study m '1 
Chicago, for example, it was concluded: . ! 

The important fact ab.out rates. of d. elinquency for Negro boys is ~at l· ... i 
they, too, vary by type of area. They are higher than the rates for whi.tel 
boys but it cannot be said that they are higher than rates for wIllie ff 
boys'in comparable areas, since it is imp~ssible to .rep:oduce ,in white It cl 
communities the circumstances under whzch Negro chzldren live. Even )1 
if it were possible to parallel the low economic status and the r J 

. inadequacy of institutions in the white community; it would ~ot be f.' I 

POSSib. Ie to reproduce the effects of segrega. tion and the, barners to It, 1 
upward m. obility. These combine to create fo; the N~gro child a type of .. ' .. ' •. 1.:. 
social world in which the higher rates of delinquency are not I .. J 
unintelligible.65 r i 

Aware of these qualifications, we have. made the followi!lg inferences rl 
about the true levels and trends of major violence by race from the reported I·J 
arrestfigures: 66 . j.i 

• In spite of the weakness of the data, it is difficult to be~ieve that \'1 
the much higher arre.~t levels of Negroes are due orily to reportmg errors ' .. ·t 
and biases. '. .J 

• With regard to trends over thepepod of 1964-67, the tru~ rate for ..••.. 1 
criminal homicide has probably been ~creasing.faster for blacks than . '.i 
for whites. It is probable that the true ffic:rease m rates of robbery br .. 1 
blacks is greater than for whites, although reporting problems make ~ I ·t 
conclusion less certain. For forcible1rape and aggravat~d ~ssa?lt, l~ rl 
impossible to say whether the. true. '. rate. of. increase. 15 sIgnifican Y l.··· .. ··~.~ 
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Socioeconomic Status Variation 

By the offender's socioeconomic status, we essentially refer to his income 
occupation, and education. There is no regular national data on th~ 
socioeconomic status of violent offenders from the UCR or any other source 
so our conclusions are based on independent studies, > 

The forthcoming Philadelphia cohort study of youthful male offenders 67 
. defmes socioeconomic status in terms of the mean income in the census tract 

where ,each individual resided. There are two statistically important 
categones, upper and lower socioeconomic status. For assaultive crimes68 the 
lower SES rate per 1 p~O c.oho!t boys was 142, while the rate for upper SES 
boys was only 30. SImilarly, tne lower SES rate in robbery was 35 and the 
upper SES rate was 6. 

The most frequently explored aspect of socioeconomic status in other 
studie,s has been ,the offender's oc~upation.69 Each of the investigations at 
our dISposal conSIstently relates major violence to offenders at the lower end 
of the nccupation scale. Police data from a succession of studies in 
Phfadelphia indicate that 7~ough1y 90-95 percent of criminal homicide 
oLenders from both races, 90 percent of forcible rape offenders,71 and 
92-97 percent of robbery offenders 72 are at the low end of the occupational 
scale, ranging generally from skilled workers to the unemployed. A St. Louis 
study of a~gravated assault concluded that blue-collar workers predominate as 
offende~F',3 Th~ D.~, Crime Commission found that 44 percent of Negro 
offendet~s m major vlOlent crimes and 40 percent of white offenders were 
unempl. yed. 'Yhether or not the violent offender was employed, his 
oc~upatI?nal history generally involved unskilled work.74 A Florida study 
usmg pnson data observed that offenders committing criminal homicide 
aggr~v~ted assault, and theft with violence were most frequently in th~ 
semISkilled or unskilled occupational categories.7 5 

'Am We, foun~, si~ar evidence in our victim-offender survey of 17 major 
. encan CIties. Table 7 shows separate occupation breakdowns for 
~ffenders arrested for criminal homicide, forcible rape, aggravated assault, 
l;med ro~berY, and unarmed, robbery, Occ~p~tions were unavailable in a 

rge ~umDer of cases, reflectmg the low pnonty often o1ven by police to 
recordmg s h' t' ' N tr uc illiormation. onetheless, for the offenders whose occupation 
was known, these national data from big cities clearly show violent offenders 
r~re most likely to' 'be at the lower end of the occupational scale (skilled 
a orers, laborers, or unemployed).77 

Other studies might be cited, but the basic conclusion remains: 

: In spite of reporting problems, th~ true rates of major",~,;iolence 
f ppear to be mu?h greater for those of lower socioeconomi9status than 
o~ ,those of higher stattts. The poor, uneducated individual with 
~mlffia1 or no employment skills is more likely to-tommit serious 
~~len~e than th~ person higher up on the socioecoribmic ladder. Here, 

.' n, IS anotherunportant ~arget group for policy action, 

Other Individual Acts of Vjol~nce 
The four m' . . I . . ..' - .. .. 

levels d" aJor VlO ent crunes areth~/most important indicators of the 
an . ~ends of violence, yet a cOn'iplete profile must inc1udethe other 

greater for one race Jp.;m for the other.. . . ., t·.l 
\ f;q >,; 

l~-'" 

Ii "//. . 
~:~;'. 

" ~ 

• I 

.' ... J4.P 
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Table 7.-The occupations ofoffend:r~ arreste1for 

major violent crimes in selected cIties, 1967 

''\ Major violent crime type (percentage) 
1 

Crimes of Violence 

Offender 
occupation 

\j:riminal Forcible Aggravated, 
homicide rape assault 

Armed 
robbery 

Unarmed 
robbery 

0.0 
Executive 

Manager 

Secretary-clerical 

Sales 

Other services 

Craftsman 
,-

Skille~ ~!lborer 

Laborer 

Farmer 

Student 

Housewife 

Dependent 

Other 

Unemployed 

Unknown 

1.1 

1.4 

1.8 

1.0 

2.1 

0.0 

5.3 

9.0 

0.0 

2.1 

.5.B 

0.0 

1.6 

5.4 

63.1 
100.0 

1.3 

1.5 

2.9 

0.8 

4.3 

1.6 

5.4 

26.9 

0.4 

10.8 

0.0 

0.4 

1.2 

7.9 

34.3 
100.0 

0.3 

0.6 

2.8 

0.7 

6.4 

0.8 

5.1 

14.1 

0.0 

10.1 

3.0 

1.7 

2.8 

6,4 

45.3 
100.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.3 

0.0 

1.4 

0.0 

5.3 

10'.6 

1.0 

15.0 

0.0 

1.7 

0.0 

2.0 

0.0 

1.5 

12.6 

0.0 

34.2 

0.5 0.6 

0.8 

0.5 

13.5 

51.4 
100.0 

2.5 

1.5 

7.1 

36.2 
100.0 

Total Percentage 
(Number of (1493) (509) (502) 
Interactions) (668) (617) I 

Total number of offenders (statistical weights applied) 3,790. Column figures may no 
add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 

aTask Force Victim-Offender Survey; see c11· 5. , f 
• , il' bl the violence-related acts 0 

. d', 'dual acts The empirical data ava a e on '. . f 'ble m lVl .,'. h'ld b ther sex offenses (besldes orCI 
~~i~~deb[~~~l:S~~~l~~(~:~~is Cthose\~::'a~e aggrav.ated), dis?rderly conduct, 
bJrgl~ry, arson, and vandalisms will therefore be br~efly consldere~. -' a'or" 

W.th varying degrees of adequacy! informatlOn on such no~m ~ 
viole~t crimes is supplied by the VCR, official dat~ fro~eO~~~:rr~~;~~~o;;~ 
or indep~ndent surveys. Altho~ghf there:eer~a~~n~~ e:~e four major violenl 
inferences that could be rna e rO~ f I ther acts of 
off~nses, the limitations are generally even more severe or t lese 0 ' 

violence. 
Suicide and ViolentAuto Fatalities 

Suicide :and violent auto fatalities (as. de?~~~'d~~l ;~:P~~\i~?en: 
undouhtedlythe most serious of the nonmaJor mIl , 

,I 
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The Task Force will devote more space to these than to other nonmajor acts, 
proflling their national incidence, considerLng rate breakdowns by city size, 
region, age, sex, and race, and comparing them to criminal homicide.78 

Althougll no publication specifically reports violent auto fatalities, we are 
.• using as a proxy the negligent manslaughters reported in the UCR.79 

Figure 33 compares national levels and trends for suicide, negligent 
manslaugllter, and~ criminal homicide offenses per 100,000 population.8o The 
reported suicide rate level has been consistently highest (10 in 1967), 
homicide consistently second (6 in 1967) and negligent manslatlghter 
consistently third (4 in 1967). In this figure, a rate is also shown for all auto 
fatalities. It is really the auto fatality death rate from National Center for 
Health Statistics (NCHS) data, but, to make, it comparable with the other 
rates, it migllt be interpreted as the total· number of ,accident fatality 
"offenses committed" per 100,000-both those that are really accidents and 
those that are violent auto fatalities, as defined in Chapter I and 2. The rate 
level for all auto fatalities is obviously much higller (27 in 1967) than for the 
three fatality categories of primary interest. 

If the negligent manslaughter rate is a reasonable proxy of the violent auto 
fatality offense rat~, comparison with the total auto fatality offense rate gives 
a crude estimate of what proportion of all auto fatality offenses are violent. 
The figures very roughly indicate that about one of every Seven motor 
fatalities ma~/bf' a product of violence-related actions by drivers instead of 
being purel( acr ~~ental. 

26c-:: 

26':':';. 

24::-:: 
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l
963 t1~e UCR ~xpanded their negligent manslaughter reporting from urban 

() reportmg agencies. . 

Figure 33.': Variation ill reported offense rates fo; selepted nOIl·accidental causes 
of death , 1958·67 {rates per 100,000 total population]. 
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" / 
Thei(--js a slight uptrend in the negligent manslaughter and homicide rates, 

while the suicide rate has stayed -almost constant across the last 10 years. 
Unfortunately, data are not published annually for suicide rates by city 

size. However the NCHS did compute broad rate breakd'owns for 1966, the .' 
last available year. Two general categories were used, metropoHi~n 'and 
nonmetropolitan areas.81 The offense rate is 12 fiet 100,000 for 
metropolitan and 11 per 100,000 for nonmetropolitan suicides, so there is no 
great disparity between urban and nonurban areas. On the basis of isolated 
studies in the past, the NCHS believes that these levels have .110t changed 
greatly in recent years.S2 

'.' .... 
Refined breakdowns by city size, however, are'available for UCR negligent 

manslaughter offense rates, as shown in Figuru 34.83 The levels appear 
consistently higher for the rural areas, the largest sized cities, and the second 
largest sized cities. Rates for other city-size areas become lower with smaller 
populations. The rate for suburban areas .is just beneath that for cities with 
populations between 50,000 and 100,000. . 

In comparison to the suicide and negligent manslaughter levels, Figure 3 
showed homicide rates to be highest in the two largest city-size categories, 
with the national rural area ,rates in third place. All three violence-related 
fatality types, then, seem to be distributed rather similarly according to city 
sizes; in each case, there does not appear to be a great difference between big 
city and rural rates. 

Figure 35 shows the reported suicide level in the West to be distinctly 
higher than in other regions. There is no dramatic change in or uniformity 
between the regional rate trends over the period shown. The high Western 
rates are especially due to California and Alaska in the Pacific subregion, and 
Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, and Nevada in the Mountain subregion. 
Generally, these states have had higher rates than other states in the past.84 

It is not clear why these particular states should have the highest rates, 
The suggestion might be made that the high California rates are related to a 
relatively mo:re permissive, noninterdictive pattern of life, but hypotheses are 
more difficult to generate for the other five states. One clue might be gained 
by asking wht~ther the overall rate in each state is due more to the influence 
of the urban areas within it or is more spread out between the urban and .. 
nonurban areas. Although suicide breakdowns for states by city size are not 
available ona yearly basis, the most recent special study done by the NeIlS 
produced the figures shown in Table 8. These are 3-year averages over the 
1959-61 period for metropolitan and nonmetropolitan rates in the two 
subregions where the states in question are located. 

I t would seem from these. data that, like the national metropolitan versUS 
nonmetropolitan evidence mentioned earlier, there is reJatively little variation 
between urban and nonurban areas in the states with the country's highesl 
suicide rates. Whatever there;lson for the .higher rates in these states, thenj it 
is not due to some unique phenomenon along the city-size dimension.85

, 

In Figure 3Q;, the ranking of negligent manslaughter rates is consistentlylll 
this order: the South, the West, the North Central States,and the Nor~e~~ 
Interestingly,thisexact same ranking of regions was present for crittlUl 
homicide in Figure 9, above, although the rate level in the South was 
relatively higher apd the rate levels for the other regions were closer toone 
another.' . 

., 
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Figure 34. Variatfo '. ,. . 
cit.. ' n J'916reported Ilegllgent manslaughter offense rates by 

. -./ Size, 3·66 /rates per 100,000 population]. 

Thus, it seems that the I '. 
manslaughter and horni .~e ar~ c ose relatI~nshil'S among SUicide, negligent 
regional ranking lS ex '1 CI . e. a ong the regIOnal variation dimension. The 
while the Weste n a~t ~ t~ same for the latter two. violent fatality types, 
Central and N Tth an ou em rates are relatively higher and the North 
categories. Or eastern rates relatively lower for each of the three 

The SUicide rate (£ II .. 
age, as Figure 37 ma~:s a cl:aci~ co~bmed) essentially rises with advanci~g 
relationship between the f~r. d ,FIgure 38, on the other hand, shows a 
almost the exact reverse T~ efs er s age and the manslaughter rate that is 

. e. - to 24-year-old group has the highest rates, 
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FigUre 35.-Variation in reported suicide ra~es by regIOn, 
. 1963.66 [rates per 100,000 population]. 

Table 8 -Reported suicide rates in the Mountain an.d Pacific 
subregions, by metropolitan and no~metropolztan 

area, 1959·61 average 

Mountain: 

Metropolitan 
Nonmetropolitan 

Total 

Pa<;ific: 

Metropolitan 
Nonmetropolitan 

13.9 
12.6 

13.3 

15.1 
13.8 

Total 14.9. '." 
D t of Health. 

a .' e in the United States, 1950-64, NCHS Series 2~, No.5, ep. 
SUlCld P bli H alth Service U.S. Govt..Prlnt. OfL, p. 18. 

Education,and Welfare, u ce ., . 
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Source: VCR and U.S. Census. Computations by the Task Force. See app. 10. 

FigUre 36.-Variation in reported negligent manslaughter offense rates 
by region 1963·66 [rates per 100;000 population]. 

with lower levels for each successive age grouping. The lowest rate level is, as 
might be expected, for the group 'generally belo\,{ the legal driving age-,those 
15 and under. There is considerable similarity between the distributions by 
age group for both negligent manslaugllter and hornicide (Figure 19); in both 
sets, the rate is highest in the 15-24 group, lower in the over-25 group, and 
lowestin the 10-14 grouping. 

Figure 39 shows that suicide rates are considerably higller for males than 
for females and whites than nonwhites.,s7 In 1966, the respective rates were 
17 per 100,000 for white males, 8 for nonwhite males, 7 for white females, 
and 2 for nonwhite females. S S • 

. National data on suicides according to race and age are not available. This 
IS unfortunate, for, unlike what has been traditionally allsumed, there is now 
reason. to believe that the higher suicide rates for \vhites compared to 
nonwh!tes do not hold for all ages. Figures 40 a,nd.41 show breakdowns by 
age, race, and: ... s(!){ in 1960 from a forthcoming study of suicide among 
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Figure 37.-Variation ill reported suicide r~tes by age, 1963·66 

[rates per 100,000 populatloll]. 
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N 
. New York City They suggest Lhat suicide may be a sertlio

us 
egroes m • d l' h 'nfrequency Jan 

problem among young urban Negroes-an even ug er 1 

among young urban whites: 

Most important, a breakdown of the New York City figure~:::~~~ 
the surprising information that, among ?l.acks. of b~th sexes re of a 
the a es of twenty and trJrty-five, SUICIde IS deCIdedly mo. n1 

robl:m than it is in the white population of the s.ame ~ge .... It,l\~SS~ 
~fter the age of forty-five that s1.!icide among whites t~S~s .~o ~~~S the 
much greater than that of blacks of the sam~ ag~ h a \h "t for the 
white suicide rate to rise to a total. .1~vel higheI t an a . 
Negro.89 

gr ent 
According to Figure 42, the distribution of reported ne Ig d 

manslaughter rates by sex shows a large gap between reported,mal
e 
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Source: UCR anci U.S Census. Computations by the Task Force. See app. 10. . 
Note: Data not broken down by the 45-54, 55-64 Md 65+ age groups over the 1963·64 
period. 

Figure38.- Variation ill reported negligellt mallslaughter arrest rates by age 
of offellder 1963·66 [rates per 100,000 population]. , ... -. ~ 

female offense rll.t~.$. In 1966 the male rate was 4 per,j 00,000, and the female 
rate less than I. However, the distribution by race sl\.bws the Negro rate to he 
considerably higher than the white rate, while the opposite was true in 
suicide. In 1966 the reported Negro negligent manslaughter rate was 4 pe;r 
100,000 and the reported white rate 2.90 

Figures'.!3 and 28,· above showed that males and Negroes alsOI 
predOminate (IS ()ffel1ders;'in criminal homicide, although the Negro·white 
reported rate diffl~rentials ~r'ifmuch greater than for negligent manslaughter .. 
In 1966 the homicide rates' were 14 for males, 3 for females, 48 for 
~egroes, and 3 fo,r whites. Thus, the 1966 male-female differential was 5-1 
In criminal homicide and 5-1 in negligent manslaughter, while the 
Negro·white diffenlntial was 16-1 in criminal homicide !lnd 2-1 ill'negligent 
manslaughter. 
:~' We reach the fol1~wing conclusions about the three violent acts ending 
In death: . 
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Figure 39.-Variation in reported suicide rates by sex and race, 

.'.. 1963-66 [rates per 100,000 p~pulation]. 

• While the usual kinds of reporting problems eXist for the data, 
the difficulties are small enough so that the rough' rankings and 
comparisons made for. the r.eported rates are assumed to hold for the;, 
true raies.9 1 . , 

• The national levels indicate that the true' suicide offense rate is 
considerably higher than the true. criminal homicide offense rate, which 
appears to beat about the same level as the true negligent manslaughter 
rate. All of the levels are in turn much lower than the true rates for.. 
such major violent crimes 'as robbery and aggravated assa11lt. 

. • A closer look at suicide rates shows little variation of' offen,der 
~ates when urban and nonutban 'ar.eas are compared,a considerablY 
higher r~te in the West than in other region:>, higher rates with 
advancingSlge, much higher rates fOi' males than for females, and much 

_ higher :rate;;Jol'~hites tllan for nonwhites. It is possible, bowever"t~at 
young adult Negroes, especially urban males, experience high~r SUlclde " 
rates than their white counterparts. 

\ 
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Figure 40. - Variation ill reported male suicide rates by age/and race 
New Y9rk City, 1960 [AgNpecific rate per 100,000 populatioll]. ' 
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Source: Herbert Hendin. Black Suicide, (New York:Basic Books, Forthc;oming). p. 152 . 

FilJure 4!- -Va:I'atlOIl ill reported female suicide rates by age alld race, 
,New} ark City, 1960 [Age-specific rate per 100,000 population}. 

h' • A .closer loo.k. at negligent ma.nslaughter shows offense rates to be 
ilighe~ In large CIties (populat.ion 1.100,000 and above) and rural areas 
th an~n other city-size areas, offense rates higher in the South and West 
hi ah In the North Central States and Northeast,arrest rat,es generally 
<' g. er for lower ages, arrest .,rates much higher for males than for 
lemales d • • ' an arrest rates much higher for Negroes ilian for whites . 

. Along each of five demographic dimensions (city-size region' age 
sex race) c "'d d h . '" . 1" .' 011~1 ere , t en, negligent manslaughters (by assumption 
VI0 ent auto fatalit' )., - . . al h .. . ' 
Th 

. les ana cnmm. onncldes prove. remarkably alike us ilie . . .' ..' 
'mil' causes and explanations.for negligent manslaughter may be 

SI ar to those <' •• 1 h '. 
I 

"lor cnnnna om.iclde. Conversely the causes and 
exp anation b h- d " . , .. s e In SUICIde appear different, for the most part. Only 
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Figure 42. _ Variation in reported negligent manslaughter arrest ~ates by sex 
and race of Qffend~r, 1963·66 [rates per J 00,000 population] . 

along the dimension of rate distribution by sex is suicide unequivocally 
like the other two acts. It appears generally similar to them ~ong the 
city-size and regional dimensions, althou~ the corre~pondence IS n~t.~o 
clear-cut. And, importantly, there is an znverse relatIOn betwee~ S~lCI e, 
011 the one hand and negligent manslaughter and. criminal h?n11cHi

e 
on 

d di 
. 92 

the other, along the age an race menslOns. 

it 
! I 
1~,'.1 
'J f '~I 
t I 
t I 
j' ~ 
t . ~~ 
i ij 
t'~ r ,,1 

Child Abuse 
, UCR' t·:i 

Figure43 shQWS recent reported. arrest rate,ldevels,;nd tre~ds for t::ppo;l,tl 
category of "offenses against famIly and chil ren, covenng non 1" j ~1,,~ 
neg

lect desertion and abuse of family and children. Because t.us l, 1 
, ,,' . db f tl reporting, 5 
classification covers more than abuse an ecause 0 le d 1 ,,~ 
inadequacies connected with it, any inferences about true levels and tren s K' ·'R 

,ro ~~~~~~~ "'1~~; vi,ti",;z,tion "tim,t, of th' tro' n,tion,1 1,,,1 ~ ~;l 
offenses against family and children was '206 per 100,000

93 
(vers\ls"th

e 
Viti e ni 

1965 """t "t, in Fig"" 43 of 45.p" WO,OOO). Lik' th' UC,,).<oW'v",,' l~ 
:,'F'\\ 1 ,~, 

L, 
I' .\\ 

Source: UCR. • 
Figure 43.-Variatioll ill reported arrest l:ates for offenses against family 

and children, 1960·67 [rates per ,lOO,OOO population]. 

NORC survey does not attempt to separate child abuse from the <;'IVerall 
category. It is also likely, that considerable underreporting existed in the 
NORC household interviews. The study was directed primarily at adults-in 
each household contacted, the first interview was made with someone 18 
years or older.94 ' 

Abetter estimate of the national incidence of child abuse in 1965 can be' 
ascertained from a special study' done by Brandeis' University and the 
NORC.95 The survey obtained. an indirect estimate of the incidence of child 
~b~se and investigated the attitudes held by adults about such acts. Only 
m~ldents of chil<;l abuse which resulted in physical injury of some kind-from 
mmor to fathl..,.,were included. Abusive physical attacks not resulting in injury 
were ex~luded. Fifteen hundred and tweniy. adults (21 years or older), 
representmg a population of approximately 110 million, were interviewed. A 
standard, multistage, area probability sample with quota~ based on sex, age, 
race, and employment status Was used. The final estimate of the level of child 
abuse was based on a question in which respondents were asked if they 
personally know families involved. in incil~entsof child abuse.during the 12 
months preceding the interview. Three percent of the 1,520 respondents 
reporte~ such personal)rnowledge. When this was extrapolated to the general 
~O~Ulation and sampling error was considered, the resulting national rate 
~tlm~te was that 1,330 to 2,140 adults per 100,OQO total population kn!;\W 

~. chIld-abuse. incidents.96 T-!,1i~ is only a rough estimate, of course. It was 
ik~ly that some adults interviewed were referring to the same incident of 
child abuset\known to-them. Thus, the estimated rate of adults who knew of 
such incidents was probably an upper limit to the true rate.9 

7;::=-

h.~ven whenext~nsiveoverreporting is take.ninto account, however, the 
C.I

I 
·abuse rate .estlmate is high in com,' parisoh rathe rates of the four ,major 

VIO ent crimes If' t " b 50' . 1 we!e. assumed, for example, that the survey overreported 
y percent, the cluld-abuse rate estimate for 1965 would still be in the 
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range of 665 to 1,070 per 100,000, as compar:d to a. rate. of 19:,8 f~r the four 
major violent crimes combined in 1965. In spite of Its higher llncldence, the 
child abus; offenses are on the whole probably less serious than the major 

violent offenses. As indicated in Table 9, the same survey showed that well o\'er half of the 
respondents thought that anybody could at some. tin:e~njure a d1il~ in :li.s or 
her care. This large proportion implies that the mflictlon of physical mJury 
upon children is viewed as an "almost normal occurrence" by m~\ny adults.

98 

Table: 9._Respolldellts· opinioll all the prop~/1sity 
11:0 child abuse ill the populatioll at largea 

aDavid G. Gill, unpublished consultant paper submitted to the Task Force .. 

bExc1uding 4 respondents who did riot answer. 
A later Brandeis survey limited itself only to cases of child abuse lep;ally 

reported through the available state channels.
99 

AltI:ougr,\ the. 8el~ond survey 
did 110t give a profile estimate of the true level of child abuse m ~he country, 
it did analyze the seriousness of cases more closely than the eadie!: study. The 
later survey also expanded the definition of child abuse ~ to a ft:>cus on the 
complete act of violence rather than- only on the results ot the act All events 
were included which revealed "the use of physical force on tli.e part of a 
caretaker in interaction with a child in his care, in order to hurt, injure, and 

I d t I
· ,,100 ' 

per laps' es roy um. ' . 
The survey was ori~nallY scheduled to be conducted for 1 year, startmg 

on January 1, 1967.1 1 All the states, as well as Washington, D.C., p~e~to 
Rico, and the Virgin Islands, participated in the survey by' submitting 
standardized information on every incident of child abuse reported under 
their respective legislation. Forty cities and counties were selected fr~I? the 
official listing of Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas. Th: 90re clt~e~ of 
the 10 largest SMSNs were included in the sample by arbitrary deCISion, 
while 30 cities and, counties were selected at random from stnflta based on 
population size and'geographic region.!-02 , ,j,. ' 

About 6000 cases of child, abuse were reported from these U~lltS for 196:. 
In this sample there was an overrepresentation of the lower scicioeco~ornt~ 
groupS a high proportion of female heads,of households, ahigll proportIOn 0 

, , higl h ' b··h 'te 103 These 
biological fatl1ers absent, and a. 1er·t an-average lfl, rll,. ~ . e~of 
conclusions were made on the senousness-as well as the true Ilm~ldenc 
child abuse in the United States: --
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Physical abuse of children is not a "major killer and maimer': of 
children as it was claimed to be in sensational publicity in the mass 
media and also in professional literature. These exaggerated claims seem 
to be due to an emotional response to this d(:structive phenomenon 
that touches sensitive spots with nearly every adult, because many 
adults may themselves be subject to aggressive impulses toward children 
in their care. Ye~, in spite of its strong emotional quality, the 
phe.nomenon. of child abuse must be put into a balanced perspective. 
While no cl~lm can be made that the true incidence rate of physical 
abuse of children has been uncovered by the nationwide survey, it 
seems clear, nevertheless, that the scope of the phenomenon as a serious 
social probelm has been exaggerated. Six thousand reported cases· of 
physical ab~se per year in a nation of 200 million, in spite of 
underreportmg, do not constitute a major social problem at least in 
relative terms, tragic as every single incident may be.1 04 ' 

Other Sex Offenses and Other, Assaults 

Figures 44 a~d 45 show reeent reported levels and trends for these two 
,non.Index UCR offense categories which were designed to cover the less 
serious forms 0f the Index sex offense category (forcible rape) and the Index 
assault category (aggravated assalJlt). ' -, , ' 

The UCR are the sole data source for these categories, and therefore only 
. arrest rates are available. From 1963 the reported "other sex" arrest rate has 

been on a downswing, while it was shown earlier that the reported forcible 
rape offense rate has been on an upsurge. It is impossible to say whether or 
r~ot this. can be partially explained by recent classification as forcible rape of 

, ~cts whIch previously had been classified as "other sex offenses." When the 
other assaults" category is compared with the Index classification of 

aggravated assaults, however, the trends are more similar. The "other assault" 
category shows a slow rep6rted arrest uptrend and, in particular, a sharp spurt 
between 196? and 1967 that is parallel to the reported. aggravated assault 
offense rate rIse over the interval. ", ,-' 

. As might be expected, the gaps between the reported arrest rates in' 
~lgures 44 and 45 and the true rates seem to'be great. The 1965 UCR level 
?r .re?or~ed "other sex" arrests was 43 per 100,000, while the NQRC 

VlctmuzatlOn rate was 142. In the "other assaults" category the 1965 UCR 
and NORC rates were 145 and 394, respectively. ' 

• From this ,scanty data, the Task Force can make no inferences· 
about the true trend of these offenses over recent years, thOUgl1 we 
assume the rate levels are closer to the NORC victimization estimates 
than to the, UCR arrest figures. 

Disorderly Conduct 

co:;~ciiefr46 shows recent reported ~rrest levels,;and trends for disorderlY 
years the ~m the UCR, the .only avrulab1e data source. In 1967, as in past 
of all' 29 [fI ate fo: reported ~sorder1y conduct a,rrests was second highest out 
arrests C~ cnme categones. The rate per 100,000 was 377 (drunkenness 
306 rat:.)re 1Il first place with a 1,040 rate and larcenies were third with a 
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The usual large gap between reported arrests and the true incidence of ~1;, L,'t 
offense can here be 'assumed, though no estimate of their size is availabl

e
.
l

, I" j 
The fact that disorderly conduct. is not uniformly differentiated~r~J1l t<i 
vagrancy and drunkennes by all pobce departments further blurs the vahdlty J .~ , I .. \-: 

of the reported arrest figures. " ' 'f fu ! 
'. The Task Force therefore can infer little about the real trend Of I ' ! 

Figure 44.-Variatioll in reported arrest rates for other sex 
offenses, 1960·67 [rates per 100,000 populatioll]. 

disorderly conduct rates, though, it is probable that. th~ true levelilii j .'~, 
this, the least serious personal v101ence-related act, IS higher than, 1 ,1 
otherpersonru vioHmt offenses. . Ii tJ vJi 
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Figure 45. - Variation ill reported arrest rates f~r other assaults 
, 1960·67 [rates per 100,000 populatioll]. ' 

Source: UCR. 

Figure 46 Va 'n . . ,- na Oil III reported arrest rates l;:;;.o'tisorderly conduct 
1960·67 [rates per 100;000 populati~l,:n) , 

Burglary 

111 

Burglary is an Inde ' ' , rates are av '1 bJ ' x crIme, so that offense rates mstead of merely arrest 
the highest a~;£ e: Of alll~e6UCR Index crimes, burglary consistently has had 
Was 915, versu:~~e5 rrates.. In 19~8, f?r example, the burglary offense rate 

.1' 

" 

or the four major vlOlent crimes combined " . 
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The NORC survey estimated the true level of burglary incidence to be 
about 17i times as high as the reported offense level in 1965. The NORC level 
was 949 versus 605 for the UCR. The victimization study results confirmed 
the UCR figures which showed the burglary level to be considerably above 
the levels of each of the other Index crimes,l 07 • 

The reported burglary trend over time greatly resembles the shape of the 
reported robbery trend-declining until the early 1940's, then rising sharply 
thereafter, especially over the 1958-68 period. The increases for reported 
burglary offenses are 179 percent between 1933 and 1968, 251 percent 
between 1940 and 1968, 109 percent between 1958 and 1968, and 41 

percent between 1965 and 1968.
108 

• On the basis of this information, the Task Force concludes that the 
reporting error is small enough and the rise in reported rates dramatic 
enough for there to have been a signific~lnt rise in the true burglary rate 
over recent years. It also seems likely that the true incidence level for' 
burgla,ry is higher than for any other Index offense, 

Arson 
The UCR have been reporting arson arrest rates only since 1964, Figure 47 

showS a definite reported uptrend over the period, with a 1967 rate of 6 pel 

100,000. 

6,0 

5,0 

4,0 

Source: UeR. 
Figure 47,-Variation in reported arrest rates for arson, 1964·67 

{rates per 100,000 population}. 

Unfortunately, the NORC study did not make victimization estimates for 
arson. The only relevant NORC category is "malicious mischief or 
arson"-essentially a combination of both vandalism and arson. The 1961 
NORC .rate for this classification was 1061 incidents per 100,000. The 1961 
UCR arson arrest rate was 5, while the UCR vandalisr:i rate was 70 that yell

r
, 

giving a comparable combined arrest rate of 75 for the: two violent acts, 
The National Fire Protection Association estimat~s of incendiary 

suspicious fires are probably better approximations (jf the true aTs~~ rates 
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tluin UCR data.l09 Figure 48 shows the NFPA's es' t f I , 'd 10 . , . Ima es 0 t1e rate of 
mCI ence per 0,000 m SUSpICIOUS and incendl'ary f' f 1.9 1967 110 Tl' . . Ires rom 58 to 

. Ie estImate for the 1967 rate is 22 fires per 100 000 d h 
estimate of damage. i~curred i~ $712 per 100,000 people id the'c~~n:r e. ~o~! 
:ate uptre~ds are dlstmct-an mcrease of 85 percent between 1958 anl1967 
m the estImated number of arsons pet 100000 a d I . . h ' n a lUgemcrease of 293 
percent In t e dollar cost. It is likely that much of tl I ' . 

t I I Ii 
1e rea mcrease In arson 

ra es over tIe ast ew years is related to the civil l' d ., 
nation's largest cities. Glsor ers occurnng m the 

19581959 1960 1961 1962 
Source' Nati al F' 1966 1967 

. on 'lIe Protection Association. 

Figure 48.-Variation in esti t d .' incendiary a.nd sus .• nfila e true inCIdence alld true dollar cost ratestor 
PIC/OUS Ires, 1958·67 [rates per 100,000 population). 

If the NFPA data a 'd" .. true arson ratee r re conSl :red reasonably good repiacements for NORC 
true level has bese::~es; a comp,arison of Figures 47 and 48 implies that the 
1964, however th,.. NFout four tImes above the UCR arrest rat,e level. Since 
1965 NFPA"d;sonv in/A and UCR ~ptrends appear very similar. When the 
NORC incident Id:nce rate estImate of 17 is compared to the 1965 
seems safe toe rate estImate of 106~,for "malicious mischief or arson " it 
" . l' . . assume that the NORC .' ' rna ICIOUS mischief" . . composite mamly reflects the 

Not onI . d .' or,vandalIsm, component. 
'. y a Incendiary and suo SPI'CI'OUS fl'res appear to be on the rise 

\', 

! 
, 

" ,I 
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generally, but they also seem to be increasing .relative to other kinds of fires. 
Referring to its own classifications, the NFP A states in its most recent 
appraisal: 

The leading "fire causes,"or sources of ignition, continue to be 
smoking and matches, electrical equipment, and heating and cooking 
equipment; but the two categories of children and matches and 
incend'lary or suspicious fires are rapidly growing in importance, and, 
combined, they exceed i for the first time, the number of heating and 
cooking fires. I I I . 

Commenting on the 1966,67 rise in fires according to their location, the 
Association observes that the increase in public assembly, educational, 
institutional, and store fires are the most disturbing.112 "In all those 
occupancies, and in schools .and stores particularly, the intentional fire has 
become of marked importanc:e.,,113 

• Relying mainly on the NFPA figures, the Task Force believes they 
are reliable enough to infer that there has been a definite rise in the true 
incidence of arson and, more strikingly, a sharp rise in the dollar cost 
per 100,000. We aSSlllme that part of this uptrend is due to urban 
disorders. 

Vandalism 

Figure 49 shows report~d vandalism arrest rates, since the UCR began to 
publish them in 1964. We :~ssumed ~bove that the 1965 NORC victimizat.ion 
estimate of 1061 for "malHjious mischief or arson" mostly refers to vandaltsm 
offenses. If this is correct,ithe true incidence level may be at least 10 times as 
high as the reported pOlict!:/arrest level. . 

Additional NORC estirriates gave the 1965 dollar loss at $210 million, with 
an average loss of $120 fhr each person whose property was vandalized. At 
least for vandalism againh business,' it is generally thought that damage ~ 
much higher in the ceihter-city high crime districts than in any other 
geographic area.! 14 i . . ' . . 

Because vandalism weems to be such an underreported offense, It 15 

difficult to !jJ1ace much rneaning'in the trends revealed in Figure 49. The sharp 
1964·65 rise, in particular, may reflect the elimination of inc~nsistencies by 
police between the first'and second years ofrepprting vandalism.-

One of the few independent sources of information that Seems to h~ve 
some degr.eeof nationWide reliability was a study of public school vanda~l~m 
in selected major cities between 1966 and 1967 .I! 5 Thirty-six major ClUe! 
known to record public school vandalism data were contacted. For the 32 
cities which sent enough data for reasonably accurate aggregates,116 the tot~ 
number of k;nown school vandali~m offenses (window breaking, l~rce~~ 
arson, and misQeUaneous offenses) was 543,064 and the total estlma,e 
destroyed school pro petty came to $6,224,648. This worked out to 0.12 ac~ 
of vandalism per student (or 11,687 per 100,000 stuclents), a cosLof $1.3 
per student (or 5135,346 per 100,000 .students) and a cost pf $1I.46per 
otfense (or $1,146,209 per 100,000 offenses).!!7 . 

• From the meager information available, the TaskForce caq onl{ 
infer that the level of vandalism appears mucJ:r higher than [feR arrel 
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Source: UCR. 

Figure 49 Variati . . - on In reported vandalism arrest I'o/(;s, 1964.67 
[rates per 100,000 populatio;1]. 
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~ta ~dicat~. No conclusions can be reached on trends over time and 

re;~:t~~gO~?~~~ldYal~oom for much improvement in tile official stati~tical 
Ism. 

The Broader DiffUSion ofIndividual Violence in 
American Society 

We turn to information th b d . . 
violence in o~ e roa er dIffUSIOn ofless serious individual 
Camrni' our everyday life. As discussed in Chapter 1 the Crime 
'adrnitte~I~~~e~o~ted that 9.1 percent of the respondents in' their survey 
in sentencin nuttJ~g acts which, had they been detected, could have resulted 
comrnitted_vfol:

n 
er the ~du1t criminal code. Most of the crimes 

were some more sne
t 
.and nonnoJent-were of a petty nature, although there 

nous acts. 
. The national p bI' '. 
fUrther pursued ~e W oPIn!on survey done for the Violence Commission! 19 
national sample questIO.n of everyday Violence. Respondents in the 
. . were asked If they had e b . . 
mStigators of indiv' d I . ver een . reclplen ts, observers or 

Of the six c I u~ VIolent acts. Tables 10, 11, and 12 show the res~lts 
C.'spankedas a ~~~:~)s o~ Violent acts shown in the tables, 1 20 the first 
kicked") carl be c ·d a~, [or the most part, the second ("slapped or 
criminal events. T~ns; ere as everyday acts of violence that usually are not 
"threatened . Ie .ast four categories ("punched or beaten" "choked" 

Qr cut WIth knife" d "th ,-) 
generally Tepo t· hI ,?n reatened with gun or shot at") art!' 
levels of incid: a ~ as more Senous and criminal events. I 2 1 The implied 
high,.~special1y~~ens~re ~e fihrst two catego~es are in general extraordinarily 

- . rIng t at the figures mclude females as well as males. 

~ : 

I_ 
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Table lO.-Responder;t as recipient ofvio/ellt acts
a 

Percent of respondents 
Male Male 

Female 
Total Veteran Nonveteran 

Have been: 

93 97 92 92 
Spanked as a child 

55 72 62 44 
Slapped or kicked 

31 62 43 10 
Punched or beaten 

8 15 9 5 
Choked 

Threatened or cut 
14 29 16 4 

with knife 

Threatened with gun 28 15 3 
or shot at 12 " N 196&' , .• ' A . Public Looks at Violence, ov. . 

aLouL~ Harris and AssocNJat:.s, J'~e m~:~:~~non the Causes and Prevention of Violence. 
Study No. 1887, for the a Ion 0 a 

Table ll.-Respondent as observer ofvio/ent acts 
Percent of respondents 

Have ever seen 
another person: 

Slapped or kicked 

Punched or beaten 

Choked 

Threatened or cut 
. with knife 

Total 

60 

48 

15 

18 

" 

Male Male 
Veteran 

79 

72 

27 

32 

Nonveteran 

69 

60 

17 

25 

Female 

47 

30 

7 

8 

Threatened with gun 36 20 7 
or shot at 17 . Public' Looks at Violence," Nov. 1968; 

aLouis Harris and Associates, "The A~e~can the Causes and Prevention of Violence, 
Study No. 1887, for the National CommisSIon on 

Table 12.-Re,~_olldellt as instigator o[violellt actl 
Percent of respondents 

Male Male 

Total Veteran NonYeteran Female 
Have ever: 

84 84 72 90 
Spanked a child 

31 45 33 23 
Slapped or kicked 

57 34 8 
Punched or beaten 27 

Defended self with 
6 16 4 '2 

knife 

Defended selfwith 3 1 
". 9 28 

P '196t . • k t V" I nee'" NoV. . . 
aLouis Harris and Associates, ''Tlte A~et!-can PUbliC

C 
Loo s ad Pr~~:ntio~ of Violence. 

" Study No. 1887, for the National CommisSIon on the auses an 
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"That spanking is a nearly universal experience is not surprising, but the 
percent who report incidents of slapping or kicking is indeed alarming.,,122 

In commenting on the veteran-nonveteran and male-female differences in 
the tables, the survey notes: 

Predictably, the percentages representing female involvement drop 
sharply on all aspects of violence but spanking, which reinforces the 
thesiS that women have taken over the role as family discipJinadans. 
The different rates for veterans ~nd nonveterans strongly suggest the 
presence of war-related Violence, but another factor-age-has its 
influence, too, especially as regards child spanking. Veterans are heavily 
concentrated in the 31-50 age group (59% vs. 19% nonveterans), and 
thus have more children of "spankable" age.! 23 

We conclude: 

• Although there is no national reporting system to profile the levels 
and trends of "legitimate" violence and "normal deviance," the 
Violence Commission survey, at least, implies such incidence is 
impressively high-to say nothing of the widespread existence of the 
more serious violence forms revealed. More studies of this kind are 
needed to objectively analyze violence and compare it with similar 
measurements in other countries. 

International Comparisons 

What can be said about the levels and trends of. American violence in 
comparison to those of foreign countries? We warned in Chapter 2 that 
international comparisons are exceedingly difficult to make-because of 
different criminal statutes, reporting procedures and cultural interdicts. y' et 
these problems are minimal for England and Wales, as well as for Canada. In 
addition to comparing American levels and trends to corresponding 
information from these countries, we have been able to include a number of 
other countries. The additions that are pOSSible, however, vary from crime to 
crime. HomiCide, suicide, violent auto.f~talities, forcible rape, robbery, 
aggravated assault, and burglary are consic.,dred. 

Criminal Homicide 

. Unquestionably, waves ()f killing far more vicious and extensive than any 
III the United States have at times overtaken other countries-par,ycularly in 
le~s developed regions of the world. For example, there ha?!e been reports of 
WIdespread violent homicidal outbursts in Mexico1 24 and in the 
PI T . 125 . 1 lJ !ppmes. In Colombia it is estimated that as many as 200,000 people 
lave been killed since 1930 in a pattern of senseless brutality growing out of 
~n old political struggle. Guerrilla groups, originally politically motivated but 
k~~.r p~rely antisocial, have terrorized rural areas)n Colombia for years, 
k:ll~ng .m ~he most sadistic ways. Indoctrination of children in methods of 

mg IS WIdely .practiced throughout the country tctday.126 
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These examples are interesting, but they so involve cultural phenomena in 
the individual countries that we must limit ourselves to homicide in more 
stable industrialized nations to obtain meaningful comparisons. Figures SOa 
and SOb show criminal homicide rates per 100,000 for a number of countries, 
as publisl1(;J-l1~. the United Nations Demographic Yearbook.. .. 

The repor&d homicide rate in the United States has remamed. well above 
all the other reported rates dwing the ll-year period. The extent to which 
the American murder rate exceeds that in other industri~j:?e~.~0untries has 
been dramatized in this way: 

No doubt industrial society generates awful tensions. No doubt the 
ever-quickening pace of social change depletes and destroys the 

6,..., .. UNITED STATES 

i i l ( iii 
1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1'i:6f 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966' 

Source: United Nations Demographic Yearbooks, 1955-67. 

Figure 50a,- Variatioll in reported criminal homicide offens: rates for selected 
countries. 1955-66 [rates per 100,000 populatIOn). 
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UNITED STATI:S 

FINLAND 

~AUSTRALIA 
'''------ CANADA 

.. ·~·o 
•............ ••••• ••••..• ...... ---BELGIUM 

.......... .. ... ; "'t.,·· "'! 

... • ...... ~., • ::;---SWITZERLAND .............................. .. .---
••••• ........ ••• ••••• DENMARK ...- .. 

iii j iii iii i i 
195519561957195819591960196119621963196419651966 

\ 

Source: United Nations Demographic Yearbooks, 1955-67. 

Figure 50b.- Variacions in reported criminal homicide oj/ense rates [or selected 
COUll tries, 19,';!.i-66 [rat~s per 100,000 populatioll]. 

institutions whjch make for Social ~tability. -But tlti,s does not explain 
why A' h . d E . menc~n~, soot and kIll so many more Americans than 

nghshmen kIll Englishmen or Japanese kill Japanese. England, Japan,. 
,~nd West Germany are, next to tIne United States the rnost.heavily 
mdu t 'at d ' . 
f s n I.ze. countries in the world. Together they have a popUlation 

o 214 nulhon people. Among these 214 million people there are 135 
f~n murders a year. Among the 200 million people in the United States 
PI :~e are. 6,500 gun murders a year-about 48 times as many_ 

11 adelphIa alone has about the same number of criminal homicides as 
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England, Scotland, and Wales combined-as many .in a ci~y of two 
million (and a city of brotherly love, at that) as m a natIOn of 45 

million.127 

Table 13 shows that the American experience does not s.ta~d o~t quite as 
much when continuous trends are considered for the countnes m FI~res 50a 
and SOb. The American increase in criminal homicide (30 percen9Is great:r 
that of any other country except Norway, although the reported lllC!eaSes ill 
Germany and Denmark are roughly comparable. On the other hand,.slX of the 
13 countries reported decreases in homicide rates over the trend penod. 

TaMe 13.-Percent change in reported criminal hOlnicide 
rates over the last 10 years 

(countries shown in Fig. 50J a 

Country Years coveredb Percent change 

Norway 1955-65 +66.6 

United States 1956-66 +30.4 

Germany 1955-65 +30.0 

Denmark 1955-65 +20.0 

England and Wales 1956-66 +16.6 

Canada 1956-66 + 8.3 

Australia 1956-66 + 7.1 

Belgium 1966-65 -11.1 

France 1955-65 -11.1 

Finland 1956-66 -14.8 

Austria 1956-66 -26.6 

Japan 1955-65 -37.5 

Switzerland 1955-65 -45.4 

aComputed by Task Fo,rce from U.N. Demographic Yearbooks,1955-67 editions. 
'I ble 

bpercentage changes ~~r each country computed by the Task Force from latest a~~l a 
data reported in Demd;graphic Yearbook in comparison to data from 10 years earlier. 

Suicide and Violent Auto Fatalities 

Foreign data on suicide and violent auto fatalities generally refl,ect 
reporting and collection problems similar to those d~sc~s3ed f?r tl:e ,Am~n~: 
data. Foreign. reporting systems often encounter diffIcultY,m dlstingUlshi b: 
suicide from-.homicide and especially, accidental deaths .. Figure 51 must 

. ',-, ' . Th' 'd t t' t' mpiled from read with such qualifications lr~ mind. lese SUlCI e s a IS les, co . tes 
dle United Nations Demographic Yearbook, show that the Uruted Sta 

o 
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ranks lIth in suicide among the selected countries, with a reported 1966 
annual rate less than half that' of Austria and much lower th~n numeroUs 
other countries.12B Thus, while the United States leads the entire 
industria1ized world in reported criminal homicide, our reported suicide rate 
is significantly lower than that of many other industrialized nations, 

Table 14 reveals for the countries of Figure 51 that the reported Am(~rican 
suicide uptrend oyer the 10-year interval covered was fiftll highest. 
Interestingly, 10 countries reported declines in suicide rates an.d two 
countries reported no change over the trend pe.riod. Yet the American 
uptrend, like the American level of suicide, does not stand out in comparison 
to severa! other industrialized nations. 

In the case of violent auto fatalitles, almost all countries have the same 
problem with data collection. While not singling out auto accidents 

24 

12 

16 

14 

12 

a . 

SData are presented for last year available 
ouree' U 't d ' . ' 

• nI e Nahons,Demographic Yearbook. 1967, 19th edition. 

Figure 51. -Reported suicide rates for selected countries 
. 1965 or 196(i. a [rates per 100,000 populatiorlj, ' 
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Table 14.-Percent change in reported suicide 
rates over a recent ii·year period 
(countrie$ shown in Figure 5i)a 

Country Years coveredb Percent (:hange 

Australia 1956·66 +30.5 

Netherlands 1956-66 +18.3 

Canada 1956-66 H3.1 

Belgium 1955-65 +10.3 

United States 1956 .. 66 + 9.0 

Norway 1955-65 + 4.0 

Germany 1955-65 + 3.(; 

Austria 1956-66 + 1.3 

Mexico 1956-66 0 

Sweden 1956-66 OJ 

France 1955-65 - 5.6 

Portugal 1956-66 - (i.O 

Ireland 1956-66 - 7.7 

Spain 1955-65 -]0.9 

England and Wales 1956-66 -1l1:8 

Finland 1956-66 -14.2 

Switzerland 1955-65 -16.2 

Denmark 1955-65 -17.1 

Italy 1955-65 -19.4 

Japan 1955-65 -41.8 

aComputed by Task Force from Demographic Yearbooks, 1955-67 editions. 
bpercentage changes for each country computed from latest available data reported In 
Demographic Yearbook in comparison to data from 10 years earlier. 

specifically related to violence, Figure 52 shows that the general rate of 
traffic deaths is high in the United States in comparison with other 
industrialized countries. Traffic death rates are higher only in Australia and 

I 
t 
t 

Austria, but a number of other countries have similar rates. 
England and Wales provide the only refim;u data that seem to approximate 1 

what we have defined as violent auto fatalities. The c1assificatiol1 is called 
"death by dangerous driving." Figure 53 shows the reported offense tates 
along with the reported offense rates for the American proxy, .n,eglig

ent 

• manslaughter, over a 10-year trend period. If these proxies are at alt.:reliabie, 
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: ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
3Dt - - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : ~ 

a a are td ------
SOl/ree: u~i7:~~:f for last year vaiJabJe. 

IOns, Demographic Yearbook 1967 19th dT 
Figure 52 _ . . ' , e lIon. 

1965 ·or~ec~~t:d[ SUICide rates for selected countries, 
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th . . rates per 100,000 population) • 

ey Imply that th A . rOUghly three time seth iert~n fate of violent auto fatalities may have been 
that the countries hav~ eO ~g and an~ Wal~~ .. The implication for trends is 
years. The .rate increase. ~pevenced fauly sunIlar increases over the last 10 
percentin the U~itedStl~es~g and and Wales was 70 percent, cdmpared to 58 

, ForCible Rape R bb FIgures 54 55 d . I 0 ery, and Aggravated Assault 
between the 'Unit!~ s~ 6/evea~ that the large ~ifferentials in levels of violence: 

a es another cO\lnt.nesreappear w)1en we turn to 
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Note: In 1963 the {fCR expanded their negligent manslaughter rep~rting from urban 

areas to all ·reporting agencies, 
Source: {fCR, 1958-67; Criminal Statistics (England and Wales), 1958-67. (London: 
Her Majesty's Stationery Office) hereafter referred to as Criminal Statistics (Eng

lalld 

and Wales), 
Figure 53.- Variation in reported offense rates for manslaughter by 

/legligence (United States) and deaths by dangerous dl'ivlIlg 
England and Wales, 1958·67 [rates per 100,000 popul,?tiollj. 

forcible rape, robbery, and aggravated assault. Aver~ges computed over 
1963-67129 from the figures produce forcible rape rates of 12 (United 
States), 2 (England and Wales), 4 (Canada) and 4 (Denmark); robbery rates of 
77 (United States), 9 (England and Wales), 37 (Canada) and 4 (Denmark); 
and aggravated assault130 rates of 110 (United States), 56 (England and 
Wales), 6131 (Canada) and 37 (Denmark). Thus, for each major violent act, 
the reported American average rate is greater than tile reported average rate 
for the other three countries combined. 132 

When the figures are examined for trends over a period of time, however, 
the picture changes somewhat. The reported U.S. increases for forcible rape, 
rot)beryi and aggravated assault are considerably greater than those in Canada 
and Dcnmark.1 33 Yet the reported increase over recent years in England and 
Wales are all noticeably above the reported U.S. increases. For the 1958·67 
period, the reported rape increase was 80 percent in England and Wales and 
47 percent in the United States; the reported robbery increa~e was 161 
percent in England and Wales and 86 percent in the United States; and the 

"reported aggravated assault increase was 144 percent in England arid Wales 
and 62 percent in the United States.· 
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i i r-r 
N t ~9RS8 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 19~4 19~5' 1966 1967 

o e, ates for Canada and D k' SOl/rees: (feR 1958-6' . e?mar aV~II~ble only for years indicated. .. 

~~r~au Statistics, Crim~' S;:~~:~~ ;~~~~~~s(gtngla~dQand 'jVale.s) 1958-67; Dominion 
a lonery), hercinaft"r refer d ' . a\ya. ueen s Pnnter and Controller of 

wer~ prepared for th~ 'fask r; ~o a~ Canadian Cnme Statistics; the data from Denmark 
lnshtute of Criminolo ,..;,r ,e .y P~ofessor Karl O. Christiansen, Director of the 
Christiansen). gy <1. t..e Umvemty of Copenhagen (hereinafter referred to as 

Figure 54.- Variation' dfi' Canada, Denmark E l %1 repor!e orclble rape offellse rates ill the U. S 
,. Ilg all alld Wales,1958·67 [rates per 100,000 popuia;;ollj. 

. Figure 57 Burglary 
and Wales Th comtpares burglary in the United States Canada England 
10 ,e ra es are not greatly d' "1 Th ,. , .year increase I ISSlml ar. e American and English 
though th~ Briti:ha~;c:eso vr:ry n:uch alike (85 and 91 percent, respectively), 
less pronounced ,ase IS agam greater than ours. The Canadian uptrend is 
spellking, the r~ exce~t over 1966-67, when it rises sharply. Generally 
conSiderably morl~~: ~ le

b
vels and tre~ds in thechree countries are 

or urglary than for the major violent crimes. . 
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Figure 55.-Variation in reported robbery offense rates in the U:S., Canada, 

Denmark, England {met Wales,1958·67 {rates per 100,000 populatioll]. 

It it; difficult to on burglary alone form other countries. However, the 
International Criminal Police Organization (interpol) does provide data on 
"serious theft" for many nations. "Serious theft" basically refers to major 
forms of burglary and robbery in the Interpol classification.

134 

There are too many problems to compare American rate levels with ~e 
Interpol data, although categories like "serious theft" are accepted by experts 
as validly reflecting reported trends over time.1 

35 Figure 58 shoWS such 
trends fora number of countries reporting to Interpol. There are~,larp· 
increases in "serious theft" for many nations rJver the periods- covered~~OJ 
example, the Australian inprease (1952~62Y'\vas 25 percent; theSwedl~ 
increase (1950·64), 220 pe;rcent.: the West German increase (1950-64);~ 
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Sources: UCR 1958-67 .. Crime Stat" ti 1 ; Cnmmal Statistics (England and Wales) 1958-67', Canadian 
IS CS, 963·67 and Christiansen. 

Figure 56 -v. . ti . offi .' ana ons In reported aggravated assault ("woundillg'') 
ense rates in the U.S., Canada, Denmark England and Wales 
. 1958-67 {rates per 100,000 population]. ' 

percent; the Dutch i - . (1955-64) 14·9' ncrease (1950-64), 169 percent; and the P:nntsh increase 
. . , percent The d t . T bl . • . m reported American bb . a a In a e ~ of this chapter show the increase 
be 91; percent Altl ro enes and.burglanes over tit.: same period oftime to 
to the Interpo;1 cat~O~~st~if-me!1l~an cat.ego~ie;; are not directly comparable 
the reported incr g ~'. th~ suggestIon IS clear that, oyer recent years 
co~ntries may W:l~s~ m m major forms of thefts in many industrialized 
Umted.:~tates.i 3 7 ;, ave been as great as or greater than increases in the 
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Figure 51 .. -Variation in reported burglary offense1;~t~~~pt~pe u%~~15~nada. 0/1 
England and Wales, 1958·67 [rates per , 

f th f . violent crimes 
• In conclusion, the gel)eral picture 0 .e our rnaJ~r oticeabli 

is th~t the United States probab~y has true rates ~lthert ~his holds 
higher than other industrial countnes. or a~ol)g the highese' often not 
for both levels and trends of major Vlolence. We ar England and 
alone~especia1ly when recent trends are c~mpared t~ dn to Ofhef 
Wales-but we are consistently a leader ill compar~s. ro esS are 
countries. If, as has been suggested, a~fluen.ce andds~clalPsrn~ rnajor 
common to all modern countnes With high an lllcrea e to the 
violence,138 this causal matrix would seem to apply even mar 
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Source: IN'IERPOL, International Crime Statistics 1950·64 (paris: General Secretariat 
of the International Criminal Police Organization, hereinafter referred to as International 
Crime Statistics. 

Figure 58.- Variation in reported "serious theft" offense rates, selected 
countries, 1950·64 [rates per 100,000 population). 

United States than to other nations. AltllOUgll real American rates are 
also higll and increasing for suicide/ , iolent auto fatalities, and burglary, 
they do not stand out as much in';;omparison to foreign countrie,>; 
according to the evidence available. 
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14. As explamed m Ch. 1, by c~~na nt manslaughter" and omit "neglIgent 
"willful murder and non-neg 1ge , 
manslaughter." , . .. be summed up to provide a combined rate. 

15. The rates of the four ~I1mes ~ll als'~i dex" but in light of earlier VCR Index 
This is in effect a Vlolent cnme t ~.. 'that this aggregation is anything more 
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than a rough proflle' of tota . ~I1mm ted assault (because the incidence 
disproportionately reflects robbery and a~ava than for homicide and rape) and 
per 100,000 is much higher for these cnffi:s usness of the crime. As a tationale 
theJrefore does not adequately refle~~ 1h; se:o however we note that aggravated 
for retaining this rather crude com ,we r~d of ano~ymous street crimes (~ 
assault and, especially, robber~ are., the . timates) with which Americans seem 
opposed to more personalized crunes;.~ong m ' 
especially concerned.·~ d b k d by the FBI according to 

16. The rates through. 1961, have be;n ~~eo~§~~efigu~~s ~e just been published and 

~:dfu::~~t~~~~~':~e~y~!fha~e l"l,dt yet been made available. " . ter cited 
17; From Crime jnih~ United States.,., Unif0"!1 Crime Rep~rts-~968 [heremaf 

as VCR} (Was~l~gtonTh' D.C
C
•
h
: Ul,·S.IjO .. ~ft. ~:;; ~!f~ ~r~e)S~~ie'ty(WaShiIlgton, D.C.: 

18. Crime ComllllSslOn,. e a enge. .":; , 
U.S. Govt. p~t. Off. 196?)'WP.vir. D l"nquency in a Birth Cohort. forthcoming, 

19. Thorsten Seelin and Marvm, .0 g.ang, e I . below" . 0 
See the more extensive diSCUSSiOn m the sectlon on Iace t . uch higher th'iin the 

20.lt will bebe shown below,',that offense and arrest r:c~~ ~:~he oor.'· 
national a\ierage for city d.,,:,ell:rs, the youn~, males? ~~. fue incide~ce of an offense 

21. The victinuzation probability 1S found~y slffiply dm mg200100 000 means that 
er 100000 into 100,000'~111USt~ off~nse rate of, say. pe~, , 

P : '. ili·t fb' 'ctiinlzed IS 1 m 500. .• ' ted the probab yo emg VI,:" 100000 total population, the compu 
22 While the Table 1 rape rates are per '. . . ' 

. victimization probability is per 100,000 of t~e fe.male p01:>ulatlo~~timization. 
23. Unfortunat~ly, tht;re have ~o~:~~i:nYo l:~~:t~~:~!~~~l:ti~~:fPhYSical assault ~o: 
24. f;: :~~~Pi~~:t~e~~:'~:r~s~ . i~;q 7; ~t the white mi~~le-~~ass o~~e~e~e ~~~POQ. 

in 2,000; and ~or the upper IUlMddle .c1as
Th
s su~~~: j,oli~Cian'sGuideto Crime 

(GlOIdon'JIawkms and NorvalOrIlS,. e . .. , 
Control. forthcoming publ!catio~:91 Univ~rsity of Chicago Press.),: . 
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In General, the NORC Crime Commission survey showed the probability of 
being a victim is much greater for people in urban areas than in nonurban areas, for 
the young (ages 20-29) than for the older, for males" than: for females' (except, of 
comse, for forcible rape), for blacks than for whites, for the poor than for the more 
wealthY. (Crime Commission, Task Force Report: Crime and Its Impact-an 
Assessment. ,'op. cit .• p. 80.) Thus, as Ch. 5 will more clearly show, the same 
subgroups that are likely to be offenders are more often than not likely:,to be 
victims. , 

25. The UCR, for example, have l>een criticized for only pubJishingand graphically 
. illustrating trends over recent'9'ears, when the increases have been most dramatic. 

Such criticism is justified to a certain extent. On the other hand, there is truth in 
the reason suggested by the FBI for this practice-that the statistics since 1958 are 
much more reliable than earlier ones. If earlier trends are not to be given emphasis, 
the Task Force believes the VCR should more clearly state the reasons for using the 
time periods that are published. 

26. See Crime Commission, Task Force Rep.ort: Crime and Its Impact-An Assessment • 
op. cit .• p. 40. . 

27. Because the combinl~d rate trends mainly reflect robbery and aggravated assault, the 
inferences here are the same as for those offenses. 

28. The former figure is from "1960 Census of Pop,ulation. Volume I-Char{lcterisdcs 
of the Population. Part A-"Number of Inhabitants," U.S. Bureau of the Census 
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govt. Print. Oif., 1961), p. XXV. The latter is an estimate 

. ,,: obtained directly from the Census Bureau by the Task Force. 
29. Crime Commission, Task Force Report: Crime and Its Impact-An Assessment. op. 

cit., p. 25. 
30. See App. 3. 
31.Arrests are used because, as discussed in Ch. 2, completely accurate knowledge 

about the characteristics of offenders is not possessed until arrest has been made. 
The extent to which generalizations about offenses reported can be made from 
knOWledge of arrests reported is limited by the factors· discussed in Ch. 2. The most 
important limiting factors are the clearance rate gaps between arrests and offenses 
!md the fact that "reported arrests"refer to the number of persons arrested, while 
"reported offenses" refer to the number of offenses. 

32.Considering the emphasis the TaskForce i.s placing on rate changes, rather than 
volume changes, it would have been more desirable to couch the increases in terms 
of rates. However 'the auihor of the analysis summarized in Tables 2 and 3 used 
volumll increases. 

33, Computed from UCR. 1967,Table '9, p. 100. ' 
34. See App. 4 for complete lists of all cities with populations of.250,OOO and above. 

35. The basic data for the figures and the resp~ctive percentage'increases are found in "f 
. App.5. . ;:',"~ 

36. The relation between city size and violence .is noticeably less in the South than~~' 
other regions, hO:wever. The· NORC study Showed, for example, that Southern 
metropolitan cente'r city rates for the seven. major Index crimes are less than 
one-third of the sU'burban rates. See PhilipH. Ennis, <..rimina/,Victimization in the 
United States, National Opinion Research Center (May 1967); a'Ieport submitted 

.', to the Crime Commission (NORCSurvey), pp. 21-30~ .' . 
37. Wolfgang (with the. collaboration of Conrad, P.ryor et al.), "Measuring the Votu'me; 
3S and Character of Crime," op. cit.~ p. 73. ' ": 
3 . NORC Survey, op. cit .• p: '31. '. ' 
9.The extent of the suburban' population growth vis-a-vis central cities is evident in 

jhese census figures. The center city popUlation was 45,473,000 in 1940 and 
, 69,418.000 in 1966. The suburban. population was 27,103,000 in 1940 and 

40 5;815,000 ~ 1?66., . 
., ,C!IDlC CommISSion, Task Force Report: Cnme and Its Impact-An Assessmcnt, op. 

crt., p. 37. . 
41. Again, the region that may be somewhat an exception to these comments is ,the 

South. As discussed in. note 36, supra., the NORC study showed that llJ:etropol!tan 
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center-c'ity Index rates for all seven major criJ;ries were less than one-third as high as 

suburban rates. :: 
42. Levels and trends by region are ha,i:der to analyze,before 1958 because the UCR did 

not include rural areas in state and regional rates,before that year. The basic data 
for the regional levels and trends over the 1958-67 period and the respective 

r'ercerttage increases are found iIl'App~ndix 6. " 
43. When longer time spans are con~idei:ed, there ,is evidence to indicate that the 

differential between Southern nlported ra'tes arid those from th~ other regions is 
getting smaller. The Crime Commission noted that, at least in urban areas (becaU'se, 
as has been noted, the pre-195S,CUCR state and'regional rates did not includerurQ.l 
areas),r~ported Southern homiCide rates hav{declined by one-third to cne-half 
from 1935 to 1965. Although the decline wa:sabout the same in the Mnuntain 
states, -the fall was only 15 percent or lessel§ewhere (with increases in the New 
England;:area of the Northeast~and the PaCific area of the West): See Crime 
Commission, Task Force Report: Crime and Its Impact-An Assemnent, op. Cit., p. 
31 .. ' ,:,,'; ,;,," 

44. Th~ regional trend figures have nO,t been adjiisted backward by the FBI, ads.'Jhe 
case with the national trend figures, so that reporting changes lUe more nGtiJ~able 
on the regional figures than on the,'earliE~r national figures, as shown in Table 1;.::;" 

45, As noted in Ch. 2 and discussed in Ch. 5, the;difference between the two offiihs'es 
is very often not so much one of motive and intent but of where a projectile stnick 
a person and whether adequat.(, t(,eatment was given rapidly enough. 

46. Crime' Commission, Task Force Report: Cl'ime'and Its Impact-An Assessment, op. 
cit., p. 31. C' ' <,,' ' 

47. See note 43, supra.' " 
48. Crime Commission, Task Force Report: Crime and Its Impact-An Assessment, op. 

cit., p. 31. 
49. The NORC study does not show, however, that;the other regions are close behind 

the West, as do the UCR data. These discrepancies deserve futher analysis. However, 
possible' explanations are too long and complex, for the Task Force to pursue heIe~ 
The inadequacies of the NORG~,survey as well as the inadequacies of thcUCR' 
would have to be con~ideled. Stich complexi.ties explain why the Task Force has 
mainly, concentrated on merely: asking whether there is ~greement between the 
UCR and the NORC survey on, which region' has the highest rate within each 

violenfcrime category.; ':~ " 
50. The st.ate probably does not, howe'<ier, have the highest real combined rate in the 

country. The UCR statistics in Fig. 16, for example, show that California'S 1967 
combil{ed rate was 351.1;"There were five states with higher rates: Maryland 
(474.1), New York (403.4)}rilinois (394.4), Florida (390.2), and Michiga;ti (374.0). 
See UCR 1967, pp. 68 ff.":: ',', 

51. Crime Commission, Task Force Report: Crime and Its Impact-A n Assessment, op. 
cit., p: 34. ': .,;c 

52.Ibid. The Crime Commission Assessment Task Force stated that the ratio ofmrle-s 
. to feniaIes is only slightly higher than the l)ation as a whole: 99.2 to 97.2. In 

addidbn, the state has a lower percentage of Negroes than the nation as a wh~le 
(5.6 percent as compared .. with 10.5), but a higher percentage of other nonwhite 
population (2.4 percenta,s,,'c,ompared with 0.9 percent for the nation as a whole~. 

53. See,Ch. 2 for a more complete, discussion onhe biases inherent in arrest data. It IS 
sugge'sted there that the existence of unjustifiably high statistical reporting of 
youth, male, and Negr9 arrests is probable, although not yet proven empirically. d 

54., The actual data, the method and assumptions for computing the rates, a~ 
additional computations of percentage incre'ases, of rates over time ate found ill 

App.7. " .... , . 
55. This reflects the fact l~at the majority of state juvenile court statutes llinit juverule 

court jurisdiction to youngsters alleged to have committed :l crime who ha~e ~ot 
reached,tneir 18th birthday. Persons 18 arid older who are charged with a cnm

ma1 

offense are within the jurisdiction of tlle regular court. 
56. Cities over 2,500 population; , 
57. If theywere, the rates would 'Oe somewhat lower. 
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58.Anexplanation of the method and assu . , 
actual computed ntes and percenta e h mptIons u~ed ~nd a presentation of both 

59. So, again, the rates w'ould be some~ ~ anges o~~r time IS found in App. 8. 
were added to the urban category. h t lower It the rural and suburban categories 

, Although Figure 24 on forcible ra e . 
'. only male arrest rates be~ause the offe:s; :a~ m~l~d:~ for comp~etertess, it shows 

females; The case of forcible rape will th f y e lrution commltt~d by males on 
, although the male rape levels and tre d ere o~e not be referred to m our analysis 

t b f n s are mcluded in Fi 27 hi ' r~ es y sex or the four major Vl,'olent crime b' d gure, w ch shows 
, 60 F1g 27 ' , 'd s com me . . ,as expec~e reflects . '1 • 

aggravated assault; the'fact thatt~~~~~Xe;~e l~vflS and trends of robbery and 
adds to the mille-female discrepancy in th orclb. e rape figures are only for males 

61. An explanati6n of the method and assu e ~ummatIon. 
actual computed rates and percenta ~Phons used, and. a presentation of both the 

62. These broad age breakdowns are n ~e ~ anges over time 1S found'in App. 9. 
, do suffice in this context where thO fa eq~ate when age only is beil'!g analyzed but 
63 S b f ,e ocus IS on race ' ' 

• 0, as e ore, combining the urban with sub b .. .' lo~r the rates in all categories. ur an and rural data would somewhat 

64. Se~n and Wolfgang, op. cit. " 
65. Clifford R. Shaw and Henry D. McKa "R"" . ,',' 

Re-evaluation and Critique of S fY' h eJol~der (to ChrIsten T. Jonassen "A 
M K " ome 0 t e LogiC and Some M th d f ' 

c . ay, . American SociologiqaZ Review, 608- e 0 s 0 Shaw and 
SOCIOlogICal Review 617 (Oct 1949)' 614 (Oct. 1949), American 
"Introduction 'in Clifford R Sh' • d~ reproduced in James F:, Short Jr 
ad U.b' . awan Henry D McKay Ii r'D Z· ' ., 
n r an Areas, revised ed (Chicago' U' 't r' ' uven! e e ml[uency 

Short also reports that recent ChlC:I~e!Sl Y.? Ch.icago ,Press,~f969), p. xxi 
N(Xegrvo communities increase their ability gto d~!t p~odVl~e eVldence,~~~at, over tlme, 

I and XVI) prepared especiall f . . ~f) e nquency. '1I~ new chapters 
Urban Areas, McKay presents dYt or this edition of Juvenile Delinquency and 

d Ii 
a a concerning trends of ffi" 11 

e nquency in 74 Chic . . 0 lela y recorded 
characteristics and for hi~~~ri~~ln:~~~~~~;s ;mark;,~ off by. physical and social 
finds that four of the five communities wi~hefha ::>-year perIod, 1927-61. McKay 
and four of the five communities ' e most pronounced upward 1:rends 
Negro communities. The most Sig~~~!!~~ ~~r prono~nced downward trends, ar~ 
appears to be the fact that the 1 e~ence etween these communities 
completed the familiar c de upw~rd-~endl~g communities have begun and 
succession of the pOPula~on ~~~We° ~vasl.on? ~lSIuption ofins.titutionallife, and 
the downward-trending commu T gr h maJonty ~ost recentZy III the series, while 
community in Chicago (the 'Blac~1~::t' ave constituted the heart of the Negro 
Thus Lawndale on the west side and south of the Loop) for more than 30 years. 
Englewood on the south 'd 'h Kenwood, W~odlawn, and [more recently] 
kOPUlation', from middle-cl::s ~Vh~:etou~~~~one ~lrltUallY complete changes in 

te 1940's and the 1950's Th . d ' e- an ower-class Negro, during the 
!he mean for the city to a1;'lOn~~h:~gt~~~y ~tes .hav,e c~ang~ 'from well below :n the areas of greatest decrea e .m e ,CIty, T?irty-flVe years ago, rates 
IS evidence of other social PisS w~e t~ highest m the C1ty. They still are high as 
decreased signifi I . ,suc as uancy and mental illness bu t they 'h' 

to Revised Editi~:~i~~~~ ~~S~~~!~ f~:~ tJhZ 'd
Past 

thirt?' year/" (Introductt::. 
Fo th . ' ,I ., pp. XXIX and xxx) 

. r 0 er discussions of the difficult" . " 
In equal circumstances, see: Henry D M~~ In c~m?armg bla~ks,~nd whites living 
and Delinquency' A Study of V . i.' . ay an Solomon KobrIn, "Nationality 
Nationality and Racial G arIa Ion m Rates of Delinquency for Nativity 
manusCript, Institute for ;oups ilA~ong Types of Areas in Chicago." (Unpublished 
ll~nois, pp. 101-194), and ~:n: E esearch, De~:rt~ent of Mental Health, State of 
MISconceptions" (Pamphlet No 6 Wolf~ang, Cnme and Race:, Conceptions and 

66, ~erican ~ewish Committee, 196'4.)' Institute of Human Relations Press, The 

presentmg the above st ti ti d ' sensitive to positions ~ s cs an reachi~g Ollr conclusions we have been 
classifications froin pub::cc ' ~s althe !o¥owmg: "The elimination of racial 

+ IlJIlm statistical reports would probably do much 
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'. . allow issues between law enforcement agen~ies anll 
good and little harm. It mllghdt , Ul' ds more substantial than those P!oVlded by 
'" 'ty groups to iJe reso ve on gro , . R d C . " 
m1l10n . . . "(GUbe t Geis "Statistics Concernmg ace an ru~e, 
rath~r spacIous .statIStics. 1/ (2) (1'965) p. 149.) We more strongly believe, 
Grit;l!! and Delmquency VOfi\':i- . I t crime must be sketched to the best of 
how¢yer, that the true pro I e (). VIO en 
available knowledge. .' 

67. Sellin. and Wolfgang, op. 'cit. d f . . al hOmicide forcible rape, aggravated 
68. An l.ggregate category compos,c 0 cnmm , 

assault, and assault and batt~~\ the an SES index including education as we~ as 
69, It would, of course, b~ Optlffi~ °t av . no rigorous analysis of violent t;Ilme 

occupation and inco~e. WhUe
ti 

h~~n~ or as above income alone, is a very good, 
available that does thiS, occupa on 1'1 1 'ted 

t.n th variables are so c ose Y COrIe a . 
proxy because tlle rcc... . C. . I Homicide (philadelphia: Univ. of Penn. 

70. Marvin E. Wolfgang, Patterns m nmlna 
Press, 1958), p .. 37, . F 'ble Rape unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Univ. 

71. Menachem AmlI, Patterns m orci , . 
of Penn., 1965,p.153. Tr d 'n Robbery unpublished Ph.D. 

72. Andre Nonnandeau'f ppattem\;;: p e~8~ I " 

dissertation, Univ. 0 enn., '. 'd (e pp 186-188) roughly controlled 
Both Amir (see p. 156) ~~hNo:a~::eu r~~ee differentials between blacks and 

for occupation and asked weer e ed arrest rates broken down 'by racejor 
whites disappeared. Each author comput th killed semi-skilled unskilled aud 
only the most violence"prone groups- ~o:r tim~s the overali white rate for 
unemployed. The overall black .rate was times as great wifhin the violence-prone. 
forcible rape offenders and remamed four tI lled In the case of robbery, the 
occupational groups when o~ciatio~ w~e~o:hi~e m~le rate and was only reduced 
overall black male rate was ~ mtes '~?n the violence-prone occupational group 
to about 10 times the, white ra ~.:Nl 1 '" ' 

when occupation was.~,ontrolle~~\ r earlier conclusiOll that .violence rate 
HoW do these .;:~~sults a eo. ou ul become noticeably smaller if equal 

differenti~ betw~en~,t~ckS an:a:li~e ~~t:ment. but only to a degree. As bot~ 
OPP?!j:uruty prevailed. They \asi!e their calculations were crudc.:.~,~cause 0, 
Amii and Normande.au emp , black is at the same occupation:level as a 
unrefined data. More l1!lportant",t~hsa( :e has been given equal opportunity for 
white is not necessarjly to .sa;, a.. etc We re eat that much more research 
advancement, income, e~.~ca~on, hO~S~!ienc; ir1 co~arable,cohorts of blacks and 
needs to be done on the;IDcI. en.ce o.Y. . 'th a research design specifically 
whites. In fact, a ~ystemlaatikcmVdesti~~~o~r:e while controlling \9r all other 
oriented to companng bean w . ,ri~',';. 
variables has yet to be u~~ertakend' "P tt~rns ir1 Criminal Aggravated Assault," 55 

73. David J. Pittmanand Willian: ~an y, a. lice Science, 462-470 (Dec. 1964) .. 
Journal of Criminal Law, Crlmmolo~ ~nd Po Cr' I'n tl'e District of columbra 

P 'd t' Conml~r/On on lme • 74. Report of the reS! en s .1',. '" 1966) 131 132 
(Washington, D.C.: l!.S .. G?vt. P~~tu°f~elation'sh~s in- Vi~lent Crimes,". yoU, 

75. Stephen Schafer, 'Cnnllnal-UVIS D t f Health Education, and Welfare, July), 
Unpublished research report,.. ep. 0 if 
1965 under research grant MH-07058-01, pp. 85 • . 

76. See rh. 5 for a description of the s~~ \n the Uri-udent" category maitJy reflect 
77. The proportionately large percen g~., 

arrests of juvenile offenders.;'- k 
. • f d' App 10 Although the Tas 

n"t. data for the figures in this .sectlon. are oun In ';;.' d' ludm' g this 78. J.lle d, f all the figures up to an mc 
Foroll has supplied data appen IC:~bl~: wUlbe includedin·Ch. 3 because th.e 
section, no more suppl~mentuary f d ir1 the indicated reference sources and J.! 
remaining backup data IS eas Y oun . . 

lly less importanfand/or of more questionable validity. 
genera . . . ," violence and ourreason3 

79. See App. 1 for a diji!;I;l,sSion of the available data on a~t~n suicide on this chapter 
. for using ne¥Ai~il\t1T,1al1slaugJtte: as a prox~a~~~~abentcr for FIealth. StatistiC$, 
. come frolll th&jl,nnua! publicatIOn of the . . . f these data. 

Vital Statistics of the U.S, See App. 1 for an apprmsal 0 , 
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80. As stated in note 14, supra,we are using "criminal homicide" to mean willf~l 
murder plus npnnegligent manslaughter and are treating negligent manslaughter 
separately. . " ,'. ,:i, 

81. In NCHS publications, "metropolitan areas" include all counties in Stan~a:rd 
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (or in New England, Standard Metropolitan 
Statistical Areas), while "nonmetropolitan areas" include all other counties. 

82. See, for eXilInple, Suicide hz the United States, 1950-1964, National Center for 
Health Statistics, Series 2J)" No.5 (Aug. 1967), for the most recent case study of 
suicide. which reaches these conclusions about urban variation and suicide. .' 

83. Figs. 34 to 39 and Fig. 42 break down negligent manslaughter and suicide ra~e.i;.:by 
city size (manslaughter only), region, age, sex, and race over the 1963-66 period. 
The span. was chosen. because it is the most recent period for which both 
comparable UCR negligent manslaughter and NCHS suicide, data are available. 
Although this does not give a very-long-trend period, it is sufficient for the main 
purpose of the figure: the graphic illustration of suicide and negligent manslaughter 
levels broken down by the indicated demographic variables. 

84. See past issues of Vital Statistics for the United States, NCHS, U.S. Govt. Print. 
Off. 

. 85. One other partial explanation to the higher Western suicide rates may be related to 
the fact that there are high populations of American Indians living on or still baving 
ties with reservations. in several areas of the West. This is important because Indians 
'are' one of the few ethnic groups in this country presently known to, have a 
significantly higher suicide rate than the general population. I!l'llome tribes, tli.e rate 
of suicide i~ at least 100 per 100,000, or roughly 10 times th,e average rate for the 
United States as: a whole. :, 

Given thi~ 4Uormaticn, it can be asked in which Western- states where the 
general suicide .rate is high are there enough American Indians living on or still 
having tie{with reservations for ,the general state suicide rate to be pulled up 
significantly by the very high Indian suicide rate. Of the six states with the highest 
suicide rates;, only Montana qualifies according to this criterion. In 1962, the last 
year for which oj'ficial population figures for Indians' are available, the ratio of 
Indiims to the total population was roughly 1 to 35 in Montmla. (The U. S. Ihueau 
of Indian Affairs estimate of Montana Indians in 1962 was 20,566 and the U.S. 
Census Bureiii1. estimate of the total Montana population,in 1962 was 696,000.) 

However, the suicide rates in Arizona and New Mexico are almost as great as 
for the six highest states; and the Arizona and New Mexico lIndian populations are 
very large. In 1962, roughly 1 of 18 pe,ople in Arizona.was ani Indian with tie~ to a" 
reservation. The New Mexico ratio was about 1 to 19. (The U. S. Bureau of bldian,'. 
Mfait. 1962 Indian population estimates were 81,924 in Arizona and 52,180 in: 

"'New Mexk(l. The U. S. Census 1962 totril population estimates wem 1,466,000 and 
97&,000, respectively.) . 

',In at least Montana, Arizona, and New Mexico, ,then, it is likely thl'l~Iiigh 
Indian suicide rates were one partial statistical explanation for the higherL'overall 
state rates. These rates, ir1 turn, contrib.uted to the high overaU rates for thl1 West, 
although the quantitative impact was stIll rather small. (See Larry H. Dizmarig anll 
Claudia F. Matthews, "Suicide," unpublished consululIlt paper submitted to the, 
TaskForce.). '.., ' 

86. While the suicide rate is lowest for children and adolescents in comparison to rates 
for other age groups, it is interesting to note that, within theeohort of children and 
adolesce~ts, s,uicide ranks as -the thirdJeading cause of death behind only accidents 
and cancer, according to NCHSfigures. 

87. Although the NCHS, statistics refer to the general categor}' of "nonwhites," most of 
these are, of course, Negroes,' so that Fig, 39 is comparable to the race figur~s for . 
manslaughter and homicide, which referJo "Negroes." 

88. The high male suicide rate is also related.t? marital status. In 1966, the suicide rate 
for divorced males was 69.4 comparw 'to.,18.4 for divorced females. Divorce is in 
general mOre related to suicides than is any other marital status. The 1966 suicide 
rate for divorced people of both sexes was 39.9. For single persons, the rate was 
20:9, for married persons 11.9,. and for the widowed 23,8. See Dizmang, ap. cit., p . 
IS, ' .... '. , 
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89. Herbert Hendirt, Black Suic4ie (forthcoming pti\}lication bY·B~sJ~ Books, New 
York),p.5. ":.,,,.:.,: 

The author conc,ludes: . . .' 
In the yOIlIng adult Negro group described it is clear that therc'\sa'. 

relation, and not an inverse one, between suicide and homicide. This is based 
in the particular black experience in our culture, an experience that generates 
violence within the Negro !lnd presents him with the problem of controlling it. 

The alternation among these young blacks between conscious, overt 
violence and self-desrructive behavior is a far cry from "the unconscious 
hostility toward the lost loved object" described by Freud. Patients fitting the 
picture Freud described are usually anything but opetUy destructive. The 
statistics ... showing that the high peaks of Negro homicide and suicide occur 
during the same age period (twenty to thirty-five) take on more meaning when 
it is seen that underlying suicide as well as homicide is the central common 
factor of the attempt by the young black population to deal with its rage and 
violence. (pp.47 and 48.) 
For another important recent study of race and suicide, see Michael Lalli and 

Stanley H. 'Turner, "Suicide and H;:>micide: A Comparative Analysis by Race and 
Occupational levels," 59 Journal of Criminology, Criminal Law and police Sciellce, 
191-200. . . ' .. 

90. These data, as well as the homicide data, are from the UCR. Unlike the NCHS 
suicide figures, these FBI figures are not broken down by sex and race separately; 

91. In the case of violent auto fatilities, howewr, it will take further work to show how 
good the data proxy of negligent manslaughter is. Conclusions here can therefore 
refer only to negligent manslaughter with the underlying but yet unproven 
assumption that the same in fact holds true for violent auto fatalities. 

92. Again, however, it may be that young urban Negro adults experience suicide rates 
as high or higher than their white counterparts. 

93. NORC Survey, op. cit., p.ll. 
94. This person waS asked if anyone in the household had been victimized in the past 

12 months, and the surveyors then attempted to interview all victims. While this 
theoretically provided for the. interviewing of everyone in the .familY, including 
children, the first adult contact could obviously have held back information on the 
abuse of household children by himself (herself) or by other adults. See NORC 
Survey,op. cit., pp.1-5. .' 

95. David G. Gil and John H. Noble, "Public Knowledge, Attitudes and Opinions 
About Physical Child Abuse in the United States, "Brandeis University Papers in 
Social Welfa,re, No. 14 (Waltham, Mass.: Brandeis Univ. 1968). 

96. See David G. Gil, "Physical Abuse of Children-One Manifestation of Violence in 
Am.erican Society," unpublished consultant paper submitted to the TaskForce. 

97.lbid. 
98.lbid. 
99. David G. Gil, ·'Nationwide. Survey of Legally Reported Physical Abuse of 

Children," Brandeis University, Papers in Social Welfare, No. 15 (Waltham, Mass.: 
Brandeis Univ., 1968). . .. 

100. Gil, unpublishe.d consultant paper submitted to the Task Force, op. cit., Part n, p. 

3; 101. Although.halfway through the year, the study was extended to Dec. 31,1968. 
102. Of the 10 largest cities, Philadelphia was not able to participate in the 1967 study 

at all, and Washington, D.C., was not able to participate in the comprehensive level 
of the study. Thus the sample f.or comprehensive study was reduced to 38 units. 

103. Gil, "Nationwide Survey of Legally Reported Physical Abuse of Children," op. cit., 
p.51. . 

104. In an unpublished consultant paper submitted to the Commission, "The Neglect, 
the Abuse, and the Battering of Children," Dr. Vincent 1. Font\ma (Director of 
Pediatrics at St. Vincent's Hospital and Medical Center of New Y(lrk, and Medical 
Director of New York Foundling Hospital) differs with Prof. Gil (see fo?tnote 96 
above) on this point. WhUe acknowledging that accurate statistics concerning the 
incidence of chile'! abuse are unobtainable,Dr. Fontana maintains that: ~ 
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we are probably seeing only the upper. polifon of a submer e'd11' 

D
1967, a total of 70? .suspe~ted child abuse cases were rep~'l't~~i~Y~e' St ~n; .... : .. 

epartmen. t of SOCial ServIces of New York City' a 70 pel:c'~'e' t' a e ....... ::.' .. 
th" 1966 ' ..' .n Increase over 
e.. t~t~. of 4,16 .... [Furtberrnore] although the U.S. National . 

~:~r~:;:IDJ~ls:~n lists canc~1.' as a m~jor cause of pediatric deaths in l~~~l 
percent highe~~ h~~~:st~~~d:Fse~u::o t~~ same year ~ctually ranked 17# 
~enta:l de~ths weJe not actualIY"aCCidenta~ ~~~Yd~! ~he: so-called accI
''l1altr.ea{ment of children ~ ... Only a fracK;'I'al . b 0 f e unsuspected 
abu

O
(;c1 childr k on num er 0 neglected and 

M ~. Ii th en ar? ta en, to physicians or hospitals for medical attention 
any o. ese children who· are seen by the h .. . 

undiagnosed, and henc~, ~drrep;orted. p YSlcmn, go unrecognized, 

1
10
°5
6

, ThC/l1N:0bIRCl Surv
d 

Fe}: did not iriciil'de disohierly conduct. 
. . ,1 e .an "lg. I, above. .: 

107. NORC Survey, op. cit.,. p.8.~: 
108. Computatit-ns by Task,Forc.e from data hl.Table 1 . 
109. TIleY were \~alculated bythe'NEPA f 'h . 

Qutlined in l\pp. 1 and are bas~ii u o~r t e Task Force according to the method 
Delaware, Illinois, Iowa, Kansat;;;i:Uisia~ese ~am.~l(l stat~s: Alaska, Connecticut, 
Hampshire, Nqrth Dakota Oh' "c"(j'" a, Mlchi"an, Minnesota, Monta~a, New 
Wyoming.' ,10,: .;regon, South:',Dakota, Utah;.,y~~C!p.t, and 

ii~' ~~n d~t~.arepapprais.ed and this conclusion is rea6~ed in App 1 ·.·I.;"~ 
. a ona lIe ra'tection Ass;)ciation "Fir d p' L ." 

Fire Journal, 18 (S~pt. 1968). . .. ' . es an;p:e osses Classified, 1967, 62 
112,The percentage increases by location or "occu . : .. : ." 

" volumes, not rates, by the NFPA, Fo~ the 1 6 p~n?y g:oupmg, are based on llIe 
the frequency of llIes'for all the loca.t· . t 9 6~'l period, the percent changes in : Ion ca egones'were: 

Location ?r occupancy' 1966 \f 1967 
~:roupmg volume 1: volume 

Percent 
increase 

Public assembly ...•... , 28,600 ":' • 
Edu"ation and inStitution)~!: 30,800 7,7 
Residence. . ., 17,000.';:r:J7,700 4.1 
st . - . . . . . . . . . . .. 669,400 %65 100 
orO:Ce .... . . . . . . . ... 47,800 .~;'t 51;800 8'~ 
I d .............. 8,200 {~: 9,900 O' 
s~0~:t7 : : . . . . . . . . . .. 67,300 :i~~57 500 -i4:~ 
Othe; bUi1din~' : : : : : : : :: 98,300 . :ii.06;100 7.9 
~rush, rubbish, grass .... " 34,200: i:l,z2,000 -35.7 

orest . . ~~i'~~g . ·).G65,500 4.0 
Other outd~~r' " . . . . . . . 23' 700:?l

Q5
,000 .9 

Transportation eq~i~~~;t . : . ,.~~\27 ,900 17.7 446,150 "'f,~13j700 1,r,7.3 

Total.. 2 396550 . '. ;:X<'~ . . . . . . . . . .. , , . ·t,393.000;":;'-':2'.:, 

Source: NFPA,ibid.,pp.19-21..:: :;~' 
113. Ibid., p. 19. '. "~I; ..' 
114. Crime Commi' To k ~ .::;... . . cit. .• p. 46... SSlOn, as orce Report: Cmne and Its'lljlpact-AIl,.4ssessmellt, op. 

115. "Vandalisni St d f S I '" .": Bait" .'. u Y 0 e ected Great Cltle~ for 1966"1967 ". . db' 
ImoreClty Public Schools D' . . f R .'" prepare y the 

'11 Records andStatistic~. June 1968~V1s10n 0 esearch and Development, Bureau '0[, 

6. Ranked in d . f I, b' . . ' . ' An eles .. or .er 0 :l'u lic school enrollment, the cities were' New York .~ Me~Phis DNetrOlt'oPh
l 
iladelphia, Baltimore, Cleveland, Washington: D.C Mi!wa~~~S ,'. 

. ,ew r eans Denver Tampa B t C·' . .' .,.. ,. 
Tulsa, .. Portland Pittsb~ h N' I , os o~, mcmnati, Jefferson County;' 
Wichita Birl11.i~ham D rg ~ , ~frk, Kansas C1ty,Mo., Oakland, MinneapoliS' 
Syracus~, and .. Beaum~nt.ayron, Paso, N~rfolk! Louisville, St. Paul, Richmondj 
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. T k F ce i ? The comparab!l; VCR category is "other assaults." In 1967 a total of 4,566 l., ~ 
• h~' data were made by tne as or., 1 l 11!\ :c 

'f11 .. Rate calculatio~sfrom t e surveJR t. Crime and ItsImpact-An Assessment, op. 1 I agencies, representing a total popUlation of 146 million, reported 229,928 arrests, "" 
118. Ctlme Commission. Task Force epor. ! " or ~57,6 per 100,OOO. Jl.

t
·. '.,,' 

. cit., p. 77. .", . r'can PubUc Looks at Violence)' Nov. ,1968: 1 132, American violent crime rates are W50 great in comparison to another country with ,~ .. 
119 ;.LStOuUdiSyHNatrO.iS1an88d7 ,AfsosOretta~teesN' ati~oh.nCal~.,mcoeml m'ls.sion on the Causes and Preventi~)n of I. reliable data, Norway. Rates for separa,te' major violent acts are not available, but i .. i.·.·.):l ,:"';'.;'1:" 

• . Nonvegian criminologist Nils Christie computed rates for thc: equivalent of the four c • ' 

. Violence (Hereinafter cl~ed as Hams Survey)~ d 1176 interviews with persons ,1S t. major vloierilr.crimes combined (which in Norway are given the labels: offenses '0, :. 

. . The total sample m the. survey compr~~:cted by means of an ru:ea probability \' ~ against Hfe, boqy=-and health; assaults against ~ublic servants; and robbery). He ;1 \; I 

of age and older Respondents were s . ts t "clusters" of .. ;'{ produced these:,.rates per 100,000 population (h'er the age of 14 (with American'il" . 
years· . hi h . v lved 100 sampling pom , 0 ', .... 1 f'" . .• .!'.( .'1' ; I sampling procedure. w ~ mo. from the Harris home office . If rates for the ~,yr major vIolent crimes combined in parenthe:.es): I 
approximately 12 mterYleWS . each. InstruCtiO~er eographical units and then . ) : .. 

. directed intervi.ewer~ to specl.fic blocks e:':ining ~hich indiVidual wit~ the .\KN.' ...• ~!,'. Year Role per 100,000' Year Rate per 100,000 ;;1 1" ; 
designated systemat!~ proc:ed:r Jo~al1backs were employed; if )10 inteIVleW was I "I I, 
househol~ should be mtervlew .' o. attempted an interWl;W at the next 1957 •.. _ . , . . , 58 (140) 1962 . . . , . . . . . 57 (160)cl,j,'l 
obtained' at an address, t~e intervIewer r . 1958 .•.. , • .. . 59 (148) 1963 • . . . . . • • . 58 (166) ,)f t " 

residence, following a pres~nbed. route. adults interviewers talked with teenage I.Q.; 1959 ..•. , • • . . 59 (141) 1964 . . . . . . . . . 54 (188) ·~rr.;lkl .. · .... t\. 
Coincident with the mtervtew among I lit~ s The intervieW with youngsters l' 1960 .. , • . • • . • 56 (159) 1965 . . • . . . . . . 59 (198) II ' 

boys and girls' n4~18) residin~r the :am\~C~e~~a' use expressions of dissention,! .. )961 ..... , , . . S9 (156) 19M ........ , 65 (217) ' .. Iii 
was considerablY shorter, de d ng on'Yal Wl t physical vi~lence, There were 195 of . t .~ 1 'r 
experience with violence, an. ~pprov O~t'enage interview per household was.:f,il 133. For the Norwegian equivalent of tile four major violent crimes otombined, Professor ,.',.:I.! {; ..... . 
these interviews (~? more. ~ an .one .• e conducted 1 week laterthIough ~he.. l Nils Ch{,stie {see preceding note) computed an uptrend of only about 8 percent . \ 
permitted). An addltton~ 301lIltervlew~wei t"elding a total of 496 interviewsWth \ between 1957 and 1966, so the reported Americ!\n increase is considerably greater V ",.i! '. 
use of an identical sampling procedure, us ~l ... ;,;i·' . 1 than in Norway as well. Professor Christie informed the Task Force that he found"? '1:, 
teenagers. .' d It t k place Oct. 1-8 1968. The additionat teenager! no firm evidenc.o as to the p'ermanency or mag,~itude of the recent Norwegian ;':1\ (] 

Interviewmg among a u s 00 ,. . \ increases. He stated that he pref~tted to regard the j90ssible rises ill the crime rate as ' " 
interviews were m~de on Oc~. l~~i li~8~liminates "span\;¢d as a child." Table 121 a fluctuation in the long-term tren'ikwhich has been fairly level. .'. 'i ; '.~ 

120. Table 10 has all SlX categones. a e,.,), In addition, in the case of forcible rape trendt., the Task Force could find few Ii .\; 
eliminates "choked." .. hethtli~~ not the acts were in fact Significant uptrends from Interna/ional Criminal Stf1tistics (Interpol) data on most ,[ 'J' 

111. The survey was not interested •. however, m ~\:. of the other EUIopeancountries. Interpol data are explained in moredetaiI below. it' \ . 
reporte<kto the police. 118" 134. See the Interpol publication, International erin'linal Statistics, for complete ~1.;li 

122. Harris Survey, op. cit., p. . t' explanations.· ". . . ~ .. ',: .•. J 
123Jbid., p. 120.. ..' 'd t for many years. Social analysts sugg~S! 135. Discu.ssing" Interpol data in "Report on the Post-\VJLr Trends of Crime In Selected " 
124, Mexico has experlen~ed a high hamlel ~:~e hysically aggre~sive forms of behavIor ~ EUropean Countries," Consultant Paper t9 the Crin:(e Commission, p.4,Prof.KarI r:"'llill : f~ . 

that in areas o! ~1:elUcol wheroeJa:;::sed~~cri~~ a kind of fatalistic expectation ~;'\ Christiansen says::·:""·1,,'l: 1,' I,. 

constitute po;rtJ.ve va ues. . S ''If d F anco Ferracuti, The Subculture OJ :" . ,"" 

violence and death. See. Marym Wo gang a~ r 'Ii Comparisons of the trenc;1s 'may be f(lasible provided tha.t: (1) No::! ' 
Violence (London: SOCIal S.clence ~:aper~acl<s, 192;1&. per 100 000 population. "For, important changes in legislation have.occurrecf, in any of the countries during ~lj .,. t 

125. In 1965 the phlJ,ippines h~d 8,750:n~r ;:s~~:s fo~ 1965 show a total of 9,850 Qi the period of investigation. (2) No important changes ir. the administration of 
comparis?n, the F,BI unif~rm19~r~nd a fate per 100,000 population of 5.1: Tbus" the law of any of the countries have o~curred during the period of 
1ll1,mlerB m the entire U.S. or . '. . 'tted by the 32 million people In the .\ investigation. (3) No important changes in tM system':of recording, statistical 
the actual number of murders.,.comml 90 'ilion eople in the U.S." See the! preparation and tabulation of the da,ta have c/ccv.rred in)lnY of the countries 
philippines is about as high as that for the 1 ~l b the Office of Public Safety, < during the period of investigation. '" ; '. 
Survey of Philippine Law Enforcement Iiret

ar
; Stare Washington, D.C., Dec. 15,: ! 136. It is likely, for example, that the summation M American robberies plus burglaries 

Agency for International Development, ep. o.;.,:~," j includes more crimes of a minor nature tWin UiI!i Interpol "scdous theft" 
1966, p. 36, '. 275279 .'1 classifications.:'. . . .' . .' 

126. WQlfs:me. and Fe~racuti,op. ;It., pp. - '. .". '.' .. ; '. .~~ 137. Unfortunately the years since 1965,.when the American increases have been the 
127.Scl;lesmger,op. elf:, p~. 42-4~. he Fiiearms Task Force of the V!Olen~e I·';.~' sharpest, are no.t included in these comparisons because complete foreign data are 
12B.From eaiaappeanng. tndths~feportk~~ ~ighth in general suicide rates but jirstt (, . not yet available; '. . 

Commission, the Umte es . ran "tJ: survey Sec Geor'~e D. Newton, r·, ,."t 138. Prof, Leon Radzinowicz, for example, addressed this commoh tie wUcn he testified 
pe~Gent of suicides ,bY pre~s m 11 l_e.:"'d:oVu~o·l;nce in ,4merican'Life (Washington, { before the Commission that: " .• 
and Franklin E. Zunnng, Flreanns un I . , 

D,C,:U.S. Gort. Print. OfL, 19~9)~ p. 3;;. 6 . :"1 
.:,- 29 -In the case of Denmark the penod IS 1962-6 . . en d ;:\ 
. ·tSO· Called "woUl'ding" in England and Wales as ~eU as In It n\ 1l'1967 Canadian Crime >i 

31' Canada also nliS a very large number of mmor assat~ s~ n . i 
1 . Statistics Ieports .the following figures for thai offense. ~1 

Year 

1965 ..•...••• 
1966 .•...•.•• 
1967- ........• 

NUri10er 

44,551 
53,533 

.,59;149 
'~:.~! '.-

Rare per lCO,OOO U 
.271.6 
318.6 
340.9 

;:1 
;'\ 
" ~ "1 /'1 
~t 
i,i 
ii 

... to· find crime decreasing it is necessary to leave the affluent societies 
altogeth~r and go where thereis less property and less opportunity, less 
competiti()n, less cllance, less mobility, less of all the things usually associated 
with the very idea of social progress; (Testimony of Sept. 26, 1968. transcript, 
1'.626.) . . 
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APPENDIX 2 

UNIFOR~l CRIME REPORTING 
TRENDS-FBI PROCEDURES 

This explanation of FBI procedures was originally provided by the 
Uniform Crime .Reporting Section of the Federal Bureau of Investigation for 
the benefit of the President's Crime Commission. Because of its importance in 
articulating exactly how crime trends are computed by the FBI, it has been 
re~roduced for this Task Force Report of the Violence Commission: 

Reference is made to page 46 of I<Uniform Crime Re,ports-1965" 
which briefly sets forth an explanation of crime trends as prepared for 
Uniform Crime Reports publication. . . 

HistoriCally, the FBI applies verification and quality review 
procedures over individual ager.cy reports giving spe.cial attention to 
trends in volume of crime, as well as crime rates. In allirend tabulations 
only those reporting-units are used that have prOVided comparable data 
for the period involved. National. geographic qnd area trends are always 
established on the basis of 2 consecutive years. Whenever it is 
determined that an agency has' provided noncomparab1e data during 
this period' the reports of that agency are not used in trend tabulations. 

The Fm conducts,a special review of crime reports from police 
agencies five times a'year for the purpose of identifying any ::$ignificant 
changes in crime levels which are due in part to a chartge in reporting 
procedures or record systems. For example, in 1966 over 2,000 ttend 
Mters! were sent by the FBI staff to the police administrator of -a 
contributing agency to inquire as to the reason for a significant increase 
or decrease in pertinent crime classifications. This letter specifically 
directs attention to .. a possible change in records or reporting 
procedure~. As a result, ind966, 147 reporting agencies have been 
eliminateq from trend tabulations because the change iri crime counts 
are in par} due to a change in reporting or records in all or one offense 
classification. 

"Unif6rm Crime Reports-1965" reported that 92 percent of the U.S. 
population was represented in offenses known to the police volume and 
rate tabplations. (Rates in Uniform Crime Reports alWllYS refer to the 
number 'qf crimes per umt of popUlation.) However, since national 
trends or? percent !lhange tabulations·are restricted: to those agencies 

.! . 
". 
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which I;~~e had comparable records and reporting practices, the I REFERENCES 143 , 

142 , ~ 
I j ;/ 

:. 

';~..;:,~ 

departmen!s actually used for national trends in 1965 represented 82 I 
percent o~?our U.S. population. Year-to-year trends in Uniform Crime i:i 
Reports .~te valid and can be used to reasonably establish long-term r 1 
trends,as well as reestimate crime volumes and reconstruct rates for J' 1 

past yeats. We logically assume that fhe current year is the most 
complete in terms of volume. The trend or percent change as j 
establisheg by comparable units for each 2-year period is then applied ! { 
as the basIS:for reestimating the volume for prior years. 1 ~ 

An exathple of the procedure used will be that applied to the crime I'! 
counts fr~in New York City. This is an atypical situation. New York 
City Polic.e Department is providing a more complete count of criminal 
incidence~hrough an improvement in reporting and records procedures. 

In 1 Q~S the New York City Police Department reported 187,795 
index offenses and will report over 300,000 index offenses in 1966. 
These figures obviously are not used in uniform crime reporting trends, 
but the: {965 volume figures for the city of New York, State of New 
York UJltl' for the United States must be ,revised. Normally we would 
apply t~,'noncomparable reporting places the average trend experience 
of similii,r comparable reporting units within the same State. However 
large citi~s, and particularly New York, are unique. In such situations 
we willf.evise the 1965 New York City volume figure using the average 
trend e.:>i:perience for cities over 500,000 inhabitants nationally against 
the actual reporting volume by New York City in 1966. 

(1966 volume re.E,orted) _ Estima'i,::d crime for 
@rend comparable places, - previous year. 
'~'. 1966 over 1965) 

If we assume a New York city base (If 300,000 index offenses this will 
increase' the New York State 1965 volume of index offenses by 92,000. 
The total; crime rate for the State of New York will then be adjusted 
upward from the 1,608 offenses per 100,00Q reported in 1965 to 
2,117. The national rate will be similarly revised from 1,434 offenses 
pe! 100,000 as reported in 1965 to 1,482. 

There ~~ set forth below the published estimated number of index 
offenses irl:d960 to 1965 and the revised estimates which we used in 
establishing;'the trend from 1960 to 1965. The Ce)lter column contains 
the national percent change which was established by comparable 
reportlng:units for each 2-year period and which remains- constant in 
reestima~ng for past years. 

, ,~'\ 

":,,,,:,. Published 
Year Revised national trend Published 

'ilstimate over previous estimate 
year (percent) 

1960 .......•... 1,908,679 1,861,161 
1961 ................ 1,973,151 3 1,926,119 
1962 • .. to ........... 2,098,432 6 2,048,341 
1963 ... ,'. > •••••• 2,310,359 10 2,259,081 
1964 ........... 2.614,223 13 2,604,428 
1965 ..•.... ' ..•. 2,780,015 6 2,780,015 

t<, 

f f.; 

,; 
, i:~J ., 

I 
)';,~ 

I 

1. The text of the letter reads as follows: 

, We. apprecia!e your continued interest in c . • 
change ill your cnme figures identified b . rune reporting. We note a sharP 

' Y penod and classification as follows' 
. Was the change due to any adjustment in ,. • 

system? We ask this to be sure that the s thlOur SCoIlng ,Procedures or re(;ord 
, arne me od was used In both periods. 

Your response In the enclosed envelope will b . 
e app!..lclated. 

JOHN EDGAR HOOVER,Director 
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N ~ [t r,!'j,: . II APP~,~IX 3 .lilll 
i! REPORTED INDEX 'CRIME INCREASES ~ll 

':', BETWEEN 1950 AN,D 1965 b"lJE TO III 
! URBANIZA TION''-AND CHANGES~~k' 
t IN THE AGE STRUCTURE OFllj'ii ' 

61 THE POPULATION ALONE ill! i 

1 1 .. ' .. 1".' .... I like I ,1 This appendix shows the method and calculations behind the concIUSiOnS!\ll,.l' 
1 in Chapter 3 on the percentage increases of reported Index cd~les between ri!~1 
! 1950 and 1965 due to urbanization and changes in the age stn/ !ture of the:,., !, .~~f'i: ' I population alone. The work has been done by Theodore F,eii:linand in an;f;!;"" :J f 

' .. !, artiClC
h
' forthcoming in the Britishloumal o/Criminology and is included hehre" /.12(1\' . ./.\. 

".'~' with is consent and review. The method and calculations are entirely t e '.,~ .:' 
4 work • of Professor Ferdinand. The Task Force has edited his technical R I" 
~~'l commentary somewhat to integrate it with the overall TaskForce report and 1.1 't':.I' I has omitted the author's brief Introduction and Summary-Conclusion. ,il!;', 
::jl ImpORTED INDEX CRIME OFFENSE INCREASES BETWEEN \1 " ~ , 
.• 1950 AND 1965 DUE TO URBANIZATION ALONE ;.11~ •. 1.!':'.';.1 II J, f1\1;:; I 1 Table 1 shows the distribution of the population in urban and ,rural places ,i t' 

1)n1950 and 1965, It is apparent that the major effects of redistributing the [.'I.,.fJ.,[' •... ~,· 
l,!,t:J965 P9Puiation in terms of 1950 proportions are (1) a large increase in the ~ 
f number of people in rural areas, (2) only a minor decrease in Group II cities, .i

f 

f:: '8 
j and (3) substantial decreases in the remaining groUPS,l.. ,.,;. '".'.l.C,~ 
I: In Table 2, the revised v~lume of Index crimes is ~alc'Jlated from. the " i 'r t, 

I reyised ?oP1u9la6t5ionThfigures fOd~J9615 from T
f

a
T
ble

bl
l a

2
nd

th
the a~tual rates of thehse '.;.l .. l·;r 

if cnmes In • e revise '. voumes 0 a e , ereLore, represent t e. . 
I ~ndex crimes that would have' occurred if the population had been distributed j li.:I~if 

A ill urban and rural places in 1965 as it ~as in 1950. , !:l\'f 
1,;?ab,le 3, shows the percen! increase in Inde~ crim~s.attributhble, to urban 'dt 
Ir~distnbutlOn al()ne; . The spelCal<case of manslaughter should be pomted out. t.; ... :.:.ii.

r" 
.. , •. 

•• ~ In Table 3 we see that the volume of manslaughters has actually been ,': .; 
{ sup~ressed by the degree of urbanization that has occurred since 1950. This 
,ffin~g is entirely reasonable be~ause those groups that have declined in size ' lit i 
;'~ r~l?ttve to the rest ohhe population since 1950 (the rural areas and Group 1I , u: . 
. ,! CItIes) have relatively higher rates of manslaughter (see Table 2), while those l" 
t groups t1i,at have gained rapidly in popUlation (Group III, IV and V cities) , I" 

,tt have rather low rates of the crime. . ...., , :!!~; 

IJ .. ril' 

1'1 

". '.,;0.· 
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Table 1, -The distribution of the population in urban 

and !Ural places, 1950 alld 1965 

Revised 
19653 

Cities by population size 19501 19652 

Group I, cities 
greater than 250,000 

: ,Group Il, cilJes of 
100,000 ti) 250,000 

Group Ill, cities of 
50,000 to 100,000 

Group IV, cities of 
25,000 to 50,000 

25,936,568 

9,882,796 

8,697,121 

, 8,360,623 

42,573,000 

13,704,000 

15,788,000 

16,200,000 

13,280,000 

11,640,000 
i 

',] 
11,230,000 ,} 

1 
1 13,300,000 ,~ 

Group VI, cities 0/ ill,~i ~ 
,,,._10,000 6~3[,320 11,'26,000 9,172,000 \"~ i 

Group V;'cities of 
10,000 to 2S,OOq, :9,935,178 17,003,000 

::,U" .:~,:::',::: .::',~::'::: '::':::::1"'1 t~ 1/ .~~ 

1. From UCR, Table 31, p. 89. > i ~ ~ 
2. From UCR, 1965, Table 6, p. 94. ':'~ 'g';' 
3. Calculated by increasing the size of each population category by 34,270, the percent' J ~ ~ 

age represented,in the total ~ncrease of ilie total population in 1965 over 1950. I'·:} !'~ 
The volume of all the other major offenses, however, has increasedl'l a ' 

appreciably as a result ~f urbaniz~tio~. ~or the f?~r major violent crimes,S.!,}: ' 
percent of the rep?ttedlX).creases m cnmmal hOmlClde

2 
offenses, 12.8 percecl i!:,,1 t; 

of the reported 'itlcte'a~es in forcib~e rape offenses, 25.1 percent of ~~l';':i ~ 
"port,d merea'''' m ,obbe", offenses, and 13,2 pe"en' of th' i,portOl"II' 
mcrea&es m aggravated assault offenses between ,1950 and 1965 arttt ~ 
attributable to urbanization alone. Q'Llrall, 17.s percent of the increase in !hl!"\ 
four maj,or offenses between 1950 and 1965 is attributilbleto tii:banizatj~ll"',",~;" " 
alone. The figure for all reported offenses, violent (including manslaughteq ", 

and property, is 19 percent. ' r 1 . ,J 

REPORTED INDEX CRIME AR, REST lNCREASESBETo/EEN.' hI 
1950 AND 1965 DUE TO CHANGES IN THE AGE STRUCTlJRE,~;l, 

.; OF THE POPULAtION ALONE ' ir]:~,:;; 
An analysis similar to the above can be perfomed 011 the changes in thea~'l 

structure of the p'6pl.llation. The analysis proceeds by first calculating i.llt",t 
V,olu,m, e ,Of arr,ests that Vi, ?,'U"ld," haV,e, occurred in theabsense ,?"f;,cha,'nges. intl.i,','."'l"i;C';-:~(~~Y: 
age s.ttucture un~er exanu~~tion"The~e figures are .then,used.to deterIl1ln~thI'~ 
portiOn of the mcreases 1tllnd~x cnme arrests smce 1950 that are a difell ~., 
resultofthe changes in the age structure of the United States. ":l . 

There 'are two differences between these calculations and those f~l-l 
urbanization. First, the basic counting unit is noW arrests reported by t~, .',l, . _ ' . ~l 
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j"';t;,\ police, instead of offenses reported by th? police. This is so because, as 'f 
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"'~ discusse,d,. in Chapter 2, completely accurate knowledge about the ~i 
J charact'efis'fics of offenders is not possess'&d until arrest has been made:. The It 

t",! extent to wluch gener~Uzati9ns about offenses reported can be made from WI' L 
:"q knowledge of arrests repo}t~d'is limited by the factors discussed in Chapter 2. .fl';":'l,l:'."',.",,,:,'.' :,,;l The most important limitations are the gap betweerl arrests and offenses and ,;' , 
'l the fact that "reported arrests" refer to the number of persons arrested, while ~' ",,, 

t "reported offenses" refer to the number of offenses. We do not attempt to fr~ 
"l generalize from arrests to offenses in this an~ysis. ,.tll'~ 
" Second, the VCR category of '~willful murder and nonnegligent jJ ":~ 

,t~,J manslaughter" cannot be separated from the VCR category of "negligent n.r';\l 
.!i manslaughter.,,3 No differention was made by the UCR for the base year of i! ,)~,f, 
'i the analYSis, 1950. Consequently, "criminal homicide" here means willful n 'JI 
\ murder, nonnegligent manslaughter, and negligent manslaughter. '1) ,; 
1 Table 4 shows the !lumber of those aged 10 through 24 years and the :jf i 
l number in the remaining portion of the population,4 This age cohort Was ; .. 1.: 'h.!. 

,! selected because it is very crbninaUy inclined5 and because in recent years it t; l; 

~1 hM inc,",,,d :,:e4~;~ ;:;"~;~:;~~;~~;;~~;::::' ~\;t: 
\d Age cohorts Revised 3 . ~ [lll';) 

I" 1950
1 

1965
2 

1965 "".i.i. '".':.i.' ~ ,':::~i t( " ~~ 

!;I ::d ""oW" ,:::::::::: ,:::::::::: ,::::::::: '.li.I:.!11 
~ '~:1: Total 151,326,000 193,818,000 193,818,000 ;i:':ff:1 
~ P·.t ,. . . 
.0 61 'From U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstracts of the United States, 1966, dlJV 
~ ;~\t (87th ed.), Washington, D.C., 1966, No. 21, p. 24"/'~t:i\' 
iii ~ i ,f ~~.. 2From U.S. Census, "Estimates of the Population of the United States, by Age, Color, t: .: ,',i 
5:a~' '1 and Sex: Juiy 1, 1900 to 1965," Population Estimates, Series 1'-25, No. 321, Nov. 30 " t i ;l: 

'; ~~~I:~:J !~:~:u~:t~: ;:~~:r~aSing ~ge cohorts of 19;d"by the same percentage of increase ; rj\ iF 
';!i:Oh ,'.;d exhibited by the total popula,tl·on. ~. ." 

' ' '' 10'~ In .fible 5, the volume of ",."t, that would haw occuned in 1965 if the ; rjl;~ 
~"O~ 'h age structure had remained unchanged from 1950 has been calculated. In : dl:! \ 
~]~.'~ iable~, theRer~entages of the in teases i~ Index arrests that have resulted .: f,if:!)'i

l ~ ~! "\ rom c lan.!\.e.~jn t le age structure a one are s lOWn. , t'l .. " 
5$ i 't Table @s:ondudes that, for the four major violent crimes, 5.5 percent of~ d':1 
.l4 ~~ '. t" the repoit~id . increase in criminal homicide arrests, 47.1 percent of the,;",.,.~i~';f',J.:!;, .• ,;.,::",.· .... · 
~~;:: ~eported ,iIlcrease in ,f()~cjble rape arrests, 13.4 percent of th~ report~d ! ': 
~ ~l (,' mcrease III robbery arrests, and 9.2 percent of the reported mqease m f . 
~~,) aggravated assault arrests between 1950 and 1965 are attributa1:Jle, to l~i 
e e i d expansion of the proportion of the age 10-24 cohort L'1 the total popuHitfP:rt.:; t{ir~' , 
Ne TI 0b vterall, 11.8 percent of theipcrease in the four mhjor violenf crime farrests .. ·.";,,,',:,f,_.i,',:.,;",\ .• ~,.':\,;'.: 
ii'~l.~~r'. e ween 1,95~ and 1965 is ~ttributable just to the greater proportion 0 tho,se '. 1, 

$.~f;?J a~ed 1O-24'Jn 1965 .thanm 1950. The figure for all the reported arrests,: '!i.~;.' 
,!"". ~ VIOlent and propertY,ls lUi percent. 'j 

: [:1 

\1 .i .. /., 
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Table 5. - The volume of arrests in 1965. revised to 
reflect age strllctw{of 1950 U.S. population 

Crirrs arrestS, 1965 

Criminal homicide (willful 
mUlder" nonnegligent 
manslaughter, negligent 
manslaughter); 

Under 25 
25 and ove!' 

Forcible rapt\: 
Under 25 
25 and over 

Robbery: 
Under 25 
25 and over 

Aggravated assault 
Under 25 
25 and over 

Burglary: 
Under 25 
25 and over 

Larceny: 
Under 25 
25 and over 

" 

Auto theft:,., ;; " 
Under 25 ':, :!': ~ .., 
25 and over ' ~ 

Total;' 
Under 25 
25 and over 

Al 
Actual 
volume of 
1965 

3,798 
6,365 ' 

6,897 
3,837 

31,600 
14,272 

35,011 
49,400 

158,140 
39,487 

-< 

291,363 
92,363 

f"· 

"':~~f}:,ij57~ ~~ 
~p06 -

\. '~f~ffft
" 616,\766 ' 
:2nS:~0 

B2 
Rate 
arrests 
of arrests, 1965 

7.721 
4.401 

14.02 
2.652 

64.23 
9.87 

. 71.20 
34.2 

321.4 
27.3 

592.5 
63.8 

182.8 
8.16 

1254.0 
15D.4 

'~.: . 

'\ . ~; 

Revised volume 

3,300 
6,652 

5,990 
4,080 

27,460 
14,910 

30,430 
51,690 

137,490 
41,.770 

253,300'" 
96,40n 

78,200 
12,330 

, 536,170 
227;322 

lFrom Uniform Crime Reports. 1965,\Table 22, p. 114., ' 
u:iCa\culated by dividing the col. A "U~~,er'25" entries'by 492.43 (the number of people 
per 100,000, 10-24, years of age) and ih\~ coLA "25 and Over" entries by 1445,75 (tht 
number ~f people per 100,000,,0-9 and 25\.or dttIer.) ,," ,., :.: 3 . , . ~ \' .~" ,I ,'; ,~, ,. 

Calculated by multiplying the col. B "Un~er 25" entries by 42,760,000 and the column 
B "25 andOver" entries by 151,058,000. ~~re Table 4. 
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. t irn rovements in the thoroughnesS with 
1 To some extent these changes repre~n d p rtments througho\Jt the Nation, But 

. which the FBI gathers data from po cthe ~pa f rural and small town popUlations 
950 UCR underestimate e size 0 h b n to 

because the 1 . th ffect of these imprOVements as ee 
(relati'~e to the 1965 UCR) , e ej . h the American population has left the 
understiI?ate the ac~~ extent to eWe~f~cts of population redistrib~tion ypon the 
countryside for the cities: Thdus, ~ db low are probably conservative eStimates of 
criminal patterns of Amenca eSCII e e 

the influence of thisfactor. .. . . al homicide" we mean "willful murder," plus 
, 2. As discussed in chap. 1, b~, cnnlln 

::~::'i;·" "nonnegloget manslaughter, . h Task Force report. 
. "i As has been done throughout mos~ of ~l~me of arrests for age categories different 

4 Unfortunately the 'FBI reports t e v f Census The FBI uses the age group 24 years 
. from those used by the U.S, Bu~eau 0 rt . 't5 d~ta that those who committed 

and under, while the Census Bureau repo s It ke~ into account when computing 
crimes While under ~e age.of 10 i:~rs wer~e~~! s~ small, however, that it could not 
ihe rates of the vanous crones. IS num 
have had any appreciable effect upon the results. 

5. See chap, 3. 

APPENDIX 4 

OFFENSE RATE DATA FOR THE FOUR 
MAJOR VIOLENT CRIMES, 1967 

CITIES OVER 250,000 
POPULATION-RANKED BY 

RATE OF OFFEr~SE 
\'," 

(All rates per 100,000 population in the relevant city] 

(Source: FBI, Unpublished dataJ 

These rates are referred to in Chapter 3 and are for central cities only. 
Rates for Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas are included in the UCR, 
1967, pp. 80-93. The order of ranking for Standard Metropolitan Statistical 
Areas is in some instances different from the central city rankings. Rates of 
offenses for individual cities under 250,000 are, higher in some instances 
than for individual cities over 250,000. 

Identical tables for crimil1!!i homicide, forcible rape, robbery, and 
aggravated assault (as well as' 'for the other major UCR Index offenses) 
covering the year 1965 are found in the Assessment:Task Force Report of 
the Crime Commission, pp. 212-215. . 

Table i.-Criminal honiicide 
[Rates per 100,000 population] 

Rank City State Rate 
i Atlanta Ga. 28.3 2 St. Louis Mo. 24.5 3 Foit Woith, . Tex. 22.6 ',' 4 Washington : 'r': .;\,,~0.b.c. 22.0 5 Dayton ,~;'Ohio 21.7 6 Baltimore -·::~~Md. 21.4 7 Newark N.J. 21.3 8 Houston Tex. 20.6 9 Cleveland Ohio 18,4 10 Cliitlotte N.C. 17.4 11 Detroit " Mich. 17.1 12 New Orleans La, 17,0 13 Dallas Tex. 15.7 14 Chicago 111. 15.6 15 Birmingham Ala. 14;5 16 Louisville Ky. 13,3 

',: 
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·~ .': 

R~nk 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
SO 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 

Rank 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

Crimes of Violence 

Table 1 (cont) 

State 
City 

Tenn. 
Memphis Tenn. 
Nashville Ohio 
Cincinnati Fla. 
Miami Calif. 
Oakland Mo. 
Kansas City Mass. 
Boston Fla. 
Tampa Pa. Philadelphia TeX. 
San Antonio Okla. 
Tulsa Ind. Indianapolis 

Calif. Sacmmento Calif. Los Angeles 
N.Y. 

Rochester Okla. 
Oklahoma City 

Va. 
Norfolk N.Y. 
New York Calif. San Francisco 

N.J. Jersey City Ohio 
Toledo Wash. 
Seattle Nebr. 
Omaha Ariz. 

" Phoenix 
Pa. 

Pittsburgh Colo. 
Denver Ohio 
Columbus Ohio 
Akron Wis. 
Milwa~kee 

""iN.Y. Bl"ffnlo N.Me~,., Albuquerque Kans. ' 
< ~ ~ •••• ~ ~ '.' -Wichita Calif. 

Long Beach Minn. 
Minneapolis 

Tex. 
EIPaso Oreg. 
Portland Hawaii 
Honolulu Minn. st. Paul Calif. 
San Jose . Calif. 
San Diego 

Table 2.-Forcible rape. 
[Rates per 1 00,000 POPIMt~9lJl, 

",<,Cit>,,< 

Los Ang~i~{i:" 
Newark 
Baltimore 
Detroit 
Kansas City , 

, . :/;:'::~~B~J;fv~~.~,r,\, 
ChiCago 
Pittsburgh 
Minneapolis 
Dayton 

, <"State 

Calif. 
N.J. 

. Md. 
Mich. 
Mo. 
Mo. 
Colo. 
Ill. 

!:"~:~~~ ~n. 

\*~;;,. 

Rate 
12.7 
12.6 
12.5 
12.4 
12.4 
11.7 
11.5 
11.5 
11.3 
11.3 
11.2 
10.9 
10.1 

9.9 
9.8 
9.5 
9.4 
9.1 
8.8 
8.6 
8.6 
8.3 
8.0 
7.7 
6.7 
6.5 
6.4 
6.3 
5.5 
5.2 
4.7 
4.6 
4.3 
4.0"" 
3.9 "co,:" 

3.7 
,,3.6 

2.8 
2.6 
2.5 

Rate 

:01!;P\, 
'. ':. 

Offense Data-Cities over 250,000 

Rank 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
11 
Hi 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
45 
46 

"',,, 47 
"!':4iii~' 

49 
50,"! 
51 ~~::i," 

52 f::: 
53 1/" 

;t~kf;k<, 56 .\ .. '?' 

,)~~l3pnk 
'\':':':;1::,,: 

2 
3 
4 

Table 2 (cont) 

City 
New Orleans 
Oklahoma t'ity 
Long Beach 
Buffalo 
Oakland 

:,:Atlanta 
Norfolk 
San Francisco 
Wichita 
Miami 
Columbus 
Cincinnati 
Indianapolis 
New York 
Albuquerque 
Memphis 
Rochester 
Nashville 
Philadelphia 
Phoenix 
Washington 
Boston 
Louisville 
Fort Worth 
Seattle 
Toledo 
Charlotte 
St. Paul 
Houston 
Omaha 
Tulsa 
Cleveland 
Tampa 
Dallas 
Portland 
Sacramento 
Birmingham 
Akron 
EI Paso 
San Jose, 
Jersey City 
San Diego 
Milwaukee 
Honolulu 

State 
La. 
Okla. 
Calif. 
N.Y. 
Calif. 
Ga. 
Va. 
Calif. 
Kans. 
Fla. 
Ohio 
Ohio 
Ind. 
N.Y. 
N.Mex. 
Tenn. 
N.Y. 
Tenn. 
Pa. 
Ariz. 
D.C. 
Mass. 
Ky. 
Tex. 
Wash. 
Ohio 
N.C. 
Minn. 
Tex. 
Nebr. 
Okla. 
Ghio 
Fla. 
Tex. 
Oreg. 
Calif. 
Ala. 
Ohio 

;; >",' Tex. 
Calif. 
N.J. 
Calif. 
Wis. 
Hawaii 

, 'Table 3.-Robbery 
/Rates per J OO,OaOpopu/ationj 

City 

Detroit 
Baltimore 
Washington 
Newark 
San Francisco 
Chicago 
Miami 

State 

Mich. 
Md. 
D.C. 
N.J. 
Calif. 
111. 
Fia. 

Rate 
30.1 
30.0 
29.9 
29.7 
28.3 
25.9 
25.8 
24.9 
24.6 
24.2 
23.9 
23.5 
23.4 
23.3 
23.1 
22.9 
22.6 
22.3 
22.2 
21.9 
21.3 
20.5 
2D.3 
20.1 
20.0 
19.5 
19.0 
18.5 
18.3 
18.2 
18.2 
17.4 
17.1 

'15.8 
, 15.4 

15.3 
15.1 
14.3 
12.7 
11.7 
10.1 
9.7", 
7,;0:;; 
5.5 

'730.1 
712.6 
711.9 
578.3 
542.6 
520.9 
459.0 
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Rank 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
Us 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 

Rank 

1 
2 
3 

City 

St. Louis 
New York 
Cleveland 
Kansas City 
Oakland 
Los Angeles 
Pittsburgh 
Dayton 
Minneapolis 

Table 3 (cant) 

New Orleans 
Houston 
ToJedo 
Portland 
Tampa 
Boston 
Long Beach 
Indianapolis 
Louisville 
Akron 
St. Paul 
Denver 
Norfolk 
Seattle 
Buffalo 
Sacramento 
Rochester 
Columbus 
Phoenix 
Memphis 
Philadelphia 
Omaha 
Nashville 
Fort Worth 
Cincinnati 
Atlanta 
Dallas 
Charlotte 
Jersey City 
Albuquerque 
Birmingham 
Oklahoma City 
Tulsa 
Milwaukee 
San Antonio 
San Diego 
EI Paso 
San Jose 
Wichita 
Honolulu 

State 
Mo. 
N.Y. 
Ohio 
Mo. 
Calif. 
Calif. 
Pa. 
Ohio 
Minn. 
La. 
Tex. 
Ohio 
Oreg. 
Fla. 
Mass. 
Calif. 
Ind. 
Ky. 
Ohio 
Minn, 
Colo. 
Va. 
Wash. 
N.Y. 
Calif. 
N.Y. 
Ohio 
Ariz. 
Tenn. 
Pa. 
Nebr. 
Tenn. 
Tex. 
Ohio 
Ga. 
Tex. 
N.C. 
N.J. 
N.Mex. 
Ala. 
Okla. 
Okla. 
Wis. 
Tex. 
Calif. 
Tex. 
Calif. 
Kans. 
Hawaii 

Table 4.-:A.ggravated assa~lt 
[Rates per laa,aaa populatzon} 

City 

Baltimore 
Miarrii 
NeWark 

State 

Md. 
Fla. 
N.J. 

ei:iines of Violence 
" .'," 

Rate 
456.8 
439.7 
433.0 
400.3 
368.4 
352.5 
333.4 
309.5 
303.4 
293.9 
273.9 
269.3 
252.0 
248.7 
237.7 
236.6 
226.2 
219.2 
201.6 
201.0 
183.4 
183.0 
181.0 
174.7 
157.1 
156.9 
156.1 
153.3 
148.9 
141.5 
140.2 
137.3 
129.2 
128.7 
123.0 
113.6 
105.8 
101.6 

99.1 
97.0 
93.1 
91.1 
90.9 
63.4 
62.9 
62.8 
57.0 
56.1 
3~.0 

Rate 

nO.1 
571.1 . 
522.7 

Offense Data-Cities over 250,000 

Rank 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 

Table 4 (cont) 

City 
CharloUfi 
Los Angeles 
WashUigton 
Chicago 
St. Louis 
Nashville 
San Francisco 
New York 
Tampa 
Detroit 
Dallas 
Norfolk 
Kansas City 
Birmingham 
Albuquerque 
New Orleans 
Dayton 
Minneapolis 
Houston 
San Antonio 
Phoenix 
Boston 
Rochester 
Atlanta 
Pittsburgh 
Philadelphia 
Omaha 
Louisville 
Cleveland 
Oakland 
Cincinnati 
Denver 
Long Beach 
Wichita 
Oklahoma City 
St. PaUl 
Seattle 
Fort Worth 
Tulsa 
EI Paso 
Buffalo 
Columbus 
Toledo 
San Diego 
Portland 
Indianapolis 
Memphis 
Akron 
Sacramento 
Jersey City 
Milwaukee 
San Jose 
Honolulu 

State 
N.C. 
Calif. 
D.C. 
Ill. 
Mo. 
Tenn. 
Calif. 
N.Y. 
Fla. 
Mich. 
Tex. 
Va. 
Mo. 
Ala. 
N.Mex. 
La. 

.Ohio 
Minn. 
Tex. 
Tex. 
Ariz. 
Mass. 
N.Y. 
Ga. 
Pa. 
Pa. 
Nebr. 
Ky. 
Ohio 
Calif. 
Ohio 
Colo. 
Calif. 
Kans. 
Okla. 
Minn. 
Wash. 
Tex. 
Okla. 
Tex. 
N.Y. 
Ohio 
Ohio 
Calif. 
Oreg. 
Ind. 
Tenn. 
Ohio 
Calif. 
N.J. 
w~s. 
Ca1.if. 
Hawaii 

Rate 
421.7 
398.0 
388.5 
350.5 
336.5 
331.7 
326.0 
303.8 
294.5 
282.6 
268.5 
265.3 
259.2 
258.5 
253.0 
239.7 
238.2 
232.2 
224.0 
212.4 
195.4 
194.7 
186.4 
175.0 
171.6 
163.8 
161.4 
160.5 
159.1 
158.7 
158.4 
152.2 
146.8 
142.1 
131.2 
126.0 
123.1 
116.2 
116.2 
112.4 
110.5 
107.3 
101.6 
93.2 
92.4 
92.1 
92.1 
90.1 
83.2 
81.8 
79.5 
62.2 
56.1 
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Rank 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

.,' 30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
3S 
36(",· 
3?:l;" 

38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
4S 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 

Crimes of Violence 

Table 5.-Totalfor the 4 major Viole~t ~riles combined 
[Rates per 100,000 popu a lOn 

City State 

Baltimore Md. 
N.J. Newark 
D.C. Washington 
Mic;h. Detroit 
Fla. Miami Ill. Chicago 
Calif. San Francisco 
Mo. St. Louis 
Calif. Los Angeles 
N.Y. New York 
Mo. Kansas City 
Ohio Cleveland 
Ohio Dayton La. New Orleans 
Fla. Tampa 
Minn. Minneapolis 
Calif. Oakland N.C. Charlotte 
Pa. Pittsburgh 
Tex. Houston 
Tenn. Nashville 
Va. Norfolk Mass. Boston 
Calif. Long Beach 
Tex. Dallas Ky. Louisville 
Ohio Toledo 
Ala. Birmingham 
Colo. Denver 
N.Mex. Albuquerque 
Ar'.". Phoenix N.Y; Rochester 
Ore. Portland 
Ga. ,A\Janta 
Ind. Indianapolis 
Minn. St. Paul 
Pa. . Philadelphia 
Wash. Seattle 
Nebr. Omaha 
Ohio Cincinnati 
N.Y. Buffalo 
Ohio Akron 
Tex" San Antonio 
Ohio Columbus 
Tex. Fort Worth 
Tenn. Memphis 
Calif. Sacramento 
Okla. Oklahoma City 
Okla. Tulsa 
Kans. Wichita 
N.J. Jersey City 
Tex. EI Paso Wis. Milwaukee 
Calif. San Diego 
Calif. San Jose 
Hawaii HonolUlU 

Rate 

1,492.3 
1,170.0 
i,143.7 
1,074.5 
1,066.7 

926.6 
902.3 
861.3 
810.7 
775.9 
714.8 
627.9 
599.9 
580.7 
571.8 
570.5 
567;8 
563~9 
543'~4 
536.8 
503.9 
483.5 
464.4 
4i7.6 
413.6 
413.3 
399.0 
385.1 
3Sa 
379.9 
378.1 
375.7 
363.5 
359.2 
352.6 
348.3 
338.8 
332.4 
327.9 
323.1 
320.1 
312.3 
304.2 
293.7 
288.1 
276.6' 
265;7 
263.8 
236.7 
227.4 
20'1.4 
191.2 
182.9 
168.3 

, 133.5 
98.2 

APPENDIX 5 

OFFEr~SE RATE DATA FOR THE FOUR 
MAJOR CRIMES, BY CITY SIZE, 1960-67 

r~i "'"Table 11ists the data used to construct Figures 3 through 7 in Chapter 3. 
t ',I The information is for reported offenses and is already in rate form in the 
~ t UCR so Table lis merely a summary of published offense rates between 

I., ~.,:, .. ,. 1960 and 1967. All the areas~both urban and rural-:-::with agencies reporting 
'( offenses to the, UCR are included in the rates. Table 2 shows the percentage 
"1 change over the 1960·67 period for the data in Table 1. 
t 
" 1, Table 1A.-VariOtion in reported criminal homicide 

Offense rates,/?y size of city, 1960·67 
[Rates peri 100,000 population] I 

t 
1 ,J 

\;1 
'I 

I 
',.! 

~.~t 

1 
,~~ 
'1 , q 

'j 
J 
1 

:';"1 .\;:! 

" 

I:,,·! , '''1 
"~:f ;t 
'::f 
'A~! 

[Data for Fig. 3, Ch. 3] 

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Cities: f~~"" 
,', 

Over 250,000 6.8 7.2 7.6 7.9 8.9 9.2 9.9 11.9 

HlO,000·250,000 5.6 5.2 5.5 5.6 5.6 6.4 6.9 7.4 

50,000-100,000 3.3 3.8 3.4 3.2 3.7 3.5 3.6 4.0 

25,000·50,000 2.9 3.2 2.9 2.9 2.9 3.1 3.4 3.5 

10,000~25,OOO 2.4 2.5 2.4 2.2 2.4 2.3 2.8 2.9 

Under 10,000 2.7 2.0 1.7 1.7 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.5 
:, ~ i,; 

Submban NA NA NA 2.3 2.5 2.7 3.0 3.3 

RUral NA 4.7 4.1 4.1 4.0 4.2 4.7 5.0 

Note:-Suburban rates include; suburban, citY"Jgld county I')plice agencies within 
rr£~()politan areas, Exclude: core oities. Suburban '~61fier are also included in other city 
groups. Suburban and rural data only available for years indicated. 

' : " IIfilf.: ,0 

S9urce: UCR.;(~;,,: 
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Table 1B.-Variation in reported!orcible rape oJyense 
rates, by size of city, 1960·67 '. 

'. [Rates'per 100,000 population] 
[Data for Fig. 4, Ch. 3] 

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Cities: 

Over 250,000 15.2 17.8 .18.3 17.1 19.2 21.4 24.6 27.3 

100,000-250,000 7.6 7.4 7.9 8.9 11.4 11.2 14.2 13.8 

50,000-100,000 5.5 5.3 5.7 6.5 8.0 8 '<\ ,~ 9.3 10.3 

25,000-50,000 4.7 ... 4.5 4.4 4.6 6.0 6.3 7.2 7.8 
l~ '. ' 

1O,{)00-25,000 ,i:4 .0 4.3 4.2 4.0 5.4 5.6 5.7 7.0 

Unde~ 10,000 ::{. 3.3 3.8 3.1 3.3 5.f'··· 5.0 4.6 5.1 
'1\';'._ 

Suburban ~A NA NA 6.7 8.6 9.8 10.4 10.9 

6.7 . 6.0 9.5 8.7 8.9 9.2 
Rural 
Note'-Suburban rates include: suburban, city, a~d county .. ~olice age~cies wit~in 

metropolitan areas. Exclude: core cities .. Suburbancitle~ ar~ also mcluded m other city 
groups. Suburban and rural rates only available for years mdlcated. 

Source: UCR. 

Table 1 C. _ Variation in Reported Robbery Offense R.ates, by size of city, 1960-67 
[Rates per 100,000 population] 

[Data for Fig. 5, Ch. 3] 

aties: 

Over 250,000 
~~f~£ 

100 ,QPO-250 ,000 

50,000-100,000 

25,000-50,000 

10,000-25,000 

Under 10,000 

Suburban 

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

117.6 112.8 157.7159.5 173.4 178.8 242.5 330.2 

57.5 55.9 55.9 61.2 69.1 73.1 83.5 107.8 

'. 36.6 38.5 37.1 42.8 47.3 48.5 55.1 69.0 

22,6 24.1 23.4 24.5 29.4 32.9 36.4 44.5 

15.7 16.2 15.4 16.3' 16.9 18.6 20.6 26.2 

12.8 12.9 11.0 11.1 11.7 11.8 11.9 14.8 

NA 21.9 25.2 28.1 31.0 38.4 

Rural NA 10.6 10.7 10.7 10.8 9.9 10.0 11.5. 
. . 'thin 

Note:-Suburban rates include: suburban, city, ~~d cOUlity ~olice age~cies WI city 
metropolitan areas. Exclude: core cities .. Suburban Cltie~ ru;e also mcludcd mother 
groups:. Suburban and rural data only tlova.!lable for years mdlcated. 

SOlirce: UCR. 
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Table lD. - Variation in reported aggravated assault offense rates, by site of city, 1960.67 
[Rates per 100,000 population) 

[Data for Fig. 6, Ch. 3] 

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Cities: 

Over 250,000 154.1 168.9 178.3 175.4 192.2 200.2 228.1 257.0 

100,000-250,000 83.3 84.8 93.3 103.8 137.2 151.0 157.31.58.8 

50,000-100,000 58.9 63.8 56.5 61;1" 70.9 85.1 92.3 101.4 

25,000-50,000 39.9 41.5 38.8 43.0 53.2 70.7 81.1 85.3 

10,000-25,000 35.2 34.1 34.4 36.4. 45.7 66.7 72.4 79.2 

Under 10,000 28.9 29.4 26.4 30.3 37.7 62.0 68.2 76.0 

Suburban NA NA NA 38.6 47.6 65.9 73.4 78.9 

Rural NA 34.4 33.7 38.6 58.7 58.3 60.9 67.2 

Note::-Suburban rates include: .suburban, city, and county police agencies within 
metropolitan areas. Exclude: core cities. Suburban cities are also included in other city 
groups. Suburban and rural data only available for years indicated. 

Source: UCR. 

Table 1E.-V:ariation in. reported offense rates, 4 major violent 
cnmes combzned, by size of city, 1960-67 

Cities: 

Over. 250,000 

100,000-250,000 

50,000-100,000 

25,000-50,000 

10,000-25,000 

UndeiJO,OOO 

Suburban 

[Rates per 100,000 population] -
. [Data for Fig. 7, Ch. 3) 

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

293.7 346.7 361.9 359.9 393.7 409.6505.1 1001.5 

154.0153.3162.6179.5 223.3241.7 261.9 287.8 

104.3 110.4 102,7 113.6 129.9 145.4 160.3 184.7· 

70.~ 73.3 69.5 75.6 91.5 113.0 126.1 141.1 

57.3;57.1 56.4 58.9 70.4 93.2 101.5 '115.3 

4 7 .7\~4.8.1 42.2 48.4 56.7 80.~ 86.8 98.4 

NA NA NA 69;5 83.9 106.5 117.$ 131.5 

Rural . ' NA .. 56.4 55.2 59.4 83.0 81 .. 1 84.5 92.9 
• NO/f;' S b b . 1 ," metr .:- u ur an rates mc ude:: suburban, city, and county police agencies within 
groU op~ltan areas. Exclude: core cities. Suburban cities are also included in other city 

ps. Ub\lrban and rural data only available for years indicated" 
Source: UCR. 
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Table 2.-Percentage chan?e in repo~ted ?ffe7~~~~~~ 
for the 4 major violent cnmes, by cIty Size, 

Criminal homicide: 
Cities over 250,000 

. 100 000-250,000 
50,OOO-lUO,000 
25,000-50,000 
10,000-25,000 
Under lOpOO 
Suburban 
Rura12 

Forcible rape: 
Cities over 250,000 
100,000-250,000 
50,000-100,000 •. ' 
25,000-50,000 
10,000-25,000 
Under 10,000 
Suburbanl 

Rura12 

Robbery: 
Cities over 250,000 
100,000-250,000 
50,000-100,000 
25,000-50,000 
10,000-25,000 
Under 10,000 
suburbanl 

Rural2 

Aggravated assault: 
Cities over 250,000 
100,000-250,000 
50,000-100,000 
25,000-50,000 
10,000-25,000 
Under 10,000 
Suburban! 
Rura12 

4 major violent crimes combined: 
Cities over 250,000 
100,000-250,000 
50 ,00G-I00 ,000 
25,000-50,000 
10,000-25,000 
Under 10,000 
suburbanl 

Rura12 

f r the yeals 1963-(i7. 
I Suburban percentage changes ale 0 eals 1961-67. 
2 Rural percentage ~han~eyS ~:SkO;~~cee ~taff from Table 1. 
Source: Computations . 

+ 75.0 
+ 32.1 
+ 21.2 
+ 20.7 
+ 20.8 
- 7.4 
+ 43.5 
+ 6.4 

+ 79.6 
+ 81.6 
+ 87.3 
+ 66.0 

.... + 75.0 
" ..• + 54.5 

+ 62.7 
':';' 37.3 

+180.8 
+ 87.5 
+ 88.6 
+ 96.9 
+ 66.9 
+ 15.6 
+ 75.3 
+ 8.5 

+ 66.8 
+ 90.6 
+ 72.2 
+113.8 
+125.0 
+163.0 
+104.4 
+ 95.3 

+241.0 
+ 86.9 
+ 77.1 
+101.3 
+101.2 
+106.3 
+ 89.2 
+ 64.7 

APPENDIX 6 

OFFENSE RATE DATA FOR 

FOUR MAJOR VIOLENT ·CRIMES 

BY REGION, 1958-67 

Figures 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16 in Chapter 3 show variation by state for the 
major violent crime rates in 1967. The actual data, in ni~~Afprm, were taken 
directly from the 1967 UCR and are not reproduced here. . 

Figures 9, 11, 13, 15, and 17 in Chapter 3 show variation by region for the 
major violent crime rates between 19~~,~~jd 1967. The data are also in rate 
form in the UCR. The extracted rates ovefthe trend period are reproduced in 
Table 1 . The data are for offenses committed and are from all agencies-urban 
and rural-reporting to the UeR. In addition, the UCR have incorporated into 
the figures estimates for all those areas not reporting. 

Table 2 shows the percentage change over the 1958-67 period for the data 
in Table 1. ' 

';,1: 

Table 1A. - Variation in reported criminal homicide offense rates, by region, 1958-67 
[Rates per 100,000 regional population) 

[Data for Fig. 9, Ch. 3] 

1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967' 
~'~~~'1fi_: 

Northeast 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.6 2.8 2.9 3.4 3.6 3.6 :'4;1(F 
. . '~~ 

North Central 3.0 3.3 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.2 3.5 3.7 4.4 4.9 

South 8.9 8.9 9.2 8.2 7.8 7.4 7,7 8.0 8.9 9.4 

West 3.5 3.4 3,8 3.7 3.8 3.8 3.9 "4.2 4.4 4.9 

Source: UCR. 1958-67. 
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Table lB. _ Variation in reported forcible rape offense rates, by region, 1958·67 \ ",~ 

[Rates per 100,000 regional population] ~:,! 
[Data for Fig. 11, Ch. 3] ; t 

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 I' 
6

9

.6
1

6 8."1
7
' 1

7
0.

9 
1
8
1.

5
8

1 
1
0
2.

2
8 ,,. d 

7:8 7:6 10:: 10:8 12:0 ~::: ,. •· .. 1, 

14.1 14.1 16.3 17.2 19.0 20.1 " 

1958 1959 1960 1961 

Northeast ~.2 6.5 6.5 6.0 

North Central 6.6 7.0 9.0 8.7 

South 8.4 8.2 8.0 8.1 

West 15.3 14.3 14.4 14.3 

Source: UCR, 1958-67. 
,~ 
I 
% 

" 

I 

I 
t 
,I 

Table 1 C.-Variation in reported robbery offense rates, by region, 1958·67 
[rates per 100,000 regional population] 

[Data feii' Fig. 13, Ch. 3] 

, 
! ',,1 

1958 

Northeast 35.4 

North Central 48;9 

South 32.8 

West 67.5 

1959 1960 1961 

32.4 ,34.1 38.7 

48.6' 74.5 72.0 

30.2 34.3 33.9 

57.2 71.8 69.2 

I 
1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 .j 

36.5 39.5 44.5 49.9 90.5 117.0 ,{ 

72.0 73.1 76.2 76.6 95.1 115.7 1 
34.1 37.2 44.0 45.6 56.1 74.7 ',;j 

"1 
70.0 69.7 76.2 81.9 85.8 108.9 ',f 

if 
',I 

Source: UCR, 1958-67. i 
'j 

Northeast 

, ' 

Table 1D. _ Variation in reported aggravated assault offense rates, 
by region, 1958·67 

[Rates per 100,000 regional population] 
[Data for Fig. 15, Ch. 31 

1958 1959 1960 1961 

50.2 53.3 51.6 53.2 

f, 
f .,' 

, :.~ :, 

North Central 40.7 44.9 57.9 58.3 

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 19?1t~ 
57.0 61.5 76.9 84.7 98.4 105.3 LI 
65.4:'60.2 82.3 84.1 91.7 102.tr) 

93.8 102.6 134.9 140;6 153.4 163.5::<1 
South 95.3 96.1 98.8 

West 76.2 74.6 84.1 

Source: UCR, 1958-67. 

96.8 

81.8" 

'\",1, 

"'l 
90.2 90.2 109.6 113.5 126.6 13S;3Jt 

"% 
~tl 

"C,~ 

'i 

Offense Data,By Region 
Table 1l!.- Varia,tioll ill reported offense rates for 4 major 

Violent crzmes, combined, by region, 1958·67 
[Rates per 100,000 regionaipopulation] 

[Data for Fig. 17, Ch. 3] 

165 

]958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Northeast 94.2 94.6 94.6 100.5 102'.9 110.6 132.7 146.7 202.7 237.0 

North Central 99.2 103.8 144.8 142.3 149.8 145.2 172.5 176.2 204.0 236.3 

South 145.4 143.4 150.3 147.0 143.5 154.8 196.8 205.0 230A 260.5 

West 162.5 149.5 174.1 168.3 178.1 177.8 206.0216.8 235.7 272.2 

Source: UCR, 1958·67. 

Table 2.-Percen~age cha~ge in reported offense rates for 4 ma'or 
VIOlent crzmes, by region, 1958.67 1 

Criminal homicide: 
North8ast 
North Central 
SOll>th 
West 

Forcible rape: 
Northeast 
North central 
South 
West 

Robbery: 
Northeast 
North central 
South 
West 

Aggravated assault: 
Northeast 
North central 
South 
West 

4 major violent crimes combined: 
Northeast 
North cen1lral 
South 
West 

+ 70.8 
+ 63.3 
+',;5.6 
+;~40.0 

.. ~: '~I~~:C~} :::fJ' 

+ 71.0 
+104.5 
+ 53.7 
+ 31.4 

+230.5 
+136.7 
+127.7 
+ 61.3 

+109.8 
+151.1 
+ 71.7 
+ 81.5 

+151.7 
+138.2 
+ .79.2 
+ 67.5 

Source' Co t' . mpu atlOns by Task Force Staff from Table f. 
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APPENDIX 7 

URBAN ARREST DA. T A: 
COMPUT ATION.AL METHOD AND 

ASSUlv!PTIONS FOR THE FOIUR 
MAJOR VIOLE,;N"T CRI1\-fES, 

BY AGE,'~1958-67 

Table 1 lists the data used to construct Figures 18 through 22 in Chapter 3. 
Table 2 shows the percentage change over the 1958-67 period for the data in 
Table 1. A discussion of t!1e methods of computing the rates and the, 
assumptions behind them follows the tables. 

Table 1A. - Variation in reported urban crimi'!al homicide 
a"est rates, by age, 1958·67 

[Data for Fig. 18, Ch. 3] 
[Rates per 100,000 age sl'ccific population] 

1958 1959 1960 1961 19,62 ·1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Ages 10-14 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.0 

Ages 15-17 4,8 5.3: 7.8 .8.0 6.7 7.0 6.9 8.0 9.7 10.2 

Ages 18·24 10.1 11.1, 14.4 14.4 13.3 14.0 13.4 15.8 16.1 17.8 

Ages 25 + 5.8 6.0 6.9 6.7 6.5 6.4 6.6 7.2 . 7.4 8.0 

Ages 10-17 1.9 2.2 3.0 ·3~2 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.6 4.1 4.2 

All ages 
(10 and over) 5.6 5.9 7.0 6.9 6.7 6.6 6.8 7.7 8.0 8.7 

Source: UCR and U.S. Census. 
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168 Crimes of Violence ,t 
Table lB.- Variation in reported urban forcible rap,e#{,est rates by age, 1958;67r 

[Data for Fig. 19"CIl/3l .' " ',,~,:. I 
[Rates per 100,000 age sii'edflc population] ! 

Urban Arrest Data, By Age 169 

Tabl:? 1E.-Variation ill reJlOrted urban arrest rates, 4 major violent crimes 
. cOj'Jlbined, by age, 1958·67 

[Data for Fig. 2ft. Ch. 3 (Rates per 100,000 age specific population)] 

~. ' 

1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 I 1967 1958; 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Ages 10·14 2.3 ,2.1 3.3 2.9 3.5 3.0 

Ages 15·17 24:2 24.6 25.9 29.3 25.6 23.6 

Ages 18·24 34.2 3,4;0 33.5 38.4 34.8 36.3 

Ages 25 + 4.9 5.0 5.3 5.9 5.7 5.7 

Ages 10·17 "\:, 9.7 9.7 10.9 11.3 11.0 10.3 

All ages 
~ '; 

(10 and over): 9.0 9.1 9.5 10.7 10.2 10.3 
" ~ 

3.4 4.6 3.8:" 
;;" 

21.5 27.0 26.9 

32.0 33.9 35.6 

5.3 5.7 6.1 

10.0 12.6 lU 

9.5 10.8 11.3 

3.9 

29.0 

! 
I 
{ 

I f , 
\ 

.( 

'3.t;,~" I 
6.2"; "':,1 

12.71 

I 
1 

l1:Sif?, ! 

Ages 10·14 

Ages 15·17 

Ages 18·24 

Ages 25 + 

Ages 10·17 

38.i\. 42.4 71.5 69.0 76.3 73.7 f;.2 99.0 110.9 123.0 

20L~:210.0 273.0 287.5 272.4 273.0 21h 323.0 362.3 408.2 

299.8 298.8 357.6 386.4 360.9 356.7 368.?379.8 400.4 436.1 

90.2 93.7 111.3 114.0 106.5 107.9 111.8 115;7 123.7 127.3 

93.0 99.2 138.3 138.3 143.1 144.0 152.1 178.~ 197.7 222.1 

All ages 
(10 and over) :'\p4.1 117.9 144.2 150.6 144.0 145.3 151.6 162.7 176.2 189.1 

Source: UCR aIidU.S. Census. 
;)rj Source: UCR and U.S~.Census. . 

Tab,ri/1C - Variation in reported urban robbery arrest rales by age, 
, c" 1958.67 

", ~ 
1 

i I 
I 

Table 2/:;:Percenmge change in reported urban arrest rates 
for t1le.4 ma.(or violent crimes, by age, 1958·67 

[Data for Fig. 20, Ch. 3 (Rates per 100,000 age specific population)] 

i 
I I 

C~!mil1al homicide: 
(10·14 

Ages 10·14 

Ages 15·17 ; 

Ages 18·24 

Ages 25 + 

Ages W·l7 

All ages 
(10 and over) 

21.1 25.6 41.0 35.4 39.9 39.9 38.152.3 51.0 61.8 

102.5 103.7 131.2 126.7 123.9 119.5 120.1 146.1 154.4 191.6 \1 
131.4 121.0 153.4 170.2 156.3 147.0 146.1 151.4 150.0 181.5 't;~,;1 

22.4. 24.8 ;'~ :~, 18.8 17.1 22.1 25.8 23.8 23.0 21.5 23.9 
"~ 

:'J" 48.3 52.0 71.3 64.3 68.5 67.9 67.9 85.7 

36.5 34.9 45.9 49.8 48.0 46.7 46.0 52.5 52.3 62.7 " I .. , 

86.7 ;106.9 '.~:~.I 
/;;! Source: UCR and U.S. Census. 

.,1, • 

-::. 

15·17 
18·24 
25+ 
10·17 
All ages (llO+) 

Forcible rape: 
10·14 
15·17 
18·24 
25+ 
10·17 
All ages CLO+) 

:i 
Table i.D.- Vari;tion i~';lfpprted urban aggravated assault arrest rates, by age, 1958·67 i 

'J~, [Data for Fig. 21, Ch. 3] , . 1. 

Robbery: 
10·14 
15·17 
18·24 
25+ 
10·17 

Ages 10-14 

Ages 15·17 

Ages 18·24 

Ages 25 + 

Ages 10-17 

All ages 
(10 and oyer) 

[Rate,:!:per 100,000 age specific population] , '~ 
~ ~ 

All ages (10+) 

1958 19~J 1960 1961 1962 1963 19641965. 1966 1967 ,J Aggravated assault: 
10·14 ' 
15·17 14.4 14:1 25.4 29.8 32.1 30.2 3~.8 41.4 55.0 56.2 } 

'f 
'J i 4 major vio~ent. crimes combined: 

?! ~~:~;' 
'J 18·24 
ft 25+ 
d 10·17 
~; . All ages, (10+) 

70.3 76.5 108.1 123.5 116.2 122.8 131.4 141.9 171.4 177.5 

124:0 132.7 156.3 163i5d5k'~ 159.6 177.0 178.8 198.8 202.0 

60.6 65.6 77.0 75.7 73.6 12.9 78.4 78.9 87.8 88.3 

33.1 35.3 53.1 59.5 60.,8 63.0 71.2 77.0 95.2 98.3 

63.0 67.9 81.7 83.1 79.1 81.7 89.3 91.8 104.6 106.3 

18·24 
25+ 
10·17 
All ages (10+) 

S9urce: UCR and U.S. Census. q SOUrce; Computations by Task: Force Staff from Table l. 
, ,1 

tl , 
~: 

+150.0 
+112.5 
+ 76.2 
+ 37.9 
+121.1 
+ 55.4 

+ 69.6 
+ 19.8 
+. 1.8 
+ 26.5 
+ 30.9 
+ 27.8 

+192.9 
+ 86.9 
+ 38.1 
+ 3i.9 
+121.3 
+ 71.8 

+290.3 
+152.5 
+ 62.0 
+ 45.7 
+197.0 
+ 68.7 

+222.0 
+102.5 
+ 45.5 
+41.1 
+138.8 
+ 65.7 

~.;, 
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The arr~strates per 100,000 of each age group were computed by ~he Task 
Force be<Jause the UCR only publish arrest volumes broken down by age. To 
find the rates, U.S. Census papulation volumes were used with the UCR arrest 
volumes. 

There were two versions of age specific arrest volumes to choose from in 
the UCR. The number of arrests by dge is given both for~gencies in urban 
areas reporting",to the UCR (SMSA's and other cities with populations of 
2,500 or more)'and for all agencies reporting (those in the urban areas plus 
those in rural areas-with population less than 2,500). The former volumes 
were chosen because, on balance, the four major violenfcrimes have been 
shown to be urban phenomena (though the rural area is the third highest city 
size for criminal homicide); because the proportion of rural agencies reporting 
is much smaller than for the cities;l and bec:ause, even for the rural agencies 
that did report, the validity of the reporting .is generally more suspect than 
that of the cities. 

METHOD OF COMPUTATION 

The U.S. population for.:each age group (1) and::\he total U.s. population 
(2) were taken from U.SrCensus projections. The urban population (3) was 
extracted from UCR arrest volumes obtained from cities with populations 
over 2,500. The compUt,~tions were based on the assumed equality (1)/(2)= 
x/(3). The computed:K;'gave the estimated number of people in each age 
group covered by the UC.R'agencies. 

Given x, and takiiit'the volume of arrests (4) for the age group from the 
UCR for the relevant year, the estimated arrest rate per ioo,OOO (R) of the 
age group is easily computed .. 

Th~ actual calculations proceeded as follows: 

1. ffi= percent U.S, population in UCR urban areas 

n. percent urban (1) = x 

(4XIOO;OOO) R 
III. x 

The follow,ing data were used in the computations: 
(1) 

The U.S. population for each of the age groups 1958-67:
2 

10·14 Years 

1958 ." ............. 15,546,000 1963 . ~ . . . . . . . . . . 
1959 ,. ", 16,220,000 1964 . . . . . . ~ . . . .. . 

.. I ....... 0·'1. 

1960 ..... " .... i-,'." • 16~10,OOO 1965 ............ , ....... 
1961 .................... " .. 17,742,000 1966 .. .. ,; .. .. • .. .. .. .. ~!.' • 

1962 ..... , ........... 17,709,000 1967 .. " ................ 

15·17 Years 

18,037,000 
18,435,000 
18,959,000 
19,416,000 
19,885,000 

1958 .•........ 7,949,000 1963 •..•....•... 10,002,000 
1964 ............ 10,763,000 1959 .....•..... 8,311,000 

1960 ...•....•.. ,'8,462,000 
1961 ......•... ·,·.,f~.;8,294,000 
1962 .......•.. '<{1~r9,261,OdO 

'::;~ 
, .~.:-

::,1~ 

;,:~~, 

1965 ...•........ 10,527,000 
1966 •......•.. 10,614,000, 
1967 .......... .' 10,795,000 
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18·24 Years 

,1'958 · . ~ . .. . . .. . . · . 15,308,000 1963 ~ .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. 18,188,000 
1959 , .......... , ..... 15,677,000 1964 · ..... , ............. 18,718,000 
1960 .. , ............ · . 16,121,000 1965 .. .. " .. ~ .. .. " .. . . . 20,203,Ono 
1961 .................... 16,961,000 1966 .. .......... , ... il,346,000 
1962 ............. · . 17,609,000 1967 .. .................... 22,270,000 

25 Years and Over 

1958 .•..•... . . .. 98,250,000 
1959 ....•... ,... 99,103,000 
1960 .....•...... 100,000,000 
1961 ..... '" ...... 100,830,000 
1962 ......•..... 101,596,000 

1963 ............ 102,366,000 
1964 ............ '103,165,000 
1965 ..•..••....• 103,983,000 
1966 •............ 104,921,000 
1967 ............ 106,068,000 

All Ages (10 Years-and Over) 

1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 

· •.......... 13 7,053,000 
· ..........• 139,311,000 
· ........... 141,493,000 
............ 143$27~00 
· . '.' . : ...... 146,175,000 

1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 

· ...•....•.. 148,593,000 
· •....•.•... 151,081,000 
· ...•....... 153,672,000 
· ..........• 156,296,000 
• ..•.•...... 159,017,000 

(2) 
Total U.S. popUlation, 1958.67:3 

1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 

· ........... 174,882,000 
· ........... 177,830,000 
· .......•... 180,684,000 
· .•....•.... 183,756,000 
· •.......... 186,65(.;000 

(3) 

1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 

· ........... 189,417,000 
· ......•...• 192,120,000 
· ....•..•... 194,592,000 
· ..........• 196,920,000 
· ........... 199,118,000 

Population of cities of 2500 and more inhabitants reporting arrest volumes broken 
down by age to the UCR, 1958-67:4 

1958 .•.. . . . . . . .• 52,329,497 
1959 ............ 56,187,181 
1960 .. . . . . . . . . .. 81,660,735 
1961 •........... 85,158,360 
1962 .••.•.••.. :. .94,014,000 

.J1L 
(2) 

1963 ........•... 94,085,000 
1964 ..•....••... 99,326,000 
1965 •.......•... 101,652,000 
1966 ......•...•• 102,736,000 
1967 ....•.....•• 107,899,000 

Computed percentageS which the UCR urban population (3) represented of the total 
U.S. population (2), 1958'{)7: 

1958 __ .•....•.•• 29.9 
1959 ..•......... 31.6 
~~~~ .... ", ...... 45.2 
1962 •.•..•.••..• 46.3 

· , .......•.. 50.4 

X 

1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 

· ...•.•..... 49.7 
· ........... 51.7 
• ..•....••.. 52.2 
· .....•..... 52.2 
· .•........• 54.2 

2,50Computcd ~umber of people,fot each age group out of the popUlation of cities of 
o or more mhabitants with agencies reporting to the UCR, 1958·67: 
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1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 

1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 

1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 

.. . .. . . . .. . . . . 

.............. 

.... '"" ........ 

........... r". 

. . .. . . . . . . .. . 

10·14 Years 

4,648,254 1963 
5,125,520 1964 
7,643,320 1965 
8,214,546 1966 
8,925,336 1967 

15·17 Years 

2,376,751 1963 
2,~26,276 1964 
3,824,824 1965 
3840122-\(> .. 1966 
4:667~44 ,', c~';:::: 1967 

,\~~ 

18·24,;:Years 

4,577,0'92 ::::\:1963 
4,953,932 i9.M 
7,286,692 ' 1965 
7,852,943 1966 
8~74~36 1967 

25 Years and Over 

Crimes of Violence 

............... .. 8,964,389 
· ............ 9,530,895 · .............. 9,896,598 
............ ' . . lO,135,152 
.... . ....... 10,777,670 

4,970,994 . 5,564,471 
5,518;584 
5,5,40,508 
5,850,890 

· . . . . . . . . . .. 9,039,436 
· . . . . . . • . ... 9,677,206 
• ........... lO,545,966 
· ...•....... 11,142,612 
· ........... 12,070,340 

1958 ..... ~ ...... 29,376,750 1963 ..... ....•.. 50,875;9.07 
1964 ......•..... 53,336,305'" 
1965 .•.......... 54,279,126 

1959 ............ 31,316,548 
1960 ............ 45,200,000 
1961 ...... ; ..... 46,684,290 1966 ............ 54,768,762 

1967 : .....•..... 57,488,856 1962 ......•....• 51,204,384 

1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 

AIL4ge~ (10 Years and Over) 

40 978 847 "f96T ........•... 73,850,721 · ......... " , , 8877 
.";'" .... ,., ... 44,022,276 1964 •........... 78,10

6
'784 

· •. " .. " ..... 63,954,836 1965 ....... , .... 80,21 , 
· ........... 66,591,901 1966 ............ 81;586,512 
.' .....•.. " .. 73,672,200 1967 ............ 86,187,214 

X 

The number of arrests by age groups for each of the four offenses over each o(the 
10 years, 1958~1967, are found in VCR in the tables cited in the above footnotes. 

There were several important assumptions essential to the c<:mputational , 
method. . 

(l),Arrests for people below ag~ 10.were not incl~ded because 1t was 
assumed. thatdhe bulk. of arrests of juvenile& under 18 lllvolved .arrestees ,n.o 
ontl.you\1ger than 10. Little b~as is entered into. the computatI~n~ by ~~ 
assumptiG'f!, because most juverule court statutes w1th a lower age ~1t don s 
go below a'<res 6 or 7 and very few of these offenses are ever recorded for age 
below 10. 11oreove/ computing a rate based on the enti~e population under 
18 years wot1ld codtinue the unsatisfactory practice of including preschool \\ 
and infant children in the denominator. . 

(2) It was assumed that the arrest volume and popUlation distributions :e 
the city areas failing to report to the UCR could not have changed t as 
estimates 'significantly because the number of these areas is relatively small ( r 
above, in 1967 2.5 percent of the SMSA areas and 11.0 percent of the othe 
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city areas failed to report) and because there is no reason to even assume the 
figures to be different from those in the reporting areas. 

(3) Most importantly, the equality (1)/(2) = (x)/(3) by definition asstimes 
that the proportion of a certai."1 agegtbUp out of the total U.S. popUlation 
[(1)/(2)] is the same as the proportion of the age group out of the UCR 
urban population for the areas reporting [(x)/(3)]. Thus, for example, in 
1967 when those aged 10-14 made up 10 percent of the total. population, it 
was assumed that they also made up 10 percent of the popUlation living in 
cities of 2,500 and over, included in the UCR . ",' 

The validity of this assumption can be checked by comparing for each age 
group the proportion of that group ~lUt of the totar:p.S. population, out of 
the urban population, and out of the rural population. If the proportions are 
not 'llie same, the assumptioil is not completely valid, meaning that its use has 
entered a certain bias into the computations. If the rural proportion differs 
from the urban proportion, then, the urbaI1 propprtion will differ from the 
proportion out.of the total U.S. population. For any urban-rural differelki 
,the urban·total U.S.; population difference will be smaller because the urba~ 
popUlation makes up a larger share of the total U.S. popUlation than does the 
rural popUlation. 

Population data for the kinds of detailed breakdowns required to compute 
such proportions are only available for the last census year, 1960. Table 3 

;:::;gi\re~ the proportions for the under 18, 18-24, and 25-plus age group out of 
the total U.S. population, the urban population, and the rural popUlation. 

Age 
group 

Underla 
18·24 

Table 3. -Proportion of specific age group popUlations out of total 
U.S. population, urban population, and rural population, 1960 

Proportion out of Proportion out of Proportion out of 
total U.S. population urban popUlation rural population 

.3580 .3443 .3897 
;0870 .0881 .0844 <25 and older .5549 .5675 .5237 

.', In commenting on the computational biases implied by these proportions, 
we will assume that they have not changed greatly for each year t the 
1958·67 period. 

For the under-18 group, the rutal proportion (.3897) i; higher than the 
urban proportion (.3443), so the proportion out of the total pop~latibn 
(.35~O) is also somewhat higher. Instea(l of the equality (l)/(2)i='''(x)/(3) 
hold1ng, there is in reality th~ 'inquality (1)/(2) > (x)/(3). Thus X is in fact 
smaller that that value computed assuming the equality. In turn, R = (4)/(x) 
(iOo,OOO) must be somewhat higher than estimated. In other words, all the 
under-I8 rateS'are somewhat higher than estimated-there is a downward bias 

("" to the under-l8 rates estimated for Figures 18 through 22. . , 
) ""for ~e 18-24 group, the proportion out of tll(l,U.S. total popUlation 
;~ \.O()-\Q2 IS somewhat lower than the urban proportioh (.08g1), so that the 
; t Cohorf'ratcso'::i';::"i.~_fQct somewhat lower than estimated-there is a slight 
;,' upward bias to the 18-24 rate (lstimates in Figures 18 through 22. 

-,,\ 
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. out of the U.S. total popu a lORe 

For the 25-plus group, the prop~r~r~~n proportion (.5675), s~that the 
( 5549) is somewhat lower than tIll . th n estl'mated-there is an upward . . . f t mewhat ower a . 
cohort .rates are m ac s~ . Fi ures 18 through 22. , , .'. 
bias to the 25-plus rate estimates m e gvariation from the assumed equallty lS 

For each age group, however'lt~ mall biases do not affect the general 
. sl' ght that the resu ttng s 

relatively i ,so d . violence in Chapter 3. " 
conclusions on age an major , 
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APPENDIX 8 'L:.: , 

URBAN ARREST RArE D.A'TA, 
COMPUTATIONAL METHOD AND 

. , 
i\SSUMPTIONS FOR THE' 

FOUR MAJOR 'VIOLENT CRIMES, 
BY SEX, 1958-67 

Table l1ists the data used to construct Figures 23 thmugh 27 in Chapter 
3. Table 2 shDws the percentage change over the 1958-67 period for the data 
in Table 1. A brief discussion of the methods of computing the rates and the 
assumptions behind th,em follows the tables. 

Criminal 
homicide: 

Male 
Female 

Forcible 
rape: 

Male 
Female 

Robbery: 
Male 
-Female 

Aggravated 
assault: 

Male 
Female 

I major 
violent 
crimes 
combined: 

Male 
Female 

Table 1.- Variation in reported urball arrest rates for 
the 4 major violent crimes, by sex, 1958-67 

[Data for Figs. 23 through 27, Ch. 3] 
[Rates per 100,000 sex specific population] 

1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

9.2 9.6 11.8 11.6 11.0 11.1 11.3 12.8 13.6 14.8 
2.2 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.4' • 2.5 2.7 2.6 2.8 

18.3 18.5 19.3 21.9 20.8 21.0 19.5 22.0 23.1 2:1.5 

71.0 67.9 89.2 96.7 93.0 90.8 89.1 101.8 101.7 121.9 
3.2 3.2 4.1 4.7 4.8 4.5 4.8 5.5 5.3 6.3 

108.1 115.5 141.2 143.8 137.8 142.1 156.4 160.9 184.4 188.3 
19.5 21.8 24.5 24.8 22.9 23.8 25.2 25.8 28.5 28.3 

206.5 211.5261.5 274.0 262.6 265.0 276.3 297.6 322.9 348.6 
24.9 27.4 31.2 .31.9 30.2. 30.6, 32.4 33:9;· 36.4 37.4 

Source: UCR al}d U.S. Census. 
"'~'~\~' ." 

'-~~~~ii, 

~ .. 
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Table 2.-Percentage change in reported urban arrest 
rates for the 4 major violent crimes, by sex, 1958-67 

Criminal homicide: 
Male 
Female 

Forcible rape: 
Male 
Female 

-Robbery: 
Male 
Female 

Aggravated assault: 
Male 
Female 

4 major violent crimes 
combined: 

Male . 
Female 

+60.9 
+27.3 

+28.4 

+71.7 
+96.9 

+74.2 
+45.1 

+68.8 
+50.2 

Source: Computations by Task Force Staff from Table 1. 

The arrest rates per 100,000 males and per 100,000 females were 
computed because the UCR only publish arrest volumes broken down by sex. 
To find the rates, U.S. Census population volumes were used with the UCR 
arrest volumes. In general, the computational method and the assumptions 
made are the same as in Appendix 7, so the comments here are briefer, in· 
deference to the more detailed parallel comments in that appendix. 

Only individuals aged 10 and above were included in the computations 
and UCR urban arrest data was used, for the reasons discussed hi Appendix 7. 
Similarly, the computational method involved these relations: 

equation 

and then 

equation 

ill 
(2) 

r 

= 

= 

U0 
(3) 

® 
(x) 

where R is the computed urban arrest rate for a particular sex. The identity 
of ~~ other variables in the relationships and the data for their valUG~ in 

different years are as follows: 

(1) 

The U.S. population, males and fe~aI~s, 10 years of age and older, 19.58-67:
1
" ," ~, • : ~', ~ r"~.:: .;'> 

Males 10 years of age and older:. 

Urban Arrest Data, By Sex 

1958 . . 6736 1959 . . . . . . . . . . . .. , 2,000 
1960' .............. 68,406,000 
1961 ............... 69,408,000 
1962 ............... 70,497,000 
1963 ...........•... 71,591,000 
1964 ............... 72,696,000 
1965 ............... 73,841,000 
1966 ......•........ 75,044,000 
1967 ............... 76,254,000 

· ......•....... 77,508,000 

Females, 10 years of age and older: 

1958 1959 ............... 69,692,000 
1960 ............... 70,903,000 
1961 .............•. 72,085,000 
1962 ............... 73,329,000 
196'1 ............... 74,585,000 
1964 : : ............. 75,895,000 
1965 ............. 77,240,000 
1966 > ............. 78,629,000 
1967 . .:~ .•.......... 8.0,042,000 

· .•.. _ ........•. 81,508,OCO 

(2) 

Total U.S. population for the years 1958-67:2 

.1958 . 174 1959 ............. ,882,000 
1960 ......•....... 177,830,000 
1961 .....••....... 180,684,000 
1962 : ............• 183,756,000 . 
1963 .•........... 186,656,000 
1964 : ............. 189,417,000 
1965 ... .......... 192,120,000 
1966 .•............ 194,592,000 
1967 .............. 196,920,000 

· .•.. , .•....... 199,118,000 

(3) 

177 

. Population of cities of 2 500 and . .' 
-reporting arrest volumes broken_ d mbore mhabltants with agencies own y sex to the UCR, 1958-67:3 

i~~~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 52,329,497 
1960 . . . . . . . . . . . . .• 56,187,181 
1961 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 81,660,735 
1962 ............. ;.,,85,158;360, 
1963 . . . . . . . . . . . ... 94,014,000 
1964 : . . • . . . . • . . . .. 94,085,000 
1965 .;.:.......... 99,326,000 
1966 .............. 101,652,000 
1967 .............. 102,736,000 

· ............. 107,899,000 

.QL 
(2) 

Computed percentages l' h th [f, represented out of the total UW SllC - el . CR urban population (3) .. popu ation (2),1958-67: _ 
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1958 ..................• 29.9 
1959 .•................ 31.6 
1960 . . .............. 45.2 

l"'{ As in Appendix 7, the validity of this assumption can be checked by I .. , -:~,;.1,}",: .•.. ·, 
I' "~ comparing for each sex the proportion of that group out of the total U. S. , ._ 

' - ' f h j 'I" 
L\ r~ti::;o;~~~:s o~:~, uI~~~.poJu~~~o;~~;~r~~~~ atree ~U:tall~l~p~~~~,n :~~ 1,:,:, .• ':l!.,','I"'\,;,'."" 

1961 : : : : .....•........ ~,fl6:3:. 
1962 ................... 50.4 
1963: .•................. 49.7 
19M ......... 51.7 
1965: : : : : : : : : : ......... ~~.~ 
1966 .•........... , . . . .. . 
1967 .............•..... 54.2 

ex) 

Com uted number of people of each sex out of,the popu}ation 
of cities

P 
of 2,500,al1<!:.Ill9re inhabitants with agencies repqrtmg to 

the UCR, 1958-67: •. ,'" . 

Male UCR population, 10 years 
of age and older: 

1958 ..•............ 20,141,238 
1959 ..... , .... , ..... 21,616,296 
1960 . . ..••...... 31,372,416 
. ' . . . 32640 III ,1961 .............. , , , 
1962 .......•....... 36,081,864 
1963 ............. , .36,129,912 
1964 ........... : •.. 38,175,797 
1965 ............... ~Nb~'~~~ 
1966 ............... 42'009'336 
1967 .. , . . . . . . . . • . .. , , 

Female UCR population, 10 years 
of age and older: 

20837.908 1958 ............... 22'405'348 .' 
1959 ..... " ......... ':1.2'582'420: 
1960 ..........•.... 0" , 27' 
1961 •... 33,951,3 . . . . . . . . . . . 37590840 
1962 ........... , ... 37'719'815 
1963 ............... 39'933'080 
1964 .........•.. , , , 

. '. .41044,338 
1965 ....... , ..... , 41'781924 
1966 ......•... , .... 44'177' 336 
1967 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. , , 

(4) 
The number of males and females arrested for each ?f ~e ~o; 

offenses over each of the 10 years, 1968-67, are found in t e 
in the tables cited in the above iootnotils. 

. • 't s for this method. 
:., The same assumptions as .in Append~ 7 were req~:~~tion assumes that 
·'·':: .. .M0st impor~ant1y, the equali

fi 
ty f1)/(21 f~~/~?a~~.S;poPulation (1)/(2)) 

"the pf{~.portlon of males or .ema es 0';1 0 fi Ie out of the UCR urban 
is the same as. the proportIon of males or ema s. l' 1967 where 
population for the areas reporting (x)/(3). Thus.' for .~xamp e, mmed th~t they 
males made up 49 percent of the total pOPlllatlon, 1 was assu made 

made up 49;percent of the t~tal ~()?ul~tio~~ it ~a~ ;~~~:: ~~:: !~~ded in 
up 49,percent:of the populatIon livmg ill cltles.O ,. . . 
the UCR. 

lJ assllmption is not completely valid, meaning that its use has entered a certain ',' 

~
' .• , .. 1, bias into the calculations. The computed proportions are shown in Table 3. ';;~1;' 

I Table 3.-Proportion of sex group populations out of total u.s. ,1:1 'fi'; 
'I I r b I (' I I' 1960 :::l',~~ 
'I popu a lon, ur all popu a 101l'p~::O:;:: allan, :' fl'::{; 
J Proportion out out of Proportion ~ L::~;; 
, • of total V.S. urban out of rural i:.I,i~,t. ',:' 'f Sex group population population population If, ' 

1 Male .4925 .4848 .5105 ' ,V!;lj; ,t Female .5074 .5151 4 i d,w I . 894 LTpf: 

I If it ~ again assumed that th"e proportion. have not changed greatly for flt ll",., 
i each year over the 1958-67 period, Table 3 impHes the following: i'UU-

'I For males, the proportion out of the U. S. population (.4925) is somewhat ;' ~!4r 
{ larger than the urban proportion (.4848), so the male rates are in fact ! 'J!"'~' 
!,l, somewhat higher than estimated-there is a slight downward bias to the male t, :' A~ 

I
< .. ~' rate estimates i\tFigures 23 through 27. .1, i,rtl! .. il ..•.. \'i,:'II·~. -'."';.1. ' Conversely, ;[Tor females, the proportion out of the U. S. population . ',' . 
J (.5074) is somewhat smaller than the urban proportion (.5151), so the female I :i It .: 
··1 rotes are in fact somewhat lower than estimated-there ~ a slight upw",d bias : i!lll\: 
~,,','l,f to ~~/~~~e ~~~:;~~i~~~~;~r ~i:~:e~~~a~~~Ufr~;7 'the assumed equality is .1.,.:,: !l.,,: .. :,.,'t .• ,.,~.i.t\,::.", .:): .•• 

; relatively slight, so -that the resulting small biases do not affect the general 'r r. . 

• '".1 conClusions on'sex and major violence in Chapter 3. . JrJl 
I dljilt. 

.1 REFERENCES 0~1. ::,1, .. 
'l :lill. f,;; 

'\ 1. s~~~C;~ts~~~~:st~_2~~ ~~:.e;~ 1 °bu~;~~~5)~;f;r~::;.t 1~~5~~~:;;~~eiec;;,~~~~f ,': ;1:!II'~;I' 'J 2. Ibid. , .1 

':f 3. Source: VCR,-tables 20, 19, 19, 22, 22, 29, 28, 29, 33,25 for the respective years. ~Jp;l, 
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,APPENDIX 9 

URBAN ARREST RATE I)A T A, 
COMPUTATIONAL METHOD, 

AND ASSUMPTIONS FOR 
THE FOUR MAJOR VIOLJPNT CRIMES, 

BY RACE AND AGJt~ 1964-67 
,{e~' 

Table 1 lists the data used to construct Figure;28 through 32 in Chapter 3. 
Rates were calculated for the 1964-67 period instead of the 195&-67 period 
because the UCR have only produced the race~age breakdown for arrest 
volumes over the last 4 years. Table 2 shows tile percentage change over the 
1964-67 period for the data in Table 1. A brief,discussion of the methods of 
computing the rates and the assumptions behincfthem follows the tables. 

Table 1.-Variation in reported urban arrest tates for the 4 major violent crimes, 
by race and age, 1964-1967 

[Data for Figs. 28-32 in Ch. 3. (Rates per 100,000 race and age specific population)] 

Criminal homIcide: 
Negro: 
10-17 years 
All ages (10 years and over) 
White: 
10·17 years 
All ages (10 years and over) 

Forcible rape: 
Negro: 
10-17 years 
All ages (10'years and over) 
White: 

1964 

12.2 
38.6 

1.3 
2_8 

45.8 
47.2 

1965 1966 19§7 

15.6 19.6 22.2 
45.6 48.1 53.8 

1.1 1.5 1.3 
3.0 3.2 3.1 

64.3 56.5 60.0 
57.2 57.0 59_9 

, J ,10-17 years 4.1 4.1 4.3 4.9 
1 'All ages (10 years and over) 

oJ ,y";:':',' 
&,.':::'RObbeIY: 
'," Negro 

10-17 years 
.' " All ages (10 years and over) 
J White 
] 10-17 years ;'1 All ages (10 years and over) 

"I 

I 
,! 
,~ 
".J 
,"',~' 

~ 
"",' ; 

4.9 5.0' 5.4 5.4 

318.4 441.2 434.8 549.5 
243.1 295.0 294,0 368.7 

23.5 24.1 24.5 27.0 
20.7 21.8 20.6 22.8 
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Aggravated assault: 
Negro: 

274.8 308.3 302.1 335.6 
10-17 years 
All ages (10 years and over) 451.5 456.8 441.5 477.1 

White: 38.3 40.6 
10-17 years 32.3 33.7 
All ages (10 years and over) 38.4 39.!l 43.0 45.7 

4 major violent crimes combined: 
Negro: 

651.2 829.4 813.1 967.3 
10-17 years 
AU ages (10 years and over) 780.3 854.6 840.5 959.6 

White 
63.0 68.7 73.8 

10-17 years 61.2 
All ages (10 years and over) 66.7 69.7 72.1 77.0 

Source; UCR andU.S. Census. 

Table 2.-Percentizge change in reported urban arrest 
rates for 4 major violent crimes, by race and age; 1964·67 

Criminal homicide: 
White: 
10-17 years 
All ages (10 and over) 
Negro: 
10-17 years 
All ages (10 and over 

Forcible rape: 
White: 
10-17 years 
Alf ages (10 and over) 
Negro: 
10-17 years 
All ages (10 and over) 

Robbery: 
White: 
10-17 years 
All ages (10 and over) 
Negro: 
10-17 year.s 
All ages (10 and over) 

Aggravated ass'ault: 
White~ 
10-17 years 
All. ages (10 and over) 
Negro: 
10-17 years 
All ages (10 and over) 

4 major violent crimes combined: 
White; 
10-17 years . 
AU ages (10 andover) 
Negro: 
10.17 yean 
All ages (10 and over) 

Source: Computations by Task Force Staftfrom Table 1. 

o 
+10.7 

+82.0 
+39.4 

+19.5 
+10.2 

+31.0 
+26.9 

+14.9 
+10.1 

+72.6 
+51.7 

+25.7 
+19.0 

+22.1 
+ 5.7 

+20.6 
+15.4 

+48.5 
+23.0 

,~ .... 
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t
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e arres ra es pel' , w es 0 specl lC age groups and per 100 000 
I \. Negroes of specific age groups were computed because the UCR ottly publish 
! arrest volumes broken down by race and age. To find the rates, U.S. Census 
1 population volumes \\Iere used with the UCR arrest volumes. The calculation~ 
! in Appendix 9 were performed by the FB~ ~nd the Task Force. In general, the 

. ( computational methcld and assumptions were the same as in Appendix 7, so 
! the comments here .'are briefer, in deference to the more detailed parallel 

'j f comments in that appendix. 
~ Only individuals aged 10 and above were included in the computations and 

l f UCR urban arrest data was used, for reasons disoussed in Appendix 7. 
r\ Similarly, the compiJltational method involved these relations: 

1 
j 
t and then 

CD 
(2) = 

I ! r = (1) 
r ex) (100,000) 
i I where R is the cOjrnputed urban arrest rate for a particular race/age group. 

T .. ' ..•. '.)l',.. The identity of tM other variables in the relationships and the data for their 
I values in different years are as follows: 

Li 
f~ q 
t 1 
·"1 
if 
It ! i i 
II 
I! 
I 
f 
! 
,4 
t 

(1) 

The U.S. population for each of the age-race groups, 1964-67: 1 

Negro,10-17-year-olds: 
1964 ...... , ...• 
1965 ....•.. , .... 

Negro, 10 years and over: 
1964 ..•.•....... 
1965 ............ 

White,10·17-year-olds: 
1964 ..... ; ..... 
1965 ..... " ..... 

White, 10 years anld over: 
1961 •.••......• 
1965 .. , .•....•. 

3,586,000 
. 3,714,000 

15,130,000 
15,489,000 

25,323,000 
25,465,900 

134,604,000 
136,771,000 

(2) 

1966 ........... 
1967 ...•..••... 

1966 .•.....•... 
1967 .......•..• 

1966 ...•....... 
1967 .......•... 

1966 .......... . 
1967 ••.... , ... . 

3,837,000 
3,949,000 

15,849,000 
16,210,000 

25,874,000 
26,396,000 

138,975,000 
141,267,000 

f 
~ 1 Total U.S. population for the years 1964-67:2 192,120,000; 194,592,000; 

96,920,000; 199,118,000. .t 
-i 

H (3) 

I \ Pl' IJ . opu atlOn of cities of 2,500 and more inhabitants with agencies reporting arrest 
1, ~~lu8mes brokeln down by racc,and age to the QCR,;1964-67;3 1964,90,768,000; 1965 
1'1 ' 80,000; 1966, 94,017,000; 1967, 98,330,OOO-'{ ..... ' 

r' 
f1 ,~1 

'" 

..QL 
(2) 
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Computed percentages which the UCR urban population (3) represented out of the toUl { For Negroes, the proportion out of the U.S. population (0.1142) is 
U.S. population ~2), 1964-67: 1964: 47.2; 1965: 47.7; 1966: 47.7j 1967: 49.4. I somewhat lower than the urban proportion (0.1184), so that the Negro rates 

(x) ! are in fact somewhat lower than estimated-there is a slight upward bias to 
. ~ the Negro rate in Figures 28 through 32. 

Computed number of people for each race-age group out of the population of citiesdcl These proportions are for 1960. Although the U.S. Census does not 
2,500 and more inhabitants with agencies rcporting to the UCR, 1964-67: .1. produce the data breakdowns with which proportions can be calculated for 

Negro, 1(l...17-year olds: 1964,1,692,592; 1965, 1,771,578; 1966, 1,830,249; 1961l~ noncensus years-here 1964 through 1967-separate studies have indicated a 
1,950,806. I: .' N . r f Hl al t b . 1960 Ifthi . Negro, 10 years and over: 1964, 7,141,360; 1965, 7,338,253; 1966, 7,557.:;91l.1 contmul:tg egro mtgra l~n hroml"964e6r7ur .odur an ~~eas smce, SIS 
1967 8 007740. .'. i so, the bJa$BS are greater In t e - perlO than m1960. 

White, 10-17-year-olds: 1964, 11,952,456; 1965, 12,146,805; 1966, 12,341,89~~! Even considering thi~ pr~ba~ility, h~wever: the variation for bo~h gr~ups 
1967, ~3,039 ,624.: [" ! from the assumed equalIty IS shll relatIvely shght, so that the resultmg biases 

White, 10 years and over: 1964,63,533,088; 1965,65,239,767; 1966, 66,291,075; °.1 do not affect the general conclusions on race, age, and major violence in 
1967,69,785,898. t Ch 3 

~'l. apter . 

(4) r .1 REFERENCES 

The number of Negroes and whites, broken down by age, arrested for each 'Offul tIS E t' t f B f C D t 
~ f'~ Ii' f th 4 1964 67 ti d' th HC'R' th t bI . . {. . ouree: sima es 0 ureau 0 ensus, epar ment of Commerce, PopUlation 
~our 0 lenses over eae .'P., e years, -, are oun In e V' In e a es Cl!W 0 \ Re orts Series P-25 No. 385 (Feb. 1968). 
In the above footnotes. ,,' ! 2. JbJ. ' , ", 

hi h ! 3. Source: UC'R,Tables 30,31,35,37 for the respective ycars. 
The same assumptions as in Appendix 7 govern t 's approac . MOlt 14• The check is only made for whites and Negroes of all ages, under the assumption, 

importantly, the equality (1)/(2) = (X)/(3) assumes that the prop01:tionof t based on App. 7, that the 10-17 group breakdown by race would not vary enough 
specific age group whites or Negroes out of the total U,S. population ((1)/(2)) 1 from the results for all ages to add a significant extra bias. 
is the same as the proportion ofspecific age group whites or Negro'es out of ! 
the UCR urban population for the areas reporting «X)/(3)). Thus, for ~ 
example, in 1967~ where Negro 10-17 year-oIds made up 2 percent ofib! i 
total population, it was assumed that they also made up 2 pefC/~nt of the \ 
population living in cities of 2,500 and over included in the [fCR. , ! 

c~ 

As in Appendix 7, the validity of this assumption can be -checked by I 
comparing for each race the proportion of that group out of the total U$, . i 
population, out of the urban population and out of the rural population for 1 
the last census year, 1960.4 If the proportions are not the same, the '.1 
assumption is not completely valid, meaning that its use has entered a certain, f 
bias into the calculation. The computed proportions are shown inTable 3. '1 

Table S.-Proportion of race group populations out of total U.S. 
population, urban population, rural population, 1960 

Population 
Proportion 

Race group: 
White 
Nonwhite 

Proportion out 
of total U.S. 
popUlation 

.8857 

.1142 

Proportion out 
of urban 
population 

.8815 

.1184 

Proportion out 
of rural 
population 

.8954 

.1045 

! 
j 
I 

'( 

I 
I 

['I 
I 
I 
f: 

Table 3 implies the following: .:1 
For whites, the proportion out of the U.S. popUlation (0.8857) ~ t 

somewhat larger than the urban proportion (0.8815), so that the white ra~el i 
are in fact somewhat higher than estimated-'there is a slight downward b1il",. 

to th' wldt, rat, "tim.t" mFi"",,,28 th,ough 32. Ifl.:t 

~ 
.... , 

I I 
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APPENDIX 10 

SUICIDE A~JD VIOLENT 
AUTO FATALITY DATA AND 
COMPUTATIONAL METHOD 

The below tables list the data used to construct Figures 33 through 39 and 
Figure 42 in Chapter 3. 

Table 1. - Variation in reported offense rates for selected nonnatural causes of death, 
1958·1967 ' , 

[Data for Fig. 34, Ch. 3 (Rates per 100,000 population) 1 

1958 1959 1960 1961 i962 19'63 1964 1965 1966 '1967 
Motor vehicle 
accidents 21.3 21.5 21.2 20.8 22.0 23.1 24.9 25.4 27.1 26.8 

Suicide 10.7 10.6 10.6 10.4 10.9 11.0 10.8 11.1 10.9 10.5 
Criminal homicidel 4.6 4.8 5.0 4.7 4.5 4.5 4.8 5.1 5.6 6.1 
Manslaughter by 2.8 
negligence2 

1...9 3.1 2.9 3.1 3.6 3.9 4.1 4.4 4.4 

IBy "Criminal ,homicide," we refer to "willful murder" and "non-negligent 
manslaughter," for the reasons discussed in eh. 1. 
2In 1963 the UCR expanded their negligent manslaughter reporting from urban areas to 
all reporting agencies. 
Source: UCR; Vital statistics of the U.S. Rates already computed in these publications. 

Table 2. - Variation in reported negligent manslaughter offense rates, by city size, 
1963·66 

[Data for Fig. 34, Ch, 3 (Rates per 100,000 population)] 

City size 1963 1964 1965 1966 

250,000+ 4.3 4.4 4.6 6.5 
100,000·250,000 4.0 4.5 4.8 4.8 
50,000·100,000 3.2 3.7 3.2 3.8 

, 25,000·50,000 2.6 3.1 2.6 3.2 
10 ,000·25 ,000 1.7 1.5 1.4 1.8 
Under 10,000 1.6 1.6 1.4 1.6 
Suburban 2.8 3.0 2.9 3.5 
Rural U 5.3 4.7 7.1 

Source: UCR and U.S. Census. Rate computations by TaskForce as expla,ined below • 
• .1, .• 
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Table 3; - Variation in reported suicide rates, by region, 1963·66 
" .~ 

t 
" 

Table 7. - Variation in reported suicide rates, by sex and race, 1963·66 
[Data for Fig. 39, Ch. 3 (Rates per 100,000 sex and race specific population)] [Data for Fig. 35, Ch. 3 (Rates per 100.000 population)] 

Region 1963 1964 1965 1966 

New Engiand 9.7 9.9 9.3 9.5 
Midd!e Atlantic 9.3 &.7 9.2 8.6 
East North Central 10.5 9.8 10.5 10.0 
West North Central 11.1 11.2 11.0 10.8 
South Atlantic 11.0 11.0 11.4 11.3 
East South Central 8.9 9.6 9.4 9.5 
West South Central 9.1 9.2 9.0 8.5 
Mountain 14.2 13.5 14.3 14.0 
Pacific 16.7 16.1 16.6 17.1· 

l 

I· ! I 
I. 

~ l 
f 

Sex and race 1963 1964 1965 19(J(J 

White: 
Male 17.8 17.2 17.4 17.2 
Female 6.3 6.1 6.6 6.3 

l '. Nonwhite: 
I Male 7.9 7.2 7.7 7.8 
1 ". Female' ... 2.2 2.2 2.5 2.4 

1 Source: Vital Statistics of the U.S. Rates weady computed in the pUblication. 
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Source: Vital statistics of the U.S. Rates already computed in the pUblication. I 
.\ 

Table 8.-Variation in reported negligent manslaughter arrest 
rates, by sex and race of offender, 1963·66 

Table 4.-Variation in repoJ'ted negligent manslaug{J.tf!r offense rates, by region, 1963·66 .! 
." . [Data for Fig. 36. Ch. 3 (Ratespcr'oiOp,OOO population)] , ';~i 

[Data for Fig. 42, Ch. 3 (Rates per 100,000 sex and race specific population)] 

Region 1963 1964 196$::'1966 

Northeast 2.4 2.7 2.7 3.3 
North Central . 2.8 3.0 3.3 4.1 
South 4.6 4.9 4.7 5.4 
West 4.3 3.9 3.6 4.8 

Source: UCR and U.S. Census. Rate computations by Task Force as explained below. 

Table 5. - Variationjn reported suicide rates, by age, 1963·66 
[Data for Fig. 37, Ch. 3 (Rates per 100,000 age specific population)] 

Age 1963 1964 1965 1966 

5-14 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 
15-24 6.0 6.0 6.2 6.4 
25-34 11.8 11.8 12.3 12.3 
35-44 16.0 15.5 16.7 15.8 
45-54 21.1 20.5 20.7 20.0 
55-64 23.6 22.6 23.8 22.9 
65-74 22.4 22.1 22.0 21.6 
75-84 25.4 24.0 24.2 24.3 
85+ 24.6 25.3 24.4 23.8 

Source: Vital Statistic of the U.S. Rates already computed in the pu~lication. 

1 
'1 
! · , 
! 

Sex and race 

Male 
Female 
White 
Negro 

1963 1964 1965 1966 

4.0 
.4 

2;0 
4.1 

3.7 
.4 

1.9 
3.7 

3.9 
.4 

1.7 
4.0 

3.8 
.5 

1.9 
~.1 

· t Source:UCR and Q.S. Census. Computations by Task Force as explained below. 

i The rates for the violent auto fatality proxy, negligent manslaughter, were 
I computed by the Task Force, s'o an explanation will be given of exactly how 
{ this was done. 

'. f In the cru>e of Table 2, variation in reported offense rates by city size, both I the number of offenses and U.S. Census population estimates for the relevant 
>1 city·size areas are given in each UCR over the years covered. The Task Force 
' .. J simply computed the rates from these offense an.d population volumes. The 
* UCR offense totals came from all the agencies reporting; the U.S. Census A estimates are based on the populations in the areas covered by those"agencies. 

"f In the case of Table 4, variations in reported offense rates by region, both 
.. t the. number ?f of~enses and U.S. Census population estim. ates for the relevant 

'1 regIOns are gIVen In each UCR over the years covered. The Task Force simply 
..•• { computed the rates from tllese offense and population volumes. However, the 
\ t UCR regional breakdowns are only for cities of 2;500 or more, so that the 
(·1 rural areas in the regions are not represented. The U.S. Census population 

Table 6.-Ji'arianon in reported negligent manslaughter arrest rates, by age, 1963.661 .••. • ... ·.l. VOlum. es used a. re correspondingly for Citi.es of 2,500 or more in each region. 
[Data for Fig. 38, Ch. 3 (Rates (rounded) per 100,000 age specific population)] /J The rate computations in Tables 6 and 8, showing variation in reported 

•. J arrest rates by age, sex and race, were more complicated. The UCR publishes 
't':::t negligent manslaughter arrest volumes broken down by age, sex, and race, but :,:t not rates, so again the U.S. Census population volumes were used with the 

Age 1963 1964 

14 and urtd,llf 0.08 0.04 
15-24 5.7 5.0 
25-34 4.6 4.3 
35-44 2.9 2.9 
45-54 N.A. 2.3 
55-64 N.A. .9 
65+ N.A. .5 

1965 

0.07 
5.6 
4.4 
2.6 
1.9 
1.0 

.5 

1966 

0,04 
5.5 
4.4 
2.9 
1.7 
1.1 

.6 

. :.;'·I~ UCR arrest volumes to produce the arrest. rates. The negligent manslaughter 
> age, sex, and race arrest volumes are given both for agencies in cities with 
(1 2,SO~ or more people and for all agencies reporting (i.e., includin&:ural 

k~Jl are;~is .same situation was present in Appendices 7, 8, and 9 for th.:;~;;est 
J..;J;, volumes of the four major violent crimes broken down by age, sex, and race. 
·~i. In those cases, the arrest volumes for cities with a 'population of 2,500 o.r.··. Sou~ce: UCR and U.S. Census. Rate computations by Task Force as explained below. ~I ., 

· .~ 

"/' 
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more were used in the rate computations, rather than the volumes for all ,I 
agencies reportinl.~. This was because, on balance, the four major violent 4 
crimes were fourld to be dty phenomena; because the proportion of rural '1 
agencies reporting out of the total number of rural agencies is much smaller 'r 
than for the citil~S;l and because, even for the rural agencies that do report, A 
the validity of the reporting is generally more suspect than that of the cities.) 

The arrest volumes for citietl with 2,500 or more people cannot be used in ",', 
the case of neglitgent manslaughter, however" because Table 2 of this appendix', I 
shows such hif.¥! negligent manslaughter rates in rural areas. The rural rates r i 
are in fact eve,n higher than the urban rates over the 1963·66 period, It was >{ 
therefore decided that the importance of rural areas in negligentmanslaughtcr>'j 
outweighted the above inadequacies of rural area data, so that UCR volumes ':oj 
for all agencies reporting (cities 2,500 and over, plus rural areas) were chosen -j 
for the rate computations, along with U.S. Census population volumes for the 1 
arf"\S covered by those agencies.! 

The computations in this appendix were made under the same assumptions ",,1 
used in Appendices 7, 8, and 9, For example, with regard to the age :{ 
breakdown, if a certain age group made up a percentage of the total I 
population, it was assumed to compose the same percentage of the smaller, i 
UCR reporting population. This was als('done for sex and race in negligent r,!! 
manslaughter rate computations. n' . 

The assumption of equal proportionality was not completely valid in;,,',' 
Appendices 7.' 8, and 9 be?ause the. p:oportions of age,. sex, an.d race groupsl, I 
were not qUIte the same m the mlssmg rural areas as m the Clty areas. The

r

';;"1 
biases resulting from this fact were discussed in those ,app,e, ndices. However,in:,':i,,' 
the negligent manslaughter case, the rural areas are included in the I 
computations. The biases here still remain to some extent, because the ' l 
percentage of agencies reporting to the UCR from the rural areas is still:! 
relatively low compared to the percentage of agencies repprting from the cilyl 
areas. Yet about three·quarters of the rural population is no\\' ~ 
covered-whereas none of the rural population was covered inAppendices1,' l 
8, 9-so that the biases are much smaller in the negligent manslaughter case. ' } 

The bias: that the rural agencies are generally less reliable than the ci~ ! 
areas reporting remains, of course; but overall, the biases present do not ! 
appear serious enough to invalidate any of the conclusions reached from the I 
tables and their corresponding figures in Chapter 3. ! 

The exact mechanical steps taken in computing the negl}gent manslaughterJ 
Clge, sex, and race arrest rates parallel the steps taken in Appendices 7, 8, ano"t 
9 i 

In the case of age, computations were made in the following manner: 1he, I 
U.S. population for each age group (1) and the total U.S. population (2) were I, 

taken from U.S. Census projections for each year. The total U.S. population 'I, 
covered by the UCR arrest volumes (3) was taken from the UCR for each t 
year. From the equality (1)/(2) = (x)/(3), x was found. The computed x 1, 
gave the estimated number of people in the relevant age group out of t,'1.e U.S .'~ 
population covered by the UCR for the particular year. ,_,.:{ 

Given x, and taking the volume of arrests for the age group (4) from thl J 
UCR fot *e relevant year, the estimated age group arrest rate (R) for th~Fi 
year was computed as: R = (4)/(x) (100,000). . 'j 

The following data were used in the computations: ,t 
! 

il 

Suicide and Violent Auto Fatality Data and Computational Method 

Age Computations 

(1) 

. U.S. population for each age group, 1963.66:2 

'" 

14 and under: 59,461,000,59,454,000 
59,878,000,60,040,000 ' 

15·24: 28,190,000, 29,483,000, 
30,730,000, 31,960,000 

25·34: 22,339,000,22,317,000, 
22,:%9,000,22,606,000 

35-44: 24,594,000,24,563;000, 
24,438,000,,24,249,000 

45·54: N.A., 21,760,000, 
22,047,000,22,336,000 

55·64: N.A., 16,678,000, 16,968,000, 17,265,000 
65 and over: N.A., 17,863,000, 

18,162,000, 18,464,000 

(2) 

191 

U.S. total population, 1963.66: 3 1963, 189,417,000; 1964, 192,120,000; 1965, 
194,592,000; 1966, 196,920,000 

(1) 

T2f 
Computed percentage that each age group represents of the total V S popUlation 

1963·66: . . , 

14 and under: 1963,31.4; 1964, 30.9; 1965, 30.8; 1966, 30.5, 
15·24: 1963,14.4; 1964,15.3; 1965, 15.8; 1966, 16.2. 
25·34: 1963,11.8; 1964,11.6; 1965, 11.5; 1966, 11.5, 
35-44: 1963, 13.0; 1964, 12.8; 1965, 12.6; 1966, 12.3. 
45·54: 1963, no data; 1964, 11.3; 1965, 11.3; 1966, 11.3. 
55·64: 1963, no data; 1964, 8.7; 1965, 8.7; 1966,8.8. 
65 and over: 1963, no data; 1964, 9.3; 1965,9.3; 1966, 9.4. 

(3) 

Total V.S. population covered by all agencies (city and rural) reporting arrest volumes 
by age groupings to the UCR 1963-66:'1 1963,125760000' 1964 132439000'1965 
134,095,000; 1966, 137,986,000. ' , • , , , , , 

(x) 

Computed number of people for each age group out of the total V.S. population 
covered by all agencies (city and rural) reporting to the UCR, 1963.66: 

14 and under: 1963,39,488,640; 1964, 40,923,651; 
1965,41,301,260; 1966, 42,085,730 

15·24: 1963, 18,109,440; 1964, 20,263,167; 
1965;21,187,010; 1966, 22,353,732 

25·34: 1963,14,839,680; 1964, 15,362,924; 
1965,15,420,925; 1966, 15,868,390 

35-44: 1963,16,348,800; 1964, 16,952,192; 
1965,16,895,970; 1966, 16,972,278 

45·54: 1963, no data; 1964, 14,965,607; 
1965,15,152,735; 1966, 15,592,418 

55·64: 1963,no data; 1964,11,522,193; 
1965,11,666,265; 1%6, 12,142,768 
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(4) 

Volume of arrests for each age group, 1963·66, can be found in the UCR. 

Sex Computations 

In the case of the breakdown by sex, the same method was used. The corresponding 
data are as follows: 

(1) 

U.S. population for ellc~s~x, 1963-66:5 

Male: 1963, 93,471,000; 1964, 94,738,000; 
1965,95,884,000; 1966,96,949,000 

Female: 1963,95,945,000; 1964, 97,381,000: 
1965,98,708,000: 1966,99,971,000 

(2) 

U.S. total population, 1963-66:6 1963, 189,417,000; 1964, 192,120,000: 1965, 
194,592,000; 1966, 196,920,000. 

(1) 
(if 

Computed percentllge for each sex, 1963-66: 
Male: 1963,49.3; 1964, 49.3; 1965, 49.3; 1966, 49.2. 
Female: 1963,50.7; 1964, 50.7; 1965, 50.7; 1966, 50.8. 

(3) 

Total U.S. population covered bv all agenc:ies (city and rural) reporting arrest volumes 
by sex to the UCR, 1963-66:7 1963, 125,760,000; 1964, 132,439,000: 1965, 
134,095,000; 1966,137,986,000. 

(X) 

Computed number of people for each sex out of the total U.S. population covered by 
all agencies (city and rural) reporting to the UCR, 1963-66: 

Male: 1963,61,999,680; 1964,65,292,427: 
1965,66,108,835; 1966, 67,889,112. 

Female: 1963,63,760,320; 1964, 67,146,573; 
1965,67,986,165; 1966, 70,096,888. 

(4) 

Volume of arrests for each age group, 1963-66, can be found in the UCR. 

Race Computations 

Finally, in the case of the breakdown by race, the same method wa~ used. The 
corresponding data are as follows: 

(1) 

U.S. population for each race, 1963-66:
8 

White: 167,248,000,169,447,000,171,443,000,173,302,000. 
Negro: NA, 20,791,000, 21,211,000, 21,608,000. 
:' ,. 

t U.S. total population, 1963.66:9 189,417,000, 192,120,000, 195,592;000, 
<I i96,920,000. 
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(1) 
(2) 

Computed percentages for each race, 1963-1966: 
white: 88.3, 88.2, 87.7,88.0. 
Negro: 10.8,10.8,10.8,11.0. 

(3) 

Total U.S. popUlation covered br all agencies (city and rural) reporting arrest volumes 
by race to the UCR, 1963-66: 01963, 116,952,000; 1964, 117,874,900; 1965, 
125,139,000; 1966,128,163,000. .'. , 

(X) 

Computed number of people for each race out of the total U.S. population covered 
bY'all agencies (city and rural) reporting to the UCR, 1963-66: 

white: 1963,103,268,616; 1964, 103,964,868; 
1965,110,372,598: 1966, 112,762,320. 

Negro: 1963,12,630,816; 1964, 12,730,392; 
1965, 13,515,012; 1966, 14,097,930. 

(4) 

Volume of arrests for each race, 1963-66, can be found in the UCR 
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CHAPTER 4 

VIOLENCE AND ORGANIZED CRIME 

There is presently no information from the UCR or any other source that 
profiles the levels and trends of violent crime which result from organized 
criminal activities. It is possible, however, to reach some nonempirical 
conclusions about such violence by examining the nature, evolution, and 
structure of organized crime. 

In 1951, the Kefauver Committee declared that a nationwide crime 
syndicllte known as the Mflfia operated and controlled the most lucrative 
rackets in many large American cities.1 The syndicate has since changed its 
name to La Cosa Nostra (LCN: "tIus thing of ours") and has steadily 
increased its power and control. In earlier years, the organization was looser, 
oriented toward rural life, and received its greatest income from 
bootlegging in the Prohibition era. Evolution from a rural to an urban society 
and the end of Prohibition brought alternative fields of activity-especially 
narcotics, gambling, loansharking and extortion, labor racketeering, and the 
infiltration of legitimate businesses.2 Concomitant with this expansion, a 
more sophisticated, efficient, and businesslike crime-syndicate developed. 

Today, the syndicate consists of 24 groups, or "families," operating as 
criminal cartels in large cities throughout the nation. Members are exclusively 
of Italian descent and maintain communciation with one another through a 
national body of overseers.~· Members of the core families reside and are 
active in the states shown in Figure 1. Groups in New York, New Jersey, 
IlIinois, Florida, Louisiana, Nevada, Michigan, and Rhode Island are 
especially wealthy and influential.4 The overall structure has been described 
as Ha state within a state"-"a second government.°,5 

The structure of each family is geared to the maximization of profits. The 
hierarchy resembles that of the Mafia groups that have operated for almost a 
century on the island of Sicily. A "boss" heads the family, and his authority 
is absolute; the only possible exception is an overruling by the national 
adVisory group. Next in the social structure is the ~'underboss," the 1iai~on 
officer and administrative assistant who is in control during the boss's 
absence. On the same level iS,the consigliere, who is the counselor-adviser and 
often a family elder. Below the underboss are the caporegine, or lieutenants, 
and finally the solddte, the "soldiers" or "buttonmen" who report to the 
caporegine. 6 ~,; 
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Figure i.-States in which organized crime ' J 
core group members both reside and operate. 1 

This structure does not focus on violence per se, but only uses it as means .:t 
to maximize profits. If we cannot speak of violence and organized Cri:n'~ with :,l 
empirical exactitude, there is enough descriptive and ~n.llcdot~l ~atenal from ,~{ 
law enforcement officials that at least shows how Violence IS mvolve,d-and 1 
even gives a few suggestions about how much. . ' . .1 

There are two general categories of violence related to orgamzed crune. '! 
external and internal. External violence refers to the use and threat of force ! 
by the syndicate against the outside community or public at large, while I 
internal violence cen'ters on the use or threat of force among different groups } 
witmn the sphere of organized crime.? External violence may be the mostj 
relevant for the Task Force in the sense that our implicit concern has been 'i 
with violence and the general public. However, violence is manifl~st in bothl 
categories, regardless of the victims., d 

LEVELS OF EXTERNAL VIOLENCE I J 
The most important use of external violence is (is ~ means. of e~forcing \ t 

business practices. Violence is held to a minimum In the gamblIng and, l 
n~cotics business because transactions are almost entirely il.1 cash, not in '" .. ~ 
credit. There is little default in the gam.bli~g business, becausl~ the customer It. I, 
wants the relationship to be a contInumg one. When m!oney must be ,t 
borrowed, the customer usually obtains it from a loanshark, .not from the 1 
gambler. Similarly, credit is extended only very rarely to narc;oilcs customers. '[ 
Retailers may obtain credit from wholesalers, but they almost always make I 
good the return payment. Although an addict may commit violent ac~s to ~ 
support his habit, there is litt1e credit and little violence:between merchant t.! 
and customer due to payment disputes. However there have been reported I, ~ 
recently incide. nts olf dealer-customer. Violence. in the dr,' 'LIg trade due to, the 1'.',. 
sale of impure or uI1lsatisfactory products (See Chapter 15). .' f 

Loan-shark violeloce, on the other hand, is common. The transaction 15m!. 

credit rather than cas, h, and the payment must be compelled outside the law. 11 
The threat and use of violence by the syndicate can be applied and expanded Ii 
in many ways. As an illu;~tration, th.e Executive Direct.or of the Illinois State ~t 

, :'>. 
, .- ~ '. ~ " 

:j 
~, 

Crime Commission cited in testimony to the Senate the case of a woman 
whose husband was loaned $300 for medical bills. He frequently ·had 
difficulty meeting the lO-percent weekly interest payments. One night he was 
dropped at their doorstep badly beaten. In May 1964, the shark to whom 
they were in debt tried to kidnap their 5-year-old son, and the wife begged 
$30 from her employer after a threatening telephone call. On another 
occasion she was told that, if they continued to have difficulty meeting the 
payments, enough male customers would be found to enable her to earn $100 
a day as a prostitute. Eventually, the husband, haVing paid $1,000 in interest 
without ever having reduced the principal, despaired and committed suicide.s 

. Violence and labor racketeering go hand.in hand. Control of a union with 
jurisdiction .vver coin machines, for'example, carries with it the ability to 
parcel out territories and gain a complete monopoly in the industry-a 
monopoly enforced by union contracts, picketlines, and, if necessary, "labor 
violence." Control over the bartenders' union can mean the ability to force 
taverns to buy food, liquor, and supplies oniy from certain wholesalers.9 

A final form of business violence occurs when the syndicate decides to 
move into an industry. It does so both for investment purposes and to find 
new bases for'megal acdvities. It is usually able to gain conttpl of one firm 
through its loan-sharking operations of extortion. The organization then uses 
a powerful combination of economic weapons, extortion, and judiciously 
applied violence to drive competitors from the industry. As one authority has 
remarked, "When organized crime embarks on a venture in legitimate 
business, it ordinarily brings to that venture all the techniques of violence and 
intimidation which are employed in its illegal enterprises."l 0 The economic 
power of La Cosa Nostra insures that a monopoly, once secured, can be 
maintained. 

Although . no yearly estimate of the violence· related to such external 
business activities is available, there are estimates on tlle magnitude of the 
activities themselves. The Crime Commission, approximating the value of 
illegal goons and services sold, put the level of gambling at $7 billion, 
Jl3Xcotics at $350 million, and loan sharking at $350 million, for a yearly 
total. of $7.7 billion. One author has put it another way: "If La Cosa Nostra's 
illegal profits were reported," the United States could afford "a lO-percent 
tax reduction instead of a 10-percent surcharge." 11 

The other empirical approach to the level of organized criminal business is 
yia UCR arrest rates for the non-Index categories of gambling, fraud, and 
narcotics, which relate to the main underworld interests more than any other 
FBI classifications. Reported arrest rates over recent years for the three 
categories combined are shown in Figure 2. The usual gaps between arrest data 
and the true incidence can be assumed. The arrest variations are as likely to 
be due to reporting changes and FBI policy as to variations in the real rate of 
organized crime offenses. J?espite this inadequacy, and even assuming that 
organizedcdme is not completely responsible for the bUsiness activity behind 
the arrests, the rate levels are relatively l>Jgh in Figure 2. In 1967, for example, 
the. combined arrest rate for gambling, narcotics, and fraud was 167, 
compared to a rate of 130 for the four major violent crimes. 

Before reliable· statistical inferences can be made from such arrest and cost 
estimates (proxying the amount of organized criminal business activity), more 
empirical sophistication is required. Better estimates of business activity are. 
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needed, and a standard estimate of the amount of violence created by each 
extra increment of activity could be worked out. 

In addition to violence. that is a function of business activities, there is 
another dimension of external violence related to organized crime. This might 

- be called "s~condary professional violence." It is, "secondary" in the sense 
that the violtlnce is not committed by the organiLl~d netwQrk itself, but by 
local professional criminals who are in some way responsive to directives of 
organized crime. A "professional criminal" can be thought of in this context 
as someone who is regularly involved in criminal activities, but is not a 
member of an organized family. ' 

Why can professional criminals in local neighborhoods be tied to organized 
crime? In part, the answer is simply one of operational necessity: The rank 
and file of organized crime is recruited from this population, and the steady 
influx of soldiers creates a wide variety ·of working reJations between 
professioIlaI criminals and organization members, as weU as bases for personal 
friendships.! 2 

In part, the answer is also that organized crime "hires" professi?~al 
criminals without necessarily accepting them as members of fanuhes. 
Professional criminals often deal with fences and loan sharks who are part of 
a family. Just as organized crime may need the services of professional 
c!'iminal employees, so professional criminals may require the specialized 
services that the syndicate can provide. LCN has been occasionally employed. 
for ~xample, to arbitrate disputes between Chicago professionals outside the 
family.13 . 

There is one more very important reason for tying professional criminals iU 

local neighborhoods to organized crime: support of the rela~ionship by. t~e 
community itself. There is evidence in certain cohesive ethnic commuOIlies 
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that the people accept and encourage ties between local professional 
criminals (often -their friends and relatives) and organized crime. The 
linkup, while promoting crime, is seen by the community residents as a 
source of protection-an assurance that the syndicate will act as a 
kind of ombudsman of the poor. LeN is thus regarded in certain areas as the 
b~neyolent protector of the people from the police and violent crime. 
As one law enforcement expert said, "You want to talk about safe streets? A 
woman can walk through the neighborhood and not worry about being 
attacked. They [syndicate members or professional criminals working with 
them] keep the streets a lot safer than the cops dO.,,14 Some neighborhool's 
are so tightly controlled that the street crime rates are actually lower than the 
citywide averages.! 5 

On the other hand, "secondary professional violence" by locals operating 
in other arlf!as or against strangers is encouraged. In one highly controlled 
neighborhuod, for example, two professional ba~eball players parked their car 
on the street one evening. Because the vehicle had out-of-state license plates, 
it was immediately identified as not "belonging to the neighborhood." When 
the mim returned, two sets of golf clubs had been stGlen from the car. 
However, intelligence officers from the city police department then spread 
the word that they wanted the golf clubs returned, letting it be known that 
they belon~ed ta two sports heros. Within 2 days they were returned, with 
one set treated to new club covers as an apology. 1 6 

Robbery and h:lTglary, then, are especially important expressions of 
"secondary profeSSIOnal violence." There is again no measure at present 
which indicates the degree to which this organized-crime-related phenomenon 
is responsible for the overall reported levels of viole.nce-related acts. 

LEVELS OF INTERNAL VIOLENCE 

While the incidence of external violence seems to be divided between 
forms of assault and murder (especially in the course of busines~ operations) 
and less serious forceful acts such as robbery and burglary (especially as part 
of profeSSional secondary viOlence), the force that LCN directs within the 
organization appears to more uniformly manifest itself in killings. 

The need for security, the outbreak of rebellion, and the growth of 
competing criminal organizations are all linked as the main rationales for 
internal gangland killings, according to avrulable evidence. 

The integrity of the organization depends on its security. If a member does 
not meet his obligatiOl:is, he is punished both as a warning to others and to 
preserve prior agreements. If potential informants pose enough of a threat, 
they are killed in the cruelestand most vicious ways. For example, the body 
of Albert Anueci, an organized crime figure who had threatened the 
organization with exposure; was found several years ago outside Rochester. 
Some 20 pounds of flesh had been cut from his body, and he h:ad been shot, 
strangled, and set afire.! 7 

Closely related to security violence, and sometimes part of it, is use of 
force in q1,lelling internal .rebellion within the organization. It appears, for 
example, that a major LCN internal war has recently been ended by a 
realignment of the New York rackets. The feud began in October 1964, when 
Joseph Bonnano, who had been plotting against two other families. was 
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200 Cdmes of Violence Violence and Organized Crime 201 I kidnaped, apparently with LCN approval. Bonnano managed to escape death i organizations, which have demanded a share of the business, will not tolerate 
by promising to surrender all his New York activities and move away. But the 'I being left out, and can operate more effectively in the ghettos than can the 
attempted murder of Salvato.re Bonnano on 1anuary 28, 1966 by Gaspara syndicate. In some cities, the ItaHan-dominated organizations are moving out 
DiGregorio was apparently a warning against the rebuilding of his father's. of hard narcotics. It is too risky, penalties are too high, and racketeers have 
organization. Sometime later, LCN cecided th:}t DiGregorio was incompetent been heard to say that they "want no part of it.,,2 3 

and appointed Paul Sciacca to ~ucceed hlm, Then the war with Bonnano ~- It has always been the tough and ambitious first-generation criminals who 
began in earnest. Law enforcemert ":>,uthoritit"'l say that the war has beent",' have had the stomach for street-level operations. As they move up in the 
successfully arbitrated by comilgl; <if ari~·qQsses of other families through a f hierarchy, their stake increases, they become divorced from street operations, 
"subcommittee" appointed by the syndll;.~te and is coming to an end. Paul 'i and they do not want to kill any more. There are few first-generation Italians 
Sciacca has won; Joseph Bonnano has moved to Arizona and his son tot to populate the lower levels of organized crime today. Just as the Jews moved 
California. No one knows exactly how many have been killed,but seven 'lout to make room for the tougher and hungrier Italians, the Italians may now 
Bonnano henchmen and four Sciacci loyalists are known to have died.18 I, t have to move out of street-level operations to make room for the Negroes and 

Although this kind of rebellion is the, most spectacular, theie is u~iJal1y r i Puerto Ricans? 4 

internal tension below the top levels. One important soldier, for example,! Competitive violence due to such a changing of the guard has already been 
indicates that his boss was constantly having men killed because they were .,~ evident. On April 24, 1967, Michael Luongo, a New York mobster,was 
getting too powerful and could have threatened him. The soldier spoketIom '1 kidnaped, apparently by Negro racketeers. The kidnapers demanded a 
PGrsoI1al experience. An attempt was made on his life after he had I $45,000 ransom, showed a thorough familiarity with. the operations of 
become valuable,19 although he apparently never had violated the rules. Such r Luongo and his boss, Manfredi; and mentioned that they were settling "old 
conflict seems reasonable in the sense that, while the older bosses need daringr scores" with Manfredi. On April 25, the ransom was paid by Manfredi and, 
and aggressive young men, the proven young men may eventually begin to f after Luongo had been released, permission was received from the LCN 
wonder why they need their bosses. If this is commonly the case-and again -.,' hierarchy to kill the kidnapers, who have ~ince disappeared and are presumed 
exact data are not available-then there may be a good deal more insecurity \ dead.2s 

and instability within LCN than is presently thought. I The enormous power and sophistication of LCN would seem to preclude a 
Violence to eliminate competition from the criminal n:tarketplace is the -f real challenge to its supremacy, but as Negro and Puerto Rican organizations 

other important rationale behind gangland killings. Competitive Violence lbecome more sophisticated and better trained ,2 6 they will certainly demand 
occurs only when LCN's relative position in the community. of organized 1,' more. Sometime in the future, LCN may have to choose between making way 
criminals is weak enough to be challenged. In 1962, the activities of the for the neW syndicates or fighting the competition with unprecedented terror 
Massachusetts branch of La Cosa Nostra were inhibited by three strong,l which would almost certainly evoke a strong public outcry for increased law 
independent Irish criminal organizations which maintained such tight contra! ~ enforcement. -
over gambling and loansharking that the LCN clJuld not have moved in f An empirical estimate of the proportion of the total. Violence level 
without an enormously costly war?OSo, typically, it waited.! accounted for by the use of internal force within organized crime is difficult 

Eventually, a member of' one of the Irish gangs felt intolerably insulted byt. to ~ake. The categories ·of external and internal organized violence, J:1owever, 
a rival; all three gangs prepared for war. A seri,es of ferocious beatings quickly t proVIde a conceptual scheme defining what should be measured. 

! escalated to murders which weakened each of the organizations. Seizing the . , 

~RENDS IN·ORGANIZED CRIMINAL VIOLENCE opportunity, LCN mQvedin with vastly greater force and far more effective '"i 
terror. To thi public, it seemed that Boston's ganghl.fld slayings were ;1 
continuing. But a fundamental change had occurred. Wnereas the earlier.~ With no objective yearly estimates of the violence due to organized crime, 
killings had been by Irish gangs; now LCN was performing the murder-fo -& there can obviously be no rigorous national approximations of ;V·~s. 
discourage competition, teach 1essons; W.Ol,ke the Irish gangs more responsive .. '.:. Non~theless, there is nearly unanimous agreement by law enfor\c~m\i!I~ 
to the "new boss," and even to satisfy personal grudges. There were 40 •... j offiCIals and other experts on the basis of case experience that ther'e'{~as 
murders in atl; apparently, the New England Cosa Nostra felt secure n b~en a distinct decline in the most serious forms of organized 
enough-and perhaps understood the Boston popUlation well enough-to 'Jr. f VIolence-gangland beatings and killings. In Chicago, where organized crime is 
know that it could get away with such public Violence.21 

·,".l.t,. probably' more violent thah in many other places, there were 765 "gang 
In general, this kind of violence has been at a relatively low level durlng

t murders" between 1919 and 19$4, an average of 38 per year. From 1935 to . 
the past few decades? 2 It is possible to speculate, however, that the f 1967, a period twice as long, there were 229 such murders, an average of 
incidence of competitive violence may well increase in the future. The! ,seven per year.2 7 

potential opponents of LCN are Negro and Puerto Rican ,organizations 1 ' The reason for the decline is notthat LCN is reducing its activities--on the 
working in the most risky street-level operations. t contrary, the above observations have indica.ted that its bases have broadened 

In nearly every large city, the numbers rackets and the narcotics trad~ ha:{e ) and ,strengthened-but simply tllat it has changed to more sophisticated 
been tUrned over by' LCN to Puerto Rican and, especially, Negro '1 man~gement techniques. Its leaders have learned ,that violence only exposes 
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them to public attention and law enforcement pressure. A continuing effort '~! 
has been made to avoid violence, and much of the actual force has been ,j 
replaced by a system of rational alternatives, which apply to both external .t 
and internal organized violence., 

The most effective alternative to wholesale force is the constant threat and ~; 
occasional use of force as a lesson fbr everyone to see. Such inducement of 1 
fear has gained the syndicate its ends just as effectively as widespread force. ' J 
As one former supervisor of detectives for the Central Intelligence Bureau of , 
the New York City Police Department wrote, ''The use of violence by ':',tl", 
syndica ted criminal groups has been careful, calculated, and 
controlled ... [it] has been so successful that the fear instilled by it has 
actually reduced the need to use force.,,2 8 ! 

t It shOUld be remembered, however, that we have defined violence not only , 
as the use of force, but also as the threat of force and the deprivation of ! 1 
freedom. In this sense, the infliction of fear is not so much an alternative to C 1\: 

widespread physical force as a different, perhaps less serious, manifestation of 
violence. 'I 

Another alternative to violence has been bribery and corruption. Through ,I 
the organization's tremendol!s financial resources and skill at blackmail and I 

extortion, corruption enables the syndicate to operate with relative impunity I 
and little need for violence. The practice is a conventional operating ! 
technique; all available data indicate that organized crime flourishes only 1 
where it has corrupted local officials? 9 An underworld figure insists,for ! 

example, that half the police department in one New England city receives I 
regular payments from the regional branch of the LCN. Each month the ,I 
"bluebook" of raids planned for the month is delivered by members of the ! 
force, so that LCN is forewarned of any planned policy activity which might ! 
interfer with business?O , I 

I A last important alternative is the use of people who would otherwise be 
killed. Few individuals are now considered so useless that they need be 
wasted by murder. The owner of a prosperous New York restaurant who 
needed money and found legitimate credit unavailable can be Cited ~s an 
illustration. He received a loan from a shark, agreeing to pay interest bf 5 
percent a week. Although unable to meet payments, he was permitted by the 
shark to default in exchange for certain agreements. He was required to buy 
meat from a new distributor and became an outlet for stolen, hijacked, and 
diseased meat, unfit for human consumption. He agreed to'but liquor from 
another distributor, who stole it or in some other way avoided paying taxes 
on it. Soon the son of one of his "investors" was put on the payroll as 
headwaiter, and the restaurant became a favorite hangout for bookmakers. 
All the while, the owner was attempting to payoff his loan,never able to 
make a dent in the principal because oithe high interest rate.31 

When internal, as opposed to external, alternatives to violence are 
considered, the focus is on the man assigned to be the "enforcer" in every 
family .. The "enforcer" is an impersonal technician Whose role is to assure 
that the boss' judgments are carried out. Internally, the members of LeN " 
have given the organization a virtual monopoly on deadly force. They have . 
given up their discretionary right to use force against each other and haye 
granted unlimited force. to their ultimate superior. It is therefore of cruCIal 
importance that the boss, in turn, has an "enforcer", who car:rles out the 
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superior's orders, but has no independent authority. The need for a '-'just" 
enforcer was explained by one expert: 

... force is not physical control; it is ex post facto infliction of pain for 
deviation. If such intentional infliction of suffering is to be accepted by 
the recipients and by citizens generally, it must be made '1ustIy," in 
measures suitable to correcting deviation without stimulating rebellion. 
Maintaining "consent of the governed" then, requires that punishments 
for deviation be accepted as legitimate by those being governed.32 

The mere presence of this enforcement mechanism has generally succeeded 
in minimizing actual force, although rebellion may still break out, as 
previously mentioned. The imposition of fear, then, worl<:s internally as well 
as externally to reduce the need for actual violence. 

CONCLUSION 

From this profile of violence a:1d organized crime, the following sununary 
conclusions can be made: . 

(1) Violence is not the primary end of organized crime, but a means 
to the goal of profit maximizati()IJ .. 

(2) The individual acts most related to organized crime are criminal 
homicides and assaults required to implement external business 
activities and to assure internal stability as well as the robbery and 
burglary that ate especially important components of secondary 
professional violence. ' 

(3) It is clifficuIt to estimate what part of the true level of individual 
violence that organized crime is responsible for. D3,ta are not ea.$)' to 
come by, in particular bt'cause of the secrecy of organized operations. 
New methods of informa~ion reporting and analysis to empirically 
approximate the inciden(;e of syndicate related violence are therefore 
urgently needed and will be recommended in Chapter 17. 

(4) The Task Force accepts the position that the trend of murders 
and assaults has diminished as the sophistication of organized crime has 
increased. However:, the threat of force, the creation of fear, and the 
deprivation of individual liberty may well have also increased as the 
power base of LCN has strengthened and its mode of operations has 
changed. There is n.o evidence that the robbery aild burglaiy that is a 
function of secondary professional activities have been on a downtrend, 
to say nothing of the possibility of increased competitive violence 
between LCN and emerging Negro and Puerto Rican organizations. No 
strong rationale therefore .really exists for deemphasizing the 
contribution over time of organized crime to individual violence. 

(5) This .. judgment, plus the facts that the syndicate's primary 
business operations have· obviously expaI!dedand the autonomous, 
illicit power, to do its will~whetherviolent or nonviolent-has grown, 
provide the basis upon which the strong· organized crime policy 
recommendations of Chapter 17 will be made. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE OFFENDER AND HIS VICTIM 
INTRODUCTION 

The politics of violence and the rhetoric of "law and order" during recent 
years have given rise to vague and often inarticulate notions about what 
happens when the offender meets his victim and the circumstances 
surrounding the encounter. Racial overtones are common. Widespread beliefs 
have been established about strangers-thugs r hoodlums, rapists, and 
worse-seizing control of city streets, pouncing on passive victims, and 
entering houses through unfortified living-room windows. 

Such emotional misrepresentations often cloud important policy questions 
which require precise statements v1' fact. Criminal violence committed mainly 
by:strangers on the street might seem amenable to reduction through 

. rejnforcl~d police operations. But is this really the patterIl? Should we believe 
that :individual violence is racial warfare at a slow burn? Do ghetto blacks 
usually attack suburban whites? There is a common assumption that the 
'offender is aggressive and the victim weak. But is this always true? Can the 
act be more of a duet, with the victim often as responsible as the attacker? If 
so, can we change our behavior to lessen this possibility? Are violent criminals 

,psychopaths, or are their motives more common to everyone? How does 
ghetto life influence these motivations? To what extent are victims injured? 

, Q,ies it make sense to think about policy that reduces the availability of 
Cllrtain weapons? 

Unfortunately, information on interracial violence, the location of 
criminal encounters, prior relationships between victim and offender, victim 
provocation, motives, extent of injury, weapons used, etc., is for the most 
part limited to studies of one kind of crime in a single city. In response to the 
Crime Commission's plea for more investigation, 1 we have undertaken the 
fIrst survey of national oimensionson victim and offender patterns in the 
four inajor violent crimes: criminal homiCide, aggravated assault, forcible 

, rape, and robbery. We sought representation from all regions in the country 
and have collected a IO-percent random sample, of 1967 offense and arrest 
reports from 17 large U.S. cities: Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, 
Denver, Detroit, Los Ange1es, Miami, Minneapolis, New Orleans, New York, 
Philadelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco, Seattle, and Washington, D.C. Only 
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the largest cities were chosen because major violence with high incidence is 
clearly a phenomenon ofurben complexes? 

Central to any such inquiry is the "event" dllring which the violence is 
committed. At the time the offender attacks the victim, for example, we are 
interested in the race creach, whether they know one another, what the 
motive was, whether the victim helped bring on the attack hImself, etc .. All of 
these elements derive from the "interaction" between one victim and one 
offender. We have "adopted the. "victim-offender interaction" as the basic unit 
of measurement it! the study.3 Unless otherwise indicated, the tables 
presented are based on the total number of interactions recorded. Only 
interactions in which the offender was arrested are included, because these 
reports give the most complete inforrnation.

4 

In a broad study of this type, designed and implemented in a very short 
time, certain problems are inevitably experienced.s However, we believe that 
the survey validly describes general patterns and represents the only current 
source of extensive· data which can be compared to the previous, more 
intensive local studies.6 Not all of our new information can be presented 
here, and only some of the best-known earlier work is used for comparison.' 

SEX, RACE, AND AGE 

Chapter 3 showed that the arrest rates for major violent crimes are much 
higher for Negroes (per 100,000 persons) than for whites (per 100,000) and,. 
similarly, that rates are much higher for males than females, for the young 
than for the old, and for low-income persons than for those of a higher 
socio-economic status. 1;he Crime Commission's study by the National 
Opinion Research Center (NORC) Showed that victims are also much more 
likely to be black, male, young, and poor.

8 

This infomlation is "static": it treats victims and offenders separately and 
does not permit more than inferences to be made about interrelationships. 
Our survey data now make it possible to suggest a national urban proflle of 
the interrelationShips between victims and offenders according to their sex, 

race, and age.9 

Racial fears underlie much of the public concern over violence, so one of 
our most striking and relevant general conclusions is that serious "assaultive" 
violence-criminal homicide, aggravated asssault and forcible rape-is 
predominantly intraracial in nature. The tables below show that the majority 
of these crimes involve Negroes assaulting Negroes; most of the rest involve 
whites victimizing other whites. Robbery, on the other hand, has a high 
interracial component, mainly composed of younger black males robbing 
older white males. . 

These findings are consistent with the notion that much of this country's 
assaultive criminal violence can be explained through the "subcultural" 
values! 0 that often influence behavior in our urban ghettos: 

Negroes are a minority group that still suffer from residential and 
general cultural isolation from the rest of the community, despite 
recent advances in integration. So long as this ethnic group is socially 
isolated and required to live in restricted residential areas, they will 
continue to constitute a "subcultural" area. This subculture is 
characterized by poor housing, high density of. population, 
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overcrowde~ home conditions, and by a system of values that often 
condo~es VIolence and ph~sical.agression from childrearing proces'ses to 
adul.t mterpersonal relatIOnships that sometimes end 'in criminal 
slaymgs. To a lesser degree, whites in the lower socio-economic classes 
as well as Negroes become part of this subculture of violence. I I 

Robbe~y appears to go beyond spontaneous patterns within the ghetto often 
reflectmg a more rational victimization pattern.12 ' 

Criminal Homicide 

Table 11 3 reveals that criminal homicide is mostly intrasexual and even 
more stron~l~ intraracial. Of the interactions in our survey in which the sex 
of the participants was known, 63 percent were male/male,I4 only 4 percent 
were female/female, 16 percent were male/female, and 18 percent 
fe~ale/male. When race was known, 24 percent of all killings were between 
wh~tes and 66 percent be~een. ~egroes. Six percent involved Negroes killing 
whl~es .a~d 4 percent whites kilhng Negroes. The dominant age pattern was 
for.mdIvId~als over 25 to kill persons in the san1e age category (47 percent of 
all mteractions).IS Earlier studies of criminal homicides in specific locations 
have produced similar resul ts.1 6 

Aggravated Assault 

Simi}ar sex, race, and age patterns occur in the aggravated ~ssau1t category 
~u~gestmg that a~~ault and homicide may differ only in the seriousness of th~ 
~Jury .. Table 2 shows that, when sex was known, 57 percent of all 
mteractIOns were male/male, 7 percent female/female, 9 percent male/female 
and ~? percent female/male. The main exception to the general similarity t~ 
hOffilclde was a female/male assault frequency much higher than the 
male/female frequency. 

About one-quarter of all assaults were between whites, sixty-six percent 
between Negroes, eight percent involved Negroes attacking whites and two 
percent whites attacking Negroes. ' 

As with homicide, the dominant age pattern was fOl.: individuals over 25 to 
assault others in the same category (43 percent ofallinteractions). The next 
largest group consisted of juveniles assaulting individuals in the same age 
range (14 percentV 8 

D.ur s~x, ra~e, and age figures closely parallel the assaulUnfromation from 
prevlOUS mvesttgations in individual cities.! 9 

Forcible Rape 

(TNinety percent of the rapes where race was determined were intraracial 
able 3).2.0 Thirty percent were white/white, 60 percent Negro/Negro, 10 

per~ent whIte/Negro, an~ a neglibible percent Negro/white? 1 

. tho clear age pattern emerges. Rapes occurred with almost equal frequency 
m t e age groups: men between 18 and 25 on women of the same age (19 
bercent of all interactions), men 18 to 25 on girls 17 al'ld under (17 percent) 
~rss :nd under on girls in the same age range (16 percent); men over 25 o~ 

gl 7 ~n2d under (15 percent), and men 18 to 25 on wOmen over 25 (12 
perqent.) 
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Table 1. _ Cllaracteristics of tile victim alld the offender 
by sex, race, alld age, criminal IIomocide 

17 I;ities, J 967 
an percent) 

"'-... Sex of victim 

Male Female Total s,~ 
offender 

Male 6:i.3 17.5 79.8 (455) 

Female 16.4 3.8 20.2 (115) 

Total 78.7 21.3 100.0 

(449) (121) (570) 

~ J victim 
Race White Negro Total 

of 
offender 

White 24.0 3.8 27.8 (159) 

Negro, 6.5 65.7 72.2 (412) 

Total 30.5 69.5 100.0 

(174) (397) (571) 

victim 
0-17 18-25 26 and Total 

Age of over X offender ' 

0-17 3.3 1.6 4.2 9.1 (49) I . 
I 

3.6 10.3 19.8 33.5 (182) 1 
, 18-25 

3.5 6.7 47.0 57.4 (311) j 
26 2.nd over 

Total 10.4 18.6 71.0 100.0 

(56) (101) (385) 1 (542) 

-
Tot.'ll number of known criminal homicid\,\ \"ictim-offender, interactions, by sex-570. 
Tot~~ number of known criminal homicide victim-offender interact~ons, by race=571. 
'rotal number of known criminal homicide victim-offender interactIOns, by age=542: 
Frequllncies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, m the 

17 cities surveyed. Total row and column percentages may not exactly equal 100.0 percllnt because oftM 

weighting procedure and'rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Table 2. -Characteristics of the victim and the offender by sex, race, 
and age, aggral'ated assu/t, 17 cities, 1967 

(Percent of total) 

~ of vie tim ~ 

Sex of Male Female Total 
offender 

211 

Male 56.6 21.0 83.6 (727) 

Female 9.3 7.1 16.4 (142) 

Total 65.9 34.1 100.0 
(573) (296) (869) 

. 

~ Race of White Negro Total 
offender 

, .. --:---

White 23.9 1.8 25.'1 (223) 

Negro 8.4 65.9 74.3 (648) 

Total 32.3 67.7 100.0 
(281) (59.0) (871) 

~ Age of 0-17 18-25 26 and 
offender over 

Total 

0·17 13.5 1.4 2.8 17.7 (138 

13·25 3.4 10.1 ILl 24.6 (191) 

26 and over 3.1 11.7 42.9 57.7 (451) 

Total 20.0 23.2 56.8 100.0 
(156) (181) (443) (780) 

. 
Total nUmber ofk • . Total nown aggravated assault vIctim-offender interactions by sex-869 

number ofkno\ t d I" . " • Total b m aggrava e as~au t vIctIm-offender mteractions by race-871 
Fre u~~~ er o.fknown aggr~vated assault victim-offender interactions: by age-780.· 
thi 1'7 ~et~ weIghted accordmg to total reported violent crimes for 1967 by type in 

~w~~~ , , 
Total row and 1 . thew' htl co umn percentages may not exactly equal 100.0 percent because of 
So eIg ng procedure and rounding 

urce:, Task Force Victim-Offender S~rvey, preliminary data. 
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Table 3.-Characteristics of the victim and the offender by sex, race, 
and age, forcible rape, 17 cities, 1967 

[Percent of total] 

Sex of 
offender 

Male 

Female 

Total 

White 

Negro 

Total 

Age of 
offender 

0-17 

18-25 

26 and over 

Total 

Male 

White 

29.6 

10.5 

40.1 
(187) 

... -----~-

0-17 

15.7 

17.1 

14.6 

47.4 
(211) 

Female 

18-25 

2.1 

18.8 

7.4 

28.9 
(129) 

100.0 

100.0 
(465) 

Negro 

0.3 

59.6 

59.9 
(278) 

26 and 
over 

2.5 

11..1 

9.1 

23.7 
(105) 

Total 

100.0 (465 ) 

lOO.O 
(465) 

Total 

29.9 

70.1 

100.0 
(465) 

(139 ) 

(326 ) 

Total 

20.9 (93) 

48.0 214) -
3l.i 138) -

100.0 
(445) 

Total number of known forcible rape victim-offender interactions, by sex=465. 
Total number of known forcible rape victim-offender interact~ons, by race=465. 
Total number of known forcible rape victim-offend.er inter~ct\Ons, by age=445. 'n 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported VIolent CrImes for 1967, by type, 1 

the 

17 cities surveyed. eo 
Total row and column percentages may not exactly equal 100.0 percent becaus 
weighting procedure and rounding. , , . 

Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, prelimmary data, 

f the 
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fr 
Although there is some variation between our national results and those 

om at least one earlier city study l no radical differences are apparent? 3 

Armed Robbery 

a 
Table 4 24 shows that male/male interactions are the most frequent in 

rmed robbery (84 percent). Females rarely robbed other females (1 percent) 
or males (4 percent), but males occasionally robbed females (10 percent). 

nUke criminal homicide, aggravated assault, and rape, robbery is more 
terracial (49 percent), with Negroes robbing whites as the typical pattern 
7 percent). Only 13 percent of the robberies were white/white, but 38 

ercent were between Negroes. 

U 
in 
(4 
p 

0 

The most common age grouping for armed robbery was 18 to 25 for 
ffenders and 26 and over for vIctims (37 percent), followed by victims and 
ffenders in the 26 and over category (18 percent), then by both aged 18 tc, 
5 (13 percent). The leading combination ·of sex, race, and age was clearly 
egro males 18 to 25 robbing white males 26 and over.25 

0 

2 
N 

Unarmed Robbery 

0 

About 70 percent of unarmed robbery interactions were male/male, while 
nly 3 percent were female/female. Twenty-five percent were males robbing 
males, and only 2 percent females robbing males (Table 5).26 In 

omparison to armed robbery, therefore, the male/male pattern retained its 
ominance, although a noticeably higher frequency of males robbed women. 

fe 
c 
d 

Ei 
Racial characteristics are almost identical for botli forms of robbery. 

ghteen percent of all unarmed interactions were between whites, 37 percent 
tween Negroes, 44 percent Negroes robbing whites, and only 1 percent 

hites robbing Negroes. The national sample thus indicated that Negroes rob 
lites in almost half of all known urban robberies where an arrest has been 

be 
w 
wI 
made. 

j 
r 

The leading age combinations in unarmed robbery are shown in Table 5. 
When sex, race, and age were combined, the highest combination involved 

uvenile Negro males (17 and under) robbing other juvenile Negro males. The 
anks of the other important combinations were: Negro juvenile males 
obbing white females 26 and over, Negro males 18 to 25 robbing white males 
6 and over, Negro male juveniles robbing white juvenile males, and Negro 
uvenile males robbing white males 26 and over? 7 

r 
2 
j 

I 
~ 

In f.pite of the considerable degree of interracial unarmed robbery, the 
eading sex-race-age pattern thus remains intraracial. The fact that older white 
emales appear to compete with older white males as an important target 

group suggests that unarmed robbers must choose between higher potential 
P ayoffs by robbing males and greater safety by attacking females. 

.Q 
Although our results on interracial.robbery are similar to those in at least 

ne previous investigation of robbery in a local community, the main 
fference between the survey and most other studies is that our national 
udy shows a relatively higher percentage ,of Negroes robbing whites..2 8 

di 
5t 

: . 
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Table 4.-Cllaracteristics of tile victim and 
the off,;nder, by sex, r!lce, and age, armed robbery, 17 cities, 1967 

[Percent of the total] . 

, 
-" 

Sex of·the 
victim 

Male Female Total 
Sex of the 
offender 

Male 84.5 10.2 94.7 (255) 

female 4.4 0.9 5.3 (14) 

88.9 11.1 100.0 
Total (240} (29) (269) 

Race of the 
victim White Negro Total 

Race of 
the offender 

White 13.2 1.7 14.9 (40) 

Negro 4&.7 38.4 85.1 (229) 

I Total 
59.9 40.1 100.0 
(161) (108) (269) 

Age of the I 
victim 

0-17 18.25 26 and over Total 
Age of 
the offender 

0-17 6.8 8.5 8.1 23.4 (59) 

18-25 2.1 13.1 36.8 _ 52.0 (133) 

26 and. over 0.8 5.4 18.4 24.6 (63) 

9.7 27.0 63.3 100.0 ' 

ToM (24) (69) (162) (255) 

Total number of known forcible rape victim-offender interactions, by sex=269 . 
Total number of known forcible rape victim-offender interactions, by race=269 
Total number of known forcible rap~ victim-offel',2er interactions, by age=255. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for.1?67, by type, 
in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Total row and column percentages may not exactly equal100.0 percent because of 
the weighting procedure and rounding. 
Source; Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, prelimi!lary data. 

t r : 
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Table 5.-Cizaracteristics of the victim and 
the offender, by sex, race, and age, unarmed robbery 

17 cities, 1967 ' 
[Percent of the total] 

~ victim Male Female Total 
Sex of 

r the offende - '. 

Male 68.9 26.2 95.1 (239) 

Female . 2.0 2.9 4.9 (912) 

70.9 29.1 100. 
Total (178) (73) (251) 

~ victim White Negro Total 
Race of 
th~ offei1der 

White 11,9 1.1 19.0 (47) 

Negro 43.9 37.1 81.0 (204) 

Total 61.8 38.2 100.0 
(155) (96) (251) 

~ 
.,,-

victim 
0-17 18-25 26 and Total 

Age of over 
the offender 

0·17 31.2 4.9 21.0 57.;' (135) 

15-25 1.7 6.4 23.2 31.3 (75) 

26 and over 0 2.0 9.6 11.6 (27) 

Total 32.9 13.3 53.8 100.0 
(78) (31) (128) (237) 

io:: number of known forcible rape victim-ofCender interactions, by sex=251. 
r°talnUmber of known forcible rape victim-offender interactions, by race=251. 
F~ u nU~ber o~ known forcible rape victim-offendRr ;."teractions, by age=237. 
in ~ elncl~s.welghted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, 
r e 7 Clttes surveyed. 
th~ta~ r.0ghW .and column percentages may not exactly equal 100.0 percent 1,>ecause of 
Sourcel• tL'lg procedur~ and rounding. ..' 

e. Task Force Vlctim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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THE INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSBIP BETWEEN 
VICTIM AND OFFENDER 

Criminal violence has produced a ~ 

"fear of strangers [that} is improverishing the lives of many Americans. ; t 
People stay behind the locked doors of their homes rather than walk in ,l 
the street at night. Poor people take taxis because they are afraid to 1 
walk or use public transportation. Sociable people are afraid to talk to ,1 
those they do not know. Society is suffering from what the economist :1\; 
would label opportunity costs. When people would stay home, they are 
not enjoying the pleasurable and cultural opportunities in their 
communities; they are not visiting their friends as frequently as they 
might. The general level of sociability is dirninished."z 9 I 

just how great is the stranger's role in major violence? Table 6 30 shaWl 1 
most of the possible relationships between victim and offender prior to the 'I 
criminal act, from the most intlmate and personal to those which are more ,I 
distant and formal, and finally to meetings between strangers. The broad : t 
categories are "husband-wife relationships," "other family relationships," \ 
"other pnmary group relationships" (close friend,31 paramour,32 . .1 
homosexual ~artner), "nonprimary group relationships" (prostitute, I 
acquaintance ,3 neighbor, business relation, sex rival or enemy,34 stranger,35 ! 
police officer or felon39) and "miscellaneous or unknown relationships." II , 

A considerable proportion of interactions\do in fact involve strangers.
37 

. 
The proportion is relatively low in homicide (16 percent), but rises in .j 
aggravated assault (21 percent), becomes a majority in forcible rape (53 ! 
percent) and dominates in armed (79 percent) and unarmed robbery (86 
percent). More generally, the percentage of nonprimary group relationships 
steadily rises from homicide to robbery, while the percentage of family and 
other primary group relationships uniformly declines. The popularly 
conceptualized fear that an attacker will be a stranger is therefore strongly 
justified for robbery and relevant for rape, but is much less valid for 
aggravated assault and generally inappropriate for homicide. 

'1 
-') 

I 
l 

I 
,1 

Criminal Homicide 
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. T~ble 6.-The interpersonal relationship between 
vlctlln alld offender, by type of crime, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent] 

~m.' Type Criminal Aggravat ed Forcible Armed 
homicide assault rape robbery 

Husband (v) Wife (legal) 6.3 1.9 0 0 

Wife (v) Husband (0) (legal) 6.0 5.3 0 , .6 

Husband (v) Wife (0) (common) 1.5 .5 0 0 

Wife (v) Husband (0) (common) 2.0 1.7 0 0 

HUSBAND-WIFE 15.8 9.4 0 0.6 

Parent (v) Child (0)' 
-.-0"- ,..... .. -

2.0 0.9 0.2 0 

Child (v) Parent (0) 3.9 1.2 2,0 ° 
Brother·Sister (V or 0) 1.4 1.4 0.3 0 

Other family 1.6 1.0 4.4 0 
1-----.-- -,----- .-- - ... ~.- .. .~ .. . --- . -.". ~ .. -~~--

OTHER FAMILY 8.9 4.5 6,9 0 .---.---.. ~ ~ -.-~ "_. --- ... 
Close friend 5.6 3.6 1.6 0,1 

Paramour 3,2 2.9 1.7 0.3 

Homosexuall'artner 0.2 0.2 0 0 

OTHER PRIMARY 9.0 6.7 3.3 0.4 

Prostitute (V or 0) 0.9 0.2 0 0,6 

Acquaintance 15.4 16,0 28.5 8.8 

Neighbor 3,1 3,8 3.3 0.5 

Business Relation 1.9 1.3 0.1 0.9 

Sex rival or enemy 6,ft 3.0 0,7 1.4 

Stranger 15.6 20,6 52.8 78.6 

Felon or police officer (V or 0) 1.7 10.1 0.3 0 

NONPRrMARY 45.4 55.0 85.7 90.8 

Any other and unknown 20.9 24.3 4.1 8.2 

UNKNOWN 20,9 24.3 4.1 8.2 
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Unarmed 
robbery 

0 

0 

° 
0 

0 

0 

0.1 

O· 

0.4 

0.5 

0 

0.1 

0 

0.1 

0.1 

8.0 

2,6 

0 

0.2 

85,7 

0,2 

96,8 

::.6 
2.6 

One in four homicides was between family members, and 9 percent 
involved other primary group contacts. Thus, one-third involved primary 
group relationships, while 46 percent involved non "primary relationships. 
About a fifth were miscellaneous or unknown. The proportion of family 
members in 1967 homicides, according to our sampl() survey, coincides with a 
complete tabulation made that year by the FBI, which found slightly under 
30 percent within the family.35 Previous local city studies have reported 
roughly the same findings.39 However, they suggested relatively higher 
percentages in the "other primary group" category and relatively lower 
percentages within the "nonprimary groUp.,,40 When all the availa~le 
investigations are compared, the percentage of ,l>rimary ,group relationshi~ 
ranges from about one-Hurd in our national sample uf to about two-thirds ill 
some of the previous more intensive but local surveys. 1 

I 
:.} 

GRAND TOTAL 100,0100.0 100.0100,( 100.01OQ,0 1 00.0100.0 1 00.0100.0 

1 (668) (1493) (617) (509) (502) 

t · t Total numb f" ' .1 . er 0 vlcttrn-offender interactions=3,789 , ' 

· I Frequencies we' 'ht d . _.1 the 17 C'ltl' Ig e accordmg to total reported violent crimes for 1967 by type in 
,~ C I es surveyed. ' , 
, • ~ umn figUIDS a · ! Source: 1'ask~ F m y n~t ~dd up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
.,' t orce Vlctlm-Offender Survey, preliminary data. ' 
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Regardless of the variation, the importance of friends and intimates in ~t 
criminal homicide cannot be denied. Homicide often appears to retlect the ) 
dynamic interplay between two persons caught up in a life drama ~her~ their ;\ 
relationship plays a role in explaining why such a flagrant VIolation of '\ 
conduct nOffi1S has occurred. This should really not be very surprising, I 
Everyone if: within easy striking distance of intimates for a large part of the ' 
time. Alth()ugh friends, lovers, spouses, and the like, are a main source of '\ 
pleasure in one's life, they are equ:~y a main source of frustration and hurt. :t 
Few other:~ can anger one so much. ; ! 

Within the family classification, most of the slaying!; were between ; j 
husbands, and wives in legal marriages (12 percent of all interactions in Table 
6).43 Killings involving other primary group relationships were most likely to 
be betVle,en close friends (6 percent), and the n~n-primary gr~up cate~2ry was 
dominated by strangers (16 percent) and acquamtances (15 percent). 

A number of important distinctions become evident when the sex and 
race45 of the actors in the various rr.lationships are considered. Regardless of 
race, when a female was killed, the probability that the victim-offender 
relationship involved husband and wife was much greater than when a m~le 
vias killed.46 The percentage of females killed in which some other family • 
:relationship was involved also proved noticeably higher than fo~ mal,es. , 
(,yenerally, then, the data showed a hi.gher proportion o~ f~mill/elatIonships 
for female47 and of nonpromary relatlOnshlps for male Vlctnns The pattern 

was the same and more clear for offenders.
49 

In the mate killings half of the offenders were. husbands and half were 
wives. 5 0 When the races were consi·dered separately. however,' 
proportionately more Negro than white wivell, and more white than black, 

husbands were offenders.
51 

Whether within or outside of marriage, heterosexual relationships a~e 
exceptionally frau'ght with potential violence.. Love, and hate U\ . 

psychoanalytic theory are juxtaposed an~ often l~tert~me~, so that an , 
individual can both love and kill the object of hlS deme lf the normal 
expression of his feelings is denied or perceived as such: 

Be thus when thou art dead, and I will 
kill thee 

And love thee after .... I must 
weep, 

But they are cruel tears. This 
sorrow's heavenly; 

It strikes where it doth love. 

Had Desdemona not been loyed by Othello, she might have lived.
5 

2 

Aggravated Assault 

f mil mbers, , 
Fourteen percent of all aggravated assaults were between a y me " a 

and 7 percent involved other p~imary group co~tracts; 55. p~rcent ~,c~tl~e 
in nonprimary group relationshlps.53 In companson to crumnal ho.l11

el 
I' 

d
· . vo1"pmen 

primary group involvement was lower an 110nprm1ary group'lll t·· 
somewhat higher. 
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The pelrcentage of mate assaults is similar to comparable single-city stud' 
but the"percentage of primary group relationships appears to range fr~s, 
abo~t '~~e-fourth .in our na.tio~al sample to slightly over half in oth~ 
studle~. Thus, fnends and mbmates appear to play an important role in 
aggr~v~ted assault, most probably for the same reasons as in criminal 
hO~l1C1d~, .a1tho~gh th.e extent to which strangers and other nonprimary 
group relatlonslups are Involved clearly increases with aggravated assault. 
Hu~"and·wife a~saults ~ominated the general family relationship catebory 

(7 percent of a? mteractlOns). ~ssaul~s between close friends were highest 
~JU0!lg other pnmary group relatlOnshlps (4 percent), while assaults between 
!ltrang~rs (21 percent) a~d' ac.quaintances (16 percent) were most prevalent in 
,non~n.mary group relatlonshlps. These rankings are the same as for criminal 
hOmlClde.55 

Although the Similarity is not complete, the general patterns that. emerged 
when aggravated assault relation~h~ps were broken down by sex and race very 
muc~ fo~owed those for horruclde. When the victim was a female, the 
relatIOnshIp '!Ia.s more likely to be between husband and wife than when a 
male was a ~lctlm.5 6 A: victims, males appeared more involved in nonprimary 
group relatlOns than temales, and white males more than Negro males 
Regardl?ss .o! race, w~en a .female was the offender, she was more likely t; 
assault mdlvlduals havmg pnmary group relationships than when the offender 
was. a n.'ales': 7 , while the opposite was true for nonprimary group 
relatIOnslllps. When a mate was assaulted, the husband was the offender in 
about ,t!me-quarters of the cases.59 In homicides, we noted that husbands 
and wIVes were about equally likely to be offenders.60 

Forcible Rape. 

From a legal perspective, th'e kind of personal relationship between victim 
and offender is probably more important in forcible rape than in any of the 
orIel' major violent acts. The law anq informal ethical codes recognize degrees 
o moral, we~ness ~nd culpability which partly depend on the relationship. A 
young gul IS conSIdered an innocent victim in an incest relationship for 
~xample. But the victim is thought to be less innocent if mutual drinkin~ was 
mvolved or a close relationship existed prior to ~he offense.6 ! 

.Only 10 percent of all forcible rape interactions in the survey involved 
pnm.ary ~oup relationships, while 86 percent were nonpriniiuy group 
~:::t~onsh:ps; ~e rest w~re u.nknown or miscellaneous. Qther family 
the tlO~slliPS besldes those mvolvmg mates or children were mpst frt::quent in 

p~rnary group category (4 percent). Strangers (53 pergent) and 
~l~;~alll~ances (29 percent)· dominated the non-primary group 
fi dS.lfica.tlOl1. These national results generallY coincide with the earlier 
tn tngs m specific communitie:; 62 

Although th ' ~ . ere appeared to be some prevIOus knowledge of the offender 
or some prior relationship between him and the victim in almost half the 
rapes the shan t d' I . rei C'. ger ca egory orrunated al other specific types of 
ap a e~nshlp$:. If a woman is attacked, th~n, considerable justification does 

p to eXlst for the fear that the offender will be a stranger. 
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The forcible rapes by males who are known to their victims may involve 
situations in which someone not yet established as a boyfriend or paramour 
presses for sexual favors. Although the woman can initially encourage the 
advance, she may then resist. If the male is not dissuaded and forcefully 
succeeds in his physical quest, the result may be a report of rape to the police 
in which the offender is an aquaintance. This pattern may be 
especially true to life experience among the lower classes, where a 
disproportionate amount of forcible rape and other major violence occurs. 
The attitude that women are objects of exploitation is common among 
lower-class male society. A related principle is thatintercourse is expected if 
dating continues.63 With each successive meeting, the male will often try to 
go as far as he can,judging the dating series a failure if there is no progression. 
toward intercourse. When added to the relative dearth of artiCUlate verbal 
communication and techniques for deflating aggression among lower class 
individuals, these behavior patterns and attitudes describe how the male may 
often attempt to elevate an acquaintanceship physically to a more intimate 
relationship, despite the protests of the woman.

64 

Our results differed little between blacks and whites, except that Negro 
victims, more than white victims, were involved in a primary group 
association other than within the family. White, more often than black, 
offenders committed incest.6 

5 

Affi1ed and Unarmed Robbery. 

Seventy-nine percent of all armed robberies aild 86 percent of the 
unarmed robberies were by strangers. The only other relationship of interest 
was a past acquaintanceship (8 and 9 percent, respectively). Little 
variation occurred by sex and race ofvictim or offender, except that Negroes 
were almost exclusively involved in the very few primary group relationships. 
These results confirm the findings in previous single-city stUdies.

66 

SPATIAL PATTERNS 

Certain places are part of our immediate environment. We commonly eat 
in a kitchen, dining room, or restaurant; meet companions in a bar; go to a 
third-floor apartment by a stairway; walk along a public street; etc. The 
particular place where a major violent crime occurs does not "cause" the 
offense, and the offender may not "choose" one place in preference to 
another, but the location, just as the weapon and the motive, varies in 
frequency and may play an important role in the circumstances associated 
with the crime. 67 

Related to the fear of strangers in the minds of many Americans is the 
assumption that criminal violence will most likely occur on the street. Half of 
the women, and about one-fifth of the men in the United States, are afraid to 
use the streets at night,according to a recent Gallup Poll.68 How justified is 
this concern when each of the major violent crimes is considered? 

Table 769 shows that, although criminal homicide occurs out-of-doors 
more than any place else, there is a fairly even distribution affivng outside (31 
percent), home (34 percent), and other inside locations (26 percent). Even 

~ 
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tyP(' wmful A!l!';ravated r:orclble Armed unarmed 
Location Murder tlssault . rape robbery robbery 

Bedroom 10.0 2.6 33.2 0.5 2.3 

r~itthen 2.9 2.2 0.1 0.3 0 
'-1 

I 
, .. ir,. 

• Liying room, den, study 11.8 l5.9 9.1 .. ~.; 2.0 2,4 

Hall, stair, elevator 7.0 5.4 3.9 3.4 10.1 

Basement, garage 2.6 0.2 5.2 0 1.6 

TOTAL, home 34.3 26.3 51.5 6.2 16.4 

Servi\!e station - 0.6 0.9 0 3.0 0.5 

Chain Store 0 0.4 0 1.7 O. 

Bank 
!--.----~----

0 0 0 3.0 0 

Other commercial establishment 2.8 ~.1 1.4 20.4 3.5 

Bar, tavern, taproom, lounge 7.6 2,8 0.6 2.4 0.1 
.• 

Place of entertainment other 
than bar taveni etc. 0.9 0.9 0.6 0 0 

Any oUier inside location 14.2 11.2 H.3 3.5 5.1 

TOTAL 
OTHER INSIDE l:.OCATION 26.2 19.3 13.9 34.0 9.2 

Immediate area around residenc 4.2 4.9 2.2 4.6 6.0 

Street - 24.9 39.1 4.8 37.6 48.8 

Alley 1.0 1.2 6.1 ~.1 1.9 

,Park 0.4 1.9 2.3 0.5 7.4 

Lot 2.3 0.9 3.2 1.8 3.7 

Private transport. vehicle 2.1 1.1 11.0 3.5 3.6 

Public transport vehicle 0.7 1.0 0 3.8 1.8 

Any other outside location 1.3 2.·0 4.3 5.4 1.1 
TUTAL 
OUTSIDE LOCATION 36.9 52.1 33.9 59.3 74.3 

Unknown 2.5 2.5 2.2 2. 0.7 0.7 0.4 0.4 0 0 

GRAND TOTAL 100.0100.0 100.0100.( 100.0100.0 100.0100.0 1 00.0100.0 
(66B) (1493) (617) (509) (502) 

Tr°lal nU~ber of victim-offender interactions=3 789 
rcquencles . ltd' ., the 17 " welg 1 e accordmg to total reported violent crimes for 1967 by type in 

C cities surveyed ' , 
olumn figures d Source' T kF may n~t ~ d up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 

. as orce Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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more aggravated assaults occur outside (52 percent) than in the home (26 
percent) and other inside locations (19 percent). Outside places (34 percent) 
are less frequently the scene of forcible rape than for any of the other 
violent crime; over .half occur in the home (52 percent) or other inside 
locations (14 percent). Armed robbery is mostly outside (59 percent) and less 
in the home (6 percent) than any other major violent crime. Encounters 
occurring in other inside locations (34 percent) are higher for armed robbery 
than for other crimes, reflecting the many commerical establishments 
involved. Relative to violent offenders, citizens have most justification for 
fearing unarmed robbers when out on the street or in some at. her external 
location (74 percent of ali unarmed interactions occur outside). Th~ 
frequency of unarmed robberies happening in the home (16 percent) is lower 

than for any other crime.70 

Criminal violence, then, varies considerably according to location. If a 
person is victimized, he is likely to meet a robber on the street or be assaulted 
outside, yet the chances are considerably lower in rape and homicide. 

Criminal Homicide 

The nearly equal locale distributions for homicide are generally 
substantiated in previous studies of particular communities.

71 

Within the home, as Table 7 shows, the three major locations were the 
living room (12 percent), where family members and friends probably come 
into contact with one another more than in any other single place; the 
bedroom (15 percent), where the close proximity of intimates may encourage 
unresolved conflicts to flare up; and halls, stairways, and elevators (7 
percent), which are places of transition where the victim may be caught by , 
his adversary after moving from a scene of conflict? 

2 

Homicides in inside places other than the home were mainly distributed 
between miscellaneous indoor locations (14 percent) and bars or taverns (8 
percent), while most outside killings occurred in the street (25 p.ercent).'~ 

When the sex and race of victim and offender were conSidered, higher 
percentages of female than male victims as well as offenders were found in 
the home, regardless of race. This fmding undoubtedly reflects the large 
amount of time women spend in the home.

74 
- . . 

There was little important sex-race variation for homicides occurnng III 

other indoor locations 75 but a uniformly higher proportion of males than 
females, regardless ~f race, were victims amI offenders in outside 
homicidf"<s.76 This is so because of tlle greater number of men on th~ streets 
at night-particularly during the hQurs and on the days of the week when 
homicide reaches a peale77 Groups of young males often move from one 
place of amusement to anotJler late at night. When the female is out, sh~ 
more likely has a male companion, who escorts her home but tllen makes his .. 
way alone. If a woman is married, she is likely to stay home to care for the 

children while her husband is out. 78 
Our national data show that husband-wife slayings are much more like!Y.t~ 

occur in the home than elsewhere. Among mate slay,ings, husbands (I 
percent) were killed in the kitchen about twice as often as wiVes (7 
percent.79 As a frequent family meeting pla~e, especially among the 10W~ 
classes, where frustrations accumulated durmg the day may be release, 
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where questions about the family budg~t are raised, where women spend 
much of their time, and as a place where deadly weapons are handy,8 0 the 
kitchen is not an unexpected setting for wives who kill their husbands.!!. 1 

The home was also the most common place for homicides between other 
farni~Y membe,rs or those :--vith ot~er primary group relationships. while 
outSide locatIons predorrunated m 'non-primary group relationships. 
Reaso~a~ly, a clear ov~ra1l tendency. emerged for Ilrimary group murders to 
occur illslde and non-pnmary group killings outside.82 

Aggravated Assault 

There are some variations, but the results from earlier studies are similar to 
the national survey, which shows half of all assault interactions as split 
between the home and other inside locations; the rest occur outside.s 

3 

Aggravated ~ssaults in the home were most likely to occur in the living room 
(16 percent). Assaults in other indoor locations were found in the 
miscellaneous category (11 percent), and outside attacks occurred mostly on 
the street (39 percent).84 . 

T~e mor(~ refined aggravated assault breakdowns for locational patterns 
contmued to parallel the results for criminal homicide. Similar explanations 
seem t~ apply, and tl~~ suggestion that the tw~ crimes may differ mainly in 
the senousness of theu outcomes again appears valid. For both races women 
were more Hkely to be assault victims or offendfns in the home but ~en were 
~ore l~ely to be victims or offenders in outside locations.85· Primary group 
mteractlons occurred mostly in the home or other indoor locations while 
combatants whose relation.ships were not of a primary group nature te~ded to 
fight outsidtl.8 6 

Forcible Rape 

Previous local studies confirm the suggestion that about half or more 
of all forciQlle rape interactjons occur in the home.87 Considerably more of 
tJ:e remaining rapes ill the survey occurred in outside than other 
inside locations. . 

Not surpr'isingly, the bedroom dominated the home Im::ations (33 percent). 
Most of the rapes committed in other indoor locations were in miscellaneous 
places (11 percent). "Private transportation vehicles"-undoubtedly 
cars-stood out as tbe predominant. outdoor setting (11 percent), with the 
alley (6 percent) and the street (5 percent) ranking lower. Regardless of 
where and how a man or a group of males may firstapproach a woman who is 
~u~sequent1y raped, the discernable pattern is toward finding a more 
mhmate, nor~public place) even if it is only the back seat of an automobile. 

There wasIittle variation from our general findings when blacks and whites 
~;te o~serve.d separately. 8 8 Moreo:er, regardless of wh~ther the victim and 

ender weI.e related through farruly bonds or other pnmary nroup ties or 
wh tl " .. . '-' , e ler a nonprimary relationship existed, about 50 percent or more of the 
rapes in tll,e national survey occurred in the home. Nonprimary rape 
relationships, however, had higher frequencies in outside locations.89 

Immediate family members usually share the Same house, so it is 
~:as?nable to.e~p~ct .th~t if a .forcible rape si!uation evolves between 

nuly-related mdiVldUais, mcest will occur there. Smillarly,in the course of 

". 

' .. ,'. 
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their daily activities, women often come jn contact with relatives, good 
friends, paramours, and the like, m private indoor places. Without undue 
hesitation, women often accompany these same people to such places for 
social functions. In each case, the eventual offender is more able and the 
eventual victim more willing to interact in a private indoor location before 
the sequence leading to a rape. On the other hand, while acquaintances, 
neighbors, co-workers, strangers, and the like, may seek and often gain an 
intimate irtdoor location for the rape, the general reluctance of women to 
interact with less well-known men in this setting increases the likelihood of 
attack in automobiles or on the street. 

Armed and Unarmed Robbery 

Our findings support earlier investigations that businesses and outside 
places dominateas scenes of armed robbery.9o 

Table 7 shows that victims were rarely robbed in their homes oy armed 
offenders. About one··third of the armed robbery mteractions in the survey 
occurred in other inside locations, however, pointing to theft from co~. 
mercial establishments (20 percent) and other institutions. All other armed . 
robberies occurred outside, espeCially on the street (38 percent). ,J 

The pattern of more female victimization inside and male victimization! 
outside, regardless of race, held true for armed robbery as well as for . ;/ 
homicide and aggravat~d assault, probably for the same reasons.91 No really! 
decisive sex-race armed robbery patterns appeared from the point of view of ·f 
offenders, however.92 Almost all the armed robberies involved non-primary! 
group relationships,9 3 so the association we found for the other crimes .I 
between fewer previous contacts and more outside locations was maintained.! 

Amore noticeable portion (about one-sixth) of unarmed than armed! 
robberies occurred inside (see Table 7), although the most likely spot-the! 
hall, stairway, or elevator-was the same for each category of theft (with 10 :1 
percent of all unarmed robbery interactions occurring in these places). .1 
However, while armed robbers often chose commercial establishments, the I 
proportion of unarmed robberies in these places was very low. Fully , 
three-quarters of all unarmed robberies were outside, primarily on the street 'I 
(49 percent), in parks (7 percent), or in the immediate area around a victim's ~l 
residence (6 percent). .\ 

The sex-race patterns of armed and unarmed zobbery differed,94 although .1 
both types maimly mvolved nonprimary group relationships.95! 

I 
VICTIM PRECIPITATION 

No villain need lJel Passions spin the plot: I 
We are betrayed bY'what is falsewithin.96 t 

w~~~t~~n~l~a~~:~:::o~ ~o~k~r~~et~~r~f~~~ i~: ~:U~~!i~O~a~~~~r~~~~~ [I 
The householder who is the victim of burglary has, as often as not, • 

paid no heed to the state of his locks, left Windows unfastened, or has 1 
gon~ away and advertised his absence by omitting to cancel the milk. : 1 

t 
1 
I 
1 
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The motorist who leaves a camera or briefcase on the seat m full view is 
asking to have them stolen. But victims may go beyond carelessness. 
The man who had had more liquor than he can take lies in the arms of a 
prostitute and may lose his wallet if it has not already been emptied by 
paying exorbitant sums for drinks in the shady "club" where he picked 
her up. Victims may suffer as a consequence of their own cupidity and 
foolishly entrust money to "confidence men" who assure them that 
some financial venture is about to produce a fantastic profit. And some 
women approachirtg middle age and anxious about their sexual 
attractiveness are· not infrequently the victims of unscrupulous Don 
Juans who fleece them of their money as well as their modesty. People 
W~lO are careless about their goods, who are prepared to penetrate the 
RIalto of the half-world of prostitutes, "club" owners and criminal 
l~y-~bouts, :vhose greed or whose vanity craves satisfaction, may all fall 
VIctIm to cnmes of one sort or another.97 

In violent crimes, too, the victim at times contributes to the commission 
of the offense. We might expect the victim to contribute to major violent 
offenses and facilitate their execution by provoking or initiating a hostile 
reaction to the offender (e.g., during an altercation, one party hands the 
other a ~un and, knowing full well the other's hostile mood, accuses him of 
not havmg the "guts tn Ghoot"), by unconsciously inviting the offense 
through an emotional pathology (e.g., a wife has masochistic needs that are 
satisfied by her assaultive husband), by direct mvitation or incitation (e.g., a 
female engages m heavy petting and, at- the last moment, begins to resist the 
man's advances), or by omission of normal 'preventive measures (e.g., a 
robbery victim flashes a great deal of money at a bar and then walks home 
alone along a dark street late at night).9S 

The law of homicide has in fact formally recognized provocation by 
mitigation of the offense from murder to manslaughter or from criminal to 
excusable hOmicide,99 although such recognition is almost ne~igible in the 
statutes_ covering aggravated assault, forcible rape, and robbery.1 0 

Table 8 101 suggests that victim predpitation is often mvolved in criminal 
homicide; aggravated assauit, and, to a lesser extent, armed robbery. 1 02 

Criminal Homicide 

V!c~im preCipitation was defined in the survey as occurring in crinlinal 
hOlUlclde whenever the victim Was the first to usc physical force against his 
subsequent slayer. 1 a 3 Typical cases of precipitation defined in this way are as 
follows: 

• A husband accused his wife of giving money to ~.nother man, and 
while she was makillg breakfast, he attacked her with a milk bottle, 

-then a brick, and finally a piece of concrete block. Having had a 
butcher knife m hand, she stabbed him during the fight. 

• A husband threatened to kill his wife on several occasions. In tillS 
instance, he attacked her with a pair of scissors, dropped them, and 
grabbed a butcher knife from the kitchen. 11\ the ensuing struggle that 
ended on their l)cd, he fell on the knife. 

... , 
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~t cnme type 
Presence 
of victim· 
precipit~tion 

Victim 
Precipitation 

No victim 
precipitation 

Unknown 

Total 

Table 8.-Victim·precipitatio/l by 
type of crime, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent] 

Criminal Aggravated Forcible 
homicide assault rape 

22.0 14.4 4.4 

33.8 34.6 82.9 

44.2 51.0 12.6 

100.0 100.0 100.0 
(668) (1493) (617) 

Crimes of Violence 

Armed Unarmed 
robbery robbery 

10.7 6.1 

81.4 83.8 

7.9 10.1 

100.0 100.0 
(509) (502) 

Total numb~ of victim -offender interactions=~,789 
Frequencies weighted according to total rC}lortcd violent crimes for 1967, by type, 
in th& 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 

;" 

• During a lover's quarrel, the male hit his mistress and threw a can \ 
of kerosene at her. She retaliated by throwing the liquid 011 him, an~) ... 
then tossed a. lighted match in his direction. He died from the i 
~. f 

• A drunken husband, beating his wife in their kitchen, gave her ay • 
butcher knife and dared her to use it on him. She claimed that ifhel': 
should strike her once more, she would use the knife, whereupon he; 
slapped her in the face and she fatally stabbed him. .~ 

I 

• During an argument in which a male called a female many vile, '; 
names, she tried to telephone t.he police. But he grabbed the phone: ~. 
from her hands, knocked her down, kicked her, and hit her with a tir{: 
gauge. She ran to the kitchen, grabbed. a butcher knife, and stabbed hil1l: 
in the stomach. 1 04 l 

1 

J: 

In spite of the high percentage of cases with inadequate or unknown dat;: 
the findings in Table 8 that homicide is precipitated in a large proportion 0, 

interactions (22 percent) is sUl'Ported by the only other source available.10f 
Thus, the conventional assumption that the homicide victim is a weak an, 
passive individual attempting to avoid an assault by an offender who is brutal' 
strong, and overly aggressive would not always appear to be correct. 1 

06 ~ 
Is it reasonable to assume that some of the victims Who precipitate the, 

deaths are often bent, conscic'JUsly or unconsciously, on suicide, so that ~ ...... 
offender is really used as a means' to carry out this deSire? There is part;' 
~~~: i 

~--------.-
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Table 8.-Victim-precipitation by 
type of crime, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent 1 

Crimes of Violence 

~ 
crime type 

Criminal Aggravated Forcible Armed Unarmed Presence 
of victim- homicide assault rape robbery robbery 
precipitation 

l I .-Victim 
Precipitation 22.0 14.4 4.4 10.7 6.1 

-~. 

No victim 
precipitation 33.8 34.6 82.9 81.4 83.8 

Unknown 44.2 51.0 12.6 7 .. 9 10.1 
--. 

Total 100.0 100.0. 100,0 100.0 100.0 
(668) (1493) (617) (509) (502) 

Total number of victim -offender interactions=3,789 . 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, 
in the 17 cities surveyed. .\ . 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 ~er~ent because of roundmg. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, prelirrunary data. 

• During a lover's quarrel, the male hit his mistress and threw a can 
of kerosene at her. She retaliated by throwing the liq1;ii\l on him, and 
then tossed a lighted match in his direction. He 'died from the 
burns. 
. It A drunken husband, beating his wife in their kitchen, gave ~er a 
butcher knife land. dared her to use it on him. She claimed that If be 
should strike her once more, she would use the knif~, whereupon he 
slapped her in the face and she fatally stabbed him. .; 

• 'During an argument in which a male called a female many vile 
names, she tried to telephone the police. But he grabbed the pho?e 
from her hands, knocked her down,kicked her, and hit her with a ~re 
gauge. She ran to the kitchen, grabbed a butcher knife,. and stabbed him 

. in the stomach.! 04 . . 

In spite of the high percentage of cases with inadequat(: or unknown. data, 
the findings in Table 8 that homicide is precipitated in a "large pro~orho~ ~t 
interactio:1s (22 percent) is supported by the only. o?ler ~0u.rce. available. d 
Thus the conventional assumption that the hOmIcide Vlctlm IS a weak an 
passi;e individual' attempting to avoid an. assault by an offender who! ~6brutal1 
stronoand overly aggressive would not always appear to be correct. . 

Itit reasonable to assume that some of the victims Who precipitate thelf 
deathS are often bent, consciously or unconsciously, on su.icide, so .that ~~. 
offender is really used as a means to carry out this desire? There IS part! 
evidence: 

-';') 
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Although it is impossible to verify an assumption of subconscious 
suicide_ wishes among these victims, empirical data from broad social 
factor~ c.omb~ne with psychological and sociological data suggesting 
that VIC tuns ill many cases present themselves as willing, targets for 
violent aggression leading to homicide. l 0 7 

:OUf figures imply that, regardless of race, males are considerably more 
likely to precipitate homicide than females. l 08 Thi~iinding suggests that the 
police should ;.' 

"" .. ' 
... tho:o~gh1y investigate every possibility of strong provocation by,: 

the male VIctim when he is slain by a female)t is, of course, the furtheli:': 
responsibility of defense counsel, prosecuting attorney, ancf;-:{.' 
subsequently the court, to determine whether such provocation was 
sufficient either to reduce or to eliminate'~ulpability altogether. 1 09., 

~ y~:. 
Age, victim-offender relationships, and locatiohs did not appear to b&~" 

impo~tant considerations for victim-precipitated h6micide.11 0 Stabbing and 
shootmg were the most common methods of killing where preCipitation did 
Occur. I II . 

Aggravated Assault· 

,Victim-precipitated .. aggravated assault was }~mewhat more broadl~: 
. defined in the national survey as occurring when the victim was first to use': 
<1it~er physical force or insinuatinglallguage, gestures; etc. against his attacker .. ' . 
The proportion of victim precipitated assaults (14 ij:ercent) in Table 8 is less 
than for criminal homicide (22 percent), but we belieye it large enough, in spite 
of the many unknowns, to once again suggest a simil,ai"ity between the two acts. 

Certain clinical observations have reinforc~d this position. The 
personalities of assault and homicide victims who provoke attack can often be 
classified in the same Way: . 

The victims of many assaults and homicides have what may be called 
an aggressive-tyrannical personality and engage in acts with the offender 
which invite or excite assaultive response:i,: The victim is usually 
emotionally involved with the offender-a spou,~.e; parent, or lover. The 
assaulters and killers {;an be described as submissive and passive, desiring 
to avoidconilict whenever possible, particularly if playing the 
masochistic role results in gaining them ··uffection. The victim 
sa~~stically explQits these traits in the offendei:~ becomes demanding, . 
cnhcal, and unmerciful, or threatens to withhold love and affection. In' 
short, the victim oversteps the offender's p~reviously overcontrolled 
hostility threshold.! 12 . . , 

F~: as~ault, as for homicide, there was little va~iatioll in the;chance of 
preClpltahon according to the victim's age, and white males appeared to invite 
~~tack considerably more than white females. Unlike homicide, the .same 
£ lff()rentlru Was not clearly present between Negro males and females. Black 
emales were more likely to preCipitate an assault than white females, 
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however. Other slight departures from homicide were that att~cks betweer' ";1 
primary group relations (other than family) ap,t}eared somewhat more II' 
associated with victim precipitation than interactions characterized by other 
relationships and that provocation was more likely to occur in home assaults Ii 
than in attacks at ether locations. Given the number of unknowns, we could :~ 
not say with assurance that victims who precipitated attack were noticeably ;j 
more likely to be injured. Nor was there great variation in the meatls of injury 11 
when victim precipitated and non-victim-precipitated interactions were H 
compared.113 H 

n 
Forcible Rape ;'1 

.,-: 
':::f 

When the victim agreed to, sexual relations but retracted before the actual 'i 
act or when she cleady invited sexual relatiolis through language, gestures, il 
etc., we defined the interaction as vic,tim precipitated fmcible rape. 1 

14 Table ~ j 
8 shows relatively few unknowns here. Unlike the only'otherin7estigation on Ij 
the subject, the frequency of victim preCipitation (4 pe,cent) was quite low. a 
Although it sounds very reasonable intuitively, we therefore cannot add proof ,] 
to the suggestion t11at "If the V}ctim is not solely responsibl~for)vll~b,; i~ 
becomes the unfortunate event, at least she is often a complementarY "\:1 
partner." I lSi: 

White females were not much more likely to pwcipitate rape than Negro : j 
females, I 16 though females between the ages of 15 a~d 17 were most likely ~ I 
to behave in a way that encouraged the attack.11 

7 Precipitation was more . \ 
likely to occur when a nonfamily primary group relationship (close friends, ;t 
paramours, etc.) existed between the victim and offender than when there :1 

were family ties or when a nonprimary group relationship was involved. I IS :·1 
Home locations had a somewhat higher chance ~bf precipitation than! 
other places.11 S We did not find a noticeably bigIler degTee of victim ~'~ 
precipitation when the victim was injured than wh~n she was not. Bodily r! 
means were used by the offender in the few insfances where the victim, 
precipitating the event was injured. I 20 \1 

, I 

: I 
Armed and Unarmed Robbery 'I 

;'-;.;\. :: t J 
,<'Victim precipitation in armed and unarmed robberr wasA~i~tedin,th~;;; f! 

survey to "temptation-opportunity" situat.ions in w:uc~ the'Yi~tirrLc1e~r1Y,,~ 
had not acted with reasonable self-p~o:ective beh~vlOr m handlmg mOhey, '~~, 
jewelry, or other valuables.12I In addItIon to show~ng a gre~tdeal of mOJ.ie~1 ,I~:i 
such circumstances might be created by a pers~n walking late at flIglit ~~l 
through a park, or down a dimly iit street instead lif along a possibly longer, ' '~;,~~,',' 
but safer, main thoroughfare. ,:1~' 

Detailed information on, the actions of robbery victims is not oft:n/f 
recorded by police, but Table 8 . shows that our tabulators were certrun!l 
enough to make a judgment in all but 8 percent of the armed robb~ry '1 
intemctions. The resulting estimate that such.carele~s preci~itating behaVIor,! 
was present' in 11 percent of the unarmed roobery mteractlOns was exactly t 

i 
J 
.~ 
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the same as the estimate produceii in the only comperable study (although 
tlle latter combined armed and unarmed robbery).122 

We are not as confident here about the chance of precipitation as we were 
for homicide and assault. However, a small, yet meaningful proportion of all 
armed robberies may be partially brought on by, the carelessness of victims. If 
this is true, the implications could be important. The high degree of 
emotion and irrationality in homicide and assault would seem to make 
warnings 2gainst precipitating attack rather futile. But it is much more 
reasonable to suggest that if people and establishments took some care to 
avoid obvious "temptation-opportuniti.es," they might become considerably 
'harder" targets against armed robbery. 

Only male victims, regardless of race, appeared to precipitate armed 
robhery, ana the Negro male was higher than the white male percentage. Such 
victims appeared more likely to be in the 18-20 and 26-30 agI'J ranges than in 
any other group, and the interactions invariably took place between 
individuals having nonprimary group relationships. Precipitation was more 
probable in home and outside 'locations thall in "other inside" locations.! 2 3 

Provocation was noticeably higher in interactions where the victim was not 
irijured,but there were too few "temptation-opportunity" situations 
involving injury to make any irleaningful statements about 'Weapons used. I 24 

Six percent of all,unarmeg robberies were preCipitated (Table 8). It is 
difficult to explain why victhus appeared to provoke crime more in armed 
than unarme d robbery. We cail suggest, however, that once a victim presents a 
"temptation-opportunity," the potential offender might be more willIng to 
respond ifhe is armed than ifhe is not. The figures suggest that if precipitation 
did occur in unarmed robbery, the victim \vas usually a whlte male between 
21 and 40 or above 50 having a nonpriijiary group relationship with the 
offender. As with armed robbery, precipit~tion was more likely to occu~,:'.in 
home or outside locations than "other inside~' places, and, it was higher'in 
interactions where the victim was not inju'i:ed than those i&which injury 
occurred. 1 25 ,,' 

MOTIVE 
".',' .":, ' 

Any discussion of '(motive" from data suchfas ours is rudimentary because 
it reflects only the faCtors recorded by policefThe term is too imprecise to 
imply cbnscious design, planning, or underlying socio-psychological causes. 
Motive should not be cOIl fused with intent" Wllich is essentially a legal term' 
referring to the offender's:ability to compr~~lend the nature of his act and his 
res~lve to commit it. Motiv~ is a much le.~s formal term, often referriu¥ in • 
police investigations to that which stimulat~~ a person to commit a crime. 26 
, Table 9127 gives results of the national sui\rey. The tabulators 'Were asked to' 
indiCate, whenever possibl~,~what appeare¥tobe the original motive leadil~g 
to the criminal event".Thus, for example, the initial motive in criminal 
hOmicide might be robbery or sexual att~ck. "Altercations" dominated,in 
c~iminal homicide (36 percent) and aggravaied assault (30 per~ent), while t.he 
.~Wl£le desires for sexual gratification or money were maintained in almost all 
forc\ble."wges (~.9percent), armed (98 p~~?ent), and 'Unarmed robberies (96 
perc<';nt»;.· •. : " ';::, 
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I~ cnme 
Motive pe 

Family quarrel 

Jealousy 

Revenge 

Altercation 

Self-defense 

Halting felon 

Escaping arrest 

Robbery 

Sexllal 

Riot 

Psychopathic 

Other 

Unknown 

Total 

Table 9.-The motive of tJze offender, 
by type of crime, 17 cities, 1967 

LIn percent} 

Criminal Aggravated Forcible 
homicide assault rape 

7.7 5.8 0 

4.4 3.0 0 

2.5 2.9 0 

35.7 29.6 0 

5.5 1.7 0 

0.3 0.2 0 

0.5 7.9 0 

8.8 2.3 0 

2.1 1.0 99.3 

0 0 0 

0.9 1.0 0 

10.6 4.5 0 

21.0 40.1 0.7 

100.0 100.0 100.0 
(668) (1493) (617) 

Armed Unarmed 
robbery robbery 

0 \) 

0 0 

0.2 0.6 

0 0.,2 

0 0 

0 0,5 

0 0 

98,5 . 9§.0 

0.5 1.0 

0 0 

0 0 

0.5 0.4 

0.2 1.3 

100.0 iOo.o -
(509) (502) 

Total number of victim-offender interactions = 3,789 . 
FpJquencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes, for 1967, by type, In 

the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 

Source: Task Force Victim=offender Survey, preliminary data. 

Criminal Homicide 

Altercations appeared to be the primary motivating forces both here and 
in previous studies.128 Ostensible reasons for disagreements are usuaUy 
trivial indicating that many homicides are spontaneous acts of passion, not 
produ~ts of a single determination to kill. One newspaper analysis illustrated 
t..lUs well: 

-:.;~: 

Murders result from little 01' arguments over nothing at all," noted a 
veteran Dallas homicide detective. "Tempers flare_ A fight starts, and 
somebody gets stabbed or shot. I've worked on cases where the 
principals had been arguing over- a 1 Of; record on a juke box, or over a 
one dollar gambling debt f~om a dice game," 

The Offender anclllIis Victim 
J1. 

Detectives say .a dialog that ends in homicide may begin; 

"You got a cigaret?" 
"Naw, I ain't got any." 

Or the fateful conversation may begin like this: 

"Hey, you're 10okin"a1.me." 
"No I ain't." . :,c. 

"Yes yon are. Why you fookin' at me?" 

Here are some current cases: 

231 

A man was shot in the back jjl front of a tavern because, police s.aid, 
he had refused to lend his assailant a dollar. ;:~ •. 

"Deceased and suspect had been arguing over a $5 bet and became 
involved :in a scuffle," says the beef sheet concerning another shooting. 

Two men who worked together were drinking. b~~r and became 
involved in an argument over a $1 pool bet. One wound up on a morgue 
slab . 

Believe it or not, here's the police suriunaryof another killing: "The 
suspect was drunk and stabbed the victim because he would not move 
over in bed." It happened in Little Mexico, a case of a nephew 
murdering his uncle.! '29 

Homicide or assault may be the easiest ways to. terminate~tercatlons for 
people oflower socioeconomic status who possessiimited verbal skills: 

Here violence not only expresses frul'uation, but also represents a 
brusque and inadequate sununary of the argument the person cannot 
verbalize. In addition, it constitutes an effort to suspend the offending 
level of interaction. 

Obviously, lack of social skill can be a two-edged sword; not only 
can it produce violence as a substitute for talk, but it can also inspire 
explosions directed at the inadequate person by other people who find 
themselves unable to reach him in mClr~,:conventional ways. 1 3 0 

Regardless of race, male victims and offenders were more frequently 
involved; in altercations than females.13I This reflects the greater 
freq\l~hcy of interactive relationships men are involved in, so that the 
OP,librtunities for such situations to precipitate physical attack are 
~ommensurately increased. 1 32 The likelihood of an altercation was fairly 
constant for all ages of victims, 133. though the percentage of offenders\vhose 
motive. grew out of an altercation roughly tended to increase with age. 1 34 

Although lower in frequency than altercation, the rema'ining motives 
indicated' in Table 9 may have some importance iG r.:timinal homicide: 
miscellaneous reasons (11 percent), robbery (9 pef(~~nt), fanlily quarrels (8 
percent), self-defense (6 percent), and jealousy (4 percent).135 

When robbery was the motive, white males were much more . likely 
to be ViCtinlS than white females or 'blacks of either sex.136 The 
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.' j percentage of victims killed as a result of an interaction motivated by robbery 
I generally increased with age. Older white males are prime robbery targets, 

,I presumably because offenders believe they have more money and possessions, 
'\ and it now appears that they are more likely than any other group to be 

I robbery victims who are slain. More males than females were motivated by 
, ! robbery, but the tendency dew~ased with age.1 :O 7 ... 

~~I Female victims were much more likely than males to be m mterachons 
, i motived by a family quarrel, and the same was true for offenders. Women 
, i tend to be more limited to family interactions in their daily lives than men, so 
~1 the likelihooc1;j,_that physical attack will arise out of these situations is 
;;111 ' accordingly great~r,. Unsurprisingly 'ghthe Pferce~tta.ge of md· tefrfactdions mo
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P)~ by a family quari'er~was generally 111 est or VIC !fiS an 0 en ers age 0 

'~~'i, 60.138
.'-

'\ Marital discord almost always has a long history, and it is likely that the 
persistent tensions arising fr9m it encourage some to kill as an escape from 

I the pressure: " ',:;,::I.:,;:,;;;\:j;: , . 
I • Mrs. Riverton stated that "I shot him becau~e.'M;has'bi:ierirunning 

, <1",; around with som" woman for the past 18 months." She further stated 
~:~, that they had been lying in bed arguing for the past hour and she made 

I up her mind to do it. . . I , • Stanley Masterson, white male, 45, stated that his Wife, Jane 

j' ' Masterson, white female, 40, quit him and sued him for divorce, and 
~.\, i:, that she was running around with a truck driver. Masterson states that 

about 12:30 p.m. he wont over to his house and that she was in t~e '.' I ' bedroom arid he asked her about talking things over, and she told him 
, "~ that she ,already ilad her mind made up, and that no one could change 
""'1: ' it. Masterson states that she began cursing and fighting him, and thathe 

went to the living room and got his pistol from a dresser drawer, and + went back to the bedroom and shot her one time,in tlle head.139 
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Criminal homicide motivated by self-defense was more conunon for male I 
than for female victims and for female than for male offenders.
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For jealousy, the most observable sex arld race pattern w~s lor t e " 
percentage of Negro females (as victims or offenders) to pe much higher t?an 'l 
the percentage of white females. 141 The proportion of i~te:actlOns,1 
motivated by jealousy peaked in the 20-40 age range for both vIctims and : Ii 
offenders.142 ' ': ~.'il 

We have alreaQ.y suggested that heterosexual relationships, within an,d \ 
outside ofmarriagl', have a high potential for violence when jealousy}S ;t 
present. I: has been observed in another ,study that:,,\.)(\;~ 

conflicts born of a love trian~e might be momentary or they mi.ght [I 
be n,lOre firmly entrenched as a result ,0, f a grudge of long stand, tn,g" ! 
Those of a momentary nature tend to develop between t:wo ,IIJep"" t 
over the Question of who will have the privilege of taking some l.i~ 
woman ho~e from ,it party or a cafe. Those that result from differences ' l~~ 
of long standing usually involve disputes between individuals in~erested~I'1 
in the same mate. Although the persons involved meet. dunng the Ii.! 
moment of fatal conflict by chance, our cases lead us to believe that the 1,,%,!,;, 
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assailant had been waiting for such an opportunity when the chance 
presented itseif. Homicide, in this instance, is more deliberate.143 

Two cases ilustrate these observations: 

II On investigation we found that the deceased, H. B. Mitson, Negro 
male, 30, had been to a beer joint at 2900 Sauer StI'eet and became 
involved in an argument with Ed Yalsin over a woman known as 
"Boo-Boo." Information shows that the deceased was walking with this 
girl "Boo-Boo" when Ed Yalsin walked up to him and stabbed him two 
times in his chest because this girl hadpromised Yalsin that she would 
go with him after the cafe closed. 

II On invel,tigation we fmd that the deceased was sitting on a car 
fender at 2500 Pease when Clara King walked past her on the street. 
The deceased is reported to have said something to Clara about fooling 
with her boy friend and then hit Clara with a stick. Both of them went 
to fighting and the deceased was using a stick and Clara was using her 
knife. The fighters were separated by Beverly Franks, 500 Allston, who 
was with Clara King, and she was also cut.144 

From the perspective of general community standards, most of these. 
motives, especially altercations, family quarrels, and jealousy, are "cheap 
issues for which people trade their lives. ,,145 Yet they are much more 
reasonable if we accept the concept of a subcultural ethos of violence within 
the urban ghettos in which a much wider range of situations are preceived by 
many as justifying an aggressive response. An altercation with overtones 
threatening a young man's masculinity, a drunken misunderstanding between 
husband and wife' on Saturday night, a competition for the same 
woman-these can be more than trivial events in, a ghetto environment which 
accepts violence as a' norm, allows easy access to weapons, is physically 
deteriorated and segregated from the rest of the community, has reduced 
social controls; and experiences inadequate law enforcement: 

The persist~lce of conditions set in motion by ,the ecological process' 
of segragating'give these areas their own mores and thereby encourages 
a relaxed fonn of social control. The very nature of the contacts 
experienced by these people lowers inhibitions and encourages response 
to passion. Each homicide area is inhabited by people who carry on 
most of their:' daily routine, experiencing only symbiotic contacts 
between theh1selves and members of other racial or cultural groups. 
Opportunities for passionate conflict between them and other groups 
are limited. iThe process of segregation raises the probability of 
intragroup c,:onflict not only by virtue of its power to generate 
proximity ~~d intimacy, but also by virtue of its power to reduce 
respect for tneareas that are segregated into deterioration. This is seen 
more clearly by those who, as inhabitants of these areas, experience the 
daily routine ,of such communal living. In Negro areas the relaxed 
pattern of SOCIal control is more obvious. It is reflected in the shuffle of 
unre,gtilatedt~affic; the sharp odors of segregated theaters; or the sheer 
infretluency~bf uniformed police. In the downtown white area it is less 
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obvious-more underground. Bell-boys of the cheaper hotels feel it; 
janitors of rooming houses feel and see it too, but the majority of this 
relaxed social control is behind the closed doots of p}aces of cheap 
entertainment. The essence of it is that there has developed among 
many of the people who inhabit these areas a psychology of excuse, 
They often feel justified in breaking the general community code, or at 
least they have little conscience against it. The define community 
expectations in terms of their own deprivations.

146 

Aggravated Assault 

Like criminal homicide, "altercations" stand out as the primary recorded 
motive in aggravated assault; previous local studies reached the same 
conclusion.147 It is unlikely that the subcultural influences which may 
explain this pattern are any different than for homicide. "Escaping arrest" (8 
percent)148 and "family quarrels" (6 percent) were the next most common 
motives, although the "unknown" figure was unfortunately very high (40 
percent). 

The chance of being a victim or offender in an altercation-motivated 
interaction did not vary greatly between black and whites. 14 

9 This frequency" 
also parallels homicide. Although more males (as victims and offenders) than 
females were involved in homicides motivated by altercations, this was not 
true for aggravated assault. 1 

5 a 

Forcible Rape~ Armed Robbery and Unarmed Robbery 

No v.ari~tions from the generfll pattern in Table 9 were recorded by race or 
age of vIctim or offender.1 1 , 

MEANS OF INFLICTING INJURY AND WEAPONS USED 

Many fa.ctors must converge before a violent crime but, especially for 
criminal homicide, aggravated assault, and armed robbery, access to and 
cultural traditions of weapons have important role'" in the final outcomes. 
The world abounds in available weapons, yet our data and those from every 
other signifkant study show the instruments actually used are neither 
mysterious nor exotic. They are usually commonplace, quick, brutal, and 
direct.152 . 

Table 101 1> 3 shows whether victims were injured 1 
54 and, when they were, 

the weapon u~d by the offender. Firearms are most common in homicide, 
but knives and sharp instruments most frequent in aggravated assaultg. 
Forcible rape usually involves little physical injury beyond the rape, b~t 
physical restraint and bodily methods are generally used when harn~ IS 

inflictt;:d. Injury is also relatively infrequent in robbery. Weapons are frurly 
evenly distributed among all types in armed robbery interactions where injury 
occurs; bodily means (hands, fists, feet, etc.) are of course used by unarmed 
robbers who inflict injury. 

, 
.', 
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Table 1 (1, -Means of inflicting injury by type of crime, 17 Cities, 1967 
[In percen t 1 

~t Injury Crime 
Criminal Aggravated Forcible Armed Unarmed status and Type 

~l~ans of inflicting Homicide Assault Rape Robbery Robbery 

~y 
Firearm 46.6 13.0 1.4 2.0 a 
Knife or other sharp 
insttUl'nen t 29,2 25.9 0.7 1.2 0 

Blunt instrument 3.2 11.7 0.6 3.8 0 

Poison 0.2 0.1 0 0 a -- " 

Body 10.8 22.4 17.7 3.7 26.7 

Other 
! 

9.8 7.0 1.0 3.0 1.0 

Total Injured 100.0 80,1 21.4 13.7 27.7 

Total Not injured a 18.0 76.0 82.5 66.1 

Total unknown 0 1.9 2.6 3.8 6.2 

Grand total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(668) (1493) (617) (509) (502) 

Total number of victim -offender interactions=3,789 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 
17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100,0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. : 

Criminal Homicide 

.' About 47 percent of all homicides in our national sample involved the use 
of firea~ by the offender, with knives or sharp instruments (29 percent) 
al~d bodily methods (11 percent) next most common. The FBI tabulation of 
alF12,090 homicides committed in 1967 concurs with our nl.i11dng, although it 
emphasizes the role of firearms even more: 63 percent ()f all cases involved 
fireanns, 20 percent knives: or sharp instruments, 9 percent bodily methods, 
and 8 percent all other methods. 15 5 Firearms have also. been the most 
papillar weapon in the majority of the earlier city studies.1 56 

With certain exceptions, we found firearms the most 'commonly used 
weapons regardless of the sex, race, or age of the victim. 1 57 The same was 
generally true for offenders. 158 

,II 
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Aggravated Assault 

Table 10 indicates that the victim was uninjured in 18 percent of all 
aggravated assaults. When harm was inflicted, the most likely weapons used 
were knives or sharp instruments (26 percent), bodily methods (22 percent), 
firearms (13 percent), and blunt instrument~ (12 percent). Our national 
sample is again very consistent with the FBI tabulation. In 1967, the FBI 
recorded the weapons used (regardless of whether injury was inflicted) in a1\ 
of 253,300 aggravated assaults reported in the UCR. The FBI ranking was: 
knives or sharp instruments (33 percent), bodily methods (24 percent), blunt 
instruments (22 percent), and firearms (21 percent).159 The results were 
similar in earlier city studies. 16 0 

Clearly, then, fireamls lose their dominant position when the focus shifts 
from criminal homicide to aggravated ().ssault. There are at least two 
alternative interpretations. Homicide and aggravated assault can be viewed as 
very similar crimes generated by sirnilar circumstances, with the differential in 
their seriousness largely explained by the fact that homicide offenders happen 
to have more deadly weapons at hand. Or, it might be suggested that the 
homicide offender is more detemlined to kill, and therefore chooses the 
weapon most capable of achieving his end, while the aggravated assault 
offender does not have such a goal in mind. 

Each interpretation undoubtedly has Significance. Yet the consistent 
similarity between homicide and assault-considering the dynamics of sex, 
race and age as well as relationships, locations, and victim 
precipitation-persuades us that the truth lies more with the first position.

161 

Only a small percentage of criminal homicides involve premeditation, 
so the second position must be further tempered. Perha')s most importantly, 
"altercations" dominate as the rationales behind both homicide and 
assault, suggesting that motives do not determine the weapon used. 
Additional evidence comes from a Chicago study which shows that a 
greater proportion of knife attacks (more common in assault) than gun 
attacks (more common in homicide) are to vital parts of the body, and that 
more multiple wounds are inflicted with knives than with guns.

1 
62 Th(s is 

not the kind of information with which one can argue that persons arrested 
for aggravated assault have a lesser desire to kill than people arrested for 
criminal homicide. . ... 

When the sex, race, and age of the assault victim were considered, shooting 
was never the most common method of injuring the victim, Knives and sharp 
instruments were the mos'! commonly used means of inflicting harm against 
males of all races, with bodily methods close behind. Bodily means were most 
frequent against females of all races, followed by knives a~d sharp 
instruments in the case of Negro females. Generally, we found bodIly means 
most commonly used against younger victi~ and knives against older 
victims. i 63 . , 

The dominance of knives and bodily methods over firearms was basically 
maintained when offender characteristics were studied. The general pattern, 
however, was for Negro offenders, regardless of sex, to uSe knives more than 
other weapons, while bodily means \vere highest for white male offenders, 
and blunt instruments for white females. Surprisingly, perhaps, we found for 
all races that the likelihood of female assault off'enders injuring their. victimS 
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was consistently higher than for males. Although there are.~fewer female 
assaulters than males, l 

6
4 women would therefore appear s6iii'e\vhat more 

dangerous than men whe~ they actually becom,e offenders. Up to the age of 
20, offenders were most likely to use bodily methods of inflicting injury16 5 

while older offenders were most likely to use knives. Thus, not only is there 
an apparent shift from bodily meLltods to knives as the age of the victim 
increases, but the pattern also holds true as the age of tlle offender 
increases.1 66 

Forcible Rape 

We defined "injury" in the course of forcible rape as any physical harm 
inflicted in addition to the sex act itself. 1 6 7 Using this definition, Table 10 
suggests that no harm was inflicted in about three quarters of all interactions, 
while bodily means were almost always used if physical harm Vias 
incurred.168 This was true regardless of the race and age of the victim or 
offender. However, white offenders appeared more likely to inflict harm than 
black offenders. The likelihood of being harmed increased with the victim's 
age and the likelihood of inflicting injury peaked for· offenders betwt;~n the 
ages of 21 and 30,169 Perhaps because of different definitions of injury, our 
national results conflict with those from the Dllly comparable study.1 70 

Armed Robberyl 71 

Table 1.0 shows that in most armed robberies (82 percent),\he victim was 
uninjured, In the relatively few instances involving physical harm, weapons 
were evenly distributed among blunt histruments, bodily means: firearms and 
knives or sharp instruments. With certain ex~e)Jtions, 172 the )ow degr~e of 
harm generally held regardless of sex,race, and age of victim'· or offender, 
although the predominant weapon used when injury was inflicted often 
varied.173 Our results are generally consistent with earlier single city 
studies.174 ". 

The importance of firearms reasserts itself, however, When.\ve change the 
perspective slightly and ask only what weapons are used in armed robberyj 
regardless of injury to the victim. In 1967, the FBI conducted an 
investigation into the 117,000 nationally reported armed robberies and found 
that 63, percent of the cases surveyed involved firearms, 24 percent knives or 
oilier sharp instruments, and 13 percent blunt objects,1 75 Other studies have 
registered similar results. 1 76 When all the major violent crimes are 
considered, then firearms predominate in the ·use of force by murderers and 
the threat or use of force by armed robbers. . 

Unarmed Robbery 

. ~·he elearest difference between the two forms of robbery was the greater 
liklihood that the victim would escape physical injury when the offender was 
anned. The victim was injured in 28 percent of all unarmed robberies, but in 
only 14 percent of the armed robberies.1 7 7 (See Table 10.) The victim is 
undoubtedly more likely to resist the offender when he is unarmed, so force 
may be resorted to and injury incurred. Armed robbers use a variety of 

[ \ 
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weapons when they injure victims; injuries in unarmed robbery are inflict~d 
(by definition) through bodily methods. . 

Regardless of sex, white victims in unarmed r.obbery were more l~ely to 
be ha1med than black victims 1 78 and older victlIDs generally more likely to 
incur injury than younger ones.! 79 The most observable offender patterns 
were much higher infliction of bodily injury by Negro females than Negro 
males I 80 and by white males than white females,18 I as well as a tendency 
for those aged 18-25 to inflict bodily injury more than offenders of other 

ages. I 8 2 

CONCLUSION 

A number of policy implications! 8 3 become apparent whe~ v:e draw 
together the characteristics of and relationships between Victims and 
offenders in serious criminal violence. . .. 

The intraracial nature of assaultive violen~e-homicid~, ~s.sau1t, ?nd 
rape-would discount suggestions that relatively high rates of 1l1d1Vldual c~e 
by Negroes reflect a new stage of racial conflict. These findings warn agamst 
restrictive "law and order" controls based on the assumption that assaultive 
violence masks racial warfare. Stronger police protection is ne.eded, but 
should particularly be directed toward the proteCtion of Negroes trom other 
Negroes in the subcultural ghettoes. . . 

A great deal of interracial robbery does eXist, however, especially by 
younger Negro males against older white mal~s.~84 ~though such violent 
theft cannot be ignored and controls are reqUired, thi~ fa~t underscores the 
social and economic inequalities in our country and mdlcates the ~e~d to 
carry the "quantitative" revolution to all minority groups throughmmlmum 
incomes, adequate education, housing, jobs, and the li~e. . 

To the considerable extent that some forms of major violence-robbe~ ID 

particular-are committed by strangers in outside or public locatIOns, 
improved law enforcement patrol and surveillance techniques will continue to 
be n:quired as instruments of deterrence. Yet we .mus~ rec~~ize that.v~olence 
amongintimates,friends, and acquaintances, espeCially m crm;mal hO~l1cHle ~nd 
aggravated assault, often occurs in private andin~<:or locatlOns. This requtres 
a more imaginative preventive response than traditIOnal law enfof(;ement bas 
provided. Techniques for discovery and interventionar~ need~dto defuse 
conflict situations that might otherwise lead to s~nous VIOlence .. The r 
"domestic quarrel team" concept, involving groups of polic,e and behaVloral I 
experts on 24-hour call, is one promising approach. .' r~· 

Whether violence occurs among intimates or strangers and mSlde 0 r 
outside, advances In deterrence and intervention must be viewed ~$ short-term I 
policies that require substantial reinforcement by .long-terr;t sO~lal prl,)~a.ms ! 

for the reduction of the underlying causes of vlOlent cnme l\l our clttes. ! 

Reconstruction is needed, for example, to eliminate the subcultur~l ghettoes 
which appear influential in producing homicides and assaults tnggered by 
seemingly trivial motives, such as altercations. 

Homicide and assault often involve victim precipitation. This suggests the 
need for police and the courts to investigate more carefully the role of the 
victim. Our criminal statutes, sentencing practices, and c~rrectional treatment 
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should be adjusted to allow for the contingency of victim provocation 
The possibility that a small but noticeable number of robberies may be' 

precipitated by the victim's carelessness indicates the utility of a campaign to 
reduce "temptation-opportunities." People should be made more aware that 
simple precautions-such as using only main thoroughfares at night-could 
significantly lower the probability of victimization. Other "target hardening" 
practices include credit cards which are difficult to use when stolen, sliding 
barriers between drivers and passengers in taxicabs, scrip for use on public 
transportation vehicles, and street-comer callboxes. 

The data offer several arguments for stronger controls on tile pC3session of 
handguns. I 8 5 The first is supported by the findings that. 1) criminal homicide 
and aggravated assault are very similar acts, varying prirtlarily in the severity 
of their outcomes, 2) knives are most popular in assault, and 3) guns are most 
used in homicide. Guns, in addition, are the most versatile weapon in 
homicide: . 

Firearms Inake some attacks possible tilat simply would not occur 
without firearms. They permit attacks at greater range and from 
positions of b~tter concealment than other weapons. They also permit 
attB.cks by persons physically or psychologically unable to overpower 
their victhn through violent physical contact.18 

6 

Perhaps most importantly, firearms are more deadly than any other 
w.eapon-the fatality rate for firearms attacks is approximately five times as 
high as that for knives. Thus, "a rough approximation would suggest that the 
use of knives instead of guns might cause four-fifths, or 80 percent fewer 
I, tal't' "18 7 Ef'C • h ' II lies. lectlve andgun control would not reduce the motivation or 
desire to kill, but it would necessitate the 'use of less efficient and more 
deadly weapons; thus, relatively fewer homicides and more aggravated 
assaults might be expe(:ted to occur. 

Se\~ond, guns predominate as the weapon used in armed robbery. 'i'here is 
every ,teason to believe that the gun is often essential for the armed robber 
and thM, without it, many would be unable to produce the threat of force 
needed to carry cut such a crime.18 8 In addition, the fatality rate for armed 
robberie~ involving firearms is approximately four times as great as that for 
other arme.d robberies.1 89 

Third, consider the practice of keeping firearms i~ the home for purposes 
?f self-defense.! 90 There is an assumption here that a great deat of violence 
mvolves strangers irttruding in the home and that firearms are an efficient 
?efense. Yet criminal homicide, while often occurring at home, infrequently 
mvolves strangers. Aggravated assault involves more strangers, but it also 
?ccurs outside more often. Even for the relatively few homicides and assaults 
mvolving strangers intruding into a home, existing evidence indicates that the 
element of surprise substantially limits the effectiveness of home defense.1 9 t 

Robbery occurs between strangers most of the time, yet it rarely Qccurs in 
the ho~e; even when it does, the element of surprise exjsts. Burglary has. a 
mUch higher incidence rate than the four major violent crimes, 192 is the most 
fommon type of intrusion by a stranger, and causes the greatest property 
oss. Yet burglary rarely threatens the homeowner's life. 

, ' 
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The burglar typically seeks to commit his crin:e without b~ing 
discovered, if possible by entering a home that IS not occupIed. 
Consequently, he is more likely to steal the home-defense fire.an~ than 
be driven off by it. For example, over 18,0~0 home. ~urglanes ill the 
Detroit Metropolitan Ar~a in 1967 res~lted ill the killmg of only one 
burglary victim in the City of Detroit. l 

9 " 

Not only do the facts show the limits oU,,'"_1arms as prQtedive devices, but 
they also suggest that g'-)ns are often hazardous in the home. A gre~t ~eal of 
criminal homicide involving fireanns, for example, occurs b~tween mtunates 
in the home. In the heat of an altercation, family quarrel~ or Jealous rage, guns 
stored for protection against strangers can be used on fnen.ds and loved ones. 
Nor does the shooting need to be criminal: a sub~tanhal num~~r4 of the 
23 000 annual frrearI11l1 accidents in the country occur m the home.: 

'Providing a factual base for these policy implicati?ns, the,~ational 
survey of victims and offenders has also helped to clanfy the na~ure of 
h.omicide, assault, rape, and robbery. As we learn the. extent tD whi~h the 
patterns of each violent act merge and th~ ~egree ~o WhICh they~are umque: a 
more comprehensive explanation of crImmal VIolence as a general SOCIal 

phenomenon can be built. 

REFERENCES:{m~ 

The Crime Commission concluded that lack of broad" comprehensi~e data ~n 
1. characteristics and relationships "prohibits the developmen~ of more !nfOrmat.lVe 

and useful statistical reconstructions of criminal event~;}'hls .type of mfor.T:tlO~ 
must be secured more systematically if great~r un~e.r.~tall:dJng, of the ~I . eren 
conditions under which crimes occur is to be achIeved", "'(PresIdent s Comm.sslOn ~n 
L w Enforcement and Administration of Justice :"[hereinafter referred to as t e 
C~ime Commission), Task Force Report: Crime ,gild Its Impact-An Assessme/lt 
[Washington, D,C.: Government Printing Office, 1967), p. 77. . f I 

2. As sllOwn in Ch. 3. The study should t~dusb~,Yieweldt adS a na;lOnal sample 0 arge 
ci.ies but not one "stratified" ovedess ense'popu a e area.. I 

L . A local contact in each city worked in cooperation with the Police Departm~n. 
to draw the 10-percent randolTlsample of rep~rts for. eaCh. of the four acts .of m~Jor 
violence ("Crimitral ilomicide"was;defined as explamed m Ch.!). Cases IDvol.l11! 
both ad~1ts and juveniles. and those cleared by arrest as wel~ as uncleared

t 
w;~: 

systematically included, The information was then photocopIed and sent 0 

Commission for analysis. . . :~,::; .-. E h already 
The work of our local contactSin each city was p~odlglO~~. ac ma!1' d his 

burdened with the responsibilities of a highly demandmg posltJ~n, contribute Th 
time and supervisory effort .\vithout pay, exc~pt for eXPenses m some ~at~ an~ 
advisers were: Atlanta: Il(~John T. Doby, Charrman, Department of SOCIO o. Prof. 
Antluopology Emory University, Atlanta; Mrs. Maryann Albrecht. Bost~. tem 
Stephen Sch~eI, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, NO~f~~~ of 
University. Boston. Chicago: Mr. Charles N. Cooper, Cook County tof 
Economic'Opportunity, Chicago, Cleveland: Dr. Charles McCaghy, ?epar~n~~ler 

. Sociology, Case Western Reserve University, ~Ievela~d. ~allas: Dr. Sidney .. Pro( 
'Department of SociologY; Southern Methodist Umve~slty, DaJlas. De~ver··W ot' 
Gresham M Sykes "-DireCtor, Administration of Justice Program, ~n~ve~1 troit 
Denver CoJl~ge of Law, Dem·cr.,Detroit: Dr. Eliot Luby, L~ayet~e Clml~ l~egeai 
Los Angeles: Dr. gilbert Geis, p:e~artme~t of Sociology, ~aliform~ S!~t;t~ social 
Lo~ Angeles, LDS Angeles. Mzaml:Mr. VlctO~ H .. Meal~, Dtrect.o~, e J h . ClarK. 
Services,Dade Courity" Pub~C . ~chools, . MIamI, MI~meapoll~. Dr. 0 n s: DI. 
Department. of Sociology, UmveISlty of Mmnesota, Mmneapolt~. New Orlean . 
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Robert E. Tournier, Department of Sociology, Tulane University, New Orleans. New 
York: Dr. John Martin, Department of ~('ciology, Fordham University, New York. 
Philadelphia: Dr. Thorsten Sellin, Professor Emeritus, University of Pennsylvania 
and Co-Director Center for Studies in Criminology and Criminal Law, University of 
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Mr. Frank Cannavale, Department of Sociology and 
Center for Studies in Crintinology and Criminal Law, University of Pennsylvania, 
Philadelphia. St. Louis: Mr. Nelson Heller, Resource Allocation Unit, St. Louis 
Metropolitan Police Department, St. Louis. San Francisco: Mr. Thomas J. Sweeney, 
Assistant Executive Director, San Francisco Committee on Cr1-;1~, San Francisco; 
Mr. William B. Smith. Seattle: Dr. Clarence Schrag, Department of Sociology, 
University 9£ Washington, Seattl~j Mr. Jack Craig. (The Washington, D.C., sample 
was collected by the Task FpIce.)'::'. . 

Just as importnnt was the excellent cooperationwoJeceived fIOIm the police in 
each city for a task that was often troublesome and lime-consuming. The Pollee 
Chiefs and Department staff members involved were: Atlanta,: Superintendent Fred 
Beerman, Assistant Superintendent Charles W. B!ackw<ill, Assistant Superintendent 
Clinton Chaffin. Boston: Commissioner Edmund McNamara. Chicago: 
Superintendent James B. Conlisk, Chief Otto Kreuzer, Detective Divisiof'i Deputy 
Chief Michael Spiotto, Detective Division; Director Carl Miller, Records Division; 
Mr. Bart Ranier, Data Processing Division. Cleveland: Chief Patrick Gerity; 
Patrolman Charles L. Greiner, Systems Analyst; Detective Inspector James M. 

"';Limber, Lt. Howard A. Blackwell, Lt. Joseph· F. Mongel. Dallas: Chief Carl 
'Batchelor; Sgt. Charles Elwonger, directing the staff of the Research and 
Devcldp'ment Section. Denver: Chief G. L. Seaton. Detroit: Commissioner Johanne~ 
F. Spreen; Inspector Jack Shoemaker, Commanding Officer, Record Bureau. Los 
Angeles: Chief, Thomas Reddin; Douglas McFadgen, Records and Identification 
Division. Mlamik~iChief Walter E. Headley; Capt. K. E. Fox. Minneapolis! 
SUperintendent Calvin HaWkinson. New Orleans: Superintendent Joseph 1. 
Giarrusso. New York: Commissiorter Howard Leary; Chief Inspector Sanford D. 
Gareifk, Capt. James Meehan. Philadelphia: Commissioner· Frank L. Rizzo. St. 
.Louis: Chief Curtis Brostron. San Francisco: Chief Thomas J. Cahil1;Director 
Dennis Smith,Bureau of Identification. "Seattle: Chief Frank Ramon; Lt. Roy 
Skagen. Washington, D.C.: Chief John B. Layton; Assistant Chief Charles L. Wright, 
Technical Services Division; Inspector Willhm D. Foran, Criminal Investigation 
Division; Lt. Patrick L. Burke and Sgt.Btlr!lard F. Kelly, Homicide Squad; Detective 
Sergeant Frank Rinaldo, Detective Seig9Q-!hEmbrey Minor, and Detective Edward 
Guggenheim, Sex Squad; Capt. Ralph l!:l\\Stines, Robbery Squad; Capt. Clark W. 
Hamm and Detective Mathew J. Vinciguerra.,C.I.D. East; Sgt. Louis A. Fantacci, 
C.I.D. West. 

Although lO-percent of all cases were requested, we also asked that no fewer 
than 50 nor more than 200 cases for anyone major violent crirnebe sent from any 
one city. The lower bound ensured a statisticall~Kneaningfurcontribution from each 
city, and the upper bound was required mainly"oecause of New York, Chicago, Los 
Angeles, and DetrOit, where the volumes for cer~iin major violent crimes (especially 
aggravated assault and robbery) were so greatJ1iifeven a lO-percent sample would 
have been unmanageable. ·~t\:~·';7ir:..f;';i·(;.: , 

In all, we received and processed 781 homiCides, 2i352 aggravated assaults, 
1,064 forcible rapes, and 2,385 robberies. 

Tabulators were hired to .transcribe information on the offense and a..-rest 
reports to spbclal tabulation sheets, from which punchc349s were automatically 
made thro~gh a data scanning machine. We are indebted to~~~,rank Devolde.r, Chief, 
Automated Data Management Services Division, and John ierdue, Chief, Systems 
and Programming Section of the General Services Administration, Washington, D.C., 
for drawing up the tabulation sheets with us and supervising their translation into 
punch cards. 

Two percent of all cases were retabulated by others for a consistency check. 
When any ~ystematic mistakes or judgmental errors were uncovered, all the work 
done by the tabulator was repeated. The data scanning machine rejected all 
tabulation sheets with mechanical mistakes (e.g., two marks in a column where only 
one should have appeared) and corrections were again made. After the data cards 
Were punched, a great many logical consistency checks were made by computer. 
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Mistakes were rectified and new cards punched. These procedures 1i>"e fully 
explained, in the complete study report forthcoming as a special Field Survey to the 
Commission. -
, We were fortunate in having the excellent services of the Assist Corporation of 

Annandale, Va., l!ndin particular, RichardG. Abbott, for the vast amount of 
computer work necessitated by the survey. 

One "tabulation sheet,'., with the characteristics of and relationships between 
one offender am1' one victim, was made out for each offender who committed a 
violent crime upon each victim in the criminal event. 

Thus, if two offenders attacked one victim in the'same criminal event, we have 
recorded two iilteracHons and two complete sets of information, each describing 
one offender's relation to his victim and the characteristics of both. 

The procedure means we have tabulated a particular victim and all his 
characteristics every time we could determine;that an offender in the criminal event 
interacted with him. This procedure might be interpreted as incorporating a "bias" 
in our figures towards victims attacked by more than one offender: for the 
characteristics of these victims are counted more than once. This "double counting" 
(or triple counting, etc.) is negligible for criminal homicide events, because they 
usually involve just one victim and one offender. The chance of more than one 
offender is considerably greater in aggravated assault, forcible rape and robbery. 

. However we do not view this as a "bias" but as an intentional effort to give 
greater weigh't to victims attacked by more than one offender. Just as important! w~ 
have concluded that, on balanc~, using ,the interaction as the basic unit of analySIS 
encounters fewer' problems than other units of analysis and is the clearest, most 
comprehensive mode of expression. If,.for example, we eliminated double counting 
by tabulating only one victim and onci":offender from each event, how could we 
decide whom to choose if a multiplicity of individuals were involved? 

Or we might eliminate the interaction altogether and use the case as the unit of 
analysi~. We would then make statements about "x percent of all cases." The case is 
in fact best at times. Thus, Ch. 14 will produce survey data tabulated in terms of 
cases because all wfS are interested in there is the percentage of events in Which 
groups or gangs of offenders are involved. However, when t~e int~rest is in 
relationShips b~tween specific victims and offenders, the case IS obViously too 
general a measuring rod. ;.~~(," . 

Finally, we might eliminate the interaCtio.1.1;/~~d. spea.x on~y of "x%. ~f all 
victims" and, "x% ;;q~ all offenders" separately.""Here agam weelunmate 
double-counting. But ji'ow only "static" conclusions can be reached. For example, 
we can relate that "x%\'iercent of all victims arc white" and "x% of all offenders are 
white" but we cannot make the very important statement that "in x% of all 
inciddnts a white victimized a White." On the other hand, the best quality about 
the inter~ction as the unit of analy'sis is that it allows for such "dynamic" statements. 

Althoughche earlier stUdies of vi.ctims .and oflr~i)~$~~'i~~yie':Ved in this chapter 
have generally, relied on these alternatlVe umts o('~~.n.~llysis we Will therefore use the 
inteTaction, except:m those isolated incidents wh~n:,,!~~her modes are preferable. 
Our tables are based on 668 homicide, 1,493 aggravated !iSsault, 617 forcible 
rape 509 armed robbery and 502 unarmed robbery interactions cleared by anest 
f!o~Jhe"sevp,nteen cities: (See App. Ilfor a discussion of the possible "bias" that 
might resuff,1?ecause uncleared cases we:e not included.) . . 

These numbers are ,~~~tatistical" m that they represent a weightIng system 
applied to the .real n1.irilbei'of·lnteractions cleared by arrest. The unw~ighted, or real 
numbers, were: 633 homicides, 1,353 aggravated assaults,538 forcible rapes, and 
649 [obberies. , , . . 
(SeeApp~II fOI an explanation of the weighting system, the reasons for u~g It, and 
the method, by which the real nllmber of interactions was converted mto, ,the 
statistical number,), , ' 

It is also important to realize that the· data refer to percentage or frequent)' 
distributions-notincidencc' or rates per population unit-within the sample survey. 
Incidence data was examined in Ch. 3 an'dhere the focus is on the dYlllImic interplay 
between victims. and offenders. We dO.'not directly determ!ne, for example, that a 
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victim is more likely to be robbed by a stranger than by a friend. What can b~\ 
directly ass.erted is that when a victim is rObbed, the likelihood is greatest that the 
offender will be a stranger, etc. 

5. The forthcof!1ing Field S1.1r:'ey to the Commission, in which a complete analysis 
of the study IS presented, will include a more complete and detailed review of all the 
problems involved, on a city-by-city basis. ' ' 
(Sce App. II for a consideration of certain other problems) 

6, In this chapter, we limit data comparisons' to the following earlier stUdies: Marvin 
E. Wolfga.ng, Patterns in Criminal HOlrllcide (Philadelphia: UniVersity of 
Pennsylvama Press, 1958), has been used by most of the following: 

M~nachem A:mir,. "Patterns of Rape and the Female Victim" (unpublished Ph. 
D. theSIS,. The Umve~~lty of Pennsylvania, 1965). Andre Normahdeau, "Trends and 
Patterns In .Robbe~y (unpublish~d .Ph. D. thesis, The University of Pennsylvania, 
1968). !?avld J. Plt~m~n, and William Handy, "Patterns in Crimlil81 Aggravated 
Assault, Journal C2111l1lal La",:, Criminal a~~ POI(ce Science, v. 55, p. -%2, 1964. 
Alex D .. P~korny, A.Com~arlson of Homicides 111 Two Cities," Journal Criminal 
~aw, .Crzmlllal and PolICe SCience, vol. 56, no. 4, 1965. Albert J. Reiss, Jr., "Studics 
m c:nme , and Law. E.nforcement in Major Metropolitan Areas" (Field Surveys HI, 
Presl~ent s CommiSSion on Law Enforcel,Tlcnt and Administration of Justice 
Wasl.ungt~n: U,S,. G.overnment Printing Office, 196/'), vol. 1. Report of til; 
Presld~nt. s Commlssl~n O~l Crime in the District Of Columbia (D.C. Crime 
~on:n:lsslon? ~LLoUlS ~ohc~ DepartJJ.lent,Anlluai Report, 1965. Stephen Schafer, 
Cnm1l1al-YlctJm Relationships In Violent Crimes" (unpublished res.oarch US 

Dept. o~Health,. Education and Welfare, July 1,1965, MH-07058. - , .. 
7. ,'The top!CS c.onsld~red here will be expanded in a forthc()ming Special Field Survey. 

TIns chapter mcltl~es ne',\' ~un'ey data and comparisons with other studies on 
alle,. race, s~x~ o~cupatlOn, Vlctim-o~fender relationships, location of the crime, 
Victim 'preCI?ltat~O?, o~fender motives. ~~d : means of inflicting injury. Our 
CQmpans~ns ImpliCitly discount the pOSSibIlity that the patterns observed in other 

,studies might have ~hang.ed since the time they were originally made. 
c' : Th~ forthcomIng Field Survey, which .analyzes thest: factors more' completely, 

!?cludes .a ~umber. of other factors (marital status, time of day, day of week, 
,no nth, socllll. context, among others) and makes comparisons betwee)1 cities 
groupedby reglon as. well as between data from.clearedand uncleared Cases. 
< All the supportmg tables from the survey in this chapter are presented in App 
11. The most. gene~al of these tables are repeated in the chapter. The grea t bulk of 
data m~kes mcluslOn o~ more tables 'prohibitive, We have clearly noted the 
A~~endlx tables upon which all our statements axe based., 

8. PhIi!p H. Ennis, "Criminal Victimization in the United"States: A Report of a 
National ~u:veyt Field Surveys II .. President's Commission 'oil,Law Enforcement 

.. ,and AdmInistration of Justice (Washington,"D.C.: Government'Piinting Office 
1967),Ta\lles, 14,16,17, pp. 31, 33,34-35. .J:' 

9. The percentage figures in this sectiori are based only on those interact10,ns In our 
sur:vey where these characteristics were known. '::,' 
. Fo! ra~e', w~ only included. whites arid Negroes, eliminatinglhe few 
mtetacho~s In~oIVI?g persons from other races. The supporting table,S bel\ind the 
other sectIOns m thiS chapter, however, do include other races. "''i:,;;',',:::,.,:,::", 
ace We. also have "dynamic" data on socioeconomic status. The best indic:at~'t \~~s,' 
:.u?¥.~~n. Becaus? occupation Was commori1Y'1.!~~~.~.9rted, we have relat!iv~ly few 

: ,:" ~lt~:aCtion~:vvhere It ~as know~ for both victim and o~r.ellder. Because of this, our "':fu. In mgs here.a,e, tentative and dIscussed only in footnotes;" 
11. ~e ~hs. 11, 14,al~~ ~,6 for d~vel~pment of t~e conc~p! of~i~~p..tsU1>cultures. 

W
atvln 

E. Wolfgan~< A.SOClOi~~cal AnalYSIS of Crunlnal HDmici4~;p:~~NaryinE. 
Pr°lfgang (ed.), StU(l~es zn Homicide, (New York: HarPer & Row ReaderS'Jill'Sticial 

oblems, 1967), p. 19;:." ' '. ' g. ~lthoUlih, as,~hown in Tables 4 and 5, a great man'y Negroes also rob other Negroes. 
14:Th~~~d~ced:m App. l~,a~Table~. , ' "':i:,:."'" , 

b 'i, l,apon: 1 (n ~eans klll:d by (or, for tl:I~\9tJ}e):'. CI1m.~si~~tlSS.tUllt~~l.by,'.'!'raped 
kYll' dbl:Obbvd by). T~US,slxty-three percent:ofthese ihteractiohs'ii'i~ol'yed:males 
ley other mliles.· :,,' ct,~,,!,:.,\, 
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15. The other noticeably high combinations were 26+/18 to 25 (twenty percent) lind 
18-25/18-25 (ten percent). 

The most important combined sex, race, and age patterns were, respectively, 
for Negro males over age 25 to kill Negro males of the same age group; Negro 
females to kill Negro males, both over 25; Negro males aged 18 to 25 to kill Negro 
males over 25, and white males to kill white males, both over 25. (See Table 4, App. 

11.)' 
Ranked in order of importance,;the most noticeable combinations among the 

seventy-one criminal homicide interactions where occupation was determined were: 
students killing students, housewives killing children or dependents, people of 
miscellaneous services killing people of the ~ame classifications, laborers, and 
laborers killing housewives ()llOSt likely their wives). . 

As discussed in Ch. 3, the "student" category could include college students, 
although most individuals so classified were juveniles and young people still in 
vocational, night, and high schools. 

It is highly probable that the importance of the student category is 
overemphasized in our figures.:·.Unless there was evidence to the contrary, our 
tabulators usually assigned anyone '17 or under to the "student" category. Thus, 
\v11[le a specific occupation had to be stated in the police offense-arrest report of 
anyone 18 and older for us to tabulate it, all that was needed to determine the 
"occupation" of tll0se 17 and under was age, and item much more commonly 
available. (See Table 5, App.1!.)· ..... ' 

16. Wolfgang found that'94 percent of the 550 identified victim-offender relationship~ 
W(lre of the same race. 72 percent of the total were Negro and 22 percent were 
white. Of the 6 percent or 34 cases in which an offender crossed the race line, 14 
cases· were Negro/white (Negro killed by white) and 20 cases were white/Negro. . 

. Sixty-four percent of the 550 identified victim-offender relationships involved 
participantso(the same sex: 61'percent were male/male,while only 3 percent were' 
female/female. Of ,the 36 percent in which an offender did kill a person of the 
opposite sex, 16 percent were male/female and 20 percent were female}male. 

Of the 550 indetified victim-offender relationships, 59 were of the same 
race anci·escx, 3S precent of the same race but opposite .sex; 4 precent were 
of a differenCrace but same sex; and 2 pro cent were of a different race and sex. 

Of the 583iirelationships having an age difference (not included were 26 
victims and offenr.lers of the same .age and 11 infimt victims), 59 percent had 
offenders younger than their respective victims. An age differen~e of no more than 

. "". 5 years accounted foi:~jlveI a third of all victim-offender relationsl.ii~f and decreased 
';':(:.consistently as the age"difference between victim and offender lncreased. There 

.were only three relationships where the victim-offender age difference was SO yean 
or more..... . ;/. ',' . " 

(MmhlE. Wolfgang, Patterns in Crililinal Homicide (New York: John Wiley & 
Sons, 1966), pp. 210,222,144,225.) . . ..•.. '. ' 

The D.C. Crime Commission found that onlY 12 of 172 murders were 
interracial. (Report of the President's Commission on Crime in the D.\strict of 
Columbia (hereinafter referredJo as the D.C. Crime C9rrJ:~ission),.washington, 
D.C~:o'Goyernment P.rinting Office, 1966, p. 42.) . ,',". 

lrtflouston Pokorny fotlnd that 97 percent of the Negro victims were killed 
by Negro·::offend~rs. This compared with 86 percent of Latin-American victimS who 
were killeci;~y other Latin Americans and 91 percent of whites who werekill.e? br, 
other whites·i!"(Alex. D.l'okorny; "A ,Comparison of Homicides in Two Cities, 
Joarnal of Criminal Law, Criminoio~;md Police Science', vol. 56, No.4, 1965, p, 

484.) 
17:'R'cprpduced in App. 11 as Table 6. . 
18. The'other important combinations were; respectively, 1.8 to 25/25+ (twelve 

percent), 26+/18 to 25 (cleven percent), and 18 to 25/18 :0 2.5 (ten percent). . 
The most important sex, race, and ag~.assault combmatIons ranke~ as folloWS. 

Negro males. over 25 a&saulting similarly ilged Negro males, the same ~ffender~ 
assaulting Negro females O\'er 2.5, Negro male~ aged 17 and under assaulting Negr 
males of the: same age grO\lP; N~gro males ovel: 2S assaulting Negro males 18to 25, 
and Negro females over 25 assaulting like Negro n)ales. (See: !!lble 7, App. 1.1.) e. 

Among the 293 interactions for which occupations could be determined, th 
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most ~lportant groups were, respe~tivelY, stu~ents ass~illting students, ,laborers 
assault~g .lab~r~rs, laborers assaultmg housewlves, and I~hildren or dependents 
assaulting mvdlvlduals of ~he. same stat~~. (See Table 8, App/ll.) Thr. same caution 
that wa~,note~ for ~n~nal homiCide overemphasizirig the importance of 
student-st~den:t mteractions IS relevant here, however.' r,. ' 

19, In St. LOUIS, Pittman and. Handy found that 57 percent of the 238 cases w(ire of the 
s~me sex and same race. 39 percent of the total cases were of the samel race but 
different sex. About 17 percent were white/white. Nearly 80 percent were 
Negro/Negro. . 
. In 61 percent of the cas7s the victim and offender were the same age c;tegory 
(under 20, 20-34, 35-49, and 50+). There were more cases in the 20-34 age group 
t~la~ any other age group whether considering victims alone, offendr:rs alone or 
Victims and offenders together. ' 

(D~;id J. P.ittma~ ~nd William. H~iJdy, "Patterns in Criminal Aggravated 
Assault, Journal of Cnmlllai Law, Cnmllloiogy and Police Science vol 55 1964 
pp.467-468.) " ' , ., , 

In Washi~gton, ~he D.C. Crime Commission found that only 9 percent of all 
assaults were mterraclal. (D.C. Crime Commission, op. cit., p .. 76.) 

In Ch~ca~o, Reiss found that about 90 percent of all aggravated as.aults 
?ccurred wl~hin the sa~e race group. When race crossing occurred, about 2 percent 
mvol~ed whi~~s ass~ul~lIlg ~egroes and 7 percent, Negroes assaulting whites. (Albert 
J .. Relss, Jr., Studies m CrIme and Law Enforcement in Major Metropolitan Areas" 
(Field Surveys III, Crime Commission), p. 34.) 

20. Reproduced.as Table 9, App;U. 
21. B:cause w~ite m~les have long h.ad nearly institutionalized accesS to Negro \~omen 

with re~atIvely little fear of bemg.reported, however, it is likely that the true 
pr.oportlon of Negroes .raped by whit~sis larger. (See Marvin E. Wolfgang, Crimes of 
VlOie~lCe, Report submitted to the Cnme Commission, p. 64.) 

22. As {I1lght be expected, the leading combinations when race and age were combined 
proved to be,re~ectively, attacks by Negroes 17 and under on Negroes the same 
age, Negroes 18·25 on Negroes the same age, Negroes 18-25 on Negroes 1:7 and 
under, Negroes 18-25 on Negroes over 25, and Negroes over 25 on Negroes 17 and 
under. (See Table 10, App. 11.) 

23. In Philadelphia, Amir found that of the 646 ·cases of identified reJationship 77 
perce~t wer~ Negro-Negro and 16 percent were white-white, Thus, among th~ 44 
cases .m which ~he offender was of one race and the victim of another, 4 percent 
contamed, a white male ~ffen.de! and a N,egro victim and 3 percent had a Negro 
male offender and a white victim. The amoqnt of interracial rape was therefore 
small, and the danger to white women was as minimal a& to Negro 

. y{~~en:-i'ro~ablY much .less if reference is again made to the nearly 
;, In •. htuti?na1ize~ ac~ess 'Yhite males have had to Negro women, from slavery to 
~ecent t~es, WIth little fear of reprisal or retribution. (Menachem Amir "Patterns 
~~6Forclble Rape," unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, University of P;nnsylvania 

5, p. 82.) . 
. . T~us~ we ~ound r~latively more white/white rapes in our national sample than 

• AmI[ did In PhIladelphia (30. versus 16 per~nt), relatively fewer Negro/Negro rapes 
(60 ~ersus 77 percent), relatively more wlute/Negro rapes (10 versus 3 percent) and 
relatIVely fewer Negro/white rapes (less than 1 percent versus 4 percent). Our 
overall percentages of intra and interracial rape, however, were similar to Amir's 
figures. . .'. " 

_ In:geni;i:ai,'P~Ii1~delphia victims and offenders carne from the same age group 
(15 24); ihqugh vlcitms tended to be younger than offenders. The median age for 
all offenders was 2:1.0 years compared to 19.6 years for victims. (Amir, p. 104.) 
Our results are in general agreement. . 
. In,Washington, the D.C. Crime Commissioij found that 88 percent of all rapes 
Involved. per.sons of t?e same race. (D.C. Crime Commission, cp, cit., p. 54). 
i 10 C.hl:agO, ReiSS found that 90 percent.of all rapes and. attempted rapes 
r~VOIV:d, VIctIms and offenders of the same race. OnIY.3 to 5 percent of.all forcible 
l'les tn. ... olved a white woman and a Negro offender, and 1 t02 pen:ent involved a 
e~ro f()male and.uwhitemale. (Reiss, pp. 34-3.) These findings are close to our 

national survey. figures, " .. 

,!, •. 
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Among the 210 interactions for which occupation was determined, the 
leading combinations were, in order of importance: student/student 
student/laborer, housewife/laborer, unemployed/laborer, student/skilled trades' 
student/une!Tlployed, and housewife/unemployed. The same caution that wa; 
noted for ::criminal hO!Tlicide against overeml?hasizing the importance of 
student-student interactions is again operative here, however. (See Table 11, App. 
11.) 
Reproduced as Table 12, App. 11. 
The other important combinations were, respectively, Negro males 18-25 robbing 
Negro males 26 and over, Negro males 26.and over robbing like Negro males, and 
Negro males 18-25 robbing white males 18-25: (See TablelB, App. 11.) ,: .. ' 

Only 58 armed robbery interactions allowed determination of occupatio'ri, but 
for these the most important combinations l:.~e ranked as follows: miscellaneous 
services/unemploxed,laborer/laborer, housewife/unemployed and manager/student. 
(See Table 14, App. 11.) 
Reproduced as Table 15 in App. 11. 
See Table 16, App. H. 
In Philadelphia, Normandeau found 24 percent of all types of robberies were 
interracial and 76 percent were intraracial. 

Of the interracial robberies, 16 percent were committed by Negro males 
against white males and 7 percent by Negro males against white females. Less than 
1 percent were committed by Negro females against white females, less than I 
percent by white males against Negro males, and less than 1 percent by white males 
against Negro females. Thus, of all interracial robberies, 17 percent were male/male, 
less than 1 percent were female/female, and 7 percent were intersexual. 

Of the 76 percent of intraracial robberies,.63 percent were by Negroes against 
other Negroes and 13 percent by whites against other whites. Negro males robbed 
other Negro males in 47 pel"cen~ of all events and Negro females in 13 pertent. 
Negro females robbed other Negro females in 2 percent of all events and robbed 
Negro males in less than 1 percent. Among white intraracial robberies; 9 percent 
were committed by. males against males and 3 percent by males agai;rist I'ema\es, 
White females robbed only a sin.gle white rnale and robbed white f~males in less 
than 1 percent of all events. Thus, of all intra-racial robberies, 56 percent were 
male/male robberies, 2 percent were female/female, and 17 wereint\:Isex. 

. In all robberies,inter- or intraracial, 73 percent were male/male, 3 percent 
were female/female, and 24 percent were inter-sex. 

In general those who committed robbe1.')' Wcre much younger than those who 
were rob'oed. (Andre Normandeau, "Trends and Patterns in Crimes of Robbery," an 
unpublished dissertation for the University of Pennsylvania, 1968, pp. 167-173.) 

In Chicago, Reiss found that, on the average, two-thirds of all armed robberies 
occurred within the same race group. Although Negroes were more likely to be 
victims than whites, it was not probable that whites robbed Negroes. In race crossing 
during robbery. the victim was generally white and the offender Negro; this fonn of 
victimization comprised 25 to 30 percent of all robberies. 

Reiss suggested that in robbery the Negro poor.are victimized by othel 
N!;\gTpas, but that the white victim who is robbed is most likely to be a businessman 
or of higher socioeconomic class. In Chicago, many of the white businessmen who 
were robbed were conducting business in Negro areas. (Reiss, op. cit., pp. 34-35). 

In St.Louis, t.~e police' found 35 percent of all 1965 robberies were 
Negro/Negro, 20 percent white/white, fully 44 percent white/N~gro and I percent 
Negro/white. (St. Louis MetroIlolitan Police Department, Annual Report 1965, p. 
16J . 

In Washington, the D.C. Crime Cciri1mission found that between 1950 and 
1965, 56 percent of all robbery victims were~\vhite and 86 percent of all robbery 
offenders were nonwhite. (D.C. Crime Commission, op. cit., pp. 56, 65.) 

For the ~6 'unarmed robbery interactions where we could determine 
occupations, the mo~t important groupings are ranked: student/student; 
miscellaneous'employ,mcnt/child or dependent, sales personnel/student, 
secretary-clerk/student,.abd unemployed/student. (See Table 17 in App.11.) 

29. Jean McIntyne, quoted in Marv,in_~,Wolfgang(with the collaboration ofBe~ard 
Cohen, John Conrad, Lenore Xupperstein, and Frederic PIYor) a Report submitted 
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to the Panel on Social Indicators, U.S. Department of Health,. Education n~~ 
Welfare, Apri11968, p. 107. 

30. Reproduced in App.ll as Table 18. . 
31. A "close friend" was defined as a person with whom frequent direc:t and intimate 

(but not sexual) contact had been maintained. ,': 
32. A "paramour" was de~ned as any heterosexual love object or sex parfner.~ther 

than a spouse or a prostitute. ,; .... 
33. An "acquaint~ce" 'Yas dermed as a relationship involving recOgnitlol\ ibuf no 

fellowship or fnendship, ',/' 
34. An "enemy" was dermed as a traditional foe avoided in normal social relatio~s. 
35. A "stranger" was dermed as a person with whom no previous contact had been 

made. 
36. Thi~ relationship main~y .refers to s/tl:i::tions where felons escaping arrest attack 

police officers, though It IS at least tn(;oretically possible for an officer to attack a 
felon and be prosecuted for brutality. 

37. It might be suggested that.an attack by more than one offender is more likely to 
OCCU! w~en the offenders are strangers or have other nonprimary group 
I?la~onsll1ps, ~o that Qur use of the "interaction" as the unit of analysis yields 
~Ignifi~antly !llgher. n~.npr?-mary percentages than if the "case" were used. We will 
mvestlgate this pOSSibility m the forthcoming Field Survey. 

38. FBI, l!.S. Dept. of Justice, Uniform Crime Reports (hereinafter referred to as UCR) 
(Washmgton, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1967), p. 8. 

39. For. exa~ple, 25 perc~nt o! all Wolfgang's criminal homicides in which the 
rel~ti?nshIp w~~ determl?ed mvolved family relationships. (Wolfgang, Pattems ill 
Cnmlllal HomIcIde, op. Cit., p. 207.) 

40. ?urpe~centa~e of .primary interactions would be even lower and nonprimary 
mteractions hlg?er if, as might be reaSonably assumed, the unfortunately high 
percentag: of miscellaneous and unknown relationships are in fact nonprimary. 

41. !hus, 'YIllle our "other primary group" category contained 9 percent of all 
~te!actions, Wolfga~g fo~nd that ~oughly 38 percent of all determined Philadelphia 
Vlctim,-,offender re~at1onshlps were ill the claSSification. And While OUI "non-primary 
group category mvolved.45 percent of all interactions, Wolfgang f6ilild,.that 35 
perc~nt ~f all determllled victim-offender relationships were Millin the 
classification. (Wolf~ang,Pat!ems in Criminal Homicide, op. cit., p. 207.)·' 
.. It was noted m Washmgton, D.C., that only 21 percent of the homicide 

Vl(:h~1S were. ~nacquainted with their offenders. Twenty-seven percent of the 
cnmmal hO~lclde occurred between spouses, and another 10 percent were between 
other relattves. The remaining homicides were between persons who at least 
casually knew their assailant. (D.C. Crime Commission, op. cit., p. 42.) 

Pokorny found very few criminal homicides in Houston occurring between 
strangers (about 1 percent). About 50 percent of the homicides occurred among 
fa~i1Y relatives and close friends. (Pokorny, op. cit., p. 483.) 

42. This paragr~p.h is based o~ ~Volfgang, Patter/Is in Criminal Homicides, op. cit., p. 
203 and William Goode, VIolence Between Intimates," consultant 'Pilper to this 
Task Force, App. 19, p. 2. 

43. The percen~ge is 16 when common-law marriages are added: Wolfgang found about 
1~ percent of all known Philadelphia relationships were between husbands and 
wIVes. (\'lQlfg~ng,Patferns in Crimbtal Homicide,. op. cit .. p. 207-213). 

The poltce reports we have used as our data source often have difficulty in 
. dete~mining marital 'status primarily due to the cultural prevalance of common-law 
mamp,ges among l\legroes. Our tabulators were instructed to register a marital 
~eJa~onship between'victim and offender only when they could be reasonably sure 
Ihxlsted. . . 

4'4 4. Wolfgang had simila'! i:esults. (Ibid p' ?07) " 
5 1'1.\1 • " .." • - • . b . the remammg tables m App.ll supporting this chapter include other races 

eSldes Negro and Caucasian. Because there were so few interactions here however 
our reference to race in the text 'are based only on blacks and whites unles; 
.oth,erwise indicated. ' . 

46. Tht'~ pro'por~on of all Negro males killed in which the wife is the offender is also 
no Iceably higher than the case for white males. 
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Negro, females, in addition, appear to be victimized in a higher proportion.?"~bther 
pl'imary grol) relationships than white female~. \.: 
Wl)Ifgang found somewhat different patterns for victims. (Wolfgang, Patterns in 
Criminal Homicide, op. cit., p. 207.) 
The' relative frequency of Negro male offenders in nonprimru'Jv relationships also 
appellrs considerably higher than the proportion of white ma:le offenders. (See 
Tablell 19A and 20A in Appendix 11.) 
Table;'21 in App. 11 shows that, for all husband-wife homicides, 49.6 'percent 
involved wives as offenders and 50.4 percent involved ~us?ands as off~nders. Here 
again, while our data reflect. a 10 percent sample of all ~l~,clty mu~d.ers m 1967, the 
FBI tabU!lated the ~ame information for all the 1967 crlmmal homlc~des. The results 
were about the same. The FBI found 45 percent of all cases had Wives as offenders 
and 55 percent had husbands (UCR 1967, p. 8~ T~e data. are consiste.nt 
with those found by Wolfgang: in 53 percent of all Philadelphia husband-wIfe 
homicides the husband was the offender and in 47 percent the wife was the 
offender. 0Volfgang,Pattems ill Criminal Homicide, op. cit., p. 213.) 
See Table 22A in App. 11. 

In addition, Table 23A in App. 11 considers husband-wife murders by weapgn 
used. Almost all such homicides involved either shooting or stabbing. When flIeaIill~ 
were used we found the wife to be offender half the time and the husband the 
other half: When knives or sharp instruments were used, howev~r, the wife was }he 
offender in two-thirds of the interactions and the husband In only one-third. 
Wolfgang found roughly the same for Philadelphia homicides. (Wolfgang,Patterns 
ill Criminal Homicide, op. cit., p. 213.).. ,,' . , 
This paragraph is base~ on Terence Morns and ~ou~s B1on:-~ooper, !he VIctim s 
Contribution," in Maron E. Wolfgang (cd.), StudIes III HomIcIde, op. CIt., p. 67. 

The quoted verse is from Othello, V, ii, 18-22. 
Twenty-four percent were miscellaneous or unknown. 
The most comparable study on aggravated assault relationships was in Washington. 
D.C. (D.C. Crime Commission, op. cit., p. 16.) The D.C. percentages were for all 
known relationships, while ours (in parenthesis) are for all interactions; 

Husband-wife 
Other family 
Other primary 
AIl primary groups 
All nonprimary groups 
Unknown or miscellaneous 

Total 

11 
10 
37 
48 
42 

100 

(10) 
(4) 
(7) 

(21) 
(55) 
(24) 

(100) 

55. 

It is likely OUI primary group percentages would be even lower and the 
nonprimary group percentages even higher if, as might be reas~nablY .assume~,the 
unknown and miscellaneous percentages mostly refer to nonpnmary mt~ractlOn.ss. 
The main difference is that assaults by escaping or resisting felons agamst police 
appear to have a relatively large role in aggravated assault .(10 percent of all 
illteractions). As indicated in our definitions. above, thiS category co~ld 
theoreticaily include police assaults on felons that were prosecuted for brutality. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

but we assume these recorded instances are very few. , 
In addition. the ·chances of the relationship being between other family members. , 
are distinctly higher for white female victims than any of the other se~-race 
combinations. Female victims appeared mo,re likely to be invo,lved in other pnmary 
group relationships than male victims, and l~egro victims than white victims. 
The one exception to this statement was that Negro male offenders ap~eared to 
have proportionately a somewhat higher involvement in other family relations ~ 
Negro female offenders. The one addition was tlmt Negro mal~offend~rs appeare 
to have proportiQnatGly a somewllat higher invo,lvement in other pnmary group 
r~lationshipsthanwhite males. . 
See Tables 19B-20B, App. 11. ' . . ' . ud 

Our conclusions on offenders here aIe slTl1llar to, tho~e m the S1. LoUIS t~el~ 
of aggravated assault. Pittman and Handy found that the female waS more 

- : 
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(64 percent) than a male (36 percent) to assault someo,ne with whom there had 
been some intimate relationship. A male was more likely (64 percent) than a female 
(36 percent) to attack a stranger. (Pittman and Handy. op. cit., p. 468.) 

59. See Table 21, App.l1. 
60. However, the proportion of white husbands assaulting wives was somewhat above 

three-quarters and the proportion of Negro husbands assaulting ,vives somewhat 
below three-quarters. This means the proportion of Negro wife offenders in all 
Negro husband-wife interactions became noticeably' greater than the proportion of 
white Wife offenders in all white husband-wife interactions. (See Table 22B, App. 
11.) ''':;:. 

. In addition, Table 23B in App., 11 considers husband-wife assaults by whether 
harm was inflicted and, if so, what w~apon was used. The pattern was 
considerably different from the case of criminal homicide. (Shown in Table 23A, 
App. 11.) When no harm was inflicted, it was''lhuch more like Iv that the husband 
was offender than vice versa. Firearms, kniVes:.~nd sharp ·instruments. blunt 
instruments, and bodily means were the main methods of inflicting injury. When 
frrearms or knives were used, the husband appeared liomewhat more likely to be the 
offender than vice versa. When blunt instruments or bo,dily means were used, the 
husband was much more likely to be the offender. 

61. ,A111ir.op. cit., p. 482. 
62. ·~tJie, most comparable findings are those of Amir (op.cit., p. 490) in Philadelphia 

and the D.C. Crime Commission (op. cit., p. 53) in Washington. Their results, in 
co,mparison to ours, can be summarized as follows: 

In Percent 

D.C. Crime Task Force 
Amir Commission Survey (Table 6) 

Family 2 2 7 
Other primary 11 12 • 4 
All primary 13 14 11 
Ail nonprimary 

(stranger in 
parentheses) 86 (42) 82 (36) 86 (53) 

Unknown or other 1 4 3 
Total 100 100 100 

63. Although this is becoming increasingly prevalent today at all levels of American 
Society. 

64. This paragraph builds upon Goode, op. cit., p. 41. ..... 
65. Amir reported more detailed racial differences among victims in his Philadelphia 

study. Even though Negro victims were as likely to be raped by a stranger (5.3 
percent) as white victims (50 percent), Negro victims were more likely to, be raped 
by a close neighbor (21 percent) than white victims (13. percent). White victims 
were more likely to be raped by an acquaintance (22 percent) than Negro victirris 
(12 percent) (See Amir, op. cit., pp. 492-493.) 

Soc Tables 19C and 20C, App. 11, for the survey data supporting this 
paragraph. 

66. In ;the most comparable earlier study, Normandeau found that 85 percent of his 
PhIladelphia robbery cases ih'Philadelphia did not involve a previous reiationship. 
(Normandenu,op. cit., p. 119.) 

See Tables 190, 19E. 200, and 20E, App. 11, for the sex and race data 
supporting this paragraph. . 

67. See Wolfgang,Pattel'lls in Criminal Homiciqe, op. cit., p. 133_ 
68. Adults representing a cross section of the population were asked if the~' were ltfraid 

to walk out at night ,vithin a mile of where they live. 
The results: 
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Yes 
National . • . • • . . • . . . . • . . .• 35 
Men •.....•......•.•. " 19 
Women •..•....•••...... 50 
Whites. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .. 35 
Negroes ..........•.... " 40 

No 
62 
79 
47 
62 
59 

Can't Say 
3 
2 
3 
3 
1 

Source: George Gallup, "Crime in Streets Real Fear of U.S. Voters," 17le 
Washington Post, Oct. 9, 1968. 

69. Reproduced in App.l1 as Tablc 24. Our data, as well as the data in the other studies 
cited, are based on the frequency distributions of total interactions (total victims or 
cases for the other studies) and do not actually measure the chances of being killed 
in one place versus another. 

70. It might be hypothesized that an attack by JTlore than one offender is more likely 
to occur outside than inside, so that our use of the "interaction" as the unit of 
analYSis yields significatntly higher outside percentages than if tile "case" were 
used. We will investigate this possibility in the forthcoming Field Survey. 

71. In Philadelphia, Wolfgang also found slightly higher percentages in outside locations 
than in the home, with other, inside . locations slightly lower still. (Wolfgang, 
Patterns in Criminal Homicide, op. cit .• p~ 124.) In Washington, D.q~,sUghtly less 
than two-thirds of the homicides occurred in' ilie residence of the victim, of the 
offender, or of, an acquaintance of either. Another 28 percent of the cases took 
place on the sheet. (D.C. Crime Commission, op. cit., p. 42.) In the study of 
Florida inmates, more homicides were committed in the home (44 percent) than 
any other location, while 35 percent of the cases occurred in outside locations, 
(Stephen Schafer. "Criminal-Victim Relationships in Violent Crimes, vol. 1, a ,': 
research study submitted to the Public Health Service, July 1, 1965, p. 159.) In 
Houston, while 42 percent of the homicides occurred in the home, 26 percent of the 
cases occurred on the highway. (pokorny, op. cit., pp. 481-482. 

72. Wolfgang's ranking was bedroom, living room, and kitchen, with the stair-hall in 
fourth place. (Wolfgang, Pattents ill Criminal Homicide, op. cit., p. 124.) The main 
difference between our data and his was the importance of the kitchen. Fully 11 
percent of all Philadelphia murders Wolfgang analyzed occurred in the kitchen, 

73. 
74. 

75. 

76. 

77. 

78. 

79. 
80. 

81. 

while our national survey registered only 3 percent. 
Wolfgang's Philadelphia figures arc similar. (Ibid., p. 123.) 
Wolfgang'S figures are generally the same. (Ibid., pp. 123-124.) The survey data in 
this paragraph are found in Tables 25A and 26A of App. 11. 
Wolfgang found somewhat higher percentages for males than females and whites 
than blacks. (Ibid., pp. p.3-124.) . 
Although Negro females, appeared as likely as white males to kill in outSide ,O' 

locations. Wolfgang generally found ttll~same sex-race pattern. (Ibid.) , 'WJ 
We will analyze such temporai-, patterns,In, the ,f()!thcoming Field Survey to the~:,l ;r~(' 
Commission, which more comprehensively repOi:ts,Qur study. "1:' 
The survey data in this paragraph are from Tables 2SA and 26A in App.11. See :i 

Wolfgang, Patterns ill Criminal Homicide, op. cit, p. 125, for,the interpretive 
commentary. 
Although the n!lmber of interactions representing these percentages was small. 
We Will, ,show the relationship between weapons and location in the forthcoming 
Field Survey. " 
From Wolfgang, Patterns ill Criminal Homicide op. cit., p. 127. see tables 27 A and 'I! 
28A ofApp.11 for the data supporting this parawaph. 

Wolfgang, too, found that most husband-,vife homicides occurred in tile home, r 
But, while 49 percent of all our husband-wife interactions occurred there, fully 85 I 
percent of his Philadelphia cases occurred in the home. (Ibid. p. 215.) . I' 

He concurred that the percentage of all husbands killed in the kitchen by tll~1I' 
wives was about twice as high as the 'percentage of wives killed by their husbands 10 

the kitchen, although the number of cases was similarlY small. j 

! 
I 
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Wolfgang also found that the percentage of all wife killings which occurred in 
the bedroom was about twice as high as the percent of all husband killings which 
occurred there. We, too, found the percentage of ,vives killed in the bedroom 
higher, but the difference was not as great. 

Finally, we found the percentage of wives killed in inside locations other than 
the home was noticeably higher than the percentage of husbands killed in other 
inside locations. 

82. See Tables 27A, App. 11, for supporting data_ 
83. In St. Louis, 46 percent of all cases occurred on public streets (versus 39 percent of 

our interactions) and 38 percent in residences (versus 26 percent in the survey). 
(See Pittman and Handy,op. cit., p. ~S4.) In Washington, D.C., slightly less than 
half of the aggravated assaults occurred in the home (versus 26 percent in the 
survey) while more than a third of the cases took place on the street (versus 39 
percent of our interactions). (See D.C. Crime Commission, op. cit., p. 79). Of the 
Florida inmate popUlation studied, nearly a third of the aggravated assaults 
occurred in the home (versus 26 percent in the survey) and another third in outside 
locations (versus 52 percent in the survey). (See Schafer, op. cit., p. 159.) 

84. The most important exceptions to this general parallelism between criminal 
homicide and aggravated assault were relatively lower aggravated assault percentages 
in the bedroom and in bars and taverns. 

The relatively low ranking our figures gave to bars and taverns-only seventh 
highest-also differs from results in Chicago, where bars and taverns Were the third 
most common setting for assault and battery. (Reiss,op. cit., p. 128.) 

85. Again, there was no sex-race difference for other indoor locations worth 
mentioning. (See Tables 25B and 26B, App. 11 ,for supporting data.) 

Variation according to sex in the home and in outside locations Was similarly 
observed for aggravated assault offenders in St. Louis. Pitcman and I-landy' found 
that females commit aggravated assaults indoors (35 percellt) more frequently than 
outdoors (14 percent), While the opposite was tmc for males (65 percent indoors 
compared to 86 percent outdoors). (Pittman and Handy, op. Cit., p. 464.) 

86. See Table 27B, App. 11, for supporting data. 
This was similar ~o the findings in the St. Louisstudj', where Pittman and Handy 
found more relatlves (89 percent) were assauItedin the home than nonrelatives (25 
percent). Logically, more nonrelatives 1.75 percent) were assaulted outside the 
h?me ~han relatives (11 percent). (Pif+n',MI andJrandy, op. cit., p. 464.) 

87. Fifty-SIX percent of the victims studied in Philadelphia were raped indoors at one of 
the participant's residence. Another 11 percent occurred at other indoor locations. 
(Amir, op. cit., p. 300). Nearly half of the rape cases studied in Chicago occurred in 
a.residcnce. (Reiss, op. cit., p. 105.) 

88,Arliiil 'rcmained generally true in the Philadelphia and Chicago studies as well. (See 
,il~~~:~Amir. op. cit., p. 300 and Reiss, op. cit., p. 105:) 
~~,1',<For the data substantiating this section, sec Tables 25C, 26C, and 27C, App. 11. 
9v. In Philadelphia, more than half ")f all robbery cases occurred on the street. 

Twenty:o?e percent of the cases occurred in establishments, while only 7 percent 
OCCUrrCJ:Im a private residence. (Normandeau, op. cit. ,p.24~.) By and large, armed 
and un~rmed robb~ies in Philadelphia occurted more frequent1¥..jnJ:lUsiness places 
or pubhe places (IbId., p. 235.) "''''',':,-'" , 

" In Chicago, fewer than 14 percent of all robbery cases occurrediil'the home 
wh~e 56 percent occurred in the street and 12 percent occurred in establfslinull1!,s: 
(ReiSS, op. cit., p. 22.) In Washington, D.C., less than 4 percent of the robb~ry C'Jses 
oc~urred in a private residence, while over 80 percent occurred on the strc,,",t. (D.C. 
Crune Commission, op. cit., p. 66.) The data from Florida inmates showed that 
most~I,~~fts with violence occurred in shops or stores (45 percent), while 30 percent 
occuncd;,dn outside locations and less than 9 percent occurred in the home. 
(Schafer, ap.,cit., p. 159.) 

91, ~oril specifically, in', the' few armed robberies occurring at home, females were more 
likely than males and blacks more likely than whites to be victims. Females were 
also more likely than males to be robbed in other indoor locations, while whites 
~~Ie~ore likely than blacks; these were mainly personnel-clerks, tellers, and the 
N C-ln commercial institutions. Males were victimized more outside, as were 

egroes:(See Table 25D, App.1L) 
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92. More specifically, no decisive sex-race variation appeared for the few armed 
robberies in the home. White offenders had somewhat higher percentages than 
Negroes in other inside loeations. When the interactions was outside, black armed 
robbcrs had somewhat higher percentage involvements than whites. (Sec Table 26D, 
App.1!.) ...... . 

93. See Table 27D, App. 11 Along the same Ilne, Normandeau found in Philadelphia 
that white males were more like to commit armed robbery in a business setting, 
while Negro males were more likely to commit armed robbtSr}' in a street setting. 
(Nonnandeau,op. cit., p. 237.) 

94. More specifically, for unarmed robberies in the home, the clearest variation was 
that Negro females were more frequently robbed than white females. More males 
than females and blacks than whites were robbed in the few unarmed interactions 
occurring in 0 ther inside locations. The white percentages were generally higher 
than the black, regardless of sex, when the victim was robbed outside. The only 
variation that stood out clearly from the point of view of offenders was that males 
dominated the few unarmed robberies in other indoor locations. 

95. See Tables 25E, 26E, and 27E, App. 11 for the data supporting this paragraph. 
96. George Meredith, Modern Love, XLIII, quoted in Morris and Blom-Coopcr, in 

Wolfgang (cd.), Studies ill Homicide, op. cit., p. 71. 
97. Ibid., pp. 66-67. . 
98. These suggestions are based on Leroy G. Schultz, "The Victim.()ffender 

Relationship," Crime and· j)elinquel1cy, National Council on Crime and 
Delinquency, vol. 14, No.2, Apri11968, p. 137. 

99. There are four prerequisites for such reduction: 
1. There must have been adequate provocation. 
2. The killing must have been in the heat of passion. 
3. The killing must have followed the provocation before there had beella 

reasonable opportunity for the passion to subside. Such provocations, for 
example,are: adultery, seduction of the offender's juvenile daughter, 
rape of the offender'~ wife or close relative, etc. 

Finally (4) u,causal connection must exist between provocation and the heJ\ 
of pa;sioll, which must have becl1 the cause of the act which xcsultcd in 
death. . 

(Marvin'E. Wolfgang, "Victim-Precipitated Criminal Homicide," In Wolfgang 
(ed.), Studies in Homicide, op. cit., p. 73.) 

100. See Wolfgang, Patterns il1 Criminal Homicide, op. cit., p. 247, and Amir, op. cit., p. 
542. 

Hans Von Hentig, the first to suggest the notion of victim precipitation, voiced 
dismay over the failure of our legal system to fully .recognize provocation: 

The law assumes that the perpetrator is always the directing agent at ~he 
back of any move. It takes for granted that the "doer" is always, and dllTlr~g 
the whole proC('lss which ends in the criminal outcome, active, the "suf~crer' 
always inactive. It is characteristic of our legalistic thinking that the n.otlOn of 
provocation has been allowed to enter into our criminal codes, only m a very 
limited way. Individual variations are discounted. 'There must also ?e ~ 
reasonable proportion between the mode of resentment and the provocation. 
This is the law -} III of majesty but devoid of finesse. . . 
Hans Von Hentig, The Crimina/and His Victim (New Haven: Yale UmvefSlty 

Press, 1948), p. 419. .. 
101. Repeated in App. 11 as Table 29. ~, . 
102. Different definitions of victim precipitation were fOIll1ulated..~0Fr,.(l.I}Clh of the major 

violent crimes and are given in the sections below. Perhaps more thntfl'?~:~~~ other 
topic in the investigation; reliance has been placed on the interpretive J u(l,g).1~ent of 
our tabulators, rather than on faat'Jal statements or objective mcasures.ltnnght be 
assumed that decisions were easier to make in criminal homicide beeause of the 
legal recognition of provocation, but this is not apparent in Table 8, wh~re }he 
percentage of inadequate information for making a judgment is very high ot 
criminal homicide and aggravated assault, but considcraHy lower for the othel 
crimes. ... 

The wide variation in the unknown percentages is difficult to explam. 
Tabulators were instructed to record "unknown" uIllcs~ they were reasonably 
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certain from the .information provided that an interaction definitely did or did not 
involve victim precipitation. 

103. This follows the definition used by Wolfgang, Patterns in Criminal Homicide. op. 
cit., p. 252. 

104. These are reproduced from Wolfgang, "Victim-Precipitated C:iminal HomiCide," in 
Wolfgang (cd.), Studies ill Homicide, op. cit •• pp. 74-75, and taken from the 
Philadelphia study. 

\05. Wolfgang judged that the victim precipitated 26 percent of the homicide cases he 
analyzed. (Wolfgang, Patterns ill Crimillal Homicide, op. cit., p. 254.) 

106. Ibid., p. 265. 
107. Marvin E. Wolfgang, "A Sociological Analysis of Criminal Homicide," in Wolfgang 

(cd.), Studies ill Homicide, op. cit., p. 24 • 
108. Wolfgang found the same pattern in Philadelphia homicides. (Wolfgang,Pattems in 

Criminal HomIcide. op. cit., pp. 256-257.) 
109. Marvin E. Wolfgang, "Victim-Precipitated Criminal Homicide," in Wolfgang (ed.), 

Studies ill Homicide, op. cit., pp. 81-82. 
110. Wolfgang found the same pattern in Philadelphia homicides. (Wolfgang, Patterns ill 

Crim(/lal Hom(cide, op. cit., Pp. 256-257.) 
111. Wolfgang found a roughly similar ;Jattem inPhUadelphia victim-precipitated 

homicides, although stabbing was somewhat more common than shooting. (Ibid.) 
For the survey data supporting this and the previous paragraph, see Tables 

30A-35A, App. 11. In this section and the rest of the chapter, the tabulations of age 
variation are for males and females combined and for white, black, and "other 
races." 

112. Schultz, op. cit., pp.139-140. 
113. See Tables 30B-35B, App. 11, for tlte data SUPPorting this section. 
114. This generally follows the definitilm used by Ami~, op. cit., p. 545. 
US. Ibid., p. 533. In spite of using the same definition, Amir judged that fully 19 

percent of all the Philadelphia. forciblc rape cases he analyzed were victim 
prccipitated. (Ibid., p. 553.) Because Amir may have had':~lore complete 
information than we had, it might be suggested that his data are more reliable than 
ours. However, because ollr unknown factor Was relatively small and the definition 
used was basical1y the same, we believe that Qur extensive data may qualify Amir's 
position. This would appear to be operative for the general question of how 
meaningful a percentage of forcible tapes are victim preCipitated, as well as in 
consideration of the other points below where our conclusions do 110t coincide with 
his. 

It shOUld be added, however, tllat our relatively low proportion of pNcipitated 
rapes rna}' reflect the uncertainty of the police officers Wl10 wrote the reports we 
receiVed. 

116. This did not agree with Amir's finding (Ibid., p. 546) that Negroes precipitated rape 
over twice as frequently as whites. 

117. This generally agreed with Amir, who found a slightly higher involvement of the 
15-19 age group in victim-precipitated rape than was true with any other age group. 
(Ibid., p. 546.) 

118. Amir's conclusions differed from these in that nonprimary group r<:lationships 
(Strangers, acquaintances, and neighbors) comprised 79 percent of victim 
precipitated rapes, while 19 percent occurred in nonfomily primary group 
relationships (close friend or family friend), and 2 percent ill a family situation. 
(Ibid., p. 551.) 

119. Amir found more. eases of victim precipitation among those rapes occurring in 
places outside residences (but not in cars) than in rapes occurring in residences. 
(Ibid., p. 550.) 

\t~"We found (a) a general low level of injury (about 21 percent of all interactions and 
. (b) only Slightly higher percentages of precipitation when the victim was injured (5 

percent) than when she was uninjured (4 percent) through bodily means. 
. Amir found (a) a gcneral high level of physical force (roughness, beating, etc.) 
In 85 percent of all cases and (b) more cases of victim precipitation among those 
~apes Which involved the use of such force (21 perCellt) than in cases which did not 
Involve the use of force (9 percent). (Ibid., p. 550.) . . .. ..' 

Thus, the greatest disagreement here is between Qur .low h!\<11 of injury and 
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Amir's high level of physical force used. We suggest below that these positions are 
not irreconcilable because physical force does not always result in injury. The 
discrepancy, in other words, may only reflect the different terms used ("injury" by 
us and "physical force" by Amir). , 

We are, of course, interested here in observing the likelihood of victim 
precipitation in our injured versus uninjured interactions and comparing this to the 
likelihood of victim !precipitation in Amir's physical versus nonphysical fOlce cases. 
The figures just cited indicate that the percent of victim precipitated ,interactions is 
insignificantly higher for our injuries than noninjuries (5 versus 4 percent), while 
the percent of victim precipitated cases is noticeably greater for Amir's instances of 
physical force than for no physical force (21 versus 9 percent)., ' 

The supporting data for the above comments in the text are in Tables 
30C-35C, App. 11. 

121. Our definition was based on suggestions made by Normandeau, op. cit., p. 291. 
122. Although he discovered the necessary information was often unknown, 

Normandeau found about 11 percent of his Philadelphia robberies were victim 
precipitated 'using the broad "temptation-opportunity'!(dcfinition. He did not plate 
enough faith in the defmition or in the available iriformation to attempt more 
refmed breakdowns, but did alternatively suggest that'if the presence of alcohol in 
the victim can be termed a case for victim-precipitation in that victims are less 
cautious, tllen 12 percent of the robbery victims were "responsible" for their own 
victimization. (Ibid., pp. 291-292.) 

123. Interestingly,; however, the percent out of all armed robberies occurring in the 
home that were victim preCipitated seemed to be roughly as high as the percent out 
of all armed robberies in outside locations that were victim precipitated. 

124. For the data supporting this paragraph, See Tables 30D-35D, App. 11. 
125. For the data supporting this paragraph, see Tables 30E-35E in App. 11. 
126. See Wolfgang, Patterns in Criminal Homicide, op. cit., p. 187. 
127. Reproduced in App. 11 as Table 36. 
128. For example, altercation was the most frequent motive in Philadelphia criminal 

homicides: 35 percent of all cases (Wolfgang, Patterns in Criminal Homicide, op. 
cit., p. 191) and in most of the Washington, D.C. homicide cases studies (72 
percent, D.C. Crime Commission, op. cit., p. 79.) 

129. Dallas Moming News, Oct. 27,1968, p. 18A. 
130. Hans Toch, ''The Violence-Prone Person: A Typology," unpublished consultant 

paper to this Task Force, p. 18. 
131. Wolfgang found the same to be true, (Wolfgang, Patterns in Criminal Homicide, op. 

cit., p. 191.) 
132. Ibid., p. 192. 
133. With the exception of ages 0-14, where the percentage of victims killed in an 

interaction motivated by an altercation was noticeably lower (6 percent) than for 
the other ages. 

134. See Table 37 A-40A in App. 11 for the data supporting this paragraph. , 
135. Wolfgang found the rallking after trivial altercation to be family quarrels, jealous)', 

altercation over money and ro~bery. (Wolfgang, Patterns in Criminal Homicide, op. 
cit., p. 191.) 

136. This concurs with the f'mdings of Wolfgang, ibid. 
137. This concurs with the f'mdings of Wolfgang, ibid, pp. 191. 377. The data supporting 

this paragraph are found in Tables 37 A-40A of App. 11. .-
138. T/le only exception was a relath'ely high percentage (12 percent) of civtims aged 14 

and under in interaction motivated by family quarrels. See Tables 3:]A-40A, App. 
II, for tho data sUl?Porting this paragraph. The pattern found above was also 
generally observed by'Wolfgang, ibid., pp. 191, 377. 

139. These cases, from H'l)Uston, Tex., are cited by Henry Allen Bullock, "Urb,an 
Homicide in Theory ari:d Fact," Journal of Criminal Law, CriJ;1!nology, and pO/Ice 

, Science, vol. 45, 1954-55, p. 574. , 
140. The differential between offender frequencies foi white females versus white males 

is.. especially great. An interesting contrast occllrred for the oldest age group, 6~lUld 
over. There were no victims in this range when the offender acted self-defensIV\lly, 
but there was a: relatively large grQUP (8 percent) of offenders who appeare4; to ' 
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commit,homicide ,because of this motive. See T""bles 37A-40A, App. 11, for the 
data supporting the above paragraph. 

Wolfgang found the same sex differentials regardless of race and the same 
patterns for offender age, although his results were not as. marked and characterized 
by fewer cases (Wolfgang, Patterilstll Criminal Homicide, 01'. cit., pp. 191,377). 

141. Wolfgang was able to find significantly higher percentages of female than male 
,/ victims and Negro than white victims. Ibid., pp. 191, 377. 
142. See Table 37 A-40A, App. 11, for the data supporting this paragraph. 

Wolfgang found for offenders that the percent of cases where jealousy was the 
motive was highest and fairly constant over the 20-60 age range. Ibid., p. 377. 

143. Bullock, op. cit., p. 574. 
144. Ibid. 
145. Ibid., p. 575. 
146. Ibid. 
147. For example, altercatiolil' was the predon:tinant motive in Washington aggravated 

assaults, being pre:!ent in 63 percent of all cases. (D.C. Crime Commission, op. cit., 
p.79.) 

148_ This figure refers mainly to assaults on police. 
149. Although percentage involvement is somewhat higher for blacks. 
150. Among victims, male percentages were measurably higher than females for whites, 

but the difference was almost imperceptible for blacks. Among offenders, female 
percentages were actually higher than male percentages for PRth races. 

See Tables 37B-40.B in App. 11 for data SUpporting this other paragraph and 
data on age. 

When the offender committed a serious assault in the process of escaping 
arrest, he was usually male, regardless of race. (There were no white female 
offenders, while the percent for black female offenders was 6.)" -Percentage 
involvement was somewhat higher for offenders in the 15-30 age range. Victims 
were almost always males, regardless of race, and tended to be over 20, with 
relatively little percentage variation among specific groups in this range. (See Tables 
37B-40B in App. n.) 

Aggravated assaults motivated by family quarrels proved identical to the 
situation in criminal homicide: there were. higher female victim and offender 
percentages th.an male, regardless of race, and generally higher percentages for both 
victims and offenders between ages 20 and 60. (See Tables 37B-40B in App. 11.) 

151. See Tables 3'7C-4OC, 37D-40D, and 37E-40E, ApI'. 11 for more detailed 
information. The only exception to the statement here is that in a very few 
instances the frequency of "sexual" as the original motive in robpery was more 
than negligible, although the number of interactions was still 'Very small. This was so 
for white female armed robbery victims, probably reflecting an attack that began as 
rape but ended, as robbery; for Negro female unarmed robbery offenders, probably 
reflecting the lictionsof prostitutes; and for victims of 'armed robbery aged IS-17, 
as well as vlutims of.unarmed robbery aged 18-20. 

152. These .comments are based on Wolfgang, Patterns in Criminal Homicide, op. cit., pp. 
79-81. -,' , 

153. Reproduced in App. 11 as Table 41. 
154. F~r all crimes, we broadlY' defined "injury" as physical harm of more than a 'very 

minor nature (e.g., scratches or slight abrasions). All instances where the victim was 
hospitalized were assumed to involve "injury" although we did notrequ.ire 
hospitalization as a sine qua non. The data Was insufficiently precise to allow for 
Psychological trauma. Injury was'defined as physical harm inflicted ill ... addition to _ 
the sex act itself in forcible rape and in addition to the loss ,of money of goods in 

,,' ,. robbery. , ' 
-:lq~.:PCR-1967,op.cit.,p.7..c _ ' 
1~~f'0[ example, in Houston, about iw(' 'hirds of the homicide cases involved shooting, 
"-," .and one-fourth involved stabbing. (ilokorny, op. cit., 481.) In Washingt.on, D.C. 

m~st murder(C'i<:,tims were\:~Jiot (41 percent), while 29 percent were stabbed. (D.C. 
Cflme Comm::,'.")n, op. cft .. ;, p. 42.) Whiicstabbing was the most frequently used 
method, in Philadelphia homicide cases (38 percent), shooting closely fOllowed (33 
percent) (Wolfgang,Patterhsin Criminal Homicide, op. cit., p. 84.) -
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157. Table 42A of App. 11 shows that, when sex and race were considered, the only 
victims against witom firc;arms were not the most popular weapons were males of 
races other than white or Negro. Here knives or sharp instruments were most often 
used. Not surprishigly, more women than men, regardless of race, were' victims of 
homicide through bodil)f, method~. 

Table 43A of App.11 shows several exceptions when the victim's age was' 
considered. Victims under the age of 14 were most likely killed by bodily means. 
Stabbing was most used against victims in the 15-17 and 18-20 age cohorts), 
although shooting was almost as higl1/"Firearms predominated among all otner 
victim ages, except 61 and over, where knives and bodily methods were both 
considerably more common than shooting. 

Our general emphasis on t11e role of f~earms differs fr()m Wolfgang's results in 
Philadelphia. He found that white femaJ,cs"were most oftcn':kiJIed by 1irearms, yet 
the percentage of shooting victims (33 percent) barely, exceeded the percentage of 
beating victims (30 percent). White males were most often the victims of beatings, 
and Negroes of both seX~s were most often stabbed. (Wolfgang, Ibid., p. 84.) 

158. Tables 44A and 45A in App. 11 show the only exceptions to the predominance of 
firearms as weapons were Negro females, "other" males, and offenders between the 
ages of 18 and 20. In each case, the offender was most likely to use a knife. 

The contrast between the survey and the Philadelphia results was not so great 
for offender chararteristics. Wolfgang found shooti!1~ to predominate among male 
offenders of both races, although stabbing was primarily used by Negro females. 
(The white female category was too small to make percentage distribution.) 
Sho.oting and stabbing shifted back and forth as the fust and second most used 
methods across the various ages, with fuearms the most popular weapon used for 
th~ youngest and oldest Philadelphia offenders. (Wolfgang, ibid. p. 85.) 

159. UCR-1967, p. cit., p. 10. 
160. For 'example, in St. Louis, the offender used a knife in 52 percenfand a gun in 16 

percent of the (:ases. (Pittman and Handy, op .. cit., p. 465.) 
161. This is also the suggestion of Pittman and Handy, op. cit. 
162. Task Force Report on Firearms to the National Commission on the Causes and 

Prevention of Violence, George D. Newton, Jr., and Franklin E. Zimring, Firewms 
and Violence in American Life (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Pri~lting 
Office, 1969), p. 44. 

163. See Tables 42B and 43B, App. 11 for the data supporting this paragraph. 
164. See Table 2 in this chapter. 
165. Orbluht instruments. 
166. Sec Tables 4413 and 45B. App. 11, for the data supporting this paragraph. 
167. The data were insufficiently preeise to dcterminl! psychological trauma. j 

168, Note, however, that we did not ask whether, in spite of any injury, the of/:'ender 
was carrying a dangerous weapon. It was found in the Washington, D.C~, studiY that 
one-fourth of all rape victims were attacked by offenders armed with da~:gerous 
weapons. (D.C.Crime Commission, 0(1, Cit., p. 54.) 

169. See Tables 42G45C, App.n ,for the data supporting this paragraph. , , 
170. While We asked if additional harm, or injury was inflicted, Amir askedl in his 

Philadelphia study whether some [oim of force (roughness, beating, or I/hoking) 
was used. He judged this to be so in 85 percent of all cases and. also fO\'1nd,such 
"brutality" to bft noticeably more common for Negro than whiteoffendc(s as well 
as in cases wherl~ victims were as old or older than the offender.(.i\mir, 0/11. cit., pp. 
322,324,325.) , - ,'r . 

The differinG approaches are Unfortunate but not neccssarily,incons;.stent. The 
composite picture' we suggest is that (a) force through bodily meansis CCltrlmon hut 
actual additional physical l1arm is not, and (b) that force is more likelY' to be used 
by Negro o.ffenders than whites, but that injury is more likely to be ,)nflicted by 
white offenders than Negroes. !" Ii ,. 

171. In armed robbery, as well as :unarmed robbery, the TaskForce Sllrvey defined 
i11jury as actual physical harm in addition to the loss of money or goods, ' 

172. For example, instances in which the percentages were noticeably abQye the gen:ral 
figures in Table, 1 0 included Negro female victim$ ndt harmed (91pf/rcent), victIms 
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14 and under not harmed (98 percent) and Negro females not inIDctliig'hatm(94 
percent). However, these were based on relatively few interactions. See Tables', 
42D-45D in App. 11. '. 

, 173. ~ost noticeably: in comp~ison to the r.ather even distribution among blunt 
Instruments, bodily means, flIearms and kruves or sharp instruments in the general 

. .( Table 10, t~e percentage of w~i~e female victims injured through bodily means (23 
,~J;;~, percent), ;rlctl!ll~ a&ed 15-17 Injured through bodily means (13 percent), victims 

.,' aged 21-25 Injured by guns (14 p'ercent), victims 26-30 injured by blunt 
... instruments J12 percent), victims 51-60 injured by blunt instruments (18 percent) 

"other" male offenders injuring with knives .(16 percent) and offenders 41-50 
injuring through bodily means (27 percent) were very high. For some of these 
percentages, however, the total number of interactions in the category was 
relatively few. (See Tables 42D-45D in App. 11.) , 

174. For example, it was found that victims were not injured in 89 percent of the armed 
robbery cases surv~yed in Washington. (D.C. Crime Commission, ep. cit., p. 64.) 
Normandeau found, that, when weapons were present iii:any form of robbery the/-: 
weIl~ not used to inflict harm in 93 percent of the Philadelphia cases st~died. 
(Normandeau,op. cit., pp. 201-202.) :' 

'.,;:t75. UCR-1967, op. cit., p. 15. 
:'P§, For example, almost three-fourths of the armed robbery cases surveyed by the D.C. 
;,:;:,:" Cri!lle.Commission involved firearms. (D.C. Crime Commission, op. cit., p. 64.) " 
:177. It IS likely, however, that although the incidence of injury is higher for unarmed '!' 

, robbery, the seriousness of injury is higher for armed robbery. 
178. The results of Philadelphia robbery provide a contrast here. Normandeau showed 

the liklih0.od . of physical injury for robbery of all kinds, but we can roughly 
compare hIS fIgures to OllI unarmed tabulation because much more injury occurs in 
un~ed ,in,teractions. Although we found that the p~rc<entage of white males 
suffenng Injury through bodily means (48 percent) was higner than the percent of 
Negro males (33 percent), Normande:lU found that Negro males in Philadelphia 
suffered more from physical injury (68 percent) than white males (39 percent) 
(Normandeau,op. cit., p. 202.) 

179. See Tables 42E and 43Ein App. 11 for the data supporting this statement. 
180. The number of Negro female interactions ",;as quite low, however. 
181. We did not find any white female offenders in unarmed robberies in our sample. 
182. See Tables 42E-45E, App.H, for the data supporting this paragraph. 
183. To be developed in Ch. 17. 
184. Although oU.r figures indicated that Negroes rob Negroes almost as frequently as 

they rob whites. 

.,' 

185, A. re.cent study shows that handguns are the most commonly used llIearms in 
c~Immal acts. See the Task Force on Firearms, op. cit. 

i~6. FI~earms Task Force, op. cit., p. 40. 
7. Ibid., p. 42. ' 

188. One psychiatric investigator stated: 
Robbery appears to be a crime made infinitely more possible by having a 

gun. To rob without one requires a degree of strength, sizeaildconfidencf! 
Which was lacking in many of the men with whom I spoke ..• For the most 
part the men involved were not very large and not very strong. Some were not 
ve.ry aggressive. Some ,o~:these men could not possibly carry out a robbery 
WIthout a gun. In sho~t; there was a clear reality element in the need for a gun 
once a mal3,made the decision to rob ... Although the men needed a gun to 
rob; the conVerse was also true: they needed to. rob in order to use a gun .•. it 

,was the gun which provided the power and the opportunity for mastery. 
Dr. ponald~ E. Newman, Director, Psychiatric Services, Peninsula Hospital and 
'AMed1<;al Center, Burlingame, Calif. Portions of Dr. Newman's report are attached as 
. ?P. E of the Task Force on Firearms, op, cit. 

189. Fuearms Task Force. op Cl't p 47 190 ..' . .,. . 
, A 1966 public opinion survey for the Cdme Commission showed that about 66 
pe~cent of householders with guns list "protection" as one reason for having them. 
(FlrearmsTask Force, op. cit., p. 61.) . 
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191.ibid., p. 64. This is also probable in forcible rape (which, however, does occur more 
often in the home and by strangers) cspeciallypecause women are generally less 
capable of self-defense. ' 

192. See Ch. 3. 
193. Firearms Task Force, op. cit., p. 62. 
194. Ibid., p. 20. The Firearms Task Force, however, did find that guns may be of some 

utility in defending businesses (p. 68). 
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APPENDIX 11 

SEVENTEEN CITY SURVEY 
WEIGHTINGY'METHOD 

AND DATA 

This is an appendix to Chapter 5. All tables presentirig the data analyzed in 
tllat chapter are found below. The more general tables are also reproduced in 
Chapter 5. We begin by explaining the weighting system applied to these data . 

In the introduction of Chapter 5, we noted that the cleared interactions 
used in our preliminary results represented a "statistical" number, which was 
the result of a weighting system applied to the real number. Here we explain 
the weighting system, the reasons for using it, and the method by which the 
real number of interactions was c'onverted into the statistical number. 

As stated in Chapter 5, we requested that the sample be drawn over cases:;~, 
cleared by arrest as well as those uncleared. Although the former reports 
naturally have more information, especially on offenders, than the latter, 
both kinds were collected to see if cleared cases produced statistically 
different patterns than uncleared cases. 1 It might be hypothesized, for 
example, that if an offender were a friend or relative of his victim, he could 
be more easily tracked down and arrested. If this were so, our percentages on 
victim-offenderrelationsilips would be "biased": the sample of cleared 
interactions would ,show a greater· proportion of instances involving friends 
and relatives than actually happened in the total universe of all interactions. 
Other biases might also be present. ' 

Given the need to collect both cleared and uncleared cases to investigate,cii':'!' " 
such possibilities, we could have asked for a separate, lO-percent sample of > 
each variety. But this was not feasible because, among other reasons, some 
cities filed cleared. and uncleared cases together and the resources were not 
available to sample separately. The sample was simply drawn across the total 
number of cleared and uncleared cases considered together. 

The relative proportions of cleared and uncleared cases received from each 
Jlolice department w"ere thus dependent upon the police clearance rate, which 
varies greatly ruTIong departments. This meant that, for example, even. UlOugh 
10 perqent of city A's crime prod}7!Ced a muchlarger number of cases than 10 '., 
Jlcrcent of city B's, we might receive more cleared cases from B, if it had a]l~ 
considerably.:,liigher clearance rate. In other words, when we came to discusS:?~1 [ .. ~ 

":.,". 
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only cleared interactions in Chapter 5, the sample size was a function of both 
the volume of crime in each city and the efficiency of the police (as reflected 
in the clearance rates). , 

The situation was clearly unsatisfactory from the perspective of what the 
relative influence of each city would be on the patterns produced (where we 
aggregated all cities into a national composite). Say, for example, the national 
sample was composed of only two cities. If the volume of a certain kind of 
crin1e in A were twice B, and if all the interactions in A had offenders using 
weapon 1, while all offenders in B used weapon 2, then we would want th~ 
national sample to produce a percentage distribution having twice as many 
interactions with weapon 1 than 2. But if the clearance rate in B were twice 
A, the national split between weapons would be 50-50. The percentages 
would be "biased" because they partially reflected police efficiency, which 
has absolutely nothing to do with the basic characteristics of and 
relationships between victims and offenders which we seek. It would, rather, 

, be much closer to the truth if the relative influence of each city in the sample 
were only a function of its total volume of crime vis-a-vis the other cities. 

The weights we developed statistically readjusted the relative volumes of 
cleared cases we received to achieve this effect. Table 1 shows how the 
weights were computed for each city and crime type. For example, read ' 
across the row showing Boston criminal homicides. According to column 1, 
the UCR reported that Boston experienced a total of 71 criminal homicides 
in 1967. Given the UCR reporting procedures discu,ssed in Chapter 2, the 
figures in col4mn 1 in effect represent total number~:;or victh'l~'. Column 2 
gives the sum orall homicide victims in all 17 cities-3,274 in 1967. Column 
3 produces the computed ratio of column 1 to column 2, stating that the 
volume of homicide victims in Boston was 2.1 percent of all victims in the 17 
cities. In column 4we see that our sample has 43 Boston criminal homiCide 
victims, considering, :only interactions where the offender was arrested, 
Column 5 says that the sum of all such homicide victims we received in the 
17-city sample was 633. Column 5 produces the computed ratio of column 3 
to column 4,stating~:that the sample volume of homicIde victims in BostQn 
was 6.7 percent of:,i'rill victims sampled in the 17 cities, considering o,lllY 
instances where the6.frender was arrested. The weight in colunm '7 (0.319))s 
simply the value whi6h readjusts the percent in column 6 back to the perce~! 
in column 3. It is found by dividing column 6 info column 3. The weight, 
implies, that we statj~tically diminished the importance of Boston in Oui;: 

criminal homicide sarnple by roughly two-thirds. If the weight wert, 1, the',;. , 
contribution of Boston would have been unchanged; if it were more thanl;; , 
we would have been increasing the relative influence the patterns in Boston 
had on the national patterns for our cleared interactions. ' 

The same procedure was used for each city and crime type.2 All the 
weights are summarized· in Table 2. Each city crime-specific weight was 
multiplied by tlle rea1 number of interactions we received in which the 
offender was arrested. This gave the statistical number of inteJactiohs we used [ 
for that dty-crime type. For all the cities togetlierFthe real riurtiber of cleared ., 
interactions recaiv~d was 633 for criminal homiCide, 1353 for aggravated 
assault, 538 fcr{7ofcible rape, and 649 for aimed and unarmed robbery. After 
the weights wer~ applied, the statistical interactions cleared totaled 668 
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Table i.-The weighting [actor determined [or eacJl crime type for the seventee1l cities 

Method determining 
Number of Totalnum- Proportion Survey Total 
offenses berof of total sample of survey 

weighting factor (victims) for offenses for crime cleared sample of 
each crime each crime committed offenses cleared 
type in each type for the in each (victims) offenses 
of the 17 17 cities city for eacn (victims) 
cities as combined as crime in for each 

17 cities in survey reported in reported in each of the crime for 
and crime type 1967 UCR 1967 UCR 17 cities the 17 .. cities 

combined 

1 .!-- 2 3 4 -,- 5 

Aggravated assault 2,273 75,198 .030 40 1,353 

Robbery 962 106,197 .009 10 649 

Denver: Criminal homicide 34 3,274 .010 9 633 

Forcible rape 224 7,908 .023 4 538 

Aggravated assault 799 75,198 .0lD 33 1,353 

. Robbery 963 106,197 .009 6 649 

Detroit: Criminal homicide 281 3,274 .085 36 633 

Forcible rape 733 7,908 .092 19 538 

Aggravated assault 4,635 75,198 .061 105 1,353 

Robbery 11,973 106,197 .112 22 649 

Los Angeles: Criminal homicide 281 3,274 .085 38 633 

Forcible rape , 1,421 7,908 .179 42 538 

Aggravated assault 11,253 75,198 .149 111 2,353 

Robbery 9,966 106,197 .G93 44 649 

Miami: Criminal homicide 57 3,274 ,017 29 633 

Forcible rape 111 7,908 .014 23 538 

Aggravated assault 2,617 75,198 .034 96 1,353 

Robbery 2,103 106,197 .019 77 649 ". 

Minneapolis: Criminal homicide 19 3,274 .005 16 633 
Forcible rape 146 7,908 .018 18 538 
Aggravated assault 1,098 75,198 .014 33 1,353 
Rob1;>cry 1,435 106,197 .013 33 649 

.~,~,!~~",,~,¥>~,~_,,:~;.",~:;:~-:.::,~::..::5::·,;:?;::;.:::Y!r~t:'~~:::';C:~~:;;::::'~~;~:t~::~~.~-

New Orleans: Criminal homicide 117 3,214 .035 39 633 
Forcible rape 2.07 7,908 .026 23 538 
Aggravated assault 0 75,198 .COO 0 1,353 
Robbery 2,018 106,197 .019 16 649 

New York: Criminal homiCide 745 3,274 .227 47 633 
Forcible rape 1,905 7,908 .240 97 538 
Aggravated assault 24,828 75,198 .330 77 ;" ,_1-,~~~:>:, 
Robbery 35,934 106,197 .338 54 

Philadelphia: Criminal homicide 234 3,274 .071 48 633 
Forcible rape 458 7,908 .057 33 538 
Aggravated assault 3,378 75,198 :044 116 1,353 
Robbery 2,919 106,19T. .027 85 649 

St. Louis: Criminal homicide 171 3,274'::'~ .052 41 633 
Forcible rape 304 7,908 .038 11 538 
Aggra¥ated assault 2,352 75,198 .031 64 1,353 
Robbery 3,193 106,197 .030 28 649 

San Francisco;. Criminal homicide 63 3,274 .019 32 633 
Forcible rape 178 7,908 .022 19 538 
Aggravated assault 2,331 75,198 .030 119 1,353 
Robbery 3,879 106,197 .036 29 649 

Seattle: Criminal homicide 48 3,274 .014 29 633 
Forcible rape 116 7,908 .014 19 538 
Aggravated ;,Issault 714 75,198 .009 26 1,353 
Robbery 1,050 106,197 .009 24 649 

Washington: Crimina] homicide 178 3,274 .054 48 633 
Forcible rape 172 7,908 .021 36 538 
Aggravated .assault 3,143 75,198 .041 112 1,353 
Robbery 5,759 106,197 .054 17 649 

;.~--
,....;.: .... ~ 
.~~:. 

~:;.,. 
" 

Proportion 
of the 
total 
sample 
survey of 
crime 
committed 
in each city 

6 

.029 

.015 

.014 

.007 

.024 

.009 

.056 

.035 

.077 

.033 

.060 

.078 

.082 

.067 

.045 

.042 

.070 

.178 

.025 

.033 

.024 

.050 

.061 
.042 
.000 
.024 
.074 
.180 
.056 
.083 
.075 
.061 
.085 
.130 
.064 
.020 
.047 
.043 
.050 
.035 
.087 
.044 
.045 
.035 
.019 
.036 
.075 
.066 
.082 

.. 026 

Weighting 
factor 

" 

3 -;- 6 

L022 
.587 
.730 

3.809 
.435 
.980 

1.509 
2.624 

.794 
3.325 
1.429 
2.301 
1.824 
1.384 

.380 

.328 

.490 

.166 

.229 

.551 

.598 

.265 

.580 
.612 
.000 
.770 

3.064 
1.336 
5.801 
4.066 

.942 

.944 

.523 

.209 

.806 
1.880 

.661 

.696 

.380 

.637 

.352 

.827 

.320 

.415 

.494 

.267 

.716 

.325 

.504 
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criminal homicides, 1,493 aggravated assaults, 617 forcible rapes) and 1,011 
armed and unarmed robberies. 

Note that we derived the weights using sample and total volumes and 
proportions of victims but then applied the weights to the sample of cleared 
interactions. The number of victims equal" the number of interactions only if 
the ratio of victims to offenders is 1: 1 in each crime event; this is often not 
the case, especially for aggravated assault, forcible rape, and robbery. And the 
victim-offender ratio need not be constant among cities; the average number 
of interactions in a typical violent crime event, therefore, can vary from city 
to city. The important point is this: by designing a victim-based weighting 
system, we made the volume of cleared interactions sampled reflect the total 
volume of victims in each city, while at the same time we maintained any 
differential victim-offender ratios that existed. Thus, our readjustment method 
in no way changes the average number of interactions in a typical crime event 
in anyone city.3 For any crime type, the readjustment merely allows the 
relative influence of anyone city vis-a-vis the others to reflect the proportion 
of total victims that city produced relative to the others in 1967. 

The weighting system adjusts for several other sampling problems as well. 
For example, while a 10-percent sample was requested, an upper bound of no 
more than 200 cases for any city-crime type was added so that our tabulators 
could reasonably handle samples of the large volumes of certain crimes in 
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, and Detroit. Thus, a 10-percent sample of 
all 1967 New York robberies would still have amounted to fully 3,593 cases, 
an unworkable volume. On the other hand, while the 200 New York 
robberies we settled for were manageable for the tabulators, they did not 
properly reflect the volume of New YorK robberies vis-a-vis other cities (for 
the sample actually represented less than 1 percent of the city' robberies). The 
weighting system, however, allowed us to statistically reinstate the high
volume of New York robberies relative to the other cities, so that the city has 
a greater influence than arty other on the national robbery patterns that 
emerged. The same kind of reinstatement was often necessary in Chicago, Los 
Angeles, and Detroit, producing the unsurprising fact that most of the 
weights for these cities in Table 2 are greater than 1. 

We were able to Similarly reweight in a few. instances where too many 
clearances were sent (because, for example, the sample was drawn only from 

'cleared cases) and in situations where too few clearances were on hand 
(because, for example, it could not be determined one way or another from 
the information received whether an arrest had been made).4 

Finally, a key methodological concern with such a weighting system is that 
it might create significant biases if a very small sample is greatly magnified in 
influencr, by a very large weight. The best illustration of this possibility was 
Denver. Table 1 shows, for example, that we could account for only four 
cleared forcible rape cases in the Denver sample, but that this probably 
unrepresentative cross section of all cleared rapes was magnified by a factor 
of 3.8 in the process of weighting. Even with the weight applied, however, the 
relative influence of Denver was so small in the national picture that the 
potential overall bias was negligible. The same was true for other Denver 
cr~es and for other city-crime types where L'1e sample was small and the 
weIght large.s In general, an inspection of Tablesland 2 shows most of the 
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weights to be less titan one, anyway, so that the problem of magnifying a very 
small and therefore possibly biased sample is minimal. 

Although it is always better to draw a sample that does not require 
reweighting, we believe the system here is defensible and sound, producing 
percentage rustributions in the tables below that properly reflect the 
differential influences of all ci ties and valid general national patterns of how 
the offender relates to the victim and what characteristics each possess. 
each possess'~s. 

The remaining pages of Appendix 11 list the tables behind the analysis in 
Chapter 5. 

1", 
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Tabla 3.- Characteristics of the victim and the of lender 
by sex, race, and age, crlminal homicide 

17 cities, 1967 
(In percent) 

267 

~"..., 

Femnle Total 

17.5 79.8 (455) 

3.8 20.2 (115) 

21.3 100.0 
(121) (570) 

Negro Total 

3.8 27.8 (159) 

65.7 72.2 (412) 

69.5 100.0 
(397) (571) 

victim ~ Age of 
0-17 18-25 26 and Total 

over 
offender .. 

. 
0-17 3.3 1.6 4.2 9.1 (49) 

18-25 3.6 10.3 19.8 33.5 (182) 

26 and over 3.5 6.7 47.0 57.4 (311) 

Total 10.4 18.6 71.0 100.0 
(56) (101) (385) (542) 

Total number of known criminal homicide victim-offender interactions, by sex=570. 
Total number of known criminal homicide victim-offender interactions, byrace=571. 
Total number of known criminal homicide victim-offender interactions, by age=,542. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 

17 cities surveyed. " 
T()talrow and column percentages may not exactly equ:u 100.0 percent llecause of the 

Weighting praced ure and rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-0ffender Survey. preliminary data. 
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Table 4.-Race, sex, and age of the victim by race, sex and age of tile 
offender criminal homicide, 17 cities, 1967 

(In percent of total) 

White. 

Male Female Male 

0-17 18-25 26+ 0-17 18-25 26+ 0-17 18-25 

.3 .6 .1 0 .1 0 0 0 

.1 2.3 1.1 0 0 0 0 .2 

.3 3.1 7.8 0 .6 1.2 .8 2.2 

0 .:5 .8 0 0 .2 0 0 

0 .4 1.4 0 0 0 0 0 

0 .3 2.2 0 .3 0 .3 .1 

:':j/J~' 

Negro 
I 

Female 
Total 

26+ H7 ,:18-25 26+ 
,. 

0 0 
: .1. 0 1.2 

(15) 

.1 0 0 0 3.9 
(21) 

1.4 .4 .1 .6 18.6 , 
(100) 

I 

0 0 0 0 1.2 
(6) 

I 

: 

0 0 0 0 1.8 
(9) 

.3 0 .4 0 3.8 
(20) 

," .~~!:;.::,-;:~~:~~~;tt~~~",,;.::..;~.~:;,~S~...:.:.l;4:'i",,~.;.4:~.tD£::;.t,:;~~~:'~':;'~~.A;'~"*~~$g~~~~~~.h::,~Af,.7':'-;_>,::~~~:...-~~t;;,;;~~1~:-:;:;~, 

N 
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G 
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0-17 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.6 .7 1.3 0 .2 

M 
A 18-25 0 .3 1.0 0 0 .1 1.4 5.2 2.4 0 .3 
L 
E 

26+ 0 .4 .4 0 .1 .4 1.8 8.4 16.0 .4 1.1 
., < ~ 

0-17 0 0 0 0 .3 0 .3 .3 .9 0 1.2 

F 
E 
M 18-25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.6 .5 0 0 
A 
L 
E 

26+ 0 .6 .6 0 0 0 0 1.7 4.7 .1 .3 . 
Total .8 8.2 15.4 0 1.4 1.9 7.2 20.3 27.6 0.9 3.7 

(4) (44) (84) (7) (10) (39) (110) (149) (5) (20) 

Total number of known criminal homicide victim-offender interactions, by race, sex, and age=541. 
Frequencies weighted according to.total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Rowand column figures may not' exactly equal the indicated percentages or frequencies because of the weighting procedure 
and rounding. " 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 

.2 5.0 
(27) 

.1 10.8 
(58) 
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Table 6.-Characteristics of the victim and the offender by sex, race, 
and age, aggravated assult, 17 cities, 1967 

(Percent of total) 

I~ of victim 

Sex of Male Female Total 
offender 

Male 56.6 27.0 83.6 (727) 

Female 9.3 7.1 16.4 (142) 

Total 65.9 34.1 100.0 
(573) (296) (869) 

I~ Race of White Negro Total 
offender 

White 23.9 1.8 25.7 (223) 

Negro 8,4 65.9 74.3 (648) 

Total 32.3 67.7 100.0 
(281) (590) (871) 

~ 
, 

Age of 0-17 18-25 26 and Total offender over 

0·17 13.5- 1.4 2.8 17.7 (138 

18·25 3.4 10.1 11.1 24.6 (191) 

26 and over 3.1 11.7 42.9 57.1 (451) 

Total 20.0 23.2 56.8 100.0 
(156) (181) (443) (780) 

Total number of known aggravated assaultvictim-offender interactions, by sex=869. 
Total number of knoWn aggravated assault viciim.pffender interactions, by race=:87.1. 
Total number of known aggravated assauitvictim-offender interactions, by age=iilib. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in 
in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Total row and column percentages [flay not exactly equal 100.0 percent because of 
the weighting procedure and rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data: 
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Table 7.-Race, sex and l;Ige oftlle victim by race, sex, and age oftlze 
offender, aggravated assault, 17 cities, 1967 

(Percent of total) 

White 

Male Female Male 

0-17 18-25 26+ 0-17 18-25 26+ Oc17 18-25 

.6 .4 0.4 0 0 .1 0.4 0 

.4 3.1 1.7 0 .1 0 0 .7 

.2 2.5 5.1 0 .1 .8 .9 1.0 
, 

0 .6 0 0 0 0 .2 0 

0 .6 .5 0 0 .2 0 0 

I, 

.1 .6 2.8 ·0 0 .4 .1 0 

Negro 

Female 

26+ 1-17 18-25 

0 .4 0.3 

.8 0 0 

2.4 0 .2 

.1 .1 0 

0 0 0 
-_:,' .. 

'. 

.1 0 0 

26+ 

0 

0 

.2 

0 

0 

0 

Total 

3.5 
(27) 

6.9 
(53) 

13.4 
(104) 

1.1 
(8) 

1.4 
(11) 

4.\/ (31) 

~ 
N 

(") 

§. 
'" '" o ,..., 
-< 
~ 
8 

~·~~~1:;~£;~"1; .. ~t't'i;;~~~~=:::::;i~~:;;':=:::'~~;~.~±~z:.;7~·"~ '.~"'~~.::':!::',;~::,,·_~i·,: '~~'±b~;2~~§ill::ii:M+!~j.2;":'.J~~:~;;~"-";t:;: .. >.~:;;,;,.;r.; .• ::j;.:..~~~.[~.t.;~~~~~--;~~, 

N 

E 

G 

R 

0 

~~,>:~~: 

0-17 0 0 0 0 0 0 8.2 1.1 1.2 

-' ,- . 
M 

IS-25 
A 

.1 0 .1 0 0 0 .6 2.6 5.0 

L _"'" 

'-. --
E I 

26+ 0 .2 '.5 0 0 0 .9 3.8 12.2 

0-17 0 0 .1 0 0 0 1.1 .7 .7 
".<' 

F 

E 18-25 0 .3 .2 0 0 0 .1 1.6 2.7 

M 
A 

L 26+ 0 0 ,2 0 0 0 .5 1.0 10.4 

E '-

Total 2.5 S.2 11.6 0 .2 1.4 12.9 12.7 35.6 
(19) (64) (91) (2) (11) (101) (99) (277) 

Total number of known aggravated assault victim-offender interactions, by race, sex, and age=779. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 

.4 .2 .2 11.3 1 
(87) 

.1 .7 .1 9.4 
(72) 

.: ..... 

.1 1.4 4.2 23.2 
(ISO) 

1.2 .2 .3 4.1 
(32) 

0 .2 .3 5.6 
(44) 

.1 .3 3.7 16.1 
(125) 

2.3 3.4 9.0 100.0 
(18) (27) I (71) (779) 

- -~--'--~-

Rowand column figures may not exactly equal the indicated percentages or frequencies because of the weighting procedure and rounding. 
Source: Task FOIce Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Table 9. -Characteristics of the victim and the offender by sex, race, 
and age,forcible rape, 17 cities, 1967 

[Percen t of the total] 

~ Male Female Total t Sex of 
;;' offender 

'. Male - 100,0 100.0 (465) 
\~ 

'Female - - -
;: 100.0 100.0 

Total - (465) (465) 
" 

}., 

,:~,V' ' 

~ Race White Negro Total 
<;;;,of 
offender 

.:~ t;~·: 
White 29.6 0.3 29.9 (139) 

Negro 10.5 ~9;6 70.1 (326) 

Total 40.1 :59.9 100.0 
(187) (278) (465) 

~ 
. 

0-17 18-25 26 and 
Total Age of over 

offender 

0-17 15.7 2.7 2.5 20.9 (93) 

18-25 :;~. 17.1 18.8 12.1 48.0 (214) 

26 and over 14.6 7.4 9.1 31.1 (138) 

Total 47.4 28.9 23.7 100.0 
(211) (129) (105) (445) 

Total number of known' forcible rape victimcoffendet interactions, by sex=465. 
Total number of ,known foriblerape victim-offender interactions, by race=465. 
Total number of known forcible rape victim-offender interactions, by age=445. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967. by type, 
in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Total row and column percentages may not exactly equal 100.0 percent because of 
,the.weighting procedure and' rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Table 1 O.-Race, sex, a/ld age of the victim by race, sex, a/ld age of the 
offe/lder, forcible rape, 17 cities, 1967 

(Percent of tota11 

White 

Male Female Male 

0-17 18-25 26+ 0-17 18-25' 26+ 0-17 18-25 

- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

1.4 5.6 6.5 - - - 2.0 0.9 

.4 5.4 2:'~}' - - - .2 2.3 

.7 2.9 2.9 - - - .7 1.4 
:" 

" 

'- - - - - - - -

-
- - _. - - - - -

'-' .. I: - - - - - - - .. 

.1 0 .2 - - - 12.3 10.5 

0 .1 0 - - - 1.5 11.1 

0 0 0, - - - 1.0 7.6 

Negro 

26+ 0-17 

- -

- -

- -

0.4 -

1.2 -

1.7 -

- -

- -

- -

7.4 -

3.4 -

4.6 -

Total 2.6 14.1 12.3 - - - 17.7 33.9 18.8 -(11) (63) (55) (79) (151) (84) 
..... 

Total number of known forcible rape victim-offender interactions, by race, sex, and age=445. 

Female 

18-25 26+ Total 

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - 16.7 
(74) 

- - 12.2 
(54) 

- - 10.4 
(46) 

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - 30.5 
(135) 

< 

- - 16.7 
(74) 

- - 13.2 
(58) 

- - 100.0 
(445) 

Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Rowand column fig\lres may not exactly equ:il the indicated percentages or frr.quencies because of the weighting procedure and rounding. 
SourCe: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Table 12. - Characterr'stics of the victim and the orrellp.*ii~,f, 
by sex, race, and age, armed robbery, 17 dties, 1967 

[Percen t of total] 

Sex of 
offender 

Male 

Female 

Total 

~ace of victim 

Race of 
offender 

White 

Negro 

Total 

~ Age of 
offender 

0-17 

18-25 

26 andover 

Total 

Male 

84.5 

4.4 

88.9 
(240) 

White 

13.2 

46.7 

59.9 
161 

0-17 18-25 

6.8 8.5 

2.1 13.1 

.8 5.4 

9.7 27.0 
(24) (69) 

Female Total 

10.2 94.7 (255) 

.9 5.3 (14) 

11.1 100.0 
(29) (269) 

Negro Total 

1.7 14.9 (40) 

38.4 85.1 (229) 

40.1 ." 100.0 
(l08) (269) 

26 and ,:;", Total 
over 

:.,' 

8.1 23.4 (59) 

36.8 52.0 (133) 

18.4 24.6 (63) 

63.3 100.0 
(162) (255) 

Total number of known armed robbery victim-offender interactions, by sex=269. 
Total number of known armed robbery viCtim-offender interactions, by race=269. 
Total number of known armed rc;~)ery Vietim-offender interactions, by age=2S5. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in 
the 17 cities surveyed. 
Total row and column percentages may not exactly equatiOO.O percent because of 
the weighting procedure and rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data • 
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Table 13. -Race, sex, and age or the victim by rare, sex. allll age of the' 
ofJelldl.'f, armed robbery, 17 ciTies, 1'967 

{Percent of totalj 

White 
,\ 
\ 

Male Female Mal\! 

0-17 18-25 26+ 0-17 18-25 26+ 1)-17 18·25 

0.1 0 0 0 0 0 2.1 I 2.1 1 

l 

0 1.4 .7 0 .3 0 4.0 5.6 

• 
.3 4.2 3.7 0 .1 .81 3.7 17.3 

26~-

0 

1.9 

5.1 

i 
0 o 0 0 ~l () I .!i I () .5 

"~ I ' 
0 

Negro 

1·17 

0 

0 

O· 

0 

!) o .61 "0 "i" t 0 

t~ ,1 i , . . i-~~~!,;-~-='- _.! 
:.6 .5 13, 13 li j .1 1.0 I .8 2:[:. _LJ~L _J~ __ L 

0 .' 

female 

18-25 26+ 

0 0 

.1 0 

1.3 0 

0 I 0 

0 0 

.6 .1 

.-L 

Total 

4.2 
(IO) 

14.0 
(35) 

36.5 
(93) 

1.0 
(2) 

.6 
(l) 

4,0 
. (lO) 
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I M ~-. _~l ___ t--- 'I---'·"--·}----' i! I ! 
I A 18-

25 1 0 f 1.1 0 {\ I (l f' 0 4.5 3.4 2.2 i (} 
I L I; 
I E ---::-r·--- ~ i j. i ' ~I I I , 26+ 0 .5 0 ~ \) ,.

1 
0t.·n 7 .. 7.. I 6.4 I,... () .. i [8 t .. I). ! 19.5 I : ill ill I (49) I 

1 i I"'-t--'-.~l---l-.-+-.. -, - . I i IH71 0 o! 0 0 0 I i\, " ,,! ' 
F I I 

~ 18-25 0 • 0 Q I 0 0 r-j~ I L2 I 0 '-I,'~t~ -'1, 0 1--;;1 
A ; I I ~ , i (3) I _1 .. _- .~. I r 

. I ~ 26> 0 0 0 0 1 0 
J [0 11.6 i ~ I u I 0 10 I Mi 

[
, . ._ .. ~~L,., I, I I -~ I I 

Toto! 0.4 7.9 5.6 0 OS • .8 23.0 "2 J 18.0 I 0 , 3.8 I 0.'. 100.0 
(1) (20) (14) 0} {2) (59l (101) (46) f ~_L (l). (255) J 

Total number ofkno'W'Il armed robbery vkrim-<lffender interactions, by race., sex. :md 23c=22S. 
FrequenCies weig:hted ~ctordjng to toM reported violent crime~ for 1967, by typ.;. in the 17 cHic, surveyed. 
Row und ~lumn figures may not exactly equal the indicated percentages or frequencies because of tIle weighting procedure' and rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey. preliminarY data. 
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Seventeen City Survey Weighting Method and Data 

Sex of 
'offender 

Male 

Female 

Table is.-Characteristics of the victim altd the offender 
by sex. race, altd age. unarmed robbery, 17 cities, 1967 

[Percent of the total] 

Sex of 
victim 

Male 

68.9 

2.0 

Female 

26.2 L 
2.9 

70.9 29.1 
(178) 

Total 
(73) 

White Negro 

White 17.9 1.1 

Negro 43.9 37.1 

283 

Tota1 

95.1 (239) 

4.9 ell) 

100.0 
(251) 

.' 

Total 

19.0 (47) 

81.0 (204) 

Total 61.8 
(ISS) 

38.2 
(96) 

100.0 
(251) 

~ victim 
26and 0-17 18-25 Total Age 

over of offender 

0-17 31.2 4.9 21.0 57.1 (135) -
18-25 1.7 6.4 23.2 31.3 (75) 

26 and over a 2.0 9.6 11.6 (27) 

Total 32.9 13.3 53.8 100.0 
(78) (31) (128) (231) 

Total number of known unarmed robbery victim-offender-interactions, by sex=2SL 
Total number of known unarmed robbery victim-offender interactions, by racc=2SL 
Total number of known unarmed robbery victim-offender interactions, byage=237 . 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, 
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Table 16.-Race, sex, and age of the victim by race, sex, and age 
of the offender, unarmed robbery, 17 cities, 1967 

[Percent of total] 

White 

Male Female Male 

0-17 18-25 26+ 0-17 18-25 26i- 0-17 18-25 

4.7 0 0 0 0 0 6.8 0.1 

.1 1.7 0 0 0 0 3.2 2.3 

.2.0 2.9 3.2 0 0 0 5.8 8.1 

1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .2 

.5 . 1.0 .9 0 0 0 9.2 5.0 

~~-......:~,:,-

Negro 

Female Total 

26+ 1-17 18-25 26+ 

0 0 0 0 11.5 
(27) 

.2 0 0 0 7.6 
(18) 

1.0 0 .1 .3 23.7 
(56) 

0 0 0 0 1.0 
(2) 

.9 1.4 0 0 2.5 
(5) 

1.2 0 0 0 17.9 
(42) I 

:·~*"A~""",i&l .. ,)!o;Lkii ./,,<.#idkt#jf._-,~;.tm.,.fhJ2MJ .. £,,,eiMIJL&'..Mt..A.2 .. .l!. .. >,s..$3JhJf\;-'$2i.i~,jJ.i,.,tRe.,.,,[..,JALg.LI.8.J;.·i,.§LM¥ .. ,,_.,.,2/!\E.,~3~,N,~k~81>.:.;M,U.-$,.nJ,]I.··} ... se~lt!S.,~,.,1!~~~~~1m'~~._!.,~.....,,=-r:;r;iUn~7;g:r.~F"~'-"" 

0-17 . 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 18.4 1.,5 0 .1 0 

M 
A 18-25 0 .3 0 0 0 0 .2 0.3 .8 0 0 
L 
E 

N 26+ 0 .7 0 0 0 0 .6 1.8 .7 0 1.3 

E 
0-17 0 0 0 0 0 

G 
:0 0 0 0 0 0 

F 
R 

E 18-25 0 0 0 0 0 ::~B:, 0 1.6 0 0 0 

o· M 
A 

L 26i- 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.9 1.9 0.6 0 .3 

E 

TOia! 8.6 6.6 4.1 0 0 0 47.1 22.9 5.5 1.5 1.7 
(20) (16) (10) (112) (54) (13) (4) (4) 

, 

Total number of known unarmed robbery Victim-offender interactions, by race, sex, and age=237_ 
Frequencies weighted according to totlll reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Rowand column figures may not exactly equal the indicated percentages or frequencies because of the weighting procedure and rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Table 17.-0ccupation of the offender by occupation 
of tire victim, unarmed robbery, 17 cities, 1967 

[Percent of total] 

~ "'='''''M_~, Seeretarj ,I Sales Other, I, Crafts- skilled-l Laborer, Farmer, 
Oceupa- victim I profes- official, clerk services man, fore trades unskilled, farm 
"tion of sional, proprie- man scmi- labor 
offender technical tor skilled 

Executive, professional, technical 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Manager t official, proprietor 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Secretary, clerk 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Sales 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Other services 0 0 0 0 () 0 1.4 .2 0 

Craftsman of foreman 0 0 0 !) 0 0 0 0 0 
Skilled trades 0 0 0 .3 0 0 0 0 0 

Laborer, unskilled, semi·skilled 1.4 0.2 1_8 4.5 .2 0 0 1.1 0 

Farmer, fann labor 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Student 0 .7 6.5 7.2 1.4 0 .2 .5 0 

llousewifc, domestic 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Child or dependent 0 0 0 1.4 0 0 0 0 0 

Other employment 0 0 0 0 1.4 0 0 0 0 

Unemployed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.0 0 

Total 1.4 0.8 8.2 13.4 3.1 0 1.6 3.8 0 
-

Total number of known unarmed robbery victim-offenderinteractions, by occupation=96. 
Frequencies weighted nccording to total reported violent crimes for 1967 J by type, jn. tltc 17 cities surveyed .. 

Student House- I Child orl Other 
wife, dependent employ-

domestic ment 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

1.4 .2 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

38.7 0 0 .3 

2.6 0 0 0 

_2 0 3.6 7.6 

0 0 0 0 

0.2 2.9 0 .2. 

43.2 3.1 3.6 8.0 
---- ---- ------

Rowand column figures may not exactly equal the indicated percentages or frequencies because of the weighting procedure and rounding 
Source: TMk. Force Victim-Orrendcr Survey. preliminary data. ~' 
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Table 19a.-The interpersonal relationship between ;.i,:!'i) and offender 
by race and sex of victim for criminal homicide, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent) 

I~ 
of White Negro Other 

victim 
Victim-
offender Male relationship . Female Male Female Male Female 

Husband-wife 4.7 33.9 13.6 31.7 11.1 60.1 

Other family 5.9 23.6 6.4 19.8 12.8 24.2 

pther primary group 9.1 6.5 9.0 15.9 14.2 6.4 

Nonprimary group 47.7 31.2 55.0 28.4 61.9 9.3 

. 
Unknown '32.6 4.8 16.0 4.2 0 0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(136) (39) (323) (85) (19) (5) 

Total number of criminal homicide victim-offender interactions=668. 
Frequencies weighted according to toal reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cit:es surveyed. 
Column figu-:rcs tnay not add 'up exactly 1.0 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source!' Tn5k Force Vict.lrn.-O£Cendcr Survey p preliminary duta • 

Institution Unknown 

0 17.4 

0 0 

0 0 

0 17.6 

0 65.0 

0 100.0 
(61) 
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Table I9b ... -Tlte Inrerpersonal relat£onship bet:ween ,l'ictim and offender 
by race and sex of victim for aggravated assault, 17 cities, 1967 

Race and sex 
of victim 

'" Husband-wife 

Other family 

Other primary group 

Nonprlmary group 

Unknown 

Total 

[In percent] 

IL---M--al-e--~---F-e-m-a-le--~--------r------
White Negro 

Male Female 

3.1 29.6 

1.7 

4.8 

76.0 

14.4 

100.0 
(236) 

16.9 

8.3 

36.2 

9.0 

100.0 
(78) 

9.2 27.9 

6 .. 1 6.2 

11),0 19.1 

56.9 , 33.5 

17.8 13.2 

100.0 100.0 
(373) (226) 

Other 

Male Female 

0 15.5 

14.4 30.2 

4.7 14.1 

70.8 40.2 

10.1 0 

100.0 100.0 
(29) (6) 

Total number of aggravated assault victim-offender interactions=1,493. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 

Institution Unknown 
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of victim 

Victim-

Table 19c.-'Ihelnterpersollill relationship between victim and offender 
by race and sex of the victim for forcible rape, 17 dties, 1967 

(In percent} 

White Negro Other 

~~ offender 
Male Female Male Female Male Female Institution 

relationship , 

Husband-wife - 0 - If - 0 0 

Othet family - 9.7 - 7.7 - 5.5 0 

'.' 

Other primary group 1.8 4.2 13.4 0 - - -

Nonprimary group - 86.S - 85.3 - S1.1 0 

Unknown - 1.6 - 2.S - 0 0 

Total - 100.0 - 100.0 - 100.0 0 

(201) - (280) (17) 

Total number of forcible rape victim-<>ffender interactions"'617. 
Frequencies ws.!ighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967> by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because ofrounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 

~·.~~;;:~~~tA!l$.q;.,.t.>!il.,.i;.'4..:;;;.,..~~~..J.J.,,,,;>;~d,i,'tl,,,,1'iU,,,.1!.;,:. 

Table J 9d.-The interpersonal relationship between Victim and offender 
by race and sex of victim for armed robbery, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent] 

~ 
of victim White Negro Other 

Victim-
offender 

relationship Male Female Male Female Male Female 

Husband-wife 0.5 0 2.6 1.1 0 0 
, 

Other family 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Other primary group 0 0 1.2 5.2 0 0 

Nonprimary group 99.4 100.0 . 96.1 91.5 100.0 0 

Unknown 0.1 0 0 2.2 0 0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0 
(156) {IS} (93) (14) (6) 

Total number of armed robbery victim-<>ffender interactions=509. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967; by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Institution 
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0 

85.2 

14.8 

100.0 
(67) 
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~ 
of victim 

Victim-
offender 

relationslup Male 

Husband-wife 0 

Other family .2 

Other primary group 0 

Nonprimary group 99.6 
I 

Unknown 0.1 

Total 100.0 
(Ill) 

.1, 

Table 19e. - The interpersonal relationship between victim and offender 
by race alld sex of victim for unarmed robbery, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percentl 
-, 

White Negro Other 

Female Male Female Mall} Female 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 I 3.0 {) 0 0 

.5 0 0 0 0 

99.5 91.1 84.2 100.0 100.0 

0 5.9 15.8 • 0 0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(52) (75) (21) (1) (4) 

Total number of unarmed robbery victim-offender interactions"'502. 

Institu tio n 

0 

0 

0 

100.0 

0 

100.0 
(5) 

Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967> by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task F,)tce Victim-Offender SUrVey, preliminary data. 
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~ of offender 
Victim-
offender 

relationship 

Husband-wife 

Other family 

Other primary group 

Nonprima..-y grQUP 

Unknown 

Total 

.;, "T. __ .. " .. • .. F· 

Table 20a.-771e blterpersonal relationship between victim and offender 
by race and sex of the offender for criminal homicide. 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent] 
" 

White Negro 

Male Female Male Female Male 

11.8 28.9 7.3 41.7 9.8 

8.6 22.6 7.2 11.4 12.0 

7.0 10.4 8.4 14.6 15.7 

38.9 23.2 57.5 19.3 62.5 
, 

33.7 14.9 19.5 12.8 0 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 (158) (20) (344) (102) (17) 

Other 

Female 

36.4 

29.8 

5.5 

28.3 

0 

100.0 
(5) 

Total number of criminal homicide victim-offender interactions = 668. 
Frequencies weighted according to totaJreported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-0ffender SUrVey, preliminary data. 
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~ 
of offender 

Victim-
offender 

relationship 

Husband-wife 

Oiherfamily 

Other primary group 

Nonprimary group 

Unknown 

Total 

''"''--. -,,~.-. 

Table 20b.-The interpersonal relationship between victim alld offender 
by race and sex of the offender for aggravated assault, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percen t] 

White Negro 

I 
Male Female Male Female Male 

6.7 1L2 . 9.9 18.1 1.1 

3.2 31.2 5.1 2.6 6.7 

3.2 17.3 8.2 13.8 3.6 

58.0 40.3 53.6 44.8 74.8 

28.8 0 23.2 20.7 13.8 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(442) (24) (727) (155) (49) 

Total number of aggravated assault victim-offender interactions=1,493. 

Other 

Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in th€: 17 cities surveyed. 
Column ligures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
SOUlrce: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 

Female 

0 

0 

10.5 

89.5 

0 

100.0 
(2) 

-

Unknown I 

I 
9.4 I 

1.7 
! 
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61.5 

27.4 

100.0 
(94) 
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~ 
of offender 

Victim-
offender 

relationship 

Husband-wife 

Other family 

Other primary group 

Nonprimary group 

Table 20c.-The interpersonal relationship between victim and offellder 
by race and sex of the offender for forcible rape, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent] 

-
White Negro 

Male Female Male Female Male 

0 - 0 - 0 

11.1 - 5.3 - 4.2 

2.6 - 2.9 - 12.2 

833 - 87.1 -

Other 

83.5 I Unknown 3.0 - 4.6 - 0 I Total 100.0 - 100.0 - 100.0 (176) (403) (22) 

Total nUJ1lber of forcible rape victim-offender interactions = 617. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crlm.;s for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column IJgures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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~~ of offender 
Victim-
offender 

relationship 

Husband-wife 

Other family 
i 

Other primary group 

Nonprimary group 

Unknown 

Total 

Table 20d. - The interpersonal relationship between victim and offender 
by race and sex of the offender for armed robbery, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent] 

White Negro Other , 

Male Female Male Female Male 

0 0 1.0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 .3 5.1 0 

84.8 100.0 92.3 94.9 100.0 

15.2 0 6.4 0 0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

(121) (3) (256) (13) (8) 

Female 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Total number of armed robbery victim-offender intemctions=509. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type; in the ~ 7 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because ofrcunding. ' 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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of offender 
Victim-
offender 

Table 20e.-The interpersonal relationship between victim and offender 
by race arid sex of the offender for unarmed robbery, 17 cities, 1967 

[In pen;ent] 

White . Negro Other K relationship Male Female Male Female Male Female 

Husband-wife 0 0 0 0 0 

Other family .3 0 .6 O· 0 

Other primary group .3 0 .1 0 0 

Nonprimary group, 99.3 0 95.!r 100.0 100.0 
, -

Unknown 0.1 0 3.7 0 0 

Total 100.0 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(101) (365) (16) . (7) 

Total number of unarmed robbery victim-offender interactions=502. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. . 
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298 Crimes ot Violence 

Table 21.-Husballd,wife relationship j'l crimina] homicide 
'.,'" alid aggravated assault; J7. cities;1967; , 

" f1n:pEirtientJ " ' 

t~ M"\' .. , . . .. RJor no en. 
If~:d- , ~e lYP~,;.' Criminal homicide Aggravated assau~t 

relationship '. , ______ 

49.6 25.2 Criminal Homicide 
1-~~_:......c-':"""-----1--~'-1-~----i 

Aggravated assault I 
. . ""', . ___ ~SO_A __ -+ __ 7._4_,8 ___ . ,! 

Total 
100.00' 1.00;0 ! 
(10$)' (~~f) I . ~ .,' 
, ',,, ':,. 1 ~' , 

. Total number ofhusband~wifeinteiiCtions in criminal homici4e and aggravated 
a~sa\l1t:i247;' <: .... i" .• .•• , . ',' ,., '. '.i·.,;;: ;'", ",' . . i', .. ·, 

Fre4Uel1des weighted according to total reported vioJent crimes for 1967.:bY type, 
tn,the 17 cities sW:Veyed. ". . ' 'l ' .,' . .' . , ' 

column figi1tcil may not -add up Cl1actly to 100,0 percent pecausi~ of rounding. 
s6utte: Task Fotce Yictlm-Of(enderSttrvey, preliminarY data. "" ". 

:, . "-" '; c~ . r " " ' ". , , 

Table 22a. ·-Husband·wife crimtllallzmnicide by race, 17 
. .;., :;'.' cit'leii,'1967" . ,'. ". 

Hus~anci~Victun; 
wlf~",?ff~ndet . 

"Hus1):irid:.off'erider; ...•. , 
wll:e'v1ctipl ' .. 

fln' percent 1 

43.3. 

66·f 

Total number ofhusband .. ~,.it'e criminal homicide il\tcractiolls::;!O~. 
Fre'lUel1cies weigl~ted, acto~d'j;ng to to,i~ re,ll.oried, 'yiblt.:li~ q!ffies f,jr ~.967, P;I' m]e, in 
the 17 ciUessutVcved .. '. C\' ' .• ,. ',.. ., . " ,.', ." . . . 

COhllllnflgures r#~Y n,ot,add '-\l?, e,xactly to ~~o:a p(!;~~t p~c~u$e or rQlln~in~, 
~ource: tasl;,FoIRC' V)Ctipl,;.()l~~.nder ~urvtl¥. Pfellllll~ Qata. 

r _ .' ".' ,\ .. ' . : ", _. - > _ • ~.' ' , 

-~ __ "'m.'''_'W''''''@'''';';'''''"''''''' .. _ ..... _ ....... _--""'. __ ........... ""-"" ........... .,- _., ,---

; . 

:!I' i 

. _Seve~teen City Survey Weighting MetllOd Md Data 

.~". , • F , ' ' : ' • " '.' ~. ,- , 

Tab,le22b. ~#l/sban(i,wif~:1ggravate(i assault. b)! face. 
, ., J7 cities, 1967 ..... . .,..:. 

Husband-offender; 
~!tcLvit'iim .' 

Tin Pclwc-nt r 

White t Negro 

1~{9 31.9 

85.1 68.1 

Pth~r 

0 

100.0 

.l):nknown 

0 

--,.:.... _ ..... _-
! 

lOO.() 

l!)O.O ...•. ' " 

~ao.o lOO,O ,WO,D . (39) (97) (if . 
Total 

'(14) 

. ".:'.{, .. 

\ 

! 
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Means of inflicting injury 

Husband-
wife 

relationship 

Husband-victim; wife-offender 

Husband-offender; wife-victim 

Total 

~p: ." ~ .:~~;;,~~iP·F:~<_: 

Table 23a.-Husband,wife criminal homicide by means of 
. inflicting injury, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent] 

Firearm Sharp Blunt Poison Body 
instrument instrument 

505 65.9 42.5 0 0 

49.5 34.1 57.5 0 100.0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 0 100.0 
(57) (35) (2) (6) 

Total number of husband-wife criminal homicide interactions=105. 

No 
harm 

0 

0 

0 

Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 

Means of inflicting injury I 

Husband-
wife 

relationship 

Husband-victim; wife-offender 

Husband-offender; wife-victim 

Total 

Table 23b.-Husband-wife aggravated assault by means 
ofinflictz~'lg injury, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent] 

Firearm Sharp Blunt Poison Body instrument instrument 

41.9 41'.1 13.9 0 6.6 

. 
58.1 52.1 86.1 0 93.3 

, 

100.0 100.01 100.0 0 100.0 (18) (33) (23) (39) 

No 
harm 

17.8 

82.2 

100.0 
(16) 

Total number of husband-wife aggravated assault interactions"'142. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Other Unknown 

9.7 0 
I 

--I 
I 

90.3 0 I 
I 
I 

100.0 0 
(5) 

Other Unknown 

29.8 49.6 

70.2 50.4 

100.0 100.0 
(7) (6) 
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Tabl'l' 24.-71Je place of occurrence by tYpe of crime, 
17 cities, J 967 
lIn pereentl 

~' CrIminal Aggravated Forcible 
Location homicide assault rape 

Bedroom 10.0 2.6 33.2 

Kitchen 2.9 2.2 0.1 

Living room. den. study 11.8 15.9 9.1 

Hall. stair, elevator 7.0 5.4 3.9 

Basement, garage. 2.6 .2 5.2 

Total; home 34.3 26.3 51.5 

Service station 0.6 0.9 0 

Chainstore 0 .4 0 

Bank 0 0 0 

Other commercir.1 establishment 2.8 3.1 1.4 

Bar, tavern. taproom, lounge 7.6 2.8 .6 

Place of entertalMlent other than bar,. 
tavern, etc. 0.9 0.9 .6 

Any other, inside location 14.2 11.2 11.3 

Total: other inside location 26.2 19.3 13.9 

Immediate area llfound residence 4.2 4.9 2.2 

Street 24.9 39.1 4.8 

AUey 1.0 1.2 6.1 

Park .4 1.9 2.3 

Lot 2.3 .9 3.2 

PriYilte transport vehicle 2.1 1.1 11.0 

Public transport vehicle .7 1.0 0 

Any other outside location 1.3 2.0 4.3 

Total: outside location 36.~ 52.1 33.9 

-
UnknOWn 2.5 2.5 2.2 2.2 0.7 0.7 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(668) (1493) (617) 

Total number ofvfdim-offender interactions·3789. 

Crimes of Violence 

Armed Unarmed 
robbery robbery 

0.5 2.3 

.3 0 

2.0 2.4 

3.4 10.1 

0 1.6 

6.2 16.4 

3.~ 0.5 

1.7 0 

3.0 0 

20.4 3.5 

2.4 .~ 

0 0 

3.5 5.1 

34.0 9.2 

4.6 6.0 

37.6 48.8 

2.1 1.9 

.5 7.4 

1.8 3.7 

3.5 3.6 

3.8 1.8 

- SA 1.1 

59.3 74.3 

0.4 0.4 0 0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(509) (502) 

Frequencies'welghted according to to131 reported violent crimes for 1967~ by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-offender Survey t preliminary datil. 
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{., 

~ of victim 

Location Male 

Home 18,6 

Other inside location 27.4 

Outside location 52.6 

Unknown 1.3 

Total 100.0 
..' (236) 

';~-

Table 25b. -The place of occurrence of aggravated assault by race 
and sex of the victim, 17 cities, 1967 

(In percent] 

White Negro Other 

Femaie Male Female Male Female 

47.7 31.0 52.6 29.2 61.5 

27.1 14.8 12.0 12.0 0 

24.2 50.9 33.7 58.8 38.5 

1.0 3.3 1.7 0 0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(78) (373) (226) (29) (6) 

-

Total number of aggravated assault victim-offender interactions=1493. 

f; 

Institution 

0 

5.2 

94.8 

0 

100.0 
(28) 

-- -----

Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column 'figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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CI> 
~ Table 25c.-The place 0/ Occurrence o//orcible rape by race a 

and sex of the victim, 17 cities, 1967 g 

~ 
[In percent) ~ 

sex of victim White Negro Other 

Location Male Female Male Female Male Female Institution 

Home - .53.8 - 54.4 - 50.8 0 

Other inside location - 8.4 - 10.8 - 0 0 

, Outside location - 35.8 - 34.7 - ·49.2 0 

Unknown - 2.0 - 0.1 - 0 0 

Total - 100.0 - 100.0 - 100.0 0 (201) (280) (17) 

Total number of forcible rape victim-offender interactions=617. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly.to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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~ 
and sex 

of victim 

Location 

Home 

Other inside location 

Outside location 

Unknown 

Total 

,y 

White 

Male 

5.5 

31.1 

63.4 

0 

100.0 
(156) 

...... / 

Table 25d.-The place of occurrence of armed robbery by race 
and sex of the victim, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent 1 

Negro Other 

Female Male Female Male Female 

9.1 12.0 36.0 6.7 0 

40.8 5.8 30.6 36.4 0 

50.1. 80.9 33.4 56.9 0 

0 1.3 0 0 0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0 
(15) (93) (14) (6) 

Institution 

0 

90.8 

8.6 

0.7 

100.0 
(67) 

Total number of armed robbery victim-offender interactions=509. 
Frequencies weighted according to total mported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100'.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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.' 

I~ 
and sex 

of victim White 

Location Male 

Home 16.7 

Other inside location 6.1 

Outside location 77.2 

Unknown 0 

Total 100.0 
(111) 

Table 25e.-T'he plar.e of occurrence of unarmed robbery by race 
and sex of the Victim, 17cities, 1967 

[In percent 1 

Negro Other 

Female Male Female Male Female 

6.3 19.4 21.2 53.2 0 

4.6 11.0 0 0 0 

89.1 69.6 78.8 46.8 100.0 
, 

0 0 0 0 0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(52) (75) (21) (1) (4) 

Institution 

0 

81.5 

18.5 

0 

100.0 
(5) 

Total number unarmed robbery victim-offender il1teractions=502. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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~ 
of offender 

Location 

Home 

Other inside location 

Outside location 

Unknown 

Total . 

'<' ~'iil,'.' 

.;.~ --1 

Table 260.-The place of occurrence of crimillalhomicide by race 
and sex of the offender, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent] 

White Negro 

Male Female Male Female Male 

41.7 54.6 29.4 42.3 22.6 

26.2 32.6 25.7 23.3 33.8 

31.3 12.8 4l.8 31.2 43.6 

-
.7 0 3.1 3.2 0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

(15S) (20) (344) (102) (17) 

Other 

Female 

59.7 

36.4 

3.9 

0 

100.0 
(5) 

Total number of criminal homicide victim-offender interactions=668. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 pe,cent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim...Qffender Survey, preliminary data. 
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I 

~, ofoffendet 

Location Male 

Home 19.6 

Other inside location 20.9 

Outside location 58.7 

Unknown .8 

Tutal 100.0 
(442) 

Table 26b. - The place of mxurrence of aggravated assault by race 
af/d sex a/the offender, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent] 

White Negro Other 

Female Male Female Male 

37.0 27.2 43.:5 20.8 

32.8 17.4 16.4 18.7 

26.9 5:'-.6 38.6 60.4 . 
3.2 2.8 1.5 0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
{24) (727) (ISS) (49) 

Total number of aggravated assault victim-offender: intlltactions=1,493. 

Female 

10.5 

0 

89.5 

0 

100.0 
(2) 

Frequencies weighted according to told reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exar;Uy to 100.0 percent becaus~ of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offend'!t Survey, preliminary data. 
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Table 26c.-The place of occurrence offorcible rape by race 
and sex of the offender, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent] 

White Negro 

!;.J~~ 

Other 

~ Male Female Male Female 

I Location Male Female 

Home 50.8 ~ '51.8 - 59.9 -

Other inside location 16.2 - 12.8 - 0 -

Outside location 30.6 - 35.3 - 40.1 -

Unknown 2.3 - .1 - 0 -

Total 100.0 - 100.0 ~ 100.0 -

(176) (403) (22) 

Total number of forcible rape victim-offender interactions=617. 
Frequencies weighted according to total repo(ted violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up I'xactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Table 26d. -The place of occurrence of aT/ned robbery by race 
and sexoftlte offender, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent] 

~ 
White Negro Other of offender 

Location Male Female Male Female 'Male 

~, 

Home 4.8 22.7 6.6 6.5 3.8 

Other inside 
location 43.3 ~1.2 31.7 8.7 40.6 

Outside location 51.9 16.1 61.1 84.8 55.6 

Unknown 0 0 .5 0 0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(121) (3) (356) (13) (8) 

Total number of armed robbery victim-offender interactions=509 .. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes fo'! 1967, by type,'in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly t!J 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Table 26e.-The place of occurrence of unarmed robbery by race 
and sex of the ofjellder, 17 cities, 1:'67 

[In percent} 

~ 
White Negro Other 

of offen de! 

, Location 
Male Female Male Female Male Female 

Home 19.3 0 '16.7 3.3 17.4 0 

! 
Other inside location 7.8 0 10.3 0 13.8 0 

Outside incation 72.9 0 73;0 96.7 68.8 0 

Unknown 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

(101) 0 (365) (16) (7) 
, 

Total number of unarmed robbery Yictim-offender interactions=502. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 11 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.Q percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim.()ffender Survey, preliminary data. 

relationship 

Table 27a.-The place a/occurrence a/criminal homicide by the 
interpersonal relationship between the victim and offender, 

17 cities, 1967 
[In percent} 

.. 

,1;', 

Unknown 

0 

0 

100.0 

0 -
100.0 
(13) 

i$ 
t Location - -

Husband-wife Other familY Other primary group Other nonprimary Unknown 

I Home 48.7 67.6 43.2 

Other .inside 
location 23.8 28.5 27.4 

Outside location 24.9 ' 3.9 23.0 

Unknown 2.6 ~ 0 6.4 
.,. 

Total I 100.0 -100.0 100.0 
(105) (58) (60) 

- .. ,-.- - .- - ------

Total number of crinlinal homicide Yictim-offender .interactions=668. . 
F,,~quencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type,.in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly 100.0 percent because orrounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim.()ffender Survey, prelimin1lrY data. 

group 

26.6 22.3 

26.0 27.1 

45.3 48.0 

2.1 2.6 
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Table 27li.-The place %ccurrence o/aggravated assault by the 
interpersofli11 relationship between the victim and offender, 

17 cities, 1967 
[In percent] -

A, relationshlp 

Husband-wife Other family 
Other Other 

primary group nonprimary group 
Location , 

, -

I 

Home 76.1 51.5 66.7 Hi.8 

Other inside 
location 9,3 9.8 12.5 21.1 

Out~ide location 13.9 37.2 20.8 59.8 

Unkil(;wn .7 1.5 0 2.3 -

Total 
I 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

(141) (67) (101) (821) I I - ----------~ 
L ______ ~ ____ 

Total number of aggravated assault victim-offendcrinteractions=1493. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column.flgures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source! Task Force Victim.()ffender Survey, preliminary data. 
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~! . rel,,,o, •• lp I 
Location 

Home 

Other inside 
location 

Outside location 

Unknown 

Total 

Tntnl nllnthAr "p -1' .... _ ... :1..1_ 

Table 27c.-The place of Occurrence offorcible rape by the 
interpersonal relationship between the victim and offender, 

17 cities, 1967 
[I 

--"y 

Husband-wife Other family Other 
primary group 

a 76.9 58.5 

0 12.4 15.8 

0 , 8.4 25.7 

0 2.2 0 

100.0 100.0 0 
(42) (20) 

-- -- --r-' . >V~'''-Uu''uu'a mteractions=617. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender 'Survey, preliminary data. 

Other 
nonprima.-y group Unknown 

48.7 59.1 

13.4 29.4 

37.3 11.5 

.6 0 

100.0 100.0 
(529) (26) 
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.. ~ 

~ elationship Husband-
wife 

Location 

Home 4.8 

Other inside 
location 23.6 

Outside location 71.6 

Unknown 0 

Total 100.0 
(3) 

Table 27d. -The Place of occurrence of anned robbery by the 
interpersonal relationship between the Ilictim and offellder, 

17 cities, 1967 
{In percellt/ 

Othfir Other 
family primary 

group 

0 23.6 

0 36.3 

0 '40.1 

0 0 

100.0 
0 (1) 

Total number of armed robbery victim-offender interactions=509. 

~'~ .• 

Other 
n(lnprimary 

l~ouP 

6.7 

33.7 

59.2 

0.4 

100.0 
(462) 

---

Frequencies weighted according to wta! reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-0ffender Survey, preliminary data. 
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~ 
. relationship 

Location 

Home 

Other inside location 

Outside location 

I 

Table 27e.-The place of oCC;lrrellce ofunanlled robbery by the 
interpersonal relationship between the victim and offender, 

17 cities, 1967 
[In percent] 

. 
Husband-wife Other family Other primary group 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 100.0 0 

Other 
nonprimary group 

16.8 

9.5 

-
73.7 

I Unknown 0 0 0 0 I --, Total 0 100.2 0 100.0 (2) 
(486) 

Total number of unarmed robbery victim-offender interaction=502. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column Figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. ' 
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Crimes of Violence 

Table 2/Ja.-The place of occurrence of criminal homicide by 
husband.wi/e relationshzp, 17 cities. 1967 

LIn percent] 

~ 
Husband-victim; Husband-offender; 

relationship wi.fe-offender wife-victim 

Location 

Bedroom 11.6 14.6 

Kitchen 15.5 7.3 

Living Room 21.4 15.0 

Hall, stairway, elevator 7.5 4.7 --
Commercial establishmenf 0 

I 0 

Places of entertainment 2.2 0 

Other inside location 17.7 27.6 

Other outside location 23.5 26.3 --
Unknown .7 4.5 

100.0 100.0 
Total (52) (5~) 

Total number (If husoand-wife criminal homicide ~teractio?s=105. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported vIolent cnmes for 
1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. Column. figures may ,not 
add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of roundmg. ~ource: l.ask 
ForceVictim.Offender Survey, preliminary data. 

, 
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Table 280. -The pla~e of oC~Urref!Ce of aggravated assault by 
husband-Wife relatIOnship, 17 cities. 1967 

{In percent] 

~ Husband-offender; Husband-victim; 

Location 
wife-victim wife-offend~r 

Bedroom 17.3 6.5 

Kitchen 10.4 3.5 

Living room 44.3 62.5 
-:~. 

Hall, stairway, elevator 5.2 3.2 

Commercial establishments 1.4 1.3 

Places of entertaimr.ent 2.0 0 

Other inside iocation 5.6 8.0 

Other outside location 1i.4 14.8 

Unknown 2.3 0.2 

Tota! 100.0 100.0 
(37) (lOS) 

Total number of husband-wife aggravated assault interactiol'lu",l42. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type 
in the 17 cities surveye:d. ' 
Column figures may not add up exactly' to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Major violent 
crime type 
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Table 29.-Victim·Precipitation by Type o[Crime, 17 Cities, 1967 
[In percent] 

Presence of victim Criminat homicide Aggravated assault Forcible rape Armed robbery 
precipitation 

, 

Victim precipitation 22.0 14.4 4.4 10.7 

No victim precipitation 33.8 34.6 82.9 81.4 

Unknown 44.2 51.0 12.6 7.9 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(668) (1,493) (617) (509) 

Total number of victim·offender interactions=3, 7 89. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
So\\rce: Task Force Victin-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Table 300.-Victim-precipitated criminal homicide by race and sex 
of the victim, 17 Cities, 1967 

[In percent] 

~ 
White Negro Other 

of the victim 

Presence of 
Male Female Female Male Female 

Victim preCipitation Male 

Vi~ciPitatiOn 
t-- , 20.3 6.0 29.8 10.3 56.0 15.7 

No victim precipitation 35.3 55.5 32.4 43.9 25.5 36.0 
Unknown 44.4 38.5 37.8 45.8 . 18.8 48.3 , 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Total 

(136) (39) (323) (85) (19) (5) 

Total number of crimin:il homicide victiuHlffender inturactions=668. 
Frequencies weighted according to {otal reported violr~t ~rimes for 1967. by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figure$ may not add up exactly to 100.0 perccmt because of j'oUuding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Qffender Survey, preliminary data. 
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of the victim 

Table 30b. - Victim precipitated of aggravated assault by race alld sex of 
the victim, 17 eities, 1967 

[In percent] 

White Negro Other 

~ Institution 

, "'~i' c" 

--.~ _r-· 

Presence of 
Male Female Male Female victim precipitation Male Female 

Victim precipitation 21.0 6.3 24.9 17.9 22.5 6.6 

No vIctim precipitation 43.5 60.2 34.1 30.9 32.4 57.6 

Unknown 35.5 33.5 41.0 51.3 
I 

45.1 35.8 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Total (236) (78) (373) (226) (29) )6) 

Total number of aggravated assault victim-offender interactions=l,493. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Table 30b. _ Victim precipitated of aggravated assault by race and sex of 
the victim, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent 1 

~ 
White Negro Other 

of the victim 

Presence of Male Female Male Female Male Female 

victim precipitatio:t 

Vi~,tim precipitation 21.0 6.3 24.9 17.9 225 6.6 

No victim precipitation 43.5 60.2 34.1 30.9 32.4 57.6 

-
Unknown 

355 3~.5 41.0 51.3 45.1 35.8 
-

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

\ 
100.0 100.0 

Total (236) (78) {373} (226) (29) )6} 

Total number of aggravated assault victim-offender interactions=1,493. 
Frequencies weighted a'ccording to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent becaUse of rounding. 

",'; :::~':'::=ISource: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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0.7 

85.3 
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100.0 
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~ ofthevicHm 

Presence of 
victim precipitation 

Victim precipitation 

No victim precipitation 

Unknowil 

Total 

White 

Male 

-

-

-

-

Table 30c. - Victiflt-precipitated forcible rape 
by race and sex of the victim, 17 cities, 1967 

Negro 

Female Male Female Male 

5.1 - 3.8 -

82.7 - 92.4 -

12.2 - 3.9 -

100.0 - 100.0 -
(201) (280) 

pe Victim-offender interactions"'617. , 

Other 

Female 

a 

96.3 

3.7 

100.0 
(17) 

Fre<J,uencies weighted accoxding to total repoxted violent-crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not adclllp exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Table 30d.- Victim-precipitated armed robbery by race aild sex of the 
victim, 17 cities, 1967 

t] 

~ 
\Vllite Negro Othel 

of the victim - Institution 

Presence of Male Female M.ale Female Male Female 

! victim precipitation 

Victim precipitation 4.5 0 10.2 0 0 0 1.5 

No victim precipitation 84.8 94.8 80.3 96.6 97.8 0 93.6 

Unknown 10.7 5.2 9.5 3.4 2.2 0 5.0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0 100.0 

(156) (15) (93) (14) (6) (67) 

-
Total number of unarmed robbery victim-offender interactions=502-
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figureS may not a(id up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminarY data. 
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~ of victim 

Presence of 
victim precipitation . 

"-;;'-.:.,; 

Victim precipitation 

No victim precipitation 

Unknown 

Total 

Table 30e. - Victim-prectpitated unarmed robbery 
by race and sex of the victim, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent] 

White Negro 

M.ale Female Male I Female Male 

7.2 0 1.7 1.0 53.2 

86.4 79.6 77.4 83.2 16.6 

6.4 20.4 20.9 15.8 30.2 

100.0 100.0 
. 

100.0 100.0 100.0 
(111) . (52) (75) (21) (1) 

Total number of armed robbery victim-offender interactions=509. 

Other 

Female 

0 

100.0 

0 , 

100.0 
(4) 

Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figure~ may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Tabi~;';l~~=:!vtctjiii:p'rtciPitated criminal.}Jomicide by age of tlze:,~ , . '.', 
victim, 17 cities, 1967 . 

[In percent] . 

Age of victim 

0-14 15-17 18-20 21-25 26·30 31-40 41-50 

Presence of 
victim precipitation 

Victim precipitation 0 24.3 22.6 21.5 26.8 26.6 24,0 

~ 

No victim 
precipitation 75.8 44.7 43.6 40.5 255 33.4 2L1 

Unknown 24.2 31.0 33.8 38.0 47.6 40.0 54.9 

Total 100.0 .100.0 ' . . ' ... 100.0,· ... 100,0 .. .100.0· I: 100.0 . 100.0 
(31) (30) (43) (71) .. , "'(73)' (160) '(101) 

Total number of criminal homicide "Vlctim-offender interactions=668. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed, 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminll.rY data. 

61 
51-60 or 

over 

35.7 21.2 

33.3 61.4 

31.0 17.4 

100.0 100.0 
.(34) (42) 

d.l~ 
';3' 

,nstitution 
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unknown 
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81..3 

100.0 
(83) 
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Age o[victim 

1!1'e3ence of 
victim precipitation 0-14 

Victim precipitation 17.7 

No victim precipitatior 44.9 

Unknown 37.3 

'. , 

Total 100.0 
(75) 

Table 31 b.-Victim precipitated aggravated assault by age of the victim, 
17 cities, 1967 

[In pt:rcent) 

J 
15-17 18-20 21-25 26-30 31-40 41-50 

12.0 17.6 14.2 23.1 28.7 21.5 

50.3 35.1 33.8 40.4 28.9 37.6 , 

37.7 47.3 52.0 36.5 42.4 40.9 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 (108) (85) (128) (145) (l76) (125) 

c. 

~ 

51-60 

17.6 

43.1 

39.3 

100.0 
(51) 

Total number of aggravated assault victim~offender interactions=1,493. 
FIequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounded. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Age of victim 

Presence of 
victim precipitation 0-14 15-17 

,-Victim Precipitation 3.6 10.7 
, ~,~,;,<;~~;~,-,:;,.:;:,-~::-. 

No victim precipitatiol 86.6 73.8 

I"~ 
Unknown I' 9.8 15.5 

.. ' 

Total 100.0 100.0 
-- (121) (111) 
, 

~....:. ",.,:>, • ~/.c.:,. ," "~,~ ____ -+---'>." 

Table 31c.- Victim-precipitated forcible rape by age of the 
victim, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent] 

I 

18-20 21-25 26-30 31-40 41-50 

2.6 1.8 2.1 0 0 
. ... 

90.8 87.9 94.6 95.1 91.0 

6.7 10.3 3.3 4.9 9~O 
,',' . 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(86) (78) (38) (42) (14) 

Total number of forcible rape victim-offender interactions=617. 

51-60 

0 

93.3 

6.7 

100.0 
(14) 

Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Age of victim 

Presence of 
victim precipitation 0-14 

Victim precipitation a 

No victim precipitation 76.5 

Unknown 235 

Total 100.0 

I 
(19) 

l-

Table 31d.- Victim-precipitated anned robbery by age a/the victim, 
17 cities, 1967 

[In percent] 

-

15-17 18-20 21-25 26-30 31-40 41-50 

0 15.9 2.6 17.2 2.2 2.6 
--

96.6 51.0 , 86.4 78.4 96.8 95.0 

3.4 33.1 11.0 4.4 1.0 2.4 

mo.o 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 (14) (44) (28) (35) (31) (65) 
I -

51-60 

- " 

05 

96.7 

2.8 

100.0 
(31) 

Total number of armed robbery victinl-offender interactions=509. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 citie~ surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Table 31e.- Victim-precipitated unarmed robbery by age of the victim, 
17 cities, 1967 

AgeofvkUm 

Presence of 

viCtimprecipitatiort . 
,." .~~~~-.~.;: 

Victim precipitation 

No victim precipitation 

Unknown 
... ,:.: . 

. '.~:;".: ,~ 

0-14 15-17 

0 0 

77.9 78.8 

22.1 21.2 

Total "".,J .,100.0 . I. ",100.0 
f "(72)"'"'' 0'(18) 

18-20 

3.0 

94.0 

3.0 

100.0 
(11) 

[In percent1 

21-25 

2.4 

93.0 

4.6 

100.0 
(26) 

26-30 

12.1 

87.9 

o 

100.0 
(13) 

31-40 

55 

945 

o 

100.0 
(38) 

41-50 1 51-60 

01: 

78.6 

21.4 

100.0 
(34) 

73.4 

20.9 

100.0 
(22) 

Total number of unarmed robbery victim-offender interactions=502. 
Frequencies weighted according to totalreported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exact!yto 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 

61 
or 

over 

11.7 

75.9 

12.4 

100.0 
(35) 
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Table 32a.-Victim precipitated criminal homicide by the 
interpersonal relationship between victim alld offender, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent1 

Victim-offender 
; , relationship 

PreSCilce 

~ 
Other 

Husband- .other primary of victim wife family 
precipitation group 

Victim precipirotion 27.6 15.2 24.7 

No victim precipitation 17.9 41.5 5018 

UnknoWn 545 43.3 245 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(105) (58) (60) 

Total llumber of criminal homicide victim-offender interactions=668. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 
cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up to 100.0 percent because of founding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-0ffender Survey, preliminary data. 

Nonprimary 
group 

23.5 

42.9 

33.6 

100.0 
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Unknown 

'. 16.0 
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S8.9 

100.0 J 
(141) 
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-I:J 
Institution 
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..... ~ctim-offender 

Presence -~ 
of vie tim 

precipitation 

Victim precipitation 

.' 

;: ~~victim precipitation 

Unknown 

Total 

c_~.,:.rl- -

Table 32b.-Victim-precipitaled aggral'Oted 
assault by the interpersonal relationship between victim and 

offender, 17 cities, 1967 
(In percentl 

Other 

Husband- Other primary NO\lprim~ry 

wife family group group 

18.7 17.1 27.9 16.4 

31.2 33.9 32.5 

50.1 48.9 39.6 35.0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

(141) (67) (101) (821) 

Unknown 

3.8 

91.2 

100.0 
(363) 

Total number of aggravated assault victim-offender interactions=1493. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminarY data. 
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, 

,', 

Victim-offender 

Table 32c. - Victim-precipitated forcible 
rape by the interpersonal relationship between victim and 

offender, 17 cities, 1967 
[In percent] 

Other 
relationship Husband- Other primary Nonprimary 

Pn:sence of .~ wife family group group 
victim precipitation 

Victim precipitation 0 15 15.2 4.5 

No victim precipitation 0 85.3 59.8 85.0 

Unknown 0 13.1 24.9 10.5 

Total 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(42) (20) (529) 

Total number of aggravated assault victim-offender interactions-1493. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column ltgures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Vietim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Table 32d.'--Victim·predpitated armed robbery 
by the interpersonal relatiollship between )'ic!im and offender, 

17 cities, 1967 
lIn percent1 

Victim-offender I 
'relationship 

Other 
Husband- Other primary Nonprimary Unknown 

I Presence of wife family group group 

victim precipitation 

Victim precipi.tation 0 0 23.6 11.7 0 I 

No victim precipitation 100.0 0 40.1 81.5 79.6 

',",:',r~" '...--
I ' 

Unknown 0 0 36.3 6.7 20.4 

I 

Total. 100.0 0 WO.O 100.01 \ 100.0 
(3) (1) (462) (43) 

Total number of armed robbery victim-offender Interactions=509. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 11 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim.Qffender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Table 32e.-Victim·precipitated unarmed robbery by 
the interpersonal relationship between victim and offender, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percentj 

~m~rr.".~ 
relationship 

Other 
Other 

Nonprimary Presence ~ Husband- primary 

. 

o£Victim .. ~! wife 
precipitation 

family group group 

Victim precipitation 0 0 44.1 6.2 

No victim precipitation 0 luO.O 0 81-.3 I 
Unknown (I' 0 55.9 9.S 

Total ·:'0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(2) {OJ (486)' 

,- - --- ---- I -.".- -- -- - --- -

Total number of unanned robbery victim-offender interactions'=502. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967. by type, in the 17 dUes surveyed. 
Column figures may not addcup exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding, 
Source: Task Force Victinl~Offender Survey, preliminary data. -
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Location 

Presence 
oLvictirq, 

precipitation 
Home 

Victim pre"cipitation 
20.3 

No victim precipitation 41.4 

Unknown 
38.3 

Total 
100.Q 
(229) 

Table 33a.-Victim-precipitated criminal homicide 
by place of occurrence, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent] 

Other 
inside 

location 

21.6 

31.9 

46 .. 5 

100.Q 
(175) 

" 

Other 
outside 
location 

23.6 

29.1 

47.2 

100.0 
(246) 

Total number of criminal homicide victim-offender interactions=668. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
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Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
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Location 

Presence of 
victim 

precipitation Horne 

Victim precipitation 21.7 

No victim precipitation 35.8 

Unknown 42.5 

Total 100.0 
(392) 

Table 33b_-Victim precipitated aggravated assault 
by place of occurrence, 17 cities. 1967 

' .... 

Otller Other 
inside outside 

location location 

I 11.3 11.3 

22.8 385 

65.8 50.2 

100.0 100.0 
(289) (778) 

'otal number of aggravated assault victim-offender interactions=1493. 
Frequencies weigllted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by tyife'; in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because cit rounding .. ". 
Source: Task Force Victirn-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Table 33c.- Vic tim'pl"ecipita ted forcible rape by place of 
occurrence, 17 cities, .1967 

.~~ I ..... .. Location 

Home Other inside location Other outside location 
Presence of ~~ 

~:.:~~ 

victim precipitation 

Victim precipitation 6.6 2.2 2.1 
., 
I} 

No victinl precipitation 85.0 71.2 84.9 

Unknown 8.4 26.6 13.0 

t Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(317) (86) (208) 

'.' 

Total number of forcible rape victim-offender interactions=617. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task ~OIce Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Table 33d.- Victim-precipitated armed robbery by place of occurrence, 
17 cities, 1967 
(In percent] 

~ Presence 

Other inside 
Other outside 

of victim precipitation . 
HO.me 

location 
location 

Victim precipitation 
17.5 

3.5 
14.2 

No victim precipitation 
77.6 

92.1 
75.5 

. Unknown 
4.9 

4.4 
ID.2 

Total 
100.0 

100.0 
100.0 ,:? (31) 

(173) 
(302) 

Total number of armed robbery victim-offender interactions=509. 

Frequencies Weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percnet because of rounding. 
Source: TaskForce Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Seventeen City Survey Weighting Method and Data 

Table 34a.- Victim·precipitated criminal homicide by injury 
to the victim, J 7 cities, 1967 

[In percent) 

~~ Presence 
Victim injured Victim not injured Unknown 

of victim-precipitatio 

Victim precipitation 22.0 0 0 

No victim precipitation 33.8 0 0 
, , 

.' 
Unknown 44.2 0 0 

100.0 Total 
I (668) 0 0 

Total number of criminal homicide victim-offender interactions=668 . 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, 
in the 17 cities surveyed. 

Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of roundIng. 
Source: Task Force Victim·Offender Survey, preliminary data. 

Table 34b.- Victim·precipitaTed aggravated assault 
by Injury to the victim, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent 1 

~ Presence 

of victim precipitation Victim injured Victim not injured ----~ Victim precipitation 15.8 10.5 

No victim precipita tion 34.7 41.6 

"'" Unknown 
49.5 47.9 

Total 100.0 100.0 
(1137) (263) 

Unknown 

7.7 

14.5 

77.8 

100.0 
(93) 

Total number of aggravated assault Victi~;:offender inter;lctions=1,493. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reporf.ed violent crimes for 1967, by type, 
in the 17 cities surveyed. .' " 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100;0 percent'beeause ofroundihg. 
Source: Task Force Victim·Offender- Survey, prelimirtru-y data, 

341 
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Table 34c.- Victim-precipitated forcible rape by injury 
to the f'ictim, 17 cities, 1967 
, [In percent] 

~ ... Vktim injure". L"bn.n;~ mj"re' Presence of 

victim-precipitation . ,>I;.;:;: 

~~'.~~~f: 

Victim precipitation 5.0 3.9 

No victim precipitation 84.5 85.1 

Unknown 10.5 11.0 .. .. 

Total ,./,t 100.0 100.0 
(132) (466) 

I 
Unknown 

14.7 

14.8 

70.5 

100.0 
(19) 

Total number of forcible rape victim-offender interac.tions=617'.·~" 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported .violent crimes for.~1967 , by type, 
in the 17 cities surveyed. " 
,Golumn figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 

«Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data 
• f " ;~. ~ 

Table 34d.-Victim-precipitated armed rObbery by injury 
to the victim, 17 cities, 1967 

[In per~ent] 

~ 
, , 

V" t" d
l Presence of 

Victim injured victim precipitation lctlm no lnJure : Unknown 
'-, ,. 

Victim precipitation :<::. 2.5 12.6 a 
" 

No victim precipitation 91.3 78.8 99.0 

-
Unknown 6.2 8.6 1.0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 

i.~ 
(71) (417) (21) 

Total number of armed robbery victim-offender interactions=509. 
Frequencies weighted according to toj;al reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, 
in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Seventeen City Survey Weighting Method and D2.ta 

Table 34e- Victim-precipitated unarmed robbery by injury 
to the victim, 17 cities, 1967 {III percent] 

343 

Presence of victim ~ Victim injured Victim not injUr:d{ victim precipitation Unknown 

Victim precipitation 3.S 6.5 13.9 

-

No victim precipitation 92.5 82.5 56.1 

Unknown 4.0 11.0 30.0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 (142) (330) (30) 
~ 

Total nun;ber of unarmed robbery victim-offender interactions=502 
~rethqueln7cl~st.weJghted according to total reported violent crimes for i967 by type 
In e Cl les surveyed. ' , 

~~~~~~ i~s~r~o%; ;.~~. ad-ad u
ff

P exactly to 100.0 pe;cent because of rounding. 
1 1m ender Survey, prelimInary data. 
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~ Presence inflicting Fire-
ofvitim I precipitatiol). 

arm 
":<,< 

Victim precipitation 25;7 

No victim precipitation 33.3 

Unknown 41.3 

I 

Total 
100.0 I (311) 

Table 35a. - Victim-precipitated criminal homicide 
by the means of inflicting injury, 17 cities, 1967 

In percent 

Poison Body 

I 

Sharp Blunt 
instrument instrument 

·-:t~,:,;r~., .'.-

26.3 17.1'.'. 9 11.9 
I 

18.8 44_6 100.0 51-0 

54.9 38.3 0 37.1 
•• c 

".';- . 

100.C 

I 
100.0 100.0 100.0 

(195) (21) (1) (72) 

I 

~Wm 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Total number of criminal homicide victim-offender interactions=668. 
F~eqencies weighted according to toal reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 

. ,.. .~----r-~ 

.~.~ .... -.... - ""'-"-"-"'''>'''~---.-'- "-'-
~--,-,~-,;;:,'-~:':". ,,'-'''!-- -.' 

Means of 
. inflictbg injury 

.,. 

Firearm 
Presence of 

victim 
precipitation 

.: 

Victim Precipitation 16.2 

No victim precipitation 28.6 

Unknown 55.2 

Total 
100.0 
(193) 

Table 35b. - Victim-precipitated 
aggravated assult by the means of inflicting injury, 17 cities, 1967 

(In percent) 

Sharp Blunt Poison Body 
Instrument instrument 

17.7 14.6 0 10.9 

18.3 34.8 27.9 57.0 

64.0 50.6 72.1 32.1 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(387) (174) (1) . , (334) 

Total number of aggravated assault victim-offender interactions=1,493. 

No 
harm 

10.2 

40.7 

49.1 

100.0 
(269) 

Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 

-

Other Unknown 
means 

7.9 0 

I I 

72.7 33.2 

19.4 66.8 

.. ..• 
100.0 100.0 
(40) (28) 

> ~_.~:_..::: •• _:_:'~:-::~ .... _= ~-~.~"_m, J ... ; . 

Other Unknown 
means 

23.1 3.5 

24.0 17.1 

52.9 79.4 

100.0 100.0 
(103) (32) 
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Table 35c.-Victim·precipitatedforcilJle rape by the means ofil'lfiicting injury, 
17 cities, 1967 

In percent) 

Means of 
inflh:ting injurY 

Firearm 
Sharp Blunt Poison Body 

No 

instrument instrument 
llarm 

Presence 
of victim 

precipitation 
---

Victim precipitation 0 0 0 0 6.1 4.4 

No victim precipitation 100.0 100.0 100.0 0 82.9 84.6 

Unknown 0 0 0 0 11.0 11.0 

Total 
100:0 100.0 100.0 0 100.0 100.0 

(8) (4) (3) (109) (468) 

Total number of forcible rape victim-offender interactions=617. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes f01; 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may, not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 

~ ...... ,:: 

Table 35d.- Victim-precipitated armed robbery by the means of inflicting injury, 
17 cities, 1967 

(In percent) 

Means of 

inflicting injurY 

Presence 
of Victim Fire- Sharp Blunt No 

Precipitation arm instrument instrument Poison Body harm 

Victim precipitation -'" 
:;;.:::-

0 11.6 .s 0 3.7 12.6 

No victim precipitation 83.4 
':~~S~6 

96.0 0 91.0 78.9 

- -

Unknown 16.6 2.8 3.6 0 53 8.5 

Total 
100.0 100.0 100.0 0 100.0 100.0 
(10) (6). (19) (18) (420) 

~ '-. 
_~~~o.:,"" 

Total number of armed robbery vidin~-offender interactions=509. 
Frequencies weighted according to i-otal reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 1 00.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Of(ender Survey, preliminarY data. 
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Other Unknown 
means 

0 0 

67.1 22.0 

32.9 78.0 

100.0 100.0 
(6) (19) 

Other 
mean~ Unknown 

0 1.4 

96.5 95.7 

35 2.8 

100.0 100.0 
(15) (21) 
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Seventeen City Survey Weighting Method and Data 

Table 36.-71le motive of the offender by type of crime, 
17 citie'~J 1967 

(In percent) 

Major Violent 
Crime Type 

Criminal Aggravated Forcible Armed 
homicide assault rape robbery 

Motive 

Family quarrel 7.7 5.8 0 0 

Jcalous-y 4.4 3.0 0 0 

Revenge 2.5 2.9 0 .2 

Altercation 35.7 29.6 0 0 

Self-defense 5.5 1.7 ' 0 0 

Halting felon .3 .2 0 0 

Eseaping arrest .5 7.9 0 0 
I 

Robbery '8.8 2.3 0 9B.5 

Sexual' 2.1 1.0 99.3 .5 

Riot 0 0 0 0 

11s,;chopathic .9 1.0 0 0 

: 

Other 10.6 4.5 0 .5 

Unknown 21.0 40.1 .7 .2 

Total 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(668) (1,493) (617) (509) 

. ",' " 

Total number of victim.r,ifellder interactions=3,789 • 

349 

Unarmed 
robbery 

0 _. 
0 

.6 

.2 

0 

.5 

0 

96.0 

1.0 

0 

0 

.• 4 

1.3 

100.0 
(502) 

Frequencies weighted according to toal reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, 
in the 17 cities surveyed. . 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victirn-Qffender Survey, pr~liminary data. 
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Table 37a.-The motive. of the offender in criminal homicide by race and sex 
of the victim, 17 cities, 1967 

(In percent) 

~ 
White Negro Other 

Motive Male Female Male Female Male Female 

Family quarrel 5.2 21.6 6.0 16.4 11.1 5.4 
Jealousy 3.3 5.4 3.1 14.2 0 6.4 

, Revenge 1.8 0 3.6 1.8 3.7 6.4 
Altercation 31.9 3.4 47.4 16.3 72.0 3.9 

Seif-defehse 3.8 0 8.5 4.3 0 5.4 
Halting felon 0 0 .6 0 0 0 
Escaping arrest 1.7 0 0.3 0 {} 0 
Robbery 21.8 ,5.4 4.5 4.4 7.8 0 
Sexual 0 9.S 2.0 4.7 0 0 
Riot 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Psycllopathic 2.3 3.1 0 1.6 3.3 0 
Other 7.9 16.8 11.7 13.8 0 24.2 

Unknown 20.3 34.4 12.3 22.5 2.0 48.3 . 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 Total 

- ._ ,. ,.~ J~6l __ Q9t_ ~-.l323) (85) (19) (5) 
--

Total number of criminal homicide victim-offender interactions=668. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent becau~e of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminarY data . 

Institution Unknown 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 23.8 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 13.1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 
0 4.5 

0 58.6 

0 10~)0 
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Table 37b.-The motive of the offender ill aggravated assault by race and sex 
. oftlze victzin, 17 cities, 1967 

(In percent) 

~I White I Negro 

Motive Male Female Male Female 

Other 

Male Female Institution 
Family quarrel 
Jealousy 

Revenge 
Altercation 

Self-defense 

Halting felon 

Escaping arrest 
Robbery 

Sexual 

Riot 

Psychopathic 
Other 

Unknown 

Total 

0.9 22.1 7.7 15.8 
.8 7.0 3.0 10.5 

3.6 3.9 5.2 3.4 
35.3 21.7 34.0 38.9 
3.1 1.3 3.9 .7 

.1 0 .5 0 
7.3 0 1.5 .2 
3.0 1.2 1.5 .4 
0 4.4 0.1 4.7 
0 0 0 0 
3.6 2.9 

o.~ 9.1 0 7.2 2.3 
33.1 35.5 30.0 22.2 

100.0 100.0 1.00.0 100.0 
(236) (78) (373) (226) 

1.7 15.1 0 
0 9.1 0 
6.4 0 1.8 

67.0 34.5,-: 64.7 
1.8 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 20.7 
0:' 0 3.4 
0' 7.5 0 
0: 0 0 
0 24.0 0 
6.2 6.6 0 

17.0 3.3 9.3 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
(29) (6) (28) 

Total number of aggravated assault victim-offender interactions=1493. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, ill the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because ofrounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender. Survey, preliminary data. 
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Table 37c.-The motive of tlie offellder ill forcible rape by race alld sex 
of tlie victim, 17 cities, 1967 

(In percent) 

White Negro Othcr 

~ Male Female Male Female 

Motive ' Male Female 

Family quarrel 
0 - 0 - {) 

jealousy - 0 - 0 - 0 . 
Revenge - 0 - 0 - 0 

AltercatJon - 0 - -0 - 0 

Self-defense - 0 - 0 - 0 

Halting felon 
; ,' .... -~. -:." . - 0 - 0 0 -

Escaping arrest - 0 - 0 - 0 

Robbery " ',', 

- 0 - 0 - 0 

Sexu;:>l " - 99.8 - 99.1 - 100.0 

Riot - 0 - 0 - 0 

Psychopathic - 0 - .1 - 0 

Other - 0 - 0 - 0 

- .2 - .8 - 0 

Unknown 

Total 
100.0 100.0 - 100.0 

(201) (280) (17) 

Total number of forcible rape victim-offender interactions-617. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent criIiles for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Sourcc~ Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 

,. , ~;;c:.:::~.""~_.......,;,,~~_:'-"'-. . .;..,.:.x.:....~.,,./:::;;;;"'~:~-.,-~ 
Table 37d . .,-The motive of the offender in armed robbery by race and 

. sex of the victim, 17 cities;:i967 
(In percent) 

~ 
White Negro Other 

Motive " Male Female Male Female Male Female . --,: \ ~ 

Family quarrel 
.', " 

0 0, 0 1.1 0 0 

Jealousy 0 0' 0,: Q 0 0 

Revenge .:. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Altercation 0 0 0 0 0 0; 

Self-defense 0 0 0 0 0 o '.':" 
Halting felon 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Escaping arrest 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Robbery 99.2 90.9 95.7 98.9 100.0 0 
Sexual 0 9.1 1.5 0 0 0 

Riot 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Psychopathic 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Other .8 0 1.5 0 0 0 
Unknown 0 0 1.3 0 0 0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0 
- (156) (15) (93) (14) (6) 

Total number of armed robbery victim-offen<i,er mteractions=50Q,_ 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimf!s'for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column fi~res may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent becilUse ofroundmg. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, ,preliminary data. 

-, 

Institution 

0 

0 

0 
0 

,0 
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0 
0 
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0 
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0 

100.0 
(2) 

Institution 

0 

0 

1.5 
0 

0 

0 

0 

98.5 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

100.0 
(67) 

--" .1" .~. 

Unknown 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 -0 

98.8 

0 -
0 

0 

1.2 

100.0 
(119) 
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Table 37a.-The motive of the offender in unarmed robbery by race and 
sex of the victim, 17 cities. 1967 

(In percent) 

White I Negro Other 

'" .. 

Male Female Male Female Mai~ Female 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
.2 0 0 0 0 0 

1.2 .5 1.8 0 0 '0 

Institution Unknowp. 

o o 
o 0-l 
o 

====l=~~=±==~~t=~~2f==~;=~~~~ O~--I _I ~ ~ 100.0 100.0 o:j. 98.2 

. w:'~ltercation 0 0 0 4.0 
: Self-defense 0 0 0 0 
Halting felon 2.2 0 0 0 
Escal?ing arrest 0 0 0 .. ' 0 
Robbery 93.4 96.9 93.6 89.'t 
Sexual .1 2.6 3.7 0 
Riot 0 0 0 0 

'0 -
0 
0 
0 

100.0 
(j 

0 

'0 
0 

r -

o 0 () 
I) a 0 

Psychopathic 0 Q 0 0 0" o I) is -
Other 0 0 .8 6..0 
Unknown 2.2 0 0 a 

() 

0 
0 0 

~ -1.8 0 
o 
o 

Total J 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
I (111) (52) I1S) (21 (5) (233) 

~n I roM 
L-_____________ ~ __ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ____ ~ _______ ~ ___ ( __ 1).~.~~~) __ ~ __ ~ __ _J. __ ~~ __ ~ 

Total number ofunarrtled robbery victim.offender interactions-S02. 
Frequencies weighted accOl;ding to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, Sn the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-OffenderS)ltVey, preliminar-y data. 
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CIl Table 380, - The motive of the offef/der in crimillflllzomicide .~ 

By age of the victim, 17 cities, 1967 g 
~~~ i 
~. 

~COfviCtim I I 
... 18·20./ I Motive ~ _______ 0-14 15-11 .. 21-25 ,·26:30 3140 41·50 51·60 '. ,~ '. " .. , , . :'''''' ... !I 

Family quarrel )~:.!X;;~l;~:": ... 0 0.7 9,9 4.5 8.6 15.6 7,0 
Jealousy 

~:::~J~~l f~~~~;''''''o 0 2.1 8.3 10.8 1.6 0.6 0 
Revenge 0 8.9 5.2 0 5,4 3.2 1.3 2.1 
Altercation 6,5 29.4 39.0 42.1 34.2 41,4 41.1 40.0 
Self-defense 0 2.4 4.9 3.5 1.0 11.6 7.8 5.3 
Halting felon a 0 0 2.0 0.4 0 .. 0.3 0 
Escaping arrest 0 Q 0 1.6 1.9 0,4 0 0 
R.obbery --t--

Q 0 0 3.8 8.2 3.6 12.1 13.6 
SexunI 0 1.7 4.9 .9 2.9 3.4 1.5 2.8 
Riot 0 a 0 a 0 0 a 0 
Psychopathic ' ..•.. 2.1.i 0 0 1.0 .. ' 1.3 0,7 1.7 0.9 
QUler 49.8 33.9 26,7 12.8 I·, 7.5 3.7 1,5 15.2 
Unknown 28.9 23.7 16.5 14.0 21.8 15.6 16.4 U.2 

Tottil 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 (3l) (30) (43) (71) (73) (160) (10!] (34) 

Total ;number of eriminal homicide yjctim-offendcr interactions=668. 
Freqllencies weighted according to total rep(Jrted violent crimes tor 1967, by type. in the 17 cities surveyed • 

... CQlunin figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim·Offen.~.er Survey. preliminary data. 

Gland 
over Unknown 

8.3 l.8 

0 1.8 

.9 0 

31.2 25.4 

0 2.6 

0 a 
0 0 

35.6 15.5 

2.2 0 

0 0 

0.1 0.4 

6.4 3.4 

14.7 49.0 

100.0 100.0 
(42) (83) 
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Table 38b.-71le motive of the offender ill aggral'ated assault 
by age of the victim, 17 cities, 1967 

(In l'¢icentj 

~ 0-14 15-17 18-20 21-25 26-30 
Motive -: : 

Family quarrel 2.5 3.5 7.2 13.8 6.2 

Jealousy 0 .5 3.3 5.5 10.7 

Revenge 3.9 10.6 9.9 2.2 4.5 

Altercation 28.3 23.8 38.1 36.0 43.4 

Self-defense 2.5 4.8 2.5 1.7 2.9 

Halting felon 0 .7 .4 .4 .2 

Escaping arrest 0 1.7 0 2.2 4.1 

Robbery 2.5 .9 .6 1.2 .8 

Sexual .5 3.4 1.5 1.1 .6 

Riot 0 0 0 0 0 

Psychopathic 8.6 .5 0 1.8 .3 

'Other 9.4 6.5 6.6 6.8 2.0 

Unknown 41.9 43.0 29.8 27.3 24.2 

, 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Total (75) (108) (85) (128) (145) .. 
Total number of aggravated assault victim-offender interactions=I,493. 

Frequencies weighed according to total Ieportcd violent crimes for 1967, by type, in 17 cities surveycd. 
Column figurcs may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 

31-40 

11.5 

4.1 

1.7 

43.6 

2.9 

0 

2.5 

.8 

0 

0 

).6 

4.5 

27.8 

100.0 
(176) 

41-50 51-60 

11.2 5.0 

5.2 .3 

1.7 4.3 

44.6 37.5 

1.2 3.3 

!! 0 

2.4 .9, 

1.2 8.1 

.7 0 

0 0 

2.9 2.tI 

5.5 14.0 

23.4 24.5 

100.0 100.0 
(125) (51) 

61 and 
over 

3.4 

0 

0 

46.0 

5.2 

1.8 

2.6 

4.1 

0 

0 

0 

3.4 

33.4 

100.0 
(19) 

Unknown 

1.8 

.8 

.5 I 
16.0 ! 

0 I 

0 
, 
I 
I 

17.1 

3.5 I 

1.1 

0 

0 

2.3 

56.'1 

100.0 
(581) 
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~ 0-14 15·17 
Motive 

Family quarrel 0 0 

Jealousy 0 0 

Revenge 0 0 

Altercation 0 0 

Self-defenoo 0 0 

Halting felon 0 0 

~scaping arrest 0 0 

Robbery 0 0 

Sexual 100.0 99.2 

Riot 0 0 

Psychopathic 0 .3 

Other 0 0 

Unl;nown 0 .5 

Total 100.0 100.0 
(121) (111) 

Table 38c. -The motive of the off';;der ill forcible rape 
Fbyage of the victim. 17 cities,1967 

.' (In percent) 

. 
18-20 21-25 26-30 3140 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 . 
0 0 0 0 

o· 
.< 

0 0 0 

98.9 99.6 99,2 99.0 

' 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 . 
1.1 .4 .8 1.0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(86) (78) (38) (42) 

Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column ligures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey. preliminary data. 
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over 
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0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

100.0 97.7 100.0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 2.3 0 

100.0 100.0 100.11 
(14) (14) (6) 
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Mt,~~)., ' ::;r;'1;~~~ii'(/~~'i'i"~':, ,c " .':"':~,,:;~};~ .• ~., , .. -;:':~~." 
"'-..., .... ;....." .. " ', .. ", '.J!.,:'~"'-':l" "_.- .0.. , 

~ Motive 
0·14 15-17 

Family quarrel 0 0 

Jealousy 0 0 

Revenge a 0 

Altercation 0 0 

Self-defense ,0 0 

Halting felon 0 0 

Escaping arrest 
,: 

0 0 

Robll~rr 100.0 90.5 

Sexual 0 ~.s 

Riot 0 0 

PsYchopathic 0 0 

Other 0 0 

Unknown 0 0 

Total 100.Q 100.0 . (19) (14) 

Table 38d.-11lC motive of the offender in armed robbery 
by age oftlte victim, 17 cities, 1967 

(In percent) 

IE~'20 21·25 26·30 , 3140 

I.;,:.'." 
0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

100.0 8S.7 99.5 100.0 

0 4.9 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 4.4 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(44) (2S) (35) (31) 

Total number orarmed robberY victim-offendcr interaciions=509. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 citios surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data • 

41-50 51-60 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 
.. 

' .- (l 0 

98.1 100.0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

100.0 100.0 
(65) (31) 

61and 
over 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

100.0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

100.0 
(23) 

Unknown 

0 

0 

0 

.5 

0 

!} 

0 

99.5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

100.0 
(219) 
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Table 38e.-The motive of tlle offender in unarmed robbery 
by age of the victim. 17 cities, 1967 

(In percent) 

~ 0·14 15·17 lS-20 21·25 26-30 3140 Motive " 

Family quarrel 0 () 0 0 0 0 
Jealousy 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Revenge 1.9 0 0 0 0 3.6 
Altercation 0 p 0 . 0 0 Ii 
Self-defense 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Halting felon 3.4 0 0 0 0 0 
Escaping arrest, 0 0 0 0 0 0 
RobberY d:/!l~, 91.2 100.0 92.6 97.6 80.0 92.S 
Sexu:;l~"? 

.. ~ 
O'~· .:;0 7.4 0 20.0 0 

Riot 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 
PsYchopathic 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Other 0 O' 0 2.4 0 3.6 
Unlmown 3.4 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(72) (1S) (11) (26) (13) (38) 

Total number of Unarmed robbery victim-offender interactions=S02. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminarY data. 
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360 
Crimes of Violence 

Table 39a.-Tlze motive of the offender in criminaillomicide by race and 
sex of tile offender, 17 cities, 1967 

(In percent) 

ofoffcndcr 
White Negro Other 

~ Male Female Male Female Male Female Unknown 
Motive 

Family quarrel 7.7 19.4 3.7 19.5 1.8 36.4 0 

Jealousy 6.1 1.5 4.0 5.2 0 0 0 

--, 
Revenge 1.3 1.5 3.8 0 7.2 0 0 

Altercation 28.3 10.0 42.2 28.5 62.1 3.9 29.8 

Self-defense 3.1 21.4 5.1 9.3 0 0 0 

Halting felon .9 0 .1 .3 0 0 0 

Escaping arrest .9 0 .3 0 0 0 5.0 

Robbery 8.4 0 10.7 2.3 12.3 0 21.4 

Sexual 1.7 0 2.5 2.1 5.3 C· 0 

Riot 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Psychopathic 2.0 2.5 .4 .7 0 10.9 0 

Other 11.2 14.8 11.1 7.1 3.2 48.8 5.0 
-

Unknown 28.4 28.7 16.1 25.0 8.0 0 38.9 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 lOO.O 

(158) (20) (344) (102) (17) (5) (22) 

Total number of criminal homicide victim-offender. interac~ons-668. 
Frequencies weighted according to totalreported VIolent cnmes for 1967, by type, 

in the 17 cities surveyed. . 
Column figures may not add up to 100.0 percent !,e~use of round mg. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Smvey, prelinunary data. 

I 
'J 
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Table 39b.-Tlle motive oftlle offendWin aggrapated assault by race and 
sex of t/le offender, 17 cities, 1967 

(In percent) 
(, 

Race and sex 
f offender 

White Negro Othcr 
,c, 

. :.~.~ 

Motive Male Male" : Female 
','~. 

Female Male Femal~\ Unknown 
~ .. " c 

" 
Family quarrel 3.9 8.9 5.8 ,', 14.2 3.7 0 1.0 

,. 
: ' 
~f.', 

jealousy 1.7 0 3.6 5.4 1.2 0 1.7 

" 

Revenge';; 2.1 4.2 3.6 2.0 2.7 0 1.9 

Altercation 26.5 41.0 29.4 36.8 53.7 100.0 17.1 

Self-defense 1.8 2.7 1.6 3.1 0 0 .2 

Halting felon .2 0 0.2 0 0 0 .4 

Escaping arrest 9.7 0 8.0 5.8 1.4 0 8.2 

Robbery 2.4 0 3.1 0 0 0 .9 

Sexual .2 0 1.8 0 1.1 0 .6 

Riot 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PSychop~iliii:: 
,I: 

:', I' .9 1.4 .6 3.3 3.2 0 0 

Other 4.2 7.5 4.1 3.4 17.2 0 3.3 

Unknown 46.4 34.3 38.2 26.0 15.8 0 64.5~"'i.; 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(442) (24) (727) (155) (49) (2) (94) 

Total number of aggravated assualt ~ctim-offender interactions = 1,493. 
Frequencies weighted accord:ng to total repQrted violent'crimes for 1967, by type, 
in the 17 cities surveyed. ' 
Column figures may not adGup to e;;:"vtly WO.O percent because of rounding.off 
Source: 'Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, pil,liminary data. 
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362 Crimes of Violence 

Table 39c.-The motive of the offender in forcible rape by race and 
sex of the offender, 17 cilies~ 1967 

(In percent) --Race and scx 
of offender 

':,'White Negro Other 

Motive Male Female Male Female Male Female 

Family quarrel 0 - 0 - 0 -
~.;: 

Jealousy 0 - 0 - 0 -

Revenge 0 - 0 - 0 -

Altercation 0 - 0 - 0 -

Self defc1;lsc 0 - 0 - 0 -

Halting felon 0 - 0 - 0 -

Escaping arrest 0 - 0 - 0 -

Robbery 0 - 0 - 0 -

Sexual 99.8 - 9B.9 - 100.0 -

Riot 0 - 0 - 0 -

Psychopathic 0 - .1 - 0 -

Other 0 - 0 - 0 -
-

Unknown .2 - 1.0 - 0 -
" '" 

: ~'." ... 
. 100.0 - 100.0 - 100.00 -, Total 

(176) - (403) - (22) - "; 

Unknown 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

100.0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

100.0 
(16) 

.~, L''''~'' C"' r.:,,,-,., 

Total number of forcib.l!o!ape victim-offender interactions=617 .';"!.!lj{' 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for}1{67, by type, 
in the 17 cities surveyed. '/; 
Column figures may not add up exactly to, 100.0 percent because o'~'rounding. 
Source::1'ask Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data..,; 

,.': 
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Table 39d.-Tlte motive of the offender in armed robbery by race and 
sex of the offender, 17 cities, 1967 

(In percent) 

-
of offencl~r 

I ' White Negro Other 
rs:T .. ·· 

Motive \' Male Female Male Female Male Female Unkry~wr 

Family quarrel • 
0 0 (j 0 0 0 0 

Jealousy 0 0 0 0 0 0 9::1" 

Revenge 
0 0 0 0 0 0 .B 

Altercation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Self defense 
: . ~No 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Halting felon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 

Escaping arrest 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Robbery 9B.2 100.0 98.4 100.0 100.0 0 100.0 

Sexual 0 0 O.B 0 0 0 0 

Riot 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Psychopathic 
.":;: 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Other 1.0 0 0.4 0 0 0 

Unknown 0 0 0.3 0 0 0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 " 100.0 100.0 0 
(121) (3) (356) (13) (8) 

",0..- -
Total number of armed robbery victim-bffender intemctions-509. 
Frequencies weighted according to totaheported violent crimes for 1967, 
by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 

0 

0 

0 

100.0 
(B) 

Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percelltbecause of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Sun'ey, preliminary data.' 
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.~ M(lIive 0·14 

i'~ilY quarrel 0 

"jealousy 0 

Revenge 15.4 

'. Altercation 0 

Self-defense p 
Halting felon 0 

Escaping arrest 0 

RObbery 21.5 

Sexual 0 
Riot 0 
Psychopathic 0 

Other 63.1 

I Unknown 0 

[ Total I 100.0 
(3) 

Table 10a.-The motive of lh!! offender in criminal homicide 
by age oJthe oJfender, 17 cities, 1967 

(In percent) 
.: 

15-17 18-20 21-25 26-30 31-40 

0 0.7 10.1 9.5 5.8 

0 .9 4.9 9.8 6.6 
'::'3 3.4 3.5 0 2.7 

20.9 32.4 34.4 25.7 40.5 

7.7 .7 .2 5.2 6.5 

0 0 0 .7 0.7 
0 0 1.0 .7 0 

26.3 16.4 11.3 2.8 6.3 

4.6 .4 4.9 2.5 1.8 
0 • 0 0 0 <1 
1.4 .9 .7 1.0 0.8 

25.1 12.4 10.6 11.5 6.6 

12.8 31.8 18.4 30.5 21.6 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(46) (79) (142) (96) (138) 

41-50 

14.4 

3.1 

4.5 

40.4 

13.3 

.4 

.3 

1.6 

0 

0 

1.0 

8.6 

12.4 

1-.lQ() 

(79) 

Total number of criminal homidd{~ictim-offender interactions=668. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim·Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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51-60 61 and over 

13.1 45 

0.8 0 

0 2.2 

61.8 41.9 

5.1 8.4 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

2.4 0 

5.5 7.4 

11.2 35.6 

100.0 100.0 
(41) (17) 

~ 

Unknown 

6.8 

0 

0 

35.0 

17.7 

0 

4.0 

17.7 

0 

0 

0 

5.0 

13.7 

100.0 
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Table 40b.-The motive of the offender in aggravated assault 
by age of the offender, 17 cities, 1967 

(In percent) 

~ 0·14 
. 15-17 18-20 21-25 26-30 31-40 

Motive 

Familr quarrel 0.9 0.3 1.8 7.6 11.9 8.8 

Jealousy 
0 1.4 0.3 3.1 2.1 5.9 

Revenge. 
.9 5.7 2.2 .6 3.1 4.4 

Altercation 
16.5 26.5 30.5 29.1 ' 23.6 37.0 

Self-defense 
6.0 1.0 :6 .5 1.8 1.3 

Halting felon 
0 0 .2 .4 0 0 

Escaping arrest 
.8 11.4 8.5 12.1 9.4 4.3 

Robbery 
2.2 2.7 4.1 1.8 4.1 .7 

Sexual 
.8 1.1 .2 1.1 1.l .3 

Riot . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

psychopathic 
1.7 . 1.3 3.1 0.2 0.4 1.0 

Other 
8.5 6.3 8.3 4.9 3.0 3.0 

Unknown 
61.7 42.2 40.3 38.6 39.4 33.1 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

(60) (190) (200) (193) (176) (288) 

Total number of aggravated assimit victim-offender interactions=1493. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures' may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data . 

41-50 51-60 

6,4 8.3 

5.8 2.6 

3.3 0 

31.3 22.9 

1.7 6.1 

0.2 0.6 

6.6 8.1 

3.7 .6 

.2 8.0 

0 0 

1.2 0 

2.5 3.1 

37.0 39.7 

100.0 100.0 

(154) (77) 

61 and over 

2.2 

0 

1.7 

30.7 

0 

0 

3.4 

1.2 

0 

0 

0 

8.7 

52.1 

100.0 
(39) 

Unknown 

3.1 

2.9 

1.5 

33.9 

2.6 

.3 

7.3 

.4 

.4 

0 

0 

.3 

47.2 

100.0 
(116) 
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Table 40c.-The motive Of the offender til forcible rape 

by age of Ihe offender, 17 cities, 1967 
(In percent) 

~ Motive 0-14 15·17 18-20 21-25 26·30 

Family quarrel 0 0 0 0 0 

Jealousy 0 0 0 0 0 

Revenge 0 0 0 0 0 

AltercatiOn 0 0 0 0 0 

Self-<lefensc 0 0 0 0 0 

Halting felon 0 0 0 0 0 

Escaping arrest 0 0 0 0 0 

Robbery 0 0 0 0 0 

Sexual 100.0 100.0 98.2 99.0 99.5 

Riot 0 0 0 0 0 

Psychopathic 0 0 0 0 0 

Other 0 0 0 0 0 

Unknown 0 0 1.8 1.0 0.5 
. -

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(19) (94) (US) (170) (63) 

..... -617. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent c.rimes for 1967. by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.(1 percent because of rounding. 
Source; Task Force Victim·Ofi'cndcr Survey. preliminary data. 
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31-40 
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99.3 
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0.4 

100.0 
(88) 

41-50 51-60 61 and over 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 .0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 
(38) (6) (2) 

--

Unknown 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

100.0 
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100.0 
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Table 40d.-The motive oflhe offender in armed robbery 
by age of the offender, 17 cities, 1967 

(In percent) 

_____ Age of offender 

Motive ~~ _?}~t:::;{. ,.,.,}S.-,17. 18-20 21-25 26-30 3140 
. . -

,~ .. 
0 0 0 0 0 0.4 

Flimily quarrel ~~"~-",:. 
,.r ...... r. ... o.:i;,> 

Jealousy , ?~: 0 . " 0 0 0 0 

.. ' F 

Revenge 0 0 '0;[; .. .- 0 0 0 

Altercation 0 0 o ~S~~ L~f~~~' 0 0 0 

Self-defense 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Halting felon 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Escaping arrest 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Robbery 100.0 98.7 100.0 98.6 92.6 99.6 

Sexual 0 0 0 1.2 25 0 

Riot 0 0 0 0 0 0 

psychopathic 0\' 0 0 0 0 0 

Other 0 0 0 0 4.8 0 

Unknown 0 1.3 0 0 0 0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

, (36) (96) (137) (111) (54) (45) 

Total number of armed robbery victim-offender interactions=509. 
Frequencies weighed according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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41-50 51-60 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

IJ 0 

0 0 

100.0 100.0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 O. 

0 0 

0 0 

100.0 100.0 
(15) (2) 

61 andover 

,,0 

1) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

\) 

100.0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

100.0 
(1) 

Unknown 

0 

',\ .. : .. 0 

iO':6"~;': ::; 
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0 

0 

0 

89.4 
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Table 40e.-Tlre motive of the offender in unarmed robbery 
fly age oflhe offender, 17 cities, 1967 

(In percent) 

~r 0·14 15·17 18·20 21-25 26-30 3140 
Motive 

Farnil¥ quarrel 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Jealousy 0 .1 0 0 0 0 

Revenge .6 A. 0 0 2.8 1.2 

Altercation 0 0 .3 .7 .4 0 

Self-defense .'" 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Halting felon 2.1 0 0 0 0 0 

Escaping arrest 0 0 0.2 0 0 0 
/ 

Robbery 97.3 95.6 97.4 91.6 94.0 98.8 

Sexual () 0 1.3 4.9 2.8 0 

Riot, 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Psychopathic 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Other 0 0 .7 2.8 0 0 

Unknown 0 3.8 0 0 o .. 0 .. 

TotaL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(115) (170) (62) (56) (49) (21) 

Total number of unarmed robbery victim-offender interactions=502. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Oifender Survey, preliminary data_ 
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~ Injury status crime type 
and means of 
inflicting injury 

Firearm 
Kmfe or ot(ler 
sharp instrument 

Blunt instrument 

Poison 

Body 

Other 

Total injured 

Total not injured 

Total unknown 

Total 

Table 4L-Means ofitljlicting injury by type of crime, 17 cities. 1967 
[In Percent J 

Criminal Aggravated . Forcible 
nomicide assault rape 

46.6 13.0 1.4 

29.2 25.9 .7 

3.2 11.7 .6 

.2 .1 0 

10.8 22.4 17.7 

9.9 7.0 1.0 

100.0 80.1 21.4 

0 18.0 76.0 

to 1.9 2.6 
. 100.0 100.0 100.0 

(668) (1493) (617) 

Armed 
lobbery 

2.0 

1.2 

3.8 

a 
3.7 

3.0 

13.7 

82.5 

3.8 
100.0 
(509) 

* Total number ofvictim-Qffender interactions=3,789. 
>1<* Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes!ror 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 

*** Column figures may not add u!! exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey. preliminary data. 
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Table 42ti.-Means a/inflicting injury in criminal homicide by 
race and sex Of the victim, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent 1 

~ 
White Negro Other of victim 

Means of 
. inflicHilg injury Male Female Male Female Male Female 

Firearm 42.7 31.3 54.3 36.2 20.9 66.6 
ShlUp instrument 34.7 6.9 33.5 24.3 48.4 5.4 Blunt instrument 2.8 9.8 2.2 1.8 12.7 0 
Poison .2 0 .2 .8 0 0 
Body 

13.2 24.0 5.9 24.2 2.0 28.0 
No harm 

0 .8 0 0 0 -- 0 
Other means 3.3 24.9 2.7 10.9 16.0 0 Unknown 3.2 2.4 1.2 1.8 0 0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 (136) (39) (323) (85) (19) (5) 

Total number criminai homicide victim-offender interaction=668. 
FIequencies weignted accQrding to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add lip exactly to 100.0 percnet because of rounding. 
So"lir.ce~ Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Table 42b.-Mel1/1s o/inflicting injury in aggral1ated assault by race and 
sex a/the 11ictim, 17 cities, 1967 

[Tn percent) 

~~ 
White Negro Other 

of victim 

Means of 
Male Female Female Male inflicting injury Male Female 

Firearm 10.6 4.7 25.6 12.9 8.3 27.8 

Sharp instrument 24.1 10.4 33.1 24.4 39.2 6.6 

Blunt instrument 11.3 13.4 10.0 12.7 14.4 0 

Poison 0 0 .5 0 0 0 

Body 22.6 33.6 11.9 24.5 5.3 39.0 

No harm 19.9 20.2 12.8 15.8 26.7 23.3 

Other meaJ~~, 11.4 16.4 4.9 8.4 4.7 3.3 

Unknown 0 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.5 0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
" (236) (78) (373) (226) (29) (6) 
". 

Total number of aggravated assault victim-offender interaction=I,493. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967; by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent beCause of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminarY data. 
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Table 42c.-MeaIlS o/inflictillg injury in forcible rape by race alld sex 
of the victim, cities, 1967 

[In percent] 

~ 
. Race and sex White Negro Other ; of victim 

' Means of 
Male Female Male Female Male Female intlicting injury 

Firearm - 1.1 - 0 - 0 

Sharp instrument - 1.5 - .5 - 0 
Blunt instrument - 1.2 - 0 - 5.6 
Poison - 0 - 0 - 0 
Body - 24.7 - 11.7 - 53.4 
No harm - 68.1 - 85.8 - 41.0 
Other means - 1.8 - .4 - 0 
Unknown - 1.5 - 1.6 - 0 

Total - 100.0 - 100.0 - 100.0 
(201) (280) (17) 

Total number of forcible rape victim-offender interactions=617. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column Figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim:Offender Sunoey, preliminary data. 
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Table 42d. -Means of i/iflicting injury in anncd robbery by race and sex 
of the victim, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent] 

~ 
White Negro Other 

of victim 

Means of 
inflicting injury Male Female Male Female Male Female 

Firearm 3.3 0 4.8 1.1 6.7 0 

Sharp instrument 2.2 0 2.2 0 0 0 

Blunt instrument 6.9 0 7.1 8.3 0 0 

Poison 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Body 5.6 22.8 4.1 0 0 0 

No harm 79.1 75.8 81.5 90.6 56.8 0 

Other means 1.2 1.4 .2 0 365 0 

Unknown 1.6 0 .1 0 0 0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0 
(156) (15) (93) (14) (6) 

Total numbcr of armed robbery victim-offender interactions=509. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.00 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey. preliminary data. 
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Table 42e.-Means of inflicting injury in unarmed robbery by race alld sex 
of the Victim, 17 cities, 1967 

[Ill percent] 

~~ 
White Negro Other of victim 

Means of 
inflicting injury Male Female Male Female Male Female 

. 
Fir!:arri1. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sharp instrument • 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Blunt instrument 0 0 0 0 0 0 
POiS'on . 0 0 0 0 0 0 

~~I'.·':.-:~' 

Body"":' 
48.3 58.6 32.9 38.7 0 0 

No harm 48.6 31.1 64.5 61.3 100.0 100.0 
OtJlcr means 1.0 3.9 1.8 0 0 0 
Unknown 2.1 6.3 .8 0 0 0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 (111) (52) (75) (21) (1) (4) 

Total number of unarmed robbery victim-offender interactions=502. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Table 43a.-Means of inflicting injury in crimilial homicide by age 
of the victim, J 7 cities, J 967 

[In percent] 

~ s/j Means of 0-14 15-17 lS-20 21-25 26-30 31-40 41-50 

lik inflicting injury 
.' 

~ Y" 
Firearm 6.4 44.2 37.1 6S.4 52.3 53.1 43.5 

Sharp instrument a 45.7 45.1 20.6 34.4 31.6 40.7 

Blunt instrument S.4 0 .7 4.3 a 4.S 1.9 

poison a a 0 0 a .7 .6 

-

Body 47.0 1.7 5.4 0 8.3 5.S 13.0 

No harm . 0 a 0 0 0 0 0.3 

Other means 28.6 8.4 11.7 5Jl 5.011 ... ·.·4.0 0 
-' . ~:;.:-. . 

Unknown 9:6" 0 a O.S 0 --'0"" >:,.' ' a 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 ,- '100.0 

(31) (30) (43) (71) (73) (160) (101) 

Total number of criminal homicide victim-offender interactions=66S. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to.100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 

,! 

Table 43b.-Mealls ofillflictillg injury ill aggravated assault by Jge.' 
of the victim, 17 cities, 1967 .; 

[In percent] 

~ 0-14 15-17 lS-20 21-25 26-30 31-40 41-50 Means of victim 
inflicting injury 

Firearm 16.5 lS.5 lS.7 19.4 14.5 19.4 I 14;6 

Sharp instrument 21.1 21.3 39.3 19.4 26.S 29.5 34.1 

Blunt iristI~mel:t 14.6 9.2 10.2 12.S 7.2 11.1 12.4 
'. 

Poison 0 a 0 1.0 .4 0 0 

Body 26.7 2S.7 9.4 21.2 17.2 17.7 16.7 

No harm 13.2 13.5 16.0 20.6 26.1 11.2 16.1 

Other means 7.4 7.1 4.1 5.6 7.1 9.0 6.2 

Unknown .5 1.7 2.3 0 .7 2.1 0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100:0 100.0 

"----; 
I (75) (lOS) _~5) (128) .. _ (145) . Cl:.76} . _ (l2!~L 

------- ------ t __________ ~_ 

Total number of aggravated assault victim-offender interactions=1,493 . 
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51.7 

·.lS.7 

3.5 

0 

20.1 

0 

6.0 

0 

100.0 
(34) 

,-

. :.~ 

51-60 

15.5 

19.6 

20.3 

a 

14.0 

7.1 

13.5 

0 

100.0 
(51) 

. Frequencies weighted according to total repolted violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent bel.'1!use of rounding. 
Source: Task For::e Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 

Institution 
61 and or 

over unknown 

15.6 49.3 

31.3 12.3 

3.0 4.4 

0 a 

28.9 8.3 

0 '. 0 

5.6 5.7 

15.5 19.9 

100.0 100.0 
(42) (83) 

61 and Institu tion 
over or 

unknown 

15.S 6.2 

26.6 23.5 
-. 

24.S 11.7 

0 0 

4.4 28.2 

14.2 20.9 

14.2 6.2 

! 
0 3.3 I 

100.0 100.0 I 

(19) (581) 
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~ of inflicting 
injury 0-14 

FiIearm a 

Sharp Instrument 0 

Blunt Instrument 0 

Poison 0 
, 

Body 11.5 . , 

No Harm 86.1 _ .. 

Other Means .8 

Unknown 1.6 

Total 100.0 
(121) 

Table 43c-Means of inJltcting injury in forcible rape by age 
of the victim. 17 cities, 1967 [In percentl 

15-17 18-20 21-25 26·30 31-40 41-50 

2.1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1.2 0.6 6.7 0 

0 0 2.0 0 0 12.9 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

ILl 21.6 29.2 12.5 21.6 34.9 

83.3 73.2 64.6 84'.9 69.5 41.3 

0 2.7 0.8 0.8 0 3.0 

3.5 2.5 2.2 1.2 2.1 7.9 

IOO.a 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(111) (86) (78) (38) (42) (14) 

51-60 

0 

6.S 

0 

0 

47.1 

52.9 

0 

0 

100.0 
(14) 

Total' number of forcible rape victim-offender interactions=617. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967; by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 

Institu-
61 and tion or 
over unknown 

0 6.5 

6.5 O· 

0 0 

0 0 

51.6 11.'/ 

41.9 76.6 . 
0 1.3 

,,~ 

0 3.9 

100.0 100.0 
(6) (107) 
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~ Means of 
inflicting injury 0-14 

FiIearm a 
Sharp instrument 2.4 

Blunt instrument 0 

Poison 0 

Body 0 

No Ha.lIl 97.6 

Other means 0 

Unknown 0 
Total 

Table 43d.-Means of inflicting injury in armed robbery by age 
of the victim, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent] 

IS-17 18-20 21-25 26-30 31-40 

0 0 14,3 4.0 1.4 

1.1 2.7 0 3.5 4.8 
~ 

2.9 4.4 .7 11.7 7.9" 

0 0 0 (} 0 

13.2 .7 11.3 11.8 0 

82.8 88.5 72.4, 68.9 85.4 

0 .9 0 0 .s 
0 2.8 1.2 0 0 

41-50 

6.4 

1.5 

4.8 

0 

1.4 

70.0 

15.9 

0 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 (19) (14) (44) (28) (35) (31) (65) 

Total number of armed robbery victim-offender interactions=509. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes of 1967, by type, in the 17 cities sunreyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Sunrey, preliminary data. 

61 and 
51-60 over 

a 0.9 

.s 0 

18.0 7.1 

0 0 

17.9 .9 

63.1 85.7 

.5 .9 

0 4.5 
100.0 100.0 
(31) (23) 

Institution 
or 

unknown 
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.1 
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Table 43e.-Means of inflicting injury in unanned robbery by age 
of the victim, 17 cities, 1967 

. [In percent 1 

~ 0-14 15-17 18-20 21-25 26-30 31-40 41-50 
Means of 
inflicting injury 

}'uearm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0: ,,-:. 
;. 

Sharp instrument 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Blunt instrument 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Poison 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Body 28.5 24.1 4.9 50.8 . 29.0 75.8 48.8 

No harm 66.7 75.9 83.9 46.9 69.9 21.7 38.9 

O~her means 4.8 0 0 0 1.1 2.5 0.9 

0 0 11.2 2.3 0 0 11.2 
Unknown 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 1\')0.0 100.0 
Total 100.0 

(72) (18) (11) (26) (13) (38) (34) 

Total number of unarmed robbery victim-offender interactions=502. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 

~ 
of 

offender 
Means{)f 
inflicting 
unjury 

Firearm 
1--. 

Sharp instrument 

Blunt instrument 

Poison 
.~ 

Body 

No harm 

Other means 

Unknown 

Total 

Table 44a. -Means of lizflictzizg injury in criminal homicide by race 
and se.x of the offellder, 17 cities, 1967 

(In percent) 

White Negro 

Male Female Male Female Male 

, 
43.1 54.1 52.5 33.4 24.1 

25.5 30.0 25.8 47.3 35.7 

5.3 0 2.8 1.8 9.6 

.2 0 .4 0 0 

13.1 9.7 11.7 5.9 8.0 

.2 0 0 0 0 

7.9 6.2 2.8 7.9 17.3 

4.7 0 4.0 3.7 5.3 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Total number of criminal homicide victim-offener interactions=668. 

Other 

51-60 

0 

0 

0 

0 

48.1 

49.9 

0 

2.0 

100.0 
(22) 

Female 

47.3 

0 

0 

0 

28.3 

0 

24.4 

0 

100.0 

Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Institution 
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over 

unknown 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 
> 

0 0 

51.6 6.9 

35.8 84.1 

0 0 

12.6 9.0 

100.0 100.0 
(35) (233) 

Unkno\vn 
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\1 ... 

~ 
of 

Means of offender 
inflicting 
injury 

Firearm 

Sharp instrument 

13Junt instrument 

. Poison 

Body 

No harm 

Other means 

Unknown 

Total 

Table 44b.-Means of inflicting injury ill aggravated assault by race 
and sex of the offender, 17 cities, 1967 

(In percent) 

White Negro 

Male Female Male Female Male 

8.1 10.8 16.2 12.1 13.8 

17.8 14.4 27.5 48.4 31.0 
-

13.5 19.6 11.8 6.7 9.1 

0 0 .3 0 0 

27.2 1.4 20.7 15.3 23.3 

24.4 9.7 16.8 8.3 22.3 

5.9 44.0 6.0 7.0 .4 

3.1 0 .7 2.1 0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(442) (24) (727) (155) (49) 

'fotal number of aggravated assault victim-offender interactions=1493. 

Other 

Female 

0 

o ,'. 

8~.6· 

0 

0 

0 

10.5 

0 

100.0 
{2} 

Frilquencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 citie& surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. • 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 

Unknown 

lS.1 

15.7 

7.9 

0 

29.8 

14.8 

12.5 

6.2 

100.0 
(94) 
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1 

~ 
of 

Means of offender 
inflicting 
injury 

Firearm 

Sharp instrument 

Blunt instrument 

Poison 

Body 

No harm 

Other means 

UnknoWn 

Total 

~ 

Table 44c-Means of inflicting injury ill forcible rape by race 
and sex of the offender, 17 dties, 1967 

(In percent) 

White Negro 

Male Female Male Female Male 

3.8 - 0.6 - 0 

1.5 - .3 - 2.0 

1.0 - .4 - 0 

0 - 0 - a 
22.2 - 16.1 - 23.1 

65.7 - 79.7 - 74.9 , 

1.3 - .9 - 0 

4.5 - 2.0 - a 
100.0 - 100.0 - 100.0 (176) (403) (22) 

Other 

I 

mber of forcible rape victim-offender jnteractions=617. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures rnay not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
SoUrce: Task Force Victim-{)ffender Survey,preliminary data. 

Female Unknown 

- 0 

- 0 

- 0 

- 0 

- 0 
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~ of offender . 
Means of 

I inflicting injury 

Firearm 

Sharp instrument 

Blunt instrument 

Poision 

Body 

No harm 

Other means 

Unknown 

T.otal 

"_'''::':,.l:''r{,."':;''',;~''''i,'''''';';'~~''''''*.-.<J.!.'''-~'~'~·-·''''-'''''''-''''--·-"",,,,.~"~-. 
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Table 44d-Means of inflicting injury in armed robbery by race 
and sex of the offender, 17 cities, 1967 

(In percent) 

White Negro 

Male Female Male Female Male 

2.3 0 1.9· 6.3 0 

1.6 o. .7 0 15.9 
. 

2.5 0 4.4 0 3.0 

0 0 0 0 0 

.7 0 4.9 0 6.1 

86.2 97.3 80.8 93.7 75.0 

6.6 0 2.0 0 0 

.1 2.7 5.3 0 0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

(1 '.1) n) (~<;Il) (13) (8) 

Other 

Female 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Total number of armed robbery victim·offender interactions=509. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. . 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 

Unknown 

0 

5.4 

8.5 

0 

0 

86 .0 

0 

0 

100.0 
(8) 
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~. Race and sex of offender 

~ 

Table 44e.-Means of inflicting injury in unarmed robbery by race 
alld sex of the offender, 17 cities, 1967 

(In percent) 

White Negro Other 

Means of inflicting injury-~ Male Female Male Female Male Female Unknown 

Firearm 

Sharp instrument 

Blunt instrument 

poision 

Body 

No harm 

Other means 

Unknown 

Total 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

31.8 0 24.5 51.3 52.3 0 

57.6 0 68.9 47.7 34.0 0 

2.2 0 .4 .9 13.7 0 

8.3 0 6.2 0 0 0 

100.0 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0 
(101) (365) (16) (7) 

Total number of unarmed robbery victim-offender interactions=502. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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~ of offender 0-14 

inflicting inju~ 

Firearm 0 

Sharp instrument 0 

Blunt instrument 0 

Poison 0 

Body 0 

No harm 0 

Other means 0 

Unknown 0 

Total 0 

Table 450.-Means of inflicting injury ill criminal homicide 
by age of the offender, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent] 

15-17 18-20 21-25 26-30 31-40 41-50 

48.8 33.3 41.6 45.6 51.6 54.9 

24.8 42.0 32.3 "2'0.6 30.2 18.0 

3.9 1.0 2.8 3.9 3.2 1.6 

1.2 0 .5 .3 0 0 

7.2 4.6 17.7 13.1 9.8 13.2 

0 0 0 0 0 .4 

14.1 6.3 4.0 6.5 4.5 8.0 

0 12.7 1.1 9.8 .7 3.9 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

(49) (79) (142) (96) (138) (79) 

51-60 

47.2 

37.4 

11.2 

0 

1.7 

0 

.8 

1.7 

100.0 
(41) 

Total number of criminal homicide victim-offender interactions=668. 
Frequencies weighted licClJrding to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victh'n-Offender Survey, preliminarY data. 

61and Unknown 
over 

62.8 49.6 

24.1 33.1 

0 3.6 

0 0 

13.1 0 

0 0 

(l 13.7 

0 0 

100.0 100.0 
(17) (27) 
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Table 45b.-Means o/iJlflicting injury in aggravated assault by age 
of the offender, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent] 

I~ of offender 0·14 15-17 18-20 21-15 26-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 
inflicting injury 

I 

Firearm , a 9.3 7.6 16.3 13.0 12.9 17.0 15.2 

Sharp instrument 32.2 17.5 31.4 25.4 21.6 28.6 33.3 28.6 

Biunt instrument I ·:n.S 14.5 10.3 9.3 14.3 12.6 14.8 6.0 

Poison 0 a a a a .2 .9 a - . 

Body a 24.7 34.5 22.6 19.6 20.4 13.1 20.7 

No harm 8.2 23.6 12.8 15.6 17.4 21.4 17.8 23.0 

Other means 18.1 10.3 .5 10.6 8.8 2.8 3.1 5.1 

Unknown 0 .1 2.9 .2 5.3 1.1 0 1.3 

Total 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(241) 

---------------------
(200) (193) (176) (288) (154) (71J 

Total number of aggravated assault victim-offender inteiactions=1,493. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported viole:\t crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because ofl'ounding. 

, Source: Task Force Victirn-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 

61 and Unknown 
over 

16.1 18.0 

40.1 17.7 

6.2 4.6 

0 0 

3.4 27.8 

24.0 7.9 

10.2 16.8 

a 7.3 

100.0 100.0 
(39) (115) 
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" ~ ,1~ - 0),_ 

~t~;-

~ ?f i?~ict- offender 
mgmJuJ:Y 

0-14 

Firearm 0 

Sharp instrument 0 

Blunt instrument 0 

Poison 0 
1--' 

Body 0 

No harm 100.0 

Other means 0 

Unknown 0 
~. 

Total 
0 

Table 45c.-ltfeans of inflicting injury in forcible rape by age 
of the offender, 17 cities, 1967 

[In percent] 

15-17 J8-20 21-25 26-30 3140 41-50 

5.7 0 0 2.1 1.5 0 

0 0 2.3 , 0 .5 0 

1.7 0 0.9 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

12.7 16.5 25.1 25.6 10.6 13.3 

77.2 80.3 65.3 70.4 85.2 85.6 

0 0 2.9 0 0 0 

2.7 3.2 3.4 1.9 2.2 1.1 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(110) (115) (170) (63) (88) (38) 

Total number of forcible rape victim-offender interactions=617. 

51-60 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

100.0 

0 

0 

100.0 
(6) 

, Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 17 cities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Source: Task Force Victim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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Table 45d. -Means of inflicting injury in armed robbery 
by age of the offender, 17 cities, 1967 

!In percent] 

~ . of i?~ict- offender 0-14 15-17 18-20 21-25 26-30 3140 mgmJury 

Firearm 0 2.1 1.5 2.0 0 7.3 -
Sharp instrument 0 .9 .5 .8 "" 1.8 .t~"", 

Blunt instrument 0 4.5 6.7 2.4 2.8 .2 

Poison 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Body 0 1.2 3.7 4.9 2.9 2.4 

No harm 96.5 89.8 69.9 86.1 86.9 88.1 

Other means 3.5 .4 7.9 0 4.6 0 

Unknown 0 1.1 9.8 3.7 .2 0.2 

41-50 

0 

0 

0 

0 

27.2 

64.6 

8.2 

0 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 (5) (126) (137) (111) (54) (45) (15) 

51-60 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

100.0 

0 

0 

100.0 
(2) 

total number of armed robbery victim-offender interactions=509. 
Frequencies weighted according to total reported violent crimes for 1967, by type, in the 11 ~ities surveyed. 
Column figures may not add up exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding. 
Scarce: Task Force '\1ictim-Offender Survey, preliminary data. 
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REFERENCES TO TEXT 
AT BEGINNING OF 

APPENDlX 11 

1. This inYestigatkm will be undertaken in the forUlcoming special Field Survey in 
which Ule study is compct()ly presented. CIl. 5 included analysis of only cleared 
interactions • 

2. We could not compUte separate weights for arllled and unarmed robbery in each city, 
however, because the UCR data which we used in col. J. does not make the 
distinction. We hud no choice but to' compute one general weIght for robbery in each 
city and apply it to both armed and unarmed interactions. 

3. Thus, for ~>:ampJe, J()t us consider two cities in our national !~unple of clearances for 
crime x. The,re arc SO vjctims jn city A and SO ill city B, w'llile the victim-offender 
ratio is 1:1 in A nnd 1:2 in '8. Assume !lIsa that there are 1)0 events with multiple 
TIctims-tltat only the possibility of multipte offenders exists. This means we Itave SO 
real interactions in A and 100 in B. If Ule Weights arc 1 in A and 1 in 1~, we get 50 
statistical intemctions in A and 100 in B; no change has occurred. Iftl1l' weights are 
2 in A and 1 in H, we would get 100 statistical interactions in A and lOP in B. But, 
importantly this is so only because the new weight in A has doubled Ihe \1umber of 
victims: ithas .not tampered with the victim-offender ratio in A. 

4. A complete account of aU lhe problems encountered will be present.~d on a 
city-by-city basis in the forthcoming Field Survey to the Commission • 

S. TIlis Is why we did not bother to ,femove Denver forcihle rape or other city-crime 
types in a similar situation from the preliminnry data. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE COSTS OF INDIVIDUAL CRIMl~ 
AND VIOLENCE! 

INTRODUCTION 

Estimating the costs of crime and violence would seem, at first glance, to 
be relatively simple. The dollar value of goods s.tolen, services denied, and 
gainful time lost are calculated and estimates are 'made on the basis of these 
figures. 

But the procedure is deceptively simple. It fails to take into account, for 
instance, that the loss sustained by a victim of property crime is accompanied 
by the offender's gain. While this "transfer" is admittedly illegal, strictly 
speaking, there has been no loss to the economy if the offender gail)s as much, 
as the victim loses. In'deed,illegally secured goods and services may undergo a 
number of transfers, so that several people may achieve gains along the way 
that more than make up, from a dollar point of view, for the losses sustained 
by the victim. 

The same considerations apply to the acts of rape, assault, and homicide. 
On the one side are the losses of freedom and life and the bodily damage and 
psychic injuries sustained by the ,,1ctims. On the other, however, are the 
various gratifications achieved by the offenders: revenge, assuaged rage, 
sexual pleasure, etc. 

Not to take into account the gains achieved bY,offenders is to implicitly 
assert that they are not "valuable," so that they should not enter into the 
cost accounting. This is surely' a defensible position. But it must also be 
recognized as a special point of view, implying criteria of value that yicJd cost 
estimates of a very different sort from what would result if the gains madc by 
offenders were not taken into account. 

These difficulties are multiplied many times over when actions which 
cannot be measured in terms of dollars and cents are considered. How much 
value should be placed on the psychic injuries to rape victims or the psychic 
gains to rapists? Althou[.h it may be possible to calculate the dollar value of 
wages 108t by a family whose breadwinner has been injured or killed,.how does 
one estimate the value of the psychiclosses sustained by the wife, ",'ld ;:\tildren? 
What can be assigned to the gratifications of revenge or sexual ph:.'l$lII'.i? 
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Often costs are incurred in response to beliefs, attitudes, and perceptions 
generated in the population, rather than to real acts of crime or violence. If 
people believe that they are caught in the middle of a crime wave, they may 
demand added police protection. This has specific cost dimensions which are 
not due to actual deeds, but rather to the anticipation of.such deeds. 

Or suppose judges increase the severity of sentences because of public 
pressure and the average robber now begins to serve 10 to 20 years in prison 
inlStead of 5 to 10 years. The society thereby incurs very large costs (the 
additional years of prison is only one), not as a result of direct action but 
rather of attitudes. 

Should these additional costs be included in the estimates of individual 
crime and violence costs? Should the additonal expenditures on Job Corps, 
Head Start, and other such crime-preventive measures be included? 

These questions reveal the complexities hidden under the surface of the 
apparently simple concept of "costs of individual crime and violence." 

Upon consideration of these difficulties, we have found it convenient to 
distinguish between the eC(lnomi\\' and the psychological and social costs of 
crLrne and violence. This does not separate two totally distinct areas. Rather, 
it indicates that it is possible to make dollar estimates on only a limited 
number of criminal and violent gcts and that there are large areas of social 
and psychic damage for which it is presently impossible to place any dollar 
estimate. 

In assessing economic costs, it is advisable to employ the traditional legal 
categories of criminal acts and to depart from them only where the 
consequences are specificable as follOWing directly from the actions or public 
reaction to them. 

By contrast, in dealing with social and psychic costs it is necessary to 
think in quite different terms. Such concepts as "negative effects on civil 
liberties" and "the formation of new and undesirable groups and practices" 
become c,entral to the an,alysis of social costs. 

The overall estimates of economic costs are biased in the direction of 
the criteria implied. By contrast, the overall estimates of social and psychic 
costs are :seriously lacking in any precision and therefore devoid of any 
possibilitiei; of comparative measurement. For in the absence of any common 
unit of value, there is no way of adding and subtracting the costs and gains 
and arriving at a net figure that has any significant meaning. 

These se:em to be the only available alternatives. ThiUs, whatever estimates 
are offered must be considered with full regard to the indicated inadequacies. 

ECONOMIC COSTS 

Many scholars have attempted to measure the economic costs of crime in 
American society. They have assigned price tags to various types of crime. 
Many have accepted a total figure of apprOXimately $25 billion as a fair 
estimate of the economic loss to society. from crime. We here review and 
,pompare the four most comprehensive attempts to analyze the economic 
costs of crime. Our concel'll is primarily with specifying the differing 
conceptualizations and understanding the reasons for differing estimates of 
various economic costs. The four studies are: 
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•. "S,~me Costs and Losses Associated with Crime and Criminal 
Justtce, R. James Woolsey, Sept. 9, 1966. Draft copy of unpublished 
wor~ do~e for tl~e Task Force on Science and Technology of the 
Pres~dent s Comrrussion on Law Enforcement and Administration of 
Justice. 

.• "The Economic Impact of Crime," Chapter 3, Task Force Report: 
Cnme and Its Impact-An Assessment, The President's Commission on 
Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice (Washington DC' 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1967). ' ... 

• "Measuring the Volume and Character of Crime" M ; E 
Wolfg (·ti th II ' arvm. ang WI 1 .. e co aboration of Bernard Cohen, Jolm Conrad, 
Lenore Kupperstem, and Frederic Pryor) The paper was submitted to 
the Panel on Social Indicators, U.S. Dept. of Health Education and 
Welfare, Apri11968. " 

• "Cos~-B~nefit Evaluation of Welfare Dt~monstration Projects: A 
Test ApplicatIon to Juvenile Rehabilitation," W. Michael Mahoney and 
Carl F. Blozan, prepared for the Resource Management Corporation 
under contract to the U.S. Dept. Of Health, Education, and Welfare 
December 24,1968. ' 

The se~uence an~ relationship of the four papers is important to an 
understanding .of the~r respective contributions and positions. The Woolsey 
paper was wntten fust. Very shortly thereafter, the Crime Commission 
ch~fiter was ~repar~d, .relying very heaVily on the Woolsey paper for its 
estimates and ~rganlzatlOn. They are quite similar in format and generally 
agree on the major areas of concern and the dimensions of the problem 

.wolfgang's paper is very closely related to these two and offe;s cost 
estima~es for many of th~ same aI~as of criIninal activity. Wolfgang includes 
the eS,~~ates from, the Cnme Commission and the Woolsey paper for what he 
caJl~ CrImes leadmg to the destruction or damage of human or physical 
capItal or prop~rty a.nd illegal transfers." However, he disagrees with both 
authors on the mcluslOn of cost figures for what he calls "illicit pdt' 
aJ d th bl' d . ro uc IOn 

1 0 er pu IC or er cnmes." ' 
The Mahoney study is.not a continuation of the debate; it is, however, the 

p~per ~nos~ concerned WIth tile underlying economic issues involved in the 
dIS~USSIOII. It treats the economic costs of crime the theo y f h 
capItal, and the utility of cost-benefit analysis. ' r 0 uman 

All four analyses question the reliability of their figures. The most 
~omple:e discussion of the problem is by Wolfgang. He makes suggestions for 
Improv~g tile ~stimates of costs of crime and the extent of crime. These 
suggestIOns are Important because they explain later differences between the 
Wolfgru;g estimates and those of the Woolsey-Crime Commission papers. The 
two major differences are: 

" That police jurisdictions deleted from tlle FBI Uniform Crime 
ReP.o~ts because of a rapid increase or decrease be accounted for in the 
statIstIcs. 
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• That the disparity between the two sample surveys done for the 
Crime Commission and the Retail Merchants Association estimating 
economic costs of shoplifting may indicate that other areas of crime 
surveyed might also be inaccurate, and that better survey tec1miques are 
required. 

All four analyses discuss the near impossibility of estimating costs in some 
areas. Differing assessments of this impossibility are reflected, however, in the 
inclusion of dollar figures for some crimes in some papers and not in others. 
All agree that the task of computing a reliable total cost of crime is difficult, 
if not impossible, and hence probably not a very useful procedure. 

The Concepts of "Costs" 

ThrourlOut the discussions by Woolsey, the Crime Conunission, and 
Wolfgang , there is ambiguity about the term "economic costs." At the most 
general level they are divided between those asslx:iated with criminal acts and 
those required to maintain a system of law enforcement, criminal justice, and 
'crime prevention. The Crime Commission divides the costs of criminal acts 
into crimes against the person, crimes against property, other crimes, and 
illegal goods and services. Among crimes included in the "other" category are 
traffic offenses, driving under the influence, and criminal tax fraud. The 
Woolsey paper differs slightly in categorizing the crimes as losses of 
productive capaciW, involuntary transfers from victims to criminals, risks 
caused by traffic offenses and public welfare expenses, and purchases of 
illegal goods and services. By contrast, Wolfgang uses the following 
classification: crimes leading to the destruction or damage of human capital 
or property, illegal transfer, and illicit production or other public order 
crimes. 

Crimes included in the various classifications are shown in Table 1. 
The concept of economic costs to the society is obviously very complex. 

The studies under' consideration define costs to society in terms of the total 
dollar volume of crime(or occasionally the net dollar volume where theft is 
concerned). '1'his may, however, be a distortion of the actual cost. For the 
only costs which can legitimately be termed "costs of crime" in strict 
economic terms are those directly associated with illegal transfers and public 
order crimes. The only important economic effect is concerned with the 
redistribution of wealth, which generally has no effect on the Gross National 
Product (GNP). This is not to say that there are no benefits from knowing the 
volume of various crimes within the society and stating their volume in dollar 
terms. In many cases it provides a useful measure of the extent of the 
problem of redistribution. Also, the costs of maintaining a system of criminal 
justice and law enforcement to prevent such illegal transfers are real. 

The major economic problem involved in the destruction of or dama.ge to 
human and physical capital or property is the issue of foregone earnings. The 
Crime Commission states that "willful homicide results in an economic loss to 
the community, whlch loses a productive worker, and to the victim's family 
or dependents who lose a source of support.,,4 The Crime Commission and 
the Woolsey Paper compute foregone earnings for all homicide victims by 
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Table 1 
Crime Classifications 

Losses to productive capacity: 
1. Property destroyed 
2. Murder 
3. Nonnegligent Manslaughter 
4. Assault 
5. Homicide 
6. Rape 

Risks: 
1. Traffic offenses 
2. Welfare expenses 

Purchase of illegal goods: 
1. Gambling 
2. Narcotics 
3. Loansharking 
4. Prostitution 

Crimes against the person: 
1. Willful homicide 
2. Assault 

Other Crimes: 
1. Traffic offenses 
2. Drunken driving 
3. Tax fraud 
4. Other revenue crimes 
5. Abortion 

Illegal goods and services: 
1. Gambling 
2. Narcotic 
3. Loansharking 
4. Prostitution 
5. Alcohol 

Woolsey 

Crime Commission 

Wolfgang 

, Damage to human capital or property: 
1. Criminal homicide and manslaughter 
2. Rape and assault 
3. Arson and vandalism 
4. Auto offenses 

Illegal transfers: 
1. Robbery 
2. Burglary 
3. Larceny 
4. Auto theft 
5. Shoplifting 

Involuntary transfers: 
1. Robbery 
2. Extortion 
3. Larceny 
4. Burglary 
5. Forgery 
6. Fraud 
7. Embezzlement 
8. Counterfeiting 
9. Blackmail 

10. Auto theft 
11. Tax Evasion 
12. Insurance 
13. "Inventory shrinkage" 

Crimes against property: 
1. Arson 
2. Vandalism 
3. Robbery 
4. Extortion 
5, Burglary 
6. Larceny 
7. EmbeZZlement 
8. Business theft 
9. Auto theft 

10. Fraud 
11. Forgery 

6. Fraud 
7. Counterfeiting 
8. Embezzling 
9. Forgery 

10. Extortion 
11. Antitrust and other business 

crimes 

calculating their life~m.e ~arnings ~n the basis of the average national wage 
for persons of the Vlctun s age. ThIS measure fails, however, to account for 
sex, race, unempLoyment, previous training, and other important indicators in 

~ { 
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determining actual earning potential. WQlfgang introduces some of these 
considerations in computing a somewhat more realistic total figure for this 

cost. 
A more important problem concerns the differential loss to the individual 

and to the society. Woolsey points out that the figure for foregone earnings 
represents both the loss of the net economic contribution to the society and 
the consumption accruing to the individual. It is questionable, however, 
whether one ought to speak of total earnings for dead people as a 
measurement ofloss to society. An alternative mechanism for calculating cost 
to society could profitably assess the level of social investment of the 
individual prior to the time of death. This concept arises from the theory of 

human capital. 
The most significant problem associated with illegal transfers has to do 

with the economic nature of transfers. Transfers can be viewed more 
profitably in terms of income redistribution and efficiency than in terms of 
loss to the society. Wolfgang stresses this point and says: 

Do the values represented in these illegal transfer payments indicate an 
overall cost to society in the sense of foregone production? Obviously 
not, except in so far as the criminal is not participating in the process of 
legal production. Rather, money or goods are being transferred in a 
socially disapproved manner from one person to another. It is certainly 
advisable to estimate the volume of such transfers, although the 
usefulness of considering such transfers as somehow equivalent to the 
value of destroyed or damaged human and physical capital is open to 

question.s 

Neither the Crime Commission nor Woolsey discuss this matter: Woolsey 
attempts to deal instead with the related problem of net loss of value in theft. 
He states that his figures indicate both the gross and net value of property 
taken by criminals, as a measure of the initial magnitude of the problem. His 
final estimates, however, account for the recovery of stolen property by the 
police, and therefore represent net losses. 

Another factor involved in transfer costs is the efficiency of the economic 
activity involved. Mahoney states that: 

Efficiency losses are those losses which are incurred because of 
inefficient operation at the marketplace. Whether the imposition of 
inefficiency derives from "respectable" businessmen fixing price\> or 
whether it derives through the extortion of organized crime is of no 
consequence for this categorization. From a conceptual standpoint 
there are also inefficiencies associated with the connection of organized 
crime to the provision of certain kinds of illegal goods and services. The 
purchasers of such goods and services may well pay a higher cost than if 
the market for them were not controlled by organized crime. J'his, in 
classic economic theory, results in the economic cost of inefficiency.6 

Another aspect of efficiency relates directly to the problem of 
redistribution. Shoplifting, for instance, reGistributes goods from the business 
man to the employees and customers. The owner may calculate such thefts as 
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par~ of his wages to employees, or may list them under "cost of do'l1 
busm~ss." But re~istribu~ion through shoplifting is inefficient in the se;s! 

t
thhaft

t 
Itthcauseths pnces to Increase because some retailers will suffer greater 

e s an 0 ers. ' 
These in~fficiencies a;e probably not very significant in comparison to the 

total wast~ In the Ame~can. economy. In addition, some of the transfers may 
be benefiCial to the society In gross economic terms. If a watch is stolen sold 
to a pawnbroker, and resold, this process represents an addition to the' GNP 
throu~ the "value added" principle. Tax evaSion, for example, also h~s a 
generat~ve effect on the GNP. Because decisions on government revenues and 
expenditures are made independently of one another tax money withheld 
from the government actually increases the level of the ~onsumption function 
of . th~ e~ader. Although transfer costs associated with crime have a 
redistnbut~ve effect, .they may also have a generally positive economic effect 
o~ t~e society. Certamly they represent no significant cost. 
slgmficant cost. 

The ~ost sig~ificant disagreement among the three papers concern 
Wolfgang s exclUSion of cost figures for public order crimes. He argues that: 

Illegal pro~uction can occur only if people want to buy such illegal 
good~ or servI~es; hence, the criminal is fulfilling consumer demand a 
practI~e that I.S usually considered laudatory in a capitalist econo~y. 
BehaVIOral cnmes m~y be considered unaesthetic by many, and 
perhaps, even destructIve of the person involved. But the offend . 
not duectly harming'othe~s in the sense of damaging property or ta~~~ 
goo.ds or ~o~ey illegally. Similarly, political criminals may offend the 
socI~1 solidanty but they do not reduce enjoyment of goods and 
servICes. 

. For various reasons, these crimes have not been placed in a cost 
~ndex~ The only ,!,.a~ such crimes could be vi~wed as an econornic cost 
IS that su~h actlVlhes are not included as production in the official 
Gr~~ NatIOnal Product statistics, so that if criminals turned to legal 
actlVlty, the GNP would rise.7 

. Woo!sey and the Crime Commission calculated il1e costs of pulltlic order 
, crImes. m much the same way they did for other crimes. In their discussion of 

gamblmg, the Cr~e Commission s~ates that "The cost to legitimate society is 
~ot th~ total of Illegal bets placed but rather that amount of the total which 
IS retamed by the operators of the system,,8 Th C ," . h d' . ' . 0 ommlsslon IS ere 

Iscussmg profits on capital investments and services. It may be argued that 
thes~ profits are exorbitant and therefore cause inefficiency but it is not 
pos~lble to make a cred.ible argument that all such profits' are costly to 
~ocI~ty. One. must realIze .the possible importance of gambling to the 
vonhnued. eXIstence of orgamzed crime or as a diversion from other kinds of 
consumptIon, but these are not costs to society. Wolfgang correctly points to 
the. deman.d for such services in society and the wUlingness of gamblers to pay 
a hIgh serYl~e c~arge ~or tlle benefits they can potentially receive. 
th Wolfgang s dlscussI~n o! pr?stitution is instructive. Whereas Woolsey says 

at the cost of prostitutIon IS $225 million annually, Wolfgang pOints out 
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that the only economic cost concerns the nonreporting of prostitution to the 
GNP calculation. Numerious other countries do include prostitution to thnir 
GNP, 

An additional difference among the approaches concerns the omission of 
the costs of training, placing, and integrating criminals into the legal 
economy. These costs of unemployment, job training, and placement would 
be relevant if crime were eliminated. 

Mahoney calls attention to a relevant general point about the economic 
costs of crime in relation to the cost of national defense. He states: 

We can estimate that part of our nation's resources that is devoted to 
the production of defense goods. If there were no need for defense, we 
know these resources could be devoted to other uses-perhaps hospitals, 
schools, and improved facilities and perhaps television sets, beer, and 
ball games. The actual composition of the new goods produced would 
be determined both in the marketplace and in the political arena. If the 
resources now devoted to defense were to be fully utilized in the 
nondefense sector, other things constant, there would be no chaI1e in 
national income, merely a change in the nature of goods produced. 

Aside from blurring the useful distinction between goods in the private 
and public sectors and the resulting influence on expenditure, this point is 
useful in discussing the diverse cost of crime. 

Comparative Cost Calculations 

With these major problems now in the open, we can summarize the actual 
economic costs of crime estimated by Woolsey, the Crime Commission, and 
Wolfgang. 

Table 2.-Cost Estimates 

[Wool=Woo!sey; CC=Crime Commission; Wolf=Wolfgang1 

1. Destruction or Damage of Human Capital 

..:I .• Murder and . nOllllegligent manslaughter,-The major 
difference betwee.n the Crime Commission and Woolsey 
on the one hand and Wolfgang on the other concerns the 
already discussed calculation of forgone earnings. 
Wolfgang used the vital statistics estimates of the race, 
age, and sex of the homicide victim and the Rice 
estimates of lifetime earnings. Their projection was 
reduced by 20 percent to take into account that homicide 
victims earn less than the average. The Wolfgang method 
of calculation is on'balance preferable. 

B. Rape and assault.-The very large figure presented by 
Woolsey includes a subjective cost of rape as a certain 
percentage of homicide. The Wolfgang estimates are 
admittedly arbitrary. They are based on cost of medical 
expenses and lost production for Victims. The Crime 
Commission makes no dollar estimate because of 

Dollar estimates 
(in millions) 

Wool, $650-850 
ee,5750 
Wolf, $484 

Wool, $1.'5, $568 
CC, $65 
Wolf, $142 

.. 
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ina~equ~te. data. The figures they Use for speCUlation lead 
t~ 5 nu~hon and are lower than Wolfgang's because of 
sl!ghtly different caloulations for medical eXpenses and a 
dlffere~t calculation of the number of rapes and assaults 
committed. The techniques used by til C' 
Com " d 'V e nme mission an I olfgang are preferable to Woolsey's. 

2. Destruction or Damage of Property 

A. Arson and Vandalism.-All three agree that $100 '11' f 
ars' I' bl ml Ion or 

on I~ a re.la e figure. Disagreement arises over the 
calculatton fO.r vanda,lism. The Crime Commission and 
Woolsey only Included vandalism against individuals while 
the \~olfgang. paper includes twice that amount for 
~andalis~ agamst establishments. There is insufficient 
mformatlOn to determine which estimate is closer to the 
actual loss through urson and vandalism. 

B. Auto offenses.-The Crime Commission estimate for this 
~ateg~ry .~omes under ~he title of "driving under the 
mfluvnce. On the baSIS of various estimates of the 
percentage. of drivers who are responsible for accidents 
under the mfluence of alcohol, the Commission allocates 
a percentage. of all traffic accidents to this cause. In the 
Wolfgang estimate damages caused by hit-and-run drivers 
and reckless drivers are included. The Wolfgang estimate is 
prepared from National Opinion Research Corpo:cation 
data collected for the Crime Commission Th i I . 
of thi t " . e ne USlon 

. s ca egory IS highly dUbious. The costs are not 
denved !ro~ committing the crime under cOnsidr!ration 
but gettmg Into !l traffic accident. Even if the inclusion i~ 
acc~pted, the Cnme Commission figures are inflated once 
~am as the same standard of forgone earnings are 
mcluded. 

3. Illegal Transfers 

A. Robb~ry. Burglary. Larceny. and Auto Theft. -Individual 
estlInates for robbery and burglary are exac/ly.the same 
fo! Woolsey and the Crime Commission. They disagree 
WIth .W.olfgang because Woolsey and the Crime 
CommiSSion ~sed FBI data, while Wolfgang used NORC 
~at~ plus estimates. The estimates on larc,eny are quite 
sl.RUla.r for a~1 three. Variation occurs as a re,sult of slightly 
dlffenng estimates. Estimates of auto theft are virt\lally 
t~e same ~y Wool~ey and Wolfgang with considerable 
dlffere~c~ In ~le Cnme Commission estimate. The Crime 
ComnusslOn Included a factor foI' damage to c 
r~c~vered ~fter being stolen. There do 'not seem to be a~; 
!Igmficant ~ssues separating the various estimates of costs 
>or these cnmes. 

Wool, $300 
CC,$300 
Wolf, $730 

Wool, $0 
ee, $1,816 
Wolf, $139 

Wool, $499 
CC,$600 
Wolf, $672 

B. Shoplifting-The estimates for all three are virtually 
identical. About $1,500 

C. Fraud.-Woolsey included only mail frauds in his estimate 
Wolfg~ng used NO~C data for frauds against persons and 
co.~bmed these With a very low estimate of tax frauds 
ongzn~lI~ used by the Crinle Commission. The Crime 
CO~nllSSI0n says that it is not possible to make a reliable 
esttmate of the costs of fraud, but it does use the quoted 

Wool, $89 
CC, $1,450 
Wolf, $491 
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figure in its summary presentation. The CClmmission 
includes brief discussions of frauds associated with 
salesmanship, mail fraud, fraud in the sale and promotion 
of securities, charity fraud, health frauds, and auto and 
home repair frauds. In the terms of economIc cost used 
by the authors of the papers,the estimate of the Crime 
Commissic;m is probably more accurate. 

D. Counterfeiting, forgery, and embezzling,-Wocilsey and the 
Crime Commission made their estimates on the basis of 
data from the American Bankers Association and the 
U. S. Treasury Department. These basic estimates were 
accepted by Wolfgang. However, he alsel adds the $54 
million payout in surety bonds plus two times this 
amount for surety violations not covere:d by insurance. 
The inclusion of surety bonds by Wolfgang seems 
reasonable. 

E. Extortion. -Woolsey's data were taken fwm an estimate by 
the late Robert Kennedy. Both Wolfg;mg and the Crime 
Commission felt there were grossly insufficient data to 
make an estimate. 

F. Antim/s! and other business crimes. ·-No estimates were 
made by any of the three authors. 

4. Public Order Crimes 

A. Gambling-The Crime Commission stated in text of the 
report that it was impossible to make a reliable estimate 
on this area of illegal activity. However, once again it 
includes a figure in its summary table and the estimate is 
generally supported by figures in the text of the report. 
The Woolsey figures were taken from preliminary 
estimates of illegal gambling profits made by the Crime 
Commission. Later the Commission revised its estimates 
and this is the source of the disparity. No explanation is 
given for the change in the figures. 

B. Narcotics.-Woolsey and the Crime Commission both use 
figures provided by the BUreau of Narcotics. The cost is 
calculated by multiplying the number of addicts times the 
average expenditure per ye;ar per addict. 

C. Loansharking. - No paper gives reliable estimates. The Crime 
Commission asserts, however, that it is generally believed 
that this is the second l'argest revenue source of organized 
crime. The Commissi01,\ feels that it exceeds narcotics in 
annual c(lst. 

Crimes of Violence 

Wool, $80 
CC,$82 
Wolf, $242 

Wool, $1,000 
ce,$O 
Wolf, $0 

Wool, $11,250 
ce, $7,000 
Wolf: no estimate 

Wool, $350 
CC,$350 
Wolf: No estimate 

D. Prostitutio/l,-The metho,d for calculating annual cost has no Wool, $225 
usefulness. ce: No estimate 

Wolf: No estimate 

E. A lcolz 01. -The calculation of economic cost is made on the 
basis of loss in tax revenue to the Fedenu and State 
governments. There is no reason to challenge the 
estima tes of the amounts of illegal liquor activity. Tax 
evasion in this case as in many others may actually 
contribute positively to the gross national product. 

Wool: No estiIpate 
ce, $150 
Wolf: No estimate 
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5. o tiler Miscellaneous Cost Figures 

A. Abortio~.-The Crime Commission calculates foregone 
earntngs for. women who die while having illegal abortions 
and adds thiS to the cost for performing the operations to 
produce the estimate. 

Wool: No estimat~ 
CC,$120 
Wolf: No estimate 

Public Expenditures for Law Enforcement and the Criminal Justice System 

Only the Crime Commission and Woolsey give detailed treatment to the 
costs of maintaining the criminal justice system. An outline for each follows: 

Table 3.-Criminal Justice System Costs 

Woolsey 

Public costs of the criminal justice system: 

1. Crime suppression 

2. Apprehension, prosecution, and incarceration 

A. Police 
B. Prosecution and defense 
C. Courts 
D. Incarceration 
E. Rehabilitation 
F. Other-including welfare payments 

Crime Commission 

Public expenditures for law enforcement and the criminal justice system: 

1. Police 

2. Prosecution and defense counsel 

3. Courts 

4. Corrections 

If the Crime Conunission outline is used for comparative purposes the 
exact expenditure estimates from each of the two sources are.: ' 

Table 4-Criminal Justice System Costs, Crime Commissio/l Categories 

1. Police.-The estimate of the Crime Commission includes the 
total cost of maintaining Federal, State, and local law 
enforcement services. The Woolsey estimate is slightiy 
lower because he calculates a percentage of police time 
for traffic control and regulation. WoJgang criticizes the 
Crime Commission report for including traffic control 
costs. 

2. Prosec~tion and a,efellse cou/lsel.-The figures are expected 
to Increase rapidly due to the increased protection of the 
rights of criminals by the courts. 

Wool, $2,000 
CC, $2,792 

Wool, $129 
CC,$135 
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3. Courts. ·-The figures were derived from exactly the same 
sources. They arc the total expenditure on CO\··t cost;;, 
civil and criminal, throughout the country. 

4. Corrections.-Thc description of corrections in the Woolsey 
paper is divided between incarceration and rehabilitation 
but the method of calculation is exactly similar. It 
includes the total cost of correctional institutions plus the 
cost of parole, probation, and other rehabilitation. 

Rehabilitation 

Wool, $261 
CC, $261 

Wool, $1,000 
CC, $1,034 

In both the Crime Commission report and the Woolsey paper there are 
brief discussions of the benefits of crime prevention. The two items cited arc 
the potential earnings for incarcerated criminals and the potential legitimate 
earnings of those who are currently making a living from crime. There were 
over 300,000 prisoners on an average day in 1965. Both papers speculate 
about the earnings of these individuals at the national average wage. The 
estimates are probably inflated, but there can be no doubt that the prisoners 
would be contributing more to the economy if they were out of prison. 

Mahoney discusses in considerable detail the costs and benefits of criminal 
rehabilitation and stresses the contribution of rehabilitation programs to the 
increased return on human capital. The major costs and benefits are shown in 

Table 5. 

Conclusion 

From the foregoing summary of the varying estimates of the costs of 
crime it is clear that the problem of establishing a valid estimate is very 
compiex indeed. It is hard to argue strongly with the contention of numerous 
scholars that the problems are so great that it probably is not very useful to 
attempt any such estimates. 

Table 5-The Costs and Benefits o/Criminal Rehabilitation 

Category Costs Benefits 

Effects on government Increased budgetary Decreases in costs of-

revenue flows cost of parole 1. Penal Institutions 
2. Welfllre payments program 3. Police agencies 
4. Courts 

plus 
r ncreases in tax revenues 

Effects on Society's Increased budgetary Increases in Produr:tivity 

economic resources cost of parole pro- of rehabilitants . 
gram plus 

plus Decreases in productivity 
Increased risk of losses due to Incidence 

crime and other of crime ~-
external costs freed resources 

Effects on individual Income forgone Increases in lifetime -. 
economic welfare during participa- earnings 
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This judgment is likely to be reinforced by the considerations raised in the 
following section on the social lind psychological costs of crime. We have '10t 
been a.ble to even estimate these costs because there is no sensible procedure 
for domg so. Nonetheless, we can at least begin to define their dimensions. 

SOCIAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL COSTS 

Of the many social and psychological costs that might be considered we 
limit ourselves to illustrating more obvious ones that specifically result from 
violent behavior: 

• Loss of public facilities: cultural, recreational and economic. 

• Increased racial conflict and segregation. 

• The breakup of neighborhoods, communities, and urban 
subcultures. 

• Negative effects on civil liberties. 

• The formation of new and undesirable groups and practices. 
The effects of real as against perceived violence are not generally 

distinguished. Hopefully, this suggestive discussion will stimulate further 
work that categorizes the entire matrix of possible social and psychological 
costs and makes progress toward estimating their magnitude. 

Loss of Use of Public Facilities: Cultural, Recreational, 
and Economic 

Many have listed crime and fear for personal safety as important factors in 
tho unwillingness of white suburbia to support urban institutions. These 
factors also apply to many urban residents. The recent controversy at 
Columbia University highlighted this situation through the confrontation over 
the construction of the new gymnasium in Morningside Park. On-il spokesman 
argued that the debate over Morningside Park wa~ irrelevant bflcause, in her 
words, "everyone in the community knows that unless one wished to be 
mugged or knifed, no sane person would go near the par_k-night or day.iOlO 

This park and many others like it which are either in or riear an inner city 
area could provide urgently needed recreational facilities for urban youth. 
Parks and other facilities in many I?,ities are greatly under-utilized due to their 
undesirable location. . 

Other community facilities, particularly'entertainment '.::enters, also suffer 
because of location. Attendance at sports arenas in Ch.icago and Newark, for 
exam,Ple, are adversely affected by fear of atta~k. It has become increasingly 
difflcult fo!, theaters and orchestras to sustain adequate support be,1uuse of . 
th~ir central city locations. Retail outlets complain of high insurance .Co.sts 
arid increased theft in downto;lVn locations. Centr,al city violence has greatly 
increased overall property insurance rates in most areas. These costs arc, in 
turn, charged to tile people least able to pay-the ghetto residents. The n~sults 
are increased hostility and racial discord. ' 

...... ' "',f 
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The measurement of underutilization would not be too difficult. An 
inventory of recreational and cultural facilities and retail, amusement, and 
outlets in a given city would be taken. By using standard calculations for the 
market demand for various kinds of facilities, percent utilization could be 
calculated and adjusted for different times of the day and night. The 
population could be surveyed to evaluate their reasons for use or nonuse of a 
given facility. Conclusions could be drawn about demand patterns and the 
inhibiting factors associated with problems of safety and violence. It would 
not be difficult to develop controlled experiments to assess the influence of 
various corrective actions designed to make the areas safe for maximum use. 

Few will deny the immediate importance of adequate recreational and 
cultural facilities. But this problem relates to a fundamental question of 
... rbun development: will the conditions of life in the central city further 
encourage the shrinkage of the urban tax-base, the out-migration of 
middle-class whites, the increasing demands for urban services, and the exit of 
industry and consequently of employment or;:;unuruties? If violence makes 
use of these facilities too costly, it will be impossible to alter the prevailing 
patterns of urban growth and development. This would be an overwhelming 
cost. 11 

Racial Conflict and Segregation 

Chapter 3 presented striking differentials in the rates of major violence for 
blacks in comparison to whites. Although the causes of these differentials 
are frequency ignored,12 it is undeniable that the association of blacks with 
violence has conditioned the behavior ar::1 attitudes of white society. 

Widespread residential segregation has been partially caused by the white 
community's concern with violence. The lower crime rates in high-income 
areas h.:ad people to be attracted to the suburbs. A recent survey found that 
30 percent of high crime area residents wished to mo move from that area as 
soon as possible.l 3 However, whites could move more easily tllan Negroes 
due to income differentials and the racial discrimination existing in many 
areas of the city. 

Racial discrimination has played it key role in the emergence of residential 
patterns in cities. Among the m(}st persistent pattern is the keeping a 
resi4<Jntial area integrated for more than a few years.14 The Kerner 
Commission Report discussed the process: 

Another form of d'7crimination just as significant is white 
withdrawal from, or refu~al to enter, neighborhoods where large 
numbers of Negroes are moving or already residing. Normal population 
turnover causes about 20 pt::::cent of the re;,idents of average U. S. 
neighborhoods to move out every year because of income changes,job 
transfers, shifts in life cycle positi'.)n or deaths. The refusal of whites to 
move into changing areas when vacancies occur. there from normal 
turnover means that most of these vacancies are eventually occupied by 
Negroes. An inexorable shift toward heavy Negro occupancy results..1S 

Higher crime rates among blacks are reflected in the differential fear that 
residents of various neighborhoods have of crime. The Crime Commission 
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noted that Negro women have the greatest fear of violence, with the second 
highest rate among Negro men. 16 The i ~llup Poll in April of 1965 asked a 
national sample the following question; '"Is there any area right /lrouad 
here-that is, within a mile-where you wouid be afraid to walk alone at 
night?" "Yes" was indicated by 34 percent, 63 percent answered no, and 3 
percent couldn't say. 1 7 In 1968 the question was asked again by the Gallup 
Poll. 1 B The results were as follows: 35 percent said yes, 62 percent said no, 
and 3 percent could not say. Tllis poll gave a more extensive breakdown of 
the individuals polled_ The figures (percent) for men and women are shown in 
Table 6. 

Table 6 
1965 Gallup Poll 

Response to the question: "[s there any area right around here-this is within a 
mile-where you would be afraid to walk alone at night?" 

Men 

Woman 

White 

Negro 

1 million and over 

% million to 1 million 

50,000-500,000 

2,500-50,000 

Under 2,500 

Cen tral city 

Suburban 

Yes 

19 

50 

Yes 

35 

40 

Yes 

42 

40 

42 

33 

24 

Yes 

49 

31 

No Can't say 

79 2 

47 3 

No Can't Say 

62 3 

59 1 

No Can't Say 

56 2 

57 3 

53 5 

65 2 

74 2 

No Can't Say 

46 5 

66 3 

The conclusion seems to be clear: to feel safer, it is better to live in high 
income areas, suburbs, or areas which are predominantly white. America has a 
segregated society. A number of circumstances and attitudes have favored its 
continuation, and inasmuch as the presence of violence has cOlltributed, it 
may be considered a social cost. 

In all analyses of the relationsllips between the races, it is very difficult to 
separate the various causes of distrust and the lack of progress toward 
integration. Residential segregation and the association of blacks with 
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violence result in an almost total elimination of opportunities for informal 
personal Or small group contact. In most cities, residential segregation is 
virtually total. The creation of a climate favoring contact and understanding 
is extremely difficult. The result is a heightening of prejudice and mutual 
distrust which, in tum, militates against gradual integration of the races. 

Evaluation of the lack of contact and understanding is strongly influenced 
by one's own values. Yet some measurements of the seriousness of the 
malady have been developed. One recent study, for example, presents an 
index for the extent of residential segregation.19 It would be relatively easy 
to do more extensive research and quantification of the perceived causes of 
residential mobility and neighbOlhood safety. The importance of safety and 
violence could be assessed through sampling techniques and observation of 
mobility patterns. The ability of blacks to move from high crime and violence 
areas could also be quantified. Generally, the contribution of violence to the 
Negro stereotype and its influence on various forms of segregation could be 
assessed. 

The Breakup of Neighborhoods, Communities, and Urban 
Subcultures 

Many forces within American cities militate toward the elimination of 
traditional neighborhoods or relatively confined community units within th.e 
city. Perhaps most notable is the breakup of traditional ethnic neighborhoods 
and the dispersion of third-generation ethnic groups into the suburbs and 
culturally integrated neighborhoods,z° This dispersion is partially related to 
the general inmigration of Negroes to the central city and the outmigration of~ 
whites to the suburbs. It is also encouraged by the increase of crime in the 
central city and the difficulty of maintaining the quality of contact which in 
the past inspired a remarkable commitment to the maintenance of these 
neighborhoods. 

Various scholars21 have stressed the importance of face-to-face contacts 
and the sharing of common institutions and assumptions about neighbors. 
As insecurity increases in an area, the possibility of contact and 
"neighboring" (which includes, among other things, sharing smalltalk, 
borrowing small items, and living in the same environment) become 
inoperative. If, as the Gallup poll indicates, a large number of Americans feel 
unsafe in their neighborhoods, then urban existence becomes more and more 
atomic. Gallup states that, "The situation is thought to be so bad 'in many 
communities that persons interviewed offered such comments as 'I wouldn't 
even go out on my own porch after dark.' ,,2 2 

The total cost of the breakdown of neighborhoods and urban communities 
because of violence is difficult to determine authoritatively and virtually 
impossible to measure precisely. However, many believe that a sense of 
community is essential to productive living and that group norms are 
important means of regulating antisocial behavior. These observations, 
although often elusive to quantification, may be very central to 
understanding urban life and the phenomenon of violence. 
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Negative Effects on Civil Liberties 

The pressure to "do something" about the more conspicuous forms of 
violence is very strong and seems to be increasing. Talk of outright repressiort 
is common among many groups. Much of the pressure to "crackdown" on 
lawbreakers is voiced in terms of strengthening police departments. Various 
means are suggested to achieve this objective, and the most prominent is to 
give greater power to the individual policeman. Seldom before has there been 
such general dissatisfaction with the Supreme Court of the United States as 
there was after the series of decisions protecting the rights of the accused and 
regulating the actions of police.23 

According to the Gallup poll of March 3, 1968, the majority of Americans 
said the courts were too "soft" on criminals. The results (percentages) were at; 
shown in Table 7. 

Table 7 
1968 Gallup Poll 

Response to the question: "In general, do you think the courts in this area deal too 
harshly or not harshly enough with criminals?" 

About right . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . ..... 19 

Too harshly . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 

No opinion '" ............•...•........... 16 

The same poll showed that large numbers of Americans felt that making 
penalties more severe, giving the policr~ a freer hand, and increasing the size of 
the police force were the most relevant steps tqward reduction of crimliiY' It 
should not be presumed that, those who support these proposals are 
necessarily against the protection of civil liberties and constitutional rights. 
However, many spokesman for this position seem to express little concern for 
the rights of individuals and the importance of due process. 

An index of constitutional liberties and equal protection under the law 
could be developed that would measure changes in the extent and type of 
protection given to lawbreaker:~ of various categories. The legal protection 
given citizens involved specifically in.civil disorders could also be studied. The 
court reaction to such police actions as shooting looters and arsonists would 
be a good indication of local trends of protection of civil liberties. Finally, 
Supreme Court decisions affecting issues of civil liberties may suggest al\, 
approach to a national resolution of the conflict between constitutional 
guarantees of basic liberties and the widespread demm.u for protection 
against violence. '. 

The Formation of New and Undesirable Social Groups and 
Practices ' 

Various social groups have responded. to the increasing fear of violence and 
crime by forming their own institutions to protect citizens and property and 
return "law and order" to certain neighborhoods and urban communities. 
Some of thesf! g~oups have been of genuine assistance to the police and the 
area concerned. Others, both black and white, have developed independent 
law enforcement units that hav~ taken' on the charar.teristics of Vigilante 
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groups. Mostofthe groups, desirable or undesirable, will probably diminish in 
importance jf greater confidence is restored in the ability of local law 
enforcement officers to protect property and lives. 

Closely related to the formation of these groups is the development and 
proliferation of practices, particularly in the suburbs, designed to offer 
self'protection for the average per.son in situations of uncontrolled crime. 
Classes held to train housewives in suburban Detroit to shoot pistols have 
received considerable pUblicity. Other cities have. noted a marked increase in 
pistol sales, training, and participation in various programs to assure 
self-defense and safeguard property _ Given the current magnitude of concern 
about the problems of crime and violence, such developments are 
understandable. Yet these groups and practices probably have a negative 
effect on American society. The constant concern of individuals to protect 
themselves and their property is conducive to an atmosphere of suspicion and 
fear which may be particulary damaging to children. 

Local politicians and demagogues can effectively increase these fears when 
they argue for simultaneous reliance on the police and distrust of the political 
system. 

Within the black community, the objects of fear an'! different. The Harris 
Poll found that a much higher proportion of Negroes than whites considered 
pOlice brutality as a major cause of rioting?S Black communities have a1st) 
witnessed the formation of private groups for the self-defense and restoration 
of law and order. In addition, they seek to protect themselves from the police 
and other "instruments of white society." The first Black Panthers saw 
protection as one of the major functions of black community groups. It is 
impossible to say whether these groups will disappear if the threat Clf violence 
diminishes. Nevertheless, the institutionalization of law enforcement groups 
by private citizens signifies a serious lack of confidence in their law 
enforcement officials. It is certainly possible that these groups will adopt an 
independent character unrelated to the fear of violence andcrirne. These 
groups may become permanent social institutions which sow distrust and 
disharmony. 

It would be interesting and useful to survey the various groups which have 
emerged in response to the perceived threat of a breakdown in law and order. 
Generalizations about composition and goals are likely, however, to be 
complicated by the diversity of forms and programs. An evaluation .of their 
costs to society would be extremely difficult. Again, a judgment of the 
importance of the negative or positive consequences of existence is 
k' cessarily subjective. . 
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